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ORGANISATION OF THE VOLUME
In Chapters 1�3 the background to the project is presented together with a general introduction to the physical environment, thenatural history and archaeology of the Western Isles. The results of the excavations are presented in Chapters 4�8 in a highlysynthesised form, with field interpretation, post-excavation analyses and final archaeological interpretation summarised by Block(see Chapter 1.3.5). Chapters 9�18 contains the detailed results of the post-excavation analyses together with the conclusions ofthe project.When original context numbers appear in the text, they are rendered in square brackets thus, [274]. Radiocarbon dates arepresented either as raw radiocarbon determinations BP, eg 2350 ± 50 uncal BP, or as calibrated age ranges BC or AD, eg 1500to 1275 cal BC. Where more general terms are used, as in �the second millennium BC� the dates should be understood as indicat-ing calendar dates, unless otherwise specified and if the context seemed to require it the phrase �cal BC� or �cal AD� has been em-ployed.  The term �radiocarbon years� has been used to identify the intervals between the means of radiocarbon determinations,eg there are 100 radiocarbon years between 2350 ± 50 uncal BP and 2450 ± 50 uncal BP.This monograph has taken many years in the making and consequently, many of the specialist reports were written sometime ago. To avoid further delay in publication the original texts are published, with the date of their submission in brackets afterthe author�s name.

PREFACE BY COLIN WALLACE, MANAGING EDITOR OF SAIR
The sharp-eyed reader will notice that SAIR 3 is different in appearance and concept to the other reports in the SAIR series.Bronze Age Farms and Iron Age Farm Mounds of the Outer Hebrides was welcomed by the SAIR Pilot as a parallel project, along-running one with its own editor and publication history, that would find a home under the SAIR umbrella.  It was not rea-sonable to impose further delays consequent on putting it in the hands of the Pilot Editor and entering it into another editingprocess, when the point of SAIR is to make the results of archaeological fieldwork available.  Read on!
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Plate 1. Ceramic vessel in the foreground and other archaeological material ofDark Age date on the island of Ensay, Sound of Harris

Plate 2. Site of Paible, North Uist. Figure to left is examining Beaker periodmidden deposit at the base of the dune. Coring showed that the Beaker depositsdrop steeply inshore of the exposure so that parts of it lie at 10 �15 m belowthe current land surface



CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND TO THE WESTERN ISLESPROJECT
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Hebridean sites of the coastal sand cliffs and associatedmachair, or sandy plain have been known for many years.Artefacts and ecofacts of various types have long been col-lected from archaeological sites in the eroding sand-cliffs ofthe machairs of the Outer Hebrides (Plate 1, and see Bever-idge 1911, 227�39, for example). The then Office of Workscommissioned the excavation of a series of machair sites, onSouth Uist, in 1965, in advance of the establishment there ofthe rocket range. Later, in 1978, HBM commissioned a sur-vey of the coastal sites (Shepherd & Shepherd 1978) and alist of over 100 was compiled. This survey was comple-mented by Cowie�s survey of the coastal sites of Harris andLewis (pers comm) to provide a database of sites at risk fromcoastal erosion, in the Outer Hebrides. More recently, His-toric Scotland has commissioned surveys of the coastal strip50 m deep in several areas while the work of SEARCH, theSheffield University archaeological programme in theHebrides has added many more sites.Early in 1983, personnel of the then Central ExcavationUnit (CEU) of Historic Scotland�s predecessor (SDD AncientMonuments) revisited very nearly all of the coastal sites thenknown in the Long Isle, with the specific task of identifyingthose at immediate threat from coastal erosion and of assess-ing the feasibility of their excavation or preservation. Somethirty-two sites were seen to be undergoing active erosion.About one third of these could not be excavated cost-effi-ciently because they were overlain by high dunes, in somecases the overburden being as high as 15 m (Plate 2). A fur-ther third were not available for examination because theowners� consents were not forthcoming. In virtually all suchcases the owners were engaged in attempts to stabilise thecalcareous shell sand deposits in which the sites lay. Since thismeant that the sites were also in the process of being stabi-lised, their preservation seemed likely, at least in the shortterm, and they could be removed from the �sites at immediaterisk� category.Nine sites remained which were being actively eroded butpreservation was not being pursued, and where excavationwas feasible. These sites were of two morphotypes; sites ex-posed in roughly vertical sand-cliffs (Plate 3) and sites ex-posed over relatively large horizontal areas of sand deflation(Plate 4). The problems of erosion and its prevention wereclearly greatest in deflation sites, and these arguably meritedimmediate attention. However, the vertical exposures offeredsections through the sand-cliff sites which could be examinedwithout increasing the area of the site exposed to further ero-sion. It was, therefore, decided to examine one sand-cliff sitealong its exposed face to;
i) record and sample its deposits and retrieve primaryarchaeological information
ii) to examine its relationships with the machair deposits inwhich it sat, and most importantly,
iii) to gain experience in the excavation of such sites beforecontemplating a larger-scale exercise.

The site selected for this preliminary examination was that atBalelone in North Uist (Figure 1) which was investigated in1983. The writer was invalided for the year in which this sitewas excavated and the project was managed for CEU by MrM Brooks and the site supervised by Mr P Strong. The ar-chaeological information retrieved at Balelone is presented inChapter 4.Investigations conducted in parallel with the excavationrevealed that the site did not extend inland from its exposurein the sand-cliff for more than about 10 m (Figure 9). Fur-thermore, the level of its uppermost layers dropped fromabout 1 m to more than 5 m below the current ground sur-face, over that distance. At Balelone, the site has largely beenremoved by the sea and excavation of the surviving segmentis unlikely to repay the considerable costs involved, despitethe real wealth of artefactual and settlement evidence re-vealed in the site�s eroding face.The Balelone excavation was designed to explore theproblems associated with the excavation of deep midden siteswith complex stratigraphy and the not inconsiderable prob-lems of excavation in sand. Although the latter are commonlylamented in print (Crawford 1978) suggestions for their reso-lution seem rarely to have been published. The trial excava-tion concentrated on the erosion face, which was cleaned,recorded and sampled. Two squares, 2 m by 2 m, were exca-vated behind the face to provide larger samples.Balelone demonstrated that the length and apparentwealth of the exposed faces were not reliable indicators ofthe surviving areal extents of the sites. Furthermore, thesampling strategy proved inadequate and simple dressingof the erosion face did not reveal, until a late stage in theproject, that large pieces of the face had become detachedfrom the main deposit and slipped downwards. Clearly, anew approach was called for. A structured approach wasdecided upon, aimed firstly at establishing the three-di-mensional extent of each of the sites to be examined. Onthe basis of the information thus gained, it was proposedthat sampling excavations be conducted on a small numberof sites; four sites were in fact sampled (Figure 1). The in-formation then available would, it was felt, facilitate a re-alistic appraisal of the likely archaeological benefits to begained, and an equally realistic estimate of the likely costsinvolved in larger-scale excavations at these sites. Thesefactors could then guide the final selection of one site � orof a small number of sites � for fuller excavation. It wasalso felt that if these sampling excavations were carriedout within a rigorously defined research framework, theycould also be used to establish and refine relevant researchquestions and thereby guide research design for any subse-quent excavation.
1.1.1 The coring programme
The importance of establishing the three-dimensional extentsof the sites has been noted above. To facilitate this process, a10 m grid was imposed on each site over an area of 100 ×100 m with the midpoint of one face of the grid aligned onthe centre of the exposed midden deposits (Figures 18, 37,67 & 72). The south-west corner of each grid square wastreated as the origin from which the grid squares were num-bered. Each of the grid intersections was levelled with respect
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Figure 1. Location map
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Plate 4. Deflation surfaces on Ensay, Sound of Harris

Plate 3. Sandcliffs at Baleshare, prior to excavation



to a local temporary datum. Topographical surveys of thegridded areas were then undertaken.Bucket augers were used to core the sites at the grid inter-sections (Plate 5). Two sizes of auger-head were used, 110mm and 150 mm, and both proved very successful in retriev-ing material without collapsing the sides of the core hole,even when this descended for up to 6.5 m through loosesand. (The writer is most grateful to Professor W Ritchie forrecommending their use and for advice on this problem.) Thewater table defined the lowest depth that could be cored suc-cessfully because wet sand was not retained in thebucket-heads. Although unsuitable for applications requiringfine resolution because of the disturbance to the retrievedmaterial, the bucket augers revealed the levels of the top andthe bottom of the midden deposits without ambiguity. Thiswas achieved with minimal disturbance to the deposits, withroughly one part in six thousand of their volume being dis-turbed. The coring began at the grid intersections immedi-ately behind the exposed face and was extended, thence,back into the grid until at least two successive intersectionsalong a grid line were cored without revealing midden mate-rial. The grid was enlarged as necessary for those sites whichextended beyond the initial grid.At Baleshare (Figure 18) however, the size of the site wassuch that coring outwith the surveyed grid was concentratedalong two axes projected from the grid. Material retrievedfrom the coring was recorded, although it was virtually un-stratified, because it was hoped that its horizontal distribu-tion might reveal something of the location of activity areas

within the midden. The results of this coring operation arediscussed by site below.
Baleshare Upper and LowerThe site at Baleshare, on the island of the same name, off thewest coast of North Uist, proved the most extensive of thecored sites (Figure 18). Coring suggested that it consists oftwo midden deposits, separated by relatively clean sand. Theupper midden, visible along an 80 m stretch of the erodingsand cliff, extended inland for 30 m, in a rough semi-circle.The lower midden lay at the foot of the eroding sand cliff. Itextended 320 m along the coast and 110 m back from it.These correspond to the Iron Age (upper) and later BronzeAge (lower) middens, revealed by tapestry excavation, whilethe relatively clean sand between them is a cultivated,windblown sand (Figure 19).The augers retrieved anthropic materials including shell,bone, pottery, slag and stone. The distribution of these mate-rials gave an indication of the spatial organisation of the sites,including the location of structures within them. AtBaleshare, for example, there seems to be a settlement nu-cleus at the south-west end of the lower midden whichyielded relatively large quantities of bone, shell and pottery(Figure 2). Stones prevented coring in some parts of the area.These are likely to have been structural stone, because iso-lated stones tend to be moved aside by the auger, or to de-flect the auger but do not usually stop its progress.

4

Figure 2. Results of the coring exercise at Baleshare indicating the location of structures at the south-west end of the midden
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Figure 3. Hougharry: location map and plan of Site 1



Hornish PointThe surviving deposits at the site of Hornish Point, on thenorth-west of South Uist, covered a roughly rectangular area,60 m along the coast by 30 m inland (Figures 37 & 38).Coring indicated that a nucleus of structures existed in, andimmediately behind, the central and northern parts of theerosion face. Subsequent excavation confirmed this, at leastin the area of the erosion face. The retrieved materials andthe observable fragments of structures suggested that this wasan Iron Age site.
South GlendaleThe deflation site of South Glendale (Figure 67) lies on thenorth-west side of an isolated bay on the south coast of SouthUist. Deposits were found within an area measuring 50 m by30 m but had been badly fragmented in antiquity and exten-sively deflated in the recent past. They now survive as a verysmall margin of in situ deposits, on the west, with a largespread grading eastwards from deflated deposits to simplespreads of anthropic materials.Coring did not reveal any evidence of structures. Clearly,very little of this set of deposits survives. The Shepherds(1978) record this as a Beaker Period site and a single sherdof Beaker pottery was collected from the site during thisphase of the survey.
NewtonferryThe site of Newtonferry (Figures 72 & 73) lies on the northcoast of North Uist, on the east shore of the head of PortNan Long. It is a deflation site with deposits exposed overlarge areas. In some areas, especially on its northern side, thedeposits seem to have been completely removed by aeolianerosion leaving spreads of shell, potsherds, slag and otheranthropogenic materials. The coast is very fragmented in thisarea with an isolated talard, a grass covered, vertical-sided,sand hillock, still standing within an area of general deflation.From this area tongues of erosion lead south and east into themachair. Anthropic materials are visible over most of the de-flation surface and coring has extended and unified the areaof archaeologically significant deposits. These cover an area

of 130 m by 50 m and are truncated by the modern beachalong their irregular northern margin. Apparent structural el-ements which may have been hearths or kelp burning stancesor cists were noted, albeit no longer in situ. A larger, appar-ently rectangular structure was contained within the talardand may have contributed to the latters� survival. The latterseemed clearly post-medieval but the Shepherds identifiedthis site as a Beaker Period site, or rather, as a site containingBeaker Period deposits.
Hougharry Sites 1 to 4Four sites are located opposite the modern village ofHougharry, along the western sand-cliff margin of Aird AnRunair, North Uist (Figures 3 & 4).Site 1 lies at the outermost point of the western arm ofthe bay and consists of two separate elements, a very smallpart of a structure, possibly a wheelhouse, high in thedune-face at the north-east corner of the site, and south ofthis some elements of structural stone at a lower level. Bothare associated with a small, roughly circular area of middendeposits, about 30 m in diameter. It is probable that these de-posits are merely the surviving rump of a site which, if theobservable structure was roughly central, may have measured80 m by 50 m, or more.Site 2 was visible as a ledge of organic deposits containinganthropic materials near the foot of a steep sand-cliff some 5m to 6 m high (Figure 4). This was a relatively extensive se-ries of deposits measuring roughly 120 m by 80 m.Sites 3 and 4 could only be examined in the vertical expo-sures at the foot of the sand-cliff (Figure 4). A combinationof deep deposits of overlying sand and a high water table,perched on the archaeological deposits, defeated attempts atcoring these sites.The materials retrieved from Sites 1 and 2 at Hougharrywere not inconsistent with an Iron Age date for these deposits.
1.1.2 The �tapestry� excavations
The results of the coring exercise are summarised in Table1. It was clear that the sites at South Glendale andHougharry 1 were heavily truncated. Hougharry 2, 3 and 4are buried, in part, under very deep sand deposits and theirexcavation is likely to prove wholly uneconomical.Baleshare and Hornish Point are extensive, both horizon-tally and vertically, while Newtonferry extends over a largearea, but is relatively shallow. It was decided to examinefour of these sites, representative of the span of the ero-sional gradient. Two sand-cliff sites were selected, Baleshareand Hornish Point, and two deflation sites, Newtonferryand South Glendale. Tapestry excavations were proposedfor the sand-cliff sites, and in a modified form, forNewtonferry, while a traditional, open-area excavation wasdecided upon for South Glendale.Tapestry excavation, the excavation of a strip of depositsalong an exposed face, was the preferred method of investi-gation because, as noted previously, it did not expose anymore of the site to erosion than had previously been exposed.Tapestry excavation evolved in Switzerland, in the excava-tion of highly stratified deposits on lake-dwelling sites. In es-sence, tapestry excavation is the recording of a vertical stripthrough the site�s deposits.
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Plate 5. Bucket augers
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Figure 4. Hougharry: plans of Sites 2�4



The advantages of tapestry excavation include the following:
i) Excavated materials are never more than 0.25 m from arecorded face.
ii) The area of site exposed to further erosion is not in-creased.
iii) The section offers the opportunity to examine the full,or nearly full, history of the site along the section line.
In practice, the following procedure was observed;
i) Debris and loose material was cleared away from theface of the deposits and the lower boundary located bydigging down to the foot of the deposits.
ii) To prevent collapse of the final sections, a stepped facewith risers of no more than 1m high and treads signifi-cantly wider than 1m was created. Thus, even if oneface collapsed it should not cause the collapse of theface beneath it (the angle of repose of the sand was mea-sured at roughly 45%).
iii) The treads were cut along the tops of individual layers,ie they were not horizontal along the face of the sites,only at right-angles to it. This simplified recording andfacilitated the merging of the separately recorded faces.
iv) The material removed this far was simply shovelledaway. Recovered artefacts and ecofacts were treated as�unstratified�.
v) The vertical faces were now recorded.
vi) A strip 0.50 m wide was excavated layer by layer, downeach face; all artefacts and ecofacts were recovered andall deposits were extensively sampled.
vii) Finally, the resulting sections were recorded again.
viii) The site was backfilled to something close to its originalshape.

1.2 EXCAVATION METHOD
1.2.1 Stratigraphic recording
The sites at Baleshare, Hornish Point and Newtonferry wereinvestigated by tapestry excavation. South Glendale was exca-vated horizontally, but its recording and sampling were con-ducted in the same way as those of the other three sites. Atthe sand-cliff sites, the exposed faces were first made vertical,with as many steps as safety and the stability of the depositsrequired. The vertical sections were first drawn by the site su-pervisors and then checked by the stratigraphic assistant, af-ter which they were again checked by the project director.The stratigraphic record compiled on site was computer�washed� using a Basic program, drafted by the writer. Errorsand omissions were listed, and the record was amended onsite.
1.2.2 Soil description and sampling
Each deposit was described by one of the team of soil-sciencestudents (undergraduates and graduates) using the methodsand nomenclature of the Soil Survey Handbook (Hodgson1976). This group were also responsible for taking the Rou-tine Soil Sample (RSS), a sample of approximately 2 kg (min,500 g), which was sub-sampled for pH, loss on ignition andqualitative phosphates; tests undertaken by the processingcrew in the field. A further sub-sample, of approximately 50g was heat sealed for future use in pollen analysis, should theneed arise. The remainder of the sample was dried andstored, as a voucher sample.A second sample, the �standard bulk sample�, of approxi-mately 20 kg was collected from every context which had suf-ficient material. This was coarse sieved, through 5 mm mesh,into a Cambridge froth flotation tank. The flot from this wascaptured in 1 mm and 300 micron meshes, and dried andstored. The retent of the coarse sieve was sorted and the mate-rials added to the finds inventory for the sampled context.Samples were also collected for specific purposes, ie pur-posive samples. These included samples for radiocarbon dat-ing, soil thin-sectioning, etc.
1.2.3 Excavation
A tapestry, a slice 50 cm wide, was removed down the pre-pared face. The deposits in the slice were removed in strati-graphic order, and all sieved through a 5 mm mesh. Theretained materials were sorted by category into pot, bone,stone, macroplant, slag, sea shell, snail shell and other. Thissorting was undertaken, off-site, but in the field, by the pro-cessing crew.The documentation of the sampling, sorting of the findsfrom the coarse sieving and the processing of the StandardBulk Samples, together with all the related recording wereundertaken by the processing crew, under the control of MsD Lehane. This freed the excavating teams from all work ex-cept the actual recording of the sections and excavation ofthe tapestries. This proved, in practice, a most cost-effectivemeasure. The sorting of finds, etc was undertaken by volun-teers and fell somewhat short of perfection. Each specialist
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Site Length Width Depth of Depth ofdeposits overburden
Baleshare (upper) 80 30 3.0 0.2 - 4.4Baleshare (lower) 320 110 1.0Hornish Point 60 30 1.5 0.3 - 3.6Newtonferry 130 50 2.0 0.2 - 1.8South Glendale 50 30 0.3 0.1 - 1.3Hougharry 1 30 30 1.3 0.4 - 2.2Hougharry 2 120 80 1.0 0.4 - 4.3Hougharry 3 & 4 >4.0Balelone 10 1.0 0.9 - 5.1
Table 1. The maximum extents of the cored sites(measurements in m). The depth of deposits at Hornish Pointis not the maximum depth because the cores were blocked bythe palimpsest of structures in the deepest area of the site



subsequently found other materials included with that spe-cific to their interests and some late arrival of material wasinevitable. Although frustrating to the specialists this did savethem the tedium of sorting through everything themselves,and was considerably cheaper than either having specialists,or technicians sort the material.
1.2.4 Data management
The various sets of records relating to each site were finallybrought together in a database. It had been intended that thisstage be reached in the field, but this was not possible and itwas completed on our return to Edinburgh.
1.3 OBSERVATION AND INTERPRETATION
1.3.1 Interpreting the record
The excavation methods outlined above concern the record-ing of observations made in the field. That these entail somelow-order interpretations is obvious, but not of demonstrablerelevance. An attempt has been made throughout this projectto separate that which is principally observation from thatwhich is principally interpretation. As a first step in this pro-cess a distinction has been drawn between units of record andunits of interpretation.
1.3.2 Units of record
The transition from units of record (recorded observations)to units of interpretation took place in the field. The strata,units of record, were organised into groups, on the basis thattheir appearance and contents suggested a common mecha-nism of sedimentation. Each group, called a Block, consistedof a sequence of interrelated deposits whose interpretationimplied a similar depositional mechanism and history, ie asimilar taphonomy. These blocks are the basic units of inter-pretation. The descriptions and analyses of the sites and theircontents are described in terms of these blocks. They arebased mainly on the colour and texture of the soil matricesand thin microscopic inclusions.
1.3.3 Units of interpretation: the field interpretation
An interpretation was offered on site for each Block, orwhere time prohibited, this interpretation was written at thestart of the post-excavation process, but at a time when theinformation available to the site supervisor was still restrictedto his own field observations; the results of the work of theprocessing crew were not known to him. These interpreta-tions, termed �field interpretations� are listed with the Blockdescriptions. They are based mainly on the colour and tex-ture of the soil matrices and their macroscopic inclusions.

1.3.4 Testing interpretations
The first test of the field interpretation is that afforded by ananalysis of the anthropogenic component of the deposits inthe Block, together with some consideration of the nature ofthe soil matrix in which they lay.
Depositional diversity indexThe anthropic component consists of all artefacts and ofthose ecofacts whose deposition was determined by the ac-tions of man. Some nine categories of material were consid-ered under this heading; bone, pot, seashell, snail,macroplant, stone, slag, burnt stone and pumice. These oc-curred in various combinations of varying amounts in eachcontext. It was decided to calculate a single index, a diversityindex, to represent the range and variety of anthropogenicmaterials, taking into account their value as indicators of hu-man activity and their presence per unit volume of the con-text, ie their deposition rates. This quantity was termed the�Index of Human Interference� and its definition and use aredescribed below.
Soil: colour and textureThe natural soil matrix of the area was wind blown sand. De-posits displaying characteristics other than those of windblown sand provide evidence of additions of material. In theabsence of evidence for natural agencies of deposition, it isassumed that all, or very nearly all, the additional materialwas brought to site, deliberately or inadvertently, by humanactivities. The most readily observable differences were incolour and texture. In general brown coloration was inter-preted as indicative of the addition of organic matter to thesoils, the darker the colour the greater the addition. Similarly,enhancement of the finest fraction of particle size was inter-preted as the addition of material, notably peat ash or de-cayed organic matter, possibly including peat. These factorswere further assessed, in the field, by measuring the pH, rela-tive phosphate level and the loss on ignition (LoI) of sub sam-ples of each of the routine samples (see above).
Soil: pH, phosphates and LoI, modern analoguesMeasurements of the pH, phosphate level, loss-on-ignitionand particle size distribution of some 61 modern sampleswere undertaken to provide data on natural sources of inputto the machair soil, as well as baseline measurements of thesevariables in wind blown sands. The results, for pH are listedin Table 2 and show that windblown sand alone, has a mean
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Material No. of Mean pH Standardsamples deviation
Windblown sand 12 7.09 0.12Cultivated soil 16 7.19 0.2Sheep dung (machair) 17 7.61 0.39Cattle dung (machair) 10 7.65 0.35Sheep dung (moorland) 6 7.19 0.29
Table 2. Acidity (pH) of a range of modern deposits from theLong Isle. The animal dung was collected frommachair-grazed and moorland-grazed animals



pH of 7.09 ± 0.12, while modern cultivated soils display amean of 7.19 ± 0.20; the latter information is from pub-lished sources. Phosphate values for these materials were uni-formly high.The pH, phosphate level and LoI were routinely assayedfor every context. Values, for pH lower than that evidencedin the windblown sand were interpreted as indicative of theaddition of acidic material, eg peat. Low phosphate levelswere interpreted as indicative of dilution of the naturallyhigh concentrations, by the addition of material by man,while high loss on ignition values are indicative of the intro-duction of soil organic matter, possibly as peat or as animaldung or faeces.
Units of interpretation: the archaeological interpretationWhen the full inventory of materials retrieved and the resultsof the routine soils analyses became available, they provideda first test of the field interpretation. The refined interpreta-tion is recorded, as the �archaeological interpretation� in theBlock descriptions (Chapters 5�9).
Units of interpretation: the conclusionWork undertaken by the specialists refined our perceptions ofthe materials from the various contexts and this informationwas incorporated into a final set of Block interpretationswhich are recorded as �Conclusions�, in Chapters 4�8 andform the basis from which the sites are interpreted.
1.3.5 Presentation of the observations, interpretation andconclusions
The volume of information returned from these tapestry ex-cavations has necessitated the use of a number of informationsynthesising techniques, like the diversity index (the IHI be-low). It has also required an approach to presentation of thedata and their interpretation which differs slightly from nor-mal practice. The traditional �structures� report has been es-chewed in favour of a simple presentation of site data(Chapters 4�8) with their interpretations specifically identi-fied and, where possible, tested. Where interpretations havechanged, after testing or the integration of further informa-tion, the �new� interpretations have been presented and thereasons for the changes are noted. This approach has allowedfor a more highly synthesised form of reporting than is possi-ble with conventional structures reports.Emphasis on the transition from units of record (the fea-tures and contexts) to units of interpretation has also beenformalised by the use of Blocks, ie there is a hierarchy of in-terpretative units. The simultaneous emergence of what is es-sentially this same mechanism in several English unitsprovided the basis for a conference held in November 1992(Barber 1993). In the editorial of that publication, this writeridentified the common approaches to the interpretation ofcomplex, deeply stratified sites (ibid, 1�2) and nothing fur-ther need be added here.
1.3.6 The calculation of the diversity index (IHI)
A diversity index, the index of human interference or IHI,was formulated to encapsulate the range, quantity and

depositional rate of anthropic materials in individualdeposits. To begin with, the weights of the materials werefirst recorded and these were converted to volumetric equiva-lents by dividing them by the density of the material of whichthey are composed. The densities were calculated by experi-ment, by measuring the displacement of industrial methylatedspirit by known weights of the individual materials. The re-sultant values, although approximate, are adequate to thepresent need. In the case of pottery sherds, the weight wasnot recorded, rather the number of sherds was used in thecalculation and the weighting factor adjusted accordingly.Weighting factors were used in an attempt to allow forthe relative values of the various materials as indicators ofhuman activity. Thus the number of potsherds was multipliedby 16, while the volume of stone present was multiplied by 1.The probability of survival of the material was also consid-ered, and carbonised macroplant material, for example washeavily weighted, because field observation showed that it isquickly removed by the wind, and thus probably greatly un-der represented in the sites� deposits. Thus, macroplant re-mains were given the highest weighting, × 90; slag, × 10;animal bone, × 9 and sea-shell, × 4. Stone is included withanthropic materials because it cannot have been incorporatedinto the machair deposits other than by human activities.The IHI for each context IHIf is the sum (Σ) of the vol-ume of the material, VOLm, divided by the volume of thecontext, VOLf, and the result multiplied by the weighting fac-tor for that material Wm, thus:
IHIf = Σ (VOLm/VOLf) × WmThis quantity was calculated for every context, of known vol-ume, which contained anthropogenic material.The stratigraphic blocks, as defined by the excavator, areinterpreted as coherent sets of strata of similar origin anddepositional mechanics. If this is correct the IHI�s for eachBlock ought to be relatively similar, ie their deviation fromthe mean IHI for the Block ought to be small (less than 2 ×

σ), and greater variance should be observed in the range ofthe Block mean IHI�s. In somewhat simpler language what isimplied here is that the variability of the finds from withinany single Block ought to be relatively small and certainlysmaller that the variability of the site as a whole, if our inter-pretation of the blocks as indicative of particular phases ofhuman activity is correct.To examine this hypothesis the IHI�s for every context ineach Block of the Baleshare site, were first calculated. Thenthe mean and standard deviation of the IHI�s for each Blockand for the whole site were also calculated. These data areavailable in the archive, and summarised in Table 3. Some sixBlocks, 1,12, 21, 22, 25 and 28 have only one IHI value eachand these are excluded from further analysis. Of the remain-der, in practice, only six Blocks, 7, 10, 18, 20, 26 and 27could be accepted as coherent. With the exception of Block27, for which 10 IHI values could be calculated, all of thesehave three or two values. Thus their coherence may be attrib-uted, in some degree, to the smallness of the sample size.Each Block was then examined to try to evaluate thesource of the high standard deviation and in a majority ofcases this was found to be due to one or two extreme values,some of which could be dismissed on archaeological grounds.One such sample is [146] in Block 15 at Baleshare. This was
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a localised concentration of macroplant remains which wasgiven a separate context number in the field to highlight thenon-random nature of the sample. Thus the volume of soilfrom which it came is virtually the same as the volume of theremains and the calculation of the IHI is consequently heavilybiased. When these extreme values are deleted, the coherenceof the IHI values for contexts within individual blocks is rela-tively well demonstrated.
1.3.7 Harris matrices
The strata within each Block are described in terms of theHarris matrix (Harris 1979). The numbers, in bold, representthe context numbers and are correlated with the tabulateddata of results from each context. The vertical axis in thenormal Harris matrix is not scaled. It merely represents theshortest branching display of the stratigraphic relationshipsfor a given body of strata. Thus for example, if the matrixshows [10] under [8] this need not mean that [8] physicallyoverlies [10] because [8] could overlie some other contextwhich in turn overlies [10]. The position of the numbers inthe table reflects the most efficient demonstration of theirgross chronological relationships. For each site a matrix of itsBlocks is also presented.
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Block Standard Mean Indexdeviation
2 20121.36 20306.94 19.823 8928.23 20305.53 8.805 27022.55 15581.06 26.626 13958.67 10870.77 13.757 27856.07 27856.07 27.458 6714.44 5231.50 6.6210 1019.77 3642.66 1.0011 147951.10 87171.70 145.7714 10528.06 12374.27 10.3715 87550.76 44170.04 86.2616 38714.69 28926.61 38.1417 28748.39 35535.34 28.3218 21310.70 28067.38 21.0019 13662.76 15592.92 13.4620 2959.51 12891.45 2.9222 12364.61 16005.30 12.1823 5429.93 6761.66 5.3524 299985.22 110479.96 295.5626 17379.15 23566.39 17.1227 10546.71 15142.51 10.39
Population 101497.76 34867.10
Table 3. The IHI values from the Baleshare Blocks



CHAPTER 2: THE PHYSICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 GEOLOGY
G Collins (1986)
(The following is based on a report by the late Geoff Collins.It is offered here in memory of a good friend. Ar dheis Dé goraibh a anm)
The Outer Hebrides (Figure 5) are composed almost entirelyof Pre-Cambrian basement rocks, known collectively asLewisian (Smith & Fettes 1979; Fettes et al 1992). Theserocks mostly comprise a series of monotonous grey gneisses,often with hornblendic streaks and patches, which are cut bydykes and sills of altered basic igneous rocks to form amphi-bolites and metadolerites. In south-west Lewis and Harris,extensive granite veins are to be found. Bodies of anorthositeoccur in south Harris and east of the Butt of Lewis. Alteredsedimentary rocks comprising biotitic, graphitic and calcare-ous gneisses, quartzites and rare marbles are locally impor-tant but form only a small part of the assemblage. In southHarris the metasediments are associated with large bodies ofmetamorphosed intermediate and igneous rocks. Black,glassy pseudotachylite, found in many localities in the is-lands, is especially common along the Outer Hebrides ThrustZone, which extends along the length of the Long Island,generally near the east coast. East of the Outer HebridesThrust Zone in South Uist, the eastern gneisses includegranulitic facies of gneisses, mylonites and intensely crushedrocks. The Lewisian rocks are cut by a variety of Permo-Car-boniferous and Tertiary basic igneous dykes.
2.1.1 Quaternary geology
The Quaternary geology of the Outer Hebrides is the subjectof a report by J D Peacock (1984) of the British GeologicalSurvey. According to this, the earliest feature of probable Pleis-tocene age was the formation of a raised platform and cliff ofmarine erosion, remnants of which are found only in the ex-treme north of Lewis and the Eye peninsula. Their absenceelsewhere in the Outer Hebrides may result from glacial ero-sion, a protective cover of glacier ice, or a tilt below sea-level.Raised beach gravels are found in patches on these platformsand also on the north-west coast of Barra, where they areoverlain by till. The clasts of the gravels are mostly of Lewisiangneiss (Plate 6), but red sandstone and arkose, probablyTorridonian, and possibly Cambrian quartzites, similar to thoseof the north-west Highlands, may be found. Micaceouspsammites of Moine type are found in the gravels of Barra.Thus, there is evidence for the suggestion that the formation ofthe raised platforms took place before, or early in, the Ice Ageduring which ice from the Scottish mainland crossed the ex-treme north of Lewis and probably over the more southerly is-lands. Tills formed during this phase were probably reworkedby the sea in warmer times to form the raised beaches.A period of intense glaciation followed in which thewhole of the Outer Hebrides except possibly the extremenorth of Lewis) was heavily glaciated. Peacock divides thisphase into the �Hebridean Ice-sheet phase�, and a later �valleyglacier phase�. From observations of numerous features of

ice-movement such as roches moutonnees, striations andplucked surfaces, Peacock suggests that the ice flowed fromat least two, possibly three, centres. The first, and most spec-tacular, was on the high ground of south Lewis and northHarris, from which the ice flowed radially. The second wasan elongated dome of ice close to the west coast of Barra andextending northwards off the west coast of South Uist andBenbecula into the western part of North Uist. The axis ofthe dome was roughly north/south, the ice flowing off to theeast across the Uists. The direction of ice-movement near thewest coast of the Uists is obscure, indicating that the ice-shedwas very close to the present day coastline. The possible thirdcentre was a shallow dome over north Lewis.The �valley glacier phase� was confined to south Lewisand north Harris. Peacock describes many features of thisphase, including morainic drift, meltwater deposits and land-forms. Included in this phase is the magnificent Glen Valtosmeltwater channel of south-west Lewis.Much of Lewis, north of Stornoway, is overlain by apeat-covered sheet of till. To the south the sheet is discontin-uous; the till occurring on the distal side of rock knobs.Moundy till is found extensively in North Uist betweenLochmaddy and Carinish. Brown sandy till, several metresthick, has been recorded in North Uist at Hoglan Bay andnorth-east of Newtonferry, brown sandy till, up to 2 m thick,forms part of Hornish Point in South Uist.The presence of erratics foreign to the Uists and the is-lands to the south, has long been known (Jehu & Craig1923a; 1923b; 1926). As well as the Torridonian and Cam-brian rocks mentioned above, pebbles of hard chalk and flinthave been found in Vatersay. Boulders of hornblende-por-phyry are common along the western seaboard of North Uistand Benbecula and are found in the Monach Islands. Theseerratics are probably the remnants of the redistribution of theraised beaches in Barra and the southern islands by theHebridean ice-sheet phase.With the coming of warmer times and the disappearanceof the ice-sheets, a period of slight submergence of the is-lands followed. In north-west Lewis, a number of lochs havebeen impounded by storm beaches. There are many recordsof archaeological sites and of peat deposits between tide-marks (Ritchie 1979).Dunes and extensive flat or gently sloping stretches ofblown sand characterise the hinterland backing sandybeaches. The blown sand, known as machair, is only a fewmetres above sea-level. It is usually siliceous, but may containup to 80% calcium carbonate, in the form of comminutedmarine shell fragments (Ritchie 1971, and below). Small ar-eas are present in Lewis and north Harris on the north-westand west coasts, the largest (circa 1.5 sq km) being west ofBarvas. In south Harris, the dunes and machair are associatedwith the huge sandy beaches of Northton and TraighLuskentyre, on the west coast. The machair reaches its great-est development on the islands in the Sound of Harris,through North Uist, Benbecula and on to the southern end ofSouth Uist. It has been estimated that dunes and machair oc-cupy 10% of the land surface in these areas (Peacock 1984).Further south in Barra its development is slight.
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2.2 MACHAIR GEOMORPHOLOGY IN THE WESTERN ISLES
W Ritchie (1986)
From Sanday in the south to the northern tip of Lewis, mostof the Atlantic coast is characterised by a series of blown sandlandforms, collectively known as machair. The most exten-sive areas occur in Barra and the Uists and it is only in Lewis,north of the Eye Peninsula that machair occurs on the Minchcoast. Figure 5 shows the distribution of these beach andmachair units but the figure is misleading since each dot rep-resents the centre of an area and in most areas the distribu-tion is continuous, as for example in South Uist where theentire west coast is machair land (Plate 7).

Machair land varies considerably in form and extent. Of the98 units of the Western Isles, 38% have little or no true duneridges; the coastal edge consists of a narrow ridge of accretingsand with long dune grasses better described as edge accumula-tion rather, than as coastal dunes. Size also varies although mostmachair areas are relatively extensive. Small bayhead units areinfrequent and largely confined to Harris and Lewis. One dis-tinctive characteristic of machair in the Western Isles is the highshell content of the sand. In general, the shell sand content ofHebridean beaches, dunes and machair is the highest in Britain,but there are areas with little or no shell content. The actual dis-tribution is described in Table 4.Other characteristics of machair relate to relief and mor-phology, viz where there are dunes they have a mean height
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Figure 5. The solid geology of the Western Isles with machair beach units indicated
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Plate 6. Lewissian gneiss

Plate 7. Machair plain at Ardkenneth, South Uist



of 9.9 m in Barra, 10.1 m in Uists, 14.1 m in Harris and10.1 m in Lewis; the Scottish average being less than 7 m.Equally striking is the altitude to which machair can extenduphill; 42 m in Barra, more than twice the range of mostother areas in Scotland.Considering machair per se, 31% of the total area isplain, 28% hilly, 5% hillocky, 31% undulating and 4% other.Thus the physical characteristics of machair vary consider-ably, partly as a result of the underlying surface upon whichthese distinctive landforms have developed. Machair usuallyrests on part of the ice-scoured Lewisian platform that occu-pies most of the low ground of the Outer Hebrides. This sur-face, as described above, tends to consist of a series of gentlebasins and ridges with a variable cover of glacial till. Not-withstanding such subsurface control, the evolution ofmachair from a hypothetical origin as an extensive series ofcoastal sand dunes is long and complex. Sea-level changes(coastal submergence probably of the order of 3�5 m sincecirca 5164 BP; Ritchie 1985), substantial coastal erosion(Ritchie 1979) and numerous episodes of aeolian erosionaland redepositional cycles have all pushed machair landformseastward at the expense of adjacent lochs, marshes andpeat-covered �black land�. Erosion may take the form of dis-crete hollows, ie blowouts, or more extensive surface lower-ing and linear escarpment retreat, ie deflation. It is not known ifthese periods of wind erosion were in direct response to shortterm climatic changes or triggered by grazing or cultivation ofmachair land. Although this is a complex and only partly under-stood series of physiographic processes, an attempt is made inFigure 6 to illustrate possible models of machair evolution.These idealised profiles also give some indication of typicalUist-type machair land. This model does not take account ofsubmergence which would alter water table levels and therefore,the base level of wind erosion, nor does it include coastline re-treat. Figure 7 attempts to include the coastline erosion factorand the concept of escarpment retreat to account for the surfacemorphology and stratigraphy of some machair areas. The ar-chaeological surfaces are tentative and included in order to illus-trate the time-scales involved in machair evolution; a time spanof probably around 6000 years.The essence of machair geomorphology can be summa-rised under two headings: form and process.
2.2.1 Form
Most machair takes the form of low coastal plains with a va-riety of superficial features such as coastal dune ridges,redepositional hillock zones near the coast, some �fields� ofsand hills, localised bare sand blowouts which can occur onmost higher surfaces, inner escarpments, usually stabilisedand facing seawards with remnants of older higher sand pla-teaux sloping gently inland either to marshes, lochs or slop-ing �black land�.

2.2.2 Process
Continuing coastline erosion is more severe in some areasthan in others and this could be due to a combination of sub-mergence and coastal sand deficiency. Wind erosion in thishigh-energy Atlantic seaboard can be severe if, for any rea-son, surface vegetation is disturbed. Blowouts and more gen-eral deflation carry sand landwards to be redeposited,sometimes at high altitudes, on adjacent hill sides. Verystrong winds are most frequent from the north west, but thegeneral resultant direction is south to north or south-west tonorth-east. Sand tends to encroach into adjacent lochs con-verting them to freshwater marshes. A significant process fac-tor is grazing pressure, either natural such as rabbits, orhusbanded such as sheep and cattle.
2.3 SOILS AND AGRICULTURE
I D Mate (1987)
�I never saw fields covered with a greater load of herbage thantheir cornfields are, but when you examine them hardly onetenth part is corn, the rest is all wild carrot, mustard, etc. Thepoor creatures do not know which way to clear their field s ofweeds and think of nothing but to pluck up corn as their an -cestors did which leaves the seeds of the weeds time to ripen. �(Forbes of Culloden 1737)
The Devensian period is believed to have been just one of anumber of warm and cold interstadials and stadials, but itwas, in the main, a glacial period (Lowe & Walker 1984,315) with a glacial maximum at or shortly after 18,000 bp(ibid, 326). The proposed ice limits, in the area of the West-ern Isles, are unreliable. Boulton et al (1977, Figure 2.11 inLowe & Walker 1984, 38), suggest that the British ice sheetwas an extensive ice-cap stretching seaward to the edge ofthe continental shelf. This model contradicts field evidencewhich suggests a rather more limited Devensian ice distribu-tion (Synge 1977; Sissons 1981).The theory that Scottish mainland ice overrode the West-ern Isles was originally propounded by Geikie (1878 inSissons 1983, 166), but evidence now suggests that the West-ern Isles had their own ice-cap (von Weymarn 1974, 1979;Coward 1977; Flinn 1978; 1980). It is possible that theWestern Isles were overrun by mainland ice in earlier glacialperiods, but not during the Devensian (Flinn 1978, 1980;von Weymarn 1979, 97; Davies et al 1984, 61; Sutherland etal 1984, 261�72).On reconsidered evidence, Flinn (1978, 196) depicts theposition of the Western Isles ice-shed; it ran from the moun-tains of Harris southward, along the western seaboard ofsouth Harris and the Uists, though it cut across the westernpart of North Uist.Ice is less erosive at an ice-shed since horizontal move-ment is minimal (Sissons 1977, 83). In areas of minimal ero-sion, or unglaciated areas, pockets of deeply weatheredprofiles would be expected (Peacock & Ross 1984, 262); in-deed fifteen such sites have been found in the Outer Hebrides(Glentworth 1979, 126). Another such site was discoveredduring excavations at Balelone. Its presence implies that local
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CaCO3 content 10% 11�40% 41�70% >70%No. of beach units 2 16 55 27
Table 4. CaCO3 content of beach units
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Figure 6. Models of machair evolution



soils, developed on till, may contain a considerable propor-tion of material from a previously weathered regolith.
2.3.1 The agricultural capability of the machair units
In the following discussion Ritchie�s nomenclature (1979,120, Figure 6) is adhered to. His machair landscape units,low machair and high machair plains, together with dunes ordune systems, also form significant land-use capability units.
2.3.2 Low machair plain
ConstraintsThe low machair plain can be taken to include thebacklands. The position and level surface of the lowmachair plain is determined by the ground-water table(GWT), itself determined by the level of the lowest outletfrom underlying, rock-carved basins which elsewhere giverise to a lake-dominated terrain (Waterston & Lister 1979,329�51). In summer, it may be estimated theoretically thatthe water table generally lies less than 1 m below the landsurface. Since wet sand is more erosion resistant, the sandlevel must be set at that which remains relatively wet eventhrough the summer. Water entering a soil system will drainrapidly from larger pores but be stored in the smaller poreswhere the forces of surface tension are stronger than grav-ity. The coarse-textured nature of the sand leads to a pre-dominance of large pores and, thus, in turn, to relativelysmall field (water) capacity (Marshall & Holmes 1979, 12);though capillary rise can be rapid, the pore size distributionmeans that the maximum rise is about 0.5 m (Brady 1974,181, Figure 7:13). Thus the water table must lie about 0.5m below the soil surface. It is probably slightly higher sinceit rains on most days in the Outer Hebrides.In some areas the backlands can seem to form part of thelow machair plain, with no apparent break in slope betweenthem, as at Balelone Farm in North Uist (see Chapter 4).These are sometimes on a slight rise of slope, away from thelevel coastal plain. In both cases, the backlands form an areainfluenced by processes of peat formation and till soils withcalcareous sand additions.

SoilsThe soils of the low machair plain are a complex mixture, de-termined by sand supply, organic matter growth and watertable levels. They therefore include peats, calcareoushumic-sandy gley soils, typical sand-pararendzinas and typicalbrown calcareous sands.The larger parts of the low machair plain at Balelonewere typical sand-pararendzinas which graded inland to typi-cal brown calcareous sands. The reported chemical character-istics of machair soils, largely of sand-pararendzinas, are, asexpected, anywhere between 0�80% CaCO3 (Ritchie 1971);pH of 8.0 to 7.2 (Randall 1976), and soil organic matter con-tent of usually less than 10% though occasionally less than2% (Dickinson 1977), with a rapid fall off from the A-, toB-horizons (eg 2.2% organic carbon in the A-horizon as op-posed to 0.7% in the B-horizon (Roberts et al 1959, 223)).Similar results have been reported from Ireland (Bassett &Curtis 1985, 1�20). Soils with A-, and B-horizons developedto 60 cm have been reported in freely drained situations(Glentworth 1979, 133), but these are rare.The presence of brown calcareous sands need not indi-cate a longer period of pedogenesis; rather, they may resultfrom an equilibrium between the soil forming factors of sandsupply, peat growth, and peaty waters with fluvial additionsof mineral matter. Such soils grade into peats andhumic-sandy, gley soils and may better be regarded as mem-bers of a complex of humic-sandy gley soils, though their cul-tivation will have emphasised the distinctions and improvedthe structure of the more freely-drained, brown, calcareoussands. At Balelone, these soils lay at the back of the machairplain. Soil characteristics have not been reported and arelikely to be variable but may have organic matter content of10�40%, pH 6�7.5 and CaCO3 content of 0�30%. Field ca-pacity is probably adequate, but these soils commonly lie ona slope where natural drainage controls the GWT, ameliorat-ing problems of winter flooding, root zone depth and ade-quacy of summer water supply.
AgricultureLow machair suffers from flooding in winter. Since the flood-ing is due to a rise in the regional GWT, amelioration of thecondition by drainage is generally ineffective, thoughlarge-scale open ditch systems can sometimes help. Flooding
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may cause problems with seed germination and emergenceand result in heavy crop losses (Cannell et al 1980). It alsorestricts the rooting zone. Despite these problems, the soilcan be excessively dry in summer because of its low field wa-ter capacity and low water conductivity, properties associatedwith its pore size distribution and low organic matter con-tent. Erosion of the substrate, en masse, is unlikely to be aproblem, but erosion of the seed bed may be. At Balelone allfreely-drained soils on the low machair plain which had beensubjected to cultivation had very thin (<20 cm) A-horizonsindicating probable loss from the soil surface. Weed competi-tion on the machair plain is severe, but ploughing, which re-duces the competition, also increases the risk of loss of A-ho-rizon material. Ideally, cultivation produces a system of veryshallow furrows into which seed is sown and then covered byharrowing. Rolling is also recommended, but weed competi-tion remains severe.
2.3.3 High machair plain
ConstraintsThe position of the high machair is determined by a numberof factors, some of which have already been discussed. Thehigh machair lies to the leeward of the dune system, itsheight above the GWT determined by the height of thedunes. Its stability is due to high rainfall and lack of asoilwater deficit (ie rainfall more than compensates for waterlost by evapo-transpiration, except in June) which enablesvegetation to survive and a protective sward to develop onwhat is an excessively-drained parent-material. No differ-ences in vegetation are discernible between the low machairplain and the high machair plain, only between stable areasand areas being actively supplied with sand (Dickinson &Randall 1979, 275).
SoilsMapping of the machair system soils at Balelone (below)showed that the dune soils were raw sand, grading to typicalsand-pararendzinas (Avery 1980), with no recognisable B-ho-rizons and A-horizons less than 0.2 m thick. On the remnantsof the high-machair plain and on stable dune back slopes,sand-pararendzinas dominated, often with A-, and verypoorly developed B-horizons which together totalled butrarely exceeded, approximately 0.2 m. There appeared to belittle significant increase in clay content or in other character-istics which would hold the soil, other than an increase inthickness of the Ah-, organic-horizon. The soils could not bedescribed as brown calcareous sand; the next step inpedogenetic development. The increased depth and organicmatter of the A-horizon is associated with a better field watercapacity, noted by Dickinson and Randall (1979, 273) as ris-ing to 18% in such soils.
AgricultureThe high machair escapes the problems of flooding but suf-fers those of excessive drainage, the soils being extremely�droughty�. It has been suggested that the presence of a sta-ble high machair surface is due to the lowevapotranspiration rate and the high frequency of and hightotal rainfall. Plants growing on this surface must beaphreatophytes, that is, not groundwater dependent. To sur-

vive the environment, native plants must develop specialstrategies, such as extensive shallow rooting systems to col-lect as much rain as possible or deep tap roots. Once thesurface horizon is broken, these high machair soils are ex-tremely susceptible to erosion, the entire substrate beingavailable for transport.
2.3.4 Dune systems
Dune systems form at sites of active erosion or abundantsand supply.
SoilsOn dune soils initial processes tend to decrease the calciumcarbonate content and increase organic matter in the surfacehorizons. Continuing sand supply counteracts both of thesepedological processes. Ammophila sp (Marram grass) is thecharacteristic dune vegetation in the islands (Dickinson &Randall 1979, 268). It can tolerate accretion rates of up to 1m per year and indeed has more vigorous growth where ac-cretion is taking place. Also, it readily regenerates from rhi-zome fragments, often found in eroded dunes, and thusquickly re-colonises breaks once erosion has halted. It hasbeen found that only about 10% of the organic matter of thestanding crop of Ammophila sp is living and it is thought thatthe transfer of the dead plants organic matter back to the soilis a key factor in the development of dune grasslands(Boorman 1977, 165).Estimates of field water capacity of young dunes areabout 5% (Dickinson & Randall 1979, 273; Salisbury 1952);�good soils� typically have values above 15% (Hall et al 1977,57�60), those of soil organic matter are about 0.4%(Boerboom 1963); while carbonate values are generallyhigher than on the machair surfaces, eg 70% as opposed to50% (Randall 1972).
AgricultureThe dune soils have little or no agricultural significance.
2.3.5 General comments
The backlandsThe backland soils of the machair plain are sometimes verygood soils. Their land-use capability class may be �3�, ie landwith moderately severe limitations on crop growth, range ofprofitable crops restricted; suitable for some arable cropsand grassland (Glentworth 1979, 131), with the chief limi-tation being climatic rather than edaphic. They are probablyas good as any soils found in the islands and West High-lands. They can have a good structure, are stone free, havemoderate pH values with a good nutrient supply and capac-ity. The high organic matter content ensures that erosion isslight. The current settlement pattern in the Western Isles isnoticeably coincident with the back edge of the machairwhere these soils lie, rather than with the machair itself (cfBoyd 1979, 10).
Nutritional deficienciesHowever, high soil pH reduces the availability of nutrients toplants. At pH values greater than 7, iron, magnesium, zinc,
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copper, cobalt and phosphorus all become less readilyplant-available (Brady 1974, 388, fig 14.8) and sheep grazedon machair alone would suffer from cobalt deficiency (pin-ing). Due to soil conditions there are also serious deficienciesin potassium (Darling 1955, 190; Glentworth & Muir 1963,259) and nitrogen (Grant 1979, 530). The lack of nutrientscan be overcome with fertilisers, but machair soils have avery low retention capacity. Dressings of some minerals canbe made at critical times during plant growth and are eco-nomically justified (Roberts et al 1959, 224). Before the ad-vent of modern fertilisers, only seaweed and animal manureswould have been available.
2.4 CLIMATE
The unsettled cool-maritime climate of the Western Isles is,to quote Professor Manley, �...an extreme modification ofthat of the British Isles generally...� (Manley 1979, 47). It ismarkedly windy, often wet and usually humid and cool. Theinfluence of the sea does much to ameliorate the worst effectsof the islands� latitude and the islands enjoy the advantages ofa maritime climate, viz small annual variation in temperature,high wind speeds and high rainfall, evenly spread throughoutthe year.On the western, machair lowlands the average total an-nual rainfall is relatively small, ranging from about 1000 mm,in the south to 1200 mm, in North Uist. This latter, is justunder that level of rainfall which facilitates the formation ofpeat, and considerably less that the annual rainfall of the ad-jacent mainland. It is also significantly less than the rainfallon the higher, peat-covered, eastern side of the islands (1400mm to 1600 mm).However, even on the lowland of the west coast area theinfluence of the low rainfall is considerably increased by itspersistence. Throughout the year, there is measurable (ie >2mm) rainfall on three out of every four days. Allied to persis-tence, the high humidity (annual average 85%) inhibits evap-oration with the unhappy consequences for agriculture notedby Mate.Almost one third of the recorded winds at the Butt ofLewis are �strong to gale force�, ie in excess of 21 knots, mak-ing this the most storm prone station in the British Isles. Fur-ther south the situation is rather better, with only fifty�storm-days� a year, on average at Stornoway, for example.However the average annual wind speeds are extraordinarilyhigh with mean winter speeds of 10 m per second and meansummer speeds of 5 m per second, they are amongst thehighest recorded in the world (Hudson et al 1982, 15). Ex-posure to such persistent, damp, chilling winds is a majorconstraint, not only on agriculture, but on all spheres of hu-man activity in the isles. Manley (1979, 48) has commentedon the exhausting demands made on the human body byworking in areas with exposure to wet chilling winds at tem-peratures below 13 degrees centigrade.The average of the mean daily temperature for Stornowayis 8.3 degrees centigrade, in a range of 11 degrees to 5.6 de-grees centigrade (mean daily maximum to mean daily mini-mum). The impact of these low temperatures on the growingseason are, however, ameliorated by the number of daylighthours during that season, so that an annual average of 1244hours of sunshine are recorded at Stornoway; 1383 at

Benbecula. Further, the isles are almost free of frost. The num-ber of days on which the air temperature drops below 0 °C, atStornoway, is 47; at Benbecula, 33; at Tiree, 17. These valuescompare with values of 65 to 70, for the Scottish Lowlandsand up to 130 for the Highland straths (Manley 1979, 51).In analysis of the differences between climatic recordsfrom different stations, Manley has noted the benefits to begained from the provision of local shelter. In general he esti-mates that the daily temperature over the growing seasonwould be increased, on average, by 0.5 °C in sheltered areas.With growing seasons ranging in duration from 225 days inLewis, to 250 days in the south of the region, this increase intemperature adds over 100 day-degrees centigrade to the ac-cumulated temperature of a location. This could be sufficientto convert a �cool� area to a �warm� area (sensu Hudson et al1982, 10�15), and make the difference between success andfailure for crop husbandry at given locations. This observa-tion implies that �invisible� micro-environments may have ex-isted in the past, which would have influenced the siting ofsettlements and cultivated areas.Manley has also noted that the impact of climatic changeon the islands would have been moderated by the preponder-ating influence of the sea. Thus, for example, the climateduring the summer of 1968, the sunniest on record and thehottest for over 100 years, was largely determined by condi-tions in the Atlantic (Manley 1979, 53; Murray & Ratcliffe1969). In general Manley notes that cooler Hebridean seaswould occasion later Springs while warmer seas would prob-ably occasion greater rainfall, especially in the Autumn.Parry (1978, 81) has determined the absolute climaticlimits to cultivation for areas in Scotland, mainly in theSouthern Uplands. He estimates that the limits for oats lieclose to an accumulated temperature of 1050 day-degreescentigrade above a base of 4.4 degrees, a Potential WaterSurplus (PWS) of 60 mm and maximum exposure at 6.3metres per second. In the case of barley he records limits of1200 day-degrees centigrade, PWS of 20 mm and 5.0 metresper second average wind speed. It can readily be seen, fromthe mean annual values cited above, that conditions on themachair approach these marginal values in most years. Thus,the machair is currently a marginal zone for cereal cultiva-tion. It thus necessarily follows that the settlement potentialof the machair varies considerably in response to relativelyminor climatic variation.The general pattern of post-glacial climatic developmentin the British Isles has seen a progressive improvement inclimate up to about 5500 BC, the Atlantic/Boreal transition.Thereafter the rate of change diminished and the climaticoptimum was reached in the Atlantic Zone, between 4000and 3500 BC. After 3000 BC, ie from the Sub-Boreal Zoneonwards, the climate has been marked by great and some-times abrupt fluctuations, imposed on a generally deterio-rating trend. The period from 1300 to 900 BC witnessed areduction in mean annual temperature, of about 2 degreescentigrade. The following period was, for the west coast ofBritain, a period of unprecedented wetness, and TregaronBog, in west Wales, put on a full metre of peat in the period800 to 400 BC (Turner 1965). The deposition of the nextmetre of peat took a further two millennia. After 400 BC,the climate seems to have improved and the period from400 BC to AD 500 was significantly warmer and drier thanthe preceding period.
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cPlate 8. Evidence for progressive drowning of the landscape: a) Inter-tidal peats at Baleshar e b) Surface peats now being eroded bythe sea at Benbecula c) The Neolithic chambered cairn at Geirisclett now partly submerged at high tide
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2.5 THE PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE AS A SETTLEMENTRESOURCE
2.5.1 Geological deposits
The Lewisian Gneiss bedrock of the islands is a particularlypoor building stone: it does not produce regular slabs orblocks, is friable and disintegrates when heated. Its ubiquity isin marked contrast with the virtual absence of stones useful toearly settlers. The islands are all but devoid of readily avail-able, good quality rock suitable for chipping, like Arran�spitchstone (Thorpe & Thorpe 1984) or the bloodstone depos-its of Rhum (Wickham-Jones 1990). Flint is not readily avail-able either (Wickham-Jones & Collins 1978). However,mylonite was occasionally worked. This poverty of raw materi-als continues into later epochs as the islands are also devoid ofuseful mineral deposits or metal-ores. Clay deposits suitablefor pottery manufacture are similarly rare and localised; a con-sequence of the heavy and extensive glacial scouring of thegneiss shield. In general, the geological deposits of the OuterHebrides were resource-poor for the prehistoric settler.
2.5.2 Landscape formation
It is generally assumed that eustatic sea rise has outpaced iso-static uplift of the land in the Hebrides throughout thepost-glacial period (Sissons 1977, 131). Ritchie�s radiocarbondates (1985) from now sub-marine peats range from 9000 bcto 2400 bc and indicate that, in freshwater lochs on the west-ern margin of the islands, peat development continued, freeof substantial sand inundation, into the late Neolithic Period.
2.5.3 The chronology of machair formation
The absence of machair sand from deposits underlying earliersites has also been noted. At Northton, Harris, the earliestNeolithic deposits rest on brown earths formed on tills as dothe earlier Neolithic settlements at the Udal (Evans 1971,52�62). The earliest archaeological deposits overlying shellsand at Northton have been radiocarbon dated to 2461 ± 79bc (BM 705) (Evans, ibid; Simpson 1976, 222). The corre-sponding deposits at the Udal seem to date to the same pe-riod. At Paible, a date of 2110 ± 270 bc (GU-1088) has beenreturned for the lower levels of a thin cultural deposit whichyielded AOC Beaker material and which overlies a thin de-posit of shell sand (I Shepherd pers comm). The Beaker pe-riod deposits at Rosinish, similarly overly shell sand(Shepherd 1976) and earliest dates from this site are contem-poraneous with the latest of the sub-marine peat dates. Thislatter implies that in the Late Neolithic period deposition ofshell sand had begun, at least on the seaward margin of itscurrent distribution, and that this deposition continued intothe Early Bronze Age, but that some areas remainedsand-free, even at this time. Taking this archaeological evi-dence together with Ritchie�s evidence for progressivedrowning of the landscape, one interpretation is indicated;that the machair soil has been progressively movingeastwards as the west coast is progressively inundated by therising sea (Plate 8). The eastern edge of the machair reachedwhat is now the islands� west coast in late Neolithic/early

Bronze Age times but had not become fully established in thecurrent coastal zone in the early Bronze Age.Bronze Age sites, later than those of Beaker period dateare almost unknown in the machair while sites of the IronAge are found in large numbers, in and on machair deposits.It may therefore be assumed that the machair plain continuedto develop throughout the Later Bronze Age. Examination ofthe Iron Age midden sites exposed by coastal erosion revealsthat they now exist as rounded to hemispherical knolls withno stratified links into the surrounding shell sand deposits ofthe machair (Plate 9). This implies that, at some time aftertheir formation, the surrounding machair was completely de-flated, at least in the immediate areas of the sites. It is possi-ble that more than one such period of destabilisation of themachair occurred but documentary records exist of the mostrecent. In his description of his tours in the Hebrides made in1774, Pennant noted that the machair plain appeared as astrip of bare sand with little or no vegetation cover. This mayreflect the response of the local ecosystem to the Little IceAge of, approximately 1550 to 1850 AD (Lamb 1982, 31).
2.5.4 Peat formation
The formation of peat in confined mires or raised bogs canhave begun very early in the post-glacial period. A radiocarbondate of 7190 ± 140 uncal BP has been returned for basal peatin the Little Loch Roag area (Birks & Madsen 1979) and, ear-lier deposits very probably exist in the Isles. I have discussedelsewhere a model for pedogenesis and peat formation onScotland�s West coast (Barber & Brown 1984, 169). From thebeginning of the Post-Glacial period, soils will have improved,until Brown earths developed on the glacial tills. Following thePost-Glacial climatic optimum (circa 3500 BC) conditions overwide areas in the isles were such as to facilitate the emergenceof blanket, or climatic peat. While they remained available, thesoils developed on tills would have been more fertile, andmore easily cultivated that were the machair soils.The period during which the climatic peat developed isnot known, for the Western Isles, but some indications areavailable from the archaeological record. All of the Neo-lithic sites which have been excavated rest on soils devel-oped on tills. This is true of both settlement and funerarysites. We have already noted that at both Udal andNorthton (Evans 1971, 52�56; Simpson 1976, 222) the ear-liest Neolithic deposits lie on till soils. Scott (1951, 1-3) ob-served that the pottery rich deposits at Eilean an Tighe alsolay on till soils. Scott also noted that the tombs of Clettravaland Unival, although in peat, are not on peat (ibid, 2), anobservation reiterated by Henshall (1972, 115). Inland, butstill relatively close to the coast, Neolithic sites have beenfound on boulder clay. At Bharpa Carinish, North Uist, pot-tery and hearth deposits dating to 4300 to 4400 ± 100uncal BP have been interpreted as the remains of Neolithichouses (Crone 1993, 364). The initial Neolithic land-use atCallanish, Lewis is interpreted as rig-and-furrow cultiva-tion, apparently on mineral soils (Ashmore 1995, 30), albeitthat this must await radiocarbon dates for confirmation. Itis clear that, although many peat deposits had begun toform in the Neolithic period, soils developed on tills cov-ered the greater part of the present area of the islands andclimatic peat had not yet begun to spread.
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The picture for the Bronze Age is less clear. The hutcircles and field fences now emerging in peat cuttings atNorth Dell, Lewis, are directly comparable, at least intheir gross morphologies, with Inner Hebridean sitessuch as those on Islay (Barber & Brown 1984, 173�78;RCAHMS 1984) and on Jura (Stevenson 1984,127�160) and elsewhere on the Scottish west coast (Bar-ber 1997). In part these are probably later Bronze Agein date, and they lie on mineral soils under peat.Throughout mainland Scotland, the LrBA was a periodof large scale expansion into marginal areas and it ishighly improbable that this should not also have hap-pened in the Outer Hebrides, especially as it is soclearly evidenced in the Inner Hebrides (RCAHMS1980; 1984). The apparent absence of visible remains ofthe Later Bronze Age expansion in the Outer Isles maybe accounted for by the fact that peat now covers theLrBA landscape. Recent archaeological and environmen-tal work has revealed later Bronze Age remains in andunder peat, in apparent confirmation of this view. AtSheshader, on the Eye Peninsula, Newell (1989) investi-gated a wall lying on peat, the latter dated to 2900 ±100 uncal BP (GU-1665). At Loch Portain, Mills et al(1994) investigated a similar phenomenon, dated to2630 ± 110 uncal BP (GU-2452). The walls in peat atTob Nan Leobag, near Callanish, have been dated toroughly half way between 3320 ± 65 BP and 2355 ± 65BP (Bohncke 1988; Bohncke & Cowie forthcoming).Similarly, peat-covered walls form an enclosure abuttinga Neolithic Chambered cairn at Carinish, North Uist,and these have been dated to 2750 ± 50 BP (GU-2457)and 3100 ± 80 BP (GU-2689) (Crone 1993). These sites

are variously associated with arable or pastoral land use,or both, but essentially confirm that the Outer Hebrideswere sufficiently extensively occupied during the LaterBronze Age to have some settlement pushed out ontothe peatlands.The known distribution of Iron Age sites is consistentwith the idea that peat cover in the Isles had reached its pres-ent extent by the beginning of that period. The settlementsprimarily associated with tillage are concentrated in themachair, while the domestic economy of the duns and brochsof the peatlands seems to have been based, primarily, on ani-mal husbandry. On balance, then, it seems likely that climaticpeat began to spread over the till soils during the Bronze Ageperiod, and that it may have reached its present horizontalextent by the Iron Age.To the total of useable land lost beneath peat must beadded the significant areas lost to the sea. The average slopeof the seabed west of the Hebrides is 1:250. If Ritchie�s esti-mates are correct and the sea has been gaining on the landat an average rate of 1 m per millennium, a strip of land,250 m wide, is being lost to the sea, per millennium. If,then, the Uists extended some 1.25 km further west thanthe current shoreline during the Neolithic Period, the impli-cations for settlement during that, and subsequent periodsare considerable.Unlike the geological deposits, the landscape of the Isleswas a considerable settlement resource at almost every periodin the past. During the earlier periods, the brown earths on thetills were readily cultivable. When these were lost beneath peatthe machair, for all of its constraints, was still the best agricul-tural land in the region; cultivable, albeit with some effort, andproviding grazing over the greater part of the year.
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Plate 9. The domed structure of Baleshare midden viewed from the seaward side



CHAPTER 3: THE NATURAL HISTORY ANDARCHAEOLOGY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
It may seem a little strange to include an account of the is-lands� natural history in an archaeological report but just as thephysical environment sets limits on the possibilities for settle-ment through time so also do the natural resources for flesh,fish, fowl and vegetation have an economic significance forearly settlers. Between them, the physical background and thenatural resources of an area define an envelope of potential forsettlement which expands and contracts with the varying for-tunes of time. Social organisation forms part of the definitionof this envelope and by appropriate strategic adaptation facili-tates or hinders settlement potential also. In this Chapter thenthe framework of this envelope is explored.
3.2 NATURAL HISTORY
The Western Isles can be divided into six general ecologicalzones which also constitute economic resource zones (Figure8). Ranged west to east they form a series of parallel linearunits consisting of open water, shore, machair lands,backlands, skinned lands and peatlands, before returning toshore and sea on the east side of the island.Two of these zones are artificial, or at least partly so.Skinned lands consist of former peatlands that have beenstripped down to a thin layer of peat which, when dug into theunderlying mineral material, can form a useful agriculturalsoil. The backlands occur where calcareous sands from themachair combine with peats, a process which can produce therichest agricultural soils of the Western Isles. This can occurnaturally when wind-transported machair-sand falls onto thepeatlands. They are also artificially created or extended by thedeliberate addition of sand, seaweed or other manures and bycultivation, grazing and trampling of livestock, ultimately toproduce the rich plaggen soils known as Lewisian Black Earths(Whittow 1977, 285�6). The flora and fauna of these six zonesare grouped below, into two ecosystems; the marine ecosys-tem, consisting of the sea and shore, and the terrestrial ecosys-tem, consisting of the other four zones.
3.2.1 The marine ecosystem
The marine ecosystem consists, for our purposes, of theopen sea, the inshore waters and sea lochs and the extensiveand varied shoreline of the Outer Hebrides. Both open seaand inshore waters are rich in a wide variety of fish. In theMesolithic levels of the Oronsay shell middens, saithe(coalfish) constitute over 90% of the fish bone material andare in many contexts the only species present (Mellars &Wilkinson 1980; Mellars 1987). This species is probably theeasiest to catch from the shore. Data from later period siteson the Western Isles is scarce but an Iron age midden onLewis produced mostly cod as well as ling, pollock andsaithe (Baden-Powell & Elton 1937, 359). This increase inthe range of fish caught through time has been more clearlydemonstrated on the Orkney Islands where ten species werenoted on a Neolithic/Bronze Age site, thirteen on an Iron

Age site and twenty-three species on a Late Viking site(Colley 1983, 159). Crustaceans, especially crabs, seem tohave been caught for food from earliest times.The shoreline of the Western Isles varies greatly rangingfrom large expanses of sandy beaches to rocky shores andcliffs and each of these provides habitats ranging from openwater to cliff top and including the upper shore and theintertidal zone. This variety encompasses a wide range ofvegetational and faunal resources and was of vital importancein early as well as more recent times.At the highest levels of the shore can be found growths ofchannel and flat wrack. The bladderless form of wrack is themain vegetation of the intertidal zone. Also present in certainconditions are Lithothamnion, Alaria esculent (tangleweed)and various algae (Darling & Boyd 1964, 182). The shores ofthe sea lochs are dominated by fucoid weeds including knot-ted and flat wrack. These wracks can be used a fertiliser andas food for sheep and cattle. At low tide carragheen anddulse, both valuable foods for humans, could be gathered.Most importantly, however, the coastal zone contained therichest fauna of any of the islands� zones, including mollusca,mammals, fish and birdlife.The marine mammals are, and probably were in prehis-tory, a much more important resource than their terrestrialcounterparts. The grey seal population of the Western Isles isone of the largest in the world and the common seal is alsoplentiful in the area. Archaeological data provides ample evi-dence for their early exploitation. Indeed by the Early Chris-tian Period, some rookeries were regarded as the privateproperty of individual settlements (Anderson & Anderson1961, 295�6; McCormick 1981, 317). Cetaceans, either de-liberately hunted or accidentally stranded were an occasionalresource available to the inhabitants of the area and their ex-ploitation by early man has been demonstrated by excavation(Clarke 1960, 169).The varied coastline of the Isles is rich in mollusca with agreater diversity of species in sheltered areas than on the moreexposed and rocky shores (Smith 1979, 179). Excavations sug-gest that shellfish were collected at all periods. The mollusca ofrocky shorelines, such as winkle and limpet, were relativelyheavily exploited while the more valuable food species, likecockle or oyster, of the sandy shores, although present, arerare. Shellfish are also used as fish-bait and the apparent pref-erence for less edible species may be explained by their use forfishing rather than their routine inclusion in the human diet.However, their use as �famine food�, ie as a resource to be ex-ploited in times of food shortage may account for their occa-sionally abundant presence on the sites considered here.
3.2.2 The terrestrial ecosystem (including rivers and inlandlakes)
PeatlandPeat now covers most of the surface of the Western Isles,ranging from the eastern seaboard to the western machairlands. The peatlands, especially of the Uists, are interspersedwith fresh-water lakes (Plate 10), most of which drain to thesea and are colonised by migratory fish. While the fauna ofthe peatlands extend into the agriculturally rich black-, andskinned-lands, the flora of these zones is largely artificial andvaries with their current agricultural use.
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Figure 8. Ecological units on the Western Isles. The physical relief of the Outer Hebrides contributes to their zonation innorth/south strips. Land under 8 m is concentrated in a strip of machai r plains along the west coast. Small seasonal lochs (notillustrated on this scale) and extensive shallow permanent lakes lie between the machai r and the high ground. The latter is peatcovered and stretches north south along the east coast. The west coast descends into the sea in a shallow slope (averaging 1 in250), while the east coast is steep-to and the sea plunges steeply to depths of 300 m or more.



The peatlands today support a typical heathland vegeta-tion dominated by Erica tetralix interspersed with mossessuch as Racomitrium lanuginosum. On better drained slopesCalluna dominates the vegetation while deeper peat carriesmore Molinia, due to the high acidity of the drainage water.Less acidic peats carry a high proportion of Eriophorum(Darling 1955, 161). In the past, peatlands provided roughgrazing and peat was used as fuel, animal bedding, roofingand as a fertiliser for machair soils. Peat is still extensivelyused as fuel but its other uses, evidenced in these excavations,have been largely usurped by modern materials.
MachairThe high pH of its calcareous sands is responsible for themachair�s distinctive grassland vegetation now dominated byFestuca rubra, both on the low machair and the stabilisedhigh machair. The agricultural potential and limitations ofmachair lands are discussed above (Chapter 1); they providemoderate to poor grazing which is susceptible to damage byovergrazing. Cultivation can only be sustained when accom-panied by constant manuring and a generous rotation cycle.
The vegetational history of the terrestrial system.Erdtman�s pollen analysis (1924, 486 et seq) of material fromsome twenty sites in Lewis is the earliest pollen work to havebeen undertaken in the Isles, although it is now of little more

than historical interest. Blackburn studied samples fromCalvay Island and Stoneybridge, South Uist (Blackburn 1946;Heslop-Harrison & Blackburn 1946), but seems to have as-sumed that the sampled peat began to form about 6000 BC,an assumption which may have been unwarranted. In generalher diagrams indicate that non-arboreal pollen predominatedthroughout prehistory. Analyses of now intertidal peats, un-dertaken as part of Ritchie�s geomorphological researches(1966), are somewhat schematic and the results reflect condi-tions in the immediate environs of the freshwater lakes inwhich the peat deposits originally formed.Pollen analysis was undertaken on a sediment sequencefrom Little Loch Roag, West Lewis, covering the period from9140 ± 140 uncal BP (Q-1531) to date (Birks & Madsen1979, 825). This reaffirms the general lack of woodland devel-opment, a factor the authors attribute to exposure. At its mostdeveloped, the vegetation cover seems to have consisted of amosaic of grassland, heath and tall-herb communities with oc-casional birch and hazel scrub. The earliest evidence for hu-man influence in this deposit was detectable at levels dating toapproximately 1900�2000 BC (Birks & Birks 1980).Peat deposits from Tob nan Leobag, near Callanish, wereinvestigated by Bohncke (1988), as part of an investigation ofsub-peat field fences in that area. The sequence runs fromabout 6000 BC to date. Bohncke suggests that, until roughly2000 BC, the landscape supported pockets of birchwood.
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Plate 10. Knock-and-lochan, or hill and loch, in North Uist



Following some early, possibly Mesolithic clearances, alarge-scale clearance took place in the period 2250 to 2000BC, which effectively rendered the area treeless, in whichstate it has apparently remained ever since.Palynological work at the Beaker site of Rosinish, NorthUist and Killin, on Grimsay (Whittington & Ritchie 1988)and on peat deposits from Sheshader in the Eye Peninsula,Lewis (Newell 1989), also suggest that the arboreal compo-nent of the local vegetation was slight and variable. New-ell�s work further reveals the importance of �muirburn� fortillage after peat formation. The deposits from Killin indi-cate phases of landuse in the area during the Neolithic Pe-riod (5340 BP), the earlier Bronze Age (3900 BP), and theIron Age, together with Medieval and later settlement(Whittington & Ritchie 1988, 8�11).The emphasis on the presence or absence of woodland, oreven of trees, in the palynological literature, takes no cogni-sance of the other evidence for the existence of trees in theWestern Isles in prehistory. Wood, tree-stumps and rootshave been noted in peat at Garry Tigharry and Loch Eport(Beveridge 1911, 5), at the head of Loch Erisort (Martin1703, 10) and at Vigdale, Loch Seaforth and other sites(Wilkins 1984). Intertidal peats with similar deposits havebeen noted at Sithean, Benbecula, Dik Mor and HornishPoint, South Uist and Vallay, North Uist and Ritchie (1966,79�86) has radiocarbon-dated wood from submarine peatsfrom Borve, Benbecula to 3750 ± 170 cal BC (I-1543).Trees are still to be found in the Isles, albeit in smallgroups and isolated stands where local topography gives shel-ter from the wind and protection from overgrazing by sheep.The occurrence of bluebells and wood sorrel in the birchwood on the slopes of Allt Volagir, South Uist (Darling &Boyd 1964, 50) suggests that, in at least a few areas trees maynever have been truly absent from the Isles, regardless of thecontra indications from palynology! Both macroplant re-mains from excavated sites and the remains of woodlanddenizens like wildcat and blackbird from Galston, SouthLewis (Baden-Powell & Elton 1936) support this view.
3.2.3 Fauna
In common with many islands, the fauna of the Uists andBenbecula is a sub-set of that of the adjacent mainland, atleast, at the specific level. In comparison with the thirty-eightspecies of land vertebrates and 152 species of breeding birdsof the Central Highlands, North Uist has only fifteen and114 such species, respectively, Benbecula seven andsixty-three and South Uist nine and eighty-one. Amongst thevertebrates, only the seal and, on North Uist, the red deer,would have provided a useful protein resource for man.However, other species, such as the otter, may have been ex-ploited for their fur.It has been argued that the fauna of the islands necessarilyarrived via a land bridge, which survived into the early partof the Post-glacial Period. However, Berry (1979, 34), has ar-gued that only the pygmy shrew and the red deer can be saidto have arrived in the Isles without the intervention of man.Even this estimate may be optimistic, since he includes reddeer on the basis of the occurrence of their bones and antlerson prehistoric sites or in peat deposits. However, the finds ofcomplete deer skeletons in midden deposits at Links of

Noltland raises the possibility that they may have been, in ef-fect, domesticated during the Neolithic period (Clarke &Sharples 1985, 77).Berry (1979) suggests that all the other non-domesticatedvertebrates must have arrived along with man and he suggeststhat their genetic similarities with Scandinavian vertebratesmake a strong case for their introduction by Viking or Norsesettlers. However, it is clear from excavated assemblages thatmost, perhaps all, were present in the Hebrides in prehistory.Perhaps those genetic traits examined in this study were, inthe islands, swamped by the genetic contributions of the ani-mals re-introduced by and with the Vikings. However, thepossibility that links with Scandinavia also existed during ear-lier periods should not be forgotten.The many lakes of the Western Isles, especially the Uists,contain salmon, trout of the migratory (sea) and non-migra-tory (brown) type and eel. Charr have a more restricted distri-bution but are presently found in several lakes in north Uist(Campbell & Williamson 1979, 389). There is no evidence tosuggest that any of these fish were deliberately introduced.The Western Isles is now rich in birdlife and it seems rea-sonable to assume that this was also the case in the past. Is-lands can contain a wider range of birds, per unit area, thanmainland sites of the same area because they, the islands,contain a greater variety of ecological habitats. At presentsome 286 species are recorded in the Outer Hebrides, justover 150 of which are known to breed in the area(Cunningham 1979, 207). These consist of terrestrial birds,birds of prey (raptors), waders, seabirds and waterfowl. Birdscan be found in all habitats but the coast and inland lakes arethe richest in those birds which may be most readily consid-ered as a food resource. The machair lands, which are themain concern of this report, also contain many breedingtypes. The machair wetlands presently contain many water-fowl including Mute Swan, Little Grebe, Shelduck, Gadwell,Shoveller, Tufted Duck, Wigeon, Pintail, Pochard, Scaup,Water Rail, Spotted  Crake and Moorhen (Hopkins &Coxon 1979, 346�7) most of which are known to have beenexploited as food. Waders commonly found nesting in themachair drylands include Oystercatchers, Ringed Plovers andLapwings (Fuller et al 1979, 425).
3.3 THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE WESTERN ISLES
3.3.1 The Mesolithic period
Mesolithic sites are apparently absent from the Uists andBenbecula. In contrast, there is an abundance of Mesolithicsites in the Inner Hebrides (Mellars 1987; Mercer 1979;1980; Wickham-Jones 1991; Mithen 1989), on the adjacentmainland Scottish coast to the East (Lacaille 1954, 109;Bonsall 1989, 134) and on the Northern Irish coast (Movius1942; Woodman 1978) to the south. The drowning of thecoastline of the Outer Hebrides (Chapter 1) has removed theevidence for coastal sites of the period, while sand inunda-tion and peat formation have covered inland sites. Given theabundance of Mesolithic remains in the region it must beconcluded that the Outer Hebrides were also settled duringthe period and that Mesolithic sites will emerge in duecourse. In this context, the early, possibly Mesolithic episodesof deforestation noted by Bohncke (1988) in the pollen anal-
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ysis of peat from Tob nan Leobag, and by Brayshay & Ed-wards (1996) at Loch an-t�Sil should be noted.
3.3.2 The Neolithic period
Funerary monumentsHenshall (1972) has identified thirty-four megaliths on theWestern Isles most of which are located on North Uist. The ma-jority are passage graves; round cairns which, where the internalfeatures are visible, cover a short passage leading to a roundchamber. The passage often opens out into small funnel-shapedforecourt. Three tombs of the Clyde type, with segmented rect-angular chambers and cairns defined by peristyliths, also occur.Nine possible long cairns have been noted.Inter-visibility between cairns characterises this group ofsites, most of which are set in conspicuous locations. InNorth Uist cairns are frequently located on hill slopes and oc-cur in juxtaposition with other monuments such as standingstones (eg Craonaval, Maari, South Clettraval and Marrogh).Nine possible stone circles are listed for the islands(RCAHMS 1928). The largest circles (Pobull Fhin; 27.5 ×28.0 m: Loch an Phobaill; 42.5 × 35.1 m: Carinish 41.5 ×39.0 m) are all located near large chambered cairns and Burl(1976, 147) suggests that these are, possibly, Neolithic.There has been only one recent excavation of aHebridean cairn, at Geirisclett, North Uist (Dunwell et alforthcoming). Little is known of the mode of burial in thetombs. Beveridge (1911) notes the presence of burnt bone inall the tombs he investigated and cremated human bone wasalso noted at Clettraval, North Uist (Scott 1935, 499). Acidi-fication of the soils, widespread in the non-machair areas ofthe Hebrides after the Neolithic period, would have removedevidence for the deposition of unburnt bone. At Unival,North Uist, Scott (1948, 14) describes a badly preservedinhumation displaying evidence of partial burning.
Occupation sitesSeven Neolithic settlement sites are known in the OuterHebrides. Two of these, Udal, North Uist (Crawford 1981;1996) and Northton, Harris, (Simpson 1976, 221) are coastalsites now covered by shell-sand deposits. At Udal two rather in-substantial, circular stone settings with diameters of 4 m and 5m, have been interpreted as buildings. They have been radiocar-bon dated to 3650 ± 40 uncal BP (Q-3054) and 3710 ± 50uncal BP (Q-3055) (Crawford 1980; 1981) and these datesseem rather late to be Neolithic but, until these excavations arepublished we cannot know their true significance. At Northton,the earliest of the two Neolithic phases is represented by a scat-ter of settlement debris on boulder clay. The second Neolithicphase did not have structures either. Shell-sand material fromthis phase has been dated to 4411 ± 70 uncal BP (BM-705;Simpson 1976, 222) so that the attribution of these deposits tothe Neolithic period seems reliable.Eilean an Tighe, an island site in Loch nan Geireann,North Uist, consisted of a series of much disturbed structuresassociated with a rich assemblage of Neolithic pottery. Thesite was originally interpreted as a kiln site (Scott 1951) butSimpson (1976) suggests that the site is domestic rather thanindustrial, because no wasters were found amongst the 4,000sherds of pottery retrieved. The site produced a wide rangeof decorated styles including Unstan ware. A limited exami-

nation of the gritting in the pottery indicated that it was oflocal origin (ibid, 34). Neolithic settlement on lake islandswas revealed again, recently, in the excavation of what hadbeen thought to be an Iron Age dun on a small island in LochOlabhat. This site produced a mixture of Hebridean andUnstan wares and plain bowls (Armit pers comm).Excavations to examine pre-peat walls exposed inpeat-cuttings just north-east of Caravat Barp, revealed a se-ries of hearths in the mineral soil. These have been radiocar-bon dated to the Neolithic period (Crone 1993). It is notimprobable that much more of the islands� Neolithic settle-ment is similarly concealed beneath deep peat, or, perhaps,beneath Iron Age duns on islands within the freshwater lakes.As noted in Chapter 1, Neolithic sites have not been foundlying on machair sands and it is improbable that the machairexisted at this time, at least in the area it now covers.A group of sites have been investigated at Allt Christal,Barra (Branigan & Foster 1995, 49) that have been radiocar-bon dated to the Neolithic period.  The group comprises ar-eas of domestic activity, small shelters or storehouses, flintworking areas and a large ring cairn.  The excavators arguethat these are probably all components of a single farmsteadhousing probably no more than a single extended familygroup (ibid, 51).  Many of the structures are extremely smalland it is unlikely that they could have offered anything morethan temporary, or short-term shelter (Barber & Croneforthcoming). Given Crone�s observations (1993) perhaps weshould envisage these as the surviving stone-built elements ofstructures largely built of turves. While it is not impossiblethat some of the Neolithic associations at Allt Christal arebased on little more than the presence of residual materialthey nonetheless attest to an area in which there was exten-sive Neolithic activity.Other traces of Neolithic occupation were found onNorth Uist during excavations in advance of the causewaylinking Berneray to North Uist (Downes & Badcock 1998).
3.3.3 The Bronze Age
The evidence for Early Bronze Age settlement on the LongIsle is rather limited. Beaker period material has been re-trieved from excavations at Udal, North Uist (Crawford &Switsur 1977, 128; 1996), and Rosinish, Benbecula (Shep-herd 1976, 209�16). Beaker pottery has been retrieved froma number of middens, notably from a deposit at Paible, radio-carbon dated to 4060 ± 135 uncal BP (GU-1088), and insmaller amounts from beneath later settlement deposits atNewtonferry, North Uist, and South Glendale, South Uist.Excavations at Rosinish (Shepherd 1976) also revealed anarea of ard marks cutting through the primary midden layer.The area was bisected by a ditch which was interpreted as aboundary separating two fields. Shell from midden materialoverlying the ard marks produced a date of 3850 ± 75 uncalBP (GU-1064) and a date of 3920 ± 60 uncal BP (GU-1065)was returned for the old ground surface. Carbonised remainsof six-row barley with smaller quantities of emmer were alsoretrieved (ibid, 112�113).Food vessel pottery was retrieved from deposits at theUdal which were overlain by a machair and shingle level,over which, in turn, was a triple kerb-cairn complex. Acrouched inhumation from one of these provided a radiocar-
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bon date of 3430 ± 85 uncal BP (Q-1458) (Crawford &Switsur 1977).Little is known of Later Bronze Age settlement in theLong Isle except on South Uist where fourteen settlementmounds of the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age period areknown. Field walls under or in peat, dating to the late secondor early first millennium BC have been noted above.Palynological studies suggest that these were associated witharable and/or pastoral cultivation (see Mills et al 1994 fordiscussion). It seems reasonable to assume that these enclo-sures are associated with settlement sites but we have yet tolocate the settlements. Excavations at Carinish have revealedfield walls dating to 3180 ± 50 uncal BP (GU-2454) and2750 ± 50 uncal BP (GU-2457), beneath 1 m to 1.5 m ofpeat (Crone 1993). Crone (ibid, 380) and Newell (1988, 81)have traced parts of wall systems in peat but neither surveywas sufficiently extensive to locate the putative settlements.Armit identifies the period following the Beaker settlementperiod at Udal and Northton as a �settlement break� for theHebrides as a whole or at least as a break in the evidence cur-rently available. He has also suggested (1996, 108) that thesettlers of the Beaker Early Bronze Age showed affinities withtheir predecessors of Late Neolithic date while those of theLater Bronze Age had more in common with their Iron Agesuccessors. This view has much to commend it and implies thatsome substantial cultural change evolved or was imposed inthe intervening period. Armit�s identification of a settlementbreak may simply reflect this more significant change.
3.3.4 The Iron Age
TerminologyThe concepts of �the Mesolithic of Scotland� or indeed of �theNeolithic of Scotland� are still tenable, albeit that even inthese remote periods some elements of regionalism can bedistinguished. In this context, regionalism is defined as theemergence of significant differentiation between the relevantmaterial cultures in separate regions throughout Britain andIreland. Sampling theory predicts that some regionally dis-tinctive elements will necessarily appear in regionally col-lected data sets. Such regional variations do not constitute re-gionalism, in the sense meant here. As a working hypothesisthe writer suggests that significant regionalism begins to bedetectable in the archaeological record during the BronzeAge. By the Iron Age, clear regional differences are in evi-dence even within Scotland. While it remained unrecognisedregionalism encumbered archaeological debate with a fruit-less pursuit of continental prototypes and sources. However,over-emphasised, regionalism has introduced a probably un-helpful degree of parochialism to Scottish archaeology.Carter et al (1995) considered only the Iron Age in Shetlandin their concluding discussion on broch sites. Armit, in hispublications on the Atlantic Iron Age makes only passing ref-erence to their larger national and international context (al-beit that his more recent work is beginning to address thisdeficit). The inclusion of papers on Scottish Iron Age sites incorpora of British Iron Age studies (see for example, Gwilt &Haselgrove 1997; Bevan 1999) is encouraging but in the ab-sence of synthesis, does little to redress the situation.Limiting the study area contributes to more highly tar-geted research and perhaps to better and faster reporting but

it is beginning to facilitate a fragmented view of the Iron Agein Scotland that lacks coherence. This is not the place to at-tempt to redress this balance. This monograph deals withsome Iron Age sites in the southern part of the OuterHebrides but their interpretation will be incomplete withoutsome reference to the larger social and geographical land-scapes in which they functioned (below).The term �Highland Iron Age� describes Iron Age remainsin the, now defunct, administrative areas of Highland Re-gion, the Western Isles Island Area, the Orkney and ShetlandIslands Areas, and the western part of Strathclyde Region.This division roughly parallels the upland part of Fox�s up-land/lowland division, but also takes cognisance of latitudeand oceanicity which may modify local conditions to makealtitudinal highlands ecological lowlands, and vice versa.Much discussion of the Highland Iron Age has centred onthe origins of Childe�s �castle complex� (1935), the group ofmonuments which includes brochs, duns and wheelhousesand their several variants (see, for examples, Mackie 1965a;1965b; Caulfield 1978). The relationships between thesesites and sites of the Iron Age in lowland Scotland, has beenbut little debated (Mackie 1972) while the relationships ofboth with sites and cultures of the English, Irish and conti-nental European Iron Age remain largely unexplored. Thedifferences in regional archaeologies are exacerbated by thedifferences in significant cultural stimuli operating in eacharea during the later prehistoric and early historic periods.The highlands, for example, seems to have been largely unaf-fected by the arrival of the Romans, while the lowlands didnot experience the Dalriadic migration.The term �Atlantic Iron Age� has been popularised byArmit and others (see Armit 1996 for bibliography) and meansthe subset of the Highland Iron Age concentrated in the West-ern and Northern Isles and on the adjacent mainland. It is auseful term because it highlights the role and significance ofthe sea and seafaring along the Atlantic sea coast throughoutthis period and part of that role must, necessarily have been tofacilitate some expression of cultural contiguity throughout theAtlantic province. In rehearsing above the opposition of re-gional to extra-regional interpretational frameworks for theIron Age this writer is merely revisiting a major theme of the1969 CBA Conference on The Iron Age in the Irish Sea Prov-ince. Alcock�s summary paper therein remains as readable andrelevant now as when he published it (1972, 106�8).
The sitesThe many recent publications on the Iron Age structures ofthe Hebrides and of the Atlantic Iron Age in general, obviatethe need for much by way of descriptive text here and thereader will find in Armit 1996, a bibliography that providesaccess to the relevant literature. The following is a brief re-view of the relevant trends in discussion of the nature and in-terrelationships of the various forms identified.Armit decried the �typological morass� that includedbroch towers, galleried duns, semi-brochs, island duns and anassortment of other variants, into which the sites of Childe�scastle complex had been classified. He proposes instead abroad class of Atlantic Roundhouses which subsumes thewhole panoply of variations (1996, 114�5). That said, theterms broch, dun, wheelhouse, etc continue in use asdescriptors; perhaps their general usefulness has not been al-together lost. In his BAR report (1992), based on the work
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undertaken for his PhD thesis, this re- or possibly, de-classifi-cation, is allied to an analysis of the landscape, usingThiessen polygons (ibid, Chapter 12) and their functional in-terpretation based on some elements of geographicallocational analysis. The terminology of his description of thechronologies of these sites is Darwinian: �...recent work is be-ginning to point to a gradual development of complexityfrom early simple versions to the elaborate broch towers... �albeit that he acknowledges that simple forms can also occurin the later period. In general, and despite many closely ar-gued criticisms of the �established view� Armit has not movedvery far from an essentially typological and distributionalparadigm for his interpretation of these sites; Plus ca changeplus c�est le meme chose.Harding (1997) also uses the older class definitions add-ing, after Mann, the class of dun-house or roofed dun. UnlikeArmit, however, he considers the interaction of these sites intheir social landscapes (ibid, 139�40) and explores the possi-bility that some form of social ranking may explain part ofthe bewildering diversity of Hebridean and west coast IronAge sites. Only wheelhouses were discovered in the excava-tions reported upon here and, on the basis of the evidencefrom excavations and from surveys, the latter undertaken be-fore and after these excavations, the wheelhouse is virtuallythe type-site of the machair plains.
WheelhousesWheelhouses are circular, drystone-walled structures charac-terised by the radial subdivision of their interiors into a num-ber of bays by means of short piers, leaving a clear centralarea. The bays are occasionally divided from the central areawith small upright stones, as at A Cheardach Mhor, (Young& Richardson 1960, Figure 2). The bays were converted tocells by the addition of corbelled domes whose upper sur-faces were probably built up into a single, annular roof, leav-ing a relatively small central area to be roofed by othermeans. At floor level, the clear central space usually con-tained a hearth and postholes found in that area are inter-preted as supporting the inner roof structure whose outer rimrests on the annular stone roof.Wheelhouses have been subdivided into several groups onstructural and morphological grounds. The term�earth-house� was formerly used to describe wheelhouse-typestructures dug into the soil, the walls of which are oftennon-load bearing, lining walls, one stone thick, egFoshigarry, North Uist. Entrance is sometimes effectedthrough a passageway as at Bac Mhic Connain, or directlythrough the outer wall.Aisled roundhouses are a sub-group of the wheelhouses,characterised by a gap, between 0.20 to 0.80 m wide, whichlies between the inner edge of the piers and the inner face ofthe outer wall. Examples of this type were found at Allasdaleand A Cheradach Bheag. At Jarlshof, Shetland, however, thisspace was in some cases filled by rough stonework. In othercases the piers were tied to the outer walls by means of pairsof lintels; at Machair Lathan, for example, the lintels wereset some 1.2 m above floor level.The Hebridean wheelhouses are found as isolated mon-uments or in small groups of two or three, usually of vary-ing dimensions as at A Cheardach Bheag, and in complexesof wheelhouse structures as at Foshigarry. At Allasdale andClettraval, the wheelhouses were set in �yards� and are said

to be accompanied by subsidiary structures, interpreted asbarns or byres.The distribution of the different wheelhouse types reflectsthe adaptation of the basic architectural concept to local con-ditions. They are �dug-in�, ie of wheelhouse type, whereverthey occur on, or in, machair sand, eg A Cheardach Mhor, ACheardach Bheag, and Kilpheder. On the east, where the land-scape is more hilly and the soils shallower, the wheelhouses arefree-standing and commonly located on hillocks, as at Usinish.It is possible that the known distribution of such sites in themachair may not represent their �original� distribution becausevirtually all of the known examples were sand-covered in therecent past and only revealed by the accidents of erosion.Although they are generally built on a more modest scale,wheelhouses have very many features in common withbrochs. Where the monuments are found together, excava-tors have argued for occupational continuity between thetwo. Thus, at Clickhimin and Jarlshof in Shetland, wheel-house structures were interpreted as secondary components,inserted within and around the walls of the brochs in the sec-ond or early third century AD (Hamilton 1956; 1968). Thisseems to suggest that the origins of the wheelhouses must besought in the brochs. The apparent replacement, on the samesite, of the highly defensive broch by the wheelhouse, whichis common on the Northern Isles, does not seem to have oc-curred in the Western Isles, where, in general thewheelhouses are located some distance from the brochs.Nonetheless, Hamilton�s view has become, in default of otherviews, the �established view� and suggests that wheelhousesare later from and in some way devolved from the brochs.At the excavation of the broch site of East Shore, in Shet-land, the writer�s field observation could detect no physicalevidence to suggest that the construction of the radial pierswithin the broch post-dated the construction of the brochwall by anything more than the necessary interval required inconstruction. Carter et al (1995, 462), in writing up the sitehave described the piers as �Later Broch Features� but ac-knowledge that the interval between the construction of thebroch wall and that of the piers is difficult to assess. Simi-larly, Hedges and Bell (1980, 88) have argued that radial seg-mentation is a primary feature of the brochs. Perhaps,therefore, we should consider radial segmentation anothercommon architectural feature of all the sites of the �CastleComplex�, albeit that the case has yet to be fully made for theother site types.At the Udal a radiocarbon date of 340 ± 120 ad(Q-1131) marks a terminus ante quem for the end of thewheelhouse occupation (Crawford & Switsur 1977, 129).Armit�s attribution of wheelhouses to a period earlier thanthe first century BC (1992, 68�9) is based largely on the re-sults of the excavations reported on here. Previously wheel-house sites have been dated, principally by the pottery which,in the Western Isles, must be regarded as a particularly unre-liable method, or on Roman inclusions which seem to placethem in the second century AD. However, Campbell (1991),on the basis of radiocarbon dates, Roman inclusions andcomparanda, suggests that the sites at Sollas also probablydate to the second century AD.
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3.3.5 Discussion
The architecture of HIA structures is remarkably consistentalong the Atlantic coast. The structure of entrances and theentrance �furniture� of almost all the known structure typesare virtually standard features. The hollow-wall constructionof brochs, semi-brochs, duns, forts, promontory forts andblockhouses indicates a consistency of approach which, inprehistory, is only paralleled in the megaliths. As has been ar-gued above, a shared emphasis on the radial segmentation ofthe outer annulus of the enclosed areas may be a another partof their common architectural inheritance.
Material cultureThe greater part of the evidence for the material culture ofthe Iron Age inhabitants of the Western Isles is based on thelarge collections of uncontexted finds made during the lasttwo centuries, mostly from eroding sand faces. A muchsmaller group of material has been retrieved from archaeo-logical excavations. This consists mainly of pottery, of whichthousands of sherds are recovered from the Hebridean sites,and bone and antler objects which are similarly numerous butless chronologically diagnostic, at this time.
PotteryThe wheelhouse sites of A Cheardach Mhor, A CheardachBheag, Kilphedir, Allasdale and Foshigarry, have all producedpottery, as have the nearest excavated brochs, Dun Mor Vaul(Tiree), Dun an Iardhard (Skye), Dun Carloway (Lewis) andDun Vulan (South Uist), and the excavated dun site at DunCuier (Barra). The assemblages have generally been categor-ised on the basis of form and decoration.Young (1956, 48) suggests that the sequence of Iron Agepottery begins with the incised- and pin-stamped decorationon S-shaped vessels with inverted rims (ibid, Fig 4, 2). Somealso have raised bosses or an applied cordon under the rim.These are found on most wheelhouse sites. The shoulderedpins, used for the decoration, have been dated at Dun MorVaul, to between 700 and 250 BC (Clarke 1971, 30) whileYoung (1966) places their dates earlier than 200 BC. In-verted-rim vessels continued in use throughout the period,even after the appearance of other forms.The second type consists of globular vessels with evertedrims, either undecorated or with an applied, fluted, zig-zag,decoration around the �shoulder�. Some sherds have anarcaded finger channel decoration between the shoulder filletand the rim. This type is referred to as �Clettraval-ware� fromthe type site (Scott 1935). Young suggested a date of the 1stor 2nd century AD for the everted rim ware, based on thedating of the annular yellow glass beads found in associationwith it. However, these are now dated to the period 300 BCto AD 200 (Guido 1978). Guido�s date range is based on herperception of the date range of the broch complex and sosome element of circularity is involved here, but the existenceof a number of supporting radiocarbon dates from sites insouthern England suggest that the proposed range may notbe entirely misleading (Ritchie & Lane 1980, 219�20).In a final Iron Age phase Young identified a coarse plainware from the upper levels of wheelhouse and dun sites. Thisshe saw as intrusive, possibly following the Dalriadic settle-ment of the Western Isles which she dates to about AD 500.However, Ritchie and Lane (1980, 220) suggest that the Udal

provides a terminus ante quem date for undecoratedbucket-shaped wares of circa 400 AD. Crawford and Switsur(1977, 129) suggest that the change occurs somewhere in therange AD 200 to AD 400.At Dun Mor Vaul, Mackie found a ware with two formtypes � inverted and S-shaped (his �Vaul ware�) from thepre-broch levels (Mackie 1974a), radiocarbon dated about500 uncal BC, and from all the subsequent phases. Theeverted rim ware of characteristic Hebridean type was foundin all phases of the broch from its construction onwards.Campbell (1991, 168) suggested �with some diffidence� thatthe introduction of the everted rim wares may be contempo-raneous with the construction of the wheelhouses. Armit,while accepting this possibility (1996, 152) suggests that theabsence of everted rim ware from the earlier features on thissite may simply reflect functional differences between theearlier and later structures, eg the earlier could be byres andthe later houses.An additional type, termed �Dunagoil ware� (Marshall1964) was found in small quantities in the pre-broch levels atDun Mor Vaul. Mackie describes this as thick, gravelly andplain, and possibly related to the wares of the vitrified forts ofthe Scottish mainland. The final phases at Vaul include a �de-generate� Clettraval style which Mackie likened to that fromDun Cuier, and which, he suggests, was of Dark Age date.A few Roman sherds have been found in the WesternIsles. Samian sherds of the second century AD, have beenfound on Bac Mhic Connain (Beveridge 1931, 61), Berie(Lewis), Dun Ardtreck, and Dun Mor Vaul (Robertson1970). Dun Mor Vaul also produced a spindle whorl madefrom a sherd of Roman coarse ware (Mackie 1974a, 155),also of second century date. Most recently, the excavations atDun Vulan have produced a radiocarbon-dated sequenceIron Age ceramic styles between circa 400 BC and circa AD700 (Parker-Pearson & Sharples 1999).
MetalworkingThe date of the inception of the Iron Age in Scotland in gen-eral, and in the Highland Zone in particular, is simply notknown. The sites of the �Castle Complex� all contain someevidence of metalworking, in iron and bronze, and in someinstances this is abundant. A furnace, constructed of stoneslabs and associated with some 17 lb (circa 8 kg) of iron slaghas been found in the cave site of Rudh �an Dunain, Skye,dated to the 1st century BC (Scott 1934). On the wheelhousesite of Bac Mhic Connain, Vallay, North Uist, an almostsquare, stone built hearth was identified as a furnace becauseof its association with bronze slag and crucibles (Beveridge &Callander 1932). Iron slag, iron rivets and a fragment ofhaematite were also found on this site (ibid, 48). However,the metal-working debris was probably associated with a fur-nace which had been dug into the secondary deposits infillingthe wheelhouse. The debris therefore post-dates the wheel-house, the latter being dated to the Roman or post-RomanIron Age on the evidence of the Samian sherd from the site.At A Cheardach Mhor, South Uist, Hearth 3, in the PhaseI wheelhouse, was encrusted with peat ash and contained twopieces of slag while other fragments of slag were found in thesubsequent phases (Young & Richardson 1960, 142 & 172,Figure 2). Iron slag was found on other wheelhouse sites in-cluding Garry Iochdrach, Vallay Strand (Beveridge &Callander 1932) and Foshigarry (Beveridge & Callander
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1931), Allasdale (Young 1953), on the dun site of Dun Cuier,and the broch at Dun Mor Vaul, and on the midden at Gals-ton (Baden-Powell & Elton 1937). At Sollas, a mould for aprojecting ring headed pin was found together with a trian-gular-cross-section crucible that had contained bronze and aniron ring. Apart from these �...there were a few iron frag-ments...� (Campbell 1991, 164). Of note also is Campbell�sidentification of crushed haematite ore used as a filler in pot-tery fabric, given that there are no sources of haematite in theHebrides (ibid, 150).Metalworking was carried out at wheelhouse sites, mostlyevidenced by finds of slag, but the smallness of the individualpieces and the low total weight of slag from any one site, sug-gest that smithying rather than smelting was being practised.This is confirmed by the admittedly negative evidence of theabsence of furnace parts, furnace bottoms (ie molten wast-ers), and the paucity of iron objects. The wheelhouse atGarry Iochdrach produced twenty-two fragments of muchcorroded ironwork, including rivets, pieces of knife blades,�... an instrument 5" long with two prongs...�, a pin and theslag noted above (Beveridge & Callander 1932, 41). Aplough share from A Cheardach Bheag has been identified aspossibly of Romano-British date (Fenton 1963, Fig.4:8).Tylecote (1986, 124) notes that no part of the British Islesis completely devoid of iron ore of some form. However, theWestern Isles has no local source of the carbonate, limonite orhaematite ores (see above). These may have been importedfrom mainland Scotland or the north-east coast of Ireland.The evidence for bronze working comes from broch,wheelhouse and dun sites in the form of crucibles, claymoulds, tongs and bronze slag, and bronze objects found onexcavated sites consist of small personal ornaments, rings andpins. A trumpet brooch of Roman origin was found on thewheelhouse site of Kilpheder (Robertson 1970, 207). Warner(1983, 165 et seq) has noted, from the Western Isles,cast-bronze, ring-headed pins and waisted, cast-bronze�spear-butts�, together with mould fragments for the latter, allof which have clear affinities with Irish material of the sameperiod, which he terms �Early Iron Age�. There are no knowndeposits of copper ore in the Western Isles and no known

sources of tin in Scotland. The presence of bronze-workingslags, suggests that ore, as well as finished products was tradedand Warner (ibid) has argued quite convincingly that a largepart of this trade was with Northern Ireland. The existence ofinbound trade goods implies the existence of tradeable com-modities, perhaps food surpluses and other organic materials,in the Hebrides. In turn this implies a level of social organisa-tion consistent with the accumulation of those surpluses.The metal objects from the Hebridean Iron Age sites arenot, in general, indicative of a high level of acculturation. Theycompare very poorly with the quality of the Late Bronze Ageassemblages like those of the Adabrock hoard, Lewis, circa sev-enth century BC; (Coles 1960, 48�50) or the seventh centuryBC leaf shaped swords of Minch type (ibid, 45), etc.Trade played an important role in the economy of the is-land settlements. Long distance trade connections can be in-ferred from developments in the Dark Ages and later, butMackie (1971, 50) postulates a link with the south of Eng-land, on the basis of the occurrence of spiral finger rings inboth areas. He suggests that the influx of the Belgae intosouth-east England displaced the native populations, some ofwhom travelled thence, by sea, to the Western Isles (ibid, 25).Clarke (1971) has highlighted the dangers inherent in usingexotic objects for the definition of chronological events orcultural connections. In particular he refutes Mackie�s argu-ments mainly on the basis of the chronological insensitivityof spiral finger rings.
3.3.6 Conclusion
While in general, it may be fairly claimed that the physicalstructures of the Hebridean Iron Age are well documentedand their architecture relatively well understood, our igno-rance of their chronology and their social and economic or-ganisation, both within and between sites, has been until veryrecently, almost complete. The domestic products of the pe-riod seem singularly undiagnostic and lacking in chronologi-cal significance while the exotic imports may have done moreto mislead us than to clarify the situation (Clarke 1971).
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CHAPTER 4: EXCAVATIONS AT BALELONE
H F James & P Strong
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The site lies to the west of Balelone Farm on North Uist, atNF 719 740 (Figure 9). It was revealed by coastal erosion, ina steep, cliff face cut into machair sand. To the landwardside, the undulating machair consists of a series of gentleridges and hollows. The sand cover is thick and has been de-posited against, and partly over, the till covered rocky penin-sula of Varlish. To the south, there is a stream in the bed ofwhich, approximately 300�400 m east of the site, peat-likebands outcrop. These indicate shallow lacustrine or wetmarsh environments in the area, before the deposition of themachair sands. Ritchie has suggested that these layers provideevidence for the existence of a loch in a large part of theinter-ridge basin of Balelone Varlish (Ritchie 1985). This lochwas subsequently infilled with windblown sand. Inter-tidalorganic layers with windblown sand were also found, 70�100m south-west of the site, at approximately mid-tidal level.Before excavation, the site was discernible as a 2 m high,elongated, grass-covered mound, the seaward side of whichwas cut by marine erosion. It was 35 m long. The lower facewas obscured by a loose mass of tumbled material forming aslope of 45°, which extended onto the beach. The slope wascolonised by clumps of marram grass. At the south end of the

site the mound sloped down into the gully of the stream. Tothe north the site terminated in a steep grass slope. Large,round, waterworn beach boulders and course gritty sandfrom the upper beach lay against the base of the site.
4.1.1 Archaeological features
A stone structure was noted near the centre of the exposedface. It consisted of four courses of rough, angular stonesforming a corner or niche. Above this and slightly to oneside, a number of flat rectangular stones formed an ashlarface parallel to the shore line. A tallard of midden layers,which had not collapsed, jutted out above the stone struc-ture.
4.1.2 Site history
Beveridge states that the name Balelone means �township ofthe marsh� but that this name does not appear in early docu-ments, probably because it formed part of the township ofScolpaig. Balelone appears to have been mentioned in the Ju-dicial Rental of 1718 and the Balranald Rental of 1764(Crawford 1983). Reid�s map (1799) showed planned im-provements of the land then owned by Alexander, Lord Mac-
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Donald. The plans for lotting of the land were superimposedover the medieval runrig system. Moisley (1961) noted that�lots are shown on Balelone and Baleloch which were proba-bly never lotted, being cleared for farms in 1815�.The 6-inch OS map of 1904 marks the site of the excava-tion as the position of �Erd Houses�. Beveridge records thathere, thin layers of kitchen midden were exposed in the erod-ing face of the machair. In the upper portion of this sandyknoll there were traces of a �slight� wall which curved in anortherly direction for several yards and seemed to representpart of the underground lining of one of the �earth houses�.He also lists several finds from the site, including ham-mer-stones, pottery with both incised and applied decoration,iron slag, butchered bone, a re-used quern and a small hol-lowed oval stone. The Society of Antiquaries of Scotland re-ceived a �fragment of a large hand-made Vessel with anotched fillet encircling it, and chevron ornament, from akitchen midden at the seashore west of and opposite Balelone.... adjacent to a buried earth house�, (PSAS 1916, 12). Afragment of an oval pebble with deep rounded indentationon both faces was also donated (PSAS 1922, 16). The Shep-herds� report (1978) describes the site as a substantial middendeposit 35 m long and 2 m deep, enclosing the remains of astructure.
4.1.3 Local sites
Immediately behind the house at Kilphedir lay a brokenmonolith, one part standing to 1.5 m and the other part circa1.5 m long lying close beside it (Beveridge 1911, 263). AtVarlish Point, the name of which is probably of Norse deriva-tion (ibid, 100) an earth house is said to have existed (ibid,116). However this site was not located by the RCAHMS in1965.

4.1.4 Method of excavation
Unlike Baleshare and Hornish Point, the site at Balelone wasnot conceived of as a tapestry excavation, and it was dug inseparate sections. The seaward face of the site was dividedinto five equal areas separated by 1 m wide baulks and thencleaned of loose sand. In each area a trench was dug leaving avertical section face at right angles to the slope to establishthe limit of the undisturbed midden layers below the slip andthe extent of damage by erosion. The baulk sections weredrawn, to establish a relationship with the beach material.The section face was cut with a series of steps, to prevent itscollapse. At the north end a small horizontal area was openedto examine the lower shell sand strata, down to the underly-ing bedrock (Figure 10). At the south end, a soil pit sondagewas cut to ascertain the full depth of the midden deposit.Towards the end of the excavation an attempt was madeto join up the separate sections and reduce the repetition ofcontext numbers. However, several stratigraphic problemsremained unresolved. Samples were only collected systemati-cally within the two test squares. Therefore, it is not possibleto compare the material retrieved from the layers to the ex-tent that was done on the later sites. In general the levels ofinterpretation and description attained at Balelone are not asdetailed as those achieved at the other sites. Balelone was thefirst erosion face excavated in the current project and itsmain value to the project lies in the lesson it taught and theexperience it provided. In consequence of the differences inapproach to this site, the organisation of this report differsfrom the others. The Blocks described here are in fact groupsof Blocks, as defined for the other sites. The Blocks arestratigraphically ordered from the lowest, Block 1, to thetopmost, Block 9 (Figure 10).
Note on SamplingEvery layer which was sieved produced some material.Therefore, when no material is listed for a given context, be-low, it means that this layer was not sampled and sieved.Bone and pot are recorded as numbers of pieces, while sea-shell, macroplant, stone, and slag are recorded by weight in
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grams. Due to the heavily truncated nature of site and the ab-sence of structures to which they could be related, the animalbone and macroplant material were not studied further. EoinHalpin identified the animal bone recovered by hand on siteand his identifications are summarised at the end of eachBlock report. The much larger number of fragments recov-ered by wet-seiving and flotation are listed in the tables ac-companying each Block report. None of this material was in-cluded in the faunal study undertaken by Halstead (Chapter11.2).
4.1.5 Summary of Blocks
Block No. Final interpretation1. Cultivated deposits2. Windblown sand and cultivated deposits3. Midden-site deposits with windblown sand,intermittently cultivated4. Midden-site deposits5. Drystone structure and midden-site deposits6. Pits, post-holes and associated deposits7. Midden-site deposits, intermittently cultivated8. Windblown sand9. Windblown sand
4.2 BLOCK 1 � CULTIVATED DEPOSITS
See Table p.273
Block 1 lay at the north end of the site, at the base of the testtrench (Figure 10). Its deposits were exposed over a distanceof 6.5 m and were circa 1 m in depth, lying directly on bed-rock. There were five layers within this Block which ranged

from orange to dark grey black in colour and from humicsand to sand in texture. Cultivation marks were cut into thesurface of layers [9] and [203]. These were filled with lightcoloured sand which in both cases differed from the overly-ing layers. The pH values recorded for [8] and [10] were 7.6and 7.3 respectively.
Archaeological interpretation
The loamy texture of some of the layers in this Block and thepresence of ard marks indicates that cultivation took placeduring the accumulation of its deposits. The scale of cultiva-tion is unknown as the full horizontal extent of this Blockwas not revealed.
Specialist contribution
A total of fifteen unidentifiable bone fragments were recov-ered. Two teeth were present, one of pig (M3) and one ofcow (M1/M2).
4.3 BLOCK 2 � WINDBLOWN SAND AND CULTIVATEDDEPOSITS
See table p.273
Block 2 was revealed to a depth of 1.1 m only at the northend of the site (Figure 10), but sufficient was exposed toshow that it covered the whole site above Block 1 and be-neath Block 3. It consisted of numerous interdigitated soillayers which could only be differentiated stratigraphicallywith enormous effort. They ranged from very pale brown to
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brown in colour and all were sand. The boundaries were pre-dominantly diffuse and irregular. One layer, [511], had ardmarks cut into its surface, filled with a slightly greyer sandthan that above and below.
Archaeological interpretation
The light colour of the sand within this Block indicates thatits organic matter content was low. This implies that the bulkof the deposit is windblown sand. However, the presence ofard marks in the upper layers indicated that these layers, atleast, were cultivated.
4.4 BLOCK 3 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSITS WITHWINDBLOWN SAND, INTERMITTENTLY CULTIVATED
See table p.274
* 14C date 2330 ± 70 bp (GU-1801) from layer [113] (Sea-shell)Block 3 lay in the middle of the site beneath Blocks 4 and5 (Figure 10). At its north end it abutted the masonry ofBlock 6 and in the south it was cut by Block 4. It extendedfor 18.5 m along the section and its maximum depth was 1.2m. It consisted of seventy-two soil layers and a single ma-sonry context (Figure 11). The masonry, [81], was con-structed of large stone blocks which in plan formed twoarms. In the section the masonry measured 1.3 m wide and 1m high. It had been cut into the layer beneath Block 3 andthe deposits of Block 3 either abutted or overlay it. South ofthe masonry, the layers were generally extensive. To thenorth the lower layers were extensive while the upper onesconsisted of thin layers and lenses that rose up over the ma-sonry. The soil colours throughout the Block varied fromvery pale brown to dark grey-brown. However, the sloping

layers were more consistently dark in colour than the rest ofthe Block. The soil boundaries were predominantly wavy.Cultivation marks were noted at the boundary of the basallayer, [124], and the Block beneath (Plate 11). The pH valuesrecorded for this Block ranged between 7.1�7.6.
Archaeological interpretation
The Block contained the remains of a drystone structure setinto the deposits of Block 2. Against this to the north andsouth, deposits of windblown sand and midden-site depositshad built up. These latter deposits were identified as such be-cause of their dark colour and loamy texture. The presenceof ard marks in the base of this Block indicated that the basaldeposit to the south of the masonry had been cultivated andthe wavy soil boundaries further up the section in this areasuggest that further, intermittent, cultivation may have takenplace. To the north of the walling deposits rich in soil organicmatter appeared to have accumulated.
Specialist contribution
A total of 211 bone fragments were recovered. Identifiablefragments comprised a possible sheep horncore and dog man-dible fragments from [331] & [28]. Unidentified bird boneswere retrieved from [331]. Sheep bones and a cattle tooth(P4) were recovered from [667] and sheep teeth (M1 andM2) from [113]). Fish bone fragments were also recoveredfrom the latter. Sheep and cattle fragments were recoveredfrom [106], including unidentified fragments with cut marksfrom [665]. A deer phalanx was found in [120].
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4.5 BLOCK 4 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSITS
See table p.275
* 14C date 2440 ± 80 bp (GU-1803) from [166] (Seashell).Block 4 lay at the south end of the site (Figure 10). Itoverlay Block 3 and its southern margin had been cut byBlock 8. It extended for 11.6 m in the section with a maxi-mum depth of 1.3 m. There were ninety-six contexts withinthis Block, including eight pits. The complex stratigraphywithin the Block (Figure 12) is the result of the repeated cut-ting and refilling of these sediments. Generally, the sand lay-ers sloped down from the north. They consisted of layerswhich range in depth from less than 0.01 m�0.2 m and in ex-tent from 6 m down to small lenses. These layers range incolour from very pale brown to dark grey-brown and in tex-ture from sand to sandy loam. A pocket of winkle shells wasnoted in the section, [266], and many other layers containedlarge numbers of seashells. The soil boundaries were gener-ally wavy and abrupt. Eight round bottomed pits whichranged in depth from 0.2 m�0.4 m were seen at the base ofthe Block. The fills of the pits, where recorded, were de-scribed as brown sands. The pH values for this Block rangedfrom 7.2�7.6.

Archaeological interpretation
The layers were interpreted as midden site deposits becauseof the variability of soil colour and texture. These depositshave been periodically dug away, probably for use as manure.The pits could not be interpreted from the information avail-able.
Specialist contribution
A total of 157 bone fragments were recoverd from this Block.Identified bones include a left sheep mandible [780] and vari-ous sheep and cattle fragments from [288] and [284]. Asheep illium from [289] had cut marks.
4.6 BLOCK 5 � DRYSTONE STRUCTURE AND MIDDEN-SITEDEPOSITS
See table p.276
Block 5 lay near the centre of the site, above Blocks 3 and 4(Figure 10). It extended for 22.8 m and its maximum depthwas 0.7 m. It consisted of three segments of masonry, threepost-holes and twenty-six layers and lenses (Figure 13). Ma-sonry [37] measured 1.5 m long and 0.6 m high, and wasseen towards the north end of the section (Plate 12). It wasbuilt of large rectangular boulders, roughly faced to the southand it was up to three courses high. This masonry had beenconstructed directly on top of a layer of dark reddish brownsand, [21], and was abutted by the layers above. Towards thesouth end of the Block, some walling, [654], curved out fromsection face for a distance of 4 m (Plate 13). It consisted oftwo faces; the north face was constructed of a single courseof large rectangular stones while the south face was formedof more than one course of smaller rounded boulders.Smaller stones and flat slabs were set into the space betweenthe faces. Further masonry, [779], was seen in the sectionconsisting of four stones extending for 0.6 m along the sec-tion. The layers within this Block were generally extensiveand gently undulating. They were up to 0.3 m in depth andwere described as ranging in colour from very pale brown toblack and in texture from peat through sandy loam to sand.The lowest layers in this Block were the most extensive,stretching from the stones [779] for a distance of circa 20 mto the north. Their depths ranged between a few centimetresto 0.3 m and they were well compacted layers of red-brownclay sands or sandy clays (fig 00, Block 10). The threepost-holes, [803], [804] and [805], had been dug from thetop of layer [340], to the north of the masonry, [37]. Theywere all circular and measured 0.23 m�0.30 m in diameterand between 0.12 m and 0.21 m in depth. They were sealedby a layer of black sandy peat, [39]. The pH values recordedfrom this Block ranged from 7.2�7.5.
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Plate 11. Cultivation marks at the base of the Balelonemidden
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Plate 12. Balelone. Masonry [37] in Block 5

Plate 13. Balelone. Masonry [654] in Block 5



Archaeological interpretation
The layers within this Block were interpreted as midden-sitedeposits because of their variability in texture, colour andtheir extent. The lower layers appeared to contain substantialamounts of burnt peat. Subsumed within this deposit wereremains of drystone walling. The walling [654] was thick andslightly curving, suggestive of the enclosing wall of a wheel-house, but no other architectural features, eg radial walls,were found. It is stratigraphically later than the masonry,[37], which like the stones [779], could not be interpretedfrom the visible remains. The post-holes could not be inter-preted further from the information available; however, itwas clear that they were sealed by sand layers before the ma-sonry was constructed.
Specialist contribution
A total of 1807 bone fragments were recovered. Butcherymarks were present on a cattle scapula from [301] and asheep vertebra from [20] and [1023]. Sheep fragments withcut marks were also identified in [22] and [1023]. Radii ofsheep and cattle were retrieved from [662] and [88] respec-tively, while sheep teeth (M2, M3 and P4) were found in [39]and [1017]). A pig jaw and red deer antler antler were foundin [20] and a possible otter humerus was found in [1023].
4.7 BLOCK 6 � PITS, POST-HOLES AND ASSOCIATEDDEPOSITS
See table p.277
Block 6 lay at the north end of the site above Blocks 2 and 5and beneath Block 7 (Figure 10). It extended for 13 m alongthe section and had a maximum depth of circa 1 m. The ear-liest features in this Block were ten, circular, round-bottomedpost-holes (Plate 14). Six of these, [711], [713], [715], [717],[719], and [721], were cut by the section line; these cut intothe layers of Block 2 (Figure 14). They ranged in diameter

from 0.23 m�0.5 m and in depth from 0.1�0.7 m. Their fillswere described as dark grey, yellow and white sand, all with asignificant charcoal content. Post-pipes were visible within allof the post-hole fills. The 2 m square box, cut back into thesection at this point, revealed four more pits, [521], [530],[532] and [535]. These were also circular and had similar fillsto those noted above. They were also cut into the layers ofBlock 2. These pits had been truncated before the layers ofthe overlying Block 6 were deposited. At the south end ofBlock 6 was a drystone wall, [317], constructed of stones ofvarying sizes, all irregular in shape. In the section this ma-sonry stood 1.1 m high, with five courses still in situ, and wascirca 0.3 m wide. The walling was constructed against a verti-cal face cut into the layers of Block 3. A further pit, [336],was noted at the foot of the wall. The layers and lenses whichhad built up against wall [317] stretched to the edge of theexcavated area. The lower layers were generally pale brownsand except for layer [710] which consisted of laminated lay-ers of pale sand and black peat. Above this was a thick de-posit of layers and lenses which ranged from black to orangebrown in colour and from peaty sand to loamy sand, in tex-ture. Several layers produced large amounts of seashells. Theuppermost layer, [309], was of peat ash and this sealed thewalling [317] and the layers of Block 5. The pH values re-corded for the pit fills ranged from 7.2�7.5, the modal valuewas 7.3. The pH values for the layers ranged from 7.3�7.5,the modal value being 7.4.
Archaeological interpretation
All above-ground remains of this structure had been scoopedaway before the layers forming the rest of the Block were de-posited. The pits were interpreted as post-holes because ofthe presence in them of post-pipes. They had been cut from alevel now lost and, while their contemporaneity is probable,it is not certain. Pit [722] was cut by [720] so at least twophases of posts are indicated. There is no clear chronologicalrelationship between the destruction of the post structure andthe construction of the walling, [317]. Wall [317] was inter-preted as a boundary, possibly constructed to check the
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Figure 14. Block 6

Plate 14. Balelone. Pits and postholes in Block 6
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Figure 15. Block 7

Figure 16. Block 8



spread of the midden-site deposits of Blocks 3 and 5. To thenorth of the wall, firstly windblown sand and then materialwith an extremely high organic and anthropogenic contenthad accumulated. These latter deposits, have been inter-preted as dumped deposits.
Specialist contribution
A total of 1827 bone fragments were recovered. These com-prised the 3rd phalanx of a sheep, sheep mandible fragments,teeth and worked pieces of horncore, together with cattleteeth, all from [524] and [1022]. Crab claws were also pres-ent.
4.8 BLOCK 7 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSITS, INTERMITTENTLYCULTIVATED
See table p.278
Block 7 extended over the greater part of the revealed site,for a distance of 35 m and to a maximum depth of 1.6 m(Figure 10). It consisted of extensive layers, 0.02m�0.05 mdeep, and numerous lenses (Figure 15). The soil coloursrange from very pale brown to very dark brown and the soiltextures, from sand to sandy loam. The uppermost layerswere predominantly pale brown sands, while the lower layersconsisted of bands of extremely variable colour and texture.There were two small pits [94] within this Block and anotherwith two fills, [70] and [69].

Archaeological interpretation
This Block was interpreted as midden-site deposits that hadbeen intermittently cultivated. The reasons for this interpre-tation were the predominance of extensive layers mixed withsmall lenses of presumably dumped material and the presenceof wavy soil boundaries, although sufficient time must haveelapsed to allow the posts to rot in situ as there is no evi-dence for their removal. The pH values recorded for thisBlock ranged from 6.9�7.7.
Specialist contribution
A total of 1982 bone fragments were recovered. Cattle wererepresented by a tooth from [244] and fragments with cutmarks in [19] and [1019]. Fragments of sheep bone withcutmarks and a sheep humerus were found in [522]. A pigtooth was recovered in each of [17] and [306] and a dog jawfragment was found in [631]. Unidentified bird and fishbones were also recovered from [640] and [522] respectively,together with six crab claws.
4.9 BLOCK 8 � WINDBLOWN SAND
See table p.279
Block 8 lay at the extreme south end of the site (Figure 10).It extended from where Blocks 7 and 4 had been cut away tothe limit of the excavation, a distance of 4.3 m, and had amaximum depth of 0.55 m. It consisted of layers which
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sloped down towards the south (Figure 16). They were pre-dominantly pale brown sands except for the basal layer,[184], which was a dark brown loamy sand. The boundarieswere either clear or broken.
Archaeological interpretation
This Block was interpreted as windblown sand because of itslight colour, sandy texture and the small amounts ofanthropogenic material which it contained. The organic mat-ter in the basal layer and the bone and pot in layers [166] and[181] probably derive from the eroding deposits of Blocks 4and 7.

Specialist contribution
Two sheep mandible fragments were recovered from thisBlock.
4.10 BLOCK 9 � WINDBLOWN SAND
* 14C date 2290 ± 60 bp (GU-1802) from [339] (Shellfish)Block 9 extended over the whole length of the site (Fig-ure 10). It consisted mainly of modern layers of windblownsand and cultivated deposits, which varied in depth from 0.2m�1.2 m (Figure 17). However, the lower contexts in theblock, while disturbed, contained archaeological materials.Thus, one pot sherd was recovered from context [252] andthe radiocarbon date was returned from context [399].
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CHAPTER 5: EXCAVATIONS AT BALESHARE
H F James & A Duffy
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The tidal island of Baleshare lies 0.5 km west of the coast ofNorth Uist, to which it is connected by a modern causeway. Atlow tide it is still possible to walk to Baleshare across the sand.The site, at NF 776 615, is known locally as CeardachRuadh, meaning the �Red Smithy� (Figure 18). It lies on theexposed west coast of Baleshare at the boundary of the town-ships of Baleshare and Illeray. The bedrock rises to the sur-face at Ceardach Ruadh forming a slight promontory; thecoastline is otherwise gently curving. The machair plainstretches eastwards for 1.5 km, all of it below the 8 m con-tour. Small inland lochs, pasture and occasional fields arefound in this area. Beyond this, on the east side of Balesharethe undulating landscape has very thin soils and many rockyoutcrops. To the south are the sand dunes of Eachkamish andto the north, the sand spit of Lang Gorm.Ceardach Ruadh is a sand mound which stands about 8 mabove the surrounding machair and measures about 45 malong the coast extending 26 m back from the sea. Two largedeflation hollows have been formed to either side of themound and these stretch about 120 metres inland. A modernnavigation cairn, 2 m high, is situated just to the north ofthese, 3 m from the dune face (nb: this cairn was lost tocoastal erosion by 1997). The exposed face measures up to 3.5m high with slumped sand and beach pebble material beneath.
5.1.1 Archaeological features
The exposed midden stretched for a distance of 48 m alongthe coast, covered by 1.3 m of clean sand. Pottery and boneswere found, prior to excavation, in the midden face andaround its base. No stone protruded from the eroded face.
5.1.2 Site history
The name �Baleshare� means �East Village� according to theRev Earnest Beveridge. �Illeray�, which now refers to thenorthern township, he interpreted as the Norse for �bad is-land�, and may once have been the name for the whole island(Beveridge 1911, 48, 78). He also states that there was oncea west village that has become engulfed by the sea. Local leg-end records that the walls of ruined cottages may still be seenunderwater off the western shore. He points to a �devasta-tion� about the year 1540 when lands worth two to threemarks per annum were deducted from the rental and he be-lieved this may refer to the events which also drowned thevillage of Baleshare (ibid, vii). In 1859 a high tide withsouth-westerly gale washed away soil from the island andnew channels were formed (ibid, 48). The Admiralty Chart of1909 shows the shallow water below 4 fathoms, off the westcoast with a submerged headland off the coast fromCeardach Ruadh to the rocks of Sgeir na Galtun.The OS Name Book entry refers to the site as a placewhere kelp is made. The lines of stones used for kelp dryingstill exist on the summit of the sand mound (Figure 18) and

these have been used within living memory. The area inlandis known by locals to have contained burials and at least onewas found within a stone slab coffin. These are now coveredin sand.
5.1.3 Earlier excavations
Ernest Beveridge recorded finds of slag, ashes, antler, a fewhammerstones, flints, fragments of crude pottery and pins ofbone and brass from the site which were donated to the NMS(PSAS 1922, 16). He also states that �...here cists and bonesare sometimes disclosed ...and pins of bone and brass havebeen found� (Beveridge 1911, 229). Subsequently, Fairhurstand Ritchie excavated an area of the site in 1963. They foundthere the remains of what they interpreted as a wheelhouse,exposed by coastal erosion, revealing two distinct floors(Fairhurst & Ritchie 1963). Below this was a deposit ofstained sand containing thick sherds. About 40 sherds ofthinner undecorated �wheelhouse� pottery was found at thebase of the cliff and apparently from this structure. The exca-vation consisted of a trench cut along the face of the cliff atthe top of the beach. They discovered that the stained sandcontinued about 2 m below the wheelhouse floor onto puremachair sand which was circa 0.3 m above the High WaterMark. Professor Ritchie confirms that the site reported uponbelow is probably that which was examined in 1984.A skeleton which had become exposed in the eroding faceof the site was excavated in September 1964 by Dr TRobberstad. It was about 1 m below the grass surface andcirca 5 m south of where a stone wall jutted out from theedge of the dune at the same depth. The legs were fully ex-tended and the skeleton had an east�west orientation. Coalwas found within the fill of the burial, (Crawford 1964; andletter, Robberstad 1964).Most recently, severe storms and high tides in early1993 exposed another cist in the dune face (Armit 1993).The cist, of which only half survived, contained an ex-tended inhumation and two animal teeth which were foundin the area of the neck and shoulders of the skeleton. Thecist appears to have been cut into the top of midden layersand is, therefore, probably later than the sediments exca-vated by the CEU.
5.1.4 Adjacent sites
Sloc Sabhaidh (NF 7823 6085)About 1 km south of Ceardach Ruadh and about 200 m fromthe coast is the site of Sloc Sabhaidh, which means �saw pit�(Figure 18). It is not mentioned in the Ordnance SurveyName Book (OSNB) and it does not appear on the OS1st-edition maps. Beveridge records this site as a sand hillcontaining middens, ashes, shells, bones, hammerstones,quartz, pottery and possibly a Viking bronze ring (Beveridge1911, 228). Beveridge also mentions a bone pin recoveredfrom this general area as well as burials found in the southernportion of the site. He further records a circle of small stonesenclosing an area of circa 1 m in diameter associated withflint flakes, pottery and charred bones (ibid, 266). The findsare in the National Museum of Scotland (PSAS 1912, 330;PSAS 1922, 16).
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In 1912 Wedderspoon recorded the presence of amound �200 yards in circumference and 25 ft high ...onthe west side of Baleshare island...broken up into a num-ber of semi-detached knolls.... One of these contains, inaddition to a number of quite modern grave-mounds, anetwork of stone-lined enclosures varying in size but withthe general appearance of a group of cists with the coversremoved. The stones, set on edge, project a few inchesabove the turf.� (Wedderspoon 1912). The OS Field In-spector thought this referred to the site of Sloc Sabhaidh,which he visited in 1965 and noted shells, bones and ashin rabbit holes in the mound. In 1987 CEU staff revisitedthis site and recorded the series of mounds thought to bethe sites of wheelhouses. Coring in the area indicatedsub-surface midden material (Barber 1987).
Other sitesThere are several duns on Baleshare Island. The RoyalCommission recorded four island duns in Loch Mor, nearthe centre of Baleshare island (RCAHMS 1928, 176). Threeof these are located on the OS 1:10,000 map. This map alsoshows a further possible dun in Loch na Paisg accessible bystepping stones. To the south of this loch is the site of Dunna h-Ola (RCAHMS 1928, 312). Lastly, near the shores ofthe probably shrunken Loch an Duin Mor are the remainsof Dun Mor. This type of site is thought to range in datefrom the Iron age to the post-mediaval period. However theexcavations of what was considered an island dun in LochOlabhat, North Uist, has been shown to be of Neolithic

date (Armit 1987; 1988). There is a chambered cairn in thenorth-east of Baleshare island, Carnan nan Long, located atNF 7907 6367 (Henshall 1972, 506). The remains of a Me-dieval church, Teampull Chriosd lie at NF 7835 6133,(RCAHMS 1928, 161).
5.1.5 Summary of Blocks (see Figure 19)
Block No. Final interpretation1 Cultivated deposit2 Midden-site deposit3 Conflation horizon4 Grave pit5 Dumped deposits6 Windblown sand and erosion products7 Dumped deposits8 Structural phase � cut of a ditch, parallel wallsand infilling9 Ditch fill10 Windblown sand11 Structural phase � circular structure12 Structural phase � revetting walls13 Not used14 Infilling and collapse of circular structure15 Midden-site deposit16 Midden-site deposit17 Dump of burnt material18 Cultivated deposit
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Figure 18. Baleshare: site location and survey
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Figure 19. Baleshare: main section showing Blocks



19 Midden-site deposit20 Cultivated deposit21 Windblown sand with erosion products22 Cultivated deposit23 Cultivated windblown sand24 Cultivated midden-site deposits25 Cultivated deposit26 Cultivated deposit27 Possibly cultivated sand28 Cultivated deposit29 Occupation layer
5.2 BLOCK 1 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.280
* 14C date 2390 ± 55 bp (GU-1961) from layer [68] (Peri-winkle).Block 1 lay at the base of the south part of the site (Fig-ure 19). It tapered out at its southern end below the mid-den-site layers of Block 2, and in the north it had been trun-cated by Block 12. It consisted of a single layer ofbrown/dark brown, silty, loamy sand, 0.1 m to 0.3 m indepth and 10.7 m in length, with a clear, undefined bound-ary. Several ard marks were noted at the bottom of layer[68].

Field interpretation
This Block was thought to be a cultivated deposit because ofits extent, colour, texture and the ard marks in its base.TheBlock mean IHI has been calculated at 5,000, which repre-sents a wide range, but a small number of material finds.Some ten of the thirty-seven potsherds from this Block wereexamined. These were small to medium in size, in the 2 to 6range. The soil pH value was 7.5 and the phosphate valuewas 3 (on the 0 to 5 scale).

Archaeological interpretation
The presence of ard marks within the Block make its inter-pretation unequivocal. The IHI values, general anthropogeniccontent and the soil characteristics are all consistent with thefield interpretation of Block 1 as a cultivated deposit.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and red deer were identified as well as bonesfrom cod and hake.
5.3 BLOCK 2 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See tables p.281, 282
* 14C date 2240 ± 55 bp (GU-1960) from layer [42] (Peri-winkle).* 14C date 2260 ± 80 bp (GU-2555) from layer [42] (Ani-mal bone).This Block lay in the south part of the site, abutting wall[192] (Block 12) (Figure 19). It formed a dome extendingover 11 m before tapering away beneath Block 24. It had amaximum depth of 1.4 m and consisted of several extensivelayers up to 0.5 m in depth, between which were smallerlenses of material 0.05�0.15 m deep (Figure 20). The soilcolours ranged from light greyish brown to very dark brownand in texture from silty sandy loam to sand.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as midden-site deposits because ofit�s shape, the humus enrichment of the deposits and the rela-tive abundance of their anthropic contents. The Block meanIHI was calculated at 21,000, representing a range of between
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2,000 and 80,000.The extreme values are caused by [61]which has a large amount of sea-shell, bone and stone relativeto its volume, and [82] and [81] which produced extremelysmall amounts of material. The IHI represents a wide range ofmaterials. One piece of carved pumice was retrieved from [73](Figure 77b) and unmodified fragments were retrieved from[62] and [65]. Of the 495 potsherds in this Block, the sizes of116 were measured and their distribution is markedly Poisson.They ranged in size-class from 1 to 13 and almost one third ofthe sherds are above average in size. The pH values recordedfor this Block range from 7.1 to 7.6 with a modal value of 7.3.Phosphate values most commonly ranged from 1 to 5.2. Thesoil colours were brown, with a wide range of shades. The soiltextures ranged through sands, loamy sands and loams and allof the layer boundaries were clear.

Archaeological interpretation
The IHI supports the field interpretation. Variability of theanthropogenic component throughout the Block is consistentwith the idea of uncontrolled, or rather, unlocalised deposi-tion of refuse. The large numbers of smaller potsherds maybeindicative of disturbance by human and animal forces asthere is no evidence for the cultivation of these layers and allof the layer boundaries are clear. The soil colours and tex-tures are indicative of the addition of organic material andtogether with the variability in the phosphate content, all tes-tify to the heterogeneity of the deposits.
Specialist contribution
Bones from the following species were identified: sheep, cat-tle, pig, seal and red deer. Bones of puffin, guillimot, greatauk and Turdus sp. were also recovered as well as five un-identifiable bird bones.
5.4 BLOCK 3 � CONFLATION HORIZON
See tables p.282, 283
Block 3 consisted of a single layer of dark brown, clayeysand, [5], circa 0.1 m thick, and the fill of a pit, [13] (Figure19). Layer [5] ran almost the entire length of the site abovethe domed midden-site deposits and the central stone struc-ture. It lay beneath 1.3 m of windblown sand. The grave[292] (Block 4) cut into the surface of [5] and the pit fill,[13], appeared on the north side of this feature. Because ofits large extent 80 kg were taken as a bulk sample from fourdifferent locations along its length.
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Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as windblown sand with some humicinput. This interpretation was based on the extensive nature oflayer [5] and its apparent lack of organic matter. The Blockmean IHI is 77,000, but is unrepresentative as it is based on theIHI of 150,000 from the extensive layer and 4,000 from the pit.The high value is based on a total sample of 80 kg, but it reflectsthe exceptional richness of this Block. Some 25% of the stone in[5] was burnt and fragments of pumice were retrieved from it.Of the ninety-three potsherds recovered, twenty-five were ex-amined and they range in size-class from 2 to 4, with twentysherds in class 2. The pH values recorded range from. 7.2 to7.7. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 4.
Archaeological interpretation
The exceptional quantities of anthropogenic materials re-trieved from Block 3 precludes the possibility that this is awindblown sand deposit. This Block consists essentially of asingle layer which covers the entire site, lying on deposits ofearlier and differing dates. The process of its formation maybe hypothesised as follows:
i) The uppermost layers of the site are removed by aeolianerosion and their anthropogenic component deflatedonto the surviving surface.
ii) This surface develops as an A Horizon creating an ap-parent �deposit� on the surfaces of the surviving, asyn-chronous deposits.
iii) With the development of the A horizon, increased bio-logical activity facilitates the incorporation of the de-flated material into the �deposit�. This hypothesis is thearchaeological interpretation of Block 3. It is proposedto refer to deposits of this apparent formation as confla-tion horizons.
Specialist contribution
Identifiable bones of sheep, cattle, pig and red deer were re-covered. Three great auk bones and a single pollock verte-brae were also recovered.
5.5 BLOCK 4 � GRAVE PIT
See tables p.283
* 14C date 2155 ± 50 bp (GU-1962) from Grave pit fill [46](Periwinkle).This Block consisted of a grave pit, [292], which was duginto the top of layer [5] (Block 3) (Figure 19). It was discov-ered midway along the south midden and excavated horizon-tally. It contained a complete articulated skeleton ([220] seeChapter 11.1.1) aligned east�west, with its head to the west(Figure 21). The grave fill was of grey sand, [46], similar tothe overlying deposits. A small pit, [290], was cut into the

top of the grave, and was also filled with grey sand, [47].There was no evidence of a coffin.
Field interpretation
This Block consisted of an articulated inhumation within apit cut into layer [5] from an unknown level. A later pit wascut into the fill of the grave. An IHI value was calculated forthe grave fill, at 13,000. This value was based on the pres-ence of bone and sea-shell in moderate quantities. One pot-sherd was retrieved from layer [47]. This was not examined.The two pH values recorded for this Block were 6.7 and 7.6.Both phosphate values were 5.
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Figure 21. Block 4



Archaeological interpretation
The field interpretation is clearly correct. It is interesting tonote the high phosphate values from both the grave fill and thelater pit. The radiocarbon date from this pit is misleading. Itdoes not date the burial but merely some shell, which in allprobability is derived from the layers of Blocks 3 and 24, intowhich the grave pit was cut. The fill of the grave pit is primar-ily clean shell sand. This implies that the pit was cut throughclean sand from a level above the top of Block 3. The burial istherefore later than the site, but its actual date is unknown.
Specialist contribution
Identifiable bones of sheep and pig were recovered.
Conclusion
This is, clearly, a grave-pit.

5.6 BLOCK 5 � DUMPED DEPOSITS
See tables p.284
* 14C date 2085 ± 50 bp (GU-1972) from layer [2] (Periwin-kle).This Block lay at the south end of the site, sloping gentlyabove the layers of Block 24 (Figure 19). It was between 0.1 mand 0.3 m in depth and extended for 5.6 m. The layers andlenses which constitute the Block were generally 0.05 m to 0.2m in depth (Figure 22). They were light yellowish brown tovery dark greyish brown in colour and ranged in texture fromsandy loam to sand. All the deposits contained charcoal.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a series of dumped deposits be-cause it consisted of small lenses of markedly different mate-
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rial which had undergone little disturbance since itsformation. The Block mean IHI was calculated at 15,000,representing a range of between 800 and 98,000. The ex-treme values are caused by [8] (IHI of 800) which has verylow quantities of material, [24] (IHI of 98,000) which haslarge amounts of bone relative to its volume, and [2](76,000) which produced large quantities of sea-shell. Thisvariability is consistent with the interpretation of these strataas individual dumps of refuse with relatively little sand mate-rial.The IHI represents a restricted range of materials presentin moderate amounts. Less than 5% of the stone from layer[12] was burnt. Of the thirteen potsherds from this Block,three were examined and all were small, ranging in size-classfrom 2 to 4. It is difficult to assess the meaning of this distri-bution, partly because of the small sample size, but also be-cause, as a dumped deposit, the original sources of thematerials are unknown.The pH values recorded for this Block range from 7.1 to7.8 with a modal value of 7.5. Phosphate values ranged from2 to 5 with 3 being the most common value. Layer bound-aries were predominantly clear, two of them being wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The small but variable sizes of the individual deposits, to-gether with the marked heterogeneity of their anthropogeniccomponents lend strong support to the field interpretation ofthis Block as being a group of dumped deposits.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, pig and starling bones were identified. Fish spe-cies represented were hake, ballan wrasse and plaice.
Conclusion
The radiocarbon dates from this Block and from Block 24suggest an inversion of the Block�s strata. On balance it seemsfrom the chronological evidence, that this Block consists ofupcast from some adjacent excavation. Thus the chronologyis reversed.
5.7 BLOCK 6 � WINDBLOWN SAND AND EROSIONPRODUCTS
See tables p.285, 285
* 14C date 2110 ± 80 bp (GU-1964) from layer [1] (Periwin-kle)This Block lay in the extreme south end of the site (Fig-ure 19). It extended for 5.6 m from the south edge of the ex-cavation, tapering away over Block 5. It had a maximumdepth of 0.5 m. It consisted mainly of layer [1], the upperpart of which is brown in colour. The lower part had severalpatches of colour and fragments of charcoal similar to thelayers of Block 5. With the exception of layer [6], a small

lens of dark brown sandy loam, no differentiation could beconfidently made to subdivide this deposit.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as windblown sand that has incor-porated within it humic material and products from a settle-ment. Those finds noted were presumed to derive from thehigher parts of the site, probably to the north. The lower partof the Block appears to be transitional between the brownsand of layer [1] and the coloured lenses of Block 5. TheBlock mean IHI was not a useful indicator in this case as [1]returned a value of 20,500 while [6] was calculated at 1,000.A wide range of material including much charcoal was re-turned from the dated context [1] and the materials werepresent in large quantities. The opposite is true of [6] whichwas almost devoid of anthropogenic material. Of theninety-seven potsherds recovered from this Block,twenty-two were examined and they range in size-class from2 to 8. This distribution is largely composed of very smallsherds with eighteen of the twenty-two examined beingsmaller than the site average. The pH values recorded for thetwo contexts of this Block are 7.6 and 7.8. The phosphatevalues were 2 and 3. The soil colours are recorded as darkbrown with many mottles and the soil textures as loamy sandand sandy loam. Layer boundaries were clear.
Archaeological interpretation
It is probable that Block 6 is similar in nature to Block 3 and,is also best interpreted as a conflation horizon (see Block 3,for details).
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cow, seal, hake, pollock, mackerel and plaicewere identified together with bird bone of the Turdinae family.
Conclusion
This Block is essentially, windblown sand. The field interpre-tation envisaged the inclusion of material eroded from else-where on the site. It is not impossible that this is a conflationhorizon.
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5.8 BLOCK 7 � DUMPED DEPOSITS
See tables p.286, 286
This Block lay in the centre of the site between the stonewalls of Block 8 (Figure 19). The deposits were 0.6 m to 0.9m in depth forming a meniscal surface between the walls(Figure 23). Layer [97] was described as a brown/dark brownloamy sand and layer [98] as a brown loamy sand, while layer[83] was undescribed. The boundaries between the layerswere indistinct. A large number of potsherds were foundwithin layers [83] and [98]. These included an almost com-plete pot, sherds of which were found in all three contexts (atotal of 208 sherds, not included in the table below). Part ofanother pot was found lying on its side on the surface oflayer [98] (sherds also not quantified in the table below).
Field interpretation
The initial two fills between the walls contained largeamounts of conjoining pottery (including the reconstructedvessel illustrated in Plate 15 and Figure 75d) and was inter-preted as accumulations of settlement debris between thewalls of a disused passageway. The third and deepest fill wasprobably backfilled during consolidation work prior to theconstruction of the masonry in Block 11, (see Chapter10.1.3).  The Block mean IHI was calculated at 47,000, rep-resenting a range of from 15,500 to 69,000. The IHI repre-sents a wide range of materials present in large quantities,with [98] being particularly rich. Less than 5% of the stonefrom this context was burnt. Some seventeen of the sev-enty-two potsherds were examined, size-classes range from 2to 8 and are generally smaller than the site average. The

sherds from almost complete vessels were not considered inthis analysis. The pH values recorded for this Block rangefrom 6.5 to 7.3 with a modal value of 6.9. Phosphate valuesrange from 2 to 4. Layer boundaries from diffuse to cleanand wavy were recorded.
Archaeological interpretation
In general the archaeological interpretation agrees with the siteinterpretation. The situation seems to be one where the lowestcontext, [83], accumulated between the walls, probably duringthe final period of use of the passageway. Upon its upper sur-face the materials comprising [98] were dumped, possibly acci-dentally but the use of the abandoned passageway fordeliberate dumping cannot be rejected. At any rate, the statusof the context as a primary dump cannot be disputed as this is
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Figure 23. Blocks 7, 8 & 10
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clearly demonstrated by the presence of the large vessel frag-ments. Finally the passageway seems to have been infilled withthe material which constitutes context [97].
Specialist contributions
The animal bones from [98] merit some comment. Apartfrom an assortment of fragments representing parts of at leastthree juvenile-adult cattle, one juvenile pig and one neo-natallamb, most of the bones in this feature were apparently de-rived from one neo-natal calf (Chapter 9.3.3). The followingbody parts were represented:Head: including both mandibles,Trunk: axis, atlas, 5 other cervical, 3 thoracic, 1 sacral and  3caudal vertebrae, 12 ribs.Left forelimb: including scapula, humerus, radius and ulna.Right forelimb: including radius and metacarpal; Lefthindlimb: including tibia and calceneus. Right hindlimb: in-cluding femur and tibia.There are no indications that the carcass was butchered inany way before being discarded, or subsequently gnawed bycarnivores or rodents, so the calf was presumably buried soonafter death.Substantial parts of the skeleton of a fulmar were alsofound in this deposit (Chapter 11.4.1) and sheep, pig andseal bones were also retrieved from contexts in this Block.
Conclusion
The middle and upper layers of this Block contain substantialquantities of dumped debris including broken vessels and a

dead calf. All the evidence indicates that the Block is a pri-mary dump.
5.9 BLOCK 8 � STRUCTURAL PHASE � CUT OF A DITCH,PARALLEL WALLS AND INFILLING
See tables p.287, 287
This Block lay in the centre of the site to the south of the cir-cular structure (Block 11) (Figure 19). It consisted of the cutof a ditch, the insertion of two stone walls, [108] and [102]and the infilling behind the walls (Figure 23). The ditch wascut from the top of Block 10. It was a wide, flat-bottomedfeature, with gently sloping sides measuring circa 4 m inwidth at the top and 1 m deep. Into this had been insertedtwo walls 0.7 m apart and aligned east�west (Plate 16). The
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Plate 16. The entrance feature, Block 8, consisting of parallel walls running into unexcavated sediments, sits in the basal sedimentsof a broad, shallow ditch. The revetment walls, Block 12, associated with this feature are visible at the higher level to the left andright
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Plate 17. The quern, Block 8

Plate 18. Baleshare (Block 8). Entrance passageway running into unexcavated sediments. Note the pillar stone demarcating the end ofthe left-hand wall, the dark sediments rich in anthropic materials between the walls and the worn, and now badly decayed, rotaryquernstone used in the construction of the right-hand wall. The tip lines in the infilling behind the left wall are clearly visible



south wall, [102], was 0.95 m high, constructed of sevencourses of alternately large slabs and smaller rounded boul-ders, forming a tusking effect. It included a quern stone in itsuppermost course (Plates 17 & 18). The front, seaward endof this wall was almost vertical and set back about 0.2 mfrom the front face of wall [108] which stood to the north.Wall [108] was constructed of more angular stones frontedby a relatively massive orthostat (Plate 18). This orthostatwas sitting within a foundation slot cut into layer [99] (Block9) and was packed with small stones. The sand layers on ei-ther side of these walls were a mass of lenses and irregularlayers in which several tip lines could be observed. Thesewere divided for convenience into a few contexts, [87], [88],[89], [90], [94] and [95] in the south and [103], [104], [105]and [237] in the north. These were described as light brownand grey sand or loamy sand layers.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a structural phase in which aditch was cut through the layers of Block 10 immediately af-ter which two parallel drystone walls were inserted. The ver-tical end of wall [102] suggests that there was once a secondorthostat fronting this stone wall, as with wall [108]. Thespace to either side of the walls was then backfilled withsand, possibly derived from Block 10, to act as support forthe walls while the central area was left open. This may haveacted as a passageway or entrance for a structure. The Blockmean IHI was calculated at 5,000, representing a range of be-tween 200 and 18,000. The extremes are [89] (200) havingonly a small amount of macroplant material, and [105](18,000) which contains a large quantity of bone and a mod-erate quantities of other material relative to its volume. TheIHI represents a wide range of materials present in smallquantities. Only one of the six potsherds was examined andthis was attributed to size class 2. The pH values recorded forthis Block range from 6.6 to 7.2 with a modal value of 6.8.Phosphate values ranged from 1 to 4. The layer boundarieswere abrupt to diffuse.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation is consistent with the fieldinterpretation. The IHI values do not rule out the possibilitythat the backfilling material was derived from Block 10. Thisstructural phase is interpreted as an entrance passagewayleading to a structure which may lie beneath the unexcavatedmidden-site or may have been on the seaward side of the sec-tion and therefore already destroyed by erosion.

Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig and unidentifiable bird bones wererecovered.
Conclusion
This is a structural phase that includes redeposited materialchronologically unrelated to either the construction or use ofthe stone-walled passage.
5.10 BLOCK 9 � DITCH FILL
See tables p.287
This Block consisted of a ditch cut and its fill. The ditch layin the middle of the site and was cut into the layers ofBlocks 27 and 1 (Figure 19). It was 2.2 m wide and 0.7 mdeep, with gently sloping sides and a flat bottom. The fillwas an homogeneous dark brown, loamy sand, [99], withlarge stones lying on the northern slope of the ditch cut(Figure 24).
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a ditch possibly contemporane-ous with the walling at the base of Block 12. The ditch mayhave been a boundary or drainage ditch dug between the re-vetted midden deposits to either side. The homogenous fillindicated that it was deliberately backfilled, incorporatingsome tumbled stones from the wall to the north. The upper-most levels filled naturally with windblown sand (Block 10).The Block mean IHI was calculated at 1,000, representing asingle value. The IHI represents a narrow range of materialspresent in small quantities. Some 10% of the stone presentwas burnt. Of the twenty-five potsherds from this Block onlytwo were examined and both were in size-class 2. The pHvalue was 6.7, the phosphate value 3.
Archaeological interpretation
The field interpretation is not contradicted by the post-exca-vation analysis. The low IHI value suggests that this depositis almost sterile. The soil colour indicates the presence ofsome soil organic matter but the texture indicates that this islimited.
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Figure 24. Block 9
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Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig, seal and gannet were identified aswell as hake, cod and saithe.
Conclusion
The material within this ditch appears to have been deliber-ately introduced as backfill. The secondary derivative natureof the material in this Block prohibits its further meaningfulinterpretation.
5.11 BLOCK 10 � WINDBLOWN SAND
See table p.287, 288
This Block lay in the centre of the site and consisted of twoparts, one on either side of Block 8 (Figures 19 & 23). Onthe south, the layers [93], [74], [91] and [77] lay against wall[92] to a maximum depth of 0.4 m and extended 0.7 m fromthe wall base. On the north several minor, brown-colouredlayers could not be conveniently differentiated and so weregrouped as the single context, [106]. These lay against thebasal stones of the northern wall (Block 12) to a maximumdepth of 0.5 m and extended 1.1 m from the wall base, overlayer [68] of Block 1. Where described, these layers werelight brownish-grey to brown/ dark-brown loamy sands.
Field interpretation
These windblown sand deposits had accumulated in the spacebetween the two walls of Block 12 some time after the main

part of the ditch had been backfilled (Block 9). They proba-bly once extended right across the ditch but have been cut intwo by the insertion of the structure in Block 8. The Blockmean IHI was calculated at 3,500, based on data from onlytwo contexts. The IHI represents a wide range of infre-quently occurring materials. Of the four potsherds recovered,only one was examined and it was of average size for the site,falling into size-group 3. The pH values recorded for thisBlock range from 6.3 to 7.8 which is the greatest range forany Block on the site. The modal value was 6.7. Phosphatevalues ranged from 2 to 5, 2 being the commonest value. Thelayer boundaries were predominantly clear and sharp.
Archaeological interpretation
There is no conflict between the archaeological and the fieldinterpretations. What is worthy of comment, however, is thatthough these are windblown sands they are not �sterile� in theaccepted archaeological sense. Slag is the only material foundon this site which was not found in these sand layers.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cow and pig were retrieved.
Conclusion
These are, essentially, windblown sands which incorporatesmall amounts of site debris, accidentally included ratherthan deliberately dumped.
5.12 BLOCK 11 � STRUCTURAL PHASE � CIRCULARSTRUCTURE
See tables p.288, 289, 290
* 14C date 2320 ± 50 bp (GU-2165) from [113] (Periwin-kle).* 14C date 2250 ± 50 bp (GU-2166) from [265] (Periwin-kle).The wall and floor levels of a small circular structure inthe centre of the site were included in this Block ((Figure 19& Plate 19). The drystone wall, [134], was constructed of up
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Figure 25. Block 11: section
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to eight courses of irregularly sized stones (Figure 25). Itmeasured 1 m high in the north but decreased in height tothe south. The feature formed a third of the circumference of
a circular structure which measured 3.3 m along the sectionline but would have formed a building with, if circular, an in-ternal diameter of circa 4 m. The wall on the north side wasone to two stones in thickness and abutted the deep middenlayers of Block 15 and 16. There was no visible cut linethrough the midden deposit. On the south side, the internalface of the wall was constructed on top of the earlier wall inBlock 12. Uncoursed masonry, [101], emerged from the pro-file to the south of wall [134]. This was faced on its southside and had an east�west alignment. It was parallel to wall[108] (Block 8) and would seem to have originally convergedwith wall [134]. The masonry was 1 m wide and infilled withsand ([100], Block 21).
Floor Level 1 (Figures 25 & 26)
The earliest surface was formed of the layer represented by thefeature numbers [223], [227] and [127] which made up Block18. A thin layer of white sand, [136], appeared in the sectionimmediately above the floor level but did not extend backmore than 0.3 m from the exposed face. Cutting these layerswere three large circular pits, one small pit and three spreadsof burnt material. Pit [264] had cut the top fill of pit [225].There were two thin spreads of burnt material, [262]and [261], in irregular patches immediately to the south ofthe pit [264], and one spread of burnt material, [263],against the inside face of the wall. The latter layer extendeda distance of 2 m.
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Plate 19. Baleshare. Circular structure, Block 11, excavated to Floor Level 2. The revetment wall, Block 12, is visible to the rightof the structure
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Floor Level 2 (Figures 25 & 26)
The second floor level was of white sand, [224], [135] and[115]. It measured up to 0.06 m thick and extended acrossthe whole structure. Two large circular pits and two smallerpits were cut into the floor from this level. Pit [151] had beencut almost directly above the earlier pit, [152] and feature[226] lay directly above pit [157].
Floor Level 3 (Figures 25 & 26)
The third floor level consisted of layer [137], a white sandwhich had a maximum depth of 0.3 m. Cut into this was a

small pit, [230]. These layers and features were sealed by thelayers of Block 14.
Floor Level 4 (Figure 25)
This consisted of a layer of white sand, [114], which ex-tended across the whole width of the structure to a depth ofbetween 0.04�0.15 m. This layer was not sampled so nofinds were recorded. Above this was layer [113], a darkbrown sand.
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Figure 26. Block 11: plans of Floor Levels 1, 2 and 3



Field interpretation
This Block consisted of the remains of a circular drystonestructure with an internal diameter of circa 4 m. It�s northand east sides had been set into midden-site layers presum-ably for support as this wall could not have been freestand-ing. No cut line resulting from its insertion was visible withinthe midden material, but this may have been destroyed by thethrusting of stones into a vertically cut face. In the south,where the midden was absent, the masonry, [100] and [101],may have provided the necessary support for the circularwalling. The fact that the masonry, [101], continued into thesection suggested that it served a further function, which onlyfurther excavation could reveal. A small quantity of rubblewas found within Block 14 which suggests that the walls didnot stand much higher than their present level.The large pits, [151], [152], [225], [264] and [254],within the structure were all cleanly cut and formed almostperfect circles. They contained large quantities of charcoal,especially in their primary fills.The Block mean IHI was calculated at 87,000, represent-ing a range of from 5,500 to 486,000. The higher values for[258], [260] and [160], are produced by contexts within pitswhich are both rich in materials and restricted in volume.The IHI represents a wide but variable range of materialspresent in variable, but generally significant quantities. Burntstone was found in some six contexts, with values rangingfrom <10% to 20%  The pH values recorded for this Blockrange from 6.1 to 7.7 with a modal value of 6.9. Phosphatevalues ranged from 1 to 5, the most common value being 2.
Archaeological interpretation
The field interpretation remains unchanged after the post-ex-cavation analysis.
Specialist contributions
The animal bones from [126], the lowest fill of pit [152],floor 1 merit some comment in that they consisted of numer-ous neo-natal lamb bones (Chapter 9.3.3). The followingbody parts were represented:Head: including 1 pair of maxillae and 1 pair of mandibulae.Trunk: 19 cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, 1 sacrum,a caudal vertebra, 23 ribs.Left forelimb: including humerus, radius, ulna and metacar-pal � all matching pairs with right forelimb (also 1 distal

metacarpal of indeterminate side, representing a second indi-vidual).Right forelimb: including scapula, humerus, radius, ulna andmetacarpal.Left hindlimb: including 2 pelves, 2 femora, 2 tibiae, 1calcaneus, 1 astragalus and 1 metatarsal.Right hindlimb: including 2 pelves, 1 femure, 1 tibia, 1calcaneus, 1 astragalus and 1 metatarsal � all matching pairswith left hindlimb.Toes: 7 first, 8 second and 4 third phalanges.The jaws, trunk, forelimbs (except the metacarpal of in-determinate side) and toes could all be derived from a singlecarcass. In the case of the hindlimbs, particularly the lefthindlimb, at least two (and probably only two) individualsare represented. There are no indications that the carcass wasbutchered in any way before its deposition. There was no evi-dence for gnawing by carnivores or rodents.Bones of pig, red deer and hake were also identified fromthis Block together with unidentifiable bird bones.
Conclusion
That Block 11 constitutes a building with associated strata isbeyond doubt. The function of the building, however, re-mains unclear. The superimposition of succeeding pits sug-gests that some specific function was undertaken in thestructure and that it, or rather, its physical manifestations, re-mained constant throughout several episodes of �reflooring�.It is not impossible that it was a domestic structure, albeitlacking both the central hearth and the radial segmentationof the wheelhouse, and while the former may have disap-
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peared due to erosion it is very unlikely that evidence for thelatter could have completely disappeared. The presence ofthe neo-natal remains of two lambs prompts the speculationthat it may have been an unroofed lambing pen.
5.13 BLOCK 12 � STRUCTURAL PHASE � REVETTING WALLS
This Block consisted of two drystone walls lying in the centreof the site (Figure 19; Plates 16 & 19). As both walls wereabutted by the windblown sand of Block 10, they were in-cluded in the same Block. In the north a single stone in thesection, [294], represented the basal stone of a wall (Figure27). After the section was drawn, further stones were ob-served above [294], up to the base of wall [134] (Block 11), aheight of at least 0.5 m. When the stones [101] were re-moved from behind wall [134], a section of walling thoughtto be a continuation of [294], was seen emerging from be-neath [134] with an east�west alignment (fig 00). This couldnot be excavated because it was too close to the edge of thesampled area. Layers [107], [116], [117], [118] and [119]infilled the wall stones. Only layer [119] was described andthis was a brown loamy sand. In the south the two basalstones of [92] were included in this Block (subsequentlynamed [92.1]). These were 0.4 m high, set into layer [68] ofBlock 1 and faced to the south. The lowest layers of Block 2abutted this wall on its south side. The distance between thetwo walls was 4.3 m. A berm of 0.5 m lay between each walland the cut of the ditch.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as two drystone walls which re-vetted midden-site deposits to either side. Their constructionmay have been contemporaneous with the digging of theditch in Block 9. One context provided an IHI value of12,000. It represents a wide range of infrequently occurringmaterials. Fragments of pumice were retrieved from [119].Only three potsherds were recovered, none of which wereexamined.  Both of the pH values were 6.5. The two avail-able phosphate values were 4.

Archaeological interpretation
The field interpretation of this structural Block takes prece-dence over the archaeological interpretation. The layers ly-ing north of wall [294] may have been cut for the insertionof this wall, but the balance of the probabilities lies withtheir accumulation against the standing wall. Layer [119]may be a remnant of a more extensive layer cut for the in-sertion of the wall. Layers [118], [117] and [116] were seenbetween the stones above [294], which collapsed before thesection was drawn, and seem to have accumulated after thewall�s construction.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle and pig were identified.
Conclusion
This Block consists of two structural elements with whichonly redeposited material, apparently used in their con-struction, seem to be associated. Only horizontal excavationcould reveal if these walls are the single wall of a dug-inhouse like that in Block 11. As revealed in section theirfunction appears to be that of revetting the deposits ofBlocks 1 and 2, on the south and, possibly, the southern ex-tensions of Blocks 18, 26 and 25, subsequently removed bythe insertion of Block 11. Both walls in Block 12 were laterused as foundations for Block 11 on the north and the re-vetment of Block 2 on the south.
5.14 BLOCK 14 � INFILLING AND COLLAPSE OF CIRCULARSTRUCTURE
See tables p.291
Block 14 lay in the centre of the site within the drystone cir-cular structure, Block 11 (Figure 19). It consisted of severallayers which spread across the entire width of the structure, adistance of 3.3 m in section (Figure 28). They varied from0.3�0.7 m in depth. These layers consisted of light to grey
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Figure 28. Block 14



brown sands and a layer of stones, [110], which extendedfrom the south wall. Towards the north side a large stone,0.45 m long in section, lay with its base embedded into thetop of layer [112].
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as the post-abandonment fills ofthe circular structure in Block 11, the south wall collapsingto form the layer of stones [110]. The slightly dished natureof the fills suggested that they were the result of silting ratherthan backfilling. The colour of the sand layers indicates amoderate humic content which would suggest that this mate-rial incorporated some deposits from midden-site layers inthe vicinity. The Block mean IHI was calculated at 7,000,representing a range of from 4,500 to 10,000. The IHI repre-sents a wide range of materials present in moderate quanti-ties. Of the fifty-six potsherds from this Block eleven wereexamined and they range in size-class from 1 to 7, threesherds being larger than average. The pH values recorded forthis Block range from 7.2 to 7.4 with a modal value of 7.3.Phosphate values ranged from 3 to 4, the most commonvalue being 4. The soil ranged in colour from light to darkbrown and their textures were all sand.
Archaeological interpretation
The deposits are similar in appearance, have low IHI valuesand contain increasingly more sea-shell up the profile. Thearchaeological interpretation is that these deposits constitutethe infilling and collapse of the structure. The layers [113]and [114] were initially included in this Block but have beenre-interpreted as floor layers associated with Block 11.

Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cow, pig and thrush were recovered, togetherwith single bones of flatfish and a gadoid.
Conclusion
The post-excavation analyses concur in seeing these depositsas the slow infilling of a deserted structure.
5.15 BLOCK 15 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See tables p.293, 292, 293
* 14C date 2375 ± 55 bp (GU-1963) from layer [239] (Peri-winkle)* 14C date 1970 ± 80 bp (GU-2554) from layer [146](carbonised seed)Block 15 formed a dome-shaped mass to the north of thecircular structure, extending to the north end of the excava-tion, a distance of 18.8 m (Figure 19). Its depth varied from0.65 m at the south to about 0.01 m at the north. Its southend had been cut by the insertion of the central structure. Tothe east of the section face, the layers of this Block were seen
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to continue south and to abut the wall in Block 12 (see layers[146] and [147], Figure 28). Block 15 consisted of fourteenlayers, none of which extended the full length of the Block(Figure 29). Most were concentrated in the south where theBlock was deepest. They ranged in colour from very darkgreyish brown to brown and in texture from silty sandy loamto a loamy sand. The boundaries were generally smooth andclear. Layer [146] had an especially high concentration ofshell and carbonised seeds. Layer [215], a black loamy sand,was revealed during the sampling process and wasstratigraphically level with layer [146].  Five ditch featureswere seen in section within this Block. Before sampling, theditch [174] was thought to have been cut from the top oflayer [144]. After 0.5 m was removed, evidence suggestedthat this ditch was much larger and cut from within the bodyof Block 15. The others were cut from the top of layers [247]and [211] (Block 16).
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a midden-site deposit in anarea of habitation. This was because of it�s morphology, hori-zontal extent, colour and anthropogenic inclusions. TheBlock mean IHI has been calculated at 44,000. If howeverthe ditch deposits are removed from the calculation this valuerises to 55,000, which is more representative of the mid-den-site deposits, while a value of 19,500 represents theditch fills. The value, 55,000, is representative of a widerange of materials present in large amounts. Burnt stone ispresent in twelve contexts and pumice in three ([176], [177]and [216]). Of the 345 potsherds from this Block, sev-enty-nine were examined and while the majority of thesewere small a number of larger sherds also survived.  Soil pHvalues range from 6.4 to 7.8 with a modal value of 7.3, andthey cover the full range exhibited in the entire site. Phos-phate values are similarly variable,1�4 on the 0�5 scale. Thesoils were brown to very dark brown and the textures weremainly loamy sands although three were sandy loams. Theyhad smooth to diffuse boundaries, all of them clear.
Archaeological interpretation
The heterogeneity of the deposits and the variability of al-most every recorded characteristic over the separate layerswithin the Block, together with the absence of ard, or othercultivation marks, suggest that this Block consists of an accu-

mulation of midden-site deposits. The presence of a numberof ditches and gullies also supports this interpretation since,in general one would expect a greater number of discrete ar-chaeological features to occur nearer to a settlement than onemight expect at some distance from it, as for example in themiddle of a cultivated area.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig, red deer, dog were recovered.Bird species identified were whooper swan, gull and possiblywigeon. Fish species identified were tope, cod and flatfish.
Conclusion
The post-excavation analyses support the original site inter-pretation of this Block as comprising midden-site deposits.
5.16 BLOCK 16 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See tables p.294
Block 16 lay in the north part of the site beneath Block 15(Figure 19). It stretched from the circular structure, to thenorth edge of the excavation, a distance of 21 m. The Blockwas generally deeper towards the north and measured be-tween 0.3�0.6 m in depth.  It consisted of fourteen layers
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which ranged in colour from very dark, grey-brown to palebrown and in texture from silty, sandy loam to pure sand(Figure 30). [252] consisted of a spread of plate-like stones0.1�0.35 m long. The bases of layers [142], [143], [149] and[140] were described as wavy but no ard marks were ob-served. [205] is a shallow feature, 0.14 m deep and 0.04 mwide, cut from the top of layer [196] (Block 20). It was filledwith [203] and [204].
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a series of midden-site layersbecause of their dark colour, loamy texture and abundance offinds, especially carbonised seed. The stones [252] which layon top of layer [291] may indicate the previous existence of astructure, removed by the insertion of Block 11. The pres-ence of the wavy boundaries may indicate cultivation of thelayers to the north of the structure. This Block consists ofeighteen contexts and was interpreted in the field as a set ofmidden-site deposits. The Block mean IHI was 29,000 andthis high value represents a full range of material types andan abundance of almost every type. Pumice was retrievedfrom six contexts and one piece, from [150], was carved (Fig-ure 77a). Almost every context contained burnt stone inquantities ranging from 10% to 70% of the stone present. Ofthe 901 potsherds from this Block, 211 were examined andtheir distribution is markedly Poisson. Sherds up to size class12 were recorded and almost one third of the sherds wereabove average in size.  The pH values ranged from 6.8 to 7.4,with a modal value of 7.2. These are low to average valuesfor the site. The phosphate values vary greatly between con-texts, ranging from 1 to 4. The soils are pale to very darkbrown sands to sandy loams with clear to wavy boundaries.One context, [252], consists largely of a spread of stonewhich may be derived from the construction phase of a build-ing which does not appear in the profile.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation does not refute the field in-terpretation of these layers as midden-site deposits, althoughthe south end of their distribution, now truncated by the in-sertion of the circular building of Block 11, contains layerslike [252] which may, themselves have related to an adjacent

building or buildings. Block 16 may have been created asmidden-site deposits with the wavy layer boundaries suggest-ing perhaps that they were subsequently cultivated.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig, red deer and seal were recovered.Bird species include greylag goose, manx shearwater and pos-sibly redshank. Fish species identified were tope, hake, lingand cod.
Conclusion
The post-excavation analyses indicate that these depositswere heterogeneous, may have been intermittently andbriefly cultivated, contained refuse (albeit not necessarily richin decaying organic matter), exhibit variable depositionalrates, were laid down near upstanding structures and mayhave been, intermittently, grazed. This confirms their identifi-cation as midden-site deposits.
5.17 BLOCK 17 � DUMP OF BURNT MATERIAL
See tables p.294
Block 17 lay in the north part of the site, within a slight hol-low in the surface of the cultivated deposits of Blocks 18 and20 (Figure 19). It extended for a total of 3 m and was up to0.3 m deep (Figure 31). The seven layers in this Block con-tained a high proportion of burnt material. Layer [195] was adark brown, silty, sandy loam.
Field interpretation
This group of layers is a dump of burnt deposits probablyfrom a hearth, although no associated hearth structure wasobserved. The Block mean IHI was calculated at 36,500. Allcontexts, save [193], returned a wide range ofanthropogenic materials in large, but variable, quantities.Burnt stone was common in all contexts, for the most partconsisting of between 10% and 50% of the stone present.Some 90% of the stone in [193] were burnt. This context
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Figure 31. Block 17



consisted of a single deposition of burnt material. Of the110 potsherds from this Block, sixteen were examined andwhile the majority was small a few large sherds were re-corded. Phosphate levels were variable, between 1 and 4and most at level 2. The pH values were average to high forthe site, at 6.1 to 7.7. with a modal value of 7.4. Only oneof the soil layers, [195], was adequately described and thiswas a dark brown silty sandy loam.
Archaeological interpretation
The wide range and variability in the materials present alongwith variability in the potsherd size ranges, the presence oflarge quantities of burnt stone and the variable soil character-istics, are all factors consistent with the field interpretation ofa dump of burnt material.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig, red deer and possibly greenshankwere recovered, together with unidentifiable bird bones andflatfish.
Conclusion
The anthropogenic component and the other examined char-acteristics confirm the field observation that this is a primarydump of hearth refuse from within a nearby structure.
5.18 BLOCK 18 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.295, 295
* 14C date 2740 ± 60 bp (GU-1965) from layer [127] (Peri-winkle & Limpet).* 14C date 2900 ± 140 bp (GU-2558) from layers [233],[227] (this Block) and layer [139] (Block 26) (Animal bone).Block 18 extended for 7.6 m in the middle of the site,and was 0.25 m deep. It consisted of one layer divided in thesection into three components by the pits cut from within the

circular structure (Figure 19). The soil textures ranged fromloamy sand to sandy loam and the colour from dark brownto brown/dark brown. There were ard marks at the top of theBlock, immediately beneath Block 27.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits dark colour, its extent and its level nature. The presenceof ard marks within the block and in its surface suggests thatthe Block above was cultivated, albeit that the latter refer tocultivation from a higher level. The Block mean IHI is28,000 and this is derived from a wide range ofanthropogenic materials present in reasonably large quanti-ties. Two of the three contexts contained burnt stone, presentin amounts less than 5% of the total stone component, andlayer [233] contained pumice. Some fourteen of theeighty-eight potsherds were examined and these are all smallin size, class 3 or smaller. Phosphate values are low at 2 andthe soil pH is also somewhat low for the site at 6.5. The soilsare loamy sands or sandy loams, with clear boundaries whichare irregular (where ard marks occur) to smooth. The depositis dark brown in colour.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation is consistent with the fieldinterpretation. The range and quantity of anthropogenic in-clusions and the comminution of the potsherds, are all con-sistent with the manuring of this soil with material from afarmyard midden. The dark soil colour, medium levels ofphosphate and low pH are consistent with this hypothesis.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig, red deer, thrush, ling, tope andcod were recovered.
Conclusion
The full range of post-excavation analyses support the fieldand archaeological interpretation of this deposit as a culti-vated deposit.
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5.19 BLOCK 19 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See tables p.295
* 14C date 2265 ± 50 bp (GU-1970) from layer [212] (Peri-winkle).This Block lay at the top of the north midden-site depos-its (Figure 19). It was about 0.1�0.2 m in depth, extended for13.5 m and the constituent layers ranged from a dark brown,silty, sandy loam to a very dark, grey-brown, loamy sand.The boundary with the layers of Block 15 was not distinct. AV-shaped slot, [297], 0.25 m deep and 0.25 m wide, had cutinto the top of layers [176] and [206] of Block 15. It had anorth-west to south-east alignment.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a midden-site deposit becauseof its humic content and considerable extent. A drainagegully was cut into the midden-site layers of the Block belowand was filled before further midden-site deposits of thisBlock accumulated. In practice, this Block is a continuationof Block 15 and is divided off from the latter only becausethe gully indicated that some specific activity, other than thegradual accumulation of deposits, was occurring in this area.The Block mean IHI was calculated at 15,500, representing a

range of from 6,000 to 36,000. The extremes of the rangeare products of very large and very small volumes, respec-tively, with little significant difference between the retrievedassemblages. The IHI represents a wide range of materialspresent in large quantities. The proportions of burnt stoneranged from <5% to 15% of the stone content. Ten of theforty-eight potsherds recovered were examined and theywere all small. The pH values range from 6.7 to 7.5 with amodal value of 6.8. Phosphate values ranged from 1 to 5, themost common being 3. The soil colours are browns, rangingfrom dark to very dark, and the soil textures are silty sandyloams to loamy sands. Layer boundaries were all clear andundefined.
Archaeological interpretation
The high anthropogenic component, the soils rich in organicmatter and high in phosphates and all of the other indicatorssuggest that this Block is composed of midden-site deposits,as the field interpretation suggests.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, pig and unidentifiable bird bones were recov-ered.
Conclusion
All of the post-excavation studies tend to confirm that theseare midden-site deposits.
5.20 BLOCK 20 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.296
* 14C date 2970 ± 65 bp (GU-1967) from layer [196] (Peri-winkle & Limpet)This Block lay at the bottom of the north part of the site,between Blocks 16 and 23 (Figure 19). It extended over adistance of 5.8 m and had a depth of 0.25 m. [196] was yel-
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lowish brown silty loamy sand while [210] was a brown/darkbrown, loamy sand. The boundary with the light sand below(Block 23) had several undulations, 0.05�0.2 m wide and0.05�0.1 m deep, spaced irregularly in the section, inter-preted as spade marks (Figure 32).
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits extent, colour, loamy texture and the presence of furrowsor spade-cultivation marks cut into the layer beneath. TheBlock mean IHI was calculated at 13,000 and represents amoderate range of materials. Stone was retrieved from allcontexts and the burnt component varied from <5% to 50%.Thirteen of the sixty-five potsherds from the Block were ex-amined and all were small in size, classes 1 and 2. The phos-phate levels were 2, indicative of low to moderate presenceof soil phosphates, while the soil pH values of 6.4 to 6.8 arerelatively low. The soils are loamy sands, yellow brown todark brown in colour.
Archaeological interpretation
On balance the archaeological interpretation gives clear sup-port to the field interpretation. The range of anthropogenicinclusions and the comminution of the potsherds are consis-tent with manuring the soil from a farmyard midden withsubsequent degradation caused by ploughing. The soil colourand texture both indicate the addition of finer, organic mat-ter to the shell sand, which consequently has slightly de-pressed the soil pH value.

Specialist contributions
The bones of sheep, cattle, pig and cod were recovered, to-gether with gadoid and a shark vertebra.
Conclusion
The post-excavation analyses suggest that Blocks 20, 23, and27 were initially windblown sands which were then culti-vated. To these a restricted range and quantity of materialswere introduced during manuring.
5.21 BLOCK 21 � WINDBLOWN SAND WITH EROSIONPRODUCTS
See tables p.296
* 14C date 2045 ± 50 bp (GU-1968) from layer [100] (Peri-winkle)Block 21 lay in the centre of the site above Blocks 7 and 8(Figure 19). It comprised contexts [86] and [100], which hadslumped over the backfilled layers between the drystone walls,[102] and [208] (Block 8), and infilled the masonry of [101](Block 11) (Figure 33). They consisted of a band of dark grey-ish brown, silty, loamy sand, circa 0.2 m to 0.3 m deep.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as windblown sand that had in-corporated within it material eroding from the midden-site tothe north. The Block mean IHI was calculated at 5,000, andrepresents a wide range of materials present in small quanti-ties. The three potsherds from this Block were not examined.The pH of the contexts were 7.4 and 7.5 while the phos-phate levels were recorded at 2 and 4. The soil was a darkgrey brown silty loamy sand with clear boundaries.
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Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation agrees with the field inter-pretation and suggests that this deposit accumulated natu-rally, mainly from windblown sands trapped in a hollow.Small quantities of anthropogenic materials were introducedand these may derive from the midden-site deposits to thenorth. The soil colour and texture indicate some admixtureof soil organic material, possibly from the same source. Alter-natively, it could constitute a natural deepening humus whichdeveloped over a long period of time.
Specialist contribution
The bones of sheep, cattle, pig and red deer were recovered.
Conclusion
The field interpretation is partially substantiated by thepost-excavation analyses. These deposits are essentiallywindblown sands. The molluscan evidence suggests that thematerials may be derived from incidental dumping ratherthan from the erosion of midden-site deposits, as originallysuggested.
5.22 BLOCK 22 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.297, 297
* 14C date 3285 ± 60 bp (GU-1966) from layer [280] (Peri-winkles, limpet & cockle).* 14C date 3360 ± 80 bp (GU-2556) from layers [277],[278], [279], [280] (Animal bone).This was the lowest exposed Block (Figure 19). Its pres-ence was first indicated by coring, which suggested that it ex-tended for approximately 300 m by 100 m. Its depth beneaththe surface caused safety problems during excavation. There-fore, unlike the rest of the site, it was sampled in three separatelocations in 1 m2 pits on the south, middle and north of theexcavated face. Although it consisted of a single deposit, aver-

aging 1 m in thickness, it was sampled and recorded using a to-tal of eight separate context numbers. These are essentiallyidentical. The feature numbers were as follows; [277], [278],[279], and [280] in the extreme south, [274], [275] and [276]further north beneath wall [102], and [281] at the north end.Upon excavation numerous ard marks were exposed on thesurface of the lower midden. Further ard marks were observedwithin the deposits of this Block (Plate 20).
Field interpretation
This was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because of itsdark colour, extensive horizontal uniformity and the pres-ence of ard marks, at least some of which were contemporarywith this deposit. The mean IHI for the Block was 16,000and it can be suggested that midden material was introducedduring manuring and spread by ploughing. Of the 498 pot-sherds recovered ninety-seven were examined and the sizedistribution is also consistent with this interpretation, beingmarkedly skewed, almost Poisson in form. The pH valuesranged from 6.6 to 7.7 with a modal value of 7.5. Analysis ofthe soils reveals moderate to high phosphate levels, between2 and 4. However the soil organic matter content, as revealedby loss on ignition, is low, ranging from 1% to 2.2%. It maybe that the levels of introduced humus were never high.
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Plate 20. Baleshare. a) & b) ardmarks exposed at different levels within Block 22. In a) later cultivation episodes are visible in theprofile
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Archaeological interpretation
On balance the archaeological interpretation agrees with thefield interpretation as identifying this as an area of cultivatedshell-sand deepened by repeated manuring with midden ma-terial. The latter both stabilised and deepened the cultivatedhorizon and introduced into it a range of anthropogenic ma-terials which, in turn, at least in the case of the pottery, wasprogressively degraded by the continuing disturbance of thedeposit by ploughing.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, pig, red deer, dog, cormorant and angel sharkwere the species identified.
Conclusion
The field observation of ard marks contemporaneous withthe deposit indicates that it was a cultivated deposit, probablya deepened A-horizon. The post-excavation analyses supportthis interpretation.
5.23 BLOCK 23 � CULTIVATED WINDBLOWN SAND
See tables p.297
* 14C date 3030 ± 50 bp (GU-1969) from layer [272] (Peri-winkle).This Block lay beneath the cultivated deposits of Block 1 and28 in the south and Block 27 in the north (Figure 19). Be-cause of its great depth below the surface it was only exca-vated in the south part of the site for a distance of circa 20m. The seven layers in this Block had a total depth of about 1m but in the south they tapered to 0.1 m. There were no pro-fessional soil-descriptions for these layers, but they werenoted by the excavator as light brown-yellow sands and ap-parently contained little material, although this was subse-quently contradicted by the results of the sieving.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a windblown sand deposit be-cause of its texture, light colour and apparent absence of

finds.  It consisted of seven separate layers which were differ-entiated from each other on the basis of colour, though thedifferences were slight. This absence of strong coloration, to-gether with the apparent absence of anthropic materials sug-gested in the field that these deposits were formed ofwindblown sand, possibly separated from each other by tran-sitory regeneration horizons (Chapter 6 for details). Themean IHI for the Block is 7,000 which is low for the site.The highest quantities of material are bone, stone andsea-shell. Five contexts contained stone, of which <5% to10% was burnt. One piece of pumice was retrieved from[270]. Nine of the forty-one potsherds were examined. All ofthese were small, size-class 2. The soil organic matter contentrevealed by LOI is low, ranging from 0.8% to 1.2%. Its phos-phate levels are a moderate 2 to 3. Soil pH values range from6.4 to 7.1. None of these are anthipathetical to the hypothe-sis that these are windblown sands.
Archaeological interpretation
Despite the presence of some anthropic materials, on balancethe archaeological interpretation agrees with the field inter-pretation.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, seal, otter and cod were identified.
Conclusion
Only in exceptional circumstances can windblown sand con-tain particles as large as 1 mm, yet this deposit contains sig-nificant amounts of pot-sherds, stone, etc. The homogeneityof the contents of individual contexts and the plurality ofcontexts rules out deflation as a likely means by which thismaterial can have become incorporated in the deposits. Thesnail evidence tends to suggest that these deposits representaccumulations of windblown sand, sometimes stable orslowly accreting and sometimes accumulating rapidly. Theywere cultivated for short periods and occasionally grazed.The anthropic inclusions represent, therefore, sporadic epi-sodes of manuring, the material being subsequently dis-persed. This Block should therefore be interpreted ascultivated windblown sand.
5.24 BLOCK 24 � CULTIVATED MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSITS
See tables p.298
* 14C date 2057 ± 50 bp (GU-1975) from layer [29] (Peri-winkle).This Block lay in the south part of the site with a totallength of 12 m and a maximum depth of 0.9 m (Figure 19). Ittapered away at both ends, to the north over layer [42] ofBlock 2 and to the south beneath Block 5. This Block was sep-arated from the midden-site deposits of Block 2 by two initialdumps of material, one consisting of [40], [38] and [39], andthe other of [34] and [45] (Figure 34). These ranged from
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brown /dark brown silty, sandy loam to dark brown loamysands. These were then covered with more extensive depositsof brown loamy sands or sandy loams. There were wavyboundaries at the base of layers [49], [37] and [29].
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as dumped deposits with mid-den-site layers above. The wavy boundaries at the base ofthree of the upper layers suggested the presence of a cultiva-tion horizon within the Block.  The Block mean IHI was cal-culated at 110,500, representing a range of from 5,000 to1,150,000. The extreme values 5,000 for [49], is caused byvery small amounts of all types of material while the value1,150,000, from context [39], is caused by a large amount ofsea-shell relative to its volume. The IHI represents a widerange of materials present in large but very variable quanti-ties. Burnt stone was found in quantities ranging from <5%

to 25% in six contexts. Sixty-two potsherds out of 244 wereexamined and they range in size-class from 1 to 12. Aboutone quarter of the sherds were larger than the site average.The pH values range from 7.1 to 7.7 with a modal value of7.4. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 5, the most commonvalue being 2. The soil colours are all recorded as shades ofbrown and the soil textures are mainly loams with someloamy sands. Layer boundaries were predominantly clear,some being sharp and wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation is in agreement with thefield interpretation. The very high IHI values and survival oflarge potsherds both attest to the dumped nature of the de-posits while soil colours and textures indicate that significantquantities of soil organic matter was included.
Specialist contribution
The bones of sheep, cattle, pig, dog and cod and plaice wererecovered, together with bones of mallard and great auk, thelatter with butchery marks (Chapter 11.4.1).
Conclusion
The evidence from the snail analysis suggests a five-fold sub-division of this Block. The ranges and quantities of materialfrom the re-grouped contexts may suggest that 24A, C and Dwere midden-site deposits and 24B and E cultivated deposits.It must be accepted that the field and archaeological interpre-tation were incorrect and that this Block consisted of a seriesof midden-site deposits with intermittent cultivation.
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5.25 BLOCK 25 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.298, 299
This Block consisted of a single layer, [140], in the north partof the site situated between the Blocks 16 and 26 (Figure 19).It abutted the bottom stone of the circular structure (Block11) and extended circa 6.1 m to the north. It was abrown/dark grey loamy sand with a depth of 0.1�0.2 m.

Field interpretation
This layer was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits texture, colour and extent.  The Block IHI is high, at23,500, and this represents a wide range and large quantityof anthropogenic material. Some 30% of the stone from theBlock is burnt. Of the 135 potsherds recovered, thirty-fivewere examined and of these the size range is very wide(classes 1 to 17, at the extremes), with almost a quarter of thesherds longer than size class 3. The soil pH was estimated at7.1 and the phosphate value was medium, at 2. The soil wasa dark grey loamy sand, with clear boundaries.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation is consistent with the fieldinterpretation of this Block, ie as a cultivated deposit. Theamounts and range of types of materials and the soil charac-teristics in general are consistent with this interpretation.
Specialist contribution
The bones of sheep, cattle, pig, gannet, hake, cod, gadoidand possibly a long rough dab, were recovered.
Conclusion
The evidence supports the field interpretation of this depositas a cultivated deposit. The materials included within it sug-gest that it was originally a midden or midden-site depositand that it was only briefly cultivated.
5.26 BLOCK 26 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.299
* 14C date 2815 ± 50 bp (GU-1971) from layer [148] (Peri-winkle).

* 14C date 2900 ± 140 bp (GU-2558) from layers [139],this Block, [227] and [233], Block 18 (Animal bone).This Block lay near the bottom of the north part of thesite (Figure 19). It extended 5 m from beneath the wall,[134], to where layer [181] had infilled the burnt stones,[180] (Block 17) (Figure 35). It was generally 0.1 m to 0.35m in depth. The layers ranged from dark brown to dark grey-ish brown sandy loam. Layer [181] was merely a thin lens tothe south of the stones [180]. The boundary at the base oflayer [148] was wavy, although this is not apparent in thesection drawing.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits horizontal extent and loamy texture. The IHI for Block 26has been calculated at 23,500 and this high value reflects theoccurrence of a wide range of materials, present in largequantities. This is clearly consistent with the field interpreta-tion. Between 50% and 70% of the stone present was burntand seven pieces of pumice were recovered. Of the 227 pot-sherds, forty-nine were examined and these varied in sizefrom 2�9.  The soil phosphate content was low, with a valueof 2 and the soil pH was also low, ranging between 6.2 and6.9. The deposits were dark brown loams. The lower bound-ary of [148] was described as wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation is clearly consistent withthe field interpretation. The large range and quantity ofanthropogenic materials, the Poisson distribution of the pot-sherd sizes the low soil pH and dark soil-colour all supportthe hypothesis that this is a cultivated deposit continually ma-nured from a �farmyard� midden.
Specialist contribution
The bones of sheep, cattle, pig, red deer, dog, commonscouter, tope and hake were recovered.
Conclusion
The apparent conflict between the snail evidence and thefield interpretation can be resolved if we envisage that Block
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26 is a cultivated midden-site deposit, with the periods ofcultivation being very limited.
5.27 BLOCK 27 � POSSIBLY CULTIVATED SAND
See tables p.300
* 14C date 2910 ± 50 bp (GU-1973) from layer [132] (Peri-winkle).This Block lay in the centre of the site, beneath Block 18(Figure 19). The layers which constitute this Block can beconsidered as two separate groups. The stratigraphicallylower layers, [54], [133] and [232] were generally more ex-tensive than those above (Figure 36). Layer [54] was 0.04 mdeep and 2.5 m in length. Layer [133] was circa 0.1 m deepand extended for 7.8 m from the edge of the ditch in Block 9beneath the circular structure (Block 11). Layer [232] wascirca 0.1 m deep and extended for 2.7 m in the section butonly to the north of the circular structure. Layer [133] was abrown silty loamy sand and [232] was a light yellow brownsand. The group of layers above these, [132] to [120], have atotal depth of 0.25 m and individually are circa 0.05 m inthickness. They ranged from light brownish grey to darkbrown in colour and from silty sandy loam to sand in tex-ture. When freshly exposed this upper group of layers ap-peared to have reddish patches and lenses of white sandwithin them. When seen in plan the surface of these layerswas marked with ard marks and the upper boundaries of lay-ers [131], [129] and [128] were irregular.

Field interpretation
The lower group of layers in this Block were thought to con-sist of windblown sand because of their light colour and tex-ture. At the time of the excavation the upper group wasincluded with the windblown sand even though they differedin extent and coloration. The ard marks in the surface at theuppermost level were caused by cultivation of the overlyingBlock. This Block consists of twelve contexts, ten of whichwere sampled for anthropogenic materials. The field inter-pretation of these deposits was very tentative. They were in-terpreted as windblown sands, which encapsulated reddeneddeposits such as [128]. Whether these were fire reddened, orthe result of secondary redeposition of iron salts from higherup the profile could not be determined in the field, thoughthe latter was felt to be an improbable occurrence in calcare-ous sands. It is more likely that the red colour is derived fromburnt peat. The top of the Block contained ard marks, whichwere clearly attributable to the cultivation of the overlyingBlock (Block 18). The Block mean IHI was 15,000, whichseems rather high for a windblown sand, particularly sincethe range and quantities of materials involved were large.Furthermore, the context IHI values make a distinction be-tween the longer, more homogeneous, layers at the bottomand north end of the Block and the interdigitated layerswhich overlie them. [232] contained a piece of carved pum-ice (Figure 77c) while [231] yielded an unmodified piece.Thirteen of the sixty-seven potsherds from the site were ex-amined and these were all in the small size groups 1 and 2.Ten pH estimates range from 6.5 to 7.6, with a modal valueof 6.7. Phosphate values range from 1 to 5, six of the ten val-ues being high, ie 4 to 5.
Archaeological interpretation
On balance the archaeological interpretation casts doubt onthe field interpretation. These deposits seem to constitute anold ground surface. On the north end of this a series of sanddeposits were dumped followed by possible cultivation, or atleast disturbance due to the cultivation of the overlying layers.
Specialist contribution
The bones of sheep, cattle, pig and dulin were recovered.
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5.28 BLOCK 28 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See table p.300
* 14C date 2210 ± 50 bp (GU-1974) from layer [33] (Peri-winkle).This Block lay at the south end of the site (Figure 19). Itconsisted of a brown sandy loam, [33], which filled a distinc-tive hollow in the windblown sand of Block 23. It was 0.4 mdeep and extended beyond the south limit of the excavation.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits colour, texture and homogeneity. The Block IHI was cal-culated at 6,000, and this represents a narrow range of mate-rials present in small quantities. Four of the sixteen potsherdswere examined and they range in size-class from 2 to 4. Thesoil colour was brown and the soil texture a sandy loam.
Archaeological interpretation
The soil colour and texture and the presence of the, admit-tedly small, anthropogenic component all support the fieldinterpretation. The depth and homogeneity of the deposit,together with its soil characteristics are consistent with its in-terpretation as a cultivated deposit.

Specialist contribution
Sheep and pig bones were recovered.
5.29 BLOCK 29 � OCCUPATION LAYER
See tables p.300, 301
Block 29 consists of the single layer, [234], which lay beneaththe windblown sand of Block 10 and overlay the fill of theditch in Block 9 (Figure 19). It was a dark brown loamy sand.

Field interpretation
It is not impossible that this deposit represents a surface asso-ciated with the walls of Block 12. However, the extent re-vealed in section is insufficient to confirm this and horizontalexcavation would be required to elucidate its nature.
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CHAPTER 6: EXCAVATIONS AT HORNISH POINT
H F James & R P J McCullagh
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Hornish Point lies on the north-west of South Uist at NF 758472 (Figure 37). The site lies on a low rocky headland at thenorth-east end of North Bay, which has Ardivacher Point atits south-west end. To the east of Hornish Point is Bagh namFaoilean, the shallow stretch of water which divides SouthUist from Benbecula. A sand bar (Gualan) has accumulatedacross this opening, leaving a narrow water channel at itsnorth end. Behind Hornish Point the machair landscape isgently undulating below the 8 m contour. There are twolochs within 300 m of the site, Loch an Duin Bhig to thesouth-east and Loch an Duin Mhoir to the south. The exten-sive Loch Bee lies circa 1 km to the south-west.The site of the excavation is a sand hill on the west sideof Hornish Point, grid reference NF 758 470, called CnocMor which means �big hillock�. Its undulating surface extendsup to 3 m above the surrounding machair surface. It extendsnorth-south for 70 m and 65 m back from the coast. Its westside had been eroded to a vertical face 1 m high with gentlerslopes of collapsed sand and grass beneath. At the foot of theslope lies the narrow storm beach of large pebbles and stonesand beyond this is the sandy beach.The machair sand on Hornish Point is generally grasscovered except for the reeds along the borders of the lochs.

6.1.1 Archaeological features
The midden in the exposed west face of Cnoc Mor extendedfor 50 m north/south, was 0.5 m deep and was covered by upto 2 m of clean sand. In two areas the sand covering has beenremoved for a distance of 3 and 5 m, leaving the midden ex-posed on the surface. On the top of the hill a circular depres-sion with a radius of circa 7 m was noted.
6.1.2 Site history
In the early nineteenth century Hornish Point was part of theBalgarva estate belonging to MacDonald Clanranald. On themap of the estates, dated 1805, the point is called RuCuinafenagh. The small lochs behind the site appear to bemore extensive than at present. The first edition OS map of1882 shows a structure and enclosing wall to the north-eastof the Cnoc Mor summit and also a trackway runningeast-west from Balgarva to the coast. The Admiralty chart of1909 records Ru Hornish and shows an extensive taperingarea of shallow water extending westwards from the point.In 1980 an Iron Age midden was recorded at NF75834720 about 170 m north of the summit of Cnoc Mor. Thisincluded a substantial deposit of midden exposed in the sanddunes at the edge of the beach. Finds included Iron Agesherds, a bone fish gorge, animal bone (mainly teeth), shellsand a small decorated sherd.
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Figure 37. Hornish Pt: site location and survey
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Figure 38. Hornish Pt: main section showing Blocks



6.1.3 Local sites
Only 350 m to the south of Hornish, there is the site of adun in Loch an Duin Mhor. Further east at Eocher lies aprobable broch, Dun Buidhe (RCAHMS 1928, 373), and acairn. Along the west coast of South Uist, lying in themachair, there are several wheelhouses or aisled house sites,some of which were excavated in the 1950�s by the thenMinistry of Works in advance of the construction of the Min-istry of Defence guided missile range.There is a possible Viking settlement at the north end ofHornish Point, consisting of roughly rectangular wall foun-dations appearing through the grass cover (Godden &Godden 1980).
6.1.4 Summary of Blocks (see Figure 38)
Block No Final interpretation1 Cultivated deposit2 Cultivated deposit3 Windblown sand4 Cultivated deposit5 Midden-site deposit6 Cultivated soil and midden deposits7 Revetment wall8 Midden-site deposit9 Midden-site deposit10 Cultivated deposit11 Midden-site deposit12 Midden-site deposit13 Midden-site deposit14 Masonry15 Structure 5 � partially preserved structure16 Structural debris17 Rubble and midden-site deposits18 Structure 5 � wall arc with radial piers andpost pits19 Dumped deposits20 Structure 7 � post-medieval black house21 Dumped deposits22 Structure 6 � fragment23 Structure 1 � wheelhouse24 Structure 3 � fragment25 Structure 4 � fragment26 Cultivated deposit27 Structure 2 � masonry and floor deposits28�31 Uninterpretable

The site was divided into two elements; the southern half ofthe excavated section (Area A) consisted of deep stratifiedlayers while the northern half (Area B) was characterised bymasonry structures.

6.2 BLOCK 1 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.302, 302
* 14C date 2500 ± 50 bp (GU-2020) from layer [74] (Peri-winkle).Block 1 lay near the base of Area A beneath Blocks 2, 4and 5 (Figure 38). The base of the Block was not reached sothe maximum depth recorded at its southern limit was 1 m.The depth gradually decreased northwards to 0.20 m. It wasexposed over a length of 14 m, but its northern limit was not
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revealed. It consisted of thirteen layers and a revetment ofstones (Figure 39). Only four of these layers, [57], [56], [70]and [74], were extensive. The other contexts in the Blockconsisted of thin layers and lenses. In general the contexts be-came shallower and more undulating towards the north Theyranged in colour from light grey to dark brown and in tex-ture from sand to sandy loam. [74] contained a discrete lensof seashells. Towards the southern end of Block 1 several ofthe layers were revetted by a stone wall, [132], which con-sisted of a course of upright slabs overlain by sub-angularstones (see fig. 00). It is possible that originally only [74] wascut through and revetted by upright slabs. The overlyingstones may have been added as the other contexts of Block 1,ie [56] and [70], accumulated. In plan the revetment was seento curve southwards. Abutting this revetment to the southwere further layers which sloped gently to the south for amaximum of 2 m at which point they were truncated by an-other revetment (Block 3).
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Plate 21. A general view of excavation in progress at Hornish Point shows how the site divided into complex masonry remains atthe north end and deep, finely stratified cultivated deposit s, Blocks 2�13, at the south end
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Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a deepened cultivated de-posit because of its extent, the presence of wavy bound-aries and the dark colour of some of the constituent layers.The wall, especially its upper courses, may have beenheightened intermittently as the Block deepened. TheBlock mean IHI was calculated at 17,500, representing arange of from 350 to 119,000. The upper limit is due tothe very small volume of [71]. The lower values are causedby low retrieval rates from relatively large contexts (eg[70]). The IHI represents a relatively wide range of materi-als present in small quantities. Between < 5% and 30% ofthe stone in a total of four contexts was burnt. Of theforty-five potsherds in the Block, 31 were examined andthese range in size-class from 1 to 3, all but four of thembeing smaller than the site mean. The pH values recordedfor this Block range from 7.0 to 7.5 with a modal value of7.4. Phosphate values ranged from 3 to 5, 3 being themost common value. The soil colours are recorded asranging from light grey to dark brown and the soil tex-tures from sands to sandy loams. Layer boundaries werepredominantly clear, with irregularities of form rangingfrom wavy to broken.
Archaeological interpretation
The extensive layers of this Block certainly seem to have beencultivated but the smaller, thin strata could not have survived

ploughing. The heterogeneity of the anthropogenic compo-nent of these strata also militates against their interpretationas a cultivated deposit. On balance it seems that these layerswere cultivated deposits with some input of midden-site ma-terial. Cultivation was probably intermittent.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig and fish bones of hake, cod andpollock were identified.
Conclusions
This Block formed during a period of shell-sand accretionwith varying quantities of anthropogenic material added in-termittently. The deposits were cultivated from time to time.
6.3 BLOCKS 2 TO 12
See table p.303
This group of blocks consists of the deposits at the southernend of the site above Block 1 and beneath Block 13 (Figure38; Plates 21 & 22). They are grouped together because, de-spite their disparate sedimentary mechanisms, they were con-tinuously cultivated over a relatively short period of time.
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Plate 22. Hornish Point. Section through the finely stratified deposits of Blocks 2 � 13

Figure 40. Block 2



The stratigraphy and field interpretation of the differentblocks in this group are discussed separately below while thefinds, archaeological interpretation and conclusions are pre-sented below for the group as a whole.
6.4 BLOCK 2 � CULTIVATED DEPOSITS
See table p.305
Block 2 lay at the southern end of Area A, near to the base ofthe section face. It was 2.5 m in length and up to 0.30 mdeep and consisted of two layers the surfaces of which slopedto the south (Figure 40). These layers were cut through onthe southern side, and the exposed face revetted by thestones of a wall of Block 3. The layers ranged in colour fromdark greyish brown to dark brown and in texture from silty,loamy sand to sandy loam.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofthe texture and colour of its layers. The southerly slope ofthe contexts in this Block suggests that it did not extendmuch further in that direction. However their truncation andthe insertion of the stone wall makes it impossible to estimatetheir original extent.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle and pig. Hake bones and a crab chelawere also identified.

6.5 BLOCK 3 � WINDBLOWN SAND
See table p.305
Block 3 lay at the southern end of Area A (Figure 38) andconsisted of a single infilling layer, lying between a revet-ment, [134], on the north and a second revetment, [139],on the south (Figure 41). Its maximum length was 3.2 mand its depth was 0.80 m. It overlay the two lowest layersof Block 1 and was under Blocks 5, 7 and 8.The infillinglayer consisted of an homogeneous light grey sand, [219].This material overlay the uppermost stones of the northrevetment. The deposits beyond the south revetment,[139], were not investigated.

Field interpretation
Block 3 is interpreted as the result of infilling by windblownsand of a revetted space cut into the deposits of Block 2.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig bones were recovered.
6.6 BLOCK 4 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See table p.305
* 14C date 2335 ± bp (GU-2017) from layer [24] (Periwin-kle).
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Block 4 extended for a distance of 19.3 m in Area A (Fig-ure 38). It lay over Blocks 1, 5, 6, and 24 and lay beneathBlocks 9 and 11. At its southern end the Block consisted of ashallow deposit which sloped downward to the north anddeepened to a maximum of 0.5 m (Figure 42). It consisted oftwo extensive layers, [24] and [25], and four lenses, [31],[38], [39] and [46]. The deposits range in colour from a yel-lowish brown to pale brown and in texture from loamy sandto sand. At the northern end of the Block, layer [25] abutteda drystone wall ([195], Block 24) which was then sealed bylayer [24].

Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits extent, homogeneous texture and colour. The dark lenseswere interpreted as remnants of some form of organic input.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig bones were recovered.
6.7 BLOCK 5 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See table p.306
* 14C date 2325 ± 50 bp (GU-2021) from layer [87] (Lim-pet).* 14C date 2160 ± 80 bp (GU-2550) from Contexts [79],[87], [90], [203], [217], [204], [69], [64], [207], [63], [68],[208] & [65] (carbonised seed).

Block 5 lay in Area A above Blocks 1, 2 and 3 (Figure38). It lay beneath Blocks 4, 6 and 7. It was 14 m long andformed as light dome with a maximum depth of 0.6 m in thesouth, tapering to the north. This Block consisted ofthirty-eight contexts which included both extensive layers
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and small lenses (Figure 43). Many of the uppermost layersin the Block appear to have been truncated. The contextsranged in colour from white to very dark greyish brown andin texture from sand to silty sandy loams. Many of the darkcoloured lenses occurred in discrete clusters. The Block istruncated at its southern end by the insertion of a revetment(Block 7).
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as midden-site deposits becauseof the variability of its constituent contexts. The nature ofthe upper surface of the Block suggests that it had beentruncated.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig, red deer and raven were identi-fied. Saithe and unidentifiable fish bones were also recoveredfrom this Block.
6.8 BLOCK 6 � CULTIVATED SOILS AND MIDDEN DEPOSITS
See table p.307
Block 6 lay in the southern part of Area A (Figure 38). It ex-tended from the south end of the excavated section for a dis-tance of 10.7 m with a maximum depth of 0.5 m. It lay overBlocks 5, 7 and 8 and beneath Blocks 4 and 13. It wasslightly domed. It consisted of nineteen contexts includingboth extensive layers and small lenses (Figure 44). These con-texts ranged in colour from light grey to very dark brown,and in texture from sand to silty sandy loam. [77] ran almost

the entire length of the Block and contained a discrete lens ofrazor shells. The lowest two layers, [201] and [215] abuttedthe upper courses of a revetment (Block 7).
Field interpretation
This Block appeared to have been formed by two separatebut successive processes. The extensive layers were inter-
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preted in the field as cultivated deposits because of the extentof the dark layers and their loamy content. The presence ofthe lenses, however, indicated the presence of dumped mid-den deposits at the southern edge of the cultivated area.
Specialist contribution
Bones of sheep, cattle, pig, cod, pollock, ling were recoveredtogether with other unidentifiable fish and bird bones.
6.9 BLOCK 7 � REVETMENT WALL
See table p.307
* 14C date 2310 ± 50 bp (GU-2022) from layer [218] (Limpet).Block 7 lay at the southern end of Area A (Figure 38). Itconsisted of a revetment wall, [133], of tabular stones of var-ied sizes and backfill, [218], within the cut [233] (Figure 45).The wall was eight courses high and measured up to 0.98 m.

Three stones seen in section within Block 6 and 8 appear tohave collapsed forward from the wall line. The backfill con-sisted of grey deposits with darker lenses.
Field interpretation
Block 7 was a revetment wall constructed to face Block 5 andto restrict deposition in the area subsequently occupied byBlock 8. The presence of the darker, organic lenses within[218] suggests that the wall may have been built of stone andturves.
Specialist contribution
Cattle and pig bones were identified from this Block.
6.10 BLOCK 8 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSITS
See table p.308
* 14C date 2320 ± 50 bp (GU-2023) from [231] (Periwinkle).Block 8 lay at the southern edge of Area A (Figure 38). Ithad accumulated against the revetment wall in Block 7, layabove Block 3 and was sealed by Block 6. It extended to theedge of the excavated area, a distance of only 2 m. Its maxi-mum depth was 0.8 m and its nine layers ranged in colourfrom white to dark greyish brown and in texture from sandto loamy sand (Figure 46). There were several large sub-an-gular stones within these layers, the uppermost two of whichrepresent collapse of wall [133] (Block 7). A V-shaped fea-ture cut through the basal layer [244] into the underlyingBlock. [225] consisted of the fill of a depression, although itwas not certain if the feature was man-made.
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Field interpretation
The contexts of Block 8 were interpreted as cultivated depos-its because of their dark colour, despite their generally sandytexture. This material had accumulated to the south of the re-vetment wall of Block 7.

Specialist contribution
Sheep and cattle bones were identified from this Block.
6.11 BLOCK 9 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSITS
See table p.308
* 14C date 2345 ± 50 bp (GU-2019) from [37] (Periwinkle).Block 9 lay in the northern part of Area A, over the slop-ing surface of Block 4 and below Blocks 10 and 14 (Figure38). It extended for 14 m and had a maximum depth of 0.45m. Layer [19] underlay Block 14, while two other layers, [17]and [18], abutted the basal stone of the masonry [505] inBlock 14 (Figure 47). At the junction of these layers and themasonry of Block 14, a vertical zone of discoloration, 0.05 mwide, was noted. The nineteen contexts within Block 9 werethin layers and lenses, 0.02 � 0.11 m deep. They varied incolour from very pale brown to brown dark brown and intexture from sand to loamy sand.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a midden-site deposit becausethe constituent layers were shallow while the variations incolour and texture were distinct. It seems probable that themasonry of Block 14 was cut into Block 9.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, pig and the bones of a manx shearwater wereidentified.
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6.12 BLOCK 10 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See table p.309
* 14C date 2220 ± 50 bp (GU-2016) from [16] (Periwinkle).This Block lay in the northern part of Area A (Figure 38).It consisted of a single extensive layer, [16]. It overlay Block9, abutted Block 14 and underlay Blocks 12 and 29. Its maxi-mum depth was 0.1 m and it extended for 6 m. A verticalzone of discoloration, similar to that noted in Block 9, wasobserved at the junction of [16] and Block 14. [16] was a uni-form, dark yellow-brown, sandy loam.

Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits loamy texture, its extent and homogeneity.
Specialist contribution
Sheep and cattle bones were identified.
6.13 BLOCK 11 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See table p.309
This Block lay in the southern part of Area A, above Block 4and beneath the site overburden (Figure 38). The Block was4.1 m long with a maximum thickness of 0.18 m and con-sisted of four layers (Figure 48). They ranged in colour fromdark yellowish brown to dark brown and were loamy sand intexture.

Field interpretation
The contexts in this Block were interpreted as midden-sitedeposits because of their high organic content and their het-erogeneous nature. They resembled the deposits of Block 12which was separated from the present Block by a modernerosion hollow.
Specialist contribution
Sheep and pig bones were identified.
6.14 BLOCK 12 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See table p.310
* 14C date 2330 ± 50 bp from layer [33] (Periwinkle).This Block lay in the northern part of Area A (Figure 38).It lay above Block 10, abutted Block 14 and lay beneathBlocks 13 and 29. It extended for 6 m to the south of Block14 with a maximum depth of 0.8 m. It consisted ofthirty-one contexts which were generally extensive but shal-low layers and also contained a few lenses (Figure 49). Theyranged in colour from white to very dark brown and in tex-ture from sand to sandy loam.
Field interpretation
The extent and general heterogeneous nature of the contexts,coupled with their loamy texture and generally high organiccontent, suggests that the Block was a midden-site deposit.
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Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig bones were identified. Hake bones andthose of the great auk were also recovered, the latter withbutchery marks (Chapter 11.4.2).
6.15 BLOCKS 2 TO 12 � POST-EXCAVATION ANALYSES
There are 136 contexts in this group of blocks, the field in-terpretations of which included wind blown sand (Block 3),cultivated deposits (Blocks 2, 4 & 10), midden-site deposits(Blocks 5, 8, 9, 11 & 12) and a revetment wall (Block 7).Block 6 was interpreted as cultivated and midden-site depos-its. The cultivated deposits were identified on the basis of thepresence of ard marks, wavy boundaries and evidence of or-ganic input, ie manuring. The midden-site deposits had vari-able soil characteristics, were less extensive than thecultivated deposits and appeared to be high in anthropic ma-terial. The mean IHI for the group was based on seventy con-texts. It was calculated as 8,500 with values ranging from 4([86]) to 70,000 ([37]). This represents a wide range of mate-rial present in variable quantities. Burnt stone was present inforty-five contexts in quantities ranging from < 5 to 80%(the latter being [99] in Block 5). Of the 223 potsherds re-covered from this Block, 207 were examined and they rangefrom 1 to 9 in class size, with those in classes 1 to 3 predomi-nating. The pH values ranged from 6.8 to 8.2 with a modalvalue of 7.4. Phosphate values ranged from 1 to 5, with 3 be-ing the most common. The soil colours ranged from verypale brown to very dark brown and in texture ranged fromsilty sandy loam to sand. The layer boundaries were predomi-nantly clear and smooth or wavy.
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Archaeological interpretation
Block 3 was interpreted as a revetted space infilled withwind-blown sand. The soil characteristics support this fieldinterpretation, but the presence of bone, snail and sea shell,macroplant debris and stone suggests a more complex accu-mulation process. Block 7 was interpreted as a revetmentwall and the backfill behind it. The materials contained inthe latter are redeposited and most probably derived fromthe deposits of Block 5. Consequently the radiocarbon datemay not date the context. Blocks 2, 4, 10 and part of Block6 were interpreted as cultivated deposits. The evidence pre-sented above is consistent with the field interpretations. Thesurvival of discrete lenses within Block 4 seems anomalousand suggests that, like Block 2, this Block may have origi-nated as midden-site, or even dumped deposits, which weresubsequently and intermittently cultivated. Blocks 5, 8, 9,11, and 12 were interpreted in the field as midden-site de-posits. The extreme heterogeneity of the deposits in Block 5fully supports the field interpretation. However, it is possi-ble that the variability of the deposits is, to a certain extent,due to the grouping together of deposits which could prob-ably be legitimately sub-divided. Along with Block 6, thesedeposits may be midden-site deposits, intermittently culti-vated. Both the high IHI values and the variability of thesoil characteristics in Block 8, support the field interpreta-tion that these are midden-site deposits. The soil textures,however, are mainly sands and this to some extent contra-dicts this interpretation. On balance, it seems likely thatthese deposits were formed by an overspill of material fromBlock 5 with the addition of some windblown sand. inter-pretation of the Block as �derived� midden-site depositswould explain the apparent contradictory evidence. The va-riety, range of colours and loamy textures implying thepresence of organic matter clearly indicate that Blocks 9, 11and 12 are groups of midden-site deposits.
Conclusions
The field interpretation of these blocks identify them vari-ously, as midden-site deposits or cultivated deposits. Subse-quently the snail evidence suggests that these deposits varyonly in their rates of accumulation and the degree to whichthey include fresh organic material. While the snail evidencemay be somewhat overworked here, it is nonetheless clearthat the terminology used in the interpretations is inade-quate. This problem is considered at some length in Chapter14. It must be concluded that these deposits formed in condi-

tions of continuous, if variable, accretion of sand with inter-mittent inclusion of anthropogenic materials and occasionalinclusion of fresh organic material. Where the rate of deposi-tion of anthropogenic and organic material exceeds that ofsand accumulation the layers appear to be midden-site depos-its; where these materials are attenuated, by an increase inthe rate of sand deposition, the layers appear to have beencultivated. The inclusion of discrete clods of organic materialalso points to the physical re-working of the deposits. In con-clusion then it seems that these blocks are midden-site depos-its, diluted in places by an increase in (natural) sandaccumulation and altered, in places by cultivation. Blocks 5to 9 have produced five radiocarbon dates which are not sig-nificantly different from each other, suggesting that the ratesof deposition were, indeed, high.
6.16 BLOCK 13 � MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSIT
See tables p.310
* 14C date 2170 ± 50 bp (GU-2015) from layer [3] (Peri-winkle).
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Block 13 spanned the entire length of Area A where itlay above the group of Blocks 2�12, 14 and 16, and ex-tended into Area B where it lay over Block 17 (Figure 38).It was sealed only by the site�s overburden of windblownsand, Block 29. The lowest layers of the Block do not ap-pear in the drawn section because of the stepped nature ofthe section at this level. The Block extended for a distanceof 24 m and varied in depth from 0.25 m to 1 m. It con-sisted of three deep and extensive layers, [3], [304] and[452], three small pits or gulleys, [510], [501] and [502],and numerous shallow layers (Figure 50). The layers rangedin colour from white to dark greyish brown and in texturefrom sand to sandy loam. The three pits or gulley featurespenetrated the Block from its upper surface, their fillsbarely distinguishable from the layers into which they in-truded. Many of the lower, shallow layers were truncated.Midway along the Block a concentration of sub-angular androunded stones were observed. These lay in [304] over anapparent line of truncation of six underlying layers, [434],[438], [437], [436], [433] and [426] (see fig. 50).
Field interpretation
Block 13 was interpreted as a deepened, cultivated depositbecause of the colour and texture of the extensive layers. Thelower layers were more variable in colour and texture andrepresented eroded midden-site deposits. The coincidence ofthe alignment of stones, near the centre of the Block and theunderlying plane of truncation suggests that a wall may haveexisted at this point.The Block mean IHI, based on only two values, was cal-culated at 4,500, representing a range from 1,500 to 7,500.The lower value represents a moderate amount of materialproduced from a relatively large volume and the higher valuerepresents a moderate quantity of material from a somewhatsmaller volume. The IHI represents a restricted range of ma-terials present in moderate amounts. 20% of the stone from[75] was burnt. Thirty-three of the thirty-five potsherds re-covered from this Block were examined and they range insize-class from 1 to 3. The pH values recorded for this Blockrange from 7.0 to 8.2 with a modal value of 7.5. Phosphatevalues ranged from 1 to 4. The soil colours are pale to darkgreyish brown and the soil textures from sand to sandyloams. Layer boundaries were predominantly abrupt to sharpand irregular to wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
Like many of the Blocks in Area A, Block 13 seems to haveconsisted of midden-site deposits which were subsequentlycultivated.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, pig and great auk, as well as unidentifiable birdand fish bones were recovered.
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Plate 23. Hornish Point. The interface between the masonryto the north and the sediments to the south consists of Block24 at the bottom of the profile separated from Block 14 at thetop by the sediment layers of Block 9

Figure 51. Block 14



Conclusion
While it is probable that the deposits of this Block are mid-den-site deposits, subsequently cultivated, it is not impossiblethat this is, in part, a conflation horizon marking an hiatus inthe site�s occupation and that it represents pedogenic ratherthan anthropogenic developments.
6.17 BLOCK 14 � MASONRY
This Block lay at the north end of Area B (Figure 38 & Plate23). It consisted, in section, of four vertically set, angularstones and a single deposit of sand beneath and to the northof them (Figure 51). The Block was cut into, and overlayBlock 9 through Block 10 and through the lower layers ofBlock 12. The upper part of Block 12 seemed to have accu-mulated after the wall was built (see Block 12). Block 14 wassubsequently overlain by the masonry of Block 33. The ma-sonry of Block 14 measured 0.40 m high and a maximum of0.40 m wide. Observed in plan it was revealed as a drystonewall with a north-west/south-east alignment. The soil withinthe wall consisted of a light brown sand, [504].

Field and Archaeological interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a wall, faced to the south.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig were identified.
Conclusion
This revetment wall seems to have been built against thetruncated face of Blocks 9, 10 and the lower layers of Block12. A light brown sand deposit had accumulated against itsface but this was largely removed by the insertion of Block33. Its function can only be revealed by further excavation.

6.18 BLOCK 15 � STRUCTURE 5 � PARTIALLY PRESERVEDSTRUCTURE
See table p.312
This Block does not appear in the section drawing. It was lo-cated to the west of the section face at the southern end ofArea B and was excavated horizontally. As the features didnot extend as far eastwards as the section face the strati-graphical relationships between the two were not alwaysclear. The structure survived as a horse-shoe shaped setting,corbelled to a height of almost 2 m at the rear (Figure 54 &Plate 24). It probably includes earlier masonry, especially atthe rear, and its northern arc was re-used in Block 18. Acrossthe front of the horse-shoe a low, rectilinear wall, [154], hadbeen built. Uncoursed rounded stones [103] lay behind Struc-ture 5, in the space between it and the recorded section face.The space enclosed within the cell had infilled with a seriesof deposits. Beneath the corbelling, these had survived to aheight of 1.2 m while in the rest of the enclosed area only thelowest layers survived. The lowest layers, [192], [191] and[190], lay beneath the front wall. Features [192] and [191]were sandy layers and [190] was a layer of peat ash. Darksand layers [166] and [149] abutted the wall [102] and werecovered with a layer of clean sand, [148]. These layers werecut by an oval pit, [485], which measured 1.6 m by 1.2 mand had gently sloping sides. Its full depth could not be exca-vated, for reasons of safety, but its upper fill was a pale greysand, [168]. A further dark sand layer covered the pit and fill,[147]. This was penetrated by a stake hole [486] which mea-sured 0.1 m in diameter and was filled with grey brown sand.This, in turn, was sealed by a layer of orange peat ash [155]
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and a layer of dark mottled sand [144] which survived overalmost the whole of the enclosed area. Above the mottledsand lay a pile of rubble, [506], which seems to constitute thefirst post-abandonment deposit within the structure. Furtherlayers survived beneath the corbelled rear of the structure.These consisted of sand and sea-shell deposits, [143], [142],[164] and [141].
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a fragment of a circulardrystone, partially corbelled structure. The southern arc ofwalling was probably the outer wall and the front and north-ern element of wall [102] were internal partitions. Within thesurviving structure, shallow organic layers may have repre-sented successive occupation deposits. Subsequently a largepit and a posthole had been cut into these deposits. After itsabandonment, some masonry, [508], collapsed and shell-richsand layers accumulated within the cell to the height of thesurviving corbelling.[155], a layer of peat ash, contained stone, of which some5% was burnt. Some nine of the ten potsherds recoveredwere examined and range in size-class from 2 to 6. Thesewere all from the lower, probable occupation layers. The pHvalues recorded for this Block range from 7.1 to 7.5 with a

modal value of 7.3. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 5, 2being the commonest value. The soil colours are recorded asdark to pale grey and in texture were sand, they also includedtwo layers of peat ash.
Archaeological interpretation
The field interpretation that this Block, along with Block 18,formed part of a wheelhouse cannot be tested by the post-ex-cavation analyses.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, pig, unidentifiable fish bones and bones of amallard were recovered.
Conclusion
This Block forms part of a wheelhouse with associated depos-its. The evidence of the snail shells suggests that the lowerdeposits (up to and including [155]) were associated with set-tlement in the wheelhouse; the central deposits ([144] to[142] inclusive) indicate a period of use of the abandoned
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Plate 24. Hornish Point. The horse-shoe shaped setting and the sediments it contained comprises Block 15. The curving wall on thenorth side (left in the photograph) may have been part of an earlier structure and its upper parts were rebuilt as part of Block 18.The tabular blocks along the front may similarly have been re-used in Block 18 (qv)



structures as dumps; the upper deposits are largelywindblown sand and possibly post-date the abandonment ofthe site.
6.19 BLOCK 16 � STRUCTURAL DEBRIS
Block 16 lay at the southern end of Area A (Figure 38). Itoverlay Block 24 and was beneath Blocks 4, 31 and 17. It ex-tended for 2 m in length, and was 1.3 m high and consistedof numerous large angular stones and slabs, [104], within amatrix of dark brown sandy loam, [473], and a stub of wall-ing, [152] (Figure 52). It overlay a deposit of brown sandyloam, [472]. The rubble of Block 16, revealed immediately to

the east of Block 15, appeared to be a continuation of thestones observed behind the corbelled end of Block 15.
Field and archaeological interpretation
It is probable that it represents structural debris probablyfrom a house lying behind the excavated profile.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig bones were recovered.
6.20 BLOCK 17 � RUBBLE AND MIDDEN-SITE DEPOSITS
See table p.312
This Block lay at the southern end of Area A (Figure 38). Itconsisted of a series of deposits between Blocks 23 (Structure1), 24 (Structure 3) and 16. These deposits contained numer-ous large angular stones and slabs, [484] and [194], whichwere concentrated in the centre of the Block (Figure 53). The
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sand layers ranged in colour from pale brown to dark brownand in texture from loamy sand to sandy loam and theysloped down from the north.
Field interpretation
The field interpretation was that this Block consisted of mid-den-site deposits and rubble. This interpretation was basedupon the colour and texture of the layers. Although findswere retrieved from the layers in this Block, no IHI has beencalculated because the volumes of soil excavated were not re-corded. A moderate range of finds were present in variablequantities. Burnt stone was found in quantities ranging from5% to 30% in 4 contexts. Of the ninety-five potsherds recov-ered from this Block eighty-two were examined and theyrange in size-class from 1 to 8. The distribution is markedlyskewed to the lower end and is almost Poisson in form. ThepH values recorded for this Block range from 7.6 to 8.2 witha modal value of 7.6. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 4, 3being the most common value. The soil colours are recordedas ranging from pale brown to dark brown and the soil tex-tures range from loamy sand to sandy loam. Layer bound-aries were predominantly either clear or sharp and wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The variability of the deposits, in both their soil characteris-tics and anthropogenic components support the view thatthese are midden-site deposits. The regularity of the layersmilitates against their interpretation as dumped deposits in-filling the structures over which they lie. This, and thesmooth, clear to sharp, boundaries also suggest that the sedi-

mentation rate was relatively high. On balance, the archaeo-logical interpretation is that these are midden-site deposits,but the source of the rubble which they contain could not bediscerned from the recorded profile.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig and the bones of a saithe and arook/crow were recovered.
Conclusion
This Block consists of midden-site deposits which accumu-lated rapidly in the vicinity of occupied houses. They maynot, on the evidence of the snail study, have developed asward at any time and the rubble deposits may derive fromabandonment of the related houses.
6.21 BLOCK 18 � STRUCTURE 5 � WALL ARC WITH RADIALPIERS AND POST PITS
See table p.313
This Block does not appear in the section drawing because itlay to the west of the main section line. It consisted of thenorthern part of Structure 5 (the rest of which comprisesBlock 15), an arc of drystone wall and three radial buttresses(Figure 54). The Block also contained four large pits (Figure54) and numerous layers.
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Figure 54. Blocks 15 & 18



Pits
At the base of this Block four circular pits were noted. Theyaveraged 0.4 m in diameter and 0.8 m deep. The pit fillswere all similar, consisting in their lowest levels of about 0.5m of light brown sand, covered by a layer of shattered andcompacted bones. Pit 1 also contained four vertically setstones on its east side at this level. The uppermost fills wereof dark sand. Their sections revealed evidence of recutting.These pits contained a divided human burial, discussed belowand reported upon elsewhere (Barber et al 1989; and seeChapter 11.1.2). At least three further pits were noted about3 m to the north, clustered around radial Wall 3 (see below)but they were not recorded.
Masonry
A west facing arc of dry stone wall, [158], and radial Wall 2,were constructed after the pits were filled. The arc of wallconsisted of a maximum of six courses of large angular stoneswith small stones within the joints. The face of this wall wasslightly corbelled and measured 5.2 m long. Some of thestones of the wallface, [158], appeared to be keyed into thoseof [107] (Block 23). Radial Wall 1, [137], consisted of a lineof large slabs which abutted the wall face, [158]. Radial Wall2, [136], consisted of thin slabs of which only the lower twocourses survived. This line of stones was 1.8 m long and 0.4m wide. The slabs at its east end were keyed in to the drain,[171], of Block 23. At the west end of this wall the stoneswere large and tabular. Radial Wall 3, from the excavated ev-idence, appears to have been stratigraphically later than theother two walls. It consisted of three masonry elements,[106], [160] and [153]. [106] consisted of four courses of afreestanding drystone wall constructed of large slabs andblocks. Its northwards thickening, [160], was also con-structed of large slabs. [106] was separated stratigraphicallyfrom [160] by the layers [124] and [176] which underlay

[106] and abutted [160]. A line of slabs two courses thick,[153], extended the alignment of [106] from its west end.The total length of the composite Radial Wall 3 was 2.3 m.Within the upper three courses of the arcing wall, mid-waybetween the Radial Walls 1 and 2, was a gap which measuredcirca 0.5 m wide and 0.35 m deep, set into the back of thewall [107]. This was filled with layers collectively called[170] and included dished deposits of white, orange and darkbrown sand.
Layers
The lower layers included in this Block were laminated lightand dark grey-brown sands, except for a black sand, [187]and a deposit of bright orange peat-ash, [184]. The upper-most layers in this Block included loose, soft-textured brownloam, [123], and rubble, [105], which lay over the arcingwallface, [158], from the back of the wall [107] as far as theradial wall 3.
Field interpretation
The field interpretation of the Block, like Block 15, was thatit comprised the remains of a circular structure with some re-sidual floor deposits. This structure overlay four pits filledwith human and animal bone.Burnt stone was found in quantities of less than 5% inone context. Of the seventy-five potsherds recovered fromthis Block fifty-nine were examined and they range insize-class from 1 to 5. The distribution is Poisson in form.Human bones consisting of the remains of a single individual,were retrieved from the four pits (Chapter 11.1.2). The pHvalues recorded for this Block range from 7.1 to 7.8 with amodal value of 7.6. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 4.The soil colours, excluding those of the pit fills, are recordedas ranging from pale brown to very dark grey brown and intexture from sand to loamy sand. Layer boundaries wereclear and wavy. The pit fills were light to dark brown in col-our and sandy in texture.
Archaeological interpretation
The masonry which constitutes the main part of this Blockseems to be part of a wheelhouse. Inside this wheelhousewere a series of deposits including some located within thestones of the walls.
Specialist contribution
Three of the four pits containing the remains of a juvenilehuman also contained animal bones. Pit 1 held substantialparts of the skeleton of a juvenile bovid (circa 18�30 monthsold, sex unknown). Pit 2 produced substantial parts of twofemale sheep (>3years and circa 18-30 months old at death).Pit 4 contained much of a second juvenile bovid (slightlyolder, with sex again unknown). These three pits offer an in-teresting example of �structured deposition�, because the fourcarcasses had been thoroughly processed before burial. Both
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cattle bear cut marks indicative of skinning, dismemberingand filleting, while their long bones were deliberately brokenfor marrow extraction. One bone had been heavily chewedby a dog. Both sheep show signs of dismembering andfilleting. The fact that the two cattle in Pits 1 and 4 have ap-parently not been mixed, either with each other or with thesheep in Pit 2, may simply be because the pits were dug andfilled at different times. Nonetheless, the fact that thesebones, including some quite small splinters, were collectedand buried, rather than being combined with other domesticrefuse is unusual. Taken in conjunction with the physical an-thropological and stratigraphic evidence, it suggests the re-mains of feasts associated with extended funerary rites. Theimportance attached to these feasts is further underlined bythe particular choice of animals for slaughter. Both the twocattle and the younger sheep were, unusually for prehistoricHornish Point and Baleshare, killed in their second or thirdyear, ie at an age when they offered plentiful meat. As thepits were not preserved in their entirety, no significanceshould be attached to the absence of particular body parts.
Pit 1
Body parts represented are;Head: included both maxillae and both mandiblesTrunk: included axis, 1 other cervical and 3 thoracic verte-brae, fragments of ribsLeft forelimb: included radius, ulna and metacarpalLeft hindlimb: included pelvis, tibia, astragalus, calcaneum,navicular-cuboid and metatarsalRight hindlimb: included pelvis and femurToes: 5 first, 3 second and 4 third phalanges representingboth fore and hind feet.All these elements were apparently derived from one car-cass, the maxillae and mandibles are perfect pairs, the leftdistal tibia, astragalus, navicular-cuboid and proximal meta-tarsal articulate correctly and the states of fusion of first andsecond phalanges are uniform.This carcass had been subject to the following processes;
Skinning; transverse knife marks on left metatarsal (poste-rior face of distal shaft � cf Binford 1981, 140 Table 4.04�MTd-2�), on 4 first phalanges (on plantar face of 3, on plan-tar, lateral and volar faces of 4th) and 2 second phalanges(planter face of proximal articulation � cf Binford 1981, 103;von den Driesch & Boessneck 1975, 20; Parkin,Rowley-Conwy & Serjeantson 1986).
Dismembering; knife marks on right mandible (lateral faceof ramus � cf Binford 1981, 136 Table 4.04 �M-2�; von denDriesch & Boessneck 1975, 7 fig. 1), left astragalus (cfBinford 1981, 120 Fig.4.27 �TA-1� and �TA-2�), right pelvis(cf Binford 1981, 113 fig. 4.22 �Ps-8� and �Ps-9�; alsoacetabulum chopped at junction of ilium and ischium), rightfemur (cf Binford 1981, 117 fig. 4.25 �Fp-1�), cervical verte-bra (posterior articular process) and ? also 1 thoracic vertebra(dorsal spine � cf Binford 1981, 111 � �segmentation of thespinal column�).
Filleting (?); knife marks on 1 thoracic vertebra (cf Binford1981, 112 Fig. 4.21 �TV-2�), right femur (cf Binford 1981,

131 Fig. 4.37 �Fp-9�) and left tibia (medial face of mid-shaft).
Marrow extraction; characteristic impact scars and splinter-ing of shaft of all represented long bones (viz left radius, leftmetacarpal, left tibia, left metatarsal and right femur - cfBinford 1981, 155, fig. 4.48 and 160 Fig. 4.53).
Gnawing; probably by dog, of left calcaneum.
Age at death: mandibular M2s have wear on both cusps,mandibular M3s are visible incrypt/beginning to erupt - circa18-30 months. Maxillary M3s are visible in crypt. Secondphalanges are in the process of fusing.
Pit 2
Body parts represented are;Head: a few cranial fragmentsTrunk: 2 atlas (1 larger, 1 smaller), 2 axis (1 larger with fusedand one smaller with unfused epiphysis), 9 other cervical ver-tebrae (4 large with fused/fusing epiphyses, 5 small withunfused epiphyses), 21 thoracic vertebrae (10 large withfused epiphyses, 11 smaller with unfused epiphyses), 14 lum-bar vertebrae (5 fused, 5 fusing and 4 unfused epiphyses), 1sacrum (with fused epiphyses), 13 ribsLeft forelimb: scapula (fused), proximal humerus (fused), ra-dius (proximal and distal fused) and matching ulna (proximalfused)Right forelimb: humerus (proximal unfused, distal fused andarticulates well with proximal radius and ulna), radius (proxi-mal fused, distal unfused, shorter than left radius) and match-ing ulna (proximal unfused)Left hindlimb: pelvis (acetabulum fused, female), femur(proximal and distal unfused), tibia (proximal unfused, distaljust fused), calcaneum (tuber unfused)Right hindlimb: pelvis (acetabulum fused, female, smallerthan left pelvis), tibia (probable pair with left tibia),calcaneum (pair with left calcaneum)On the evidence of state of fusion, size, matching pairsand quality of articulation between adjacent elements, at leasttwo (and probably no more than two) individuals are indi-cated. The first, a larger, older individual was represented bymost of the vertebral column, most of the left forelimb (scap-ula, proximal humerus, radius, ulna) and part of the lefthindlimb (pelvis); a smaller, younger individual was repre-sented by most of the vertebral column. The second individ-ual, was represented by most of the right forelimb (humerus,radius, ulna) and parts of both hindlimbs (right pelvis, left fe-mur, left and right tibiae, left and right calcanea).The carcass of the older individual had been subject tothe following processes:Dismembering; chop marks on atlas (cf Binford 1981, 111Fig. 4.20 �CV-1�); dorsal articular processes chopped off be-tween fifth and sixth cervical vertebrae (cf Binford 1981,110); dorsal spines of 3 lumbar vertebrae chopped or cut (cfBinford 1981, 112 Fig. 4.21); transverse knife marks onscapula (cranial margin of neck - cf Binford 1981, 122 Fig.4.29 �S-2�), left radius (cf. Binford 1981, 125 Fig. 4.32�RCp-5�), left pelvis (cf. Binford 1981, 113 Fig. 4.22 �PS-7�and �PS-8�).
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Filleting; knife marks across transverse processes of 2 lum-bar vertebrae (cf Binford 1981, 113).The carcass of the younger individual had been subject tothe same processes:Dismembering; dorsal spines of 2 lumbar vertebrae choppedor cut (cf Binford 1981, 112 Fig. 4.21); transverse knifemarks on right humerus (cf Binford 1981, 123 Fig. 4.30�Hd-2�), right radius (cf Binford 1981, 125 Fig. 4.32�RCp-5�), right pelvis (cf Binford 1981, 113 Fig. 4.22 �PS-7�),left femur (cf Binford 1981, 117 Fig. 4.25 �Fp-1�, �Fp-2� and�Fd-1�) and right calcaneum (cf Binford 1981, 120 Fig. 4.27�TC-3�).Filleting; knife marks into dorsal spine of 1 and acrosstransverse processes of another lumbar vertebra (cf Binford1981, 113); transverse or diagonal knife marks on right hu-merus (posterior and medial faces of mid-shaft), right pelvis(cf Binford 1981, 130 Fig. 4.36 �PS-6�) left femur (posteriorface of mid-shaft, medial face of distal shaft), left tibia (cfBinford 1981, 132 Fig. 4.38 �Td-4� and medial face ofmid-shaft) and right tibia (cf Binford 1981, 131 Fig. 4.37�Tp-4� and lateral face of mid-shaft).Age at death. On the basis of the state of epiphyseal fu-sion, the older female was > 3 years old (proximal humerusand distal radius fused), while the younger female died in herlate second/early third year (distal tibiae just fused, proximalulna unfused).
Pit 4
Body parts represented are;Head: included 1 loose maxillary toothTrunk: atlas, axis, 3 other cervical vertebrae, fragments ofribsLeft forelimb: humerus and metacarpalRight forelimb: metacarpalLeft hindlimb: femur, distal tibia and astragalusRight hindlimb: pelvis, distal femur, calcaneum,navicular-cuboid and metatarsalToes: 5 first, 3 second and 2 third phalanges representingboth fore and hind feet.All these elements were apparently derived from one car-cass, the left distal tibia articulates well with astragalus, asdoes the right navicular-cuboid with proximal metatarsal.The states of fusion of first and second phalanges are uni-form.This carcass had been subject to the following processes:Skinning; transverse knife marks on 3 first phalanges (plan-tar face).Dismembering; knife marks on right calcaneum (cf Binford1981, 120 Fig. 4.27 �TC-1�), right navicular-cuboid (cfBinford 1981, 122 Fig. 4.28 �TNC-1�) and (?) right metatar-sal (longitudinal on distal articulation).Marrow extraction; characteristic impact scars and splinter-ing of shaft of all represented long bones (viz. left humerus,left metacarpal, right metacarpal, left femur, left tibia, rightmetatarsal and perhaps right femur � cf Binford 1981, 155Fig. 4.48 and 160 Fig. 4.53). Transverse knife marks on pos-terior face of left metacarpal (proximal and distal shaft) andright metacarpal (distal shaft), suggestive of filleting, may re-flect cleaning of bone prior to marrow cracking (Binford1981, 134).

Age at death: loose left maxillary M3 just coming intowear and second phalanges in process of fusing suggestslightly older than bovine in pit 1 - circa >30 months.Red deer, dog bones and cod bones were also identifiedfrom this Block.
Conclusion
While it is clear that Blocks 15 and 18 functioned together asa single wheelhouse it is equally clear that they are not of onebuild. Indeed, Block 18 almost certainly includes some earlierelements in its masonry (notably walls [158] and [151]) whilePier 3 is of at least two and probably three separate builds.Similarly, the four pits containing human and animal boneclearly predate Pier 2 and may predate the entire structure.Marine erosion had reduced the internal deposits in thisstructure and effectively removed any chance of relatingthem to the period(s) of occupation and use. The evidencefrom the snail-shell assemblages suggests that these depositsmay have consisted largely of windblown sand but smallamounts of stone, bone, pottery and macroplant remains in-dicate some anthropic contribution to the deposits formation.Whether this was as �primary� in situ debris or �secondary�dumping cannot now be ascertained.
6.22 BLOCK 19 � DUMPED DEPOSITS
See tables p.315, 318
* 14C date 2170±50 bp (GU-2024) from layer [257] (Peri-winkle).* 14C date 2285±50 bp (GU-2025) from layer [272] (Peri-winkle).* 14C date 2090±50 bp (GU-2549) from layers [260],[259], [264], [265], [267], [268], [295], [269], [270], [373],[300], [299], [252], [253], [254], [255], [272], [273], [274],[372] and [356] (Carbonised seeds).Block 19 lay in Area B, above Structure 5 (Block 23)and Block 26, and below Blocks 20 and 17 (Figure 38). Itextended for 9 m and was up to 1.9 m in depth. It con-sisted of numerous layers which infilled Structure 5, andcontinued over the wall of Structure 5 as far as the stoneslabs of Structure 7, Block 22 (Figure 55). The layerswithin this Block were generally shallow, ranging from0.05 m to 0.15 m in depth and sloped steeply to thenorth. Beneath the lintel stone of Structure 5 depositswere generally deeper, up to 0.5 m in depth. The layerswithin this Block ranged from light brownish grey to verydark greyish brown in colour and from sand to sandyloam. In particular, [265] contained carbonised peat andpeat ash. [372] and [268] were rich in seeds and [264]contained many shells. Part of a cetacean vertebra wasfound in [301].
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as dumped layers deposited fromthe south into the space within the inner facade of Structure
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1, Block 23. The lack of windblown sand within the dumpsuggests that deposition was rapid.Burnt stone was found in quantities ranging from <5% to10% in twelve contexts. Of the ninety potsherds recoveredfrom this Block seventy-two were examined and they rangein size-class from 1 to 6. The distribution is markedly skewedto the smaller end. The pH values recorded for this Blockrange from 7.5 to 8.1 with a modal value of 7.7. Phosphatevalues ranged from 1 to 5, 2 being the commonest value. The

soil colours are recorded as ranging from light brownish greyto very dark grey brown and the soil textures ranged fromsand to sandy loam. Layer boundaries were predominantlyabrupt to clear, and smooth to wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The variability of these deposits, the clarity of their bound-aries and the variability of their anthropogenic componentsuggest that these may be midden-site deposits. The size andregularity of the individual layers militate against their inter-pretation as primary refuse deposits.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, pig, red deer and dog bones were identified, aswere bones from a number of fish species including saithe,cod and ling.  Bones of great auk were also recovered.
Conclusion
Identified in the field as dumped deposits and subsequentlyas midden-site deposits these deposits have something of thecharacter of both types. Within the abandoned structure ofBlock 23 windblown sand was trapped and domestic refusewas dumped to create a series of heterogeneous layers which,on the snail-shell evidence, accumulated at varying rates invarying degrees of dryness and with varying amounts of freshorganic matter. It is clear from the radiocarbon dates that theentire Block was deposited quite rapidly (Chapter 18.8.6).Perhaps the deposits with greatest anthropic inclusions wereformed of reworked dumped deposits, in which case, theiridentification as such remains literally true.
6.23 BLOCK 20 � STRUCTURE 7
See tables p.316, 317
Block 20 lay in the northern part of the site over Blocks 19and 22 (Figure 38). It consisted of a drystone structure (Fig-ures 56 & 57). The section was drawn in two parts becausethe upper part, ie the east section of masonry, [121], was inreality set back circa 1 m from the underlying drawn layers,hence the lack of clarity of the boundaries. The masonry
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formed a rounded corner set into the midden layers of Block19. It was constructed of large irregularly shaped, uncoursedboulders with smaller stones between and faced on its innerside. This wall was up to 0.9 m high. The eastern arm was re-vealed for a distance of about 2.5 m before it disappearedinto the section. At a distance of 6 m to the north of [121]lay three vertically set slabs, [116] (Figure 57). These were onan alignment perpendicular to the line of the east wall of[121]. Some 2 m to the north of these was a revetment oflarge blocks, [117] which was faced to the south. This lay onan alignment which diverged from that of the slabs [116].Contained within the structure were a number of layers,within the uppermost surface of which was a circle of burntcobbles, [122] (Figure 57). This was about 3.5 m to the northof the south section of [121]. On the east side these were ofirregular shaped slabs set vertically into the ground. The restof the circuit constituted rounded pebbles each about 0.1 mlong and set radially to the circuit. This feature measured 0.8

m in diameter externally. Lying between the masonry, [117]and [116], were five slabs, [189]. The northernmost slababutted the wall [120] (Block 22). The slabs extended for1.2 m from [120] but did not quite reach [116]. Furthersouth, set into layer [322] (Block 19) were three flat toppedboulders, [181]. These extended for 1.1 m midway between[116] and [121]. More irregularly shaped boulders, [180],appeared in the section just to the north of the wall [121]and were set into layer [294]. The layers within this Blockwere generally thin and not very extensive. They rangedwidely in colour and texture from white sand ([323] &[343]) to a black silty loam ([413]) while the rest were lightto dark brown grey sands. Just to the north of the stones[181] was a U-shaped cut 0.15 m deep, [503], which wasfilled with carbonised peat, [435].
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as the remains of a roughly rect-angular, drystone built structure divided into two parts by aline of slabs. The southern part was the larger and containeda circular hearth. The northern part was slightly sunken andhas been interpreted as a byre. The skewed alignment of thenorthern end was thought to be evidence of the sites� col-lapse. Very little displaced stone was found within the struc-ture suggesting that it had been de-roofed prior to it infillingwith deep shell sand deposits (Block 29).Less than 5% of the stone from one context was burnt.Of the twenty potsherds recovered from this Block sixteenwere examined and they range in size-class from 1 to 9, with
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Figure 56. Block 20: section

Figure 57. Block 20: plan
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14 sherds smaller than the site average. The pH values re-corded for this Block range from 7.4 to 7.8 with a modalvalue of 7.6. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 4, 3 beingthe most common value. The soil colours were pale brown tovery dark brown and the textures varied from sand to siltysandy loam. Layer boundaries were predominantly clear toabrupt and smooth to wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The field interpretation of the structure takes primacy overany observations based on the information presented here.This seems to have been a relatively recent �black house� andthe hearth structure and division of the floor, into residenceand byre, are typical of such structures.
Specialist contribution
Two contexts contained faunal material of particular note.[314]; This context contained the remains of at least two(and probably only two) neo-natal lambs, represented by thefollowing body parts:Left forelimb: 1 humerus, 1 radius and one metacarpal.Left hindlimb: 1 pelvis, 1 femur, 1 tibia and 2 metatarsalsright hindlimb: 1 pelvis, 2 tibiae, and 1 metatarsal.Toes: 4 first, 4 second and 4 third phalanges.A probable single sheep was represented by a completecranium and parts of all four feet, ie left metacarpal, left andright metatarsal, 8 first, 3 second and 2 third phalanges. Thiscombination of body parts is suggestive of primary butcherywaste. Cut marks on the occipital condoyles of the craniumcould have been caused when the head was severed from thebody (cf Binford 1981, 102 Fig. 4.11b �S-1�). Both thepost-cranial evidence, all epiphyses fused and dental evi-

dence, all permanent maxillary teeth in wear, indicates thatthis sheep was fully adult.  With the exception of a rightmetatarsal, representing a second sheep, none of the animalbone in this context had been gnawed by carnivores.[413]; In addition to a few fragmentary specimens, thiscontext contained the following complete bones; rightmetatarsal, left metatarsal (distal epiphysis only), 3 first, 2second and 3 third phalanges. These bones could all be de-rived from the hind feet of one individual, a juvenile of lessthan 2 years age, on the evidence of epiphyseal fusion, andagain may represent primary butchery waste. Gnawing wasonly evident on two further right metatarsals, representingtwo additional individuals.A wing of a mallard with cut marks was also recovered(Chapter 11.4.2).
Conclusion
This structure represents a post-medieval �Blackhouse� whichat sometime, possibly after its abandonment, was used forbutchering sheep and lambs.
6.24 BLOCK 21 � DUMPED DEPOSITS
See table p.318
This Block lay in the extreme northern end of the site (Fig-ure 38). It was up to 1.1 m deep and 2.5 m long. It con-sisted of several thin layers which have suffered at least twoperiods of slumping (Figure 58). The displaced layers werenot considered further. The eleven layers that remain slopegently up to the south, for a distance of 0.9 m with a maxi-mum depth of 0.6 m. The layers are generally thin, between0.03 m and 0.15 m, and have distinct boundaries. They
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range in texture from sand to a silty sandy loam and in col-our from very pale brown to very dark greyish brown.Some of the displaced layers to the north could be visuallymatched with those described above. They also include lay-ers which have presumably slumped from a higher levelthan [392]. These include two layers, [393] and [397],which were particularly rich in shells.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a series of deposits dumpedover the masonry of Block 28. They have suffered the effectsof storm damage at the north end of the site. The structure inBlock 20 was cut into these deposits on their southern side.All four bodysherds returned from this Block were exam-ined, and they range in size-class from 2 to 3. The pH valuesrecorded for this Block range from 7.2 to 7.8 with a modalvalue of 7.6. Phosphate values ranged from 1 to 5, 3 beingthe most common value. The soil colours range from palebrown to very dark greyish brown and the soil textures fromsand to silty sandy loam. Layer boundaries were predomi-nantly sharp and wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The variability of the soil characteristics and theanthropogenic component of these deposits together with theclarity of the layer boundaries all support the field interpreta-tion of this Block as a set of dumped deposits. The slumpeddeposits to the north suggest that the continuation of the sitein that direction is largely destructured and also that the mid-den, at least at this northern end, was considerably higher inthe past.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig were identified.
Conclusion
The deposits of this Block are dumped deposits derived fromsettlement structures which, on the snail-shell evidence, lay inthe immediate vicinity.

6.25 BLOCK 22 � STRUCTURE 6 � FRAGMENT
See table p.319
* 14C date 2270 ± 50 bp (GU-2028) from layer [351] (Peri-winkle).* 14C date 2185 ± 50 bp (GU-2026) from layer [332] (Peri-winkle).Block 22 lay at the northern end of Area B, beneathStructure 7, Block 20 (Figure 38). It extended over 3.3 m andhad a maximum depth of 0.6 m (Figure 59). On the northside the masonry, [120], had five courses of stone blocks andwas faced to the south. It had been cut into the material ofBlock 26 and the space behind the masonry filled with a darkbrown loamy sand, [363]. The second course of stone wasreddened in colour where it was in contact with layer [345](see below). In plan this masonry continued out from the sec-tion face with an upright slab and disturbed stones seenwithin the beach sand; these curved slightly towards thesouth. At a distance of 2.85 m from the face of [120] a singleslab, [129], appeared in the section. Its base was at the samelevel as that of [121] and it measured 0.3 m high.  Abuttingthis masonry were several layers and lenses with a maximumdepth of 0.50 m. The layers that abutted [120] were each upto 0.1 m deep. They included a domed layer of orange peatash, [345], which, along with the black, sandy silty loam be-neath, [344], was bordered by an arc of vertically set stones.To the south were thin layers which were slightly sunken be-low the base of the slab [129]. These were 0.02 m to 0.05 mdeep and were either dark or very dark grey brown in colour
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Plate 25. Hornish Point. Structure 1 � fragment of wheelhouse. The aisled space between the pier and the outer wall is just visible.Abutting it to the right, and keyed into its outer wall, is Structure 2, the drain through which can be seen

Figure 60. Block 23: plan



but included carbonised peat, [337], loamy sand or sandyloam. These layers were sealed by deeper layers of darkbrown sandy loam, [351] and [341], and a dark grey-brownloamy sand, [332].
Field interpretation
Block 22 was interpreted the remains of a circular structure.It contained a possible hearth and layers rich in organic mat-ter. Its internal diameter would have been over 3 m.Some 5% of the stone found in one context was burnt.Some thirty-nine of the forty potsherds in the Block were ex-amined and they range in size-class from 1 to 7. The pH val-ues recorded for this Block range from 7.3 to 8.2 with amodal value of 7.6. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 4, 7being the most common value. The soil colours range fromvery pale brown to black and the soil textures from sand tosandy silty loam. Layer boundaries were predominantly sharpand smooth to wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The interpretation of the structural elements of this Blockmust remain that based on the field observations. The depos-its contained within it are not inconsistent with this interpre-tation, but would not be inconsistent with theirinterpretation as midden-site deposits either.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle, pig and cod bones were identified.
Conclusion
This apparently simple structure seems to contain a series ofpost-abandonment deposits of rapidly accumulatedwindblown sand.
6.26 BLOCK 23 - STRUCTURE 1 � WHEELHOUSE
See table p.319
Block 23 lay in Area B, beneath Block 19 (Figure 38). It con-sisted of a semi-circular arc of masonry with four internal ra-

dial piers (Figures 60 & 61). It measured 8.5 m in length andin plan it extended approximately 4 m out from the sectionface. The outer wall, [107], was one stone thick, faced on theinside. In the section face it measured up to 1 m in height inthe south and 0.5 m in the north. It was constructed of largeslabs which were slightly corbelled, and a few roundedstones. The wall had been reduced in height out from the sec-tion to a single course at its outermost. Within this arc werefour radial walls; Walls 1, 2 and 3 abutted the inner face of[107] and the fourth was of the aisled type. Wall 1, [115], inthe north of the wheelhouse, measured 1 m high and 1.4 mlong. Wall 2, [114] was 1.7 m long and was revealed as a sin-gle line of stones. However, a sondage subsequently revealedthe presence of several underlying courses. Wall 3, [110], was1.3 m long and consisted of a single course of slabs except atthe end where the slab was surmounted by a large boulder.Further masonry within the wheelhouse was bisected by thesection. The masonry, [179], lay about 0.5 m to the south ofWall 1 towards the centre of the wheelhouse. It measured 0.8m high and 1 m long. About the same distance north of theouter wall in the south was the masonry, [108] and [109].This was revealed to be two faces of a masonry Block whichhad tilted westwards intruding through the deposits ofBlock 19. Together they measured 1.4 m high and 1.2 m inwidth. After the section was drawn this masonry was foundto be joined to the outer wall, [107], with a lintel stone. Adrain feature, [171], was revealed outside the wall line,[107], beneath the structure formed by Block 18. It con-sisted of two facing lines of wall at a distance of 0.35 mapart. The inner edge of this feature was not revealed as thelayers within the wheelhouse, known to exist from asondage, were not investigated.
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Figure 61. Block 23: section
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Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as the remains of a wheelhouse(Plate 25). Its internal diameter was about 7.5 m. It had threeradial walls which abutted the outer wall face and the fourthwas aisled. The inner ends of these radial walls were moremassive than those used in their general construction. Thesingle aisled wall was separated from the outer wall at itsbase but connected to it with a lintel stone at a higher level.Three bays of slightly different sizes were formed by the ra-dial walls, with a clear area left at the centre of the house, ex-cept for some rubble seen at the level of the section base. Thefloor surfaces associated with the occupation of the wheel-house were shown to exist beneath the windblown sand butwere not excavated.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation of this Block must be thatbased on the field observations, ie that this is a remnant of awheelhouse. There was no post-excavation analysis under-taken due to the lack of material. The conclusion, therefore,does not differ from the Archaeological interpretation.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig bones and two unidentifiable bird boneswere identified.
6.27 BLOCK 24 � STRUCTURE 3
This Block lay at the south end of Area A, at the base of thesection (Figure 38). It consisted of the masonry, [195], andseveral soil layers (Figure 62). [195] only became visible afterBlock 15 had been removed. It was constructed of large stoneblocks and measured 0.65 m high and was about 0.6 m wide.Its north face was continued out from the section by a line ofslabs, [467]. These were 0.25 m to 0.4 m in length. Theycurved northwards back into the section running under thewall, [152] (Block 16).  The four layers included in Block 24lay within the arc of slabs, [467], and abutted the wall, [195].They were saucer-shaped, up to 0.3 m in depth, and dippedback into the section. They ranged from very pale brownsand to brown/dark brown loamy sand.

Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as the surviving fragments of oneor more structures of unknown dimensions. It consisted of anarc of slabs, a wall and a series of layers contained withinthem. These latter lay over a pale brown sand which was notexcavated.The two pH values recorded for this Block are 7.6 and7.7. The soil colours are recorded as very pale brown tobrown dark brown and in texture from sand to loamy sand.Layer boundaries were predominantly sharp and wavy.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig were identified.
Archaeological interpretation
The archaeological interpretation of these deposits must bebased on the field observation and cannot, in this case aug-ment it. It is possible that the soil contexts included here aremidden-site deposits, but the absence of any finds militatesagainst this interpretation. Consequently, this Block cannotbe interpreted.
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6.28 BLOCK 25 � STRUCTURE 4
Block 25 lay in the centre of the site at the base of the sectionunder Block 17 (Figure 38). Its full depth and extent werenot determined but its layers were revealed in the section fora depth of 0.25 m and for a distance of 4.5 m (Figure 63).This Block included a wall, [479], seen beneath the slopingstones of Block 17. It was 0.6 m high and 0.5 m wide andconstructed of rounded stones. Excavation revealed that

[479] was a wall face, one stone thick, which projected for-ward from the section face for approximately 0.5 m beforeturning south to run parallel with the section for a distanceof 1.2 m (Figure 64). It was not possible to record the layerswithin this Block for safety reasons. However, the uppermostlayer in this Block, [463],was seen to abut the masonry [479],and was of pale brown sand. It was thought that the layersbeneath also abutted [479] but this was difficult to establish.Layer [477] was a dark brown sand while the others were alllight brown sands.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a fragment of a structure repre-sented by a single wall [479] and possible floor surface [477].
Archaeological interpretation
The associated strata were revealed over too small an area tobe interpretable and so the archaeological interpretation mustbe that this Block consists of a structure of unknown associa-tion and function.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig were identified.
6.29 BLOCK 26 � CULTIVATED DEPOSIT
See tables p.320
* 14C date 2370±50 bp (GU-2027) from layer [339] (Peri-winkle).Block 26 lay in the northern part of the site (Figure 38).It abutted Block 23 and extended for 6.2 m to the north. Itswas not excavated to its full depth but was revealed for a to-tal depth of 1 m. It consisted of layers and lenses whichsloped downwards to the north (Figure 65). Some layers, no-tably [338] and [339], appeared to have been truncated attheir northern ends, with subsequent redeposition of mate-rial, [348] and [349]. The layers ranged in colour from lightyellow-brown to dark greyish brown and in texture from
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Figure 64. Block 25: plan

Figure 63. Block 25: section
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Figure 66. Block 27

Plate 26. Hornish Point. The masonry wall to the right of the drain [172] has been removed, revealin g the side-set slabs [161]



loamy sand to sand. The boundaries were often clear andwavy. Within 2�3 m of the south end of the Block atrelliswork of fine brown-stained filaments was notedthroughout its depth of the Block. These appeared to havebeen the result of ground-water fluctuations. The Block wastruncated by the structure in Block 22.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit because ofits depth, extent and content. Structure 1 (Block 23) hadbeen inserted into this deposit.No IHI has been calculated for this Block but materialfrom nine contexts was retrieved in variable, but mostlysmall, amounts representing a restricted range of types. Allten potsherds returned from this Block were examined. Theyrange in size-class from 2 to 5 and are mainly small. The pHvalues recorded for this Block range from 7.3 to 8.0 with amodal value of 7.5. Phosphate values ranged from 2 to 4, 4being the most common value. The soil colours are recordedas ranging from light yellow brown to dark greyish brownand in texture from sand to loamy Layer boundaries werepredominantly abrupt to clear and wavy to smooth.

Archaeological interpretation
The information recorded above is consistent with the inter-pretation of this Block as a set of cultivated deposits. The rel-ative paucity of anthropic materials suggests that the Blockwas at some distance from the contemporaneous structuresor that the cultivation was of short duration. The pot sherdsize distribution for the Block tends to support the latter hy-pothesis.
Specialist contribution
Sheep, cattle and pig were identified.
Conclusion
This Block consists of a set of deposits which were, probably,intermittently cultivated.
6.30 BLOCK 27 � STRUCTURE 2 � MASONRY AND FLOORSURFACES
See table p.321
* 14C date 2410 ± 50 bp (GU-2161) from layers [79, 464 &465] (Periwinkle & limpet).This Block does not appear in the section drawing as itlay to the west of the section face. It lay beneath Block 18and to the south-west of Structure 1 (Block 23). Block 27consisted of a curving drystone wall face built to either side
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of the drain associated with Structure 1 (Figure 66 & Plate25). The wall face was constructed of up to four courses oflarge stone slabs and measured 0.6 m high. It was exposed inplan for a distance of 4 m (Plate 26). The outer face of thiswall was keyed into the rear of the Structure 5 wallface,where the two curves conjoined. The drain feature was filledinitially with brown sand layers and then several irregularlyshaped stones, [509], had been placed in line with the wallface which effectively blocked it. Behind and above thisblocking were a sequence of sand layers, grouped under thecontext number [172]. These consisted of mainly light col-oured sand except for occasional thin layers of dark brownsand. Behind the wall face at its north end, were four verti-cally set slabs, [161] (Plate 26). These were roughly concen-tric with the inner wallface, 0.3 m back from it and stoodabout 0.6 m high. Small stones were packed around theirbases. Two deposits were seen between these and the innerwallface. These were a laminated sand deposit and a lightbrown sandy loam, [464] and [465], respectively. Beneaththe slabs was a light brown sand. Abutting the wallface werefour layers, seen in the area of the pits (Block 18). They con-sisted of alternately light coloured sand, [130] and [125], anddark coloured sand, [175] and [126]. A group of small slabs,[162], were set vertically into the surface of layer [130] about0.2 m to the west of the wall face.
Field interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a fragment of a curved struc-ture, which was faced on both sides. Part of this constructionincluded the blocking up of an earlier drain, emerging from awheelhouse, Block 23. The vertical slabs, [161], werethought to be a constructional element of the wallface [157].The dark coloured sand layers which abut the wallface mayhave been the floor surfaces of this structure separated bylayers of clean sand.It was not possible to calculate the IHI values for thisBlock but anthropogenic materials were present in variablequantities in six contexts, representing relatively restrictedranges of material types. Less than 5% of the stone from onecontext was burnt. Of the twenty-five potsherds from thisBlock seventeen were examined and they range in size-classfrom 1 to 14. The two pH values recorded for this Blockrange were both 7.3. Phosphate values were both 5. The soil

colours were light brown to dark brown and the textureswere sand to loamy sand. The single recorded layer boundarywas abrupt and wavy.
Archaeological interpretation
The field observation of the masonry structure remains un-tested by the information listed here. The characteristics ofthe putative floor levels are consistent with their interpreta-tion as floor levels. The presence of nineteen of thetwenty-five potsherds from this Block in an apparently sterilesand layer between the floor deposits is worthy of note.
Specialist contribution
[465] contained, in addition to a fragmentary metatarsal ofindeterminate side, the following complete bones of sheep:1 left metatarsal, 2 first, 1 second and 2 third phalanges. Allthese bones could be derived from the left hind foot of asingle juvenile sheep (less than 2 years old, on the evidenceof epiphyseal fusion) and may well represent primary butch-ery waste.Bones of flatfish were also found.
Conclusion
This Block represents a fragment of an early structure surviv-ing beneath and partly incorporated into Blocks 18 and 15.
6.31 BLOCKS 28 TO 31
See table p.321
Blocks 28, 29 and 31 are shown in Figure 38. Block 30 wasexposed in a machine trench to the west of the section faceand therefore does not appear in the illustration. Insufficientevidence was available to facilitate interpretation of theseBlocks. The overburden of windblown sand (Block 30) wasbetween 1 and 2.5 m deep over them, making it unsafe to ex-cavate or even to survey them properly.
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CHAPTER 7: EXCAVATIONS AT SOUTH GLENDALE
H F James & W Forbes
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The site (NF 798 143) lies at the south tip of South Uist,about 800 m to the south-east of the settlement of SouthGlendale and east of Bagh Mor, a sandy inlet (Figure 67 &Plate 27). Sand has accumulated against the rocky coastlineand, because of the protection of a small headland, hasformed a small area of fairly level machair. The site facessouth to the Sound of Eriskay and the land behind risessteeply to a hill, known as Cruachan, 177 m high.The level area is grass covered and measures 200 meast-west by 120 m north-south. Its north and east sides havesuffered erosion, the north by a deeply incised stream and theeast by deflation (fig 00). Grass topped sand promontorieswith vertical faces up to 1 m high and a single large tallard,or island of sand, have been formed on this east side, fromwhich the sand slopes gently away towards the beach to theeast. The sand has blown up the slope to the north to aheight of 30 m above sea level, and is mainly grass, brackenand heather covered. Above this the hill is peat covered withheather and rough grass.

7.1.1 Archaeological features
The surface of the machair was interrupted by low banksand occasional stones broke through the grass cover. Thesewere the remains of small circular structures, probablyshielings, which have appeared and been abandoned withinliving memory.At the edge of the machair erosion had formed verticalsand faces. The first metre was of clean sand below which laydeposits of dark stained sand containing pottery, shells andbone. Spread around the base of the sand cliffs on the defla-tion surface of the sand were large quantities of these materi-als. Large stones emerged from the base of the sand cliffs (seethe south-east corner of fig 00).
7.1.2 Site history
A plan of the property of R G McDonald of Clanranald in1805, marks the small machair area as �Gorstan�. This namedoes not appear on the later OS maps. In 1978 cord-deco-rated Beaker sherds, quartz, flint tools and pumice were re-trieved from a midden circa 30 m long and up to 0.30 mdeep at NF 804 143 (Maclean et al 1978). A CEU team visit-ing the site in 1983 collected further Beaker pot sherds.
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Plate 27. The site at South Glendale



7.1.3 Local sites
There is a cairn, possibly chambered, 1.2 km to the west ofthe site at NF 8103 1434. This has a later, nineteenth centuryshieling inserted into its north side.
7.2 AREA 1
Two areas were chosen for excavation at the eroding edge ofthe machair (Figure 67). The north trench measured 10 m ×10 m (Figure 68). Only 30% of the grassed surface survivedin this square, at a level of 0.80 m above the eroded surface.A baulk was retained at the edge of the sand face in an at-tempt to protect the site from further erosion and reduce thedanger of windblown sand to the excavators. The loose sandto the east of the baulk, which contained the shells, bone andpot, was cleared away. To the west of the baulk the surfacewas cut down to the same level through mainly grey sandwith very thin layers of humic material. This material did notcontain any finds in its upper levels but near the base therewere shell and modern artefacts. Two large rocks outcroppedwithin the square, in the north-east and north-west corners.Figure 69 illustrates the main layers of the site, although notall the site�s layers are depicted or described in detail. ThreeBlocks were identified in the section.
Block 1 � Cultivated deposit
See table p.322
Block 1 lay immediately beneath loose grey beach sand. Ithad a maximum depth of 0.40 m and consisted of numerous

layers of sand which ranged in colour from pale yellow todark brown, the textures being described as sand. There wereoccasional lenses of charcoal rich sand and ash.Initially, a deep layer of dark coloured sand, [4], ex-tended across the southern half of the area. It containedlenses of lighter and darker sand and considerable amountsof bone, pot and shell were recorded. Recorded beneaththis layer was a probable hearth feature, several pits,stake-holes and ard marks. The possible hearth feature con-sisted of an oblong shaped area of charred black and redsand, [21], surrounded by set stones, [18], with two possiblestake-holes on either side, [306] and [111]. Four flat stones,[308], extended for a distance of 0.40 m to the north. Nu-merous intercutting pits were seen at this level ranging fromshallow scoops to pits up to 0.40 m deep, and they varied inshape from round to sub-rectangular. Their fills were gener-ally of dark sand. Several stake-holes were seen mainly inthe south of the area. There were nine ard marks recordedwithin this area, They were all filled with dark material ex-cept for [57] which was filled with white sand. Where theard marks cut the pits the former were seen to be the laterfeatures. The excavator also noted the presence of individ-ual spade-marks cut from within the midden material.
Field interpretation and conclusion
This Block was interpreted as a cultivated deposit be-cause of the presence of spade-marks, ard marks and darkstained sand. The presence of the pits, hearth and pavingstones are suggestive of settlement. The pits andstake-holes appeared to be clustered in the south andwest of the area but no structures could be identified onthe evidence recovered.
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Figure 67. South Glendale: site location and survey



Block 2 � Windblown sand
See table p.322
Block 2 lay beneath Block 1. It consisted of two extensivelayers one of grey sand with dark mottles, [92], and a yel-low sand, [20], above it. They lay to a depth of between0.05�0.40 m. Except for a piece of pottery and a stone inone of the mottled patches ([103]) within [92] there wereno finds.

Field interpretation and conclusion
This Block was interpreted as windblown sand because ofthe general lack of anthropogenic materials and light col-our. The single potsherd was of a significantly different typeto that found in the midden in Block 1, suggesting thatthere was a break in the chronology between the twoBlocks.
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Figure 68. Area 1: plan
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Figure 69. Area 1: section

Figure 70. Area 2: plan



Block 3 � Natural deposit
See table p.323
Block 3 lay beneath Block 2 and above the bedrock. It had amaximum depth of 0.40 m. The layers consisted of dark greysand [139], below which was a black layer, [146], then a layer ofsmall stones in a gritty soil, [147], a dark brown gritty layer,[148], a light brown sand and clay, [149], and finally a layer ofbrown clay, [152].
Field interpretation and conclusion
This Block was interpreted as a natural deposit.
7.3 AREA 2 � POST-MEDIEVAL BYRE STRUCTURE
* 14C date 540 ± 50 bp (GU-2159) from layer [108] (Lim-pet & razor).* 14C date 550 ± 50 bp (GU-2160) from layer [212]  (Lim-pet & cockle).The southern trench measured 7 m × 4 m (Figure 70). Itwas examined because of the presence of midden materialand stones emerging from the base of a low sand cliff.The midden layers were beneath 0.40 m of clean sand. Atrench was dug through the midden deposits and stonework.These deposits were not divided into Blocks because of theabsence of discernible episodes within them (Figure 71).The aligned stones formed a right-angled corner of aprobable rectangular ruined structure. The walls were ofrough unmortared stones, [82], a single course high ex-cept for small stones beneath part of the east wall. Theeast wall measured 2.3 m and the north wall was exposedfor 5 m. The walls were double skinned, the outer wallbeing the more ruined, separated by a space of circa 0.30

m. A black organic layer, [83], covered and surroundedthe wall stones.A black organic layer, [180], was found within and slightlybeneath the wall stones. It contained modern artefacts includ-ing an iron kettle and a cloth-covered brass button.The layers beneath the stone structure sloped gently tothe south and consist of alternating stained and clean sandlayers. Near the base of the section was a layer of brownsand, [277], at the base of which were cultivation ridges. Thismaterial also contained an iron object. Below layer [277] wasa layer of black organic material. The total depth of the floorlevels and stained sand beneath was circa 0.70 m. Beneaththis was clean white sand.
Field interpretation
This area was interpreted as the corner of a medieval orpost-medieval rectangular structure, probably a byre fromthe presence of the black organic deposit found within it.Pre-dating the structure were layers of midden and culti-vated deposits.
Archaeological interpretation
Layer [108], a dark coloured sand, lay outside the structure de-fined by the wall [82] but beneath the rubble from this struc-ture and beneath layer [83] which covers and surrounds thestones. Layer [212], a brown sand, lay beneath [108], sepa-rated from it by a single layer [211]. Both layers overlay yellowsand interpreted in the field as the same layer as [20] in Area 1.
Conclusion
The excavated remains represent a post-medieval byre, builtover midden-site layers, some of which have been cultivated.
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CHAPTER 8: EXCAVATIONS AT NEWTONFERRY
H F James & J S Rideout
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Newtonferry is situated on the north-east coast of NorthUist. The coastline in this area is rocky except for the sandfilled meandering inlet, Port nan Long, which lies betweentwo low hills, Suenish and Beinna� Chaolais (Figure 72).Beveridge (1911, 91) wrote that �Port nan Long�, meaning�Harbour of the ships�, derives from the local tradition thatships of the Spanish Armada were wrecked here and statedthat these could still be seen at very low tides in the shallowwater between Port nan Long and Berneray.The road divides just south of the inlet, continuing on tothe settlement of Newtonferry and curving round the coastto the pier for the Berneray ferry. Immediately to the southof the inlet is a small loch, Loch an Sticir, and on the eastside of the inlet there is a smaller loch called Loch a�Chaolais.To the south the land is low lying for circa 1 km until it risesgently to the hills of Beinn Mhor and Beinn Bhreac. To thesouth-west of Newtonferry a wide machair plain runs alongthe coast for 4.5 km to Vallaquie strand.To the east of Port nan Long lies a sandy bay between therocky outcrop, Cnoc Raineach, and the rocky shore of Rubhana Traghead. At the back of this bay the undulating grassy sur-face has been broken through by wind and sea erosion to formvertical sand faces up to 1.2 m high and an isolated tallard orisland of sand. Cnoc Raineach and the area of stable sand atthe back of the bay are grass covered, while some marramgrass has become established on the hummocky sand at thebase of the beach to the north of the site. Around the edges ofthe loch and in the depression to the south of Cnoc Raineachthere are clumps of yellow flag. The higher ground to the eastand south is covered with only a very thin layer of sand and asa result the grass cover is intermittent.
8.1.1 Archaeological features
Concentrations of pottery, bones and shells, created by thedeflation of overlying sand deposits, have been noted at theback of the sandy bay. Dark stained deposits containing thesematerials were exposed in some parts of the vertical faces.On the west side of the tallard midden deposits and possiblestone foundations could be seen. Further stone alignments lay10 m to the south, lying on the surface and forming a rightangle. Some 15 m to the north-east of the tallard were fur-ther amorphous stone settings.
8.1.2 Site history
In his description of the antiquities of North Uist, Beveridge(1911, 227) mentions that from the north-east anti-clock-wise, the �first noticeable sand hill is at Rudha na Traghead, ashelving slope which faces southwards on the east side ofPort nan Long.� Here he discovered several cists, deposits ofslag and ashes and a large amount of pottery as well as bonepins, bronze/brass brooches and rivets of Viking type (ibid,227�8). He also found a cist with an inverted urn (ibid, 268).

In 1965, the OS Field Inspector noted an extensivespread of midden material and fragmentary building remainsin the area of open dune centred at NF 9882 7820. The OS2.5 inch maps mark this site as a finds spot for �cists, pottery,bronze brooches�. The MacKenzie Collection, donated to theNational Museum in 1972, contained a large collection ofantiquities collected between 1880 and 1935 by H H Mac-kenzie, factor of the North Uist Estates, and by Mrs McNeilof Newton House, Lochmaddy. In the catalogue CaolaisNewton is mentioned as a find spot for a silver ring and boneartefacts (Close-Brooks & Maxwell 1974, 287).In 1983, members of the CEU had visited the site and col-lected a few sherds of Beaker pottery from the deflated areas.
8.1.3 Local sites
Several cist burials have been discovered in this area. Theseinclude one found on the west side of the road leading toPort Nan Long in 1848 (ONB 1878, 78). To the west ofNewton House three short cists formed of flat slabs andholding human remains were apparently found in 1845(ONB 1878, 72). In 1955 a further cist was uncovered by theplough at this site and excavated by personnel from Edin-burgh University. It contained a crouched female skeletonand two small sherds of pottery, one of which ProfessorAtkinson thought to be of �wheelhouse� type (Megaw &Simpson 1961).The Iron Age remains include a probable earthhouse atScrevan which was partially excavated in 1887. It apparentlylay on the east side of Port Nan Long, in a sandy hillock andincluded a possible souterrain (Beveridge 1911, 114). Thissite, however, was not found by the Field Inspector in 1965.The massive remains of Dun an Sticir, a galleried dun orbroch, lie to the south of Cnoc Raineach, at NF 8972 7768(RCAHMS, 1928, 51�2, no. 171). A rectangular structurebuilt within the ruined dun walls is traditionally associatedwith Hugh MacDonald, who fled from Skye and lived heretemporarily in 1601�2 (Beveridge 1911,138�144).The north-west shore of the rocky promontory to thenorth-west of Cnoc Raineach, Rubh� a� Charnain Mhoir, hasproduced evidence of Viking burials. A cairn, partially exca-vated by Beveridge, contained a skeleton accompanies byiron rivets, suggesting the presence of an unburnt burial of a�Norseman� with his boat (ibid, 267). This lay 50 yards to thenorth of a smaller cairn which the OS 6 inch map of 1904marked as �Human Remains found AD 1840� and whichBeveridge also believed was Viking from the presence of asimilar iron rivet.Two standing stones, Crois Mhic Jamain, each on thesummit of low mounds, are situated on the west of the roadto Port Nan Long. In 1862, it is said that a very large skullwas discovered here (ibid, 277).A local tradition that there was a pre-clearance settlementlying beneath the road at the back of the sandy bay, is sup-ported by Beveridge who states that the settlement of�Balliviconen� was one of three townships � the others beingBaile Mhic Phail and Caolas (or Kyles Berneray) � whichwere cleared in order to make the single large farm of New-ton, whence the very modern name of the latter� (ibid, 47).Beveridge considered that Kyles Bernera, meaning �the soundof Berneray� seemed to have been identical in position with
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Port nan Long, a little north of Newton (ibid, 83). Thistownship seems to have been also known as Baile MhicCumhais (Crawford 1983). Bleau�s map of 1654, while de-picting �Dunamich� (presumably Dun an Sticir) and two sitesalong the machair coast, does not refer to a site on the eastside of the inlet. The first known reference to this placenameis in the Judicial Rental of 1718 (MacDonald 1904, vol 3,662), which includes the entry, �Kyles, etc. Wm McLeod ofBernera. 200m�. About 50 years later, the Balranald Rentalmentions that Donald Roy MacDonald became tacksman ofKyles-Bernera, at the north end of North Uist, shortly before1764 (MacDonald 1904, vol 3, 537).The Reid Survey of 1799 is unfortunately damaged in itsnorth-east corner, but locates a group of �house steads� at theback of the bay on the east side of the inlet. The name sur-vives only as �Kyli� (Reid Survey 1799). This is enough, how-ever, to confirm the existence of a pre-clearance townshipwhich is first recorded in the eighteenth century but may wellhave its foundations well back in the medieval period.
8.1.4 Method of excavation
Two areas were examined in 1984 (Figure 72), one at thebase of the tallard where the stonework and midden materialwas seen (Plate 28), and the other in the shaded area of ex-posed midden.The midden deposits on the west side of the tallard wereshallow and contained burnt peat and little else. These layerstapered away immediately to the west of a line of wallingthat protruded from the tallard. Sufficient walling was ex-posed to show that it formed a straight line and that it sur-

vived within the tallard immediately beneath the grass cover.The stability of the tallard, the proximity of the stonework toits surface and the paucity of the midden remains discour-aged further examination.Attention was then concentrated on the area to the eastwhere midden deposits and stone settings were seen on thesurface. Loose sand, containing bones, shells and pottery, wascleared from the surface of the exposed midden and fromaround the extruding stonework. The vertical sand cliff,which also contained midden deposits, was straightened anda trench dug at its base to reveal the depth of the deposits.The section line was in two parts, the first, alignednorth/south, measured circa 13 m along the edge of the sandcliff and the second, aligned north-west/south-east, measuredcirca 7 m from the sand face across the surface of the ex-posed midden. Towards the south end the trench was deep-ened to circa 1 m below the lowest stained sand deposit.As with the other sites of Baleshare and Hornish Pointthe deposits were grouped into Blocks of contexts (Figure73). Block 1 was situated to the west of the section line. Themain section has been divided into four Blocks, the cleansand that lies beneath the midden (Block 2), the main middendeposit (Block 3), a small midden to the south (Block 4), andthe wind blown sand that covers the site (Block 5).
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Figure 72. Newtonferry: site location and survey



8.2 BLOCK 1 � MEDIEVAL OR POST-MEDIEVAL STONESETTING
See table p.324
The features within Block 1 do not appear on the sectiondrawing. They lay to the west of the section line at the edge ofthe eroding midden (Plate 28). Set within a 0.10 m deep layerof stained sand, [1], were upright slabs, [2], and flat settings ofstones and two cetacean vertebrae, [3]. Beneath [1] lay cleansand [4] which was probably the same layer as [50] (Block 2).
Field and archaeological interpretation and conclusion
This Block was interpreted as a stone setting probably ofpost-medieval date.
8.3 BLOCK 2 � WINDBLOWN SAND
See table p.324
Block 2 lay beneath the midden deposits and stone settings ofBlocks 1, 3 and 4 (Figure 73). It consisted of a layer of palebrown sand, [4] and [50], which contained within it lenses ofslightly darker sand. These became more definite towards thesouthern end. The trench dug towards the south end of thesection revealed this deposit to be of at least 1 m in depth.

Field and archaeological interpretation and conclusion
This Block was interpreted as wind blown sand because of itslight colour and sandy texture. The increase in organic inputtowards the south end may be the remains of stable soil hori-zons within the windblown sand.
8.4 BLOCK 3 � MIDDEN DEPOSIT
See table p.324
* 14C date 700 ± 50 bp (GU-2163) from layer [19] (Peri-winkle).* 14C date 710 ± 50 bp (GU-2164) from layer [33] (Peri-winkle).* 14C date 1150 ± 70 bp (GU-2162) from layer [8] (Peri-winkle, limpet & razor).Block 3 extended for 14 m in the section. It had a maxi-mum depth of 1.5 m and consisted of numerous, generallythin layers which ranged in colour from light to very darkbrown and in texture from sand to sandy loam (Figure 73 &Plate 29).There were four shallow features with round or flat bot-toms, unevenly spaced along the section, [14], [25], [34] and[36]. The fill of [34] was a bright orange burnt peat, whilethe other sand fills were of brown sand and some burnt peat.At the north end of the section there was a small irregu-larly shaped stone setting, [9]. Two of these stones, [10],were set on edge and delimited the layer of peat, [11].
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Plate 28. The tallard at Newtonferry after deflation material has been removed from the surrounding surface. Masonry of Block 1is visible at the base of the tallard
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Figure 73. Newtonferry: main section

Plate 29. Newtonferry. The midden deposits of Block 3



Post dating [34] was a large round-bottomed pit, [59].This measured 0.45 m deep by 0.45 m wide. Its fill consistedmainly of white sand though there were thin layers of darksand, [60], in the centre and around its base. Cut into thesouth edge of this feature was a small, shallow, round-bot-tomed feature, [36]. Both [59] and [36] were sealed by a thin,very dark brown, silty sandy loam, [31].At the south end of the site, there was a round-bottomedfeature, [40]. A large stone, [39], lay just to the north of thisfeature and two smaller stones were set into its base.
Field and archaeological interpretation and conclusion
This Block was interpreted as midden-site deposit because ofthe variable colours and textures of the layers. Within this de-posit were several features interpreted as probable post-holes,and there was evidence for a stone-built hearth. This Blockwas largely of Medieval date but a Dark Age date was re-turned from context [8].
8.5 BLOCK 4 � MIDDEN
See table p.325
Block 4 lay at the south end of the section above Block 2(Figure 73). The deposits above Block 4 had been removedand so separated it stratigraphically from Block 3. It ex-tended for a distance of 4.4 m and had a maximum depth of0.25 m. Two small V-shaped features, [54] and [55], were cutfrom within this Block. Above these lay a dark brown loamy

sand, [53], and a lighter brown loamy sand, [52]. At the ex-treme south end were three irregularly shaped stones, [57],that appeared to be retaining the midden to its north.
Field and archaeological interpretation
This Block was interpreted as a midden-site deposit, probablyof medieval to post-medieval date. It was probably in partcontemporaneous with the midden of Block 3.
8.6 BLOCK 5 � WINDBLOWN SAND
See table p.325
All the layers and features above the midden of Block 3 wereincluded in this Block. It survived in section for a distance of7.7 m (Figure 73). Its maximum depth was 1.2 m. A flat bot-tomed feature, [45], filled with light brown grey sand and nu-merous shells, [46], had been cut from within this Block intothe surface of Block 3. Above this were two light colouredsand layers with lenses of humic material, [43] and [44].
Field and archaeological interpretation and conclusion
This Block was interpreted as wind blown sand with humiclenses marking periods of stability and vegetation growth.These deposits represent the reversion of the area to aban-doned landscape after the Medieval period.
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CHAPTER 9: RESEARCH QUESTIONS ANDMETHODOLOGY
9.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In so far as it has proved possible, the so-called�hypothetico-deductive� method has been followed through-out. This rather grandiose phrase describes the simple pro-cess of defining relevant, appropriate questions (the researchquestions) and determining tests which are ideally necessaryand sufficient to provide unambiguous answers to them.The research questions considered in this project were de-rived, where possible, from the existing body of relevant litera-ture reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3 above. Strict adherence tothis practice would, however, have left many relatively obviousproblems untackled. The nature of the deposits on the sitesand the mechanisms by which the sites were formed, for exam-ple, have not been widely discussed (but see Davidson et al1983, on comparable Orcadian sites). The research questionsrelating to matters not formally discussed in the existing litera-ture were formulated by first developing models, based ongeneral principles, which seemed applicable to the particularcircumstances of the sites, in the light of our knowledge ofthem and our recent experiences at Balelone. Research ques-tions were then formulated to test the validity of the models.The �relevance� of research questions is in part founded intheir derivation from previously published work or fromproperly formulated models, as outlined above. However, itis also dependant on their relationship with the data, in thatonly questions which can be answered directly from theavailable data may be considered relevant. Middle range the-ories, for example, those relating to the nature of the agricul-tural economics of Hebridean Iron Age machair sites, are notresearch questions, because their elucidation relies on infer-ences drawn from the answers to more basic questions, iefrom the answers to relevant research questions. Topics ofthis type are discussed in the concluding chapters after the re-search questions have been considered.Six principal areas of research seemed to present them-selves. The nature of the sites themselves, their structuresand deposits constitute the first and their chronology, thesecond. The regional environment in which they func-tioned, through time, may be considered next, because itsets outer limits to the possibilities for the development ofthe economies of the sites, the fourth research area. Tech-nology and trade, while aspects of site economy, meritseparate consideration and the settlement landscape, thedistribution and location of these sites is also of sufficientimportance to stand alone, as a research topic. Hereunderare listed, without comment, the questions with which weapproached these sites. This is followed by the methodsemployed to answer to them.
9.1.1 The sites
i) What processes were involved in the formation of thesites themselves?
ii) What processes of post-depositional change are evi-denced in the sites and to what extent do they constraininterpretation?

9.1.2 Deposits
i) What is the character of the soil matrix of the deposits?How does it differ from the machair soils? What is thesource of the materials in which they differ? What is thedepositional mechanism by which they were formed?
ii) What is the anthropic contribution to the deposits andwhat light does it cast on the process of formation ofthe deposits?
iii) What natural, non-soil, materials are present in the de-posits and what information do they convey about theformation of the deposits?
9.1.3 Structures
i) What types of structures, and of what date and dura-tion, are evidenced in the sites?
ii) If structures of the dun/broch/wheelhouse complex areuncovered, do the different structures represent chrono-logical succession or social differentiation?
iii) What was the local environment of the sites like? To whatextent did the sites modify the ambient environment?
9.1.4 Artefacts
i) What classes of artefacts are present in each site andwhere the deposits are of sufficient duration, do theyprovide evidence for the existence of chronosequencesor typologies?
ii) Do the artefactual assemblages from each deposit con-vey meaningful information about the nature or func-tion of the individual deposits?
9.1.5 Chronology
i) What is the date of the inception of each site?
ii) What is the duration of each site?
iii) Are there significant breaks in the depositional chronol-ogy of the sites, representing phases of abandonmentbetween periods of occupation?
iv) Are there less significant breaks indicative of phases ofrelative inactivity in the sampled areas during periods ofcontinuing occupation at other foci within the site?
9.1.6 Regional environment
i) What is the impact of the post-glacial vegetational suc-cession of the Uists on the natural succession of humansettlement, especially during those periods when the ex-cavated sites were occupied?
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ii) By what date was the machair system established in theareas it now occupies?
iii) At what date did the general spread of blanket peat takeplace?
9.1.7 Site economies
This research topic breaks naturally into two parts the first ofwhich concerns the agricultural economy of the site while the sec-ond covers the hunting and gathering aspect of the settlements.
Agricultural economy
i) Were both animal and crop husbandry being practisedby the occupants of the sites?
ii) What domesticated animals are represented in the siteassemblages, and in what proportions?
iii) Were the animals kept primarily for meat or for second-ary products like milk or wool?
iv) Is there any evidence for the use of domesticated ani-mals as draft animals?
v) Is there evidence for the existence of non-consumableanimals such as pets or commensals?
vi) What implications do the likely herd sizes and structureshave for the scale and organisation of the farms?
vii) Is there evidence for cultivation, direct or indirect?
viii) What crops were cultivated?
ix) Is there evidence for crop processing including storage,on the sites?
x) Where were the cultivated fields, and what sizes werethey?
xi) What was their likely fertility and how was it improvedor maintained?
xii) At what level was their agricultural technology prac-tised and what agricultural hardware is evidenced fromthe sites?
Non-agricultural aspects of site economies
i) To what extent were the sites truly subsistence econo-mies, ie they consumed all they produced and producedall they consumed? Were animals or plants presentwhich could not have occurred naturally in the islandsnatural and man-made ecosystems?
ii) To what extent did the marine produce, derived fromboth flora and fauna, contribute to the site economies?

iii) To what extent were undomesticated animals or birdsused in the sites economies?
9.1.8 Technology
i) What level of technology is evidenced in the artefacts,both finished products and by-products?
ii) What level of technology is evidenced in the architec-ture of the sites� structures?
iii) What level of technology is evidenced in the food pro-ducing activities recorded on the site?
iv) How does the general level of technological achieve-ment evidenced on the sites compare with that of con-temporary sites elsewhere in the Isles, on mainlandScotland, in Britain and further afield?
9.1.9 Trade
i) Are any of the sites materials necessarily derived fromnon-local sources and can these sources be identified?
ii) Are there any locally available materials, used on thesites, which might be identified on sites elsewhere?
iii) Does the analysis of the sites economies indicate possi-ble surpluses of potential trade goods, which are not de-tectable in the archaeological record?
9.1.10 Site distribution and location
i) Why are the sites in the positions they now occupy?
ii) How does their distribution relate to the overall distri-bution of contemporaneous sites of all types?
iii) Why have the sites survived and what is the prognosisfor their continued survival?
9.2 METHODS USED IN ADDRESSING THE RESEARCHQUESTIONS
It seems useful to present here the methods used to addressthe research questions outlined above. The specific method-ologies employed by the various specialist contributions tothis project are provided below.
9.2.1 Site formation
The processes of site formation and change are explored ontwo levels, that of the nature of the deposits which comprisethem and that of their gross structure as geomorphologicalentities. The methods applicable to the former are the char-acterisation and sourcing of the anthropic contributions tothe natural soil matrix of the area. This entailed routine soil
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analyses, site pollen analyses, phytolith analysis and ataphonomic analysis of the artefactual and ecofactual inclu-sions in the sites together with an assessment of their rates ofsedimentation. The conclusions reached in this matter, to-gether with field observations of the unexcavated coastalsites, provided the basis for comment on the sites asgeomorphs.
9.2.2 Structures
The nature of the structures revealed in excavation would bedetermined by recording their forms and contents and by us-ing primary contents, where they existed, to assess the func-tion/s of the structures. Their dating forms part of the generalproblem of site chronology and is discussed below. Their im-pact on the immediately local environment would be assessedby pollen and phytolith analyses, snail assemblages and thenature of their associated deposits. The social status of thestructures relies on an analysis of materials with which theyhave primary associations, together with a consideration oftheir relative sizes and elaboration.
9.2.3 Artefacts
The artefacts retrieved were subjected to standard archaeo-logical studies. Their range was very restricted and, in prac-tice, only the pottery assemblages proved sufficientlyextensive for detailed study. The method favoured was thatof attribute analysis. Chronological control was effected bythe site chronologies (see below).As noted above, the range and quantity of artefacts,manuports and some ecofacts provide an insight into the ex-tent to which human activities have altered the natural windblown sands of the area (see Chapter 1.3.6). Potsherds ex-isted in such quantity that it was decided to explore their sizedistribution within each context, to assess the extent towhich the contexts have undergone gross disturbance, byploughing, for instance (see Sherd Size Distribution method,below). Both of these indices facilitate the use of artefactualassemblages in the exploration of the nature and function ofthe sites deposits.
9.2.4 Chronology
It was clear from the outset that close chronological controlon the depositional sequence provided the only hope of un-ravelling the tangled skein of deposits which the large sitesdisplayed. It was decided to eschew the traditional archaeo-logical practice of dating specific interesting or important�events� in the site�s evolution and to try instead to date thedepositional sequence of the site as a whole, interpolating todate specific events. This would facilitate dating the inceptionand duration of each site and, hopefully, the date and dura-tion of the separate events represented in the depositional se-quences. To that end dates were selected from contexts closeto the boundaries of contiguous blocks. Shell was used fordating, because of its ubiquity, and carbonised material wasalso dated from a number of contexts to assess the marinereservoir effect (see Chapter 18.11).

9.2.5 Regional environment
It was decided to explore the regional environment by pollenanalysis, diatom analysis, phytolith analysis and by analysis ofsnail assemblages. The phytolith and snail assemblages werederived from site deposits and the pollen and diatom analysesfrom peat and lake deposits nearby.
9.2.6 Site economies
Analyses of animal bone and macroplant assemblages, and ofcultivation marks and cultivated deposits, the latter by pollenand soil analyses, were undertaken to provide some insightinto the domestic economies of the sites. Analysis of the fishbone assemblages was undertaken to explore the contributionof the rich marine and peri-marine ecosystems of the domes-tic economies. Bird bones were also analysed to explore theuse of fowling and its contribution to the sites. Carbonisedmacroplant remains of seaweeds and the remains of seaweeddwelling mollusca indicated the use of seaweed on these sites.While seashells were present in most deposits and abundantin some, no formal analysis was undertaken because the in-formation yield, in the present state of marine molluscanstudies, does not justify the costs entailed.
9.2.7 Technology and trade
The evidence of the pottery assemblages, of the structuralanalyses, and of the agricultural activities practised on thesites was used to assess the state of technological sophistica-tion of the sites inhabitants. Evidence of trading was soughtin the artefact and other assemblages, by looking for exotica.To this end, the fabrics of the pottery assemblage, the onlysignificant artefact assemblage, were examined for non-localrock and mineral inclusions.
9.2.8 Site distribution and location
It is clear that most of the coastal erosion sites of the LongIsle are multi-period sites. Either the locations they occupyare special in some way or the existence of a site providedsome advantage over the surrounding machair, such thatsubsequent settlement was attracted to it. This propositionwas examined by a study of the known site distribution, by aseparate coring exercise at Baleshare and by an analysis of theresults of the study of the site deposits. This latter factor,together with current land-use trends, was explored in anassessment of the reasons for the sites� survival and thelikelihood of their continuing survival.
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9.3 SPECIFIC METHODS
9.3.1 Coarse pottery: analytical methods
D Lehane and L Crone (1986)
IntroductionThe excavated sites all produced pottery in relatively largeamounts as follows; Baleshare 5760 sherds, Balelone 1,500sherds, Hornish Point 699 sherds and South Glendale 175sherds. The site at Newtonferry produced 350 sherds all ofwhich were uncontexted and therefore only received a cur-sory examination. The majority of the pottery came from thesieving of the excavated tapestry strips. However, prior tothis any pottery exposed in the section had been recordedand removed.Traditional pottery reports are based on the examinationof a number of features observed on each sherd with a viewto producing a typology of culturally significant classes. Thefeatures which can be observed are numerous and includecolour, hardness, texture, decoration, etc. Those featureschosen are not consistently used and are usually selected inresponse to specific questions posed by the assemblage. It wasdecided that a set list of features or attributes would be re-corded for each sherd. Those attributes were chosen so thatthe assemblage could be described in terms of type, form,construction, decoration, function and site distribution orprovenance. This process mimics the attribute analysis of flintand its strength in pottery analysis lies in the fact that potterytypes can be defined easily and unambiguously in terms ofany combination of some or all of the recorded attributes.
Attribute recordingA copy of the attribute list can be found in the site archive;the following supplies brief descriptions of the terms used.The external curvatures in the horizontal and verticalplanes of each sherd were measured using a set of curves withradii ranging from 50 mm to 210 mm, in 10 mm steps. Thecurvature was not always measurable and the smaller thesherd the less reliable the value taken in general. The net re-sult of this may have been to increase somewhat the numberof sherds with large radii, but since there is no direct rela-tionship between sherd size and radius it is felt that no signif-icant bias has been introduced.The minimum and maximum thickness of each sherd wasrecorded in millimetres and its weight in grams. Colour wasrecorded for three locations on each sherd external (outerface), internal (inner face), and middle. The colour was de-fined by the use of the Munsell Colour Chart, (MSCC 1975).The pottery colours, as an index of their firing conditions(Shepard 1956, 107), were noted: fully oxidised (coloursclear through cross section of wall), incompletely oxidised(colours clear on surface, grey on wall interior) incompletelyor fully oxidised (brown light to dark), unoxidised or re-duced (uniform colour).The gross texture, (in this instance, texture does not re-fer to the size of the clay particles, but rather to the thick-ness of the sherd in general), was noted under the followingheadings: very coarse, coarse, medium, fine and very fine.Their categories were not based on any absolute scale,rather the complete assemblage was examined and relativegroups defined.

The base angle, ie the external angle between the side ofthe pot and the horizontal plane on which the pot stands,was recorded together with the base thickness.Rim types were defined by simply noting the differentforms occurring within the assemblage.The decoration of the pottery has been recorded underthe categories of method and motif. Six different methodswere noted: incised, applied, gouged, stabbed, impressed andstamped, along with twenty-four different motifs.There are a number of attributes which occur so infre-quently that a separate attribute space is not required. Theseinclude such features as the presence of grass and seed im-pressions, burnishing, slipping and coil lines or thumb andfinger tip impressions associated with manufacture. The pres-ence of adhesions was recorded; adhesion being defined as adeposit which has adhered to the outside or inside of a potsherd and which is not a post-depositional feature, that is, itdoes not extend to the broken edges of the sherd.
AnalysisThe analysis of the assemblage records falls into three mainsections. Firstly, pot specific information, such as details oftype, form, firing, construction and decoration were exam-ined. Secondly, information on functions of individual vesselsor vessel type was examined using the evidence from the ad-hesions, both internal and external. Finally, site specific infor-mation based on the nature and use of the sherd size index isdiscussed elsewhere in this chapter.Typology has been the traditional requirement of potteryreports, in particular those dealing with material from theWestern Isles. However, it is clear from reading the literaturethat a widespread overlap of types exist. In this project threemethods of defining types were considered. It was decided toexclude �provenance� from the definition of types and to useit as a test of typologies generated, in that it may be assumedthat chronologically significant groups would cluster in mu-tually exclusive or slightly overlapping groups of strata.
i) Attribute analysis: in this report the attributes of colour,firing and gross texture were taken to define type.
ii) Stylistic analysis: a sample of the pottery was sent to atraditional formal and stylistic pottery specialist whoproduced a typology.
iii) Analysis of fabric.
There are a number of reasons for the occurrence of differentpottery types on a site, chronological, functional, socialand/or economic. Where the typology had a chronologicalsignificance, the defined types should be reflected in the stra-tigraphy. Therefore, on each site the defined types are testedfor stratigraphic significance.The remaining pot specific analysis details form using theattributes: rim with external horizontal curvature and basewith base angle, firing, construction and decoration.As outlined above, it was proposed to seek evidence forthe function or use of the pots by analysing the adhesionswhich occurred on many sherds. Clearly the possibility existsthat these adhesions are a post-depositional phenomenon,but no sherd was observed where the adhesions occurred onthe edges of the sherds (on the faces of the breaks) and this
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implies that these adhesions may not be a post-depositionalfeature. Thus it is argued that the internal adhesion repre-sents the remains of the pot contents and suitable analysismight reveal what these contents had been. If this hypothesisis true, the external adhesions should contain a high carboncontent. (The assemblage of sample adhesions forms part ofthe site archive).Finally, there are social and economic reasons for the dif-ferences observed in pottery types. Working in the SouthernSudan, Braithwaite noted the use of decorated andundecorated wares in the preparing and serving of food andfound that woman used only undecorated pots while menused the decorated wares (Braithwaite 1982). A second ex-ample comes from the work undertaken by Hodder amongthe Nuba of Sudan, which revealed that pottery productionwas geared to their strong sex taboos (Hodder 1982). Unfor-tunately, social and economic differences are the most diffi-cult to establish archaeologically and are virtually impossibleto detect in a limited excavation.
9.3.2 The calculation of potsherd size distribution
J Barber
Common experience suggests that ceramic vessels break intoa relatively small number of relatively large sherds when firstbroken. If at this point the sherds come to rest in a context(in or on a surface) where disturbance takes place, by tram-ple, for example, then further breakage must ensue. If thedisturbance of the deposit is prolonged, even if intermittentlyas it would be, for example in a cultivated deposit, continuedbreakage must result in the comminution of the sherds. If theforces involved are compressive, the sherds must finally bedestroyed completely. If they are tensile, on the other hand,the sherds must be reduced to some minimum size, the di-mension of which is related to the tensile strength of thesherd. In both cases the mean sherd size must reduce withtime unless the rate of deposition of the sites sediments is suf-ficiently rapid to bury and thus preserve them. Since differentsites produce pottery of different types, vessel size, wallthickness, tensile strength, etc inter-site comparisons arelikely to prove difficult or misleading and the hypothesis istherefore restricted to inter- and intra-context comparisonsfor single sites. Differences in ceramic tradition can also arisethrough time and on sites of considerable duration, this mayneed to be taken into account.The quickest and easiest measure of a sherd�s �size� is toweigh it. However, this is not usually a useful measure be-cause of inter- and intra-vessel variation in wall thickness.The surface area of one face of the sherd is a more useful in-dicator of size, for our purposes, but this is both awkwardand time consuming to measure directly. An index, directlyrelated to this parameter can, however be calculated from theweight and mean thickness of the sherd and as these dimen-sions are usually recorded in the pottery catalogue, they donot entail any additional work.To calculate this index it is necessary to assume first thatpotsherds are approximately tabular solids. The curvature ofthe sherds contradicts this assumption, but does not intro-duce significant errors, unless the sherds are small, tightlycurved and thick walled. The volume, V, of a tabular body is

the product of its thickness, T, with the surface area of oneface, Af; equation 1, thus:
V = T × AfThe mass (for which, here read weight, W) of a body isrelated to its volume, V, by its density, D, giving equation 2thus:
W = D × V

If we make the reasonable assumption that the density of thepottery from any one site is approximately constant, we canin fact ignore its real value and substitute for this with unity.Thus we can substitute weight, for volume and arrive therebyat an index of sherd size, I, which approximates to the areaof the sherd face, Af thus;
I = W/Tm (where Tm = mean thickness)

The sherd size index (I) was calculated for all the sherdsexamined from each site, by dividing the sherd weight by themean thickness. For each site, the mean and standarddeviation of the index was calculated and the range wasdivided into size classes, each one standard deviation wide,on either side of the mean. The distribution was stronglyskewed, the mean occurring in size class 3 of the fourteensize classes, ranging from large (1) to very small (14).However, the size classes are used merely as convenientgroupings devoid of any statistical significance and theskewness of the distribution is irrelevant.
9.3.3 Mammalian fauna: analytical methods
P Halstead (1987)
IdentificationModern comparative specimens were consulted in the collec-tions of the Department of Archaeology at Sheffield Univer-sity, the Creswell Crags Visitor Centre, that of Dr. PeterRowley-Conwy and of the author. Distinction between sheepand goat follows Boessneck et al (1964) and Payne (1985);between red and fallow deer follows unpublished notes of DrAdrian Lister.
QuantificationThe weaknesses of the traditional alternative systems ofquantification (numbers of identified specimens or �NISP�,minimum numbers of individuals or �MNI�) are well docu-mented (eg Klein & Cruz-Uribe 1984). For most purposes,the basic unit of relevance to archaeozoological analysis issmaller than the individual animal and larger than the (usu-ally fragmentary) individual specimen. For the purposes ofthis study, therefore, quantification is in terms of the follow-ing (Halstead 1985): mandible (cheek tooth row), scapula(articular region), proximal humerus, distal humerus, proxi-mal radius, distal radius, proximal ulna, promixal metacarpal,distal metacarpal, pelvis (acetabular region), proximal femur,distal femur, proximal tibia, distal tibia, astragalus,calcaneum, proximal metatarsal, distal metatarsal, first pha-lanx, second phalanx, third phalanx; for long bones, the
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proximal and distal units include their respective halves ofthe shaft. Units from the left-, and right-hand side of the skel-eton are counted separately. The phalanges of the fore-, andhind-limb are not distinguished. In calculating the relativeabundance of different species, allowance has been made forthe greater numbers of foot bones in pig, dog and seal com-pared with sheep, cow and red deer.As with MNI, a subjective element with this system ofquantification concerns definition of the universe withinwhich actual or notional �joins� are sought between bonefragments. In the case of Baleshare and Hornish Point, suchjoins were sought within but not between stratigraphic�blocks�. A few actual joins between different features withina Block argued against restricting the search to smaller strati-graphic units.
AgeingDental eruption and wear have been recorded for mandibularteeth as follows (codes are recorded in italics in text):
sheep(/goat) � after Payne (1973; 1987; Deniz & Payne1982);cow � after (Grant 1982);pig � after Grant (1975; 1982);dog � after Silver (1969).
Unfortunately the jaws from Baleshare and Hornish Point areextremely fragmentary and the dental material consists almostexclusively of loose teeth. Detailed consideration of age atdeath (only attempted for the two commonest species � sheepand cow) concentrates, therefore, on the deciduous mandibu-lar fourth premolar (d4) and the mandibular third molar (M3).For sheep and cow, mandibular d4 and M3 are very easy to re-cognise as loose teeth and together they cover the full lifespanof the animal with only a slight overlap (Sheep � Payne 1973,298 Figure 14; cow � Payne 1984, 79 Figure 11).Although these d4 and M3 series could potentially over-lap, the virtual absence of heavily worn d4s or lightly wornM3s of either sheep or cow argues that the same deaths arenot being registered twice. Rather, a bimodal pattern of mor-tality, separated by the period in which d4 is shed and M3erupts, seems apparent for both species. For cattle, the un-usual contents of pit [138] are literally the exception thatproves the rule: a pair of complete, identically worn mandi-bles from an individual dying in the interval between the twopeaks of mortality confirms advanced wear of d4 long beforeM3 comes into wear, viz;

d2 W, d3 W, D4 14L, M1 9A, M2 5A, M3 E/V
For sheep, a similar conclusion is reached by a more circu-itous route: in one mandible each, d4 at 23L and M3 at 9Aare associated with M2 at respectively.The remaining mandibular teeth are less distinctive thand4 or M3 and provide only a limited check on these data: theearly mortality peaks are well represented however, by un-worn or lightly worn specimens of d2 and d3 (cow) andlightly worn specimens (probably) of M1 (Sheep), while thesecond mortality peak is well attested for both species byheavily worn specimens of M1 and M2.For postcranial bones, a �neonatal� category was recog-nised, which may include foetal specimens, but largely refers

to lambs/calves estimated (by comparison with modern mate-rial in the Creswell Crags collection) at 0�4 (�6) weeks old.Bones from [098] (Block 7) and [126] (Block 11) at Baleshareprovide a limited amount of internal evidence for the rela-tionship between the neonatal category of postcranial bonesand dental development. In [098], the remains of a (large)�neonatal� calf were associated with a pair of mandibles at thefollowing stage of eruption/wear;
d2 1/2, d3 W, d4 6L, M1 E/V

In [126], the remains of two neonatal lambs were associatedwith a pair of mandibles at the following stage of erup-tion/wear;
d2 E, d3 E, d4 E

For material older than neonatal, the state of epiphyseal de-velopment was recorded as �unfused�, �fusing� (treated forpurposes of analysis as �unfused�), �fused� or �indeterminate�.Ages of epiphyseal fusion are taken from Silver (1969). Thetwo juvenile cattle in pits [138] and [481] provide a limitedamount of internal evidence (broadly compatible with Silver)for the rate of epiphyseal fusion;
Pit [138]: proximal radius, axis fused; pelvis (acetabulum),proximal second phalanx fusing; proximal first phalanx, dis-tal metacarpal, distal metatarsal, distal tibia, distal radius,proximal and distal femur, proximal tibia unfused.
Pit [481]: proximal second phalanx fused (just); distal hu-merus, atlas fusing; proximal first phalanx, distal metacarpal,distal metatarsal, distal tibia, calcaneum, proximal and distalfemur unfused.
Note that a distinction between �neonatal� and �older� (thanneonatal) is possible for all postcranial material. Within the�older� category, however, a distinction between �unfused�and �fused� is possible for only a minority of specimens; alsounfused specimens are more vulnerable to attrition thanfused and so are more likely to be destroyed or rendered �in-determinate�. Finally, an unfused specimen indicates an ani-mal which died before the relevant fusion stage but, becauseeach of the fusion stages defined in Table 13 covers a periodof several months, the successive episodes of mortality areaged far less accurately than with dental evidence.
SexingThere are too few well preserved, mature postcranial elementsto determine adult sex ratios on metrical grounds, but a fewpelves could be sexed on morphological grounds followingBoessneck et al (1964) for sheep and Grigson (1982) for cattle.
Butchery, burning, gnawing and fragmentationCut marks were, where possible, assigned to skinning, dismem-bering or filleting, following Binford (1981). Evidence ofgnawing by dogs and of burning were recorded as �present� or�absent�. As regards fragmentation, bones were recorded as�whole� (including unfused but otherwise complete epiphysesor diaphyses), �new break� (ie broken during/after excavation)or �old break�. In two deposits, fragmentation has been attrib-uted to marrow extraction following Binford (1981).
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9.3.4 Fish bone: methodology and analysis
A Jones (1987)
Despite the fragmentary nature of the remains, relatively fewof the bones (fifteen from Baleshare, eleven from HornishPoint) were unidentifiable. However, it has not proved possi-ble to assign all the identified remains to species; some wereattributed to family, or broader taxonomic group.All but three of the bones were retrieved by sieving exca-vated shell-sand deposits on 5 mm sieves on-site. All bone(mammal, bird and fish) was collected from the sieves andfish bone later sorted from other kinds of bone was submit-ted to the author for identification and comment. Threesmall gadid bones were recovered by flotation and providethe main evidence for the exploitation of small fish. The re-mains were identified by comparing the ancient specimenswith specially prepared modern material forming the collec-tion of fish skeletons at the Environmental Archaeology Unit,(EAU), University of York. Mineralized vertebral centra ofcartilaginous fishes were identified by using X-ray photo-graphs as well as surface features.5 mm aperture meshes were used in the sieves to recoverthe bulk of the fish remains, as a result it is very likely thatremains of several species of small-boned fishes, which werepresent in the deposits at the time of excavation, passedthrough these sieves. These are, of course, retained in theproducts of the wet-sieving and flotation samples, but werenot subjected to analysis.
9.3.5 Charred plant remains: sampling, recovery andanalysis
G Jones (1987)
Charred plant remains were recovered in three ways:
i) A 0.5 m strip of each context was sieved using a 5 mmmesh sieve. These samples have not been studied.
ii) A 20 kg sample of deposit was collected from each con-text. This was first sieved as above and the remainder ofthe sample was processed using a Cambridge froth flota-tion machine (Jarman et al 1972). The material was re-trieved in 1 mm and 350 micron sieves.
iii) Samples (of unknown volume) were processed as abovebut without the addition of chemicals. These were sub-sequently used for radiocarbon dating.
Charred plant material was separated from the rest of theflots from the 1 mm sieves. Identifiable fragments were thensorted microscopically (at ×6) out of the charred material.The flots from the 350 mm sieve have not been studied andto do so in their present unsorted state would take a consid-erable amount of time (even if study was restricted to thosesamples rich in remains from the coarse sieve). They wouldprovide information on the representation of wild specieswith seeds smaller than 1 mm but, given the difficulty of dis-tinguishing weeds of cultivation from wild plants brought inwith fuel (Jones, below) such information is of limited value.

Identifications were made by comparison with modernreference material. For the identification of Carex nutlets,descriptions and illustrations provided by Nilsson andHelmqvist (1967) and Berggren (1969) were also used. Thenomenclature of species follows Flora Europaea (Tutin et al1964, 80). Samples from 353 different contexts were exam-ined (176 from Baleshare and 177 from Hornish Point). Allbut eleven of these (seven from Baleshare and four fromHornish Point) produced some identifiable charred remains.
9.3.6 Pollen: sampling, preparation and methodology
A Mannion & S Moseley (1986)
Field methodsIn the absence of a boat, a detailed examination of the stratig-raphy of Loch Scolpaig was impossible but the well developedhydrosere facilitated access on foot to all but the most centralparts of the basin. Little variation in the stratigraphy across thebasin was recorded and a core was collected with a Russiansampler (Jowsey 1966) from a position slightly south-west ofcentre where the sediment sequence was thickest. After extru-sion in the field the cores were placed on plastic drainpipe,wrapped in cling film, aluminium foil and polythene andstored in an incubator at 3 °C on return to the laboratory.At the Balelone Farm site, the deepest peat section in thearea, sampling was carried out by digging a pit and extractingvertical sections of peat in metre-length metal monolithboxes. A wrapping procedure similar to that for the LochScolpaig samples was employed due to their bulk; storage atReading was in a freezer. Prior to freezing samples from 75cm, 150 cm, 225 cm and 300 cm (the base of the peat) wereextracted for radiocarbon dating at SURRC (Chapter 19).
Sub-samplingSub-samples from the Loch Scolpaig core were extracted atapproximately 5 cm intervals and from the Balelone core atapproximately 10 cm intervals for pollen analysis. Aftercleaning, 1 cm3 was extracted using a displacement method(Bonny 1972). A 5 cm3 measuring cylinder was filled to the 3cm3 level with distilled water. Crumbs of the sediment werethen added until the meniscus reached 4 cm3 after which thesample was washed into a polypropylene centrifuge tube.Three Lycopodium spore tablets were added and allowed todissolve. The samples were then centrifuged.
Chemical processing
i) Removal of carbonates: circa 10 ml of 10% HCL wereadded and after the reaction had ceased the sampleswere centrifuged and washed in distilled water.
ii) Disaggregation and removal of humic acids: circa 10 mlof 10% Na OH were added to each sample and stirred.The samples were then heated at 110�120 0C for 20minutes with the occasional addition of distilled waterto prevent destruction of pollen grains/spores whichmay occur if the NaOH becomes too concentrated. Af-ter washing and centrifuging, further washes were car-ried out until the supernatant liquid was clear.
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iii) Removal of coarse material: The samples were washedthrough 180 micron sieves into 100 ml beakers andwashed with distilled water. They were then retrievedby centrifuging.
iv) Removal of mineral matter: A few drops of distilled wa-ter were added to the samples and after re-suspension10 ml of concentrated HF were added and left for threedays. After centrifuging 10 ml of 10% HCL were added,heated for 5 minutes, centrifuged and washed in dis-tilled water.
v) Removal of cellulose: To each sample 10 ml of glacialacetic acid were added, the sample resuspended, centri-fuged and decanted. Some 10 ml of an acetolysis mix-ture (freshly made 9:1 mixture of acetic anhydride andconcentrated sulphuric acid) were added to each sampleand heated for 10 minutes. After centrifuging the sam-ples were washed in glacial acetic acid and then in dis-tilled water.
vi) Mounting: A few drops of water and 10% NaOH and adrop of safranin stain were added to each sample. Aftercentrifuging any water remaining was evaporated off bygentle heating. A small amount of glycerol jelly was thenadded to each sample. One drop of the suspension wasthen placed on a warmed labelled microscope slide anda cover slip placed on top. Two slides were made up foreach sample.
vii) Counting: The coverslip of each slide was traversed lon-gitudinally at 1 mm intervals using a Leitz Laborlux mi-croscope at ×400 magnification or ×1000 for difficultgrains. Pollen and spore types were identified using keysand a pollen reference collection. A pollen sum of be-tween 490 and 510 was counted for identifiable grainsand indeterminate grains are retained in a separategroup outside the pollen sum.
9.3.7 Snails: methodology
N Thew (1987)
SamplingPrevious studies of mollusca from calcareous coastal sand lo-cations have employed column sampling. Though adequatefor essentially natural deposits or for sites with thin, exten-sive occupation-horizons such as Northton, Harris (Evans1971; 1972; 1979), column samples are not suitable forstratigrapically complex sites.Bulk sampling of individual contexts was employed onthe sites studied here. Standard bulk samples of approxi-mately 20 kg were taken from every context which containedsufficient material. Larger samples, taken to collect materialfor radiocarbon dating occasionally yielded snail shells also.There are a few cases of inconsistencies between faunas fromsamples from these two sources. It should be noted that snailstudies were not envisaged when the sampling strategy wasevolved. Thus, as snail assemblages, those retrieved proved attimes less than perfect.

Sample processingPrevious studies from calcareous sands have yielded minimumcounts of fifty individuals from 1.5 or 2.0 kg samples, occa-sionally reaching maxima of 5,000 or more (Evans 1971;Spencer 1975; Evans & Spencer 1977; Evans & Vaughan1983). In the sites considered here, 20 kg flotation samplesproduced between five and 500 specimens. This is largely dueto the methods of sample processing employed on these sites.Comparison with previous studies from coastal, calcareoussand deposits suggests that only 1�10% of the snail fragmentspresent in a sample will float. Fragile and larger species such asVitreea, Oxyloma pfeifferi and Vitrina pellucida are more likelyto be fragmented and sink. The large land snail Cepaeahortensis is often only recovered as fragments and here wasrepresented only by complete specimens caught in the 5 mmsieve. Fortunately most of the species recorded from previousstudies have relatively small mouths and would probably beable to float even if some of the outer whorls had brokenaway. It is hoped though, that apart from these biases, that therecovered shells are representative of the original molluscanassemblages of flotation samples.The restricted number of species from the study sites im-plies that extreme conditions with low diversity and povertyof habitats prevailed (cf Walden 1981, 370). This seems tohave been a consequence of human activity. Comparisonwith modern studies of faunas on grazed machair in theOrkneys (Evans & Vaughan 1983) demonstrate their similar-ity with those from Baleshare, Balelone and Hornish Point.
Taphonomy of snailsFactors affecting the numbers of molluscs present within acontext include original population size, rates of deposition(slower deposition allows more molluscs to accumulate), de-gree of stability (encourages richer vegetation and molluscanfaunas) and preservation. The snails were well preservedthroughout though some staining was observed. The mechan-ics of deposition appear to have been largely through burialby windblown sand, or through incorporation in a deepeningturf horizon. Mechanical weathering may therefore reflect at-trition by human or animal activity. Thus the majority of nu-merical variations within molluscan assemblages areattributable to differences in the original populations and therate of layer accumulation.Even allowing for the small numbers recovered by flota-tion the original populations appear to have been restrictedboth in numbers and species diversity especially in compari-son with published sites. Northton, and Buckquoy (Evans &Spencer 1977) returned twenty-three and twenty non-wetspecies respectively, and, generally, more than twelve speciesindicate a high degree of stability and shade. Species countsof fifteen and over often indicate true shade, perhaps rich,long, very stable grassland or perhaps open woodland in thecases of Northton and Buckquoy. In only two instances dothe counts of non-wet species equal or exceed twelve, in thepresent study. At Baleshare, one context produced twelvewhile at Hornish Point one context returned fourteen spe-cies. The assemblages from these two sites, together withthose from Newtonferry and Balelone, on the criterion ofspecies frequency, indicate very open environments, with al-most no indication of true shade.
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Identification and quantificationIdentification of terrestrial snails was undertaken using theSheffield University reference collection, guides by Evans(1972) and Kerney & Cameron (1979), and reference mate-rial held by the author. The specimen of Columella edentulawas identified using the Columella guide by Paul (1975b).Species identification for Oxychilus, Vertigo and Vitrea werechecked by Dr R P Reece.Hybridization can sometimes take place between the twoclosely related Cochlicopa species (Paul 1975a), Cochlicopalubrica and C.lubricella and this seems to have happened atHornish Point and Baleshare where a continuum between thetwo species was observed. Samples from Hornish Point werespeciated but this was undertaken in few of the Balesharecontexts. Therefore the species counts are under-representedby a value of one at Baleshare. Normally the ratio betweenthe incidences of the two species is used as an environmentalindicator, but this was not practicable here given the exten-sive hybridisation. Banding patters of Cepaea species (Cain etal 1969) were not studied, as their environmental signifi-cance is still unclear.
Problems of interpretationInterpretation was affected by the low numbers recoveredfrom each sample and the bias against certain species caused byflotation. However, the three species most likely to have beenaffected, Vitrina, Oxyloma and Cepaea, were only present insmall numbers in previously published comparable studies.The assemblages were characterised by the presence ofvariable numbers of a few dominant species (mainly, Pupillamuscorum, Cochlicopa spp, and Vallonia spp), and the pres-ence or absence of small numbers of several other species,designated, indicator species. The latter included wet spe-cies indicative of flooding. A second indicator group in-cluded the Helicelis snails, including Cepaea. The thirdindicator group included species newly arrived in the areain the later Prehistoric period, such as Helicella itala andCochlicella acuta. A further indicator group consisted of theZonited group plus Vitrina pellucida, which being omni-vores, can fluctuate independently, together with Lauriacylindraea and Vertigo pygmaea.The interpretation of the assemblages retrieved from thesites examined here is based on fluctuations in relatively lowcounts of a restricted number of species. It is possible to gen-eralise and consider that the assemblages as a whole representopen grassy landscape exhibiting variation in stability, damp-ness and degree of anthropogenically deposited organic re-fuse. In addition, the fluctuations between the faunas fromindividual contexts are interpreted as representative of varia-tions in the micro-environments.Small numbers of wet species have been found in con-texts from all four sites, with a few specimens of freshwateraquatic snails. Baleshare, Hornish Point and Newtonferryare located on low-lying flat coastal machair plains liable toepisodic winter flooding due to rising water tables (Ritchie1979). This could account for wet species co-occurring withfaunas suggestive of open, relatively dry environments.Consequently the significance of the wet species has beenconsidered separately from the general interpretation of lo-cal environment.Evans (1972; 1979) has shown that in periods of surfacestability the fossil molluscan fauna represent the immediate

local environment while, during periods of surface instability,the molluscs trapped in a sandy layer could represent a muchwider catchment area. This problem is reduced, in the pres-ent instance, by the large numbers of samples, spatially sepa-rated across the sites, which were examined.Despite the sources of potential bias described above, it isclear from the data that fluctuations among the dominantspecies seem, in the main, to reflect variations in the naturalenvironment. Variations in certain of the indicator speciesseems to reflect patterns of human land-use.The assemblages were classified into faunal associationson the basis of the relative proportions of the dominant spe-cies and the presence, or absence, of indicator species. Thefaunal associations proved adequate for the analysis of mate-rial from Baleshare. However, the complexity of the materialfrom Hornish Point and Newtonferry required the construc-tion of a faunal matrix, with variations in the dominant spe-cies mapped on one axis and the presence or absence of theindicator species on the other.Examination of the distribution of the faunal associationsindicated a need to sub-divide many of the Blocks of con-texts, originally grouped on archaeological grounds. Thesesub-blocks contained faunal associations which reflected localenvironmental variations interpretable in terms of degrees ofdampness or dryness, degrees of exposure or stability and theextent of middening.In some cases, however, the archaeological evidence formiddening conflicted with the snail evidence. These apparentconflicts may have arisen as a consequence of the nature oforganic material added to the soil (fresh or already decom-posed), the rapidity of sediment accumulation (fresh wasteburied before colonisation) and possibly by discrepancies be-tween samples taken from the base or surface of contexts re-flecting not the environment during accumulation of thecontexts themselves, so much as the environment before orafter a context was formed.
InterpretationThe interpretation of molluscan fauna from archaeologicaldeposits differs from that fauna from natural sediments inthat they are couched in terms of anthropogenic interference,rather than environmental development. Ploughing, animalgrazing and penning, and the disposal of different types ofdomestic rubbish create varying micro-environments super-imposed upon the natural environment. Before these can bedetected, however, the impact of the natural environmentmust be identified and discounted. Biological succession, cli-matic change and the height of the local water table have asignificant affect on snail faunas. Aspect, relative to prevail-ing wind and the degree of isolation of the area, must also beconsidered, together with the nature of the local bedrock andsoils which affect drainage, vegetation and the availability ofstanding rocks for rupestral snail species. When the variationwhich can be attributed to these factors has been eliminated,that which remains is due to human activity.Layers are the products of different processes including,for these sites, the accumulation of wind blown sand, deep-ening turf horizons incorporating organic material, the depo-sition of organics matter by grazing animals and the dumpingof various types of domestic waste by the inhabitants of thearchaeological site. Layer boundaries must therefore repre-sent interruptions to individual depositional processes.
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It is important to remember that most molluscs live onor just below the surface. Therefore, molluscan faunaswithin layers may indicate that deposition was gradual, al-lowing the surface fauna to accumulate within the layer.Poor molluscan faunas within layers would, in these cir-cumstances, indicate rapid sedimentation. In natural con-ditions such deposits would be interpreted in terms of arapid build up of wind-blown sand with a restricted sparseherbaceous vegetation containing grass species adapted tounstable accumulating conditions. Thus boundaries ob-served within a deepening turf horizon, could mark inter-ruptions to the depositional process caused by factors suchas overgrazing, or a series of severe frosts or droughts. Adiffuse change to a sandier layer could merely mark theonset of more rapid sand aggregation. These changes,however, should be detectable by a continuous molluscanrecord, varying in abundance, and diversity.The depositional mechanics of dumping and ploughingare somewhat more complicated. If small deposits are regu-larly dumped, thin spreads will be incorporated into a singlelayer with a continuous molluscan assemblage reflecting thenature of the surfaces of the spread material. Larger depos-its of dumped material form discrete layers with molluscanfaunas and herbaceous floras restricted to the surfaces ofthese layers. In such deposits, few, if any molluscs shouldoccur within the layer. The surface faunas and floras will re-flect not only the nature of the dumped material below butalso the amount of time that elapses before further dumpingoccurs or before natural sedimentation begins.Erosion and redeposition of deposits, whether by humanor natural agencies, can cause problems in the interpretationof the molluscan faunas as eroded material can either be lostcompletely, or redeposited elsewhere on site.Ploughing is difficult to detect in the molluscan faunas. Itmimics natural conditions of instability, and the molluscanfaunas reflect the vegetation cover and surface conditionsthat develop after ploughing. If the fallow period betweenploughing episodes is great the molluscan faunas indicate rel-atively stable grass cover. With shorter intervals betweenploughing the fauna indicate greater instability. Ploughingdamages and mixes the faunas of all the fallow episodes thusproducing an average fauna.
9.3.8 Phytolith analysis: methodology
A Powers (1987)
ProcessingThe samples were prepared using the techniques described inPowers and Gilbertson (1987). The technique used simpler,cheaper and less dangerous substances than are commonlyused (ibid). In brief, one gram of each sample wasdisaggregated in hydrochloric acid, centrifuged, desiccatedand burnt in alchohol. To the resultant ash a proportion ofLycopodium tracer aliquot was introduced to facilitate �abso-lute� phytolith studies in the manner pioneered forpalynology by Stockmarr (1971).
CountingIn general two hundred and fifty phytoliths plus markergrains were counted at a magnification of × 1000 under

phase contrast microscopy, after which point new phytolithmorphotypes were found to be encountered only rarely(Powers et al 1986). This process took between 1.5 and 16.9hours per sample. However, the numbers of phytoliths recov-ered from the modern windblown sands and dune sedimentswere so very low, that is was necessary to resort to employing�time-catch� methods to compare the numbers of phytolithsnoted per sample, per standard 60 minute search period (seePowers et al 1986; Powers & Gilbertson 1987).
IdentificationThe phytoliths recovered were counted and listed accordingto their shape. A simple but robust classification of phytolithtypes was employed (Figure 84) which is based on three crite-ria (see Powers et al 1989);
i) the overall shape of the phytoliths (eg rods ordumbells)
ii) overall size (small, medium, large)
iii) texture (coarse, fine)
Modern analoguesThe examination and interpretation of prehistoric phytolithassemblages on the basis of the three specific questions out-lined above, included several assumptions or expectationswhich were based on observed fact or logical expectation.Namely, that in respect of the first (and indirectly the second)question posed by the excavator the expectation was that a�high� concentration of phytoliths per unit of sediment wouldsuggest a stable layer or soil horizon and that a �low� concen-tration would suggest an accumulation of blown sand in a lo-cally �unstable� situation.The underlying assumptions derive from the oft-observedrelationships between sand dune mobility/instability, vegeta-tion abundance and soil development (see Ranwell 1972;Pethick 1983; Salisbury 1952).The aforementioned sources suggest that per standardunit of sediment, the hypothesised �stable� layers will containa higher frequency of phytoliths than non-stabilised layers asa result of;
i) the greater abundance of vegetation and/or
ii) the greater input of plant debris (natural oranthropogenic sequences) which are thought to be asso-ciated with the �stable� situation and/or
iii) the lack of erosion and re-working associated with morestable, well vegetated soils which also ought to lead tohigher phytolith frequencies per standard volume ofsediment.
To test the basic assumption that high frequencies of phytolithsare equated with stabilised horizons (and the reverse) a series ofmodern samples were collected by John Barber from themachair of Links of Noltland, Westray, Orkney. Twenty-fivesamples of free windblown sands were collected, together withtwenty-four samples from a transect stretching inland from thedune foreshore and incorporating non-vegetated, marram andherb covered sands (see Powers et al 1986; 1989)
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An unexpected paucity of phytoliths from sediments wasfound on the sheep grazed, vegetated surface at Noltland (be-tween two and fifteen phytoliths recovered per 60 minutecount [see Powers et al 1986; 1989 for full results]). Thisprompted the acquisition of a second set of modern�machair-type� samples, this time from the Ainsdale NationalNature Reserve on Merseyside (ibid).It had been conjectured that on Westray the presence oflarge numbers of grazing ruminants (eg sheep) could havebeen the reason for the general absence of phytoliths fromthe vegetated surface sediments. There has been no ruminantgrazing or other non-scientific access in the Ainsdale sanddunes for several decades. The effects of non-ruminant (rab-bit) grazing on the phytolith suites recovered from machairenvironments is as yet unknown.The Ainsdale results however, also indicated a marked ab-sence of phytoliths from modern vegetated dune (betweenseven and twenty-four phytoliths recovered during a 60 min-ute count (see Powers et al 1986; 1989 for full results). Thesub-surface samples were also practically devoid of phytolithsdismissing any hypothesis that the phytoliths might have beenwashed down the profile.The absence of any significant numbers of phytolithsfrom both the modern analogue sites resulted in abandon-ment of the anticipated simple equation of �many phytoliths= stable vegetated horizon� and its corollary �few phytoliths= unstable poorly vegetated dune surface�. Unfortunately,this meant that it was not possible to address either of thefirst two questions posed by the excavator other than to an-swer in the negative. The data produced no clear differencesin the total abundance of phytoliths, all samples producedextremely low counts and because of this it was impracticalto make any statement about possible differences in phytolithsuite composition.In the event, only the third question posed by the excava-tor concerning the nature of the organic-rich layers found inthe archaeological sites could be addressed. That is not to sayhowever, that other interesting facts did not result from theanalyses of the Baleshare and Hornish Point samples.
9.3.9 Diatom analysis: preparation and methods
A Mannion & S Moseley (1987)
Sub-samples from the core were extracted at approximately0.30 m intervals and prepared for diatom counting followingthe recommendations of Battarbee (1979) and summarised inMannion (1982) viz for each sample:
i) Approximately 1 cc of sediment was washed through asieve of 0.5 mm mesh with distilled water to removecoarse mineral matter.
ii) The residue was then heated gently in dilute hydrochlo-ric acid to remove carbonates and iron compounds.
iii) After washing in distilled water the residue was oxidisedby gently heating in 30% hydrogen peroxide solutionand washed again.

iv) Since a considerable amount of mineral material re-mained floatation in zinc bromide solution was carriedout at least twice involving centrifugation at 2500-3000rpm for approximately 5 minutes and the supernatant,containing the diatoms, was collected. The diatomswere recovered from this liquid by diluting with dis-tilled water and centrifuging.
v) The residue was diluted in 2 mls of distilled water toachieve adequate dilution of diatom frustules
vi) Approximately 0.2 ml of the suspension was droppedonto a coverslip, placed on a slide warming plate andthe water allowed to evaporate under gentle heat.
vii) The coverslip was mounted on a microscope slide usingcommercially available diatom mountant.
viii) Approximately 600 diatom frustules were counted foreach sample using oil immersion objectives and magnifi-cation of x1000 on a Leitz Ortho-Lux microscope.Identifications were verified using keys such as Hustedt(1930), Patrick and Reimer (1966) and Barber andHaworth (1981). The identification of Fragilariavirescens ver subsalina was kindly undertaken by MrCarter.
9.3.10 Investigation of lake sediments; methodology
K Hirons (1986)
Sediment characterisationSub-samples, 1 cm thick, were collected at 1 cm intervals us-ing the cut-syringe method (Fletcher & Chapman 1974), forthe determination of fresh density. The following sedimentparameters were measured on each centimetre sample; waterloss on drying overnight at 105�110 °C; estimated organiccontent by loss-on-ignition at 550 °C for 8 hours (LOI); esti-mated carbonate content by loss-on-ignition at 950 °C for 8hours (HT-LOI) (Dean 1974). The pH of the wet sedimentwas determined by pressing the electrode bulb directly intothe core at 1 cm intervals (cf Digerfeldt 1972).
Pollen analysisThree further sub-samples, 1 cm thick, were collected forpollen analysis and two tablets of Lycopodium clavatumspores were added to allow the calculation of fossil pollenconcentrations (Benninghoff 1962: Stockmarr 1971). Thesamples were prepared for pollen analysis using HF,acetolysis mixture and HCl. They were then mounted, un-stained, in silicone fluid. Preliminary pollen counts of be-tween 100-300 were undertaken on the samples. Outlinepercentage pollen diagrams were prepared, using a totalland-pollen sum. A summary diagram showing tree, shrub(including Coryloid) and herb pollen as percentages of thepollen sum was also prepared. Pollen of aquatics and sporeswere included in the diagrams, calculated as percentages oftotal pollen outside the pollen sum. Charcoal fragments en-countered in the pollen preparations were also counted andthese are represented as a percentage of total pollen. A sum-
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mary pollen concentration diagram of selected taxa was pre-pared for Askernish.
Sediment chemistry and mineralogySample digestion for total elemental analysis was by an adap-tation of the acid-pressure decomposition method of Bernas(1978). 0.100 gm of dried and ground (<63) sediment wasweighted into a 20 ml Teflon �bomb� with 6 cm of HF and 1cm of aqua regia (HNO + HCL) and heated to 100 °C forone hour. Concentrations of NA, K, Mg and CA were deter-mined by atomic absorption spectrophotometry and ex-pressed as percentages of total sediment (dry weight) and as

percentages of the mineral matter fraction (dry weight, cfMackereth 1966).Samples for mineralogical investigation were ground topass a 63 mu sieve, digested in HO to remove organic matterand then washed and dried at room temperature. For furtheranalysis of the clay fraction, major cations and carbonateswere by shaking with ammonium acetate (pH 4.4) and the<2 fraction was obtained by dispersing in water with an ul-trasonic probe and settling (Hutchison 1974). Thesupernatant containing the clay fraction was pipetted off anddried in a microwave oven for investigation by differentialthermal analysis (DTA).
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CHAPTER 10: THE ARTEFACT ASSEMBLAGES
10.1 THE COARSE POTTERY FROM BALELONE, BALESHARE,HORNISH POINT, SOUTH GLENDALE AND NEWTONFERRY
A MacSween (1992)
(based on contributions from J Barber, E Campbell, G Col -lins, A Lane & D Lehane)
10.1.1 Introduction
J Barber
When the specialist materials were distributed from thesesites, it was decided not to inform the specialists of the phas-ing, nor indeed the relative chronological position of the sev-eral materials. The point of this was simply that of providingan �objective� test of their conclusions, particularly wherethose conclusions contained some element of seriation. Thetest was the simple one of comparing the groups or catego-ries determined by the specialists with the actual site stratifi-cation to see whether the defined groups occurred inchronologically coherent blocks of strata.Attribute analysis was the preferred methodology of lithicanalysis at that time and seemed to be achieving much in theway of limiting the operation of preconception in the charac-terisation and nomenclature of lithic artefacts. It was decidedto undertake an attribute analysis of the pottery from theHebridean sites and Ms D Lehane and Ms L Crone duly car-ried out this work.Characterisation of the assemblage was then based onthose recorded characteristics which reflect the ceramic tech-nology of the assemblage. This generated groups of sherds,Pottery Types 1 and 8, and the physical distribution of thesherds of these groups throughout the recorded sections werethen examined. There was no detectable chronological coher-ence to their distributions. For example, at Baleshare Type 1occurs in all but nine of the site�s twenty-eight Blocks and ispresent from the earliest to the latest deposits, a span of some1300 radiocarbon years. Type 8, in contrast occurs in onlyfour Blocks, dating to a span of over 800 radiocarbon yearsand widely separated across the site. Furthermore, it is onlyrepresented by body sherds in two of the Blocks and only byrim, base and decorated sherds in the other two.It seemed so improbable, therefore, that these groups rep-resent a categorisation that had any relevance to the occu-pants of these sites that a further study was commissionedfrom Dr A Lane, who has considerable experience ofHebridean pottery studies. Only the Balelone material wasavailable at this time and only the rim, base and decoratedsherds were studied. Albeit the chronology of the site atBalelone is a very short one, the proposed types of potterydid not reflect the order of their stratigraphic occurrence.From this it was concluded that ceramic studies ofHebridean material have not yet reached the stage where thepottery taxonomy is of chronological significance. Indeed,one might venture the opinion that we have yet to achieve ameaningful taxonomy of the ceramics of the Hebrides. Thepossible reasons for this are discussed further below.The final pottery report, by Dr A MacSween, was pre-pared with full access to the stratigraphic and dating evidence

and, presumably for this reason, appears a more successfulcategorisation than either of its two progenitors. However,its success does not in any way weaken the conclusion thatwe still do not have a successful taxonomy of Hebridean lateprehistoric pottery.
10.1.2 Balelone: summary of the assemblage
The assemblage from Balelone comprises circa 1500 sherds,sixty-eight of which are decorated, and includes ninety-onerim sherds and fifty-four basal sherds. Apart from two sherdswhich were identified as coming from Beakers, the assem-blage can be attributed to the Iron Age. Where method ofmanufacture can be determined, the pottery is all coil con-structed. Several sherds have a smooth surface which con-trasts with the heavily-gritted body. This seems to have beenproduced by wet-wiping and/or burnishing, rather than byslipping, the process having drawn the plates of mica in theclay to the surface.
MorphologyAlthough it was not possible to reconstruct any vessels fromBalelone, it appears that all the vessels were flat-based andthat some were large, straight-sided bucket forms. Most ofthe basal sherds are too fragmentary to give much indicationof profile, but where the basal angle could be determined, thevessels were apparently steep-walled.Rims were plain, simple in 70% of sherds, with evertedrims accounting for the remaining 30%. Where diametercould be measured (67 examples), 55.3% were under 180mm in external diameter and 44.7% were 180 mm or over.
DecorationThe sherds were decorated using a variety of techniques; in-cised, applied, stabbed, impressed and stamped decorationwas represented. Some vessels were decorated with a cordon,either a plain cordon, or one which was decorated with in-cised oblique or vertical lines, or finger-marking. Appliedbosses were also noted. Incised decoration took a variety offorms � random incisions, parallel or single lines, �ladder dec-oration�, and zig-zagging lines. Stab and stab-and-drag deco-ration was also used, as well as decoration made byimpressing either the finger-tip or a ring. The impressed dec-oration usually took the form of a row of motifs around theupper part of a vessel.Often the sherds were too small to determine whether amotif was part of the more complex decoration which usu-ally took the form of a cordon surrounding the shoulder ofthe vessel, with incised decoration above (Mackie�s Balevullinvases [1974b, fig 20]). One vessel (Figure 74a) was decoratedwith a cordon incised with oblique lines, above which was in-cised decoration comprising an incised zig-zag line withstabbed dots and ring impressions below. A similarly deco-rated vessel was recovered from a context in Block 7 (Find710/21), while in the same Block was a vessel decorated witha finger-marked cordon with zig-zagging incised ladder deco-ration above. This ladder decoration was combined with ringimpressions on another vessel (Figure 74b & Plate 30).
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FabricFour main fabrics were identified in the Balelone assemblageby examination under a binocular microscope;Fabric 1: quartz, amphibole & rock fragmentsFabric 2: quartz, amphibole, rock fragments, organics & micaFabric 3: quartz, amphibole, rock fragments & micaFabric 4: quartz, amphibole, rock fragments & organicsThe grits are angular to sub-angular, but show some evidenceof chemical weathering. They are poorly sorted with a sizerange 1 mm to 2 mm and occasionally up to 5 mm. Most ofthe sherds have a high proportion of inclusions.The rock fragments identified are of a coarse-grained,quartz-amphibole rock, sometimes including mica. The or-ganic remains are short lengths (10�20 mm) of plain-sec-tioned stems of diameter 0.3 mm, identified as moorlandgrasses such as festuca sp. It is possible that sheep dung wasused to temper the pottery. Occasional rounded grains ofshell sand are found in all fabrics. The mineralogy is consis-tent with a local provenance in North Uist, though similarminerals can be found throughout the Outer Hebrides. Thelocal rocks are quartz-amphibole gneisses, in placesmigmatised and with granitic intrusions (Dearnley 1962).The presence of shell sand argues for production in themachair of the western coasts of the islands. The angularityof the fragments indicates little transport of material subse-quent to the breakdown of the rock structure, and suggests alocally-derived glacial or colluvial deposit rather than deliber-ately crushed rock. This type of deposit would vary in com-position over a short distance, making it impossible to besure if the variation in fabric is due to natural variation or de-liberate selection of particular clays.Certain forms and decoration were seen to relate more toFabric 1 than to Fabric 2 (there were too few sherds of Fab-rics 3 and 4 to make useful comment). The sherds made fromFabric 1 included undecorated bucket-shaped pots, smallerundecorated jar forms and Balevullin vases. The Fabric 1 pot-tery has the majority of slashed-cordon-decorated sherds inthe assemblage, and only six finger-marked cordons. The re-mainder of the decoration is simple with only a few complexpatterns comprising more than one motif.Fabric 2 has straight-sided vessels, but in this case deco-rated with fingertip marks on the rim top. The bodysherdsare predominantly decorated with fingermarked cordonsrather than slashed cordons, and some bases havefingermarking in the interior.Certain forms of decoration are common to both fabrics.The complex decoration of the fabric 1 Balevullin jar (Figure74a) with its zigzag incised line, is very similar to the fabric 2vessel (Figure 74b).
10.1.3 Baleshare: summary of the assemblage
The assemblage from Baleshare comprises circa 5760 sherdsmade, where technique of manufacture could be determined,by the coil-construction method. The pottery, much of whichwas badly fragmented and abraded, was sorted according tofabric, thickness, decoration and surface finish to determinewhether any broad differences could be seen between potteryfrom the various phases of the site (only presence/absence wasrecorded). Over 1000 sherds from the assemblage were sub-
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Figure 74. Balelone: pottery. a) Find 329/1, Block 3 (Scale1:1). b) Finds 21/2, Block 5 (Scale 1:1)

Plate 30. Sherd from Balelone bearing impressed, ring-headedpin decoration



jected to analysis of colour, thickness and firing but no mean-ingful groups could be identified (Lehane, archive report).The pottery was categorised as thin (< 5 mm), medium(6�10 mm), thick (11�15 mm) or very thick (>16 mm); theresults are presented in Table 5a.
MorphologyAll the vessels seem to have been flat-based, eitherbucket-shaped or shouldered with more of a barrel-shapedlower portion. A range of rim types is represented; plain, flat,interior bevelled and splayed in Phase 1, with the addition ofrolled, necked and inverted in Phase 2, and everted and ta-pered in Phase 3. Thirty-two rim sherds have diameters whichcan be measured. The majority was under 180 mm in externaldiameter with the largest proportion measuring 100 mm.
Surface finish and decorationThe use of a thin slip was noted on sherds from each phase.Smoothing and grass-wiping was present on sherds from Pha-ses 2 and 3, whereas burnishing was restricted to sherds fromPhase 3 (Table 5b).A variety of decorative techniques was recorded (Table5c). The only decoration on a Phase 1 sherd was a possibleincised line. In Phase 2 contexts incised lines, finger tip andfinger nail impressions were noted. There was only one ex-ample of a cordon in Phase 2, in one of the upper blocks.These techniques were recorded on pottery from Phase 3contexts with the additional techniques of applied bosses andfinger-impressed bases.These decorative elements were combined in a number ofways (Figure 75). Find 30/3 (Figure 75a) has an applied cor-

don decorated with incised zig-zags above which are incisedlines forming a chevron, or basket effect. Find 40/43 (Figure75b) has applied bosses with double incised chevron decora-tion above. Find 32/96 (Figure 75c) has a slashed cordonwith incised decoration above, again possibly forming a wo-ven or basket effect. Find 81/98 (Figure 75d & Plate 15) is ashouldered vessel with a zig-zag cordon around the vessel atthe level of the shoulder.
FabricThe fabrics were categorised as follows � sandy clay (1);coarse sandy clay (2); fine clay (3); sandy clay with rock tem-per (4); coarse, sandy clay with rock temper (5); and fine claywith rock temper (6) (Table 5d). The presence of organicswas noted in examples of each fabric present.Macroscopic examination of forty-five sherds indicatedlocal production. All contain rock fragments which can bematched with outcrops within 2 km of the site on NorthUist. The majority of the sherds contain fragments, rang-ing in size from 2 mm to 12 mm in diameter, of quartz,granite-gneiss, granite and amphibolite. These fragmentsare usually rounded, indicating that they derive from acoarse sand, but some are angular, indicating the additionof crushed rock. The smaller grains (0.5 mm to 2 mm)usually consist of quartz, hornblende, mica (usually bio-tite) and, rarely, feldspar. Some 20% of the 45 sherds ex-amined exhibited elongated cavities from the burning-outof grass or other vegetation. Usually these cavities were in-frequent in a sherd, perhaps indicative of vegetationwithin the clay rather than deliberate addition, but insome cases the cavities are so frequent that deliberate ad-dition is indicated.
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a) thicknessPhase thin medium thick very thick
1 * *2 * * *3 * * * *
b) surface finishPhase slip smoothed grass-wiped burnished
1 *2 * * *3 * * * *
c) decorationPhase incised finger imp nail imp bosses cordon finger impbases1 *2 * * * *3 * * * * * *
d) fabricPhase 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 * * * *2 * * * *3 * * * * *

Table 5. Baleshare. Pottery attributes



The pottery was similar in fabric throughout the assem-blage, although there were no thin sherds in Phases 1 and 2.Most of the fabrics were sandy clay or coarse sandy clay,sometimes tempered with rock fragments. Fine clay was onlyused in Phase 3, although this too was tempered with rockfragments.
Summary of chronologyCertain differences within the assemblage can perhaps be ex-plained chronologically. The pottery from Phases 1 and 2does not have any fine sherds and a fine clay was not used.The Phase 1 pottery was undecorated apart from one sherdwith possible incised decoration, whereas in Phase 2 incisedand impressed decoration predominated, with only one ex-

ample of a cordon, and in Phase 3 applied decoration wasused in addition to the continued use of incised and im-pressed decoration. The use of burnishing as a surface finishwas only noted in Phase 3. Everted and tapered rims wereonly noted in Phase 3.
10.1.4 Hornish Point: summary of the assemblage
The assemblage of coarse pottery from Hornish Point com-prises 699 sherds (581 undecorated body sherds, forty-fourrim sherds, twenty-eight basal sherds and forty-six deco-rated sherds). The vessels were hand-built by the coil-con-struction method. Over 80% of the sherds were
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Figure 75. Baleshare: pottery. a) Find 30/3 (Scale 1:1). b) Find 40/43 (Scale 1:2). c) Find 32/96 (Scale 1:1). d) Find 81/98 (Scale 1:2)



incompletely oxidised. Scraping and smoothing of the sur-face was sometimes noted, and four of the sherds aregrass-marked. When the pottery was subjected to attributeanalysis (colour, thickness and firing), eight types were iden-tified (see Lehane, archive report), but none of these werefound to have any stratigraphic significance.
MorphologyThe following rim types were noted; everted (29), inverted (1),plain (11) and flat (3). The dominance of the everted rim isconsistent with what was noted in the Baleshare assemblage.Only in five cases could rim diameter be measured, and a simi-lar size range to the Baleshare assemblage was indicated. Theonly basal type recorded was a flat base with angled walls.
DecorationForty-six decorated sherds were recovered with the followingmethods of decoration represented; incised (35%), applied(32.6%), gouged (26%), stabbed (4.3%) and stamped (2.1%).

The range of methods and the motifs is very similar to thosenoted in the Balelone assemblage.In general the sherds were too small to obtain a clear im-pression of the layout of the decoration, but, as at Balelone, acombination of applied and incised motifs appears to havebeen common (Figure 76). Find 123/18 (Figure 76a) has anincised lattice decoration combined with applied bosses. Find123/20 (Figure 76b) has an applied cordon with incisedslashes with incised �fringed� chevron decoration above. Find366/1 (Figure 76c) has an applied cordon decorated with in-cised chevrons combined with an incised, double chevron,with additional dot decoration above. Find 261/1 (Figure76d) has an applied wavy cordon with incised, chevron deco-ration above. In other cases the decoration is confined to asingle motif, repeated around the vessel, usually around theneck, eg lentoid decoration on Find 204/7 (Figure 76e), arow of applied bosses on Find 130/14 (Figure 76f), and arow of finger-tip impressions at the point of inflection of theeverted rim of Find 123/25 (Figure 76g).
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Figure 76. Hornish Point: pottery. a) Find 123/18 (Scale 1:2). b) Find 123/20 (Scale 1:1). c) Find 366/1 (Scale 1:1). d) Find 261/1(Scale 1:1). e) Find 204/7 (Scale 1:1). f) Find 130/14 (Scale 1:1). g) Find 123/25 (Scale 1:1)



FabricThe fabrics of the vessels are very similar throughout; sandyclay or coarse, sandy clay, with rock tempering only occa-sionally, and thickness in the range 5 mm to 15 mm.Thirty-two sherds from the site were examined macroscopi-cally. The larger rock fragments within the sherds were foundto be either granite or quartz or a combination. Finer grains(up to 1 mm diameter) consistently included quartz,hornblende and biotite and, rarely, feldspar. Grass-temperingseems to have been common, noted in around 60% of thesherds examined.
10.1.5 Newtonferry: summary of the assemblage
During the excavations at Newtonferry, circa 350 sherds ofpottery were recovered. The majority of sherds wereuncontexted but five sherds were retrieved from Block 5 andBlock 3. Examples of inverted, necked, plain and everted rimsare included in the assemblage. All are uncontexted apart froman inverted rim from (38). There are no basal sherds in the as-semblage. Only one sherd from (41) has decoration whichconsisted of two small incised lines. Most of the pottery is be-tween 5�10 mm thick. The pottery is morphologicallyundiagnostic. The fabrics are similar throughout the assem-blage, ie sandy clay, occasionally with the addition of organics.The fabrics of a sample of sherds were analysed in moredetail. The results are as follows:Fabrics 1 and 5: Granite and quartz, mainly up to 2 mm indiameter, mostly rounded or sub-rounded. Finer black miner-als (? hornblende) and biotite, set in a dark grey clay matrix.Many elongated cavities aligned with the walls of the sherdprobably from grass tempering. There are occasional grassimpressions on both surfaces of the sherds.Fabrics 2, 3 & 4: Many angular quartz grits up to 2 mm indiameter, with smaller quartz and hornblende fragments, lessthan 1 mm in diameter. Occasional irregular cavities, somewith impressions of vegetation.Fabric 6: Coarse granite fragments up to 6 mm in diameter,with finer quartz, feldspar, hornblende and biotite set in agrey clay matrix. Grass impressions on both surfaces.
10.1.6 South Glendale: summary of the assemblage
An assemblage of fifty-five contexted sherds and circa 120uncontexted sherds were recovered during the excavations atSouth Glendale. In addition, a brown-glazed sherd ofpost-Medieval date and a possible beaker sherd were recov-ered during a pre-excavation survey, and Shepherd &Maclean (1978, 35) recovered cord-decorated beaker sherdsduring earlier fieldwork.All the contexted pottery apart from one sherd was re-covered from the upper Block of midden deposits andpit-digging activity. The pottery is all hand-thrown, by thecoil construction method, and the majority of sherds arerock-tempered. From its colour, most was fired in an oxidis-ing atmosphere. Only three sherds are decorated; Find 3/3which has incised decoration into a slip, Find 4/32 which hasan incised line, and Find 103/1 which also has incised deco-ration. In none of these instances does enough of the decora-tion survive to indicate a date.

Six rim sherds were noted; an everted rim, a flat rim andan inverted rim with an internal bevel from unstratified de-posits and, from Block 1 contexts, a rim with an internalbevel, three flat rims and one from a necked vessel. None ofthe rim diameters could be measured, but in seventeen caseswhere the curvature of body sherds could be measured, it ap-peared that the seven were over 0.36 m in diameter.
10.1.7 Discussion
As the assemblages from Newtonferry and South Glendaleare small and undiagnostic, the discussion will focus on thecirca 8000 sherds from the other three sites. The 14C dates in-dicate that the assemblages studied from Baleshare, Baleloneand Hornish Point span the period from circa 1350 cal BC to100 cal BC. The earliest dates were from the Phase 1 assem-blage at Baleshare, an undecorated assemblage with mediumto thick-walled vessels, often bucket-shaped. The Phase 2 as-semblage from Baleshare, dating to circa 1000 cal BC, in-cluded rolled and necked vessels. A row of impresseddecoration below the rim was most common. The assem-blages from Balelone and Hornish Point span similar periods,550�300 cal BC in the former case and 550�220 cal BC inthe latter. Both have incised and applied decoration and arange of rim forms including everted. The assemblage fromPhase 3 at Baleshare is later, circa 200�100 cal BC, but has asimilar range of rim forms and decoration.The largest published assemblage of Iron Age potteryfrom Uist consists of 19,000 sherds from Dun Vulan(Parker-Pearson & Sharples 1999). Unfortunately, this reportwas published too recently for its results to be assimilated ordiscussed here. Much smaller assemblages were recoveredfrom the wheelhouse sites of A�Cheardach Mhor (Young &Richardson 1960) and A�Cheardach Beag (Fairhurst 1971) inSouth Uist, and Sollas in North Uist. Around 1000 sherdswere recovered from the wheelhouse at A�Cheardach Beag(ibid). The assemblage had two main components, decorated�wheelhouse wares� and undecorated �coarse wares�. In thereport it was noted that most of the pottery should be con-sidered as unstratified (ibid, 91), so it is not possible to estab-lish whether the two types of pottery were contemporaneous,perhaps reflecting a functional difference, or whether theyrepresent a chronological division. The �wheelhouse pottery�has a variety of decorative methods; fingertip decoration, lin-ear and curvilinear incised motifs, stabbing or stab and drag,and wavy or finger-impressed cordons. Fairhurst noted theabsence of channelled decoration (also known as �ClettravalWare�), ring-headed pin impressions, raised bosses and ap-plied cordon under the rim, which led him to believe, fromcomparison with other assemblages, that the assemblage waslater rather than earlier in the sequence. All of the forms ofpottery noted at A�Cheardach Beag were identified in the as-semblages from Balelone, Baleshare and Hornish Point.The pottery from A�Cheardach Mhor was stratified into anearlier and a later group within the wheelhouse (Young &Richardson 1960). The pottery that Young defines as the ear-lier group has inverted rims and incised decoration, and camefrom below the living levels of the bays of the wheelhouse(ibid, 143). Applied cordons and raised bosses were also noted.Everted rims were a distinctive feature of the later stage ofPhase 1, along with various forms of applied decoration. The
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later assemblage, from above the level of the wheelhouse floor,was characterised by vessels with a short neck and was oftenundecorated. The pottery from the early phase was dated tothe second century AD by association with yellow vitreousbeads, while a date within the fifth to seventh centuries ADwas suggested for the later assemblage, through comparisonwith the Dun Cuier, Barra, assemblage (ibid, 154).The Sollas wheelhouse, which dates to the first centuryAD, produced an assemblage of around 3000 sherds (Camp-bell 1991, 148). Shouldered vessels are more common, al-though bucket shapes were also found. Decoration includeslinear incisions forming lattices, chevrons, lozenges, stampedrings, channelled curvilinear designs, cordons on the shoul-der and stabs or impressions around the neck. These decora-tive elements are found in various combinations. While thepresence of a cordon and incised decoration did not seem tobe chronologically sensitive within the period represented atSollas, Campbell felt that channelled decoration (shallowgrooves forming either arches or asymmetric waves), used byMackie (1974a, 81) to define �Clettraval Ware�, was late inthe sequence, being confined, apart from one example, to pe-riod B2, the final phase on the site, and that the appearanceof everted rim pottery was also sudden, coinciding with thebuilding of the wheelhouse. The lack of channelled decora-tion in the assemblages at Balelone, Baleshare and HornishPoint would support its later date. However, the presence ofeverted rims in these assemblages does not support Camp-bell�s theory that they were introduced at the same time aschannelled decoration.From these assemblages from the Uists, and from the as-semblages from Balelone, Baleshare and Hornish Point, vari-ous observations can be made as to the identification ofchronologically sensitive decorative traits. The BalesharePhase II assemblage indicates that the use of rows of im-pressed decoration in the early Iron Age in this region is acontinuation of a later Bronze Age tradition. Impressed deco-ration continued to be used solely, or in combination with in-cised decoration, applied cordons and bosses in the early partof the Iron Age. In the later assemblages, as evidenced atSollas, channelled decoration is added to the repertoire. Thesequence for the area from circa 1000 cal BC to the first fewcenturies cal AD appears to involve the addition of new dec-orative elements rather than the discontinuation of earlierstyles as new ones are developed.In considering how far these observations tie in withother assemblages from the West Coast islands, the discus-sion will be restricted to published material.The largest published assemblage is that from Dun MorVaul, Tiree. The assemblage was associated with the building,use and abandonment of the broch. Mackie (1974a) was ableto identify six phases of pottery beginning with Vaul Ware(vases and barrel-shaped urns sometimes ornamented withgeometric incised decoration) which characterised his Phase1A assemblage (795�255 cal BC [GaK 1098] and 795�180cal BC [GaK 1092]). The use of this type of pottery contin-ued through the sequence. Clettraval Ware was added in thePhase 2 assemblage (100 cal BC�340 cal AD [GaK 1097]),which represents the construction of the broch, and its usecontinued throughout the later part of the sequence, the con-version of the broch to a dwelling, circa 160 cal AD.Other assemblages from the West Coast islands lack datesand have been relatively dated by comparison with Dun Mor

Vaul. An assemblage from Dun Cul Buirg in Iona (Ritchie &Lane 1980) which included channelled decoration and cor-dons was interpreted by the excavators as representing onemain period of occupation. The occurrence of channelleddecoration would indicate a date late in the sequence if com-pared with Dun Mor Vaul.A date in the first half of the first century AD was alsosuggested for the pottery from Tabraham�s excavations atDun Carloway (Tabraham 1977, 156). The most commonform of vessel is a necked vessel with a flat or plain rim, or,less often, an everted rim, and the only form of decoration isan applied cordon often giving a wavy effect. The absence ofchannelled and incised decoration, and the fact that the as-semblage appeared to be associated with the secondary use ofa broch, led Close-Brooks to suggest that it was perhaps of asimilar date to the Phase III middens at A�Cheardach Mhor,South Uist (Young & Richardson 1960, 154�6, figs 10, 13)and to the assemblage from the fortified house at Dun Cuier,Isle of Barra (Young 1956, figs 7�12). However,Close-Brooks pointed out that the Dun Cuier assemblagecould have a longer time span because it included concaverims and bucket shapes not found at Carloway and a smallstone mould for the terminal of a penannular brooch, whichshe felt could extend the date range into the 8th century AD.There is again little dating evidence for the assem-blages from the published Skye sites. The pottery from thebrochs Dun Beag (Callander 1921) and Dun Iardhard(MacLeod 1915), is decorated with applied cordons andincised decoration. A date of 172 cal BC�cal AD 130(GU-1662) was obtained for the building of DunFlodigarry broch, which has a similar assemblage (Martlew1985). Recent work on establishing a pottery sequence forthe Iron Age of the West Coast islands of Scotland has al-lowed the usefulness of various traits to be evaluated (Lane1990). Fabric has been discounted as a useful chronologi-cal indicator. Where fabrics have been analysed, the con-clusion of the analysis is in general that they could havebeen produced locally to the site. Variations within an as-semblage are often in texture rather than materials, andare perhaps a consequence of the size or envisaged func-tion of a vessel. Grass tempering, while appearing to be lo-cally distinctive in certain cases, for example at Sollas,where it was virtually confined to Period A, cannot beused as an chronological indicator over the region, havingbeen noted to occur from Bronze Age to Viking contexts.The lack of chronologically distinctive fabric types hasfocused discussion of a sequence on decoration and mor-phology, of which the appearance of channelled decorationand the introduction of everted rim pottery have had mostattention. While Campbell (1991) would see everted rims asa late introduction, Mackie suggested that the presence ofan everted rim sherd with a double cordon in his Phase 1assemblage (795�255 cal BC) at Dun Mor Vaul could arguefor earlier origins. Young (1966, 52) was also in favour of alate date for the introduction of everted rims with the re-placement of incised decoration with channelled decorationat the same time. Campbell (1991, 154) disputed the re-placement of incised decoration by channelled decorationon the grounds that the four variations of decoration foundon everted rim pottery (plain, cordoned, incised and chan-nelled) are all found in the same first/second century AD de-posits at Sollas.
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The lack of channelled decoration in the assemblagesfrom the Balelone, Baleshare and Hornish Point add weightto the observation at Dun Mor Vaul and Sollas that chan-nelled decoration is late in the sequence. For the earlier partof the sequence, analysis of the assemblage from Balesharehas led to the suggestion that impressed bands of decorationaround the shoulder of the vessel were in use before cor-doned/incised decorated pottery. In addition, the informationfrom Balelone and Hornish Point supports Mackie�s theoryof an early date for everted rims rather than their introduc-tion in the first/second century AD.
10.1.8 Conclusions
In spite of the number of West Coast island sites which havebeen excavated, our ability to define a pottery sequence forthe West Coast islands has been hindered by the lack of siteswith well-recorded, well-dated stratigraphy. The informationobtained from Baleshare, Balelone and Hornish Point hasadded detail to the earlier part of the sequence for Uist, butmany more well-dated assemblages are needed if we are toadvance the pottery sequence for the West Coast islands on alocal and regional level.

10.2 LITHIC ASSEMBLAGES
N Finlay (1992)
10.2.1 Introduction
Flint and quartz are the main materials represented with a sin-gle piece of green chert found at South Glendale. Boulders ofchalk flint in drift have been reported on Vatersey and Skiport(Wickham-Jones & Collins 1978, 11�12) but the flint ex-ploited at the sites would appear to be beach pebble in origin.There is a possibility that this material was collected fromother islands. The nearest source for the fossil found atBalelone is on the east coast of Skye and is also a flint source(Collins infra). Both vein and pebble quartz was exploited andthe use of this poor quality raw material on the islands hasbeen recorded at a number of sites including Valtos, Lewis(Lacaille 1936). The small size of the assemblages recoveredand the types of contexts, cultivation deposits and conflationdeposits, precludes any detailed discussion of the material.
10.2.2 Baleshare (Table 6)
A total of five pieces of flaked flint and fourteen pieces ofquartz was recovered from Baleshare. The bipolar techniqueis represented and the only retouched piece, a secondaryflake from Block 22, is a scraper fragment. The quartz fromBlocks 23 and 26 has a smooth, waterworn cortex, while thatfrom the other blocks is vein in origin. Some pieces retainpart of parent bedrock material. True conchoidal fracture is
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Context Block tech p/s/i reg l b th Notes
QuartzS476 3 sf p i 43 22 11S476 3 sf i i 25 18 11275 22 sf i i 35 17 10275 22 sf i i 18 15 7275 22 sf s i 22 16 7139 26 sf p i 32 29 12139 26 sf s i 38 26 17139 26 speb 66 43 32272 23 sf s i 36 25 13276 22 f s i 45 46 16 vein quartz276 22 sf s i 43 25 16276 22 sf i i 23 17 6276 22 ch i i 32 39 18279 22 f i i 35 20 10 bedrockFlint61 f i i 11 9 2211 16 f s i 15 17 6279 22 f s i 24 13 6 bipolar279 22 f s i 20 14 7 retouchedscraper fragu/s f p i 23 18 5105 8 f s r 15 13 5 bipolar
Table 6. Baleshare. Catalogue of lithic finds (measurements in mm). All pieces are in a fresh condition and unretouched other thanwhere specified. Key: tech = technology; p/s/I = primary/secondary/inner; b = blade; f = flake; r = regular; I = irregular; speb =split pebble; sf = splintered flake (no conchoidal fracture)



rare in this material, however the pieces are most likely to bethe product of a worked assemblage.
10.2.3 Hornish Point (Table 7)
A total of five pieces of flint and quartz was recovered, thesecomprised an unprovenanced surface find of a flint blade, a sec-ondary flint flake and three quartz flakes from Block 30, [127].
10.2.4 South Glendale (Table 8)
An assemblage of twenty-four pieces of flint, one chertchunk and circa 100 quartz pieces were recovered from thissite. Unfortunately the majority of the material wasunprovenanced or from conflation horizons. No pebblequartz was recovered and it would appear that vein quartzwas exploited. No retouched pieces were found and thecharacter of the flint assemblage suggests that more thanone phase of activity is represented by this material.
10.3 STONE AND PUMICE SAMPLES
G Collins (1986)
10.3.1 Balelone
Of the fifty-five samples examined, the majority were com-posed of grey-gneiss and hornblende-gneiss of local origin. Inaddition amphibolite and granite, both probably derivedfrom South Harris, were noted. Some twenty-one of the sam-ples contained burnt stone and two samples from [21/17] and[39] were also rich in ash. An unstratified belemnite, a calcar-eous fossil, was also found. The nearest in situ occurrence ofthese fossils is in the Mesozoic outcrops on the east coast ofSkye. There may be an association between the fossil and theunworked flint pebble recovered from [515], for flint is alsocommonly found there.
10.3.2 Baleshare
165 samples were examined comprising mostly grey gneissand granitic or hornblendic gneiss, obtained from the nearby

beach and shallow cliffs. Few of the specimens are waterrounded. There is a preponderance of heatedhornblende-porphyry pebbles from a range of contexts, forexample [247], [194] and [233]. Of the 165 samples 102were found to contain heated rock fragments. It is clear thathornblende was preferentially selected for fire stones over thelocal grey-gneiss which is prone to disintegration.Forty-three pieces of pumice were recovered fromBaleshare (Table 9), of which three were modified. Only Find150 is an identifiable object, a perforated pumice float, 55mm long (Figure 77a). Find 73 is an oval piece, 64 mm long,worn flat on one side with indentations on the reverse (Fig-ure 77b) while Find 232 is an amorphous piece, 47 mm long,with wide grooves worn into it (Figure 77c).
10.3.3 Hornish Point
170 samples were examined. Hornblende-gneiss and gran-ite-gneiss were represented with rare inclusions of amphibo-lite and hornblende-porphyry pebbles. Some seventy-six ofthe samples show signs of burning.Hornish Point produced a single, unmodified piece ofpumice, Find 26, which weighed 0.64 g.
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Material tech p/s/i reg l b th Notes
flint f s r 33 20 8 hardhammerquartz sf i i 29 24 13quartz sf i i 23 19 12quartz sf s i 28 22 11Top surfaceflint b s r 31 13 6
Table 7. Hornish Point. Flint from [127], Block 30(measurements in mm). All pieces are in a fresh condition andunretouched other than where specified. For key see captionto Table 6

Context tech p/s/i reg l w t Notes
4 f i i 13 10 34 f p i 28 17 74 ch i 12 16 74 f i i 15 12 4 prox fragment4 f i i 17 10 4 fragment5 f i i chip, knappingspall3 f i r 15 13 213 f s i 13 12 3 burnt, heatspalls48 f s i 18 15 4 burnt, heatspalls59 ch s 13 12 859 f s r 17 12 3101 ch s 42 23 17104 f p i 34 30 9104 b s i 27 9 8124 f p i 23 15 5207 f s i 18 10 5222 f s i 22 16 4 burnt224 f s i 20 28 6 hard hammeru/s f i r 27 25 4 flat plat, hingeu/s f s i 18 23 5 bipolaru/s f i r 21 15 4 bipolaru/s f i i 10 11 3 prox fl fragu/s b i r 22 6 2u/s f i i 20 12 5 patinated flgreen chert4 ch i 20 11 9 worked chunkTable 8. South Glendale. Catalogue of stratified andunstratified lithic finds (measurements in mm). All pieces arein a fresh condition and unretouched other than wherespecified. For key see caption to Table 6



10.3.4 Newtonferry
The majority of the lithic samples recovered from this siteare of hornblendic-gneiss and granite. Burnt stone was pres-ent in five out of the thirty-seven samples. The lithics areangular with very few rounded surfaces. Lime/shell mortarwas also present.
10.3.5 South Glendale
Few local gneiss were encountered and the character of thematerial differs from the other sites in relation to the pres-ence of worked flint and quartz.

South Glendale produced three unmodified pieces ofpumice from [108], [4] and [19], weighing, in total, 24.4g.
10.4 ANALYSIS OF THE PUMICE FROM BALESHARE
A J Newton & A J Dugmore (1995)
10.4.1 Introduction and background
Pumice can be generally defined as �highly vesicular silicic tomafic glass foam, which commonly floats on water�. The ves-icles in the rock are produced by degassing of magma when itreaches the surface. This ability to float means that pumicecan be widely distributed by ocean currents if it enters thesea. Pumice can enter the sea either by falling directly into itor being transported by pyroclastic flows or rivers. The geo-chemical composition of pumice can vary from basic (ba-saltic) to acidic (rhyolitic).The archaeological excavations at Ceardach Ruadh,Baleshare produced forty-three pieces of brown and blackpumice weighing a total of nearly 300 grams, from blocksthroughout the stratigraphic sequence. This pumice is an-other addition to pumice deposits that are found on raisedbeaches and archaeological sites throughout the North Atlan-tic region. A total of nine bulk x-ray fluorescence (XRF) andfifty-one electron probe microanalyses (EPMA) have beencarried out on nine pieces of pumice.The geographical distribution of pumice found through-out the North Atlantic is wide, stretching from Arctic Can-ada, Greenland, Iceland, Svalbard, Ireland, Scotland to Scan-dinavia and the Kola Peninsula in Russia. Virtually all of thepumice found in the British Isles and Scandanavia is dacitic,that is it has an SiO2 total of about 65%, and can be eitherbrown or black. The archaeological sites on which this pum-ice has been found date from the Mesolithic (Jura) to theLate Iron Age (Shetland). This age range reflects the temporaldistribution of pumice on the well-developed raised beachesin Norway (Mangerud pers comm; Newton, unpubl). Whitepumice has also been found in more recent beach deposits
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Figure 77. Baleshare: pumice artefacts (Scale 2:1). a) Find 150. b) Find 73. c) Find 232

Context Block No. frags Weight Date (bc) ± 50
5 3 2 9.57 (370�205)119* 12 2 20.26 (290�95)65 2 1 2.18 29062 2 2 0.96 290176 15 1 2.4 425216 15 1 2.87 425177* 15 2 13.46 425219* 16 4 43.11 (865�425)247 16 4 25.75 (865�425)149 16 2 10.25 (865�425)240 16 2 5.09 (865�425)142 16 1 5.08 (865�425)140 25 1 10.34 (865�425)148 26 4 17.61 865139* 26 3 19.91 865233 18 2 11.7 790231 27 1 10.6 960270* 23 3 18.73 1080278* 22 2 12.83 1335
Table 9. Baleshare. Unmodified pumice finds. * indicatesthose contexts from which pumice pieces have beengeochemically analysed



and sand dunes on Shetland, as well as at an archaeologicalsite on Papa Stour (Newton forthcoming).The white pumice from Shetland is from the 1362 ADeruption of Oraefajokull, in southern Iceland (Newton forth-coming). The late-glacial white pumice may be associatedwith the 10,400 BP Vedde tephra which is found in westernNorway and the North Atlantic. The Vedde tephra layer wasproduced form the Grimsvotn Volcanic System in Iceland.The brown and black dacitic pumice has been correlatedwith tephra layers from the Katla Volcanic System in south-ern Iceland. These layers have been dated to between about6500 BP and 11000 BP. The age of this deposit is not as yetknown. This work is currently the subject of further research,the aim of which is to date and discover exactly which erup-tion or eruptions were responsible for the pumice.The brown pumice, although physically different fromthe black pumice, which appears to be more glassy, showsno significant geochemical difference to the black pumice.This homogeneity is present in the major and the trace ele-ment composition of the pumice and future research will in-vestigate this.
10.4.2 Pumice finds
Colour and morphologyThe forty-three pumice pieces were recovered from elevenblocks as shown in Table 9. Only one Block contained blackpumice alone, two blocks produced black and brown pumiceand the remainder brown only. Whilst �black� is a fair de-scription of the black pumice, �brown� pumice may also havea greyish-brown colour. This colour differentiation is notedin other pumice finds in Iceland, Scotland, Ireland and Nor-way, where mid-Holocene deposits seem to consist of brownand black pumice. Morphological differences between theblack and brown pumice are mainly shown by the vesicleswhich appear far more glassy in the black pumice than thebrown. Vesicles in the black pumice also appear to be betterdeveloped.
Age of pumiceTable 9 also gives dates for the blocks containing pumice.These dates are given in uncalibrated radiocarbon years andrelative ages are shown in parentheses. Brown pumice isfound throughout the chronological range, whilst black pum-ice is found in only the older samples, primarily Blocks 18,22, 23, and 26.
10.4.3 Geochemical analysis
Only major element results are presented here, despite traceelement results being obtained from the XRF method. Fur-ther work on this trace element data is being carried out, in-cluding comparisons of the results with recent XRF analysesof other pumice deposits.
X-ray fluorescence analysisThe pumice was prepared for major element XRF analysis bycleaning in an ultrasound bath. This was done to remove anyloose sand or dirt from within the vesicles. The pumice wasthen crushed to a fine powder in a tungsten carbide rock

crusher. Finally, the powder was then melted to form glassdisks and these were then analysed.These analyses represent an average composition for eachpiece of pumice. These results will be discussed with theEPMA results below, but it is worth noting that there is nosignificant difference between the black pumice of Block 22and Block 23 and the brown pumice.
Electron probe microanalysesEPMA were carried out on the same pieces of pumice as wereused for the XRF analyses. The pumice from Blocks 25 and27 was crushed in the XRF preparation and could not beused for EPMA work. The duplication of the analyses wasused to test the reproducibility of the different methods.The pumice was analysed on a Cambridge InstrumentsMicroscan V electron microprobe. Thin sections of pumicefragments were made so that smooth glass faces could be ana-lysed. The fragments were incorporated in resin on a glassslide, which was ground and polished to a thickness of 75 mi-crons and then carbon coated. WDS (Wavelength DispersiveSpectrometer) analyses were carried out using an acceleratingvoltage of 20 kV and a beam current of 15 nA. An andraditestandard was analysed regularly during the analyses to pro-vide a clear indication of instrument stability. Only analyseswith element totals above 95% were used for comparativepurposes.Between five and eleven analyses were undertaken oneach piece of pumice, enabling the natural geochemical varia-tion of the glass to be studied.
10.4.4 Discussion
The mean values for the EPMA analyses do not vary signifi-cantly from those obtained by the XRF technique, but differ-ences do occur. For example, the total iron content of Find247 (Block 16), is greater in the XRF analyses than the EPMAanalyses. This is probably due to the presence of a higher con-centration of iron bearing minerals such as magnetite. Onlyglass is analysed in EPMA analyses. As with the XRF analysesthere are no significant geochemical variations between theblack and brown pumices. This result confirms other analysescarried out on pumice from Iceland to Norway.Despite the apparent similarity of the XRF and EPMAanalyses it is still preferable to use the EPMA results. Al-though most of the pumice consists of glass, it still containssmall phenocrysts. If the piece of pumice analysed has an un-usually large number of these, the result will be biased, withover-representation of the elements present in the minerals.During EPMA each point analysed is selected so that onlyfresh glass is analysed. This leads to better reproducibility be-tween samples. So, only the EPMA results have been used forcomparative purposes.The pumice from Baleshare can be geochemically corre-lated with dacitic pumice found in Iceland, Ireland, Scotlandand Norway. There is a wide range of iron values, often ofmore than 1%, within a single piece of pumice. This featurewould not be shown by XRF analyses where a mean valuewould have been given. Although there are no major differ-ences between the geochemical composition of the black andbrown pumices Find 247 from Block 21 does have slightly
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Figure 78. Worked bone and antler artefacts. a) BL3. b) B18. c) H12. d) H13. e) Comb from Bowermadde n, Caithness (afterAnderson 1883)



higher K2O than the rest, except for some analyses from Find139 from Block 26.
10.4.5 Conclusion
The pumice would have been collected either from contem-porary or raised beach deposit. The Western Isles andBaleshare in particular are excellent sites for the accumula-tion of flotsam and jetsam. The pumice would have providedan excellent abrasive for all sorts of uses, probably includingrubbing of hides and skins and sharpening bone and woodenweapons and tools. Due to its low density fishing floats mayhave been from the pumice.The pumice found at Baleshare can be correlated to otherdacitic pumice deposits found both in archaeological and nat-ural contexts throughout the eastern North Atlantic region.There are no significant geochemical differences between theblack and brown pumice, but the black is only found in theolder blocks. XRF and EPMA analyses of pumice both seemto provide similar major element abundances, but it is notpossible for XRF analyses to show the natural geochemicalvariation within a single piece of pumice.The dating of the pumice is not yet possible. New resultsfrom Iceland suggest that there were several eruptions duringthe mid-Holocene which could have produced the pumice,most probably from the Katla volcanic system. One interestingproperty of the tephra layers associated with these eruptions isthat they are geochemically very similar, a feature shared withpumice deposits. Pumice deposits found at Ben Tangaval,Barra, have similar properties (Newton & Dugmore 1995).Future research will investigate the trace element datafrom the Baleshare pumice and compare this to results fromother sites. The recently discovered tephra layers in Icelandprovide the best hope of differentiating separate eruptionsand of dating the deposits.
10.5 WORKED BONE AND ANTLER
A-M Gibson (1988)
Detailed descriptions of each object can be found in the ar-chive catalogue. The numbers prefixed BL (Balelone), B(Baleshare) and H (Hornish Point) in the text below refer tothe catalogue entries.
10.5.1 Balelone
Only three objects of worked bone were retrieved fromBalelone. BL1 (Block 6, [309]) is a smoother/polisher, 144mm long, cut from a split cattle metatarsal with rounded end.Polish exists half way along the shaft, where it has beenshaped to facilitate hafting. BL2 (Block 7, [18]) is a nee-dle/point fragment, 31 mm long, with broken hourglass per-foration at one end. BL3 is a small peg with a roughly squarehead (Figure 78a). It may have been a gaming piece.

10.5.2 Baleshare
The Baleshare assemblage comprised twenty-one pieces ofbone and antler which can be categorised as follows: threecomplete artefacts (B14, 17, 18); four broken artefacts (B1,B4, B5, B6); two broken points (B3, B12); six off-cuts (B7,B8, B9, B10, B13, B19); one utilised piece (B2) and five frag-ments (B11, B15, B16, B20, B21).None of the pieces are sufficiently diagnostic to be usefulas chronological indicators. The assemblage consists of thetypes commonly found in later prehistoric collections; exam-ples of finer, well crafted objects which usually accompanythese pieces in other assemblages are notably absent.All the antler in the collection is red deer antler with theexception of one piece (B5) which was possibly made of roedeer antler. However, there is no way of telling from the col-lection whether the antler used at Baleshare was derived froma local standing population of red deer or was imported.Scarcity of antler cannot be inferred from the small amountrecovered from the site as only three pieces of utilised bonewere recovered from contexts which produced large amountsof unworked bone. However, two pieces of antler recoveredfrom the site show signs of re-use which suggests that antlerwas sufficiently scarce to warrant recycling. The strip of ant-ler (B10) has a worn and bevelled outer edge. The piece hadbeen carefully detached, using a groove and splinter tech-nique, from a larger artefact possibly a handle. The stripprobably formed part of a small collection of rough outsgleaned from one broken larger piece. The small antler ring(B17) shows excessive and uncharacteristic wear and polishon its outer compact surface. It seems likely that this weardates from a time when the piece was part of a larger arte-fact.Metal awls, drills, saws and choppers were used in themanufacture of the Baleshare assemblage. Iron staining onthe inner channel of the Roe deer handle (B5) indicates thatthis was part of a hafted iron implement. The sharp diamondshaped slits on one side of antler coronet (B8) are the resultof hammering a sharp metal awl into the antler. This wouldhave happened during skin and leather working processes, itis also a technique used in fine metal working. The brokenneedle (B4) and the disc shaped weight (B18; Figure 78b)have both been perforated by the use of a bow drill with ametal bit. Both perforations are too fine and regular to havebeen produced by a hand drill or awl.
10.5.3 Hornish Point
A total assemblage of twenty-three pieces of worked boneand antler was recovered during excavation. These can becategorised as follows: three complete artefacts (H7, H12,H23); five broken artefacts (H10, H11, H13, H14, H15); sixbroken points and awls (H1�H4, H6, H8); three off-cuts androughouts (H9, H19, H22); four fragments (H16, H17,H18, H20) and two utilised pieces (H5, H21). Only one ofthe fifteen antler artefacts is made from Roe deer antler(H22), all the rest are made from Red deer antler. One piece(H9), a thin strip of antler exhibits signs of having been cutfrom a larger artefact. This is similar to the Baleshare exam-ple (B10) and again this indicates that broken antler artefactswere re-cycled.
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As at Baleshare, a study of tool marks left on the boneand antler pieces demonstrates the use of a tool kit whichdoes not survive in the archaeological record. There are indi-cations for the use of metal awls or punches, saws, knives andhand drills.The sharp diamond shaped slits on one side of the whalebone slab (H21) indicates the use of a metal awl or punchduring leather or metal working. The other side of the slabdisplays striations which indicate that the slab had been usedto sharpen bone or metal points. Two different saws havebeen used in the production of the antler comb (H13, Figure78d) and the off-cut (H19). The interdental notches on thecomb were produced by a thin fine saw whereas the sawwhich detached the off-cut was a thick heavy saw. The perfo-rations on artefacts H12 (Figure 78c) and H14 have beenproduced by hand drilling; the perforations are irregular andcounter sunk, hand drilling being a less efficient method thanbow drilling. The absence of advanced working techniquesonly indicates selection of appropriate techniques rather thanthe full range of techniques available. A separate report hasbeen prepared on the comb (see below).
10.5.4 The comb fragment from Hornish Point
A N Smith (1995)
DescriptionThis fragment has been derived from a small one-piece, sin-gle-sided comb (Figure 77d). The carefully shaped andsmoothed back, and the slight curve visible at one end indi-cate that this comb had probably had an open D-shapedback, and would have looked very much like the completecomb from a broch site at Bowermadden, Caithness (Ander-son 1883, 232�3 fig 205; Figure 77e).The fragment is too small to make a positive identifica-tion of the material, but the pattern of cancellous and solidmaterial on the reverse of the piece is more like antler thanbone. Unusually for a comb, the teeth are aligned at right an-gles to the grain of the material, which may have been neces-sitated by the size and shape of the piece of raw material usedin its manufacture. The fragment indicates that a minimum ofsix teeth were present, with deep V-sectioned cuts continuingtowards the upper edge of the comb, a feature also to be seenon the Bowermadden comb. The teeth are markedly tapered,and the longest displays transverse wear grooves on the frontsurface. One end is blackened and slightly burnt; this is the

end which curves up slightly, but the curve is certainly delib-erate and there are no signs of heat distortion.
DiscussionA variety of small, single-sided single-piece combs are knownto have been in use in Scotland before the introduction of thecomposite comb in the fifth century AD. These can be di-vided into two main groups; combs with rounded backs andincised curvilinear decoration, such as that from GheganRock, East Lothian (NMAS HD78), and Langbank Crannog(NMAS HC105); and small rectangular combs with rectilin-ear decoration, such as that recently found at Howe (BallinSmith 1994, 177; illus 90a, 100 SF4907). The Howe combwas found among redeposited midden material infilling theditch; this infill took place during Phase 7 which is datedfrom the first to the fourth century AD. Examples of thistype have also been found at the broch of Kettleburn,Caithness (NMAS GI37), and from St Boniface, Papa Westray(Wilson 1998, 140). As there is no independent dating forthe round-backed examples, it is not yet clear whether thisgrouping has a chronological or regional basis. Both types aregenerally provided with suspension holes, and were probablyworn round the neck or suspended from a belt.The openwork back of the Hornish Point and theBowermadden comb is unusual, and a form which is with-out parallel in Scotland. On the continent, however, a va-riety of small one-piece, single-sided combs with piercedand openwork backs have been found (MacGregor 1985,77; Thomas 1960). Thomas (ibid, 66�71) notes that thistype (Type C) has a distribution concentrated predomi-nantly in the Elbe region. The origin and precise dating ofthese combs is disputed, but it has been suggested thatthey may be derived from Bronze Age metal prototypes.Thomas (ibid) argues for an early Roman date for themore elaborate examples illustrated, on the grounds of as-sociations with certain fibula types. The comb fromHornish Point is the first of its type from a context whichcan be independently dated. A date in the early to middleIron Age for these combs in Scotland would not be at vari-ance with a derivation of the type from ContinentalBronze Age metal ancestors.These combs show clear signs of having been used forcombing hair, in the form of transverse wear marks acrossthe teeth, although their small size, all less than 60 mm long,and relatively short teeth, would seem to make them ratherimpractical. It is possible, as MacGregor suggested (1985, 78)that they were used for combing beards and moustaches.
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CHAPTER 11: THE HUMAN, ANIMAL, BIRD AND FISHBONE ASSEMBLAGES
11.1 HUMAN BONE FROM BALESHARE AND HORNISHPOINT
F Lee (1987)
Human bones were retrieved from an extended inhumationat Baleshare and from a ritual burial of one individual in fourpits, at Hornish Point.
11.1.1 Baleshare
An adult female skeleton aged over 35 years was retrievedduring the excavation of the Baleshare midden in 1984. Theskeleton was reasonably well preserved and most of the bodywas retrieved. A low degree of dental hygiene was evident inthe presence of four abscesses, three in the upper jaw andone in the lower jaw. Many of the teeth had been lost andperiodontal disease resulting in extreme alveolar recessionwas undoubtedly partially responsible. Degenerative changeto the articular surfaces of the bones were noted but are notconsidered to be unusual considering the age of the individ-ual. Osteoarthritis was present on the apophyseal joints ofthe vertebral column.
AgeThe individual was found to be older than 35 years. This wasestimated from a consideration of the pubic symphyses(Gilbert & Mckern 1973) in conjunction with the rate ofdental attrition (Brothwell 1972).
Stature and physical typeThe stature was estimated from the tibial length to be 167.1± 3.66 cm (Trotter & Gleser 1952). The skull was mesocran-ic or of average dimensions and the nasal index was also av-erage.
PreservationThe preservation of the bones ranged from excellent to fair.The more fragile bones, in particular those of the vertebralcolumn and the flat bones were those which had sustainedthe most damage.
Non-metric variationsEpigenetic variations and non metric traits are descriptions ofminor morphological abnormalities in the skeleton. They areused in human bone studies to establish whether or not thereis any degree of genetic proximity between groups. In this in-stance the following variants were simply noted where pres-ent (after Berry & Berry 1967; Finnegan 1973);Cranial; Ossicles or wormian bones were present in the leftlambdoid suture, at the lambda and at the right asterion. Themandible exhibited a mandibular torus.Postcranial; Both of the innominate bones have anacetabular crease. The left patella exhibits a small vastusnotch. The right tibia has a small squatting facet while boththe left and right talus support a corresponding facet on thesuperior aspect of the bone. Finally the left calcaneum exhib-its a double anterior facet.

Dentition7 6 5 4 | 4 5 6 8���������-| 4   8The rate of dental wear was more marked on the right side ofthe jaw. Dental hygiene had clearly been poor. A minimum often teeth had been lost before death. Alveolar recession wasparticularly marked and had resulted in the loosening of theremaining teeth making their loss more likely. The degree ofcalculus on the crown and roots of the teeth ranged from me-dium to considerable. The occlusal surface of the upper 3rdright molar had been completely covered by the concretionindicating that the tooth was no longer in use. Calculus mayhelp to initiate periodontal disease, an infection of the alveo-lar bone and soft tissues of the mouth (Brothwell 1972).Closely associated with periodontal disease are the presenceof four dental abscesses. Three of these occur in the extantpart of the mandible. The molars and premolars are the teethaffected and although this may indeed be associated withperiodontal disease infection by exposure of the dental pulpthrough increased attrition must also be considered.
PathologyDegenerative change to the articular surfaces of the bonewere noted. This is considered here to be a feature of theageing skeleton. Osteoarthritis was visible on the apophysealjoints of the 4th, 5th and 7th cervical vertebrae. All of thethoracic vertebrae had osteoarthritis of at least one of theapophyseal joints, while in the lumbar vertebrae only thethird left inferior facet was affected. Invertebralosteochondrosis, the result of pathological changes in theinvertebral disc, was present on the 6th and 7th cervical ver-tebrae, 1st and 2nd thoracic, and 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th lum-bar as well as on the bodies of the three late cervicalvertebrae, the 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th and 10th thoracic and all ofthe lumbar vertebrae.A complete catalogue of the bones can be found in thesite archive.
11.1.2 Hornish Point
The remains of a single individual were found in four differ-ent pits, [138], [174], [178] and [481]. The remains were in adisarticulated state, although the excavator noted that manyof the epiphyseal plates were in their correct anatomical posi-tions at the end of the long bone diaphyses.The age of the individual is estimated from the dentitionto be 12 years ± 30 months and the ages for the appearanceand fusion of the epiphyses would support this view. Thesexing of juveniles is notoriously unreliable, but the evidencefrom the pelvis, sacrum and skull suggest, tentatively, that theindividual was male.Non-metric traits are of little value in the study of iso-lated individuals, they are used predominately to show thevariability or genetic distance between groups of individuals.However the following variations were noted; the anteriorcondylar facets are double and there is a possible ossicle inthe right lamboid suture.There is evidence for Spina Bifida Occulta; this is a muchless severe case of spina bifida, detectable in skeletal materialas a bony defect and found on average in 2.7% of British
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skeletons (Brothwell & Powers 1968). The spinal cord is usu-ally normal and lies within its bony canal. The membranesare intact but the spinous processes and laminae of one ormore vertebrae are defective, in life these would have beenbridged by cartilage or membrane. In this individual the de-fect occurs in the first three sacral vertebrae. In most cases(and almost certainly here) it would not have given rise tosymptoms, although in more severe cases it may be associatedwith paralytic deformities of the lower limb (Illingworth &Dick 1979). The dentition is normal and healthy with slightcalculus on the labial surfaces.The fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae have been sub-jected to deliberate disarticulation or butchery. The damagesuggests two diagonal chops or cuts applied to the back ofthe individual, slicing through the trunk in the waist to hipregion. There is no evidence of damage to the ilium althoughthe unfused iliac crest is absent. One cut has removed both ofthe inferior articular facets and the right lateral part of thebody of L4, and the left superior articular facet and left lat-eral part of the body of L5. The second cut has removed bothof the inferior articular surfaces of L5 and the right lateralpart of the inferior body surface. The first of the sacral verte-brae is unaffected (Plate 31). The cleanliness of the cut sug-gests that it was made with a sharp instrument. It isimpossible to ascertain exactly when the �injury� occurred butit must have been either at death or postmortem. An injury ofthis kind would have been incompatible with life, nor is thereany evidence for healing.Another possibility is that it was a result of deliberatedisarticulation of the individual after death. This could besupported by the evidence for the distribution of the body init�s four contexts. Essentially, [138] contains parts of thebody below L5 including the lower right limb and part of thepelvic girdle. [174] contains the upper part of the trunk, up-per limbs and skull, all above L4. [178] contains essentially

the lower trunk and pelvic girdle, although it also includes afew oddities: the clavicle, two ribs, metacarpal and the lowercondyles of the left femur. Finally [481] contains fragmentsof the left foot. Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest thatsome degree of excarnation or decomposition had occurredbefore the bones were placed in the �post-holes�. [138] con-tains the left and right pubis and right ischium, while the restof the pelvic girdle was found in [178]. [174] contains mostof the hand and finger bones, but the left second metacarpaland first left proximal phalynx are found in [178]. Finally theleft distal epiphysis of the radius in [178] is from the left ra-dial diaphysis in [174]. In most instances however, theepiphyseal plates were noted to be in their correct positionsat the ends of the diaphyses, suggesting that whileexcarnation may have occurred decomposition was not nec-essarily complete.
11.1.3 Catalogue of human bones from Hornish Point
The full catalogue is presented here to illustrate the divisionof bones between the four pits.
Pit [178]Pelvis;   3 incomplete fragments. Left pubis, right pubis andischium (rami fused, acetabulum unfused).Femur; 5 incomplete fragments. Right-diaphysis & lowercondyles (unfused).Patella; 1 complete frag, right only.Tibia; 3 incomplete frags, Right-diaphysis and condyles(unfused).Unidentified; 5 frags.
Pit [174]Skull;   98 fragments, incomplete. Almost all of the craniumand face is present, but the mandible is absent.Thoracic; 17 fragments; incomplete. Fragments of 3 neuralarches and a minimum of 6 bodies (body epiphysis presentbut unfused) all are middle to late thoracic.Lumbar;   2 fragments, incomplete. One upper lumbar verte-bra.Ribs; 52 fragments, incomplete. Minimum no 7 right. Mini-mum no 8 left22 fragments side unidentified. (epiph unfused).Clavicle; 2 fragments, incomplete. Left-medial end and lat-eral part of shaft.Scapula; 6 fragments, incomplete. Left: 5 fragments glenoidcavity and coracoid process unfused. Right: coracoid processonly.Humerus; 4 fragments, incomplete. Left humerus diaphysis,head and capitulum unfused.Radius; 2 fragments, incomplete. Left frags of diaphysis.6 fragments, incomplete. Right-diaphysis and proximaland distal epiphyseal plates unfused.Ulna; 2 fragments, incomplete. Left fragments of diaphysis.4 fragments, incomplete. Right-fragments of diaphysisand distal epiphysis.Carpels; 8 fragments, incomplete. Left and right lunate andhamate; right capitate, 3 x unidentif.Metacarpals; 8 fragments, incomplete. Left head of 1st, 4thand 5th present (distal end unfused). Right-all present(unfused).
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Plate 31. Hornish Point. Human vertebrae from the burialshowing evidence of cutting



Phalanges; 11 fragments, incomplete. 8 x proximal, 3 xmiddle.Sternum; 3 fragments, incomplete; manubrium and 2 segs(unfused) of sternum body.
Pit [138]Thoracic; 3 fragments, incomplete. Neural arch of early tho-racic vertebrae and 1 x unfused epiphyseal plate for body.Lumbar; 3 fragments, incomplete. L4 and L5 present andthe neural arch of L2 or L3.Sacrum; 2 fragments, incomplete. 1st-3rd sacral vertebrae,2nd and 3rd fusing.Ribs; 2 fragments, incomplete. 2 x right ribs.Clavicle; 1 fragment, incomplete; 1 Right lateral end.Radius; 1 fragment, incomplete. Distal epiphyseal plateonly.Metacarpal; 1 fragment, incomplete. Left 2nd M/C, distalend unfused.Pelvis; 3 fragments, incomplete. Left ilium and ischium(unfused); Right-ilium.Femur; 1 fragment, incomplete. Left lower condylesunfused.Phalanges; 1 fragment, incomplete. 1st proximal (hand).
Pit [481]Metatarsals; 3 fragments, incomplete; Left 3rd�5th(unfused).Phalanges; 1 fragment, incomplete; 1st proximal phalanx.
11.2 ANIMAL BONES FROM BALESHARE AND HORNISHPOINT
P Halstead (1987)
11.2.1 Introduction
Mammalian faunal material from the late Bronze/early IronAge coastal sites of Baleshare and Hornish Point was submit-ted for analysis. The following questions were posed by theexcavator:
i) Are the �midden� deposits at Baleshare and HornishPoint true farmyard middens or accumulations of do-mestic refuse?
ii) What are the relative contributions of wild and farm-yard animals to the economy? Were deer present on theislands?
iii) Does butchery practice or the selection of particularcuts/species of meat support the idea that Baleshare andHornish Point lie at the bottom of a social/settlement hi-erarchy rising via wheel-houses, forts and duns tobrochs?
iv) Is the mineral deficiency (eg copper and cobalt) of themachair reflected in the faunal assemblage?
v) Can the nature of local animal husbandry be clarified?

vi) On the basis of this pilot study, would a large scale pro-ject allow more detailed reconstruction of animal hus-bandry?
vii) How appropriate were the applied techniques for therecovery of faunal material? Should they be revised for alarge scale project?
Questions i�v are concerned with the original animal popula-tion of the region and with human selection of particular ani-mals on the basis of species, age and sex, and of particularbody parts for different purposes. Faunal evidence for suchselective human behaviour is based on the identification ofparticular carcasses or body parts in the discarded food re-fuse. The reconstruction of discard practices is also of rele-vance to question i. After faunal material is discarded it maybe subject to further selective distortion (cf Clarke 1973) andpossible factors may be as follows:
i) during deposition, eg by dogs, weathering,
ii) after deposition, eg by chemical action in the ground,
iii) during retrieval, eg by incomplete recovery,
iv) during analysis, eg by recording of inappropriate vari-ables.
Retrieval biasRetrieval bias is the subject of questions vi and vii and the ef-fects of (post-) depositional distortion should be identifiedbefore the data are interpreted in terms of questions i to v. Ineffect, archaeozoological interpretation involves retracing thesequence of distorting filters to which the data have beensubject between prehistoric economy and contemporary com-puter printout.Prior to addressing the specific questions outlined above,the sequence of filters is considered followed by presentationof certain basic characteristics of the two assemblages rele-vant to pre-depositional human behaviour.
11.2.2 �Distorting filters�
AnalysisThe methodology of this study is described in Chapter 9. Themammals identified are sheep (Ovis aries), cattle (Bos taurus),pig (Sus scrofa), red deer (Cervus elaphus), dog (Canisfamiliaris), seal and otter (Lutra lutra), in descending orderof abundance (Tables 10 & 11). Although the single largestidentified group is �sheep/goat�, no specimens were identifiedto goat (Capra hircus), whereas over 200 specimens frommost parts of the skeleton could be assigned to sheep. It cantherefore be safely assumed that all the sheep/goat materialbelongs to sheep. Red deer are represented by numerousfragments of antler while a number of postcranial pieces andone tooth are compatible with red deer in terms of size andmorphology. Some of the cervid material is too fragmentaryto be definitely assigned to red deer but it is almost certainthat the biogeographically less plausible fallow deer Damadama is not present (cf Berry 1979). On the basis of size, thefew bones of seal should probably be assigned to the
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common seal (Phoca vitulina). A few eroded pieces of whalebone have not been further identified and could possibly beflotsam collected from the beach. Rabbit (Oryctolaguscuniculus) was represented only by a single specimen from amodern deposit at Hornish Point. Three isolated limb bonesfrom immature rodents (of mouse/vole, rather than rat, size �cf Berry 1979, 35, Table 5) in Blocks 2, 17 and 24 atBaleshare could not be precisely identified and could easilybe intrusive.The method of quantification adopted (minimum num-bers of selected anatomical units) reduces the risk of repeat-edly counting the same fragmented specimen, but alsoreduces the size of the assemblage. Nonetheless, the size ofthe assemblages is modest and this prevents systematic com-parison of the faunal material from different blocks. Indeed,for many purposes, the assemblages from the two sites areconsidered together. Overall the number of sexable speci-mens is very small and the dental evidence for age at death ishighly fragmentary.The patterns of mortality are only discussed for the twocommonest species � sheep and cattle. Because so much of themandibular material consists of loose teeth, analysis of butch-ery, gnawing, etc is restricted here to postcranial material.
RetrievalAll the bones were retrieved with a 5mm mesh sieve. As a re-sult, recovery of larger mammal remains is excellent witheven loose neonatal epiphyses and carpal bones of sheep haveregularly been recovered. The method of excavation, out-

lined in Chapter 9, resulted in only partial excavation ofmost features. Caution must be exercised, therefore, in inter-preting the absence of particular body parts in deposits whichseem to contain substantial parts of individual carcasses.
Post-depositional destructionAlthough the assemblages are highly fragmented and containa high proportion of very vulnerable neonatal material, thereis no sign of serious post-depositional damage to bone sur-faces.A few specimens exhibit surfaces suggesting abrasion byblown sand, but the main source of depositional destructionis gnawing and, to a lesser extent, digestion by carnivores.11% of postcranial material at Baleshare, and 20% in thesmaller assemblage from Hornish Point is affected in thisway. The primary agents of this destruction are presumablydomestic dogs, although actual remains are scarce on the sites(Tables 10 & 11). The pattern of destruction to be expectedof dogs is complex and depends on such factors as the ageand hunger of the dog (Payne & Munson 1985), the age, sex,season of death and the prior treatment by man of the car-cass/skeleton in question (Binford & Bertram 1977). None-theless, in the larger assemblage from Baleshare, thefrequency of different body parts of sheep is broadly compa-rable with that reported from two modern Navajo caseswhere complete sheep were fed to dogs (Binford & Bertram1977, 100 & Table 3.5). Both at Baleshare and in the Navajocase (averaging the results from the winter and summer sites),the mandible is the most commonly represented element,
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Block Sheep Cow Pig Dog Seal Otter Red Deer Total
1 11 13 � � � � 1 252 176 85 17 � 1 � 1 2803 19 16 3 � � � 2 404 1 � � � � � � 15 45 2 3 � � � � 506 40 12 3 � 1 � � 567 6 36 3 � 1 � � 468 2 3 2 � � � � 79 15 8 2 � 1 � � 2611 62 9 2 � � � 3 7614 19 22 6 � � � � 4715 107 65 8 1 � � 2 18316 200 138 18 � 1 � 3 36017 35 17 1 � � � 1 5418 51 49 1 � � � 1 10219 15 8 2 � � � � 2520 36 18 7 � � � � 6121 3 3 1 � � � � 722 128 53 5 1 � � 1 18823 22 24 1 � 1 1 2 5124 69 32 23 4 � � � 12825 68 27 3 � � � � 9826 38 46 4 1 � � 2 9127 37 190 3 � � � � 5028 1 � 1 � � � � 2
Totals 1206 696 119 7 6 1 19 205459% 34% 6% <1% <1% <1% 1%

Table 10. Baleshare. Minimum numbers of identified anatomical units



while the phalanges are particularly scarce. The most com-mon postcranial elements include distal humerus, proximalradius, pelvis and distal tibia in both cases, proximal tibia,proximal and distal metacarpal at Baleshare only, and scapulain the Navajo case only. Much of the variability in the fre-quency of body parts therefore, at least among the Balesharesheep, may be attributed to destruction by dogs. The ob-served differences may simply be a product of small samplesize or incompatible methodology.
DiscardThe circumstances surrounding the discarding of bone atBaleshare and Hornish Point can be clarified in a few cases.The most striking case is that of the remains of two cattle andtwo sheep found in pits [138, 178 & 481] at Hornish Point(see description for Block 18). The carcasses of these animalshad been exploited for their skins, meat and marrow, beforetheir dismembered and, in the case of cattle, splintered,bones were collected and buried. Two other forms of appar-ently deliberate burial are the �butchery waste� (feet, or headsand feet, of sheep) at Hornish Point in [465] (see descriptionfor Block 27), [314] and [413] (see description for Block 20),and the neonatal calf and lambs at Baleshare in [098] (see de-scription for Block 7) and [126] (see description for Block11) and Hornish Point [314] (Block 20). In each case, twothings point to deliberate, or at least rapid, burial. Firstly,several elements apparently derived from the same limb orcarcass have remained in association. Secondly, the incidenceof gnawing is extremely low, occurring on average in only3% of post-cranial material in these deposits compared with14% in the remainder of the two assemblages. The incidenceof whole bones is also very high with an average of 81%

compared with only 24% for the remainder of the two as-semblages.One small group of specimens should also be noted.Among the loose deciduous teeth from Baleshare, there arefive mandibular d4s (three of cow, two of sheep) with rootsindicating that they had been shed naturally (Table 12). Thecow specimens are from [21] (Block 5), [270] (Block 23) and[40] (Block 24); the sheep specimens are from [52] and(diagnosis uncertain) [57] (Block 2). Blocks 2, 5 and 24 aredescribed as middens or dumps and so these finds perhapshint that these deposits included stall manure as anydeciduous teeth shed in the byre would have become mixedin with manure and bedding material and so could have beenincorporated into midden deposits during mucking out. Thecattle tooth from Block 23 was found in �windblown sand�and so could perhaps have been shed in situ by a grazingbeast. Alternatively, the anthropogenic items and the loosetooth in this deposit may reflect the admixture of middenmaterial during a brief cultivation episode.The circumstances of the deposition of the remainingmaterial are less clear. The proportion of the identifiablematerial bearing unambiguous signs of carnivore gnawing ordigestion, 14% (above) is certainly an underestimate, notleast because gnawed bone is much less likely to beidentifiable. The proportion of the assemblage, excluding thedeposits with deliberately buried material, displaying clearsigns of human action in the form of cut marks (5%) andburning (16%) is also low. Burnt bone is less likely to surviveand be identifiable than unburnt while cut marks are notalways made during butchery and may only be discernible onwell preserved bone surfaces. This last point is reinforced bythe high frequency of cut marks among the unusually well
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Block Sheep Cow Pig Dog Seal Otter Red Deer Total
1 3 14 - - - - - 172 7 1 2 - - - - 105 25 15 3 - - - 3 466 30 12 6 - - - - 487 - 3 2 - - - - 58 3 1 - - - - - 49 2 - 1 - - - - 310 5 3 - - - - - 811 1 - 2 - - - - 312 12 6 9 - - - - 2713 10 5 4 - - - - 1915 8 11 1 - - - - 2017 12 8 5 - - - - 2518 11 15 5 2 - - 1 3419 30 18 7 1 - - - 5620 76 3 2 - - - - 8122 5 3 1 - - - - 923 1 1 2 - - - - 426 6 4 1 - - - - 1127 9 - - - - - - 928 3 - - - - - - 332 1 - - - - - - 1
Totals 260 123 53 3 - - 4 44359% 28% 12% 1% - - 1%

Table 11. Hornish Point. Minimum numbers of identified anatomical units



preserved material in the deliberately buried deposits (19% �in spite of the large proportion of unbutchered neonatalremains). There is no reason, therefore, to doubt that most ofthese two assemblages were initially discarded by man, afterthe removal of skins, meat and perhaps, to judge from theirhighly fragmented state, marrow. The major exception to thisconcerns the large proportion of neonatal bones (cattle 36%,sheep 9%), which would not have survived gnawing by dogsand so perhaps represent further (unrecognised or disturbed)deliberate burials.
11.2.3 The assemblages
Species compositionIn terms of minimum numbers of identified anatomical units,sheep predominate (59% at both Baleshare and HornishPoint), followed by cattle (34% and 28% respectively) andthen pigs (6% and 12%). The remaining large mammals(dog, red deer, common seal and otter) together constituteless than 2% of each assemblage (Tables 10 & 11). Given thesmall size of the assemblages particularly from Hornish Point,no significance can be attached to the minor differences be-tween the two sites, nor can chronological change within ei-ther site be investigated.

Age and sex structure of cattle and sheepFor both cattle and sheep, dental evidence suggests a bimodalpattern of mortality (Table 12). At Baleshare, the first mortal-ity peak of cattle spans the eruption and early wear of man-dibular d4: 28 out of 36 unshed teeth are less worn thanstage f/g and so probably come from calves in just the firstfew weeks of life (Serjeantson nd). Two of the three heavilyworn d4s were apparently shed and so probably do not indi-cate deaths in the period just before P4 erupted (at circa2.5-3 yrs � Grigson 1982). The second and smaller peak isrepresented by M3s in an advanced stage of wear. These lat-ter teeth cannot reliably be assigned an age in years, but theyrepresent animals of breeding and/or working age. Thesmaller sample from Hornish Point is compatible with thatfrom Baleshare, except that a pair of mandibles from the un-usual �funerary feast� deposit in Block 18 context 138 fallsbetween the two main peaks of mortality, (d4s late in wearstage K).For sheep, the first mortality peak occurs slightly later.Although a few unworn or lightly worn d4s attest to neonataldeaths, most d4s are in an advanced state of wear: 22 out of33 unshed specimens from Baleshare fall between wear stages14L and 17L, and 11 of these fall in stage 16L. The rate oftooth wear is more variable than the rate of tooth eruption,so the first mortality peak for sheep is more difficult to age inabsolute terms than the corresponding peak for cattle. Fortu-
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a) Sheepd4 Baleshare Hornish Pt M3 Baleshare Hornish Pt
0 **3 � 0 � �2A 1 � 2A 2 �5A 1 � 4A � �8L 1 � 5A � 113L 4 � 6G 1 �14L 8 � 7G 3 �16L 11 6 8G 1 117L 3 1 9G 1 118L � � 10G 1 120L � � 11G 9 122L (1)       � � 12G � �23L (2)       � � 13H � �
Total (35)   33 7 18 5
b) Cattled4 Baleshare Hornish Pt M3 Baleshare Hornish Pt
a 7 3 a � �b **18 3 b � �c 2 � c � �d/e 1 � d 1 �f/g 3 � e � �j 4 � f � �k � ***2 g 4 �l � � j 3 �n (2)       � � k 1 2>n 1 � >m � �
Total (38)   36 8 9 2

Table 12. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Age at death � wear of mandibular d4 and M3



nately, four of the d4s from stage 16L are associated in man-dible fragments with M1 (once at wear stage 2A and threetimes at 7A) and M2 (once in the earliest stage of eruption).(A fifth d4 at the heavily worn stage 23L is associated withM1 at 9A and M2 at 5A). In other words, the first peak ofsheep mortality falls around the time when M1 is in earlywear and M2 is just beginning to erupt, ie probably at a littleunder one year of age. The second peak of sheep mortality isagain represented by M3s in an advanced stage of wear, sug-gesting animals of breeding age. In fact this peak may berather clearer than is suggested by Table 12, as several M3shave a distinctive �flaw� in the enamel which may cause ageto be underestimated on the recording system used here.Again, the smaller sample from Hornish Point is compatiblewith its larger counterpart from Baleshare.Epiphyseal fusion is a notoriously problematic source ofevidence for reconstructing mortality patterns (Chapter 4),but the postcranial material from Baleshare and HornishPoint offers a useful check on the dental evidence (Table 13).The neonatal category accounts for 37% of cattle and 15%of sheep postcranial elements, excluding the recognisedburial deposits (see descriptions for Baleshare Blocks 7 and11, Hornish Point Blocks 18, 20 and 27). Thereafterepiphyseal fusion suggests a more or less even division ofmortality between the first 1-1.5 years (cattle) or 1-2 years oflife (sheep) and 2-4 years or later. The timing of the youngerdeaths is unclear, but they may well correspond with theearly first year mortality of cattle and late first year mortalityof sheep indicated by the dental evidence.The results of the two lines of evidence are fairly clearand mutually consistent. For both sheep and cattle, a smallnumber of animals was kept to an advanced age suitable for

breeding or in the case of cattle, traction. Of younger cattledeaths, the majority fell in the first few weeks of life and aminority a little later. The first peak of sheep mortality, onthe other hand, fell in the latter part of the first year.A few sexed pelves with fused acetabulum provide theonly evidence for the sex structure of sheep and cattle (Table14). As the reported fusion age for the acetabulum of sheep is6�10 months, this limited evidence suggests that a majorityof the sheep dying in their first year were males, while thosesurviving to a greater age were mostly females.
Carcass utilisationThe proportions of the assemblages bearing signs of humanintervention, principally cut marks and burning, have alreadybeen noted. The frequency of cut marks is the same for cattleand sheep bones (5%), but sheep bones are more commonlyburnt (19%) than cattle bones (8%). Large animals tend to bemore thoroughly dismembered and filleted before cookingthan smaller animals. The burning of the sheep bones couldhave been caused by the cooking of joints on the bone andprobably more likely, by throwing the bones into the hearthafter meals. Most of the cut marks observed appear to have
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Baleshare Hornish Pointa) Sheepage stage neonatal* older* neonatal* older* % deadnew born 135 816 41 210 15%(90) (771) (6) (111) (9%)unfused** fused** unfused** fused** % dead***6-10 months 24 66 4 19 25 (36)13-28 months 92 74 24 27 54 (61)30-36 months 48 22 10 3 70 (75)36-42 months 58 13 14 7 78 (81)

b) Cattleage stage neonatal* older* neonatal* older % deadnewborn 194 291 41 109 37(178) (264) (41) (60) 36unfused** fused** unfused** fused** % dead***7-10 months 2 2 2 2 -12-18 months 27 40 23 10 50 (69)24-36 months 9 14 7 4 47 (67)36-48 months 22 9 7 2 73 (83)
Table 13. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Age at death � postcranial evidence. Key: * = minimum numbers of anatomical units � allidentified postcranial elements (totals excluding recognised neonatal burial s in parentheses). ** = minimum numbers ofanatomical units � sheep:  6�10 months, scapula, dist humerus, prox. radius, pelvis (acetab): 13�28 months, distal tibia, distalmetacarpal/tarsal, prox. phalanx 1�2: 30�36 months, prox. ulna, prox. femur, calcaneum: 36�42 months, prox. humerus, distalradius, distal femur, prox. tibia: cow 7�10 months, scapula, pelvis (acetab): 12�18 months, distal humerus, prox. radius, proxphalanx 1�2: 24�36 months, distal tibia, distal metacarpal/tarsal: 36�48 months, prox. humerus, distal radius, prox. ulna, prox.& dist. femur, prox. tibia, calcaneum. *** excluding neonatal mortality (figures in parentheses adjusted to allow for neonatalmortality of 15% [sheep] and 37% [cattle])

Baleshare Hornish Point
Female Male Female MaleSheep 15 5 8 -Cattle 2 1 1 -

Table 14. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Sex structure of cattleand sheep



been made with a knife, a few with apparently a heaviercleaver. All marks are compatible with sharp, metal tools.
Metrical dataStandard measurements were taken, but the small size andfragmented state of these two assemblages prevent useful dis-cussion of the size of the animals represented.
11.2.4 Addressing the research questions
i) The nature of the midden deposits at Baleshar e and Hornish PointA few deposits appear to be deliberate burials of new bornanimals, of butchery waste and perhaps in one case, of the re-mains of a �funerary feast�. Most deposits contain animalbone, usually including specimens with traces of human ac-tivity, eg cut marks, burning and canine, eg gnawing, activity.In other words, most deposits include domestic refuse, muchof which has at some stage been discarded in a location acces-sible to dogs. Unfortunately, domestic refuse partly gnawedby dogs might equally be expected in habitation contexts, indomestic rubbish dumps, in farmyard middens and in�middened� cultivation horizons. Indeed if occupation siteswere quarried for fertiliser or even selected for cultivation insitu, there may be no clear distinction between these differenttypes of midden/site. Deposits classified on archaeologicalgrounds as �midden�, �cultivation� and �windblown sand� de-posits contain very similar proportions of gnawed, burnt, cut,complete and newborn bones and a very similar ratio of cowto sheep bones. Recognisable �features� (buildings, pits, etc)are distinguished by more cut and complete bones, moresheep phalanges and fewer burnt bones; all characteristics ofthe �burials� which dominate these features. The incidence ofcomplete and recognisable cut bones would probably de-crease, however, if these deposits were reworked throughmiddening.All this is consistent with the archaeological identificationof the Baleshare and Hornish Point sites as a mixture of truemiddens, middened cultivation horizons and occupation de-posits subject to reworking or in situ cultivation. The bonecomponent of these deposits would have contributed phos-phate to arable land, while horn, hoof and blood would haveadded nitrogen (FMA 1981). Finally, a few naturally shed de-ciduous teeth may hint that the middens contained stall ma-nure, the greatest potential contribution of livestock to soilfertility.
ii) The relative importance of wild and farm yard animalsThe mammal bone assemblages are overwhelmingly domi-nated by domestic sheep, cattle and pigs, and the paucity ofremains of wild mammals is most unlikely to be an artefact oftaphonomic bias. Red deer specimens include a range ofpostcranial elements as well as antler, but the sample is fartoo small to determine whether these represent a red deerpopulation living on the islands or just the occasional skin,joint of meat and antler brought from the mainland or one ofthe inner islands.
iii) Butchery practice and social hierarchyThe concentration of cattle mortality in the very young andold age groups � a far from �gourmet� strategy of husbandry �is consistent with, though hardly indicative of low status. At

Hornish Point Block 18, two cattle were, exceptionally,slaughtered at an intermediate, prime meat bearing age andtheir association with an unusual funerary deposit is bothstriking and significant. The apparent rarity of either sheepor cattle of breeding age suggests limited demographic poten-tial for producing further animals of prime meat age for ex-port to settlements of higher status. Much of the observedvariation in the abundance of different anatomical units is ex-plicable in terms of attrition by dogs. Detailed considerationof selective human usage of particular body parts would re-quire substantially larger assemblages. Above all, investiga-tion of the relationship between social status, on the onehand, and butchery practices and the exchange of animals, onthe other, needs comparable assemblages from other levels inthe settlement hierarchy.
iv) Mineral deficiency of the machai rNo pathological conditions were observed which can be at-tributed to the copper or cobalt deficiency of the machair. Apossible hint of different dietary problems in the local herbi-vore populations comes from an adult sheep mandible fromHornish Point Block 1, in which heavy development of calcu-lus has obscured the occlusal surface of P2, while P4 and M1have been subject to abnormally heavy wear (Plate 32). Thiscondition is common in severe form in modern sheep feedingon seaweed along the shoreline in North Ronaldsay and hastentatively been related to this specialised diet (Baker & Britt1984). Seaweed was apparently introduced to the Baleshareand Hornish Point sites, possibly as fodder (Thew infra).
v) The nature of local animal husbandryDespite the small size of the samples the type of husbandrypractices can clearly be identified. Evaluation of the abundanceof neonatal remains is complicated by differences in the treat-ment of neonatal and older carcasses, with the former perhapsmore likely to be preserved by rapid burial. Significantly, how-ever, the abundance of neonatal cattle remains is matched bythe scarcity of evidence for juvenile deaths. Conversely, the rel-ative paucity of neonatal sheep remains is offset by abundantevidence of mortality among juvenile sheep. Since the sites ofBaleshare and Hornish Point include domestic rubbish dumpsand �middened� cultivation horizons, as well as burials, it seemsunlikely that any age group is entirely unrepresented becauseof discard practices. The abundance of neonatal cattle remains
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Plate 32. Sheep mandible showing a heavy development ofcalculus



is unlikely, therefore, simply to reflect natural infant mortalityexaggerated by taphonomic factors.Such a severe cull of very young calves is characteristic ofa specialised dairy economy (Legge 1981; Payne 1973).Young sheep were apparently raised for their meat and killedoff towards the end of the first year. Whether this occurredin autumn, to coincide with the end of the summer flush ofgrazing, or during the course of winter, to compensate forlower or non-existent milk yields from the cattle, cannot asyet be determined. The predominance of females over malessuggests that breeding rather than wool production was theprincipal role of adult sheep. In the later assemblage from theUdal, North Uist, the ratio of sheep to cattle is circa 3:1 to4:1 (Serjeantson nd), compared with only 2:1 at Baleshareand Hornish Point, which is possibly related to the docu-mented importance of woollen textiles in historical times.Sheep may also have been prized as providers of manure.This same combination of cattle raised under a high input,high output, high risk dairy strategy and of sheep raised un-der a low input, low output, low risk meat strategy also char-acterises the later assemblage from the Udal.Together the young cow and sheep deaths document oc-cupation at Baleshare and Hornish Point at least duringspring and during autumn or winter.
vi) The potential for more detailed reconstruction of anima lhusbandryA broad outline of the animal economy can be provided ifthe entire assemblages from Baleshare and Hornish Point arepooled. To provide a similar level of information for each siteor for individual periods with either site, commensuratelylarger assemblages would be needed (see Mulville 1999 forDun Vulan). Even taking the existing assemblages together,the degree of resolution in economic reconstruction is lim-ited. Far larger assemblages would be required for detailedmortality profiles with reliable sex ratios, particularly in thecase of cattle. Similarly a useful sample of pathological obser-vations on dietary deficiencies or possibly on the use of cattlefor traction, would demand a massive increase in the size ofassemblage. Larger assemblages, from a much larger numberof contexts of different types, would also allow more detailedreconstruction of bone discard and deposition pathways withadvantages both for the reliability of inferences about animalhusbandry and for the understanding of middening practicesand the use of animal products in maintaining soil fertility inthe arable sector. In this latter context, investigation of recentmiddens could also be very instructive.As noted earlier with reference to question iii, a major pri-ority is to acquire bone assemblages from other categories ofsite. Indeed the most profitable strategy, in terms of costs andbenefits, may be to extract faunal assemblages, comparable insize and quality to that from Baleshare, from a series of sites ofvarying date, location and presumed hierarchical status.
vii) The appropriateness of the recovery techniquesPresent recovery techniques are excellent for the larger mam-mals and indeed the mesh size could be increased somewhatwithout loss of information if this significantly speeded up re-covery. Sample sieving to a finer mesh size would be neces-sary for recovery of small mammal (and also of fish and bird)bones and might clarify some biogeographical issues concern-ing the rodent fauna of the Outer Hebrides (Berry 1979).

11.3 FISH REMAINS FROM BALESHARE AND HORNISHPOINT
A K J Jones (1987)
11.3.1 Introduction
A total of 140 fish bones was recovered, together with theanimal bone from deposits excavated at Baleshare, while 111were recovered from the site at Hornish Point. Most werelarge bones of fish of a metre or longer in length. Many ofthe fish remains were broken fragments of robust bones (egthe distal portion the premaxilla and the centra of vertebrae)suggesting that the more fragile elements had not survivedthe passage of time and the excavation procedures. Despitethe fragmentary nature of the remains, relatively few of thebones (fifteen from Baleshare, eleven from Hornish Point)were unidentifiable. However, it has not proved possible toassign all the identified remains to species, some were attrib-uted to family, or broader taxonomic group.Because 5 mm aperture meshes were used in the sieves torecover the bulk of the fish remains, it is very likely that re-mains of several species of small-boned fishes, which werepresent in the deposits at the time of excavation, passedthrough the sieves and were lost. Nevertheless, the assem-blages are composed of the remains of a great diversity offishes, ranging from large sharks, large gadoids (the bulk ofthe remains), wrasse, mackerel and several kinds of flatfishes.(Fish remains from wet-sieving and flotation not analysed butremain available in the archived material).Table 15 is a summary of the data showing the numbersof identifiable remains for each taxon present in the two as-semblages. Catalogues of the fish bones are presented in Ta-bles 16 and 17.
11.3.2 Discussion
All the fish represented in the deposits were marine speciesand illustrate the diversity of fishes exploited during the pe-riod of occupation. Bones of gadoids, (hake, cod, saithe,pollock and ling) comprise 75% of the identified remainsfrom Baleshare and almost all the identifiable remains fromHornish Point. Other species of gadids were restricted intheir distribution. Ling, for example, was present in a singlelayer at Baleshare, the midden of Block 16.Hake is a fish which was, and still is, subject to consider-able variation in abundance. Hickling (1935, 62), reviewingrecords of the hake fishery reaching back to 1746 AD con-cludes that �...long before the amount of fishing carried onwas enough to matter, there were variations in the abundanceof hake, since bad years as well as good years were re-ported...�. Thus short-time scale variations in the abundanceof hake may help to explain why hake were common at onesite, but were less abundant at the other. Cod, on the otherhand, is less susceptible to fluctuations in abundance.Remains of sharks were restricted to the lower levels atBaleshare, none being found above Block 16, nor atHornish Point. External features on the centra suggest thatthe majority of mineralised vertebral centra were from thetope, Galeorhinus galeus, a determination confirmed byX-radiography. All shark remains were large mineralised
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vertebral centra of 10 mm width. One other species of car-tilaginous fish was identified, the angel shark, Squatinasquatina. Two shark centra could not be assigned to spe-cies. Large sharks rarely occur in substantial numbers inBritish waters. The distribution of shark vertebrae (presentat Baleshare but absent at Hornish Point) is difficult to ex-plain, and probably is related to factors which have beenobscured by the passage of time. (Of course, it is possiblethat people at Baleshare liked to catch and eat sharks,while those at Hornish Point did not!) However, scaven-gers and other natural agents may have influenced the ma-terial which has survived at the two sites.

While the bulk of the fish remains were from large indi-viduals, mainly of the cod family or hake, a small number ofremains from smaller fish were present. Sieving to 5 mm pro-duced bones of mackerel, at least one medium sized gadid,and several species of flatfish, while flotation yielded threebones of small (less than 20 cm total length) gadids, probablysaithe, Pollachius virens.Signs of butchery were restricted to a single cod maxillafrom Hornish Point which bore a shallow knife mark on itsaboral face.All the species recovered from the site are found today inthe waters around North Uist. While there is no direct evi-
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Latin name Common name Baleshare Hornish Point

1 Elasmobranchii Shark 2 02 Galeorhinus galeus Tope 5 03 Squatina aquatina Angel Shark 1 04 Merluccius merluccius Hake 52 25 Gadus Morhua Cod 29 726 Pollachius pollachius Pollack 4 07 P.virens Saithe 1 78 Molva cf molva Ling 9 19 Gadoid Hake or Gadidae 10 1710 Labrus bergylta Ballan wrasse 1 011 Scomber scombrus Mackerel 1 012 Pleuronectidae Flatfish 4 113 Pleuronectidae Platessa Plaice 3 014 ?Hippoglossoides platessoides ?Long rough dab 1 015 Hippoglosoides bothidae Left-eyed flatfish 2 0Unidentified 15 11
Total 140 111

Table 15. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Fish species present
Species* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 UnID
Block1 22 5, 6, 13, 21 4, 21 (3) 23, (5), ? 14 3U (3)5 21 (2)6 21, 22 2 1 3 U9 21 (8) 4, 6 22 U11 22 2414 25, 1 2115 24 (2) 1, 22 (2) 2 2816 24 5, 21 (28), 24 (12), 226, 21 (3), 24 (8) 22 (9) 2217 28 (3)
18 24(2) 22 22 3 2320 24 21 1522 2423 1224 7, 21 1825 4 21 14 19 U (2)Table 16. Baleshare. Catalogue of fish bones (* for species see Table 16). Key: 1= Parasphenoid; 2 = Basioccipital; 3 = Vomer; 4= Dentary; 5 = Articular; 6 = maxilla & premaxilla; 7 = Quadrate; 8 = super-cleithrum; 9 = Cleithrum frag;10=inter-operculum; 11 = Subopercular; 12 = Post-temporal; 13 = Ceratohyal; 14 = Pharynageal; 15 = Brachial; 16 =Palatine; 17 = Squamosal; 18 = Urohyal; 19 = Anal pterygihore; 20 = First vertebra; 21 = Precaudal vertebra; 22 = Caudalvertebra; 23 = Vertebral centra; 24 = Vertebrae; 25 = Vertebral spine; U = unid



dence for the fishing methods used to capture the fishes allspecies can be caught using lines bearing baited hooks. Verysmall saithe can also be caught using hooks of the appropri-ate size, but it is traditional to catch these small shoaling fishwhen they come close inshore during the late summer andautumn by using handnets operated from the shore or fromboats (Baldwin 1982). Hand-lines and hand-nets were surelyavailable to the sites� inhabitants.This report shows that remains of a large number of dif-ferent kinds of fishes occur in the deposits at the two sites.There is good reason to believe that further species will be re-covered if sufficient samples of selected deposits (for exam-ple, floor deposits, pit fills and midden layers) are sieved on 1mm meshes. However, the quantities of fish remains recov-ered so far may indicate that fish remains are not particularlyabundant in the deposits.Recent experimental work by Payne and Munson (1985),Jones (1986) and others has clearly demonstrated that bones,particularly fish bones, are very vulnerable to taphonomicloss caused by scavengers and other agents. By consideringthe elements recorded in Tables 16 and 17 it is clear that thebones so far identified from the sites are robust elements ofthe species present. This evidence suggests that very largenumbers of fragile elements have been lost from the deposits.Indeed, it is possible that some species which were exploitedby the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age populations ofNorth Uist have left no detectable trace.Thus it is possible that the deposits now contain so fewfish remains that archaeologists will never be confident thatrepresentative samples of the fish originally deposited at thesite are recovered. Consequently detailed questions concern-ing the nature of fish exploitation at the sites may continueto go unanswered. Nevertheless, the results of this trial workare most encouraging and it is to be hoped that a samplingstrategy involving the use of 1 mm sieving will be executedduring future excavations.

11.4 BIRD BONES FROM BALESHARE AND HORNISH POINTD Serjeantson (1987)
11.4.1 Baleshare
Approximately ninety bird bones were recovered from theexcavation at Baleshare, of which sixty-one were identified tospecies (Table 18). Vertebrae, ribs, phalanges and smallundiagnostic fragments were not identified. The identifica-tion of some of the incomplete bones is not certain; this is in-dicated in the table below. The twenty-four bones of thefulmar are from one bird. They were found in the backfill be-tween passage walls (Block 7). Today fulmars use stubs ofwalls for nesting, so the possibility must be considered thatthis bird used the site at a time when the settlement wasabandoned, and died there. There is no reason however todoubt that most of the other species would have beenbrought to the site by the inhabitants. There is firm evidencefor human activity in the case of the ulna of the great aukfound in the midden (Block 24), which has a short butcherycutmark across the olecranon process (Figure 79c). Amongthe birds present are a number of waterfowl and waders aswell as seabirds. Today the waterlogged backswamps of themachair dune system on the west Uist coast are importantwetlands, and the waterfowl among the bones indicate thatthis habitat was present in prehistoric times. The seabirds are(or were) species which bred round the coast in late springand early summer. Others such as the whooper swan todayare winter visitors (Hopkins & Coxon 1979).Two extinct birds are represented among the bones re-covered, the great auk and a crane. A distal tibia (Plate 33)from the midden (Block 16) is similar to, but larger than, thecommon crane. It is probably from the north-west palaearcticcrane (Milne-Edwards 1856), a large extinct crane which wasdescribed by Harrison and Crowles (1977). Other bones ofthis crane have been found at Glastonbury and in late BronzeAge or early Iron Age levels in the Kings Cave, Jura (Mercer1978). The great auk is a common find at prehistoric coastal
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Species* 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 UnID
Block1 4 1 (2), 2, 3 (2), 4, 5, 6 (2), 12, 22 (12) U (11)2 U (1) ?5 22 U (3)6 1, 2 21 8 U (2)12 2113 1515 U17 10, 2218 6, 7, 11, 21 (7), 2419 12, 21 (3) 4, 6, 10, 24 24 U (4)22 2127 2228 1, 2 (2), 3, 5, 10, 16, 17, 21 (9), 24 (15)
Table 17. Hornish Point. Catalogue of fish bones (* for species see Table 16). Key: 1= Parasphenoid; 2 = Basioccipital; 3 =Vomer; 4 = Dentary; 5 = Articular; 6 = maxilla & premaxilla; 7 = Quadrate; 8 = super-cleithrum; 9 = Cleithrum frag;10=inter-operculum; 11 = Subopercular; 12 = Post-temporal; 13 = Ceratohyal; 14 = Pharynageal; 15 = Brachial; 16 =Palatine; 17 = Squamosal; 18 = Urohyal; 19 = Anal pterygihore; 20 = First vertebra; 21 = Precaudal vertebra; 22 = Caudalvertebra; 23 = Vertebral centra; 24 = Vertebrae; 25 = Vertebral spine; U = unid



sites around the north and west of Scotland and the small off-shore islands are characteristic of the type of location inwhich it used to breed.The number of different species identified (19) is high in re-lation to the number of bones identified. This is a typical featureof assemblages of bird bones from archaeological sites in theNorthern and Western Isles (Serjeantson 1988). It does suggestthat wild fowl were a casual rather than a major resource.
11.4.2 Hornish Point
Twelve bird bones from six species were identified (Table19). The humerus identified as crow or rook is likely to be

from a hooded crow as North Uist today is beyond therange of the rook. Most interesting are two bones of thegreat auk, both with cut marks. A coracoid from the middenwas chopped or heavily cut in two directions above the areaof articulation with the sternum, and a further threesuperficial parallel cuts on the bone show wherepreliminary attempts were made (Figure 79a). A distal tibiafrom Block 13 has cuts across the lateral and medial ridges(Figure 79b). Four bones of a mallard found together in thepost-medieval structure (Block 20) are from a completediscarded wing. There is a cutmark where the wing wasdisarticulated on the proximal humerus.
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Species SC HU RA UL CO FU FE TT CM TM SY AC MN PH VT Total
Latin name Common nameFulmarus glacialis Fulmar 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 24Puffinus puffinus Manx shearwater 1 1Sula bassana Gannet 1 1 2Phalacrocorax carbo Cormorant 1 1Anser anser Greylag goose 1 1Cygnus cygnus Whooper swan 1 1Anas platyhrhynchos Mallard 1 1Anas cf penelope ?Wigeon 1Melanitta nigra Common scoter 1 1Grus primigenia Crane 1 1Tringa cf nebularia ?Greenshank 2 2Tringa cf totanus ?Redshank 1 1 2Calidris alpina Dunlin 1 1Larus sp. Gull ?herring 1 1Alca impennis Great auk 1 1 1 2 5Uria aalge Guillemot 1 1 1 3Fratercula artica Puffin 1 1J 2
Table 18. Baleshare. Bird species present. Key: SC = Scapula; TT = Tibiotarsus; HU = Humerus; CM = Carpometacarpus; RA =Radius; TM = Tarsometatarsus; UL = Ulna; SY = Synsacrum; CO = Coracoid; AC = Acetabulum; FU = Furculum; MN =Mandible; VT = Vertebra; PH = Phalanx; FE = Femur

Species HU RA UL CO TT CM TM Total
Latin name Common namePuffinus puffinus Manx shearwater 1 1 2Anas platyrhynchos Mallard 1 1 1 1 1 5Alca impennis Great auk 1 11 2Turdus sp Thrush/redwing? 1 1Corvus corax Raven 1 1Corvus sp Crow?rook 1 1

Unidentified 9
Table 19. Hornish Point. Bird species present. Key: SC = Scapula; TT = Tibiotarsus; HU = Humerus; CM = Carpometacarpus;RA = Radius; TM = Tarsometatarsus; UL = Ulna; SY = Synsacrum; CO = Coracoid; AC = Acetabulum; FU = Furculum; MN= Mandible; VT = Vertebra; PH = Phalanx; FE = Femur
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Figure 79. Butchery marks on bird bones from Baleshare andHornish Point. a) Hornish Point; sternum of great auk. b)Hornish Point; distal tibia of great auk. c) Baleshare; ulna ofgreat auk
Plate 33. Baleshare. Distal tibia of extinct crane species fromBlock 16



CHAPTER 12: THE CHARRED PLANT REMAINS FROMBALESHARE AND HORNISH POINT
G Jones (1987)
Samples from 353 different contexts were examined, 176 fromBaleshare and 177 from Hornish Point. All but eleven of these(seven from Baleshare and four from Hornish Point) producedsome identifiable charred remains (See Tables 20 & 21).
12.1 AIMS
This study of the charred plant remains from Baleshare andHornish Point attempted to answer the following questions:
i) What species are represented, particularly:
a Were cultivated species other than barley present? Wasit considered possible and worthwhile to cultivatewheat?
b Which wild species are represented and did these growlocally or were they brought in from further afield?
ii) Does the midden represent accumulations of domesticrefuse, true farmyard middens, or are both types of ac-cumulations represented?
iii) Is it possible to distinguish plant material representingfood debris from that coming in as fuel and, if so, is itpossible to use the wild species introduced by these tworoutes to indicate the location of cultivated fields andfuel sources?
iv) Are there any differences in the plant remains found atthe two sites and, in particular, are differences betweensites also apparent when similar deposit types are com-pared, ie are inter-site differences simply a reflection ofthe different types of deposit encountered in the excava-tions?
v) Is it possible to distinguish between different types ofdeposit (eg from features, middens, cultivation layersand windblown sands) on the basis of the quantity andtype of charred plant remains, ie can charred plant re-mains be used as an indicator of human interference?
12.2 SPECIES REPRESENTED
12.2.1 Crops
By far the most common crop represented was barley which,where determination was possible, was of the hulled variety.No obviously naked grains were found. Twisted grains (and afew identifiable rachis internodes) indicate the presence ofthe six-row species, Hordeum vulgare. The twisted, lateralgrains of six-row barley outnumber the straight, medialgrains by two to one while all the grains of two-row barleyare medial and, therefore, straight. Straight grains tend topredominate over twisted ones which might suggest the pres-

ence also of the two-row species, H. distichum. However,most of the grains were indeterminate on the basis of shapeand so the apparent predominance of straight grains maysimply reflect the difficulty of distinguishing twisting due tonatural causes from deformation during charring.Wheat was represented by very few examples and mayhave been nothing more than a minor contaminant of barley.All the grains and glume bases which could be further identi-fied were of Triticum diccoccum (emmer wheat).
12.2.2 Wild species
The most commonly encountered wild taxa were Carex spp.(sedges), Danthonia decumbens (heath grass), Polygonumaviculare agg (knotgrass) and Brassicao Sinapis (bras-sicas/charclock). Morphologically, most of the Carex nutletsresembled species in the sections Panicea Carey (C. panicea,C. flacca) or Extensae Fr. (in particular, C. hostiana, C. oederiand C. demissa) though some species from other sections, egC. rostrata and C. pallescens, could not be excluded. Theshapes of a few nutlets at Hornish Point were more typical ofC. binervis or C. distans (both in section Extensae Fr.) oreven C. lasiocarpa or C. pilulifera.Fruits of Calluna/Erica (heather ling or heath) were alsoquite common in some samples. Other frequent taxa in-cluded Polygonum cf. persicaria (persicaria), Rumex sp.(dock), Stellaria media (chickweed), Graminaea (grasses) andCyperaceae/Polygonaceae (sedges/knotgrasses). Chenopodiumalbum (fat hen), atriplex sp. (orache), Bilderdykia convolvulus(bindweed), Medicago sp. (medick), Sherardia arvensis (fieldmadder) and Plantago lanceolata (ribwort) were occasionallypresent. Vegetative fragments of non-cereal plants, includinglarge numbers of probable rhizomes, were also frequent.Many of these species could have grown in the machair,eg Carex flacca, C. paniceda, C. hostiana, C. lepidocarpa, C.rostrata and C. pallescens (Currie 1979). Other plants whichprefer acidic conditions, eg Calluna/Erica, Danthoniadecumbens, Carex binervis and C. pilulifera, (Ratcliffe 1977)would have grown on acidic heath, grasslands or moors.Most of the species mentioned above, except Calluna/Ericabut including Danthonia decumbens (Hillman 1981) couldalso occur as weeds of cultivation and some of them (such asthe Polygonum spp, and Stellaria media) are very commonweeds. All of the taxa encountered could have grown locallyin the Uists (Clapham et al 1962)A few small fragments of fleshy fruits were found whichmay have been edible but could not be identified more specif-ically. Similarly, Brassica spp., if present, could have beencultivated for food but the alternative, Sinapis arvensis, is acommon field weed.
12.3 DISCUSSION
12.3.1 Nature of the middens
With the exception of catastrophic destruction of buildingsby fire, plant material at these sites is most likely to havebeen charred on household fires or in domestic ovens. Onbalance, the charred plant remains probably representdomestic refuse resulting from accidental losses of food
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plants and/or material used as fuel. The ability to distinguishtrue farmyard middens (deliberately accumulated as fertilizerto be spread onto cultivated fields) from ordinary domesticrefuse (casually deposited in the vicinity of settlement sites)depends on the extent to which such domestic refuse wasadded to farmyard middens. This cannot be solelydetermined on the basis of the plant remains present.On the islands of Orkney and Shetland surface turvesfrom grassland, heath and moor, as well as underlying peat,were collected for fuel and the resulting ash thrown ontomiddens (Fenton 1978). Animal dung, sometimes mixed withturves, seaweed or straw from the byre, was also used. If this

was common practice in the Western Isles in the Iron Age, itis likely that the two types of midden would be indistinguish-able on the basis of charred plant remains. It may neverthe-less be possible to distinguish between plant material derivedfrom food debris and that derived from fuel. This could, byan analysis of the species represented, suggest the likely loca-tion of cultivated fields and the areas exploited for fuel (seeSmith 1999 for results from Dun Vulan).
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Barley Int* Wheat Cereal Str** Root Weeds

Features12 22 0 0 3 0 0 111 253 1 1 36 0 8 137 11 0 0 3 0 0 014 34 0 0 9 0 2 09 18 0 0 1 0 0 18 20 0 0 1 0 1 04 2 0 0 0 0 0 029 39 0 1 1 0 1 3Total 399 1 2 54 0 12 18
Midden15 2824 0 2 191 2 15 4816 239 0 0 18 0 8 125 88 0 0 6 2 8 232 320 3 1 3 0 26 1917 87 0 0 0 0 3 919 491 0 1 25 0 3 2524 229 1 0 7 9 23 19Total 4278 4 4 250 13 86 155
Cultivation layers1 5 0 0 0 0 0 022 33 0 0 4 0 2 226 121 0 0 20 0 6 118 10 0 0 0 0 1 620 8 0 0 1 0 0 225 125 0 0 0 0 1 1Total 302 0 0 25 0 10 12
Windblown sand3 28 0 0 4 0 5 610 7 0 0 0 0 0 021 4 1 0 0 0 0 023 7 0 0 0 0 0 06 12 0 0 0 0 1 027 27 0 0 2 0 3 7Total 85 1 0 6 0 9 13
SUMMARYFeatures 399 1 2 54 0 12 18Midden 4278 4 4 250 13 86 155Cultivation layers 302 0 0 25 0 10 12Windblown sand 85 1 0 6 0 9 13Total 5064 6 6 335 13 117 198

Table 20. Baleshare. Carbonised plant remains. * = barley rachis internodes. **grass occl nodes



12.3.2 Derivation of plant material
Food plants (eg cereals) may be accidentally charred duringpreparation and residues from grain cleaning may be dis-carded onto household fires. The parts of the cereal plantmost likely to survive are the grains and denser chaff frag-ments, together with any associated weed seeds, since thesetend to filter down through the fire into the ashes wherethey remain in a charred state (Hillman 1981). With barleyas the predominant cereal, food preparation accidentsshould be dominated by grains, possibly contaminated byweed seeds and small quantities of chaff (rachis internodes),while grain cleaning residues would result in quantities ofweed seeds with relatively few cereal remains (Hillman1981, 1984; Jones 1984; 1987). Earlier stages of crop pro-

cessing would be identified by larger quantities of cerealchaff and straw (culm nodes) and vegetative fragments ofweed plants. Cereal culm bases and rhizomes from wild spe-cies could also be present in these early processing residues,if the barley was harvested by uprooting. Turf or peat usedas fuel, on the other hand, would be composed of plantsfrom the habitat where it was formed. It is doubtfulwhether much identifiable plant material would survive peatburning as, being rather dense, there would be little oppor-tunity for the heavier fragments to fall into the ashes and bepreserved (J Hillman pers comm). The looser turf, however,might provide such an opportunity and vegetative frag-ments of wild plants (including rhizomes) as well as seedsand fruits could be introduced in this way. Similar speciesmay be introduced with both turf and dung used as fuel
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Identifications Barley Int* Wheat Cereal Str** Root Weeds
Features3 5 0 0 0 0 2 07 44 0 0 8 1 13 2115 116 5 0 13 0 18 3318 144 2 0 6 0 27 2420 16 0 0 0 0 3 622 121 0 0 6 0 4 1327 72 0 0 7 0 5 229 12 0 0 0 0 6 3Total 530 7 0 40 1 78 102
Midden8 256 1 2 9 2 18 419 256 0 0 13 0 19 1311 214 0 1 8 0 21 4012 206 0 0 9 1 18 2313 69 0 0 2 0 5 417 237 0 1 9 0 15 3519 1414 0 9 105 10 238 22121 57 0 0 1 0 2 13Total 2709 1 13 156 13 336 390
Cultivation layers1 273 1 0 6 0 14 132 155 0 1 9 2 4 225 1531 2 6 59 1 122 1106 1380 4 9 83 14 269 41410 40 0 0 1 0 0 526 180 0 0 19 0 23 29Total 3559 7 16 177 17 432 593
Windblown sand4 116 0 0 6 0 17 20Total 116 0 0 6 0 17 20
SUMMARYFeatures 530 7 0 40 1 78 102Midden 2709 1 13 156 13 336 390Cultivation layers 3559 7 16 177 17 432 593Windblown sand 116 0 0 6 0 17 20Total 6914 15 29 379 31 863 1105

Table 21. Hornish Point. Carbonised plant remains. * = barley rachis internodes. **grass occl nodes



since animals could have grazed the same grassland thatwould be used for turf cutting.Since Calluna/Erica cannot grow as a weed of cultivation,the presence of these fruits at Baleshare and Hornish Point in-dicates that this plant at least was not introduced with cerealsand raises the possibility of its introduction with fuel. More-over, the cereal assemblage is heavily dominated by barleygrains with very few rachis internodes, culm nodes or culmbases suggesting that the early stages of barley processing arenot represented. It is likely then that the vegetative fragmentsof wild plants were introduced with fuel or some commodityother than cereal products. (It should however be noted thatalthough rachis and culm fragments may survive charring lesswell than cereal grain (Boardman 1987) there is no reason whythey should be underrepresented in comparison with the, oftenfragile, vegetative parts of non-cereal plants.)In order to investigate the origin of other wild plant taxa,Pearson correlation coefficients and principal components werecomputed (using SPSSx procedures = SPSS Inc. 1983). The aimof these analyses was to see whether any taxa were consistentlyassociated with one another and whether it was possible to iden-tify a group of taxa representing food (perhaps associated withcereal remains) and another group representing fuel (perhaps as-sociated with vegetative remains of wild plants).Statistics were computed for individual contexts as well asconsolidated blocks and sites were treated both together andindividually. Only contexts (or blocks) with 30 or more iden-tifiable plant items were used. The variables used were thedensities of cereal remains and non-cereal vegetative frag-ments (number of items per litre) and the proportions of thedifferent wild taxa. Percentages were based on the total num-ber of seeds and fruits of common wild taxa and calculatedonly when the number of species was ten or more. Statisticsinvolving wild taxa were not calculated for Baleshare as thenumber of contexts/blocks was too small and only the princi-pal components analyses and correlation coefficients signifi-cant at the 0.05 level were interpreted.There was a consistent and significant correlation be-tween the density of cereal items and the density of vegeta-tive wild plant fragments at Hornish Point, the site whichprovides the majority of the charred remains. This correla-tion was also reflected in the principal components analyses

where the densities of cereal grain and vegetative fragmentsconsistently load high on the same rotated principal compo-nent (Table 22). This could indicate that the vegetative frag-ments were brought in with the cereal harvest but it isequally likely that their association is due to the fact that theyresult from the same household fires, the vegetative frag-ments being introduced with the fuel and the cereal remainsas food debris. Given the apparent lack of early cereal pro-cessing waste, however, the latter alternative is more likelyand may simply indicate that some contexts are richer incharred remains than others.If cereal remains represent food debris and vegetativenon-cereal fragments fuel, then their consistent associationwill tend to blur any grouping of wild taxa due to their intro-duction with either food or fuel. This is borne out by a lackof consistently significant correlations or associationsamongst the wild taxa. There is a significant correlation be-tween the density of vegetative fragments and Calluna/Ericafruits among contexts from Hornish Point, but this correla-tion breaks down when consolidated blocks are considered.Similarly a significant correlation between Calluna/Ericafruits and Carex nutlets is apparent for whole blocks atHornish Point but not for separate contexts. These correla-tions should, therefore, be treated with caution.Given the difficulty of distinguishing species brought inwith cereals from those introduced with fuel, it is not possi-ble to determine whether cultivation was concentrated on themachair (as it has been recently � Grant 1979) or spreadmore widely onto acid soils. Nor is it possible to identify ar-eas which may have been used for turf cutting.
12.3.3 Differences between sites
Various aspects of the plant assemblages from Baleshare andHornish Point were compared using Student�s t (applying theprocedure in SPSSx�SPSS Inc 1983). As before, tests wereconducted for separate contexts and for whole blocks andonly differences significant at the 0.5 level were interpreted.The density of both cereal and non-cereal remains (calcu-lated for all contexts and blocks) was consistently and signifi-cantly greater at Hornish Point than at Baleshare.
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Both sites HornishPointContexts Blocks Contexts Blocks1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2No.  cereal grains/litre 0.8 � � 0.6 � 0.9 � 0.9No.vegetative frags./litre 0.8 � � 0.9 � 0.7 � 0.9�% Calluna/Erica � � 0.5 0.5 � � � �% Polygonum aviculare agg. � � � � � � 0.7 �% Polygonum cf.  persicaria � � 0.9 � 0.7 � � �% Rumex sp. � � � � � � 0.8 �% Stellaria media � � � � � � � �% Brassica/ Sinapis � � � -0.5 � � � �% Danthonia decumbens � � � � 0.8 � 0.5 �% indet.Gramineae � -0.8 � � � � �% Carex spp. � 0.7 � � -0.6 � -0.8 �% Cyperaceae/Polygonaceae � � 0.8 � � � � �

Table 22. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Principal Components analysis of the carbonised plant remains. 1 and 2 = first twovarimax-rotated Principal Components in each analysis. Loadings of less than 0.5 are not shown



Conversely, fewer animal bones were recovered fromHornish Point than from Baleshare (Halstead infra) eventhough the quantity of deposit excavated at the two sites wascomparable. There were also high ratios of cereal chaff,non-cereal fruits/seeds and non-cereal vegetative fragments tocereal grain (calculated only for contexts or blocks with 30or more cereal grains) at Hornish Point though the first wassignificant only when separate contexts were considered.To determine whether these differences simply reflect theproportions of different deposit types excavated at the twosites, the tests were repeated comparing similar deposit types(ie features, middens, cultivation layers or windblown sands)from each site. In fact, the differences between the sites werestill apparent though, due to the smaller numbers of contextsblocks in each category, they were not always significant.A possible reason for the differences between sites is therate of deposition which was faster at Hornish Point (below).This would account for the lower density of animal bones atHornish Point and could also have resulted in better preser-vation of charred plant material through rapid burial, givinggreater densities of material and better representation of themore fragile remains such as chaff and non-cereal items.However, the most likely reason is chronological, due tochanges in crop processing during the first millennium BC,which have been noted at other sites on South Uist (HelenSmith pers comm).There was no significant difference in the ratio of wheatto barley grains or the ratio of straight to twisted barleygrains at the two sites but the percentages of some of the wildtaxa were significantly different. Danthonia decumbens (andsometimes Polygonum cf. persicaria) was more common atBaleshare and Carex spp. (and sometimes Polygonumaviculare agg, Calluna/Erica and Brassica/Sinapsis) at HornishPoint. The archaeological significance of this will be easier toassess when information is available from a larger number ofsites in a variety of different environments.
12.3.4 The use of charred plant remains as an indicator ofhuman activity
The same aspects of the plant assemblage, excluding the pro-portions of different wild taxa as the number of con-texts/blocks was too small, were compared for different typesof deposit, viz features, middens, cultivation layers andwindblown sands, by analysis of variance (from SPSSx�SRSSInc 1983). For both sites, the density of both cereal andnon-cereal remains was found to be greater in middens andcultivation layers than in features and windblown sands.These results were particularly significant for cereal remainsespecially when both sites were considered together. Thesame pattern was observed when each site was consideredseparately though the results were not always significant, es-pecially for Baleshare, and the differences for non-cereal re-mains were not significant for blocks.The only other significant difference was in the propor-tion of cereal chaff to grain at Hornish Point, where therewas more chaff in the features. Given the extremely smallnumber of chaff fragments in total, however, this differenceis probably not of archaeological significance.At first, the apparent lack of charred plant material in fea-tures (comparable only with windblown sand) is surprising.

However, little charred material would be expected in ma-sonry while ditches, pits and floors may have been subject toperiodic cleaning out. Whatever the reason, it highlights theneed to be cautious when using charred remains (or otherrubbish eg animal bones) as an indicator of human interfer-ence since too much �interference� may produce a very cleanresult. The similarity between middens and cultivation layersis interesting however, and may indicate that midden depos-its were being used to fertilise the fields. This raises the possi-bility of using the density (and type) of charred plantmaterial, if not as an indicator of human interference, then atleast as an indicator of refuse use.In order to explore the potential of charred plant mate-rial as an indicator of human refuse use, discriminant analy-ses (using the SPSSx procedure � SPSS Inc. 1983) wereperformed. The densities of cereal grains and non-cereal veg-etative fragments, the ratios of cereal chaff, non-cerealfruits/seeds, and non-cereal vegetative fragments to cerealgrain as well as the ratio of wheat to barley were used as dis-criminating variables and the four major deposit types as thegroups to be discriminated. The discriminant analysis reducesthe discriminating variables to three composite functionswhich maximise the statistical separation of the four prede-fined groups. A useful measure of the discriminating value of
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Figure 80. a)  Discriminant analysis of Hornish Point Blocktypes using characteristics of the charred plant assemblageb) Cluster analysis of Baleshare and Hornish Point Blocksusing densities of charred plant remains



the functions is given by their ability to reclassify contexts orblocks correctly.The ability of the variables to discriminate between con-texts from deposit types was poor. Even when analysis wasrestricted to contexts with 30 or more cereal grains, only69% of contexts from Baleshare and 43% from HornishPoint could be correctly reclassified into their original groupson the basis of the discriminant functions extracted. The re-classification of consolidated blocks was better � 85% ofblocks from Baleshare and 75% from Hornish Point werecorrectly reclassified when blocks of 30 or more cereal grainsonly were used (Figure 80a). This suggests that any indexbased on aspects of the charred plant assemblage should beapplied to whole blocks (where the quantities of charred ma-terial are sufficiently large) rather than to individual contexts.The results of the study were promising but it is stillnecessary to test the ability of these variables to assignblocks to particular deposit types without prior knowledgeof the types represented. For this reason, the same variablewere used in cluster analyses (using Ward�s method of hier-

archical clustering from the CLUSTAN package � Wishart1978). Unfortunately, no clear clusters emerged, regardlessof the numbers of blocks (or contexts) used or whether thesites were treated together or separately. Moreover, suchclusters as were present bore little relationship to the de-posit types as originally defined.The cluster analyses of blocks were repeated using onlythe densities of charred grain and non-cereal fragmentswhich the analyses of variance had shown were most signifi-cantly different between deposits. This produced rather moreinterpretable results, the most obvious separation being be-tween sites (Figure 80b). The separation of deposit types wasless clear resulting in two major clusters, one composedlargely of midden and cultivation deposits from HornishPoint and the other comprising most of the features andwindblown sand deposits but also including large numbers ofmidden and cultivation deposits. This �mis-classification� ofmany of the midden and cultivation deposits was also appar-ent when the sites were considered separately.
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CHAPTER 13: POLLEN ANALYSES OF ORGANICHORIZONS FROM THE BALELONE MIDDEN
A Mannion (1986)
13.1 INTRODUCTION
The extensive midden deposits excavated at Balelone Farmcontained a wealth of archaeological remains embedded in amatrix consisting variously of sand, clay and organic hori-zons. It was considered that the latter horizons in particularmight yield information on the nature of the material thatproduced them and thus augment the results of the archaeo-logical excavation by providing additional information on re-source use and subsistence strategies.A number of possibilities were suggested relating to thederivation of these organic horizons viz that they originatedas animal bedding, animal faeces, thatch, peat and/or domes-tic refuse. Consequently, it was decided that pollen analysis,a palaeoecological technique widely used in the examinationof the relationship between people and environment, shouldbe undertaken to determine whether or not such data couldelucidate more precisely the nature of the organic material.Pollen analysis was undertaken on organic horizons con-tained within monolith boxes and bag samples collected byCEU. This report details the results of these analyses and ex-amines the data in relation to the possible origins of theBalelone midden organic horizons.

13.2 RESULTS
The stratigraphy of the two monoliths is given in Table 23.Six additional bagged samples were also analysed fromBalelone, the sediment characteristics of which are also givenin Table 23.It proved necessary to examine at least two slides fromeach sample to obtain a reasonable total pollen count. In gen-eral, however, the total counts were low, usually between 200and 300, due to the presence of relatively large numbers ofpoorly preserved palynomorphs that made identification im-possible. The subsamples from 16 cm and 19 cm of Monolith1 contained too few palynomorphs (<40) to give reliablecounts. The results from the remaining subsamples are given inFigures 81 and 82. In both these diagrams the results are ex-pressed as percentages of total pollen although in the followingdiscussion reference is also made to pollen concentrations.
13.3 DISCUSSION
Overall, the results show that the pollen spectra are domi-nated by Gramineae, Cyperaceae and Calluna vulgaris. All ofthese taxa are abundantly present in peatland and moorlandcommunities which are widespread in North Uist today and,as Mannion and Moseley have shown (passim) by pollenanalysis of lake sediments and peat in the immediate vicinityof the Balelone midden, were present in the island fromabout 7000 years BP, long before the midden came into exis-
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a) Monolith 1Level (cm) Description0�10 Greenish shell sand matrix with large shell remains10�16 Red clayey matrix.  Some fragments of charcoal and shell remains16�22 Light brown clayey matrix with shell and charcoal? remains22�26 Transition between 16�22 cm above and 26�42 cm below26�42 Light coloured shell sand with some siliceous sand.  Small (2�3 mm) organic horizon at 38 cm below which sandis iron-stained for 1�2 mm42�50 Brown horizon with some shell sand, shell fragments and charcoal? fragments
b) Monolith 2Level (cm) Description0�7 Red clayey matrix with some shell sand containing shells of limpets and winkles and charcoal? remains7�12 Dark humic layer of hard compacted deposits.  Initially dark red-brown in colour but turning black after exposure12�14.5 Dark brown humic deposits with high water content14.5�20.5 Coarse deposits of small shell fragments with weathered chalk, tinged green20.5�23 Hard black organic horizon23�30.5 As 20.5�23 cm but slightly less compacted31.5�43 Shell sand with slight green tinge. Iron layer at 40 cm43�50 Shell sand
c) Bagged samplesSample Description209 Brown material matter of small friable particles including shell fragments and charcoal?875 Brown mineral matter similar to 0209204 As above, with charcoal and iron pyrites132 Red-brown mineral matter with organics, charcoal and iron pyrites710 As 0132 but with organic matter714 Very dark brown cohesive mineral matter and a high proportion of organics and a few shell fragments

Table 23. Balelone. a) stratigraphy of Monolith 1. b) stratigraphy of Monolith 2. c) description of bagged samples



tence. Thus, there is every likelihood that the midden organichorizons originated, at least in part, as peat which was col-lected as fuel and/or animal bedding. Moreover, it is also pos-sible that the Gramineae, Cyperaceae and Calluna vulgarispollen originated from material that was collected for thatch.Dickson and Dickson (1984), for example, suggest that thepreponderance of Calluna vulgaris pollen at the Iron Age siteof Crosskirk Broch, Caithness, may indicate the use of lingheather as a thatching material. It is also possible that a widerrange of vegetation types may have been similarly used, espe-cially grasses and sedges, which could provide very adequateroofing materials. If such practices were common then it isalso likely that pteridophytes, such as Polypodium andPteridium, and bryophytes, such as Sphagnum, were collectedand this would account for the significant presence of theirspores in the midden organic horizons. There is certainly nopollen analytical evidence from the Balelone midden organichorizons that positively disprove that they originated as peat,animal bedding or thatch.Moreover, since Mannion and Moseley (infra) haveshown that the moorland and peatland vegetation communi-ties of North Uist were well established by the time the mid-den began to accumulate it is also highly likely that suchcommunities were grazed by domesticated animals. This,therefore, lends some support to the hypothesis that the mid-den organic horizons originated from animal faeces. Therehave been very few studies on the relationships between thepollen content of animal faeces and the representation in themodern pollen rain of extant vegetation communities withwhich to compare the midden pollen data. Moe (1983) hasundertaken such a study in Norway and he concludes thatthere may not be a simple or direct relationship between the

pollen spectra from the faeces of grazing animals, such assheep, and the local pollen rain. The pollen analytical datafrom the Balelone midden organic horizons do not precludethe possibility that the latter were derived from animal faecesbut further work is presented below, based on pollen analysesof modern animal faeces, to show that the midden organichorizons cannot be attributed solely to animal faeces.As Figures 81 and 82 show, the Balelone midden or-ganic horizons contain quite a wide variety of pollen taxa.It is extremely unlikely that such a wide pollen spectrumwould have been derived from a single source and anymore positive conclusions must consider the exploitationof the varied machair, peatland and moorland vegetationcommunities as well as the possible inadvertent inclusionof �weed� plants and the deliberate cultivation of cropplants. Cruciferae pollen, for example, are particularlyabundant in the 13 cm level of Monolith 1. Cultivatedbrassicas are members of the Cruciferae family and it isquite possible that such taxa were being cultivated andtheir remains left to rot, in much the same way that com-post heaps are presently used. It is also highly likely thatmany of the Gramineae pollen types identified wereCerealia, although the poor preservation of palynomorphtypes in general precluded their separation from theGramineae. If cereals were being cultivated, as is indicatedin the pollen analytical data from the Balelone Farm peatprofile (Figure 81), it is not difficult to envisage a situationwhere chaff etc. was discarded, along with the remains ofother cultivated plants and �weeds� of cultivation whichhad been inadvertently collected as part of the harvest.This explanation would account, at least in part, for therelatively wide variety of taxa recorded in the midden or-
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Figure 81. Balelone Farm; percentage pollen histograms forthe monolith samples Figure 82. Balelone Farm; percentage pollen histograms forthe bagged samples



ganic horizons and in particular, the significant percent-ages of Plantaginaceae, Compositae and Cruciferae pollen,all of which may have originated from the machair plain asit was cultivated for cereal production or, alternatively,cropped for hay.
13.4 POLLEN ANALYSES OF SHEEP AND CATTLE FAECESFROM THE OUTER HEBRIDES
To test the hypothesis that the organic horizons may have de-rived from animal faeces, modern faeces of sheep and cattlewere collected for pollen analysis, the results of which arepresented below.
13.4.1 Field and laboratory methods
Samples of sheep and cattle faeces were collected from anumber of sites on North and South Uist, ranging from themachair plain at Udal and Baleshare, to moorland sites atNorthferry and Clettraval. Ten samples, four from cattle andsix from sheep were subjected to the procedures for labora-tory preparation of pollen slides (see Chapter 4). Although itwas not intended to present the data as pollen concentra-tions, since in the case of animal faeces this is meaningless,Lycopodium spore tablets (Stockmarr 1971; 1972) wereadded to each preparation to ensure replicability and to de-

termine whether the samples were sufficiently polliniferousto yield reliable counts.
13.4.2 Results
All ten samples yielded sufficient pollen for counting, most ofwhich was in identifiable conditions. The results are given inFigure 83 where each taxon or genus is expressed as a percent-age, based on a minimum count of 300 pollen grains. Figure83 has been drawn at the same scale as those for the Balelonemidden organic horizons to facilitate direct comparison.
13.4.3 Discussion
In common with the midden organic horizons the faeces sam-ples contain a wide variety of pollen types (Figure 83). Ofparticular note is the absence of bryophyte (moss) andpteridophyte (fern) spores from the faeces. In none of themidden samples are these abundant but the results show thatthey are consistently present, especially Polypodiaceae andPteridium. On this basis an origin for the midden organic ho-rizons from animal faeces has to be discounted. This is notsurprising as it is very probable that animal faeces werehighly prized as manure, particularly for cultivation of themachair in which organic matter is not abundant. The pollenanalyses of the animal faeces also provide grounds for some
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Figure 83. Percentage pollen histograms for animal faeces a) cow faeces b) sheep faeces



further observations. Samples of both sheep and cattle faecesfrom South Uist and Udal indicate that the animals weregrazing on a similar vegetation, probably the machair, sincethe pollen spectra are dominated by Gramineae and a rangeof herbaceous taxa. The sheep faeces from Northferry andClettraval, however, contain abundant Cyperaceae andCalluna vulgaris pollen indicating that these animals grazedmoorland and peatland vegetation communities. Moreover,the general range of pollen from herbaceous taxa must repre-sent only those plants which were in flower at the time theanimals were browsing. It is highly likely that if faeces sam-ples were collected at different times during the year pollenof different herbaceous plants would be present. A study ofthis variation would necessitate the tracking of individual ani-mals and the collection of their faeces at regular intervals asMoe (1983) has done in western Norway. It would also beinteresting to compare the pollen spectra from the faeceswith the pollen rain of the area to evaluate how representa-tive the former is of the latter and how both relate to thepresent-day vegetation communities. The presence of arbo-real pollen in the faeces is also somewhat anomalous as it isunlikely that the animals were grazing on trees such as Pinus.The most plausible explanations for the presence of arborealpollen, albeit in small numbers, are that it was blown ontothe faeces or that it adhered to the vegetation which was sub-sequently grazed.

It, therefore, seems most unlikely the Balelone middenorganic horizons are derived from animal faeces. This conclu-sion rests on the complete absence of spores, both bryophyteand pteridophyte, from the faeces samples.
13.5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the specific origin of the midden organic hori-zons remains an enigma and the pollen analytical data promptmore questions than answers. Of the possible origins for themidden organic horizons given in the introduction only an ori-gin from animal faeces can be discounted. Moreover, the pres-ence of a relatively wide variety of pollen taxa can only beadequately explained by considering the exploitation of themost abundant habitats in North Uist, ie the machair grass-land, peatland and moorland communities and possibly thecultivation of specific crops such as cereals. A combination ofpractices involving the exploitation of all the dominant habi-tats for thatching and/or animal bedding and/or fuel as well asthe cultivation of specific crops would account for the pollenspectra of the Balelone midden organic horizons. It would notbe unreasonable to suppose that the producers of the middenwere indeed using such a wide variety of natural resources butthere is no viable palaeoecological test which suggests itself asthe panacea to this enigma.
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CHAPTER 14: THE MOLLUSCAN ASSEMBLAGE
N Thew (1987)
14.1 INTRODUCTION
A number of studies of snail faunas from calcareous sandsfrom the western coasts of Britain, including the coasts of theHebrides and Ireland have now been completed by Evans andhis co-workers Spencer and Vaughan (see Evans 1979 for bib-liography). These, however, have been in the nature of col-umn sampling through cliff sections to investigateenvironmental change through time, and few have includedsubstantial archaeological layers, such as midden-site depos-its, within the sample columns. The sampling of the sites ofBaleshare and Hornish Point, and to a lesser extentNewtonferry and Balelone, was designed to investigate varia-tion in archaeological material and environmental indicatorsthrough both space and time. For the molluscan analysis thisrepresents a new departure and allows an investigation intothe way that molluscan faunas vary with the form and inten-sity of natural processes of erosion or deposition and thecolonisation of surfaces by vegetation as well as anthropicprocesses like cultivation or the deposition of refuse. The ef-fects of �intermediate� processes such as sheep and cattle graz-ing which affect vegetation and surface stability seem to bemore difficult to detect in snail faunas. Molluscan analysistherefore, can perhaps progress from being merely a monitorof the environmental changes that have taken place throughtime, to the position where it is possible to throw some lighton the mechanisms of site formation through the balance ofnatural and anthropogenic processes.In general, the analysis suggests that mollusca are sensi-tive to vegetation and moisture, and to the lack of vegetationin areas where wind-blown sand is being deposited. More-over, certain snail species seem to be sensitive to the deposi-tion of fresh domestic organic waste, ie middening, whileintensive ploughing also seems to influence molluscan faunas.Further work on modern snail faunas in analogous local envi-ronments needs to be undertaken in order to add more reso-lution and reliability to these preliminary indications.Already, it seems that careful investigation of the way inwhich molluscan faunas vary within complex archaeologicaldeposits might allow an insight into the way that local envi-ronments and land use patterns vary across a site and howthis variation changes through time. In turn these patternsconstitute the site formation processes that result in the ar-chaeological deposits.The present study covers deposits ranging from laterBronze Age to later Iron Age as well as the post-Medieval pe-riod. Unfortunately, the results of the analysis thus far seemto indicate that more work needs to be done on unravellingthe imprint of biological succession so that it is possible tocompare later faunas with earlier ones.
14.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
Interpreting the results of the molluscan counts can only betentative because of the low numbers recovered from the indi-vidual samples and the bias against certain species caused byflotation. The three species most likely to have been affected,

Vitrina, Oxyloma, Cepaea, were usually present only in smallnumbers in previously published comparable studies.Most of the samples revealed fluctuations in the relativenumbers of a few �significant� or �dominant� species (Pupillamuscorum, Cochlicopa spp, and Vallonia spp), and the pres-ence or absence of small numbers of several other species.These included species of wet habitats which, in most con-texts, would have arrived in flood waters; the Helicelid snails(including Cepaea); Helicella itala and Cochlicella acuta, spe-cies newly arrived in the area and contemporary with thethree earlier sites studied here; the Zonited group plusVitrina pellucida, which being omnivores, can fluctuate inde-pendently; and two further species, Lauria cylindraea andVertigo pygmaea. Fluctuations between small numbers of arestricted number of species are difficult to interpret and itwould be possible to generalise and consider almost all con-texts together as an �open landscape, grassy, with greater orlesser stability, with varying dampness and varying amountsof anthropically deposited organic refuse�. It is believed thatthe fluctuations between context faunas are indicative of vari-ations in the micro environment.Evans, (1972; 1979) has noted the problem, that in peri-ods of surface stability the fossil molluscan fauna will repre-sent the immediate local environment, while during unstableperiods the molluscs trapped in a sandy layer could representa much wider catchment area. A variety of samples spatiallyseparated across a site will reduce the problem.Helicella itala and Cochlicella acuta appear to have arrivedin the Outer Hebrides during Late Bronze times, thus were ab-sent from the earliest levels at Baleshare and appeared only insmall numbers during the Late Bronze Age phase of the site.Iron Age Baleshare and Hornish Point have, by contrast, signifi-cant numbers of Helicella itala and very few Cochlicella acuta.A post-Medieval context at Hornish Point and post-MedievalNewtonferry however, have faunas dominated by Cochlicellaacuta and smaller numbers of Helicella itala. Comparing faunasbetween sites and between deposits of different ages is difficult.The pattern of arrival of these two species has made it possibleto use the number of Helicella itala and Cochlicella acuta pres-ent within a sample as a tool for phasing and relative dating ofsites. This has been attempted at Baleshare, and the four siteswithin this study are also compared.The final problem in interpreting the molluscan faunal as-semblages is that species can change their ecological range.Today, Gyraulus laevis, an aquatic snail, and Vertigoangustior, a terrestrial damp species found at Northton, Har-ris, Outer Hebrides, (Evans 1971) and Ardnave, Islay, InnerHebrides, (Evans 1983), seem to be declining and forced intosmall local refuges which may not be representative of habi-tats which they occupied in the past. This does not apply toany of the species recovered in this study, although Valloniacostata, Columella edentala, Pupilla moscorum, Zonitoidesnitidus and Clausilia bidentata would all appear to be declin-ing within the Outer Hebrides. However, the converse canalso be true and a species can extend its ecological range. InOrkney, Lauria cylindracea, a species that normally requiresshady vegetated or rupestral (walls, rocks, etc) habitats hasadapted to dry open fixed-dune pasture and sand-dune habi-tats. This change seems to have taken place in post-Roman orpossibly post-Medieval times. The deposits with dominantLauria at post-Medieval Newtonferry may indicate thatLauria similarly adapted within the Outer Hebrides.
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Despite these problems, however, an attempt has beenmade to determine the nature of faunal assemblage variationsand then interpret them. It would appear that fluctuationsamong the major species reflect, predominantly, naturalenvironmental conditions. Variations in certain of the otherspecies, however, seemed to be far more sensitive to patternsof human land-use. The �faunal groupings� could therefore beclustered into �faunal associations�, two of which seem toreflect the presence of middening, while two other faunalassociations indicated more or less stable natural grassland.At Hornish Point and Newtonferry, however, because of thegreat number of subdivisions required for certainstratigraphic blocks (eg Block 19) indicative of rapid changesin middening or natural deposition, a faunal matrix wasconstructed with fluctuations of main species along one axis,and fluctuations in the presence or absence of lesser indicatorspecies along the other axis.Interpretation of these faunal groupings and associationshas allowed an assessment of the past local sub-Block envi-ronments to be made in terms of natural dampness, dryness,the degree of exposure and stability and middening. In somecases, however, the snail evidence indicating an absence ofmiddening, would appear to conflict with the archaeologicaland soil evidence in sub-blocks with high organic contentsand abundant bone, seed and seashell waste. Explanations toresolve these conflicts have been formulated in terms of the

nature of organic material added to the soil (fresh or alreadydecomposed) the rapidity of sediment accumulation (freshwaste buried before colonisation) and possible discrepancieswith samples taken from the base or surface of contexts re-flecting not the environment during accumulation of the con-texts themselves, so much as the environment before or aftera context was formed.
14.3 RESULTS
The counts for all molluscan species (terrestrial, aquatic andmarine) from the floated samples, together with total numbersand the number of species for the terrestrial snails, can befound tabulated by Block within the appropriate sections ofChapters 4-8. Within these tables, samples are listed in strati-graphic order within blocks and in Block order, also for north,south and central portions of the complicated deposits of themidden sites investigated. Investigation of the molluscan as-semblages within blocks has led to the stratigraphic blocks be-ing further subdivided into sub-blocks (labelled A, B, C, etc) toallow a more detailed interpretation of the faunas.For Balelone and Baleshare, sub-blocks have been clus-tered into faunal groups on the assumption that these groupsare characteristic of different microenvironments (Tables 24and 25). The faunal characteristics of these groups in terms
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Faunal association A C/D C CFaunal groups I P II P III IV804 633, 720, 531, 533. 520, 534,(Burnt) 805 803
IN SITU TERRESTRIAL FAUNASNumber <10 <10 40-50 10-20
Dominant speciesCochlicopa SIG V.SIGPupilla SIG F.SIG VF-FVallonia SOME V.SIG SOME-F.SIG
Indicator speciesVertigo pygmaea SOME SOME VF-SOMELauria cylinracea SIG FEW VF-SOMEOmniverous speciesOxychilus alliarus SOME VF VF-FVitrina pellucida VFNesovitrea hammonis SOME VF-SOMEHelicelid speciesHelicella ItalaCochlicella acuta VF VFCepaea hortensis SOME
Flood arrivalsWet species VF Lym.trunculataSeaweed speciesMarine VF Rissoa VF Rissoa VF-F RissoaLitt. saxatilis VF-SOMELitt. saxatilis
Table 24. Balelone. Faunal groups and faunal associations as defined by species characteristics. Key: SIG = significant; F = few;VF = very few



of abundance, and the relative importance of the various ter-restrial species encountered are listed in handwritten tableswhich can be found in the site archive Table 26 lists thestratigraphical blocks at Baleshare in their chronological or-der with the sub-blocks assigned to their faunal groups.Hornish Point and Newtonferry have stratigraphic blockswhich vary considerably in their faunas, often from layer tolayer. At Hornish Point the great number of sub-blocks madeclustering into faunal groups prohibitively complicated. Con-sequently a faunal matrix was employed with sub-blocks be-ing plotted according to their terrestrial speciescharacteristics. At Newtonferry, individual contexts wereplotted on a slightly different faunal matrix. The method ofconstruction of these faunal matrices, available as handwrit-ten tables in the site archive, allows for intersite comparison.The divisions between the assemblage groups and associa-tions reflect natural variation in the proportions of the domi-nant species, ie adaptable species, forming the bulk of thefaunas from most contexts, and the representation of the in-dicator species, ie less numerically important but more sensi-tive indicators of environmental differences.

14.4 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF THEMOLLUSCAN FAUNAS
14.4.1 General observations
Previous studies from coastal calcareous sands have yieldedminimum counts of 50 individuals from 1.5 or 2.0 Kg sam-ples, occasionally reaching maxima of 5,000 or more (Evans1971; Evans & Spencer 1977; Evans & Vaughan 1983;Spencer 1975). By comparison 20 kilo floated samples givevalues between 5 or less and 500 or more. However, as notedabove, discussion and interpretation of the data proceedsfrom the premise that the floated fauna is as representative ofthe original fauna as that recovered by sieving and picking.Further investigations in the Western Isles will, however, beable to test these preliminary results and interpretations byanalysing samples taken specifically for molluscan fauna.Factors affecting the numbers of molluscs present withina context include original population size, rates of deposition(slower deposition allows more molluscs to accumulate),greater stability (which encourages richer vegetation andmolluscan faunas) and preservation. Preservation of thefloated snails remains fairly constant throughout the samplesanalysed; some assemblages being of remarkably fresh ap-pearance while others although stained or discoloured havinglost little of their microsculpture. Unfortunately no note ofstaining, possibly due to humus-rich layers, was made. It ishoped to investigate this phenomenon in future studies. Themedium of deposition would appear to have been fairly con-stant (largely through burial by windblown sand, or incorpo-ration in a deepening turf horizon); mechanical weatheringmay therefore reflect attrition by human or animal activity.Variation in human and animal use of the sites may be al-ready reflected in differences in the contemporaneous snailfaunas in the present study and could provide an interestingarea for analysis in future investigations. Thus the majority ofnumerical variations within molluscan assemblages are attrib-utable to differences in the original populations and the rateof layer accumulation. Even allowing for the small propor-tion of snails recovered by flotation the original populationswould appear to have been fairly low and with restricted spe-cies diversity in comparison with previously published sites.Sites like Northton and Buckquoy have numbers of �non-wetspecies� rising to 23 and 20 respectively, while at other sitesnumbers of greater than 12 or 13 normally indicated agreater degree of stability and shade; values of 15 and overoften coincide with species indicative of true shade, perhapsrich, long, very stable grassland or perhaps even open wood-land in the case of Northton and Buckquoy. Non-wet speciescounts of 11 were encountered only from four contexts atBaleshare and two from Hornish Point, these two sites hav-ing single higher values of 12 and 14 respectively. AtNewtonferry the highest value was 9 while at Balelone it wasonly 8. In all four cases, therefore, the molluscan counts indi-cate very open environments with almost no indication oftrue shade. interpretation depends upon discerning variationsamong faunas of restricted diversity which indicate environ-ments with a greater or lesser degree of herbaceous cover andstability. Differences could be due to natural agencies likemoisture or sand accumulation, both related to wind expo-sure, or to human agencies such as ploughing, fertilisation,deposition of rubbish or grazing.
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Faunal Faunalassociation groupsA I 6A, 16A, 16CI P 1, 16A (203, 204, 241, 240, 149, 150)18 G, 25 **B II 3 (13), 21B, 24D [3], 29 [2]II H 5E, 11C, 11DII N 11C (259)III N B8? (237) [1], 11 (113) [2]IV 5D  [2]IV N 7AV 7C [4], 11A [1], 24A [1]V N 11A (158) [1], 14A [2]VI 4A,  24B.VI P 2A,  4BVII 7B,  21A (100)C V111 N 2D, 15B (144)IX 22 *** (280, 277), 23 (271, 272 **)IX P 17C, 20 ***, 22 ***, 23 *** [1]27A ***, 27B(20, 22, 23, & 27A  NO Helicella itala )X 5A * [1], 5BXI 5C [1], 15C [4]XI N 15B * (not 144).XI P 2B, 2E, 2F, 26 **XII 2C, 17B **XII N 16B *XII P 2C (59), 2D (57)XIII N 3B, 14B *D XIV 6B,  11B [5], 24E [5]XV 3A [1], 12, 15A, 15D Burnt, 19AXV N 19B GreenXV P ?9XVI 7A [1],B 8, 10XVII N 24C
Table 25. Baleshare. Faunal groups and faunal associations asdefined by species characteristics. Key: [5] = number of smallmarine gastropods (from seaweed); * = wet land species fromflooding (*** several; ** few; * very few)



Small numbers of �wet� species have been found in con-texts from all four sites, together with odd specimens offreshwater aquatic snails. Flooding from nearby freshwatermarshes must be considered; Baleshare, Hornish Point andNewtonferry are located on low-lying flat coastal machairplains liable to episodic winter flooding due to rising watertables (Ritchie 1979). This would account for these �wet� spe-cies often coinciding with faunas suggestive of open, fairly

dry environments. Consequently the �wet� species have beenomitted from the main number of species values used to in-terpret the local environment. Their significance will be dealtwith in a subsequent section.Another factor affecting the composition of the terrestrialmolluscan faunas seems to have been that of time, in relationto the process of biological succession. The species Helicellaitala and Cochlicella acuta arrived in the Outer Hebrides
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Table 26. Baleshare. Stratigraphic Blocks with faunal groups in chronological order (chronological order determined bystratigraphy, 14C dates and relative dating using the proportions of Hellica italia and Cochlicella acuta within the samples)



during the Later Bronze Age and became established at somestage after the Iron Age becoming the dominant faunal com-ponent in calcareous coastal dune and machair habitats andlargely replacing other previously numerous species likePupilla muscorum, Cochlicopa spp, and Vallonia spp. (A latersection discusses how the ratio of these two species withinmolluscan assemblages can be used for relative dating of ar-chaeological deposits both within and between sites notgreatly separated by distance or ecological setting).In the tables listing the molluscan counts there are in-cluded small numbers of marine species labelled as �seaweedimports�. Most of these small marine gastropods seem tohave been brought in with collected seaweed during the sum-mer months, although at Newtonferry some may have beenblown in. Leaving seaweed on the surface areas of the mid-den-site, for sheep fodder or for soil stabilisation, may havehad some influence on the microenvironment but this is notreflected in the molluscan faunas. Sub-blocks showing closelysimilar molluscan assemblages can have quite different num-bers of these marine gastropods. The numbers of these sea-weed species seem to be more closely related to largerstratigraphic units and different areas of the sites, as atHornish Point.
14.4.2 Chronological implications from the molluscan data
In all published studies of coastal calcareous sand systems ofgreat duration, except those from Orkney, the speciesHelicella itala and Cochlicella acuta arrive some time afterthe start of sand deposition and replace the previously nu-merically important species to dominate the molluscan fau-nas. Most of these studies comprise columns throughaccreting sand bodies, and it would appear that the processof arrival, establishment and domination by the Helicellaitala/Cochlicella acuta pairing was relatively rapid. Helicellaitala may have arrived slightly before Cochlicella acuta inmany areas, alternatively Cochlicella may have arrived at thesame time, but in such small numbers as not to be recoveredthrough sampling. Helicella itala being more adaptable be-came more rapidly established. Cochlicella, with a distribu-tion today almost entirely confined to calcareous west coastsand systems (except in western Ireland) is a specialist specieshighly adapted to such conditions and though establishedslightly after Helicella itala, swiftly became the dominantspecies in many areas (Orkney and Shetland lie outwith theirnorthern limit). In north-west Scotland and Lewis today themost northerly areas with calcareous coastal sands have veryfew Cochlicella, Helicella being far more important (cf Cainet al 1969). Cochlicella today is the dominant species in theUists, Barra and Harris (Welch 1979).At Baleshare the earliest levels are devoid of Helicella orCochlicella; they appeared in very small numbers as oddspecimens during phases two and three. In phase fourHelicella became regularly present in small numbers, only be-coming established as an important faunal element fromphase five onwards. Cochlicella, however, was only everpresent in very small numbers.By contrast, Helicella itala was present in some numbersfrom the earliest levels at Hornish Point, together with occa-sional specimens of Cochlicella. During the later phasesCochlicella became important, tending to replace Helicella.

Block 20, the latest structure on the site, has one context typ-ical of more modern faunas with Cochlicella completelydominant, having largely replaced the other previously com-mon species like Pupilla muscorum, Cochlicopa spp andVallonia spp.All the contexts from Newtonferry demonstrate the sameproblem as the late context from Hornish Point, being simi-lar to modern faunas with few Cochlicopa, Vallonia spp orPupilla, these having been replaced by Helicella and espe-cially Cochlicella. Significantly, the omnivorous group Vitrinapellucida, Vitrea contracta and Oxychilus alliarius seem tohave been unaffected by changes in the representation of thedominant species, presumably because their life patterns werenot in competition. Similarly Vertigo pygmaea and Lauriacylindracea seem not to have been competitively replaced byHelicella-Cochlicella: Lauria cylindracea appears in abun-dance in some of the lower levels of Newtonferry. This maybe a similar phenomenon to that seen in Orkney where in theabsence of Helicella/Cochlicella, Lauria seems to have broad-ened its ecological horizons some time in post-Roman oreven post-Medieval times and adapted to more exposed andunstable open conditions among the fixed dune systems.Thus today in Orkney Lauria has competitively replacedPupilla and Vallonia excentrica in many localities.Another species which underwent a competitive declineseems to have been Cepaea hortensis. At Baleshare it waspresent throughout the sequence from the earliest to the lat-est deposits; only a single specimen was recovered fromHornish Point, and none from Newtonferry. Similarly, todayCepaea hortensis, like Vallonia costata and Pupillamuscorum, is rarely found in the Outer Hebrides, although itis more common in North East Scotland where Cochlicellaacuta becomes scarce. In these areas Cepaea is in competitionwith Helicella itala, Cepaea being more common in richer,damper, more stable vegetation. (Cain et al 1969)On the basis therefore of the molluscan faunas it wouldappear that of the four sites studied the earliest deposits arethose of Phases 1 to 4 at Baleshare, followed by what wouldseem to be roughly contemporary levels from Phases 5 to 7 atBaleshare and all of the layers from Hornish Point except forBlock 20; this Block, together with the sequence atNewtonferry could be interpreted as being rather later. Thefew contexts analysed from Balelone could be contemporarywith the later phases from Baleshare and the deposits fromHornish Point.The series of 14C dates available, together with archaeo-logical evidence, can be used to check the relative dating onthe basis of the molluscan faunas. These suggest thatHelicella itala became established earlier at Hornish Pointthan Baleshare.The archaeological evidence from Block 20, HornishPoint, and the site of Newtonferry suggests that they arepost-Medieval in date, considerably later than the rest of thedeposits at Baleshare, Balelone and Hornish Point.The only other comparative dating evidence for the ar-rival of Helicella and Cochicella in this area comes from thesites of Ardnave, Islay, and Northton, Harris. At Ardnave,Evans (1983) found a few specimens of Cochlicella andHelicella in earlier Bronze Age contexts dated to 3610 ± 85uncal BP (GU-1371), by which time they appear to have be-come established. By contrast, at Northton (Evans 1971;1972), there was no trace in earlier Bronze Age levels, dated
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to 3604 ± 70 uncal BP (BM-706) and 3481 ± 54 uncal BP(BM-707) (Burleigh et al 1973), or in the earlier of two IronAge levels.It is hoped that in future, the spread and ratios of thesetwo species can be used as a relative dating tool, initiallywithin single localities, and once their spread through theScottish Isles has been dated, between sites, first ensuring thatthe rest of the faunal assemblages are broadly similar. This isthe case for the sites of Baleshare, Balelone and HornishPoint. At Northton, however, another reason for their delayin becoming established may be that the background faunaindicates that the environment was considerably more shadedand moist than at Baleshare or Hornish Point.The same two species may be useful, together with otherHelicelid species like Cernuella virgata, in the relative datingof west coast calcareous sand locations further south. AtGwithian in Cornwall, Helicella and Cochlicella arrived sometime after the Neolithic and were dominant by the EarlyBronze Age (Spencer 1975).
14.4.3 Indications of flooding and their implications formidden-site formation
Possible explanations for the  arrival of the �wet� and aquaticspecies on the sites include flooding or the gathering of or-ganic material from marshes for fertiliser, or other uses. Theecologies of the wet species and the freshwater species arelisted in detail in appendices in the site archive. It seemslikely that �wet� species such as Vertigo antivertigo andZonitoides as well as aquatic species arrived through episodesof flooding during the winter months: as during the summermonths when water levels are low and the reeds in marshes,and weed in shallow water around the margins of themachair lakes could be cut, aquatic species like Armiger cristaand Gyaulus laevis burrow into the mud to avoid drying outand Lymnaea peregra would have retreated with the dwin-dling water.At Hornish Point �wet� snails are found throughout thestratigraphy, although curiously with few from the earliestlevels of the site (Blocks 1 and 26). By contrast, at Balesharethe earliest levels of Block 22 have a fairly high number ofmarsh snails but they are absent from the later levels. Afterlayer [142] in Block 15 and [75] in Block 2 the only floodsnails are a sequence of three in the fills [173, 172 & 17] of agulley or drain [174] in Block 15, cut into earlier deposits; asingle shell in Block 5 lower down on the southern slope ofthe site, and a lone specimen in layer [109], Block 14, atabout the same height as layers [142] and [75] within the cir-cular structure cut into the earlier midden-site deposits.Layers [142, 75 & 109] occur approximately halfway up thesection through the midden exposed in the cliff face.However, it is not impossible that these snails wereintroduced by human activity and here again we must notethe tentative nature of the conclusions we have found on thisfirst experiment in site-specific snail studies.At Newtonferry the situation appears to lie in betweenthat of Baleshare and Hornish Point, with a notable decreasein the number of �wet� snails in the higher levels, but withodd specimens still being left, by presumed flood episodes.At Baleshare the north and south of the site appear tohave been subject to flooding though the confinement of Ver-

tigo antivertigo to deposits in the northern half of the sitemay suggest that the vegetation of the marshes to the northmay have been richer. At Hornish Point the �wet� snailsOxgloma pfeifferi and Zonitoides nitidus indicate floodingfrom more permanent marshes to both north and south withthe northern half of the site subject to greater flooding. Thepresence of two aquatic snails suggests that before coastal re-treat a freshwater machair loch may have existed nearby tothe north. The higher water table this implied helps to ex-plain the greater flooding at Hornish Point.The evidence for episodic flooding of these sites raisesquestions about site location and site formation processes.Some of these sites may have only been used seasonally andothers permanently occupied, with provisions made to copewith seasonal flooding. Presumably, therefore, some systemfor protecting humans, animals and stored crops from flooddamage would have been developed. The �wet� snails in oneof several gulley-like structures at Baleshare suggests that thefunction of at least some of them may have been drainage.Block 22 at Baleshare has been interpreted as a deepenedploughsoil (above). Apart from the molluscan evidence sug-gesting that at least at some stages a reasonably stablegrass-cover formed, the fairly large number of �wet� snails inthe sample from this deposit also indicate that the area wassubject to quite severe winter flooding (at least in the lowestlevels). The rest of the molluscan fauna, however, is indica-tive of reasonably dry conditions, so presumably by springtime the ground would have been dry enough for planting.The apparent severity of winter flooding in the very earliestlevels, however, again raises the possibility that at least in itsearliest stages Baleshare was a seasonal site. Moreover, themolluscan faunas indicate that between episodes of cultiva-tion the ground was allowed to lie fallow. The great spatialextent of the earliest levels at Baleshare might be explicabletherefore in terms of fairly large areas being subject to sea-sonal crop rotation. By continually building on the same lo-cation both the drainage would have been improved and thedanger of flood damage lessened; this may, therefore, help toexplain the existence of the numerous Iron Age and latermidden-sites in low machair plain locations liable to episodicwinter flooding.Evidence of flooding from previously published sites isfairly rare. At Knap of Howar in Orkney, there are two hori-zons with Lymnaea truncatula. The first of these would ap-pear to represent true marsh conditions, as the rest of themolluscan fauna changes to one which is indicative of this.The second, however, appears to represent flooding from anearby marsh with a small number of L. truncatula coincid-ing with a much drier molluscan fauna. However, specimensof Vertigo substriata found unassociated with other �wet� spe-cies from Knap of Howar, Buckhuoy and Skara Brae, seemrather to indicate damp and shady conditions as, unlike theother �wet� species, Vertigo substriata is capable of living innormally damp locations and even surviving considerable pe-riods of drying out. At Northton, Harris, the molluscan fau-nas contained small numbers of �wet� species - includingCarychium minimum, Oxyloma pfeifferi, Vertigo substriata,Vertigo angustior, Zonitoides nitidus and Lymnaea truncatulathroughout most of the sequence in the sand cliff, except forthe upper layers, including the horizons coinciding with Neo-lithic, Early Bronze Age and Iron Age occupation. These�wet� species would seem to be incompatible with the rest of
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the faunas (as well as the occupation horizons), not only be-cause of the dry, more open conditions indicated by promi-nent Pupilla, but also because Oxyloma pleifferi andLymnaea truncatula would have avoided the more shaded ar-eas, preferring open environments. The implication is there-fore, that at Northton too the area around the site wassubject to episodic winter flooding.The advantages, in terms of the availability of good qual-ity pasture and arable land, must evidently have outweighedthe problems associated with inundation. But it is possiblethat the �wet� snails preserved in the archaeological and natu-ral deposits may only represent occasional flooding, once ev-ery ten or twenty years, the sites in fact being located in areaswhich avoided more regular inundation.
14.4.4 Understanding the environment from the molluscandata
Analysis of molluscan faunas from archaeological depositsdiffers from that from natural sediments in that interpreta-tion of the environment becomes an interpretation of landuse patterns around the archaeological sites. Thus ploughing,animal grazing and penning, and the disposal of differenttypes of domestic rubbish create varying microenvironmentsin addition to the natural range of environments on whichthese human activities are superimposed.Before it is possible to interpret the data in terms of envi-ronmental land-use variation, one must first discount othervariable factors. Biological succession, and the superimposi-tion of �wet� species on the molluscan faunas through flood-ing have already been discussed. Climatic change is anotherpotential factor. Some climatic deterioration seems to haveoccurred between circa 1000 bc, when the first deposits ofBaleshare were accumulating, and 700 bc after which most ofthe deposits at the other four sites were laid down. Theselarge-scale changes seem not to have affected the faunas. Sim-ilarly all the species found at Baleshare and Hornish Pointwere present from Neolithic or Early Bronze Age times in theOuter and Inner Hebrides, with the exception of Helicellaitala and Cochlicella acuta, so the differential presence ofspecies on sites cannot be explained in terms of species avail-ability. Other natural factors which can affect local environ-ments independently of human activity include the height ofan area above the water table, and thus the proximity tomarshy or damp areas; aspect, relative to prevailing wind di-rection (thus salt spray, moisture, etc from the sea) or isola-tion; and underlying and nearby rocks and soils which wouldaffect drainage, natural vegetation or the availability of stand-ing rocks for rupestral snail species.At the four sites studied here natural factors affecting themolluscan faunas can be allowed for after an examination of thedata. Variation which cannot be explained in these terms cantherefore be attributed to human activities; altering vegetationpatterns by clearance, planting, burning, or the grazing of ani-mals or controlling �natural� factors such as the draining of landto lower water tables. Moreover, humans can create entirelynew microenvironments such as standing structures which canact as habitats for rupestral snails and form shaded areas.Layers seem to represent the product of various differentprocesses, important factors for these sites being: the accu-mulation of wind blown sand; deepening turf horizons incor-

porating organic material; the deposition of organic matterby grazing animals (although heavy sheep grazing will oftenprevent turf-lines from deepening); and finally the dumpingof various types of domestic waste by the inhabitants of thearchaeological site. Layer boundaries must therefore repre-sent standstills in the processes of deposition.As noted, most molluscan species live on or just belowthe surface, therefore molluscan faunas within layers must in-dicate, in the absence of a layer boundary, that depositionwas gradual allowing the surface flora, fauna and layer accu-mulation to proceed without a noticeable break. Poor mollus-can faunas within layers, therefore indicate rapidaggregation, and in natural conditions would be interpretedin terms of a rapid build up of wind-blown sand only evercovered with a restricted sparse herbaceous vegetation con-taining grass species adapted to unstable accumulating condi-tions. Thus, in a deepening turf horizon, a boundary beforeanother similar layer, could mark a standstill perhaps causedby heavy grazing, or a series of severe frosts or droughts. Adiffuse change to a sandier layer could merely mark the onsetof more rapid sand aggregation. These changes, however,should be detectable by a continuous molluscan record, vary-ing in abundance, and diversity. This is true also for surfacesgrazed by animals.The sedimentary mechanics of human dumping andploughing are more complex. If dumping is in the nature of�little and often� thin spreads can be incorporated into a sin-gle layer with a continuous molluscan record reflecting thenature of the surfaces of the spread material. If, however,dumping occurs in larger amounts then these will tend toform discrete layers with molluscan faunas and herbaceousfloras only being able to colonise the surfaces of these depos-its, there being no molluscan faunas inside the layers, thushelping to make boundaries more clear. These faunas andfloras will reflect not only the nature of the dumped materialbelow but also the amount of time that elapses before furtherdumping occurs or before natural aggregation begins. Ifdumped material is covered by naturally aggregated depositsthe boundaries should be much more diffuse than thoseformed by repeated dumping.One problem that remains in unravelling layer mechan-ics, is that of erosion and redeposition. Thus layer bound-aries can mark episodes of erosion in an otherwiseunbroken sequence of natural depositional events, whileerosion can remove the faunas from the surface of coloniseddump layers, leaving no indication of the dumped materialexcept that which is naturally preserved. Eroded materialcan either be lost completely, or redeposited elsewhere onthe site. Layers of naturally redeposited eroded material aremore difficult to interpret than those in situ due to the mix-ing of faunas reflecting different environmental events.Redeposition can also result from human actions; materialwhich has been accumulating in a rubbish dump can be re-moved and dumped. Such anthropically redeposited mate-rial could contain small numbers of derived snails whichhad previously colonised the rubbish tips.Ploughing is a human activity that is difficult to detect inthe molluscan faunas, it is akin to natural conditions of insta-bility, and the molluscan faunas will reflect the vegetationcover and surface conditions that develop once ploughing hasbeen completed. Thus, if the fallow period between plough-ing episodes is great the molluscan faunas will tend to indi-
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cate a reasonably stable grass cover; with shorter intervals thefauna will indicate greater instability. Ploughing also destroysand mixes the faunas of all the fallow episodes thus produc-ing an �average� fauna. In ploughed deposits it is essential toknow whether the surface or the body of the layer has beensampled. The surface fauna may simply indicate the greaterstability associated with the final colonisation of an aban-doned field.
Dominant and indicator speciesAt Baleshare, Balelone and Hornish Point the dominant spe-cies included Pupilla muscorum, Cochlicopa spp, andVallonia spp which appear to have been in competition: risesin one species coinciding with decreases in other species (seeAppendix 1 for the ecologies of the identified species).The restricted number of species from the four study sitesimplies that extreme conditions with low diversity and pov-erty of habitats prevailed (cf Walden 1981, 370). This seemsto have resulted both here and at other published sites, di-rectly from human activities. Comparison with modern stud-ies of faunas on grazed machair in Orkney (Evans &Vaughan 1983) demonstrate their similarity with those fromBaleshare, Balelone and Hornish Point.The impact of man around these three archaeologicalsites severely limited the numbers of ecological niches avail-able. The rise and fall in the proportionate representation ofthe dominant species should give some indication of the pastenvironment. Pupilla muscorum for example is favoured bydry, exposed, unstable conditions; although it can survivemore shaded moister conditions in which it is often pairedwith Vallonia excentrica. It seems to be unable to competewith more specialised species and hence only becomes abun-dant in fairly marginal environments. Stability is the key tothe success of the vallonia species, though it is able to toleratesome fluctuations in both moisture and shade: Valloniacostata is more of a pioneer species than V. excentrica, fa-voured by fairly dry, stable grassland but declining markedlyin the face of competition with V. excentrica. It can tolerate awider range of conditions, retreating to wetter, more ex-posed, unstable or rupestral locations, though it would pre-sumably encounter competition from other species. Rises inconstata in conjunction with rising pupilla can therefore beseen as indicating an increase in instability or availablerupestral locations; rises in V. excentrica may indicate a dampstable grassland, and with cochlicopa a rise may indicatedamper more unstable conditions. Significantly, V. constata isalso a well known coloniser of gardens and rubbish-middenlocations, and it is possible that sudden peaks in this speciesmight intimate the dumping of domestic rubbish.Finally the two cochlicopa species seem to indicate, in thedune-machair system, a degree of instability, exposure andsome dampness: C. lubrica favours damper, shadier, moresheltered habitats, while C. lubricella favours drier, more dis-turbed and exposed conditions.At Newtonferry, and in a few late contexts at HornishPoint, however, the dominant species was Cochlicella acuta,with lesser amounts of Helicella itala. Today cochlicella is al-most solely confined in its distribution to west coast calcare-ous sand system habitats: this specialist species successfullyout-competed the previously dominant species, almost totallyreplacing Pupilla muscorum and causing a dramatic decline inthe numbers of cochlicopa and vallonia. Vallonia excentrica

in the most stable, regularly grazed grasslands and thecochlicopa species in damper habitats seem to have survivedin some numbers. Vallonia costata, however today is virtuallyextinct from west coast sand systems.In addition to the dominant species there are a number ofnumerically less important indicator species which providefiner detail of past environment. Cochlicella acuta andHelicella itala, for example, which when they first arrive atBaleshare, Balelone and Hornish Point are indicative of ei-ther dry, exposed, unstable conditions or reasonably dry,fairly short turf. These two Helicelid species although theyare often found together would appear to be in competitionto some degree. In the faunal matrix for Hornish Point,therefore, they are treated together as a Helicelid group. Thethird Helicelid species found during the study, Cepaeahortensis, would appear to be in competition with the othertwo. Today it seems to be favoured by locations with richer,denser, taller vegetation where Helicella is largely absent(Cain et al 1969). Where Cochlicella is present, however, ithas all but eliminated Cepaea. This applies to all four sitesstudied here, with increasing quantities of Helicella andCochlicella at Hornish Point relative to Baleshare leading tothe virtual disappearance of Cepaea, which is totally absentfrom Newtonferry. The other indicator species seem to fluc-tuate independently of the dominant species groups (Pupilla,Cochlicopa, Vallonia, Helicella and Cochlicopa); they appearin similar numbers at Newtonferry, Baleshare, Hornish Pointand Balelone. Vertigo pygmaea indicates stable, completegrassland, normally short-turfed and sheep-grazed; underthese conditions it is often found with Vallonia excentrica,Vallonia costata and Pupilla muscorum. It seems to onlyreach slightly greater numbers in fairly moist stable turf. Sim-ilarly, if found in machair locations, the two species Punctumpygmaeum and Euconulus fulvus would seem to indicatefairly moist, stable, continuous grassland, possibly fairly richin terms of abundance and diversity.Lauria cylindricea is traditionally seen as a rupestral spe-cies living in woodland, among rocks, or less commonly inwell established grassland in Orkney, however, it appears tohave replaced Pupilla muscorum and Vallonia excentrica to aconsiderable extent. This change would appear to have takenplace in post-Roman and even post-Medieval times; in otherareas, it seems doubtful that Lauria could out competeCochlicella. At Newtonferry the highest peaks of Lauria coin-cide with the highest frequencies of Oxychilus and otherzonitids, seeming to indicate middening. At Baleshare,Balelone and Hornish Point, the smaller numbers of thesemay indicate the presence of nearby structures. At Iron AgeBaleshare, for example, there seem to have been consistentlymore Lauria in the faunas from the northern than southernblocks; this phenomenon is perhaps associated with the largecairn which lies behind the northern half of the cliff section.From Hornish Point there is some evidence to suggest thatpeaks of Lauria do coincide with accumulation associatedwith structures, but other peaks in the southern half of thesite are less easy to interpret.The odd specimens of Clausilia bidentata and the singleLeiostyla anglica are similarly difficult to interpret; both nor-mally represent rupestral species but occasionally can befound in relatively damp grassland. Similarly, the single spec-imen of Columella edentala discovered implies a moderatelydamp environment, probably moist, stable grassland.
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All of the above indicator species help to refine the pic-ture of the �natural� environment in terms of the type and de-gree of vegetation cover. It is only with the zonitid group,however, that one can move closer to understanding directhuman action in the processes of midden formation throughdumping of various types of domestic waste. While humanagricultural activity seems to have restricted the diversity ofmolluscan faunas, by decreasing the richness of the vegeta-tion cover, it would appear that within and around settle-ments new micro-environments can be created - rupestral lo-cations associated with walled structures and tips of varioustypes of rubbish. The zonitid species and Vitrina pellucida areomnivores and thus tend to fluctuate independently of otherspecies groups. All four species are also rapid colonisers, wellplaced to take advantage of plant and animal refuse, more-over, they are all species requiring dampness and shelter, anddumps of organic waste could provide, in addition to a foodsource, both moisture and a safe haven.Oxychilus alliances can become locally abundant given fa-vourable conditions, but in coastal dune-machair systems areonly ever found in relatively low numbers (less than 5%) inreasonably moist, stable, short-turf grassland grazed by sheep,avoiding turf grazed by cattle and unstable locations. In richgrassland, it is found with a variety of species includingPunctum pygmaeum, Vitrina pellucida, Vitrea crystallina andNesovitrea hammonis. At all four sites, Oxychilus regularlyconstituted around ten per cent of the context faunas, some-times reaching as much as twenty per cent. By contrastVitrina pellucida, and Nesovibea hammonis are only everfound in small numbers. Vitrina pellucida, in addition tomoist stable grassland (when it is found in short-turf grazedby cattle), is also found in damp grassy hollows in the duneslacks of the coastal dune-machair system. When found with-out the other zonitid species, it may therefore, indicate cat-tle-grazed grassland or unstable conditions where some dampherbaceous vegetation is still available. Nesovitea hammonisis also found in moist stable grassland with Oxychilus andVibira; intolerant of instability, it would appear to requiremore moisture than Vitrina and the other Zonitids.Vitea contracta is also found only in small numbers. It canbe found in moist stable shoreline turf, and appears to avoidunstable conditions or sandy grassland, preferring turf over amore compact substrate. At both Baleshare and HornishPoint odd specimens of Vitrea can be found in contexts withpoor faunas and no other omnivorous species. UnlikeOxychilus and Nesovitrea, Vitrea can often be found crawlingin open areas without vegetation as long as it has a reason-ably sheltered place to retreat to such as stones or rocks.Vitrea contracta may have been able to colonise certain typesof dumped material unsuited to Oxychilus. Oxychilus was themain coloniser of domestic rubbish, moving in from nearbymoist, stable grassland where it would have been living withVitrina and the other zonitids. Oxychilus alliarius is, withVallonia costata, the only species normally found associatedwith domestic compost and midden heaps. More work needsto be done on modern analogues to understand the mi-cro-ecological niches of these snail species in habitats associ-ated with farms and small rural settlements.Where Oxychilus does become relatively important incontext faunal assemblages it is possible to say that this spe-cies is responding to the dumping of domestic organic refuse.However, in several sub-blocks, especially at Baleshare, peaks

in the concentration of both preserved archaeological refuse(animal bone, carbonised seeds, sea shells and artefactual ma-terial) and soil organic are not reflected by rises in the num-ber of Oxychilus alliarius. This raises the question of howdifferent patterns of organic refuse disposal will be reflectedin the molluscan faunas. The type, quantity, wetness, andmode of dumping will all affect the micro-environment. Or-ganic, thinly spread over a surface, may not provide sufficientshelter or moisture to encourage colonisation by Oxychilus,and if this occurs regularly a thick uniform layer rich in or-ganic and inorganic refuse may result; if this is rapidly fol-lowed by further dumping there may not be time forOxychilus to colonise. Wet organic refuse will readily trapblown sand provoking rapid burial by natural aggregation,and again prevent Oxychilus from moving in. In these casesthe rest of the molluscan faunas would also be very poor.Fertiliser which is rapidly ploughed in to an arable field neednot be reflected by increased Oxychilus, although the mollus-can faunas from fallow periods would still be present withinthe mixed up deposit.Explanation is required when rich molluscan faunas in-dicative of stable conditions, but without any peak inOxychilus, coincide with richly organic layers and abundantarchaeological debris. Such contexts raise questions about thenature of both the organic and the archaeological material.Soil organic material could derive from a deepening moistturf horizon where grazing sheep contribute further organicmatter. Similarly it would seem unlikely that manure of anytype would be preferentially colonised by Oxychilus, as itwould seem to have an advantage only with fresh animal andplant waste. Therefore, if rubbish were being allowed to col-lect in piles or as manure in byres, before being mucked outand spread on the midden, it would be in a partially decom-posed or detrital state. This would also account for the oc-currence of rich archaeological waste, as layers of rubbishpiles were being periodically spread, rather than being regu-larly disposed of as smaller quantities of fresh waste depos-ited further from the settlement. Indeed many contexts poorin organic material do contain fairly rich artefactual assem-blages indicating that organic waste had been disposed ofseparately or that it had accumulated and decomposed inrubbish piles before being spread. Conditions inside such re-fuse heaps would not have been conducive to exploitation ofsnails if decomposition in thick piles produced large amountsof heat or concentrates of organic acids. Perhaps smallamounts of rubbish were regularly spread allowing totalbreakdown of soil organic and, thus insufficient material forOxychilus to colonise. This idea is supported by a compari-son of faunas from contexts at Baleshare, and Hornish Point.At Baleshare the naturally-eroded section seems to cutthrough deposits away from the centre of the site, while atHornish Point the northern half of the section passes througha whole series of structures, presumably located near to thecentre of the site. At Hornish Point the correlation betweenpeaks in soil organic, archaeological material and Oxychilusalliances is good, whereas at Baleshare the correlation is goodin the later blocks but falls down on some of the blocks fromthe middle Iron Age (Blocks 16, 15, 19 and 2A-D). The laterblocks at Baleshare coincide with the central house structurewhile the middle Iron Age blocks have no contemporary do-mestic structures. It is therefore possible that peaks inOxychilus reflect deposition of fresh domestic waste near the
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centre of the site (for example in parts of Block 19, HornishPoint, much of which represents tipping into earlier aban-doned structures) while absence of peaks of Oxychilus coinci-dent with peaks in soil organic and archaeological materialcould in some cases represent redeposited rubbish furtheraway from the centre of the settlement, in areas which mayhave represented a type of in-field.Finally it should be mentioned that the small number ofburnt snails listed in Table 27 may indicate either deliberateor accidental burning of areas around the midden (stubbleburning, burning of turf in preparation for ploughing?). Thefew green-stained snails may result from the decay of bronzeor copper objects among rubbish deposits. The bright,blotchy fixed nature of the staining would suggest this ratherthan organic staining from cess.
14.4.5 Interpreting the faunal associations
Detailed interpretations of the sub-blocks and individual con-texts from the four sites studied here, are given within themain text with the archaeological Block descriptions. In orderto compare and contrast faunas both within and between thesites, sub-blocks were clustered into faunal groups for the sitesof Baleshare and Balelone, and plotted on faunal matrices forHornish Point and Newtonferry. The advantage of using faunalgroups is to facilitate recognition of closely related sub-blocks.The faunal matrices do not cluster sub-blocks and contexts cat-egorically, so they have the advantage of being more flexibleand accurate, describing the faunas from these smaller strati-graphic units, rather than their aggregates. Both methods dem-onstrate, that the molluscan faunas cluster into �faunalassociations� defined by the same species characteristics. Thesefaunal associations have been labelled A�D. Within these asso-ciations the dominant species (Pupilla sp, Vallonia spp,Cochlicopa spp at Baleshare, Balelone and Hornish, andLauria sp, and Cochlicopa sp at Newtonferry) vary in space ac-cording to local ecological conditions such as vegetation, dry-ness, stability and possibly animal grazing patterns, andthrough time due to biological succession and the competitivereplacement of some species (eg Cochlicella acuta/Pupilla).The faunal associations are naturally defined, however, not by

fluctuations in the most numerous �dominant species� somuch as by variation in the �indicator species�.The main division is between faunal associations A and Bwhich have relatively important numbers of Oxychilusalliarius, and C and D which do not. The implications of thishave been discussed in the previous sub-section. Valloniacostata, as well as Oxychilus is a species which sometimescolonises midden deposits, cf contexts 158 (sub-Block 11A),112 (19A), 6 (6A), 11 and 9 (5D) from Baleshare wherepeaks of V. costata coincide with important Oxychilus; Vcostata is also favoured by most grassland conditions (egsub-Block 15B Baleshare, and sub-blocks in 26, I and also19B, Hornish Point), so only where there are exceptionalpeaks of V. costata (Baleshare 143 (16B), Hornish 323 (20B)or rises in this species in an absence of moist grassland condi-tions (Baleshare 37 (24D)) can these phenomena be taken toindicate the deposition of some type of archaeological wastenot colonised by Oxychilus.The separation between faunal associations A and B onthe basis of an absence of Helicella itala in association A maynot be significant; the faunal matrix for Hornish Point showshow Helicella itala would appear to fluctuate relatively inde-pendently from Oxychilus alliarius within context andsub-Block molluscan faunas. Faunal associations C and D aredivided by the absence of Oxychilus in D, compared with asmall number in C. At Baleshare this division is also reflectedby the other species of the Zonitid group (Vitrea contractaand Nesovitrea hammonis), together with Vitrina pellucida,Punctum pygmaeum and a single Leiostyla anglica. Wherefound together, such assemblages would appear to indicatefairly moist, stable, grassland conditions. If Cepaea hortensiswas also present this stable turf may have been longer, whileif absent the turf may have been short and sheep-grazed.Where small numbers of Oxychilus were present withoutother grassland species this may indicate that small amountsof middening were taking place.At Hornish Point, Punctum, Vitrina, Vitrea, andNesovitrea are found in contexts regardless of the presence orabsence of Oxychilus alliarius. Oxychilus tends to avoid turfgrazed by cattle, while Vitrea is found in contexts wherethere is neither Oxychilus or Vertigo pygmaea (at bothHornish Point and Baleshare) indicating a fairly bare, open,although not unstable ground surface.Within all four faunal associations there is a wide spec-trum of degrees of dampness, exposure and stability, the cru-cial difference depending upon variations in human activityinfluenced vegetation through arable, pastoral andhabitational land use but it is the deposition of various typesof settlement waste which give rise to the differences onwhich the faunal associations can be constructed. This ishardly surprising since the layers which make up the exca-vated deposits consist of a mix of naturally accumulatedblown sand and organic from the vegetation cover, archaeo-logical material which was dumped or collected as a result ofsite occupation, and organic material deriving similarly fromdumping, gradual accumulation and dung.
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BURNT SHELLS
Baleshare 5A 21 1 Pupilla muscorum11B 126 2 Pupilla muscorum24A 39 1 Oxychiles alliarius24E 37 2 Pupilla muscorumBalelone 1017 804 All shells in this contextwere burntHornish Point 5E 64 1 Nesovitrea hammonis
GREEN (Bronze or Copper) STAINED SHELLS
Baleshare 15D 215 }16A 149 } Many shells in these contexts19B 212 } were stained.Hornish Point 1F 70

Table 27. Burnt and green-stained snails



14.5 CONCLUSIONS
14.5.1 Site formation processes
The extent to which the snail faunas reflect at least in part, thematerials and processes which go into the formation of the re-corded layers has been discussed above. Sand within the layershas arrived either as a result of wind movement, or of beingmoved or dumped by man. Soil organic material may have de-rived from the decay of in situ vegetation, dung, decomposedrubbish or seaweed placed to stabilise surfaces or as animalfodder. Redeposited humic material eroded from older duneor machair areas should also be considered in an attempt toexplain layers rich in humic material but with snail faunaswhich do not reflect the presence of plentiful available organicfoodstuffs. The archaeological material, likewise, may havebeen dumped as fresh domestic refuse, as partially decom-posed manure or compost or redeposited from accumulatedheaps which have then totally decomposed.The processes involved in layer accumulation can be con-sidered as natural, anthropogenic, and mixed. To understandthese process further, and their differential involvement inthe formation of the sites studied here, one must understandthe four sites in terms of their location within thedune-machair system.
14.5.2 The dune-machair system and relatedgeomorphological processes
The formation of the machair system has been outlined byRitchie (above). The deep sand stratigraphies of the highmachair plains preserve sequences of all the natural andanthropic environments that had existed on the accreting sur-faces, including buried soils and archaeological deposits. How-ever, the flat low machair plains are prone to erosion andredeposition; old soil horizons are almost never found beneaththese low plains (Ritchie 1979). It is on these low plains alongthe western coast of the Outer Hebrides that many mid-den-mounds are found. Consideration of the processes whichcontribute to the formation of these sites on the low machairplains and in other locations, taken in conjunction with thesnail evidence from the four sites studied, suggest meaningfulhistories for the formation of these particular sites.
Former site locationsHornish Point and Baleshare both have numerous contextswith molluscan faunas indicative of more or less stablefixed-dune pasture which could only be found in the machairregion of the dune-machair system. Very similar faunas havebeen described from modern fixed-dune pasture locations inthe Inner Hebrides (Colonsay and Oronsay; Paul 1976), Ork-ney (Evans & Vaugan 1983) and the Outer Hebrides (fromthe extant turf of Northton, Harris; Evans 1971). The evi-dence from the snail faunas of dune-type conditions can,therefore, be interpreted as times of inland erosionalsand-blows. Furthermore at both Hornish Point andBaleshare there are �wet� snail species indicative of seasonalflooding from nearby lakes and marshes. Both these sites,therefore, were originally located on low machair deflationplains prone to wind-borne erosion and deposition; the for-mer and modern presence of lakes and marshes suggesting

that the sites were situated towards the landward margins ofthese plains (cf Ritchie 1979).Balelone also has some evidence for former fixed-dunepasture, together with limited evidence for flooding. This siteis situated some five metres higher than Baleshare and HornishPoint, and would appear to have been located on high machairplain. The former presence of marshes together with the mod-ern machair rock or till is indicated (Ritchie 1979).Newtonferry is different from the other sites in havingmolluscan faunas which are always typical of dune-type con-ditions. This site would appear to have been originally lo-cated among dunes near to the shore. The faunas suggest thatthe location was within the more stable part of the systemrather than the active, mobile dune front. The presence of�wet� and �aquatic� snails within the assemblages suggest thatthere were freshwater lakes and marshes nearby. Todaycoastal recession has caused those freshwater bodies to be-come brackish.The dune-machair systems now lost to the sea atBaleshare and Hornish Point may have exceeded a kilometrein width, though that at Balelone, with a steeper coastline,may have been less. At Newtonferry, rather less recession ap-pears to have taken place, the site may have been a hundredmetres or less from the beach.
14.6 THE MICROSCOPIC MARINE MOLLUSCA
C Pain & N Thew (1987)
14.6.1 Introduction
The distribution of the microscopic marine mollusca verti-cally and spatially through the layer contexts of the individ-ual sites is given in each site Chapter. The numbers of shellswithin each context or even within phases of these sites aretoo small to deal with separately. Table 28 therefore, givesthe aggregate numbers of microscopic marine mollusca forthe four sites.As with the land snails, the numbers of sieve-recoveredmarine gastropods are under represented possibly by as muchas a factor of ten because recovery was by flotation only,without subsequent sorting of the residues.Despite this problem however, the microscopic marinegastropods seem to present coherent groups when their ecol-ogies are considered. The ecological requirements for all themicroscopic and species present on the four sites studied islisted at the end of this text. It is evident that the microscopicspecies were too small to have been originally deliberatelycollected by hand.Table 29 shows that all the microscopic species, includingjuvenile Littorina littoralis and Littorina littorea, with the ex-ception of Littorina neritoides and possibly Littorina saxatilislive attached to stones or seaweed. With the exception of fewspecimens which may have reached the sites during the gath-ering of beach stones for the construction of buildings orother structures, the majority appears to have been trans-ported to the site attached to seaweed.Birds and even the wind can act as agents for transport-ing both microscopic and larger mollusca inland (Evans1983). None of the microscopic specimens recovered, how-ever, were broken or noticeably abraded with the exception
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of a specimen of Littorina saxatilis and a single Littorinaneritoide from Balelone. Moreover, in the cases of Baleshareand Hornish Point, and possibly Newtonferry, it seemslikely that the sites were located at some distance from thesea at their time of occupation thus reducing the possibilityof accidental introduction. The Balelone site with its steeprocky coast may have been different and coastal erosion be-tween the time of occupation and the present may havebeen much less severe. The single specimens of weatheredLittorina neritoides and Littorina saxatilis, inhabitants ofthe higher rocky shore, may have been blown on to the site.A few of the microscopic shells had changed colour. As thiswas almost certainly due to the chemical action of the soilthe phenomenon is not regarded as being of any archaeo-logical significance.In its unprocessed form, seaweed can be used as food forhuman and animal, and also as fuel and fertiliser. As most ofthe microscopic species recovered on the sites are only abun-dant or present in their mature forms in summer, it seemshighly likely that seaweed collection occurred at this time ofyear. As many of the mollusca were present in cultivation lay-ers it would seem that seaweed was used extensively as a fer-tiliser. Its use for the other purposes cannot be excluded butthese are very difficult to demonstrate archaeologically. Col-

lection could have been by cutting or collection from theshore in the wake of storms.In addition to its use as a fertiliser, seaweed served as astabiliser to the sandy soils of the machair which are particu-larly susceptible to wind erosion when under cultivation. Bell(1981) records that when left on the surface seaweed takesfour months to a year to decompose. If deposited in May orJune, it would keep the soil moist throughout the summermonths making it less susceptible to wind erosion.The majority of the marine gastropods present on thesesites indicate harvesting of seaweed or collection of driftweedfrom rocky shores. The harvesting zone would appear to bethe lower to middle shore as all the microscopic species canbe found there. The predominance of Rissoa parva, a specieswhich lives as high as the middle shore, over seaweed specieswhich are confined to the lower shore may suggest that muchof the seaweed was cut from the middle shore. Moreover,Rissoa parva is commonest on fine weeds suggesting that thiswas being harvested in preference to the larger Fucoid orLaminaria species. Such a preference might be explained byan awareness that finer seaweeds decompose more quickly,providing more enrichment for present rather than futurecrops. Some of the larger weeds were, however, undoubtedlybeing deposited and the presence of the large Fucoid species
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Baleshare Baleshare Hornish Pt Newtonferry BaleloneBronze Age Iron Age Iron Age Post-med Iron AgeSieve collectedOnoba semicostata + 0 0 0 2 0Cingula semistriata + 0 1 0 0 0*Gibbula cineraria 0 1 24 0Hydrobia ulvae+ 2 2 0 0Zacuna pallidula+ 0 0 0 2Lacuna vincta+ 0 1 4 15*Littorina littoralis 0 0 14 11*Littorina littorea 0 3 16 3Littorina saxatilis 0 0 2 5Littorina neritoides 0 0 0 1Unidentified (broken) 0 0 1 0Rissoa parva + 3 20 321 98 5Retusa obtusa+ 0 0 0 1Total (3) (30) (382) (132) (11)No of contexts 96 79 171 36 10Average per context 0.03 0.38 2.23 3.67 1.1

Hand collected (this represents only those shells sent with the land shells)Buccinum undatum 2 0Gibbula cineraria 7 6Littorina littoralis 39 53Littorina littorea 54 19Nucealla lapillus 4 0Patella aspersa (2) 0Patella vulagata 1~ ~BivalvesMytilus edulis 1Cerastoderma edule 2Pholadocea sp (?) 1Ensis arcuatus/Siliqua 1~Mya Arenaria 1
Table 28. Marine mollusca from Baleshare, Hornish Point, Newtonferry and Balelone. Key: ~ locally common: * includes apicesbroken from larger shells; + species most common, or only present in mature form in summer
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Onoba semicostate: Common in summer on all rocky and stony shores; under stones, among weeds and coralines; in silty crevices, andshelly gravel, always with a considerable quantity of silt. Near HWM � 100 mm sublittorally.Cingula semistriata: Not common in the N; present in summer under stones and at the base of weeds on rock; especially silty places andcommon locally in muddy rock pools. LW � 100 m sublittorally.Gibbula cineraria: Common on rocky shores under stones and on (top shell) seaweeds (Fucus, Laminari a, Bifurcata, + many small redalgal species), in pools, and on rough surfaces; requires some shelter and avoids exposed locations; tolerant of sandy,stony shores but avoids mud and very weedy localities. LW � 130 m.Hydrobia ulvae: Common in brackish and sheltered intertidal locations with flat wet banks of firm mud or muddy sand, especially inestuaries; often found with Cerastoderma edul e; common also on weeds in muddy localities (ulvae, zostera andenteromorpha); tolerant of drying out by burrowing, but intolerant of direct wave action; salinities 2�42%, normally10�30% and average 22%. HW � 20 m.Lacuna pallidula: Lives on holdfasts in the Laminaria zone, LW � 70 + m.Lacuna vincta: Common on seaweeds (especially Fucus sp, ceramium, zostera and polysiphonia, also Laminari a) � LW � c. 35 m.Littorina littoralis: Abundant on all rocky and stone shores; usually found on seaweed (Fucus, Ascophyllum); especially commo n wherethese plants border rock pools. Lower, MW � upper LW.Littorina litorea: ?? Very common on rocky, stone, and sandy (and (edible winkl e) also muddy) beaches; lives on rocks and seaweeds.MW � LW.Littorina saxatilis: Abundant on all rocky coasts except the most exposed; usually in cracks, crevices and empty barnacle shells in asso -ciation with the seaweed Pelvetica canaliculata. HW � middle MW.Littorina neritoides: Locally abundant on all rocky coasts; found in rock cracks and crevices; HW and above, but migrates to lower areasof the shore inbreeding season March � April.Rissoa parva: Abundant in summer on rocky and stone shores among corallines and seaweeds (commo nest on base and fronds ofsmaller weeds with subdivided thallus � lamentaria, plumaria, callithamnion, Ceramium, Corallina; less commo n onweeds with undivided fronds � Fucus, Enteromorphe, Rhodymenia, Ulva, and also commo n on Laminaria hold espe-cially fine weeds in rock pools; also under stones and in crevices. Middle MW � 2 m sublittorally.Retusa obtusa: Frequent in muddy estuaries and brackish water away from direct wave action; lives on flat wet banks of firm mud ormuddy sand; tolerant of drying out through burrowing; commo n also on weeds in muddy localities. Lower HW � 15m.Buccinum undatum: Found on both rocky and sandy shores; a (whelk) large species, it is mobile and not confined to particular surfaces;lower LW � deep water sublittorally.Nucella lapillus: On all rocky coasts except very exposed (do g whelk) ones; locally abundant wherever barnacles and mussels arefound (feeds on other mollusca); usually found under stones and in rock crevices. HW � sublittorally.Patella aspersa: The dominant limpet on lower parts of (limpet) exposed rocky shores and higher where heavy wave action; avoidsdryer and very sheltered areas and brackish water; prefers areas washed by waves and pools; found on open rocks, ingullies and on the underside of overhangs; feeds on seaweed (Fucus sp algae, and Corallina sp algae). LW�sublittorally; and lower MW where strong wave action. Patella vulgata The dominant limpe t higher on all rockyshores from exposed to sheltered when there is a firm clean surface for attachment; lives on rocks and stones, increvices, under overhangs and in pools; tolerant of brackish water locations (salinity down to 3%) though normallylives in marine conditions (salinity > 25%).HW � LW, though less commo n on lower shore as replaced by P.aspersa, except in more sheltered or brackish water locations.BivalvesMytilus edulis: Very common on rocky and stone shores; (mussel) attached to rocks and usually in great local abundance; found inboth sheltered and exposed locations. Lower HW � 15 m sublittorally.Cerastoderma edule: Common in clean sand, muddy sand, mud or (commo n cockle) muddy gravel, in sandy bays, estuaries and tidal rivers;burrows to a depth of no more than 5 cm; lives in water with salinity just below 20�35%. MW � 10 m sublittorally.Pholadacea: sp Burrowing species; into hard and softer (Piddoc k)rock, wood, peat, and firm sand.MW/LW � 10 m sublittorally.Ensis arcuatus/arcuatus: burrows into fine or coarse sand and also fine or coarse shell gravel. LW � 35 m; siliqua burrows into fine sand, gen -erally avoiding silty conditions. LW � 35m.Mya arenaria: Very common in firm sand, mud, sandy mud and sandy gravel in seashore and estuaries. LW � 70 m.

Table 29. The ecological requirements of the marine molluscan species found at Baleshare, Hornish Point, Newtonferry andBaleshare



is evidenced by the presence of juvenile species of Littorinalittoralis and Littorina littorea.Two species, Hydrobia alvae and Retusa obtusa, live onmuddy shores, either on or within the mud, or on weeds inmuddy localities. These species could indicate either the gath-ering of finer, smaller weeds on muddy shores, or alterna-tively accidental collection during the collection of cockles(Cerastoderma edule), with which they are commonly found.
14.6.2 Balelone
Only a small number of seaweed shells, all species from ex-posed rocky coasts, were found in the ten contexts sampledfor snails. The single specimen of Littorina neritoides wasabraded and could have been blown onto the site. This seemspossible as the high rocky shore of its environs suggest thatlittle coastal erosion occurred since the Iron Age. One exam-ple of the Littorina saxatilis was also abraded. The remainingLittorina saxatilis specimens, however, were undamaged.This appears to imply seaweed collection from the highershore while collection of the weed from the lower and mid-dle shore is evidenced by the few Rissoa specimens present.
14.6.3 Baleshare
The microscopic shells from Baleshare demonstrate collec-tion from both rocky and sandy shores. The single specimenof Cingular semistriata shows that at least some of the rockyshore was rather sheltered and contained silty crevices ormuddy rock pools. The rocky shore seaweeds could havebeen gathered from the exposed west-northwest-facing rockyand stony beaches, while the sandy species would have beenbrought with seaweed from the sheltered muddy and sandylagoonal areas east of Baleshare Island. The nearest muddyand sandy beaches are less than 1 km to the north and east,whilst it would seem that in the Bronze Age and Iron Age asimilar distance of 0.5-1.0 km separated Baleshare from thewestern rocky coast. Hydrobia Ulvae indicates the collectionof seaweed from muddy, possibly estuarine, areas.The frequency of microscopic gastropods indicates thatseaweed gathering was at a relatively low level during theBronze Age, increasing in importance during the Iron Age.The frequencies of seaweed mollusca at Baleshare, however,were generally less than 20% of that noted in contemporarycontexts at Hornish Point. The differing nature of the con-texts on the two sites rather than contrasting economic activ-ities may account for this discrepancy (below).
14.6.4 Hornish Point
The high number of seaweed gastropods at Hornish Pointimplies that harvesting and collection of seaweed was a com-mon summer activity at the site. The faunal composition isgenerally similar to that at Baleshare except that there are noindications of seaweed being gathered from sandy or muddyshores, with only species from rocky or stony shores beingrepresented. Furthermore, there are no species like Cingulasemistriata to indicate that there were any sheltered areas onthis rocky shore. Hornish Point is presently flanked by a

stony, rocky shore to the west, north and north-east, al-though there is evidence that like Baleshare, it may have beenan inland site during the Iron Age.Seaweed seems to have been collected from the lower andmiddle shores, although the two specimens of Littorinasaxatilis may imply collection also from the higher shore.The dominance of Rissoa and the absence of certain speciessuch as Onaba semicostate, presently common on Laminariaand Fucoid in the Outer Hebrides (Smith 1979), implies thatthe majority of weed collected may have been smaller,finer-leaved algal species. Lacuna vincta is also fairly com-mon on smaller weed species but confined to the lowershore. It may have arrived, however, with larger Fucoid spe-cies (bladder wracks), the collection of which is implied byjuvenile specimens of Littorina littoralis and Littorinalittorea. These larger weeds would appear, however, to havebeen collected in small quantities.The lower frequency of seaweed mollusca at Iron AgeBaleshare has already been noted. The contexts sampled atHornish Point came from the centre of activity on the site andare associated with buildings and midden-field immediately ad-jacent to them. Those excavated at Baleshare were located inthe midden-field towards the periphery of the site away fromthe centres of activity. It is possible, therefore, that economicactivities involving seaweed were practised more intensively atthe centre than the periphery of these Iron Age sites. Seaweedspecies often seem to coincide with layers that have land snailindications of field middening or simply dumping of organicdomestic refuse (Block 19). This may suggest that seaweed wasdeliberately incorporated into dung heaps and, more impor-tantly, that the more intensively tilled and fertilised land wasconfined to the immediate vicinity of the settlement as pre-dicted in central place models. Blocks 9, 11 and 12, however,have no land snail indication of middening but have significantnumbers of seaweed species. In this case, it may be suggestedthat seaweed was deposited locally as animal fodder or morelikely, that seaweed was the sole method of soil fertilisation.No burnt seaweed shells were noted at either Baleshare orHornish Point. This would seem to suggest that seaweed wasnot used as fuel which is not surprising as extensive supplies ofpeat was available locally.The presence in Block 9 of many Gibbula cineraria apices,in addition to Rissoa parva and a few Lacuna vincta, wouldsuggest that both fine algal weeds and larger bladder wrack(Fucoid) and other weeds were left on the midden-fields.The presence of seaweed mollusca in some of the build-ing deposits at Hornish Point (eg Block 19) suggests that sea-weed was exploited as food as it was dumped with otherorganic domestic refuse to fill old disused buildings fromwhich it is unlikely to have been re-distributed as fertiliser.The seaweed shells were almost entirely Rissoa parva, indicat-ing that finer, smaller weeds were preferred for human con-sumption, although a few Gibbula shells may suggest thatlarger weeds were also eaten.
14.6.5 Newtonferry
This post-Medieval site produced the highest frequency ofseaweed species per context of the four sites studied, reflect-ing the importance of seaweed as a fertiliser in the past, aphenomenon clearly evidenced by the documentary sources.
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It appears that the excavated contexts are from near thecentre of the site as the contexts were associated with build-ings and midden-fields. The fauna are similar to those fromBaleshare and Hornish Point in that they were largely derivedfrom a rocky shore, from finer, smaller weeds, while somelarger types were gathered from the lower and middle shores.The presence of Lacuna pallidula and Onoba semicostatesuggests that Laminaria was also collected, possibly asdriftweed. Onaba semicostate also indicates that some weedwas collected from more sheltered rocky coasts. At present,such a coastal type is located immediately to the west andeast of the site. The single specimen of Retusa obtusa, a

mud-bank species, may show that weed was also being takenfrom the small, brackish Loch an Sticar 500 m south of thesite or, possibly, from the sheltered bay where Newtonferryis situated. Alternatively, this specimen may have been intro-duced with collected cockles.The distribution of seaweed species within theNewtonferry deposits indicates that whilst present in layersproducing land-snail assemblages suggestive of middening, thehighest concentrations were in layers devoid of such evidence,indicating that at Newtonferry seaweed was collected primar-ily as fertiliser and possible stabiliser for the midden-fields.
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CHAPTER 15: THE PHYTOLITH ASSEMBLAGE
A Powers (1987)
15.1 INTRODUCTION
Phytoliths are silica particles which develop in plant tissueand their analysis is relatively new to British archaeology.Very few studies have been carried out with the exception ofwork by Armitage (1975), MacPhail (1981), Murphy (1986),Robinson & Straker (1991) and the unpublished investiga-tion of Scaife and Murphy. There have not been any previousstudies in Britain or overseas of phytoliths in the modern andancient sediments of coastal dune sequences.Phytoliths may form within cellular tissues as a result ofnormal plant growth or as a response to water stress; micro-bial or insect attack, or mechanical damage (Powers &Gilbertson 1987). The phytoliths assumed the shape of thehost tissues in which they form and because of the diversityof cell morphologies, an identifiable range of phytolithmorphotypes are produced (Figure 84).On plant death the phytoliths may be incorporated intothe sediments on site (Baker 1959 a & b; Dimbleby 1967;Jones & Beavers 1964 a & b; Kalisz & Stone 1984; Twiss1983; Smithson 1956; 1958; 1961; Witty & Knox 1964;Yeck & Gray 1972), or they may be finally deposited else-where if the plants have been grazed or gathered for con-sumption or utilisation.The study of phytoliths has considerable potential in thefield of archaeology, both because of their unusual resistanceto decay and the potential types information which they canyield (see Rovner 1983). The non-organic (silica) matrix of thephytoliths results in a microfossil that is comparatively resis-tant to microbial attack, decomposition, oxidation, leaching,attrition, breakage or disintegration. It appears to be chemi-cally stable in a wide range of deposits from acid peats (Powerset al 1989) through to very alkaline sands, up to pH 9.8 so faranalysed, (Powers & Gilbertson 1987). The wide range of con-ditions under which phytoliths are relatively inert is in contrastto the preservational behaviour of some other microfossilssuch as pollen. As a result of their carbon-based structure, pol-len and spores are highly susceptible to microbial destructionand oxidation and the recovery of pollen grains is largely lim-ited to depositional conditions which inhibit these destructiveforces, eg peat bogs or lake sediments.In conditions where pollen does not survive, for examplein calcareous sand dune sequences at Baleshare and HornishPoint, phytoliths may be the only source of direct evidencefor the presence of plants and hence for obtaining detailsconcerning palaeoecological reconstruction of patterns ofplant or land use. In addition, the preservation and recoveryof phytoliths are potentially universal and not dependent ona specific combination of conditions, necessary for examplefor the accidental carbonisation of plant macrofossils.Unlike pollen however, phytoliths are not species-specificand because of this they have to be studied not as single ex-amples but as suites (assemblages) of the different phytolithshapes (phytolith morphotypes). Despite a general lack of in-dividual specificity, in the study of one particular plant family- the Gramineae (grasses) - phytolith analysis is superior topollen analysis. The recognition of wild and cultivated taxain this family is neither simple nor totally reliable in standard

palynological approaches, whereas phytolith analysis may, incertain circumstances, distinguish sub-families, genera andspecies (see Smithson 1958 and Piperno 1985).Considerable effort has been undertaken in America in anattempt to rationalise phytolith suite analyses to obtain accu-rate correlations between phytolith suite components and theindividual plant species from which they originate (seeBrown 1984; Rovner 1983). With the exception of one ortwo species (eg maize) this approach is believed by Rovner(pers comm) to have been largely unsuccessful.An alternative approach to the use of phytolith analysis isthe basis of this account. Instead of attempting to distinguishseparate species, we have attempted to encompass wider is-sues; the potential of phytolith analysis for the elucidation ofcoastal ecological zones; identification of anthropogenic levelsin coastal machair and dune deposits; and the identification ofthe precise nature and origin(s) of the organic-rich layers.It may be possible to make precise palaeo-geographicalreconstructions based on ecological models or to investigateancient pastoral or agricultural practices and the transport to,and consumption of, plant and animal remains within thefragile and ecologically important dune and machair systemswhich fringe the Atlantic seaboard of the Western Isles.Phytoliths have been recovered from three different typesof archaeological sources: from remnants in pottery (Dimbleby1967; Fujiwara 1982), in food residue from teeth (Armitage1975; Scaife 1984 unpub) and from the actual archaeologicalsediments themselves. This study uses CorrespondenceAnalysis and Cluster Analysis to investigate the phytolith suitesassociated with modern analogue materials and archaeologicalsites in the machair of North and South Uist. It demonstratesthat areas of ancient human occupation and activity arecharacterised by concentrations of phytoliths which are orders
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Figure 84. Phytolith morphotypes



of magnitude higher than occur naturally in coastal dunesystems. Some aspects of ancient human activity can bedistinguished, ie the introduction of peat, turves, plant oranimal waste, and possibly differences in grazing/pasture in thearea.
15.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Initially two questions were posed by the excavator in thecontext of the excavations of the ancient coastal sand dunesat Baleshare and Hornish Point;
i) Whether or not it is possible to discriminate betweendifferent sedimentary origins on the basis of postulateddifferences in the likely frequencies of phytoliths. Inparticular to distinguish between assumed stable humiclayers, believed to represent periods of soil formationand/or human occupation and non-humic sands, be-lieved to represent the free accumulation of dune sandin a more open, less vegetated depositional environ-ment.
ii) To what extent is it possible to recognise associationsbetween the relative abundance of various phytolithmorphotypes and deposits from dune environments?
Subsequently, a third question was also posed;

iii) To what extent is it possible to identify the source ofthe humic material in the archaeological deposits on thebasis of abundance and diversity of phytoliths?
Twenty seven samples were chosen from each of the two sitesof Baleshare and Hornish Point. Their provenances areshown in Tables 30 & 31. The �Block� and �super-Block� ter-minology employed here is that employed in the field by theexcavation team.
15.3 RESULTS
Details of the raw data counts can be found in Powers et al1986, Tables 10-23. Originally, relative abundance countswere plotted up from the raw data with the frequency ofeach morphotype expressed as a percentage of 250: the totalphytolith count per sample (ibid, Figures 20 & 21, Table 25).However, despite the obvious advantage of being able topresent the data in the form of two concise diagrams, relativeabundances can be misleading. For example, an apparentlysignificant variation in the overall frequencies of Trapezoidsbetween the Baleshare and Hornish Point samples (ibid, Table25) actually resulted from a depression of the percentage ofTrapezoids in the Baleshare samples by a significant increasein the proportions of Medium Smooth Rods and Fine SpinyRods. Therefore, absolute frequencies of phytoliths havebeen plotted (Figures 86 & 88) as a means of presenting thedata. These bar charts can provide a means of making visual
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Block Block type Context No. Sample No.
6 Windblown sand 001 37515 Dumped deposits 004 3507011 3508016 3512035 3516027 351924 Dumped deposits with 031 3526midden-site deposits 037 3521032 3524038 3537039 35332 Midden-site deposit 055 3558072 3562059 3566076 3570082 35991 Cultivated deposit 068 357423 Windblown 267 3555268 3544269 3545270 3546272 3548271 354722 Cultivated 277 3554278 3648279 3649280 3650

Table 30. Baleshare. Provenance of phytolith samples

Block Block type Context No. Sample No.
13 Midden-site deposit 002 5002003 5003075 5075304 520712 Midden-site deposit 306 5206305 4226015 5015134 503452 515310 Cultivated deposit 016 501609 Midden-site deposit 017 5017020 5020026 5026027 5027036 5036043 5043029 5029045 5045037 5037030 5030023 502305 Cultivated deposit 079 5148083 5083080 5080092 5092089 508901 Cultivated deposit 057 5057

Table 31. Hornish Point. Provenance of phytolith samples



comparisons between samples within blocks, between blocksand between sites in order to attempt to identify any patternsof difference and/or similarity that may exist.
15.3.1 Inter-, and intra-site variability
This section provides a review of a statistical analysis of theresults together with discussions of any patterns or trends intotal abundance and composition of phytolith suits that arepresent. Intra-site variations are outlined first (Baleshare thenHornish Point), followed by details of inter-site variations onboth a general then more detailed level. Included in the lattersection is an investigation into the likelihood of isolating anddefining �Block-specific� phytolith suites. This is of interest interms of equating archaeological deposits with their origins,after the unexpected results achieved from the modern ana-logues (Noltland and Ainsdale) which negated the present at-tempt to define different ecological zones from phytolithsbecause of the paucity of these particles in dune sands. Thefinal part of this section deals with a comparison of the ar-chaeological data with modern organic samples in anendeavour to determine the exact origins of the material re-covered from the organic horizons.
15.3.2 Statistical structure of phytolith data fromarchaeological deposits
In addition to visual comparisons, the data was subject to sta-tistical analysis by Ms Joanne Padmore, Department of Prob-ability and Statistics, University of Sheffield (Padmore 1987).Two statistical analyses were performed;
i) Correspondence Analysis; essentially a scaling techniquefor displaying the rows and columns of a data matrix aspoints in corresponding low dimensional vector space.The approach allows the different properties of samplesspaces to be superimposed to obtain a joint displaywhich may be interpreted visually (Greenacre 1984;Padmore 1987).

ii) Cluster Analysis; using two separate techniques, Ward�sMethod and Iterative Relocation. The techniques wereused to simplify the data by separating it into its constit-uent groups. Samples are clustered using the informa-tion for each sample given by its variable (for furtherdetails see Padmore 1987 and Powers et al 1989).
15.3.3 Intra-site variations: Baleshare
The range of phytolith concentration per one gram of sedi-ment was 2,000 to 938,000 for the Baleshare samples (seeFigure 85). It is possible to rank the Baleshare blocks accord-ing to the general total phytolith concentration (per onegram of sediment) of each Block (Table 32). With the excep-tion of the single sample that constitutes Block 01, the rank-ing of blocks divides into two halves: (1) the windblownsands and cultivated (2) the midden-site and dumped depos-its. The low frequencies of phytoliths in the windblown sandsand cultivated deposits were expected from previous modernanalyses (Powers & Gilbertson 1987) and are unlikely to bean artefact of preservation or age.Analysis of the compositions of the phytolith suites recov-ered form the Baleshare samples indicates that there is con-siderable overlap in the proportions of the variousmorphotypes that constitute the suites, for example largeproportions of smooth rods and Trapezoids as comparedwith low proportions of Sinuous Rods (see Figure 86). How-ever, a combination of visual appraisal of the bar charts andstatistical analysis to support these observations, concludedthat four Baleshare blocks possessed minor suite differenceswhich could distinguish the samples from these blocks fromthe remaining samples. In addition to the standard patternsof common/uncommon morphotypes these four blocks hadunusually high or low proportions of certain morphotypes(Table 33).In addition to those blocks which had significantly differ-ent phytolith suites when compared with all blocks, therewere a further number of separate Block comparisons wherevariations also appeared (Table 34). These relative differ-ences in suite composition highlight the range of the varia-tion within the Baleshare samples. Although all the samplesoverlap one another in terms of total suite composition, theypossess differences in respect of one or two morphotypes thatare only significant when the �extremes� of the spectrum ofvalues recovered for that particular morphotype are com-pared with one another.
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Block Block type Phytolithsper gram
23 Windblown sands few22 Cultivated deposit ^06 Windblown sands ^02 Midden-site deposit ^01 Cultivated deposit ^24 Dumped/midden-site deposit ^05 Dumped deposit many
Table 32. Baleshare. Ranking of Blocks based on phytolithconcentrations
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Figure 86. Baleshare; absolute phytolith frequencies (for key see Figure 85)



The morphotypes exercising the greatest influence on thestatistical Correspondence Analysis of the Baleshare sampleswere;
i) Fine Spiny Rods (correlating with low frequencies ofCoarse Wavy Rods and Coarse Spiny Rods).
ii) Small and Medium Smooth Rods.
iii) Trapezoids.
iv) Ornamented Irregulars.
The cluster analysis of the Baleshare samples resulted in athree group solution that was essentially identical for boththe Ward (Table 35) and the Relocate method. The only dif-ference was a transposition of samples 22.227 (ie samplefrom Block 22, [277]) and 23.272 in the Relocate ordering.Only one multi-sample Block (Block 22) lay entirelywithin one group, indicating substantial overlap betweensamples from different blocks. In addition the cluster analysisreveals that;
i) The Blocks are divided into three groups along generalstratigraphic lines.
ii) Blocks 06, 05, 24, 02, 01 and 22 have phytolith suiteswhose composition share common features.
iii) Block 23 stands out as being significantly different fromthe rest of the Baleshare Blocks.
iv) Block 06 is significantly different from Block 23.
v) Block 06 may be different from Blocks 5, 24 and 02 butit is impossible to be sure as the single sample fromBlock 6 overlaps with a few contexts from the otherBlocks.
vi) The samples from Block 22 (all within group 2) are veryhomogeneous in terms of their phytolith suites.
vii) The samples from Block 23 (mainly within group 3) arevery homogeneous in terms of their phytolith suites.
viii) The samples from Block 2 exhibit the least intra-Blockhomogeneity but the division into three groups ordersthe samples according to sample number ie the 50�s,70�s and 80�s. This may or may not be significant.
15.3.4 Intra-site variations: Hornish Point
The range of phytolith concentrations per 1 gram of sedi-ment was 3,000 to 750,000 (Figure 87). It is possible to rankthe Hornish Point samples according to the general totalphytolith concentration (per 1 gram of sediment) of eachBlock (Table 36).The relative absence of phytoliths from the single-sam-ple Block 1 separates it from the remaining Hornish Pointblocks. Block 9 is similarly separated from its neighbours bya low (but not as low as Block 1) phytolith concentration.
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Block Block type Component which isNo. significantly differentfrom norm
06 Windblown sands more Ornamented Irregulars05 Dumped deposit fewer Fine Spiny Rods23 Cultivated windblownsand fewer Trapezoids23 Cultivated windblownsand & higher ratio of Fine Spiny Rods22 cultivated deposit to Coarse Wavy Rods
Table 33. Baleshare. Blocks with phytolith suites significantlydifferent from other Baleshare samples

Block no. & type vs Block no. & type
1 05 Dumped deposit 23 Windblown sandsMorphotype few Fine Spiny Rods many Fine Spiny Rods
2 24 Dumped/midden 22 Cultivated depositMorphotype few Coarse Spiny Rods many Coarse Spiny Rods
3 02 Midden-site 22 Cultivated depositMorphotype few Coarse Spiny Rods many Coarse Spiny Rods
4 01 Cultivated deposit 06 Windblown sandsMorphotype few Fine Spiny Rods many Fine Spiny Rodsmany Coarse Wavy Rods few Coarse Wavy Rods

Table 34. Baleshare. Blocks shown by CorrespondenceAnalysis to have specific suite components that are at oppositeextremes of the range of values recorded
Block GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3
06 001 � �05 027 004, 011, 016, 035 �24 037, 032 031, 038, 039 �02 055, 059 072, 076 08201 � 068 �23 � 267 268, 269, 270,272, 27122 � 277, 278,279,280 �

Table 35. Baleshare. Cluster Analysis
Block Block type Phytolithsper gram
01 Cultivated deposit few09 Midden-site deposit ^13 Midden-site deposit ^12 Midden-site deposit ^10 Cultivated deposit ^05 Cultivated deposit manyTable 36. Hornish Point. Ranking of Blocks based onphytolith concentrations



Blocks 13, 12, 10 and 05 are grouped together on the basisof total phytolith concentrations which is not surprisingsince these form part of a �super-Block� (Block 2). In generalterms there is a decrease in phytolith concentration pergram of sediment with increasing age of the sediment.However, this is far from a perfect correlation. For exampleBlock 1, with the lowest concentration of phytoliths, is theoldest, but the richest samples were those derived from thenext oldest Block, Block 5.Variations in phytolith concentrations between samples areprobably best explained not by age but by the origins of thesamples themselves. The relative absence of phytoliths fromBlock 1, a cultivated deposit, was expected from the results ofphytolith analyses of modern cultivated (vegetated) dune hori-zons (Powers et al 1989). The richness of the two remainingcultivation horizons (Blocks 5 and 10) from Hornish Point isless easy to understand, but it may stem from differences intype and/or density of vegetation cover and whether or not thevegetation cover was natural or managed.As with the Baleshare samples, the Hornish Point sam-ples share many components of their phytolith suites (seeFigure 88); components that are similarly recovered incommon proportions (eg many Trapezoids and SmoothRods, few Sinuous Rods). This overlap in phytolith suites(see Padmore 1987) is not surprising because five out ofthe six blocks sampled for phytoliths constitute part of theSuper-Block 2.

It has been possible however to recognise significant mi-nor differences in the suites on the basis of visual appraisaland Correspondence Analysis. This has resulted in the divi-sion of the blocks into two groups on the basis of the propor-tions contained of the two morphotypes Medium SmoothRods and Fine Spiny Rods;
Group 1 � Blocks 13, 12, and 10 few Medium Smooth Rodsmany Fine Spiny Rods.
Group 2 � Blocks 09, 05 and 01 many Medium Smooth Rodsfew Fine Spiny Rods
The samples from Block 12 actually overlap between thetwo groups, a not unexpected feature because the blocks be-long to Super-Block 2, which has other Block elements fromboth groups.As a result of the homogeneity of the Hornish Point sam-ples only one Block, 01, possessed a phytolith suite with ele-ments which were significantly different from those of all theremaining Hornish Point blocks. This difference was in re-spect of two morphotypes, namely the presence of theSmooth Spherical morphotype and the fact that it possessedfew Convex-long Dumb-bells. Block 1 however, possessedminor differences in its suite composition that made it standout by comparison with other Hornish blocks, namely that itpossessed the Smooth Spherical morphotype and that it hadlow frequencies of the Convex-long Dumb-bell. In additionto Block 01; which was different to the rest of the HornishPoint samples, there were two further Block comparisons in-volving four different blocks (see Table 37) indicating that inrespect of several morphotypes the contrasting Block pairsrepresent the opposite extremes of a range of values.Of great interest is the fact that the samples from HornishPoint blocks exhibit temporal ordering in respect of fourmorphotypes. The proportions of Fine Spiny Rods andCoarse Weavy Rods were seen to decrease with increasingage of sediment while those of Medium and Small SmoothRods increase with increasing age. These changes throughtime are exemplified by the comparison of the two sin-gle-sample blocks, Block 1 being the oldest Block sampled forphytoliths and Block 10 originating from near the top of thestratigraphy (see above). Both of these blocks have been des-ignated as cultivation deposits but their proportions of FineSpiny and Coarse Wavy Rods to Medium and Small Rods areclearly reversed (see above).
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Figure 87. Hornish Point; concentration of phytoliths pergram (rooted) (for key see Figure 85)

Block no. & type vs Block no. & type
1 10 Cultivated deposit 01 Cultivated depositMorphotypes many Fine Spiny Rods few Fine Spiny Rodsmany Coarse Wavy Rods few Coarse Wavy Rodsfew Medium Smooth Rods many Medium Smooth Rodsfew Small Smooth Rods many Small Smooth Rods
2 13 Midden-site deposit 05 Cultivated depositMorphotypes many Fine Spiny Rods few Fine Spiny Rodsfew Medium Smooth Rods many Medium Smooth Rodsfew Small Smooth Rods many Small Smooth RodsTable 37. Hornish Point. Blocks shown by Correspondence Analysis to have specific suite components that are at oppositeextremes of the range of values recorded
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Figure 88. Hornish Point; absolute phytolith frequencies (for key see Figure 85)



The morphotypes that exercised greatest influence on theCorrespondence Analysis of Hornish Point samples were;
i) Medium and Small Smooth Rods
ii) Fine Spiny Rods
iii) Coarse Wavy Rods
iv) Convex-long Dumb-bells
The cluster analysis of the Hornish Point data resulted in afour group solution. The results using the Relocate methodand Ward�s method produced slightly different four groupsolutions, with Groups 2 and 4 being identical in both casesbut groups 1 and 3 being slightly different (Table 38).The Cluster Analysis of the Hornish Point samples re-vealed that;
i) The Blocks may be divided into four groups in generalstratigraphic order.
ii) Blocks 13, 12, 10, 9 and 5 have samples whosephytolith suites share common features.
iii) Block 1 may be very different from Blocks 13, 12, 10and 5 although it consists of only one sample.
iv) Blocks 1 and 9 have certain samples with common suitefeatures.
v) Block 13 may be very similar to Block 10 (although thelatter consists of only one sample).
vi) Block 13 may be very different from Block 1 (althoughthe latter consists of only one sample).
vii) Block 13 exhibits the greatest intra-Block sample homo-geneity of all the Hornish Point blocks sampled.

viii) Block 5 also exhibits considerable intra-Block samplehomogeneity.
ix) Block 9 exhibits the least intra-Block homogeneity.
x) Samples 305 and 15 from Block 12 are not only distinc-tive from the rest of Block 12 but from all the remainingHornish Point Blocks.
Phytolith concentrationThere is considerable intra-site variation in the concentrationof phytoliths in the Baleshare and Hornish Point samples, butthe data indicates no significant inter-site separation. The sitesexhibit extensive overlapping in the range of phytoliths recov-ered per gram of sediment; the results for Baleshare were2,000 to 938,000 and those for Hornish Point 3,000 to750,000 phytoliths per gram (Figures 85 & 87). Of the twosites, Baleshare possessed less within site homogeneity thanHornish Point in terms of concentration of phytoliths per sam-ple. Baleshare produced both the sample with the least andwith the most number of phytoliths per gram (contexts 270 -windblown sand; and 05 - midden-site deposits respectively).It is possible to rank all the blocks analyses on the basis oftotal phytolith concentration per gram of sediment (Table39) but there is no direct and absolute correlation betweensample origin (as indicted by the excavation team) andphytolith concentration per gram of sediment. If there were,one would expect an ordering of samples according to type.There is no evidence of a significant difference between thosesamples described by the excavator as �dumped deposits� andthose labelled �midden-site�. In terms of phytolith concentra-tions the midden and dumped deposits greatly overlap withthe dumped deposit blocks containing some samples withslightly more phytoliths than the plain midden-site blocks.Generally (though far from exclusively) there is a ranking ofblocks according to type, ie windblown sand and cultivateddeposits have few phytoliths per gram while midden-site anddumped deposits have many. However, an appraisal of Fig-ures 85 and 87 soon highlights the many and various excep-tions to this ranking. For example, Hornish Point Block 9,
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Block GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4
a) Ward's method
13 002, 003, 075, 304 � � �12 306, 134, 052 305, 015 � �10 016 � � �09 017, 036, 023 � 026, 043, 045, 037 020, 027, 029, 03005 089 � 079, 083, 080, 092 �01 � � � 057
b) Relocate method
13 002, 003, 075, 304 � � �12 306 305, 015 134, 052 �10 016 � � �09 017 � 026, 036, 043, 045, 037, 023 020, 027, 029, 0305 � � 079, 083, 080, 092, 089 �01 � � � 057

Table 38. Hornish Point. Cluster Analysis



midden-site deposit, is very poor in phytoliths whileBaleshare Block 6, windblown sand, is rich in them in com-parison with blocks 23, windblown sand, or 22, cultivateddeposit. Similarly, the richness of Hornish Point Block 5, acultivated deposit, exceeds all other blocks from that siteeven the midden-site deposits.Significantly, all the archaeological samples possessedhigher concentrations of phytoliths per gram of sedimentthan occur in the modern samples, both equivalent (ie mod-ern windblown sands versus ancient windblown sand) andparallel samples (ie modern organic deposits such as peat andfaeces, versus ancient organics midden deposits see Powers etal 1989 for further details).
Suite compositionAll the samples from the sites of Baleshare and Hornish Pointhave similar patterns in phytolith suite composition. Thesuites have high frequencies of Trapezoids and either Small orMedium Smooth Rods, with lesser numbers of the Edge Or-namented Rods. The four types of Dumb-bells are consis-tently present but at fairly low frequencies, while the lessdistinctive groups of irregular, spherical and amorphousmorphotypes are intermittently represented at low frequen-cies, with an emphasis on the smooth rather than orna-mented forms.Despite these consistencies within suites, it is possible todifferentiate between samples from Hornish Point and thosefrom Baleshare. Two distinct differences between Baleshareand Hornish Point samples (�a� and �b� below) were very ob-vious and noted easily by visual appraisal of the bar charts(Figures 86 & 88). These variations were confirmed as signif-icant inter-site differences by Correspondence Analysis (seePadmore 1987 for full set of analyses) which also highlighteda further significant variation in suite composition (�c� be-low).

Samples from Baleshare have significantly higher propor-tions of three morphotypes in their suites�;
a Fine Spiny Rods
b Small Smooth Rods
c Coarse Wavy Rods (less influential than a & b)
There is no evidence to suggest that samples of differing ori-gins within each archaeological site have specific morphotypesassociated with them. This is not true of samples which origi-nate from natural as opposed to anthropogenically disturbedareas. This aspect is discussed below.There is evidence to suggest that different archaeologicalsites may exhibit variations in the phytolith suites of theirsamples as noted by the variations between the frequencies ofFine Spiny Rods and Small Smooth Rods (Baleshare possess-ing higher frequencies of these morphotypes than HornishPoint). Similarly there is evidence from a pilot study of mod-ern dune samples (see Powers et al 1989) that samples ofsimilar age and type can vary in phytolith frequency andcomposition in comparison with similar samples taken fromdifferent geographical locations.Such variations in suites from natural and archaeologicalsamples whose type (or origin) is supposed to be the samemay be a reflection of various factors. These include varia-tions in seasonal availability of vegetation, local environment,micro-climate and degree of shelter (particularly importantfor coastal sites) affecting species colonisation, availabilityand phytolith production, access to plants and, or, grazingpreferences of ruminants
Cluster analysis of the full data setThe Cluster Analysis (using Ward�s method) of Baleshare andHornish Point samples utilising mean proportional counts foreach Block, resulted in a four group solution, see Table 40.There is no clear separation of blocks according to designated
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Block Block type Phytolithsper gram
B 23 Windblown sands FewHP 01 cultivated deposit ^HP 09 midden-site deposit ^B 22 cultivated deposit ^B 06 Windblown sands ^B 02 midden-site deposit ^HP 13 midden-site deposit ^HP 12 midden-site deposit ^HP 10 cultivated deposit ^B 01 cultivated deposit ^B 24 Dumped/midden site ^HP 05 cultivated deposit ^B 05 dumped deposit Many
B = Baleshare; HP = Hornish Point
Table 39. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Ranking of Blocksaccording to phytolith concentrations

Group Block Block type
1 B 06 Windblown sand
2 B 24 Dumped/midden site depositB 02 Midden-site depositB 23 Windblown SandB 22 Cultivated Deposit
3 B 05 Dumped depositB 01 Cultivated depositHP 13HP 12HP 10 Cultivated depositHP 09HP 05 Cultivated deposit
4 HP 01 Cultivated deposit
B = Baleshare; HP = Hornish Point
Table 40. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Cluster Analysis ofmaterial



sediment type, with a mixture of midden-site deposits withwindblown sand and cultivated deposits in the two multi-Blockgroups (numbers 2 and 3). It is difficult to assess the signifi-cance of the two single-Block groupings (numbers 1 and 4) asthe blocks themselves are only single-sample blocks. Therefore,these two samples have not undergone the �smoothing� effectof averaging the data, plus there is no way of assessing whetherthe results are �typical� for their respective blocks. The break-down of blocks into groups 2 and 3 appears more significant.In general terms the blocks are divided by site not sedimenttype. This is a direct result of the proportions of Fine SpinyRods, which are more numerous in the majority of Balesharesamples as compared with the Hornish Point samples. TheCluster Analysis does not indicate a clear correlation betweenrelative proportions of phytolith morphotypes and sedimenttype. Such a correlation may be resolved by further studies ofthe mechanics of deposition in dune systems and a refinementof phytolith classification.
Clarification of the organic archaeological horizonsIn an attempt to answer the third question posed by the exca-vator namely, to determine the origins of the rich organic lay-ers in the archaeological sites (those blocks designated�midden-site� and/or �dumped deposit�), phytolith analyses ofmodern comparative material were also performed (seePowers et al 1989 for full details). The samples originatedfrom dune environments in the Uists and consisted of ran-dom samples collected by the excavator of windblown sands,cultivated (grassland) surface samples, cattle and sheep faecesand a peat core. Results of these analyses revealed that;
i) Modern windblown sand and vegetated surface layerscontain very few phytoliths. This was quite unexpectedand indicates that the cycling of silica within dune envi-ronments is not fully understood.
ii) Modern sub-surface sediments contain very fewphytoliths ie there is no downwards movements ofphytoliths on plant death to the sub-surface sediments.
iii) Modern �natural� (ie non-anthropogenic) dune samplessuch as windblown sands and vegetated layers generallydo not contain any of the four Dumb-bell phytolithmorphotypes.
iv) Peat contains phytoliths in quite high numbers rangingfrom 3,000 and 58,000 per gram for the samples analysed.

v) Phytoliths withstand chemical degradation and havebeen recovered from a wide range of sediment types,from acid peats to calcareous shell sands (up to pH 9.8analysed).
vi) Modern faecal remains from cattle and sheep grazed ondune systems produce high numbers of phytoliths, up to171,500 per gram for the samples analysed.
vii) Whereas peat and sheep faeces do contain Dumb-bells,cattle faeces generally do not contain Dumb-bells.
It is theoretically possible therefore, to differentiate betweensamples of certain origins within the dune environment onthe basis of total concentration, and variations within suites,of phytoliths. In addition to the standard composition ofsuites (eg many Smooth Rods and Trapezoids, few Orna-mented Amorphous or Irregular) some types of samples aredefined by the presence or absence of a particular group ofmorphotypes � the Dumb-bells (see Table 41).A comparison of the results of phytolith analyses of mod-ern samples with those from archaeological deposits (see Ta-ble 41 above and Powers et al 1989 for details) revealedmany interesting points. It was immediately obvious that thearchaeological samples possessed higher concentrations ofphytoliths than their modern equivalents (compare Figures85 & 87 with 89). Also, observations obtained from a seriesof Correspondence Analyses (see Padmore 1987 for discus-sion) revealed that the archaeological organic layers (eg mid-den-site deposits) were not exclusively, or even principallycomposed of faeces or �fresh� (undried) peat (Figures 90 &91). That is not to say that the organic layers do not containundried peat or faeces but the Correspondence Analysis indi-cates that there is a distinct separation of peat/faecal samplesfrom midden samples on the basis of phytolith content.The missing elements in the composition of the ancientorganic deposits are likely to be introduced peat and oncefresh plant material. The Correspondence Analysis (Figures90 & 91) illustrates that fresh peat is closest to the ancientmidden samples in terms of phytolith content of all the mod-ern analogue materials tested. This suggests that desiccatedand compacted (rather than non-desiccated) peat is likely to
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Sample type Abundance of Dumb-bellsphytoliths present\absent
Windblown sands very low absentVegetated surface deposits low largely absentPeat (not dessicated orcompacted) fairly high presentSheep faeces high generally presentCatttle faeces high generally presentPrehistoric middens very high present
Table 41. Characterisation of dune samples by concentrationand types of phytoliths recovered

Figure 89. Modern samples; concentration of phytolith s pergram (rooted)



be a constituent of the middens. Similarly, fresh plant mate-rial may have entered bedding, byreing, thatching, etc. Allthese forms of plant waste will have brought with them theirown collections of phytoliths.The results of analyses of the modern and ancient sampleshave illustrated that in machair sand dune environments, thepresence of high concentrations of phytoliths, and more sig-nificantly, the presence of Dumb-bell morphotypes, may beused (nine times out of ten) to indicate anthropogenic activ-ity. The very rich archaeological deposits clearly stand outfrom the background �natural� dune sediments, the only res-ervations concerning the use of dumbbells as an indicator ofpast anthropogenic activity would occur for example when anatural peat or faecal remains were encountered in the sam-pling programme. Otherwise, total phytolith concentrations,when used in conjunction with presence or absence ofDumb-bell morphotypes should be an excellent method ofdetermining in core samples the location of archaeologicalsites buried in machair sand dunes.
15.4 CONCLUSIONS
As a result of this, and associated studies of phytoliths recov-ered from ancient and modern machair and sand dune sam-ples (see Powers et al 1986; 1989), it is possible to advancethe following conclusions;

i) Phytoliths, silica particles formed within the tissues ofcertain plant species, are not species-specific and aretherefore studied as suites of multi-morphological parti-cles called morphotypes which have been ordered andrecorded according to a simple and robust classification.On plant death the phytoliths are deposited either di-rectly or indirectly within sediments.
ii) Phytoliths are highly resistant to decay and decomposi-tion from biological and chemical agents, and have beenrecovered from a wide range of sediment types andpH�s, from acid peats to calcareous shell sands (up topH 9.8 so far analysed). However, phytoliths are notpresent in large numbers in natural machair and dunesediments such as windblown sands and vegetated sur-face layers and, for unknown reasons assumed to beconcerned with the recycling of silica in dune systems,very few phytoliths were recovered from apparently sta-bilised vegetated layers.
iii) Phytoliths are present in large numbers in archaeologi-cal deposits. Therefore, some aspect of human activityon the site, possibly the concentration of plant debrisand animal and human dung, shelter from strongwinds, reduced rain dispersion or an interruption ofthe silica re-solution and cycling, has prevented thepresumed normal loss of phytoliths from the deposit.
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Figure 90. Correspondence Analysis of Baleshare midden andmodern samples Figure 91. Correspondence Analysis of Hornish Point middenand modern samples



Therefore, in ancient dune sediments the presence ofvery high concentrations of phytoliths in deposits maybe taken to be indicative of past human activity. Thesampled sediments must be shown to be neither natu-ral peat or faecal remains.
iv) Most dune and machair samples share many commonfeatures in terms of suite composition, but it is possi-ble to differentiate between archaeological andnon-archaeological dune deposits on the presence orabsence of dumb-bell morphotypes. Peat and sheepfaeces also contain dumb-bells but their totalphytolith concentration is generally less than that ofanthropic organic deposits.
v) It has proved possible to differentiate between samplesfrom Baleshare and Hornish Point on the basis ofphytolith suite variations, which suggests either thatsome variation existed in the phytolith suites enteringthe deposits (ie different pattern of grazing, differentuse of plants), or that some mechanism has differentiallyinfluenced preservation on the two sites.
vi) There is no absolute correlation between archaeologicalsample origin, as defined by the excavator�s definition of

Block types, and total concentration of phytoliths. But,there is a trend towards increasing concentrations fromwindblown sands (low numbers) to cultivated deposits tomidden-site and dumped deposits (high numbers).
vii) While the midden-site samples from Baleshare andHornish Point were similar in many ways, they did varyin richness both within and between sites. Thus, it mayultimately be possible to identify phytolith suites exclu-sive to particular sites, or to particular ecological zoneswhich were exploited by people, or to particular activi-ties carried out by ancient people at the site.
viii) The contexts within individual blocks exhibited varia-tion in phytolith frequency and composition which insome cases may be seen as normal variation betweensamples but that in others particularly some of the mid-dens, may point to the desirability of sub-sampling thevery rich deposits.
ix) There is considerable potential for the use of phytolithanalysis for the location of archaeological sites buriedwithin sand dune systems.
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CHAPTER 16: POLLEN AND DIATOM DIAGRAMS FROMLOCH SCOLPAIG AND BALELONE FARM, NORTH UISTA M Mannion & S P Moseley (1987)
[Chapters 16 and 17 describe analyses of pollen, diatoms andthe geochemistry of lake sediments on sites increasingly dis-tant from the excavated areas. Our aim had been to investi-gate, if possible, the scale of landscape impact of the BronzeAge settlement of the islands, given that it seemed likely thatthe earlier deposits at Baleshare were of that age. We alsowished to investigate the landscape impact of the Iron Age set-tlers which, on then current evidence, was on a much largerscale than the impact of earlier, or later, settlement in theLong Isle. The pollen and diatom work undertaken byMannion and Moseley (this chapter) indicated that, followingthe development of the machair in this area, probably in thelate Neolithic, its botanical signal largely obscured evidencefor human activity. Hirons (Chapter 17) therefore undertookanalyses to ascertain the usefulness of studying machair devel-opment and the environmental history of theblacklands/machair ecotone using sediments from lake depos-its on the machair margin and in the eastern catchment of theislands. J Barber]
16.1 POLLEN ANALYSIS
16.1.1 Introduction
The combination of an oceanic climate with the Machairplain of the Uists provides a niche for a floristically richgrassland with herbs (Dickinson & Randall 1979) which isunparalleled elsewhere in Europe. The ecological significanceof the Outer Hebrides, situated as they are at the Atlanticfringe of north-west Europe, is reflected in the presence of 4National Nature Reserves (NNR�s) and 35 Sites of SpecialScientific Interest (SSSI�s) (Ratcliffe 1977). North Uist hasfive SSSI�s which are either coastal dune/machair sites orlochs. Overall, with the exception of scrub developments onmany of the islands in the numerous lochs of the area, the is-lands present a tree-less landscape and apart from themachair vegetation and bare rock, peatland vegetation pre-dominates. Although pollen diagrams are available fromLewis (Erdtman 1924; Birks & Madsen 1979; Bohncke1988), South Uist (Heslop-Harrison & Blackburn 1946),Barra (Blackburn 1946), Benbecula (Ritchie 1966) and StKilda (Walker 1984) no similar work had been done onNorth Uist at the time the analyses were undertaken. There-fore, samples for palynological analyses were collected fromthe nearby sites of Loch Scolpaig and a peat deposit atBalelone Farm (Figure 92) to provide an environmental con-text for the archaeological deposits.
16.1.2 Site descriptions
Loch Scolpaig (NF 733 753) is a shallow lake approximately7 m OD on the Machair plain of North Uist. To the westthere are dune ridges which slope to the beach or coastal cliffand to the east there is blanket peat from which a fringinghydrosere of grasses, sedges, reeds and Menyanthes trifoliata

extends into the lake, the open water of which supports aluxuriant growth of Nymphaea alba. In contrast, the blanketpeat deposit near Balelone Farm (NF 731741) is at 25 m ODabove which the peat becomes thinner with outcrops of barerock and below which the machair plain extends to the coast.In the vicinity of the coring site the present-day vegetation isdominated by Eriophorum angustifolium, Deschampsiaflexuosa and Potentilla erecta. The stratigraphy of both coresis described in Tables 42 and 43.
16.1.3 Results: Loch Scolpaig
The results of the pollen analyses are given as pollen percent-ages (Figure 93a) and as pollen concentration data (Figure93b) both of which reflect similar changes in the pollen spec-tra. To facilitate interpretation, the pollen diagrams fromLoch Scolpaig have been divided into three local pollen as-semblage zones (sensu West 1970) as follows:�
Zone ScI 2.60�2.35 m. Gramineae-Cyperaceae-Salix-Rumex zoneGramineae pollen values vary between 3% and 27% whileSalix, Cyperaceae and Rumex acetosella maintain consistentlyhigh proportions of between 5% and 25%. In addition, pol-
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Figure 92. Location map showing sampling sites discussed inChapters 16 & 17



191Figure 93. Loch Scolpaig; a) pollen percentages b) concentration data



len of aquatics is well represented, especially that ofMyriophyllum alterniflorum.
Zone ScII 2.35�1.45 m. Salix-Empetrum-Gramineae-Cyperaceae zoneCyperaceae pollen predominates, achieving values of up to50% of the total pollen. Empetrum nigrum pollen is alsodominant with values of up to 38% of total whilst Gramineaepollen values are initially high at 25% declining to 10% atthe close of the zone. Pollen of Salix is consistently recordedthroughout the zone at between 5% and 10% of total andinitially high values (between 5% and 25%) of Rumexacetosella decline from 2.05 m upwards when its record be-comes sporadic.This zone is divided into two subzones:
Subzone ScIIa 2.35�2.05 m: Empetrum nigrum pollen andLycopodium selago spores increase markedly while Salix andRumex pollen is consistently present and pollen of aquaticsdeclines.
Subzone ScIIb 2.05�1.45 m: High values of both Empetrumnigrum and Lycopodium selago are maintained whilst theconcentration of Salix pollen increases from ScI and ScIIa.Although proportions and concentrations of Gramineae andCyperaceae pollen remain high they both decline toward the

close of the subzone and the record of Rumex acetosellabecomes discontinuous. The highest pollen concentration val-ues for the entire core are achieved in this subzone.
Zone ScIII 1.45�0.00 m. Calluna-Gramineae-Cyperaceaezone
The opening of this zone is marked by a rise in Calluna andAlnus pollen proportions and concentrations and a sharp de-cline in Empetrum nigrum. Values for Sphagnum, Plantagolanceolata and Plantago major/media also increase.Gramineae and Cyperaceae values remain high and apartfrom that of Salix, tree pollen is almost entirely restricted tothis zone. Pinus, Betula, Alnus and Coryloid pollen types areconsistently recorded but only in low proportions (5�10% oftotal pollen) and concentrations.
16.1.4 Results: Balelone Farm
Due to the hiatus in the pollen stratigraphic record of theBalelone Farm profile which, with the exception of the 2.15m horizon, occurs between 2.40 m and 1.60 m, zonation ofthe pollen diagrams (Figures 94a & b) was considered fruit-less and has not been attempted. However, the 2.55 m level
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Depth (cm) Description (below sediment surface)
75-0 Very coarse detritus mud, with a dark brown matrix and root fragments. Dh2, Dg1, 1dl148-75 Finer detrital mud with a dark brown to black matrix with a few plant fragments. Ld2, Dh1, Dg1152-148 Transition between 75-148cm and 153-260 cm260-152 Fine detrital mud with a high clay content, few plant remains and mica plates. d2. As2. Agt260+ Gravel
Table 42. Loch Scolpaig. The stratigraphy of the core described using a modified Tro els-Smith sediment classification scheme(Aaby 1979)
Depth (m) Description (below sediment surface)
0.06-0.0 Intertwined roots of Gramineae and herbaceous species.0.12-0.05 Fine dark brown matrix with rootlets and sand grains. Th2, D11, Dh1, Sh+.0.34-0.12 As above but coarsening down profile, some mica plates and large quartz fragments (c. 1cm diam) Th2, Dh1, Ga1.0.35-0.34 Coarse sand, few plant remains. Gs2, Ga2, Sh+.0.45-0.34 As 0.34-0.12 but with fewer plant remains and less gritty. Th2, Dh1, Sh1, Ga+.0.63-0.45 Darker more humified peat with obvious plant macroscopic remains. Th2, Sh2, Dh+, Ag+.0.68-0.63 Coarse sand/silt. Ga2, Ag1, As1, Sh+.0.77-0.68 Dark brown peat. Th2, Dh1, Sh1.0.79-0.77 Matted fibrous plant remains. Dh2, Dg2, Sh+.0.82-0.79 Dark brown peat. Th2, Dh1, Sh1, Ag+.0.83-0.82 Coarse sand/silt. Ga2, Ag1, As1.0.95-0.83 Dark brown peat with thin (c. 3-4mm). silt layers. Th2, Dh1, Sh1, Ag+.1.03-0.95 Dark brown/black peat, little grit. Dh2, D11, Th1.1.23-1.03 As 1.03-0.95 but with coarser texture and lighter in colour. Dh2, D11, Th1.1.46-1.23 Dark brown/black peat becoming gritty down profile. Dh2, D11, Sh1, As+.1.63-1.46 Black peat with very humified matrix but plant remains discernable. Dh2, Th1, Sh1, D1+.2.07-1.63 Coarse sand, few plant remains but well humified organic matrix. Ga2, Gs1, Sh1.3.00-2.07 Black, almost amorphous peat with wood fragments at 2.23m and silt band at 2.30-2.31m. Sh2, Th1, D11.
Table 43. Balelone Farm. The stratigraphy of the core described using a modified Tro els-Smith sediment classification scheme(Aaby 1979)
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is of particular significance since it marks the decline inEmpetrum and increases in Calluna and Coryloid-type fol-lowed by a rise in Alnus at 2.45 m. Below 2.55 m Empetrum,Salix, Cyperaceae and Gramineae pollen, along with Sphag-num and Filicales spores dominate the assemblages. Abovethe hiatus from 1.60 m upwards Alnus, Salix andCoryloid-type are consistently recorded in low proportionswith sporadic Betula and Pinus but the pollen spectra aredominated by Calluna vulgaris, Gramineae, Cyperaceae,Sphagnum and Filicales. In addition, there is a continuous re-cord of Cerealia-type pollen from 1.15 m upward.The results of the radiocarbon age determinations for theBalelone Farm profile are given in Table 44.
16.1.5 Inferred vegetational history
Loch Scolpaig
Zone ScI;   The pollen spectra of this zone suggest that thevegetation was predominantly grassland with a mixtureof herbs such as Plantago major/media. The abundanceof Cyperaceae pollen, together with Salix and speciessuch as Rumex and Bidens, probably reflects the vegeta-tion at nearby wetter sites or at the edge of the lake it-self where vegetation dominated by Myriophyllumalterniflorum and Potamogeton spp. was well estab-lished. Low pollen concentrations may reflect the pres-ence of bare ground.
Sub Zone ScIIa;   Vegetation similar to the previous zone per-sisted although increased pollen concentrations, espe-cially of Gramineae and Cyperaceae, may reflect greatervegetation cover. Although Salix pollen percentages de-cline from the previous zone, it maintains its concentra-tion values which imply that it maintains its status in thevegetation. Abundant spores of Lycopodium selago mayreflect its colonisation of rock outcrops to the west ofthe lake basin where Empetrum was also becoming es-tablished either prior to or during initial peat accumula-tion (see below). These pollen spectra are similar tothose recorded at the base of the Little Loch Roag corefrom Lewis which Birks and Madsen (1979) suggestmay reflect a vegetation similar to present-day sub-al-pine communities in Norway. In the lake itselfMyriophyllum alternifolium and Potamogeton spp. con-tinue to flourish.
Sub Zone ScIIb; Grassland communities with abundantherbs, notably Saxifraga oppositifolia and

Taraxacum-type maintained their dominance whilstEmpetrum increased markedly and Lycopodium selagoand Salix continued to be important components of thevegetation. Increased pollen concentration values andthe decrease in Rumex acetosella may reflect the devel-opment of a more closed vegetation cover than in ScI orScIIa although in the lake the declining and sporadic re-cord of aquatics indicates some disruption of thehydrosere, possibly due to a high sediment input fromthe catchment.
Zone ScIII; The decline in both percentages and concentra-tions of Salix and Empetrum nigrum pollen correspondswith a marked increase in Calluna vulgaris pollen re-flecting the expansion of Calluna heath and possiblypeat forming communities. It can only be inferred thatthe earlier Empetrum nigrum dominance in ScII initi-ated soil acidification which allowed Calluna vulgaris toinvade successfully. In addition, herb-rich grassland con-tinued to persist, presumably on the machair plainwhich Ritchie (1979) suggests had been initiated some-time before 5700 uncal BP.
Moreover, the rise in Alnus pollen percentages and concen-trations recorded at the ScII/ScIII boundary may mark theonset of the Flandrian climatic optimum even if, as has beensuggested for Lewis (Birks & Madsen 1979), Alnus pollenwas derived by long-distance transport from the InnerHebrides where the Alnus rise is well marked at 6500 uncalBP (Birks & Williams 1983) or from the mainland. This mayalso be the origin of the low but consistent proportions ofother tree pollen types, especially Betula, Pinus andCoryloid-type, which are almost entirely confined to zoneScIII. The pollen concentration data for all Arboreal Pollen(AP) types confirm that these low percentages are a true re-flection of the status of the AP in the pollen assemblages andnot simply an artefact of percentage calculations which mayoccur as a result of swamping by Non-Arboreal Pollen (NAP).Pollen diagrams from elsewhere in the Outer Hebridesalso show low AP frequencies as do some diagrams from theInner Hebrides (Flenley & Pearson 1967; Birks & Williams1983), the Shetlands (Hawksworth 1969; Johansen 1975);Orkney (Moar 1969) and north-east Caithness (Peglar 1979),indicating the presence of an almost treeless landscape inthese areas throughout the Flandrian. However, Wilkins(1984) has described radiocarbon dated macroscopic tree re-mains of Pinus, Salix and Betula from blanket peat at fortysites on Lewis and suggests that Pinus at least grew exten-sively on the island prior to 4500 uncal BP; Wilkins (ibid) ex-plains low AP counts as a consequence of wind blowing offthe sea so that little pollen was carried westwards. In the au-thors� view this is an inadequate explanation and it seemsmore likely that the flowering capacity and hence pollen pro-ductivity of trees was impaired due to exposure to highwinds or other, less than favourable environmental condi-tions such as impoverished soils. Indeed, Mathews (1975) hasproposed impaired flowering capacity to explain the presenceof abundant Betula macrofossils in association with lowBetula pollen percentages at a glacial site in the Yukon andthe occurrence of Alnus macrofossils in sediments 2000 yearsolder than the Alnus pollen rise in the North West Terri-tories, Canada. Whatever the explanation for low AP per-
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Depth (cm) Lab no. Date(years BP)

75 GU-1766 2525 ± 85150 GU-1765 2860 ± 110225 GU-1764 7905 ± 130300 GU-1767 8730 ± 200
Table 44. Balelone Farm. Radiocarbon dates from the pollencore. All dates are calculated on a half-life of 5568 ± 30 anderrors are expressed at the ± one-sigma level of confidence



centages and concentrations it seems likely that the OuterHebrides were more densely wooded than has hitherto beenconsidered and confirms the molluscan evidence (Burleigh,Evans & Simpson 1973) for woodland presence at Northton,South Harris prior to 4400 uncal BP.The possibility that the ScII/ScIII boundary represents theonset of the climatic optimum is endorsed by increasing pro-portions and concentrations of Sphagnum spores which mayalso reflect wetter conditions. This, together with a simulta-neous increase in Calluna vulgaris pollen attests to an in-crease in peatland vegetation in the vicinity of the lake givingrise to plant communities similar to those which exist today.The occurrence of Plantago lanceolata pollen in low but con-sistent concentrations and proportions is more difficult to in-terpret. A similar record was obtained by Birks & Madsen(1979) from Lewis which they suggest may have resultedfrom long-distance transport from the mainland. Alterna-tively, P. lanceolata may have been as significant a constitu-ent of coastal cliff and maritime grassland communities as itis in the Hebrides today (McVean 1961; Birks 1973;Dickinson & Randall 1979) and elsewhere in Scotland it isrecorded in significant amounts (Godwin 1975) in the earlyFlandrian prior to anthropogenic disturbance. In the absenceof Cerealia-type pollen from the Loch Scolpaig core there isno indisputable evidence for human influence. Overall, thereis little change in the pollen spectra indicating that the vege-tation of North Uist has not changed significantly since theopening of Zone ScIII.
Balelone Farm; pre-hiatusThe radiocarbon date from the base of the peat profile indi-cates that peat formation began at approximately 8730 ±200 uncal BP from which time the pollen assemblages indi-cate the presence of grassland, stands of Salix and peat form-ing communities dominated by Empetrum nigrum andSphagnum spp. The marked Coryloid-type pollen increase atthe 2.55 m level may reflect the establishment of Myrica galeon the peat surface in association with Calluna vulgariswhich appears to replace Empetrum nigrum. The Alnus riseat 245 cm is, as for Loch Scolpaig, again considered to repre-sent the onset of the Flandrian climatic optimum.Apart from the polleniferous horizon at 2.15 m, whichshows a similar pattern to the 2.45 m spectrum, the hiatusin the pollen stratigraphic record is difficult to explain asindeed is the radiocarbon date of 7905 ± 130 uncal BP atits base. This latter will be considered below in discussingthe relationship between Loch Scolpaig, Balelone Farmand Little Loch Roag. Coarse sand is recorded in the stra-tigraphy which may be the result of changing hydrologicalconditions during the climatic optimum when wetter con-ditions may have increased run-off from higher areasabove the site that gathered coarse particulate matterwhich was subsequently deposited in the hollow wherepeat was accumulating.
Balelone Farm; post-hiatusGrassland communities with a mixture of herbs such asPlantago media/major and Taraxacum-type were important inthe vegetation along with peat-forming communities ofCalluna vulgaris and Sphagnum spp. The status of woodland inthe area has already been discussed above and the same com-ments apply to the Balelone Farm record, although here the

AP percentages and proportions, especially for Betula andPinus, are not so consistent. Of particular note is the relation-ship between the Plantago lanceolata pollen record and that ofCerealia-type. The former is well established before the latterwhich implies that the two are independent and lends supportto the view (above) that P. lanceolata has indeed occurred as acomponent of the natural vegetation in North Uist. TheCerealia-type pollen occurs between the 150 m and 775 m lev-els dated at 2860 uncal BP and 2525 uncal BP respectively andreflects cereal cultivation in the area from about 2700 uncalBP. Despite this conclusive evidence for anthropogenic activitythere is no other evidence to suggest that it affected the naturalvegetation of North Uist in any significant way.
16.1.6 The relationship between Loch Scolpaig, BaleloneFarm and Little Loch Roag
In general terms, the pollen diagrams from Loch Scolpaigand Balelone Farm show the same overall trends which arealso similar to those at Little Loch Roag, Lewis (Birks &Madsen 1979). The record from the former site, in com-mon with Little Loch Roag, is longer than that at BaleloneFarm, reflecting sedimentation in the lake for some timeprior to peat initiation. Since the assemblages of the LochScolpaig ScI and ScIIa zones are similar to the basal assem-blages for Little Loch Roag, sedimentation probably beganat approximately the same time in both basins. A radiocar-bon date from the latter indicates that this was about 9000uncal BP. The most obvious similarity is the presence oflow AP proportions, reasons for which have been dis-cussed above. The hiatus in the Balelone Farm profilemakes precise correlation between the sites difficult. How-ever, the replacement of Empetrum nigrum by Callunavulgaris at 255 cm and the Alnus rise at 245 cm in theBalelone Farm profile mirror the changes at the LochScolpaig ScIIb/ScIII boundary. The 225 cm horizon atBalelone Farm is radiocarbon dated (Table 44) to 7905 ±130 uncal BP which both these vegetational changes musttherefore pre-date. However, similar changes at LittleLoch Roag (Birks & Madsen 1979) are dated to 7700uncal BP and 6100 uncal BP respectively, indicating thateither the changes were not synchronous between sites orthat there is an error in either the Little Loch Roag date of6100 uncal BP or the Balelone Farm date of 7900 uncalBP. Since the Alnus rise in the Inner Hebrides is dated to6500 BP (Birks & Williams 1983) and is similar to the Lit-tle Loch Roag date, it seems most likely that an error liesin the Balelone Farm date.Apart from this anomaly, the similarity of the pollen dia-grams from all three sites reflects a similar vegetation history.
16.2 DIATOM ANALYIS
16.2.1 Introduction
A 2.60 m core was collected with a Russian sampler from acentral point in Loch Scolpaig, in July 1983. The stratigraphyis described in Table 42. Samples were extracted from thecore for diatom analysis to examine the development of thelake ecosystem since its inception during the Late Devensian
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(above) and to determine what effect prehistoric settlementin the catchment may have had on lake development.
16.2.2 Results
The results of the diatom counts, in terms of the incidence ofall species and their percentage occurrence are given below.In addition, a pH spectrum (Figure 95a) has been constructedto provide an indication of how the pH status of the lake wa-ters have changed over time.The following categories (after Hustedt 1937�39) havebeen used:
ALKALIBIONTIC: Diatoms restricted to water of Ph greaterthan 7
ALKALIPHILOUS: Diatoms most frequently found in waterof pH greater than 7
INDIFFERENT:   Diatoms of equable occurrence at pHabout 7
ACIDOPHILOUS:  Diatoms most frequently found in waterbelow pH7 but may also be found at higher pH values
The diatom species from the Loch Scolpaig sediments havebeen ascribed to these categories on the basis of the classifica-tions of Foged (1947�1948; 1953; 1954; 1977), Jorgensen(1948; 1950), Round (1957; 1964) and Florin (1970).

The ecological spectrum (Figure 95b) is based on theplanktonic, benthic and epiphytic categories of Patrick(1948) and Round (1957) and has been constructed by deter-mining the habitat requirements of individual species as givenin the literature cited above.Data for the pH and ecological spectra are summarised inTables 45 and 46.
16.2.3 Zonation
Three local diatom assemblage zones (sensu Battarbee 1979& Mannion 1980) have been delimited as follows:
Zone Sc DI 2.60 m�2.35 mEpiphytic species show a decline as benthic species increaseand the pH spectrum changes from dominance byalkalibiontic and alkaliphilous species to dominance by indif-ferent species. Acidophilous species also show an increase.
Zone Sc DI 2.35 m�1.55 mThe ecological spectrum remains unchanged and the predom-inance of benthic species persists. The pH spectrum is domi-nated by indifferent and acidophilous species which declinetoward the close of this zone to be replaced by alkaliphilousspecies.
Zone Sc DIII 1.55 m�0.00 mThe diatom flora remains alkaliphilous and benthic with aslight increase in acidophilous species and epiphytes towardsthe surface.
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Figure 95. Loch Scolpaig; a) pH spectrum. The proportion of total ascribed to (A) alkalibiontic, (B) alkaliphilous, (C) indifferent,(D) acidophilous and (E) unknown; b) Ecological spectrum. The proportion of total ascribed to (E) epiphytes, (B) benthic speciesand (P) planktonic species



Since there is no generally accepted series of diatomzones of regional significance for relative dating as there isfor pollen zones (Mannion 1980), the local diatom zones de-scribed above have been ascribed to a tentative chronologyusing the results of pollen analysis from the same core (seeabove). In addition two horizons on Figures 93 and 94 havebeen ascribed an approximate radiocarbon age which hasbeen inferred, on the basis of pollen assemblage zones, fromLittle Loch Roag, Lewis (Birks & Madsen 1979).
16.2.4 Discussion
The early stages of diatom community development, a pre-ponderance of alkalibiontic and alkaliphilous species, is simi-lar to that of many Late Devensian and early Flandrianprofiles in Britain, eg in North Wales (Crabtree 1969) andthe Lake District (Haworth 1976). This may be due to highbase availability in drainage from relatively freshly weatheredglacial material from which bases are often removed first. Inaddition, the calcareous machair environment in which LochScolpaig is situated, would provide a good supply ofbase-rich material. The dominance of benthic species is alsoto be expected in a predominantly minerogenic environment.The high proportion of epiphytes is a little surprising but thepollen diagram from Loch Scolpaig (above) shows high con-centrations of pollen of aquatic species such as Myriopyllumalterniflorum and Potamogeton which would provide a suit-able habitat for epiphytic species. Of the epiphytes recorded(below) the majority are Epithemie spp which are

alkalibiontic and may have been particularly favoured byhigh pH values.In local diatom zone Sc DII indifferent and acidophilousspecies increase at the expense of alkaliphilous species. Thismay have been a response to a reduction in base input intothe lake ecosystem as the base content of glacial deposits andweathered bed rock was depleted. The pollen spectra alsosuggest the development of a more acidophilous vegetationin catchment which may have produced soil and humus acidi-fication, drainage from which into Loch Scolpaig, influencedthe diatom communities. However, alkaliphilous species arestill well represented and this is probably a reflection of con-tinued base-rich drainage from the machair sand. The pre-dominance of benthic species indicates the persistence of aminerogenic environment which is borne out by the high claycontent of the stratigraphy (above).Above 1.55 m in diatom zone Sc DIII alkaliphilous spe-cies again increase and the diatom spectrum shows little over-all change from this level to present, the stabilisation periodhaving occurred in zone Sc DII. In view of the pollen analyti-cal results, this is not surprising since the latter show thatonce blanket bog and moorland communities had establishedthemselves at approximately 6900 radiocarbon years BP littlechange in the catchment vegetation has occurred to the pres-ent-day. Consequently, it is unlikely that drainage character-istics from the catchment have changed to influence thediatom populations in the lake. The predominance ofalkaliphilous and benthic species throughout this zone reflecta minerogenic environment and the importance of base-richdrainage from the Machair sand which must, at least to someextent, neutralise the acid drainage from blanket bog andweathered, acid, gneiss bedrock in the catchment. There areno changes in the diatom spectra which can be unequivocallyascribed to the influence of human activity in the catchmentalthough the increase in epiphytes at 0.7 m and the slight in-crease in acidophilous species at 0.4 m may well be a re-sponse to anthropogenic activity.Two further points are also worthy of mention. Firstly,there are no marine diatom species recorded, indicating thatthere have been no marine incursions in the lake�s history.There are however, a number of species which preferbrackish water and their presence has probably beenencouraged by sea spray entering the lake. Secondly, the lackof planktonic development throughout the profile is unusualin comparison with published British data. This may be aresponse to lack of water depth since the core of only 2.6 m
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Level (m) Epiphytic Benthic Planktonic
0.1 23.61 70.62 4.990.4 26.07 70.34 3.10.7 31.55 65.66 1.611.1 12.43 85.94 1.41.4 18.01 78.73 1.761.7 17.36 77.3 5.792.1 23.47 70.43 4.762.4 28.07 58.42 13.272.55 40.48 55.08 3.18
Table 46. Loch Scolpaig. Summary of results for theecological spectrum (%)

Level (m) Alkalibiontic Alkaliphilous Indifferent Acidophilous Unknown(A) (B) (C)
0.1 5.79 58.06 23.63 6.76 5.950.4 4.46 47.29 26.12 7.56 14.080.7 5.52 65.81 18.99 2.78 5.881.1 7.3 47.42 39.8 2.79 2.471.4 3.74 61.44 29 3.33 0.941.7 0.15 10.76 65.4 19.35 4.752.1 1.46 18.37 51.87 22.37 4.882.4 13.87 53.25 7.82 16.96 7.862.55 22.84 53.98 10.96 2.07 10.16

Table 45. Loch Scolpaig. Summary of results for the pH spectrum (%)



covers part of the Late Devensian and the entire Flandrianperiods and today water depth does no exceed 1 m. Inaddition, Loch Scolpaig occupies a unique environment in a
lowland coastal position and receives drainage from bothbase-rich and base-poor sources.
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CHAPTER 17: PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF LAKESEDIMENTS FROM THE MACHAIRS OF THE OUTERHEBRIDES
K R Hirons (1986)
17.1 INTRODUCTION
Studies in the chronology and development of the west coastmachair sand-dune systems of the Outer Hebrides have con-centrated on organic materials from inter-tidal areas and ar-chaeological sequences stratified within the blown sand (Elton1938; Ritchie 1966; 1979; 1985; Simpson 1966; 1976; Evans1971; Crawford & Switsur 1977). Other deposits which mayprovide complimentary evidence of the development and envi-ronmental history of the machair and adjacent �blacklands� aredeposits preserved beneath the sand plains (eg Ritchie 1968)and lake sediments from lochs within the area of blown sand(see Brayshay & Edwards 1996). There are two types of lake;machair lochs, here defined as lakes formed directly by thechoking effect of encroaching sand (not necessarily equivalentto a limnological definition of Waterston et al 1979) and lakesconfined by basins in rock or glacial deposits situated beyondthe machair itself.This project was undertaken to ascertain the usefulnessof studying machair development and the environmentalhistory of the blacklands/machair ecotone using sedimentsfrom lake deposits. The sites chosen were bog and formerlake deposits near Balemore in North Uist and a core fromLoch na Cuithe Moire, a rock-basin lake near Askernish,South Uist (Figure 92).
17.2 RESULTS: ASKERNISH
The small, circa 200 m diameter bog to the north-west ofLoch na Cuithe Moire, near Askernish, South Uist lies at ap-proximately 2�3 m OD, 1.2 km from the coastal dune systemand behind a wet machair grassland. The site is in a basin inthe Lewisian gneiss. The local vegetation was one ofPhragmites and Scirpus spp. with Menyanthes trifoliata,Myriophyllum alterniflorum and Potamogeton spp. in the re-maining shallow pool. The site was cored at its deepest pointnear the centre and somewhat to the north of the small areaof open water. A 2.5 m core of peat, detritus mud, sand andclay was recovered using a narrow-bodied Russian-type corer(Jowsey 1966). The Askernish site is 6.25 km south-west ofthe pollen site on the island of Calvay and 9.5 kmsouth/south-west of the peat sites at Stoneybridge studied byHeslop-Harrison and Blackburn (1946).The stratigraphy of the core was examined in the labora-tory and is recorded in Table 47.
17.2.1 Sediments
Sediment density, water content and loss on ignition (Figure96) outline a trend of gradually increasing organic mattercontent up the core. Five layers are superimposed on thistrend; a surface sandy layer, inorganic layers at 160�170cm, 180�190 cm and 210�235 cm, and a basal gritty layer.High temperature loss-on-ignition (HT-LOI) is generally

low (<15%) but suggests that some carbonates are presentin certain parts of the core (0�15 cm, 25�30 cm, 45�100cm, 151�180 cm and 220�240 cm). Askernish pH profilesshow peaks in three portions of the core; 0�10 cm, 80�180cm and 200�230 cm.On the basis of these results the Askernish core has beendivided into nine sediment units for ease of description andas a basis for further analyses. The units are numbered 1�9starting from the base of the core (Figure 96).Two samples for total elemental analysis were taken torepresent the variability of each of these sediment units. Re-sults are plotted with depth in the core in Figure 97 on botha total sediment and mineral matter basis. Results of theseanalyses and duplicate analyses from one sand sample sup-plied by Mr J Barber are also presented in Table 47. Onesample was chosen from each of units 1�5 for preliminarynumerological analysis in order to further characterise thesebasal layers. Samples were labelled A�E from the base of thecore upwards and their depths were : A, 245�250 cm; B,220�225 cm; C, 207�209 cm; D, 200�203 cm; E, 162�166cm (samples for total elemental and mineralogical analysesare indicated on Figure 96).Initial differential thermal analyses (DTA) of the un-treated coarse fractions (<63) of samples A, B, and E (Figure98a) do not show the characteristic calcite or dolomite peaksat around 910 0C as might be expected from the HT-LOI;they have been swamped on the silt-fraction DTA trace byother minerals. Samples B and E exhibit broad endothermicreactions in the region of 250�500 0C region, both with dou-ble peaks. The initial suggestion is that these endorthermsmay be produced by dehydration reactions of iron oxideminerals or amorphous ferric oxide gels (MacKenzie 1957).
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Depth (cm) Description
0�3 Fibrous, peaty mud, + sedge fragments withsome sand3�8 As above but with higher sand content8�11 Fibrous, sedge peat11�12 Sand layer12�50 Sedge peat with occasional Phragmites rhizomes50�70 Coarse, amorphous detritus mud70�78 Fine, detritus mud78�100 Coarse detritus mud, some of sedge fragments100�104 Fine detritus mud, some of sedge fragments104�107 Pale, fine detritus mud with some clay content107�121 Fine detritus mud; some cf. sedge fragments121�125 As above but with some clay content125�135 Fine detritus mud with few cf. sedge fragments135�185 Fine gytta, darker colour than above185�187 Organic�clay layer187�195 Fine gytta195�208 As above but with sand increasing down the core208�210 Whitish clay�rich layer210�213 Transition to fine organic gytta, clay reduced213�216 Organic gytta layer, clay still present216�222 Clay layer. 222�229 Organic gytta with clay229�234 Transitional layer, clay increasing234�243 Clay, very small organic faction243�250 Sandy clay with angular, gritty fragments

Table 47. Askernish. Stratigraphy of core



Further analyses were carried out on the clay-sized frac-tion after ammonium acetate extraction.The mineralogical analyses distinguish between sedimentunits 1, 2 and 4 (samples A, B and D, Figure 98b) and 3 and 5(samples C and E, Figure 98c). The difference may be the resultof weathering processes and the different nature of iron deposi-tion which is possibly related to erosional intensities or to a par-ticle size effect causing a sorting of mineral assemblages.
17.2.2 Pollen analyses
Pollen data from Askernish are plotted in the form of a per-centage pollen diagram with a column showing the bound-aries of the sediment units (Figure 99), and a pollenconcentration diagram including selected taxa only (Figure

100). No attempt has been made to zone the Askernish pol-len diagram at this preliminary stage. The pollen data are dis-cussed in terms of the depths of pollen spectra.
240�195 cm; The five basal spectra are dominated byGramineae (17�53%), Rumex (5�25%) and Empetrum(1�26%). Salix is initially high (34%) but falls, whilstCyperaceae increases from 2% at the base to 43% in thefifth spectrum. Juniperus has a peak (16%) at 112 cm.
195�145 cm; Betula increases to 10�16%, Juniperus pollen be-comes continuously higher here (7�10%) and pollen ofPlantago maritima becomes more frequent. In contrast,Empetrum and Rumex pollen is reduced and Lycopodiumselago and Polypodium spores become less frequent.
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Figure 96. Askernish; sediment characterisation

Figure 97. Askernish; chemical analysis



145�65 cm; Calluna pollen percentages increase here to apeak of 24% and pollen of Coryloid, Fraxinus, Alnus,Quercus and Ulmus either make their first appearanceor become more frequent. Gramineae and Cyperaceaepollen percentages are reduced and then Betula andCoryloid percentages expand and Calluna, Empetrum,Plantago maritima and Rumex become less frequent.Above 84 cm Betula and Coryloid decline whilstGramineae, Cyperaceae and Calluna increase again. Thecharcoal curve becomes continuous above 150 cm andshows a major peak between 138�142 cm.
65�0 cm; The three uppermost assemblages are dominatedby the pollen of Gramineae and Potentilla, with someCyperaceae and Calluna. Charcoal frequencies are veryhigh in all three spectra.
17.2.3 Discussion
More detailed pollen work is required for definitive correla-tions and therefore conclusions reached here are tentative.The grass-sedge assemblages with Salix, Empetrum, Rumexand Lycopodium selago and the double Juniperus peak aresimilar to assemblages interpreted as late-Devensian fromMainland Orkney, Skye and Mull (Moar 1969; Birks 1973;Walker & Lowe 1982) but are not readily correlated withpresumed late-glacial spectra from St. Kilda (Walker 1984).

On this basis the late to post-glacial climatic ameliorationof circa 10,200 bp (Walker & Lowe 1982) may occur be-tween 200 and 210 cm, at the beginning of the second ex-pansion of Juniperus. Species of open ground and heathlandwere frequent below 150 cm at Askernish, especiallyEmpetrum nigrum with Rumex spp., Thalictrum, Urtica andEpilobium. Lycopodium selago was also present suggestingthe availability of local bare-rock substrates. Juniperus scrubincreased for a brief period, was reduced and then recoveredpossibly replacing Empetrum and Rumex spp. as a scrubbyheath. Filipendula, Ranunculaceae and Plantago maritima be-came more frequent, possibly as members of a tall-herb grass-land community. Ferns were present, including Polypodium,as was Sphagnum witnessing the base-poor status of the localbedrock and substrates from the earliest postglacial birch pol-len values of about 10�16% suggest a local presence of scrubBetula in sheltered habitats (cf Birks & Madsen 1979).The pollen assemblages from 150 cm to the base of theAskernish core encompass sediment units 1�5. Chemical analy-ses indicate that the mineral matter found in the three sedi-ment-units with low LOI values, units 1, 3 and 5 are allessentially similar and probably resemble local substrates.There is a general downward trend in elemental concentra-tions probably reflecting the onset of weathering processes andthe loss of these relatively mobile elements by leaching. Resultsof mineral analyses support these conclusions with sample Ahaving the most complex mineralogy, whereas C and E areconsiderably less complicated. An interesting feature of theAskernish core is the third inorganic layer, sediment unit 5,which occurs in the postglacial and suggests a return to an ero-sional regime for some reason during the Juniperus assem-blages. Spores of Filicales and Polypodium, which are oftenpresent in terrestrial soils, increase in frequency at this time.The increase in Calluna pollen at the expense ofJuniperus at 145 cm is similar to the boundary between zonesLLR1b�1c at Little Loch Roag, there dated to approximately7700 bp. However, the Coryloid and Alnus curves begin to-gether at Askernish unlike several local sites; Little LochRoag, sites from the Inner Hebrides and sites on WesternMainland Scotland (Birks 1977; Birks & Williams 1983;Walker & Lowe 1985; Birks & Madsen 1979). In combina-tion with stratigraphic changes and suddenly increased fre-quencies of pollen of aquatics and of charcoal, a gap insedimentation suggesting either erosion of sediments or anhiatus of deposition is indicated. This probably occurredfrom before the Juniperus decline and Coryloid rise dated to7,900 bp at Little Loch Roag to after the Alnus expansionthere dated to around 6000 bp. At Askernish, Calluna heathreplaces Juniperus and herbs of open and broken ground,Plantago maritima, Rumex spp., grasses and sedges. Pollenconcentration data indicate that Empetrum and Salix werealso reduced. These events in the pollen record, reflecting thechange to more organic sediments after unit 5, suggest a sta-bilisation of soils occurred, after which soils were rapidlyacidified and Calluna heath became established.Attention may be drawn to the correspondence of in-creased frequencies of Calluna, Melampyrum, Rosaceae andPlantago lanceolata at the time of the major increase in char-coal content of the sediment. In combination these may sug-gest an early phase of open and broken ground and increasedincidence of fire, showing similarities to periods of inferredanthropogenic activity.
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Figure 98. DTA (differential thermal analyses) traces: a)Samples A, B, and E; untreated coarse fractions (<63); b)Samples A, B and D after ammonium acetate extraction; c)Samples C and E after ammonium acetate extraction



The pollen of Alnus, Ulmus, Coryloid and Fraxinus firstappears at 142 cm and Pinus and Quercus pollen is alsopresent. Pollen of all these tree taxa is found in such lowquantities that it is, perhaps, best explained as having beenderived from trees present on the Inner Hebrides or themainland. The expansion of Coryloid and Betula to a totalin excess of 50% of total tree pollen between 84�132 cm al-most certainly indicates a local expansion of birch-hazelscrub. This appears to have taken place at the expense ofGramineae, Cyperaceae, and Calluna all of which show areal reduction in concentration terms. Betula may have ex-panded to colonise damper, more acidic areas perhaps withOsmunda regalis, Pteridium aquilinum and other ferns withFilipendula, Succisa pratensis and Rumex spp. forming anopen-herb community. Corylus scrub possibly coloniseddrier or less acidified soils and heath with Calluna vulgaris,Potentilla and Melampyrum completing the possible vegeta-tion mosaic.Sediment unit 7 is an inorganic layer which occurs at thetime of a reduction in Betula and Coryloid percentages wherefirst Gramineae and then Potentilla expand. Similar effectsmight be caused by clearance of birch and hazel and local agri-cultural activity which could result in the inwash of mineralmaterial into the lake. The chemical data show an importantchange in the nature of the sedimentary mineral matter to-wards higher K, Na, Mg and especially Ca above 100 cm, de-

spite the fact that organic matter values increase above circa 75cm. One explanation for this paradox is the possibility thatabove about 100 cm the loch at Askernish came under the in-fluence of greater aeolian sand and seaspray inputs. Hydroseralchanges probably led to the increase in sedge content of theloch-mud and the increased organic content. Although lowerin overall concentration, the mineral content is of a differentnature to that found in the lower clay and sandy layers beingmuch enhanced with respect to calcium but not potassium.In sediment units 7 and 9 the chemical data show acloser affinity with the basal clay layers suggesting thatthese horizons relate to erosional episodes where predomi-nantly till or bedrock substrates have been recruited to thesediments. These conclusions are supported by HT-LOIdata which suggest that the major phase of carbonate depo-sition in the loch was between 45�100 cm, with some evi-dence for episodic input above this.The suggestion that aeolian sand was present nearer thesite as indicated above 100 cm might have led to a reductionin Betula and Coryloid by, perhaps, causing changes in thewater table. It is possible that the Potentilla increaserepresented the increased frequency of P. anserina aco-dominant or very frequent member of machair peatlandor dune-slack communities (Dickinson & Randall 1979). Thealternative explanation, that man may have been responsiblefor the Betula-Coryloid reduction is feasible but there are no
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Figure 99. Askernish; pollen percentage diagram

Figure 100. Askernish; pollen concentration diagram



definitive indications of man�s impact in the pollen diagramother than, possibly, the charcoal evidence.Rather similar pollen changes, dated to circa 5200 bp, arereported from Loch Cleat, Skye and there are also similaritieswith evidence from Little Loch Roag after circa 5000 bp. Al-though the causal factors for this change at Askernish cannotyet be determined and correlation with other sites is only ten-tative, it is interesting to note that Ritchie (1979) considersthe major primary deposition of sand to have occurred beforecirca 4500 bp and that redeposition of this material inlandtook place after circa 3500 bp. Independent dating evidencefrom the Askernish site may be able to tie in this major defla-tion period for one area of South Uist and provide a link withdated archaeological deposits. On the basis of the data accu-mulated so far there is no evidence to support the suggestionsof several major episodes of sand instability each followed bystabilisation (Ritchie 1979).
17.3 RESULTS: BALEMORE
The reedswamp at about 15 m OD west of Balemore is about1.2 km inland of the Rubna Mor dunes on North Uist (Figure92). The site was found to comprise up to 2 m of sedimentoverlying a base of calcareous sand. The bog was cored ap-proximately at the centre. It is about 300 by 200 m in sizeand lies south of a road running from the Balemore settle-ment across the machair. The site is one of a series of lochsand bogs occurring on the seaward flank of anorth-west/south-east trending ridge of periodite intrusionrunning from Craig Hasten through Balranald at the land-

ward edge of the Paible machair. Ritchie (1968) records evi-dence of recent sand-blowing from south to north in theform of partly-healed blowout scars on the south facing coastat Rubh Arnal. Other evidence for severe sand movements inthe area come from accounts of arable farming on machairfrom Kirkibost Island, in the Statistical Account of 1837 andof large areas of sand lost from the south and west of RubhArnal (ibid). At the time of coring there was no open water atthe sampling site and the vegetation consisted mainly ofPhragmites and Scirpus reedswamp together with Irispseudacorus. Caird (1979) provides evidence showing thatarable agriculture has been important in the machair heresince at least 1799.The stratigraphy of the core was examined in the labora-tory and is recorded in Table 48.
17.3.1 Sediments
The core recovered from Balemore can be roughly dividedinto three sections for the sake of discussion (Figure 101).
i) 0�50 cm. Sediment with the highest LOI of > 50% butlowest HT-LOI (<10%). there is a layer of reduced or-ganic content between about 20�38 cm.
ii) 50�125 cm. Organic matter gradually declines in thispart of the core (67 � minimum of 17%) whilst HT-LOIincreases to fluctuate between 8�21%.
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Figure 101. Balemore; sediment characterisation

Figure 102. Balemore; pollen percentage diagram



iii) 125�200 cm. LOI fluctuates considerably in the bottom75 cm of the core (5�90%), probably due to the in-creased incidence of shells and shell fragments. There isa slight increase in HT-LOI, but again the range is large(2�30%).
There is considerably more sand in the Balemore sedimentsthan at Askernish, as might be expected. The sedimentchanges around 50 cm probably represent the encroachmentof macrophytes and the change from open-water toreedswamp.
17.3.2 Pollen analyses
The land-pollen content of the Balemore core was found to bein very low concentrations and the time available for countingonly allowed for sums between 100�200. The percentage pol-len diagram from Balemore is presented in Figure 102.Although pollen of Betula, Pinus, Quercus, Alnus,Coryloid and Salix are present in the Balemore core, the sumof these taxa never exceeds 10% of total pollen and makesthe assemblages difficult to correlate with other pollen dia-grams. The high grass and sedge frequencies (together neverbelow circa 60%) suggest that these assemblages may matchthose in the upper part of the Askernish core, say above 70cm although much of the Balemore pollen is probably local.The pollen data suggest that the immediate vicinity of theBalemore site has been completely open during the period ofaccumulation of the deposits, what little tree and shrub pol-len there is present is most likely to have originated in otherparts of the Hebrides or from the mainland. The pollen andstratigraphic record suggests a succession beginning with sub-merged macrophytes � Myriophyllum spicatum andPotamogeton spp. � a transitional phase of Hippuris vulgarisand finally a phase of Sparganium cf. erectum or emersum.As Gramineae pollen increases then the records of manyherb pollen types decline (eg Artemisia, Chenopodiaceae,Plantago maritima, Rumex spp., Potentilla, Thalictrum,Ranunculaceae and Umbelliferae). The increase in grass maybe hydroseral and it is possible that the large amounts ofGramineae pollen may be reducing the percentages for otherherb pollen taxa by swamping. The possibility that the

change from Cyperaceae-Gramineae toGramineae-Compositae tubuliforae is due to other causessuch as, for example, increased sand instability, cannot beruled out. Dickinson and Randall (1979) describe two majortypes of machair vegetation, a type of unstable dune almostcompletely dominated by Ammophila arenaria, other grasses,sedges and Bellis perennis (a Compositae tubuliflorae-type),and a more stable grassland type with much less Ammophilaand a different range of herbs. Further work involving thedifferentiation of Ammophila pollen from that of othergrasses (cf Randall 1977) could contribute to the resolutionof this problem here and at Askernish.
17.3.3 Discussion
The markedly different pollen records for the two sitesmakes comparisons of the Askernish and Balemore data verydifficult. The Askernish site possibly reflects a more diverseenvironment at the machair/blackland transition, whilst localbog and machair grassland vegetation has dominated the pol-len input to Balemore with only a limited base-poorblackland component. The much greater influence of shellsand at Balemore is evident from sediment data, especiallyHT-LOI, and from the aquatic pollen record.No dating evidence is available for the profiles presentedhere although a crude outline chronology may be proposedfor the Askernish core. Presumed late-glacial sediments atAskernish exhibit an apparently classical tri-partitelithological sequence, but without more pollen analyses thesecannot be tied in to existing mainland biostratigraphic pro-files. The Outer Hebrides are considered to be outwith thegeneral area of Loch Lomond Advance Ice (Sissons 1977),thus there are no objections to the possible deposition or sur-vival of complete late-glacial sequences in South Uist.An inorganic layer in the early postglacial sediments atAskernish (unit 5) could relate to a change in local hydrologi-cal regime or in the balance between erosion and leaching oflocal soils. This feature is particularly interesting in view ofthe growing body of evidence for short-term climatic changein the early post-glacial which seems to be most evident infar-west European sites (Bradshaw 1985). To what extentthis erosion episode relates to the postulated hiatus in sedi-
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Depth (cm) Description
00�50 Coarse sedge peat becoming finer towards the base50�60 Fine detritus mud60�90 Fine detritus mud as above with some whole shells and many shell fragments90�112 Fine detritus mud with some sand, fibres and many shells after 105 cm112�121 As above but with more shell fragments and whole shells (large whole shell at 120 cm)121�134 Fine detritus mud with a few cf. sedge fragments, some clay and sand content with shells throughtout but increas-ing after 125 cm(large shell at 134 cm)134�140 As above but gradually increasing proportions of whole shells and sand140�184 Sandy gytta with increased sand content and some cf. sedge detritus. (large whole shells at 147, 148, 163�4, 168,178 and 184 cm)184�185 Sand layer185�198 Sandy gytta with increased sand content and some cf. sedge detritus. Paler in colour below 190 cm198�200 Almost pure sand with humus

Table 48. Balemore. Stratigraphy of core



mentation at Askernish and occurring sometime before 7,900bp until after 6000 bp is difficult to suggest. At St. Kilda,Walker (1984) found an hiatus covering a period from thelate glacial until shortly before 6000 bp.The early phase of increased charcoal frequencies whichaccompanies pollen evidence suggesting possibleanthropogenic activity deserves further attention. Closer pol-len sampling, higher counts and secure dating are required toamplify events at that time.After the stabilisation of soils and the establishment ofbirch and hazel scrub the pollen record from Askernish sug-gests a rich diversity of habitats along the machair/blacklandecotone. This period was succeeded by a more open environ-ment as Betula, Salix and Coryloid pollen was reduced andgrasses expanded with Potentilla. Changes in the sedimentswere also evident with a brief erosion phase (unit 7), a sec-ond major increase in charcoal frequency, and a general in-crease in the calcium content of the sediment mineral matter.These were suggested to relate, respectively, to possible clear-ance of birch and hazel with local agricultural activities initi-ating erosion, and to a possible movement of sand near to theAskernish site. Further work would be necessary to test thehypothesis that Betula and Coryloid were cleared for agricul-ture, but if so this might have implications for sand stability.Similar pollen changes at Loch Cleat, in northern Skye (Birks& Williams, 1983) have been attributed to clearance activi-ties around 5000 bp, which dates them to soon after the initi-ation of major sand movements in the Outer Hebrides assuggested by Ritchie (1979). The sediments at Askernish arenot excessively carbonate-rich, as are those at Balemore, andcould be radiocarbon dated to provide an independent chro-nology for comparison with available archaeological dates.Exposure and substrate instability may produce veryopen landscapes and a major problem of interpretation isthat inferences regarding the impact of man cannot be basedon the same criteria as are applied elsewhere. More infor-mation is needed on pollen dispersal (cf. Randall 1977) andcritical indicator species which may reflect agricultural ac-tivities in this unique environment. For example Spence et

al (1979) compared grazed fen and ungrazed islands atLoch Druidbeg and suggested a list of wetland specieswhich are sensitive to grazing pressure, some of which maybe useful �negative� indicator species. Another species whichis of prime importance is Ammophila arenaria. Its pollen islarge and may be confused, on purely size criteria, with thatof cereals (Andersen 1979). As Ammophila is a critical spe-cies in the distinction between the plant communities of sta-ble and unstable sand environments (Dickinson & Randall1979) distinction of its pollen in deposits from such envi-ronments may be rewarding. Preliminary observations atBalemore suggest the continuous presence ofAmmophila-type pollen but further work is required tocomplete these analyses.
17.4 PROSPECT
In general the prospect is very good for the use of rock-basinsites for environmental reconstruction of themachair/blackland ecotone. Dating should be possible as thesediments were not particularly calcareous and should beamenable to radiocarbon assay. At the Askernish site, periodsof local sand deflation were not immediately obvious fromthe sediments and were only identifiable from chemical anal-yses. Presumably the degree of sand-influence on sedimentsfrom such rock-basin sites will vary with local sand stability.Machair lochs such as that studied at Balemore are possi-bly not so easy to find and to sample. The use of piston cor-ers might be more successful and these might also be able topenetrate sand to sample deeper stratified peat layers (cfRitchie 1968). The study of deeper lochs to investigate thesediment characteristics might be profitable. Dating of lakesediments from such calcareous situations by radiocarbon isprobably impractical. The linear accelerator makes it feasibleto consider the possibility of dating macrofossils from terres-trial species whose tissues may not be prone to producing�hard-water� errors.
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CHAPTER 18: INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
PART 1: PROJECT REVIEW
18.1 METHODOLOGY
18.1.1 Tapestry excavation
The writer is grateful to Patrick Ashmore for suggesting theterm �tapestry� to describe excavations of this type. Followingthe project described here, tapestry excavations have beenundertaken at the Viking site of Tuquoy (Owen 1993) andthe Iron Age and Viking site at St Boniface (Lowe 1998),both in Orkney. Smaller-scale tapestry excavations were alsoundertaken by this writer at the broch site of Pool of Virkie,Shetland (Carter et al 1995). All of these sites are affected bycoastal erosion and the principle benefit perceived in the useof tapestry excavations has been that the area of site exposedto the forces of erosion has not been increased by the excava-tion. However, one other advantage has emerged very clearlyfrom these exercises and that is that the information yieldfrom these exercises is enormous, in proportion to the actualcosts of excavation. By providing cross-sections through thesites, tapestry excavations furnish evidence on chronologyand �process�, albeit at the expense of revealing the full hori-zontal extents of structures and deposits.The excavations at Buiston Crannog (Crone 2000) wereconceived of as tapestry excavations and, in this case, a sectionacross the width of the site was excavated down into the lakesediments. The intention had been to pursue the section facesoutwards across each half of the site, excavating it in 1m strips.The principal advantage perceived in this approach was that ofstratigraphic control. With no feature ever lying more than 0.5m from two recorded section faces, the stratigraphic controlover the site would have been without parallel. The complexstratigraphy of crannogs was the stimulus for seeking a highlevel of rigour in the excavation and recording of Buiston.However, the excavations quickly showed that the bulk of thecrannog had already been removed and while the tapestry ex-cavation revealed the nature of the construction of the crannogvery clearly, it was equally clear that the gains to be anticipatedin pursuing the tapestries across the site would not have justi-fied the necessary expenditure. Here then were two furtherstrengths of the tapestry excavation; firstly, that it facilitatedre-evaluation of the project at a much earlier stage, and there-fore at much less cost than would have been possible with tra-ditional area excavation; secondly, the survival of theremaining deposits had not been compromised by the tapestryexcavation over the extensive areas of the site which wouldhave been exposed to oxygenated waters, had a full scale hori-zontal excavation been undertaken. Despite its early abandon-ment, the exercise none-the-less provided a full chronology forthe surviving remains and revealed the full constructional andstructural history of the site.In summary, tapestry excavations are appropriate for deeplystratified sites with complex stratigraphies, where the conserva-tion of the unexcavated remains is a high priority, or is particu-larly difficult because of the nature of those remains. Thus, theyprovide an ideal mechanism for sampling excavations on suchsites, eg coastal erosion sites, urban assessment sites, etc.

18.2 SPECIALISTS RECOMMENDATIONS
Each of the specialists involved in this project was asked to makesuch recommendations as they thought necessary and useful forfuture exercises of this type and these are reported below.
18.2.1 Carbonised plant remains
G Jones (1987)
On site samplingThere are potential problems with the use of a Cambridgefroth flotation machine. It has been demonstrated that cer-tain categories of charred plant material, such as cereal chaff,pulse seeds and nut shell, do not always float and substantiallosses may result (Jones 1981; 1983). The soils used in thesetrials ranged from heavy clays to light Mediterranean soils. Itis possible that the midden deposits and sands of the Uistsites are such that they do not pose a problem for froth flota-tion but, until this proposition is tested, it should be recog-nised that it is not possible to say with any certainty whetherthe apparent lack of chaff (for instance) at these sites is realor due to the techniques used (but see Smith 1999, 332).On-site bulk processing is necessary, however, in order toprocess large numbers of samples of adequate size. Fortunatelythere are machines which collect the sinking residue as well asthe flot (see, for example, Kenward et al 1980). Small quanti-ties of heavy residue can then be checked for plant remains (aswell as small bones and artefacts) and sorted more completelyif necessary (see Parker-Pearson & Sharples 1999).
Size and number of samplesMany of the Baleshare samples were too small for analysiswith only twenty-seven contexts having thirty or more cerealitems and only three having ten or more fruits and seeds ofwild taxa (cf Hornish Point with seventy-one andtwenty-three contexts respectively). This could be improvedby taking larger samples � for Baleshare, for instance, dou-bling the sample size would approximately double the num-ber of contexts with thirty or more cereal grains, but it wouldalso double the processing time.One way of obtaining larger samples but minimising pro-cessing time, is to aim for a standard quantity of plant re-mains rather than taking a standard weight (or volume) ofdeposit. If an estimate can be made of the quantity of plantmaterial in the coarse flot sieve (barley grains would be anobvious guide at these sites) then the quantity of deposit pro-cessed can be adjusted accordingly. If there are very fewgrains in the sieve, it is often not worth processing the rest ofthe sample. On the other hand, if grains are very abundant, asmall volume of deposit will often give a sufficiently largesample. More time can then be spent processing larger vol-umes of intermediate samples.If a choice has to be made between sample size and num-ber of samples then a large number of smaller samples is pref-erable especially when, as at the Uist sites, samples can begrouped into blocks for later analyses. This does, however, re-duce the number of units considerably � only fourteen of theblocks from Baleshare and twenty-one from Hornish Point hadthirty or more cereal grains while seven and seventeen respec-tively had ten or more fruits and seeds of wild taxa.
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Off site analysisIt had been hoped that the contexts on the MCP would pro-vide a useful summary of the plant remains from each site.However, only six contexts on the Baleshare MCP (nineteenfor Hornish Point) had thirty or more cereal grains and noMCP contexts from Baleshare (four from Hornish Point) hadten or more seeds of wild taxa. [The MCP or �maximumcontigual path� (Barber 1986) was an interpretational deviceemployed to target sample selection, but ultimately aban-doned in the interpretation of these sites (ed)]Clearly, it is necessary to analyse more samples than thisfrom each site but this may become very time-consuming es-pecially if larger samples are taken. Economies could bemade, in the off-site study of the plant remains, at the ex-pense of some loss of information. Given the rather uniformnature of most of the samples from these sites, it would bepossible to �scan� them, as they do at the York EnvironmentalArchaeology Unit, where they have the much greater prob-lem of dealing with waterlogged remains from an urban site(Hall pers comm).For the Baleshare and Hornish Point samples, the mosttime-consuming operations are; (i) the examination of cere-als, grain by grain, to determine whether the barley is hulledor naked, straight or twisted, indeterminate or simply toobadly preserved to be sure whether it is barley or some othercereal; (ii) the subsequent counting of grains in these catego-ries. It would be considerably faster to go through the samplepicking out the wheat grains, chaff, seeds of wild taxa andother �unusual� items. The quantity of barley and indetermi-nate cereal grains could then be estimated, say, by volume.This method would, however, fail to pick up any variationsin the proportions of two-, to six-row barley and occasionalnaked grains might well go unobserved.
18.2.2 Pollen analysis
K Hirons (1986)
Although the following points are made specifically in respectof the current work at Loch Askernish, the observations havea more general relevance for future micro-fossil work in theHebrides (see Gilbertson et al 1996).More stratigraphic information is required from the lakeat Askernish to test hypotheses about stratigraphical changes.It may be feasible to use rapid magnetic susceptibility equip-ment to help with these investigations.More samples of background soils and sediments are re-quired for chemical analysis. Any detailed study of sedimentchemistry should take into account both the inherent vari-ability of the machair sand (Ritchie 1967) and its susceptibil-ity to rapid modification by sub-aerial weathering (Randall1973). The mineralogical work should be extended furtherup the core to test hypotheses about carbonate inputs to theupper sediments.Pollen data at both Balemore and Askernish should besupplemented by closer sampling to provide better pollenstratigraphic resolution.Critical pollen identifications should be undertaken andmeans of relating these to specificgeomorphological/anthropogenic problems considered.

The Askernish site should be supplemented with a sitefurther back in the blacklands (cf blanket peat sites;Heslop-Harrison & Blackburn 1946). This would help to testhypotheses about the spatial distribution of Betula andCoryloid scrubland and would provide a comparison by pro-vision of a site with perhaps more conventional indicators ofanthropogenic impacts and mechanisms of clearance.
18.2.3 The terrestrial mollusca
N Thew (1987)
In future work in the Hebridean machair sites, samples of 6.2kilos, where possible, should be taken for molluscan analysisand passed through a series of sieves down to 0.5mm.Attrition of molluscs by human and animal trampling issomething that can be looked for in future studies when sam-ples are wet sieved rather than floated. This would help inthe characterisation of deposits and, more particularly, of theboundaries between them. It is now evident that greater at-tention must be paid to sampling and the recording thelayer-boundaries themselves, if we wish to understand the na-ture of both layer accumulation, and change from one layerto another.
18.3 RELATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL VALUE OF THE VARIOUSSTUDIES
It seems both appropriate and helpful to continuing studies inthe Hebrides to consider the relative value of the separatestudies undertaken above for this archaeological project. Itshould at once be emphasised that these studies are, in theopinion of this writer, highly interesting in their own rightand individually of great value to the separate professionalareas of study that they embrace. Their value is neither indoubt nor in question. However, in the disbursement of lim-ited archaeological funding the question to be addressed isnot whether they are of value but whether they are of archae-ological value in the sense that they address specific archaeo-logical questions which are currently relevant to studies inthe area.Measured by this yardstick, the contribution of the snailanalyses cannot be doubted. They clarified the natures of theseveral deposits, suggested refinement of the sub-division ofblocks and provided bio-stratification markers for the IronAge as well as highlighting the significant differences betweenthe surface and the substance of individual deposits. Thisanalysis was, we believe, the first attempt to use snails in thedetailed interpretation of the microenvironments of sites.Furthermore, many of its conclusions are based on statisti-cally inadequate samples. Therefore, the conclusions it offersmust be treated with caution, until further work of this typeestablishes the strengths and weaknesses of the approach.Conversely, we have not regretted our omission of theanalysis of marine mollusca since nothing in the contempo-rary literature suggests that their analysis would assist infleshing out the archaeological interpretations of the sites toany greater extent than that afforded by the simple observa-tion of their presence.
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The phytolith analyses provided a useful insight into therecycling of silica in these soils and suggests that thephytolith count is a sensitive indicator of settlement. Beyondthis, however, their contribution is very limited. Their de-tailed study on future excavations in the machair cannot berecommended but phytolith analysis, used in surveys of themachair, should provide a powerful prospecting device.The study of carbonised plant remains proved useful notonly for the insights it provides into site economies but alsofor its observation of the �contextual sensitivity� of such re-mains. Clearly, carbonised plant remains are closely interre-lated with human activities. In future excavations in suchsites, Dr Jones� recommendations for on-site evaluation withflexible sampling is clearly a sine qua non. The animal, birdand fish bone analyses, equally clearly, bear directly on ques-tions of site economy and resource exploitation and are sig-nally important. They have each indicated importantarchaeological questions which should be addressed by tar-geted sampling, again assisted by identification and evalua-

tion in the field leading to flexible sampling, in pursuit ofspecific goals.The regional studies, particularly the pollen analyses, areof limited, direct archaeological value. This is particularlytrue of the period after the major sand movements of theLate Neolithic, around 2400 uncal BC when the pollen signalof the machair vegetation seems to dilute or mask the signalsfrom anthropic sources. However, used in the study of land-scape formation (Hirons infra; Mannion infra; Whittington& Ritchie 1988, for examples) pollen studies may have amore significant contribution to make. It is disappointing tonote from palynological studies in the Hebrides that the dia-grams fail to portray anything of the dynamics of, for exam-ple, the Iron Age settlement of the area. This may be acommon factor of all palynological studies but it is certainlyexacerbated by the extreme catchment conditions of theLong Isle. Perhaps we shall one day evolve a set of practicalor theoretical approaches that allow us to test the �story-line�of the pollen profiles but until then we can have relatively lit-tle faith in them (see Taylor 1999; Brayshay 1999).
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CHAPTER 18: INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
PART 2: SITE FORMATION
18.4 INTRODUCTION
Any site is the sum of its deposits, if we take structures to besimply another form of deposit, albeit a rather special one.Archaeological sites are those which contain significant vol-umes of information on the human past. Archaeological sitesand deposits are rarely completely anthropic in their forma-tion; natural materials arrive into most deposits by means ofpurely natural, ie non-anthropic mechanisms. The role of thefield archaeologist is to distinguish as clearly as possible be-tween natural and anthropic effects in the formation processof the deposits and thence to approach the identification ofthe site�s formation processes. This writer has argued else-where (Barber 1988) that deposits formed from soils shouldbe interpreted in terms of three components; the natural soilmatrix, the anthropic contribution and the non-soil but natu-ral inclusions. Once the deposits� formation mechanisms areunderstood and a dating framework provided, the formationof the site, as an entity, can begin to be understood.
18.5 THE DEPOSIT: SOIL MATRIX, ANTHROPIC ANDNON-SOIL NATURAL COMPONENTS
18.5.1 Soil matrix
The coastal environment in which these sites lie greatly simpli-fies at least one of these components, the natural soil matrix,which would be exclusively shell sand were it not for the intro-duction of other materials by human agencies. Every stone en-countered in the machair soil was brought there by humans.Indeed, even the bulk of the soil organic matter (SOM) was al-most entirely introduced to the site by humans and associatedspecies, domesticated or not (see O�Connor 1997).
18.5.2 Soil organic matter (SOM)
Soil chemistry, pollen and phytolith microfossils, the recoveryof carbonised and uncarbonised peaty nodules and the abun-dant presence of peat ash throughout the examined section,all indicate that peat is a major constituent of the anthropiccontribution to the SOM of the soil matrix. This is consistentwith the results from the analysis of later farm mounds fromOrkney (Davidson et al 1983) and from Scandinavia(Bertelsen 1979). Davidson draws on the ethnographic evi-dence for recent agricultural practices in the Northern andWestern Isles (Fenton 1978) to suggest that peat used, ini-tially, as byre floor covering is the major source of the or-ganic component of the soil matrices of farm mounds. Thesnail evidence from the Bronze and Iron Age deposits of theHebrides seems to confirm this specific use. However, it isunlikely to have been the only use and possibly not even thegreatest one. The exclusive use of peat for fuel, evidenced inthe observed ash deposits, and the deliberate introduction ofpeat to wind blown sand to create plaggen soils are clearlyevidenced in these sites also. Whatever it�s functions, peat

was introduced to these sites in very large quantities indeedand became the second most abundant component of the soilmatrix.Animal faeces are less easily identifiable on the site andtheir presence can only be deduced from other strands of evi-dence. Phytolith analysis revealed that phytoliths were pres-ent in soils forming the deposits of these sites inconcentrations of 103 to 106 per cubic centimetre (cc) of soil.This contrasts strongly with the results from naturally formedmodern A-horizons on machair in the Hebrides and else-where where 20 phytoliths per cc was a typical concentra-tion. Analyses of modern analogues indicate that peat andfaeces contain phytolith concentrations comparable withthose observed on the site and we may conclude that theseprovide a large part of the SOM and are the principal sourcesof much of the silica contained in the soil matrix. However,these sources alone cannot account for the particularphotolith suites detected and we must look to other sources,like decaying vegetation from food for man and beast, to ac-count for the remainder.The presence of animal bones on the site provides theclearest evidence for the slaughter of animals on site, while thebyre floor material itself and the presence of marineprosobranchs, small shellfish brought on site attached to sea-weed collected for fodder, provide further strands of support-ing inference. The phytolith concentrations also indicate thegeneral possibility that animal (including human), faeces formpart of the anthropic contribution to the SOM of these sites.
18.5.3 The anthropic component
These sites are exceptional in that even the soil matrix has alarge anthropic component but here we consider the artefactsand ecofacts that became part of each of the sites.
Macroscopic inclusionsThe structures and structural elements of the sites are themain anthropic contribution on the macroscopic scale. Mostof these were dug into existing deposits; the internal faces ofthe voids thus created being lined with stone facings. Theneed to transport to the sites all of the stone used in con-struction probably encouraged the re-use of stone and thisprobably gave rise to further re-working of deposits. It hascertainly led to the palimpsest nature of the structures, mostclearly visible at Hornish Point where virtually every struc-ture examined was formed of parts of pre-existing features,together with newly built elements. The re-used rotary quernat Baleshare (Plate 17) is symptomatic of the general curationof stone for buildings.
Artefacts and ecofactsThe most common artefacts recovered from these sites arepottery and burnt stone, the latter comprising a significantproportion of some individual deposits. Otherwise, theartefactual contribution to the sites� formations is relativelyslight, measured as a proportion of the volume of the depos-its. However, the numbers of potsherds recovered, even fromthese small sampling excavations, are counted in the thou-sands. This richness of artefactual material is exceptional forIron Age sites in Scotland from which potsherd totals, at best,are counted in the hundreds.
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Ecofacts are also locally abundant within the sites. Notsurprisingly, most contexts contained some marine shell andthey constituted the greater part of some contexts. It is clearfrom their very abundance that these must be anthropic inorigin even if some of them arrived on site by purely naturalmeans. Butchery-, and food-waste, in the form of animal,bird and fish bone was similarly abundant, in contrast withmost other Iron Age sites in Scotland. The high pH of theshell sand is the key factor in the preservation of bone and,indeed, of seashell and snails.
SummaryThe materials of which the sites are formed comprise naturalwind blown sand, principally shell sand. Clay-sized particleshave been added to the shell sand. A large part of this addi-tion comprises microscopic silicates derived from the decayof peat and faeces. The matrix also contains undecayed peatand other humified organic matter. Significant volumes ofstone were imported for use in building and for heating wa-ter. Seashell, pottery and butchery and food waste of varioustypes form smaller, but significant contributions.
18.5.4 The (non-soils) natural component
This element of the deposit contents is the most difficult toidentify and quantify, for these sites. Some of the seashell willhave been brought on site by, for example oyster catchers orother mollusc-eating birds. Very rough counts made by thewriter on a somewhat ad hoc basis, revealed up to ten shellsper ha on the current machair surface near the sites reportedon here. Similarly, it is probable that the remains of bird spe-cies like thrush, starling, crow and rook became incorporatedin these deposits on the deaths of birds living on the sites,quite independently of the sites� human occupants. Snailswere incorporated into deposits partly as natural, in situ as-semblages and partly as a result of the creation of specificecological niches by humans, eg byre floor deposits.In general, the non-soil, natural component of the depos-its does not seem to have contributed significantly to the vol-ume of the deposits.
18.6 SITE FORMATION PROCESSES
18.6.1 Introduction
The formation of these sites was dynamic and comprised theinterplay of natural and anthropic forces adding material tothe sites, reworking the materials on site and, from time totime, removing some materials from the site also. In the caseof the anthropic contribution there is also, perhaps, a distinc-tion to be drawn between deposits on the basis of the�intentionality� of their formation. This complexity requiresthe definition of terms used in its description, not least be-cause the term �midden� as applied to these site-types has be-come rather misleading.

18.6.2 Terminology
There are few technical terms universally agreed in respect ofsites and landscape forms in sand and to avoid confusion and,hopefully, to assist the reader some �definitions� are offeredhere of words used in the following text.
ConflationFollowing the deflation of sandy deposits, the anthropic com-ponent of these deposits, eg bone, shell, pottery, etc and inthe context of these sites, including stone also, does not blowaway but comes to rest on some arbitrary surface, forming adeflation deposit. These remains may be of different originsand dates but can become incorporated together, either in anew deposit of wind blown sand or by incorporation, bybioturbation, in the surface on which they come to rest. Theresulting deposit is known as a conflation deposit.
DeflationThe process of deflation means the removal of sand by theforce of the wind alone. Used as an adjective the term can re-fer to the resultant landforms, eg �deflation hollow� or �defla-tion deposit�.
Dump deposits or dumped depositsDumped deposits are characterised by their clear boundariesand the low volume of the individual contributions. Theywill have been formed in discrete packages, such as could becarried on or in a shovel or basket or, perhaps, wheelbarrowor cart. They need not contain any anthropic materials butoften do so in considerable quantity. They usually displaylarge scale heterogeneity coupled with small scale homogene-ity, ie while the single deposits may be quite homogenous,there can be considerable diversity between the individual de-posits making up one dump deposit.Needham and Spence (1997) and McOmish (1996)emphasise intentionality as an important consideration in thedefinition of dumps and the categorisation of dumping activi-ties. Intentionality can be confidently attributed to the removalof material from its original source. The act of gathering it to-gether and moving it to its find-location (archaeological con-text) is a necessary precondition to the deposit�s formation andcannot be other than deliberate. The difficulty subsists in dem-onstrating intentionality in its disposal. Was its final restingplace selected as an act of human will? Structured deposition, aheavily overworked concept, presumably consists of depositsfor which we can be sure that their final resting place was notonly selected as an act of human will, but was selected to theconscious exclusion of all other places.
MiddenThe term �midden�, of Scandinavian origin, is composed ofthe elements møg (muck) and dynge heap and simply meansmuck heap or dung heap (OED). In the late nineteenth cen-tury it came to be used as an abbreviation for �kitchen mid-den�. The latter term was a useful archaeological descriptorbut the archaeological abuse of the term �midden� has deval-ued it and caused some confusion (see Needham & Spence1997; McOmish 1996 for useful discussions). Here theterm is reserved strictly for deposits that are interpreted asaccumulations of refuse intended for reuse as manure. A
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midden may contain dumped deposits and incorporate mid-den-site deposits.
Midden-site depositA midden-site deposit is a deposit whose matrix has been en-riched with relatively large amounts of anthropic material,artefactual and ecofactual, where the material has not enteredthe deposit as a result of deliberate dumping. Rather, theanthropic material arrived in these contexts by some combi-nation of loss (accidental dumping), abandonment (of butch-ery waste, for example, at the butchery site), or incidentaldiscarding (littering).These contexts can be quite extensive and where suffi-ciently extensive are perhaps best described as midden-soils,rather than deposits. This distinction is based on the proba-bility that anthropic material has been incorporated into anexisting matrix or was progressively included into a matrixbeing formed by natural processes. Midden-site deposits canbe created where dumped or other deposits have been culti-vated and manured but these deposits are termed �cultivateddeposits� in this report (infra).
Midden-siteA midden-site is a site composed principally of midden-sitedeposits, but contains other types of deposit as well.
Cultivated depositsVirtually all of the deposit types encountered on this site ex-isted in hybrid or mixed forms also; cultivation being themost frequent cause of their hybridisation. Dumped depositsor midden-site deposits were the most commonly cultivateddeposit types. The resulting cultivated horizon (it could in-clude more than one original deposit) was usually so hetero-geneous that it was not possible, unambiguously, to identifythe nature of the parent deposits. Further, there seems to be aspectrum, more or less continuous, embracing cultivateddumped or midden-site deposits, highly manured cultivatedsands and plaggen soils.
18.7  PROCESSES OF ACCUMULATION
18.7.1 Natural sedimentation
Windblown sand is the major site-forming material on eachof these sites. The process of its arrival is simply that of ae-olian transport. Ritchie (1968) has shown that, in the absenceof obstacles, like these sites, the high mean wind speed of the

islands ensures that the transport of sand proceeds to thelevel of the local water table, thus creating the machair plain.Accumulations of humic matter in the vicinity of settlementsfacilitates the accretion of sand both by adhesion to soft wethumic material and, ultimately, by creating �perched� watertables that, by keeping the sand wet, resist deflation.The mere presence of walls and buildings can acceleratethe processes of accumulation by providing nuclei for �duneformation�; the wind blown sand coming to rest in the lee ofthe structures. Sand thus accreted, can in turn become stabi-lised by incorporation of dumped, humus-rich detritus fromthe structures and further trapping of blown sand may con-tinue from that point.
18.7.2 Deliberate dumping
Our a priori suggestion that refuse dumping could be consid-ered under a variety of headings seems to have facilitated ameaningful interpretation of the site deposits. The classifica-tion of Blocks used here distinguishes between dumped de-posits, deposits that contain �abandoned� or inadvertentlydumped matter and reworked deposits of both types. In thisthere is a foreshadowing of Needham & Spence�s (1997, 87)contention that, �We attempt to judge the intentional versusthe inadvertent and to see what archaeological manifestationsare created by their interaction.�The evidence recovered in this study, however, has indi-cated the significance also of the reworking of deposits, how-ever formed. Table 49 proposes a set of relationshipsbetween dumped and reworked deposits and theintentionality or inadvertence of their deposition.
Primary dumpsDumps of refuse seem best illustrated at Balelone where hu-mus rich strata and dumps of peat ash, for example, werecommonly observed. The coherence of the deposits, their ho-mogeneity, small volume and the clarity of their boundaries,indicates that these strata represent single episodes of dump-ing and their size suggests that the materials dumped couldhave been the waste products of a single household. This ma-terial can be viewed as primary dump deposits. Jones� analy-sis of the distribution of carbonised plant remains supportsthis classification of the relevant Blocks.It has been argued above that the passage into the proba-ble wheelhouse at Baleshare was used as a �deliberate� dumpfor, inter alia, a skinned calf carcass. Use of abandoned struc-tures for waste disposal seems probable (see Matthews 1993,for example) and one may wonder whether the multiple pitswithin the wheelhouse at Sollas (Campbell 1991) also, arepost-abandonment features associated with dumping.
Primary dumps in refuse pitsThe mere existence of refuse pits is not de facto evidencefor structured deposition. Rotting debris and faecal matterlying about on the ground surface would have attracted ver-min and formed a reservoir of disease vectors. In the latetwentieth century it is easy to forget that only fifty yearsago various forms of blood poisoning, tetanus and relatedconditions could be contracted from relatively trivialwounds and commonly resulted in death. Burial of at leastsome forms of refuse was a necessity on long term settle-
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Reworked Distributed on fields Redeposited bylater building
Table 49. Categories of deposits evidenced on the excavatedsites



ment sites. It may be supposed that among the materialsmost probably buried would be primary butchery waste, es-pecially entrails and offal not kept for consumption, faecesand contaminated food.
MiddensDumping of organic matter purely as waste disposal wouldhave been an extremely short-sighted practice by machair res-idents given that machairs are severely deficient in humus.Some dump deposits on these sites constituted middening, orat least waste accumulation, for later distribution onto culti-vated land. The vertical faces observed in the Balelone or-ganic horizons, for example, are interpreted as evidence thatmiddens of humic material from these locations had been dugout and, presumably, spread on cultivated areas.
Plaggen soilsAnthropic, or plaggen soils, are remarkable and consistentfeatures of the prehistoric sites examined. These are consid-ered in more detail elsewhere but the common, often abun-dant, presence of nodules of peat in the cultivated depositsindicates the possibility that peat was introduced directly tothe machair sands to create fertile, arable soils. However, it isalso possible that the peat arrived in the fields via byre floorsor as ash and carbonised fuel via cooking fires. Whatever themechanism of its introduction, the harvesting and delivery ofpeat to the sites represents a significant contribution to siteformation process.
Structured depositsHill, from his study of Iron Age �midden� deposits in Wessex,concluded that the original abundance of materials used onsite is not reflected in the quantities surviving on archaeologi-cal sites and further that finds from later prehistoric sites are�...just as structured as those from graves or hoards.� (1995,125). It is possible that some midden deposits, indeed thatsome middens are structured deposits. However, it is esti-mated that the roughly 70,000 tonnes of material in the LateBronze Age midden at Baleshare rotted down from a total ofsomething like 180,000 tonnes of freshly dumped refuse (Iignore here issues of the nature of the �dumping�). It is hardlycredible that this large mass of material was �structurally� orritually deposited.There is at least one set of structured deposits at HornishPoint comprising the pits containing the partly articulated re-mains of one adolescent human and selected parts of two juve-nile bovids and of two female sheep (Barber et al 1989, 775).
18.7.3 Inadvertent dumping
Midden-type depositsInadvertent dumping also seems to have occurred regularly,perhaps continuously, during the occupation of these sites.The deposits that have been styled �midden-type� deposits arerich in domestic refuse but appear to have acquired this byincorporation from trample or by small scale abandonmentof refuse close to structures. This could include small scaledumping of industrial by-products, or perhaps their simpleabandonment at the production site.

House floorsRefuse has, similarly, become incorporated in some housefloors, most probably by trample and by burial in shallow pitsscooped out of the sand. In the case of Block 11 at Baleshare,black, humus rich levels interpreted as house floors weresealed under layers of clean sand apparently introduced tobury surfaces that had become noisome and unhealthy.The house floors visible in the small structure at Balesharehad crisply clear boundaries, so clear that the writer wonders ifanyone ever walked on them. The alternating bands of darkhumic matter and white wind blown sand would surely havebecome very intermixed, had humans or animals walked onthem. Perhaps these �floor deposits� are in reality post-aban-donment dump deposits that were occasionally buried withclean sand to discourage flies, suppress the associated smells,discourage vermin or remove a health hazard.
18.7.4 Reworked material
Manured cultivation areasMiddened material was spread on fields and ploughed-in tomaintain or improve fertility and, on machair, to resist defla-tion. Given the proximity of large seaweed deposits on thenearby beaches it is probably necessary to point out here thatseaweed would have contributed little by way of nutrientsthat the shell sand did not already possess. It would havehelped to stem erosion but, unless burned and applied ingreat quantities, seaweed alone could not have made up thedeficiencies of machair soils.In considering middens as accumulations of mainly or-ganic matter, ie �provisional refuse� in Schiffer�s terminology(1987, 64) Needham and Spence suggest that �...the practiceof accumulating refuse does not automatically point to thepractice of manuring� (1997, 84). But the practice of manur-ing does point to the fact that refuse was accumulated.
Reworked material, cultivated dumpsDeposits of all kinds were reworked by subsequent episodesof ploughing. The deep and highly stratified deposits on thesouth side of Hornish Point provide a particularly striking ex-ample of the process by which sand accretion coupled withrepeated cycles of cultivation following dumping, mid-den-site deposit formation or extensive manuring led to rapidaccumulations up to 2 m deep. These formed in periods oftime so short that the radiocarbon method cannot resolve thechronology of the separate formation episodes. Indeed theradiocarbon method is only just capable of resolving betweenthe earliest and latest episodes.
Reworking for new constructionBaleshare and Hornish Point both contain structures thatare dug into the accumulated sediments of the site. Removalof the considerable volume of material needed to preparethe house-stances caused massive reworking of some depos-its. At Baleshare this resulted in one significant radiocarbondating reversal, ie the determinations identified younger de-posits underlying older deposits. In the large farm-moundsite type, of the Hebrides and Orkneys, this must be a rela-tively common phenomenon and should encourage cautionin the interpretation of individual dates or of small numbersof dates from such complex sites. The radiocarbon-dating of
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the broch and associated features at Scalloway, Shetlandprovides a clear example of this problem (Sharples 1998,83�8). Despite the use of twenty-four dates there is one in-version in each of the three periods identified among se-curely stratified contexts.
18.8 NEGATIVE ACCUMULATION: LOSS OF SEDIMENTS
18.8.1 The overall physical form of the sites
If the sites and their immediate environments were accretingsand at roughly comparable rates, we should expect to findthe margins of each site interdigitated with the machair de-posits (Figure 103). This expectation prompted the coringand trial pitting in the hinterland of Balelone, in an attemptto relate the site deposits to the surrounding landscape. How-ever, observations at Balelone, at all the other excavated sites

and the sites visited in the course of the initial surveys, hasshown that all of the machair sites are roughly hemisphericalor domical in form (Plate 9). This must necessarily mean thatthe machair around these sites has, itself, deflated (on morethan one occasion) and, therefore, that the contiguous sanddeposits are not contemporaneous with the juxtaposed sitedeposits. This observation is consistent both with Ritchie�smodel for the evolution of the machair and with the observa-tion of early modern travellers, who like Martin Martin in1703, saw not a blade of grass growing on the bare sand ofthe machair.The erosion pits on the south edge of Balelone and theerosional slipping of a mass of strata at the northern end ofthe Hornish Point section also demonstrate that these bodiesof deposits were episodically exposed to erosion on a scalelarge enough to isolate entire sites from their envelopingmachair deposits.
18.8.2 Conflation horizons
At Baleshare, the presence of strata or surfaces spanning thefull extent of the revealed section (Blocks 23 and the surfaceof Blocks 15 and 1, for example) indicate large scale ero-sional events. These isolated the sites from their machair hin-terlands more than once during the sites� formation. Theselayers are conflation horizons and are particularly problem-atic for the archaeologist. They are formed by the followingprocesses:
i) Deflation; Wind erosion of sandy deposits removes thesand particles of the deposits but the larger particles, in-cluding stone, artefacts and ecofacts cannot be removedby the wind and simply drop down the profile and lie,mixed together as a conflated assemblage, on the ex-posed deflation surface. The deflation surface may cutthrough deposits of different ages.
ii) Stabilisation; Erosion stops because strata are reachedwhich resist further erosion, eg humus enriched depositsor the local water table. Vegetation invades the revealedsurfaces and a biologically active A-horizon develops.
iii) Conflation; Bioturbation incorporates into the A-hori-zon the mixture of materials lying on the deflation sur-face, further mixing them with the contents of thedeposits in which the new A-horizon has formed, thelatter constituting a conflation horizon. Thus, the con-flation horizon contains materials from each of the con-texts removed by aeolian erosion as well as the materialsin the contexts (usually more than one) forming the de-flation surface. These are clearly not synchronous de-posits. Their contents are diachronic and may containstrange juxtapositions of materials, sometimes suffi-ciently strange to invite the interpretation that they areritual deposits or structured deposits.
18.8.3 Missing deposits
Smaller scale erosion is also well attested in the excavations.Plate 20 shows ard marks, revealed in underlying deposits.
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Figure 103. Margins of sites interdigitated with peat



The material that enters an ard mark at the time of its cre-ation should be a mixture of the soil of the overlying depositand that of the �subsoil� into which it is cut. However, asPlate 20 shows, the material in these ard marks is signifi-cantly different from both the underlying and overlyingstrata. This is interpreted as indicative of the loss of the A-ho-rizon, or surface soil, through which the cultivation tookplace. As noted above, summer drought exposes the culti-vated soils of the machair to the hazard of wind erosion. Itseems reasonable to conclude that droughty summers in theBronze and Iron Ages may have led to the loss of exposed ar-eas of the cultivated surface soils and very probably of thecultivated crops in those areas as well.
18.9 DEPOSITIONAL RATES AND PRESERVATIONCONDITIONS
The quality of preservation of remains like animal bones orcarbonised plant remains is affected by the rates at whichthey are incorporated into the sediments of the sites. Fasterdeposition at Hornish Point, for example, has resulted in alower absolute volume of bones, per unit volume of sedi-ment, but the quality of the preserved bones is much betterthan that of those from Baleshare. The same observation hasbeen made about the relatively fragile carbonised plant re-mains (Jones infra).In general, the conditions in these sites are excellent forthe preservation of a wide range of archaeological materials.

The high pH of the soils has ensured the survival even of themost fragile bones of bird and fish. These conditions shouldalso facilitate the preservation of metals. Hammerscale wasrecovered from many of the deposits. This consists of smallmetallic scales dislodged from the surface of iron objectswhen these were hot-worked by hammering for forming andhammer-welding. The survival of these tiny scales indicatesquite clearly that iron could and did survive on the site andthat its absence from the sampled deposits is real and not justan artefact of preservation.
18.10 SUMMARY
The machair sites were formed by sand accretion, facilitatedby human activities ranging from construction to refuse dis-posal and cultivation. Their formation was intermittent andthey underwent episodes of major erosion, isolating the sitesfrom the landscape mass of the machair sands. Areas of thesites were also subject to smaller scale erosion, particularly tothe loss of cultivated topsoils. The implications of these ob-servations for the chronologies of the sites are considered be-low. Despite the vigorous dynamics of their formation thesites are good preservational environments and the recoveredartefactual and ecofactual material can be taken as truly rep-resentative of the original inputs to the deposits.
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CHAPTER 18: INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
PART 3: RADIOCARBON DATING
18.11 DATING THE SITES
18.11.1 Inherent problems
Despite their apparent wealth of suitable materials, the datingof Hebridean coastal erosion sites presents special problems.Radiocarbon dating of carbonised wood or charcoal, is ren-dered suspect by three factors which may on occasion act incombination. The first of these is the presence in these is-lands of significant volumes of driftwood which originated inthe Americas or elsewhere, the growth of which may havebeen completed a considerable time before its deposition ascharcoal (Dickson 1992).The second factor is the possible inclusion of charcoal de-rived from peat. Peat ash is clearly visible in almost all of theexposed profiles, often containing unburnt peat particles, oc-casionally in association with charcoal. The woody stems ofthe Ericaceae or of Myrica gale or some of the Salix speciesare clearly visible in many peat cuttings on the islands andcan be seen in the cut peats. Sub-fossil tree-stumps of pineare also locally abundant in the peat. There is therefore adanger that the charcoal from such contexts is carbonisedsub-fossil wood from the peat deposits.Even if the exotics and the peat-derived material can beidentified and eliminated from dating samples, the heirloomstatus of construction timbers in these treeless islands poses asevere problem. Large timbers, such as those suitable for useas rafters or ridge-poles, are likely to have been conserved inthe islands and to have assumed the status of heirlooms. Inconsequence, they are unlikely ever to have been discardedfor use as firewood and, when consumed in accidental con-flagrations, they may pre-date the currency of the structuresthey are found in by several centuries. Oral tradition in theisles tends to confirm this view in that members of the oldergeneration can remember, or recall their parents or grandpar-ents remembering the often lengthy, and invariably tortuous,history of their roof trusses. It must of course, be remem-bered that these comments may only apply to the periodswhich fall after the deforestation of the islands.Smaller carbonised remains, seeds and fruits, etc are alsosusceptible to contamination from peat-derived material(Jones supra). It could be argued that the only reliablecarbonised dating material is carbonised cereal grains fromclearly identified and well understood contexts. However,relatively few contexts contained carbonised cereals and onlya handful contained sufficient to provide the standard radio-carbon dates available to this project.The radiocarbon dating of humic matter from these sitesis also fraught with difficulties. Fragments of peat were foundin large numbers in most contexts, some of them carbonisedor partly carbonised. These alone rule out the possibility ofusing the soil organic matter (SOM) to date contexts, quiteapart from the uncertainty arising from the unknown meanresidence time of humus in these soils, or the potential relictcarbonate effect of shell sand dissolved in humic acids.

18.11.2 Dating sea shell
Sea shells were available from most contexts and occurred insufficient quantity to provide radiocarbon dates. However,radiocarbon dates of seashells are felt by some authorities tobe somewhat older than the shells themselves because of themarine reservoir effect (Harkness 1983). This effect arisesfrom the slow and uneven rates of incorporation and mixingof carbon isotopes in the oceans� waters. Thus, in oceanic ar-eas characterised by the upwelling of deep water the radio-carbon content of the water is lower than the radiocarboncontent of contemporaneous terrestrial materials. Howeverothers point out that the relative amounts of carbon isotopes(notably of 13C and 14C) fixed in the formation of marine bi-carbonate, are different from the ratio in which they occur interrestrial materials. They argue that the order of differenceis such as to approximately cancel out the marine reservoireffect. In other words,
�.... the increase in 14C activity due to isotopic fractionationduring the formation of bicarbonate, and the decrease due tomixing with deep water, almost cancel. This has long beenutilised in the dating of marine shells which are in close iso-topic equilibrium with bicarbonate of the surrounding water.�(Tauber 1976).
This conclusion is apparently contradicted by experimentalwork undertaken in Australia (Huebbers 1978, A5.2). The ra-diocarbon dates of shells of four different species were com-pared with dates from charcoal from archaeologicallyassociated contexts. In total ten pairs of dates were comparedand in every case the shell dates were older than the charcoaldates. The differences ranged from 240 ± 141 to 1400 ±114 years. Significant differences between species werenoted, and Hormomya erosa (the rough beaked mussel)proved consistently to have the greatest errors, with a pooledmean error of 1360 ± 95 years. The scale of these errors wasattributed to Hormomya�s habitat; sheltered bays and la-goons, where relict carbonates leached from ancient shellsands on the coast become concentrated, in the absence ofadequate circulation of tidal waters. These carbonates be-come fixed by the mollusca and produce dates over 1000years too old (Heubbers 1978, A341�2).There is clearly a danger that machair sands produce rel-ict carbonates which enter the Atlantic, off the Hebrides, insolution. However, there are few sheltered bays or lagoonsalong the west Hebridean coastline and so the problem maynot be as acute for these sites as it seems to be for the Austra-lian sites noted above.
The calibration curveIt seemed clear that most of the prehistoric sediments on thesesites would date to the first millennium BC, and this poses afurther problem because the calibration curve is particularlyflat and unvarying in the interval 800�200 BC (Baillie &Pilcher 1983). Single dates, or small numbers of dates from in-dividual sites would not, therefore provide an adequate basisfor intra-, and more particularly, inter-site comparisons.
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18.11.3 Towards a dating strategy
The complexity of the larger sites was such that dating singleevents or structures would require a very large number ofdates. It was, in consequence, decided to abandon the usualstrategy of providing single dates for specific events and totry, rather, to provide a dating framework for each site by se-

lecting samples which would date the depositional sequences,ie the Blocks, defined for each site. The dates of archaeologi-cally significant events could then be arrived at by extrapola-tion. This strategy would also allow for the estimation ofdepositional rates for each Block which would help in theirfinal interpretation.
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Lab No. Context Block Sample Date bp SD Calibrated datesNo. type* 1-sigma 2-sigmaBaleshareGU-1968 100 21 a 2045 50 166 BC�AD 16 200 BC�AD 57GU-1975 29 24 a 2075 50 172�3 BC 348 BC�AD 48GU-1972 2 5 a 2085 50 198�44 BC 351 BC�AD 46GU-1964 1 6 a 2110 80 350�4 BC 390 BC�AD 54GU-1962 46 4 a 2155 50 354�120 BC 380�72 BCGU-1974 33 28 a 2210 50 385�203 BC 400�121 BCGU-1960 42 2 a 2240 55 393�209 BC 400�131 BCGU-2166 265 11 a 2250 50 394�211 BC 400�174 BCGU-1970 212 19 a 2265 50 397�214 BC 407�200 BCGU-2165 113 11 a 2320 50 406�386 BC 510�233 BCGU-1963 239 15 a 2375 55 516�396 BC 761�380 BCGU-1961 68 1 a 2390 55 752�399 BC 764�390 BCGU-1965 127 18 a, b 2740 60 973�828 BC 1072�800 BCGU-1971 148 26 a 2815 50 1072�904 BC 1209�833 BCGU-1973 132 27 a 2910 50 1241�1014 BC 1314�935 BCGU-1967 196 20 a, b 2970 65 1370�1054 BC 1410�976 BCGU-1969 272 23 a 3030 50 1392�1135 BC 1430�1110 BCGU-1966 280 22 a, b, c 3285 60 1686�1496 BC 1734�1430 BC
Hornish PointGU-2024 257 19 a 2170 50 357�128 BC 390�74 BCGU-2015 3 13 a 2170 50 357�128 BC 390�74 BCGU-2026 332 22 a 2185 50 362�172 BC 390�90 BCGU-2016 16 10 a 2220 50 387�206 BC 400�126 BCGU-2028 351 22 a 2270 50 398�233 BC 407�200 BCGU-2025 272 19 a 2285 50 400�235 BC 410�208 BCGU-2022 218 7 b 2310 50 405�380 BC 484�212 BCGU-2023 231 8 a 2320 50 406�386 BC 510�233 BCGU-2021 87 5 b 2325 50 407�387 BC 515�233 BCGU-2018 33 12 a 2330 50 408�388 BC 733�234 BCGU-2017 24 4 a 2335 50 409�389 BC 741�235 BCGU-2019 37 9 a 2345 50 411�391 BC 752�263 BCGU-2027 339 26 a 2370 50 509�396 BC 758�384 BCGU-2161 79/464/465 27 a, b 2410 50 756�403 BC 767�390 BCGU-2020 74 1 a 2500 50 789�446 BC 800�410 BC
BaleloneGU-1802 339 9.00 not ID 2290 60 403�234 BC 483�210 BCGU-1801 113 3 not ID 2330 70 411�382 BC 757�210 BCGU-1803 166 4 not ID 2440 80 768�403 BC 800�390 BC
NewtonferryGU-2163 19 3 a 700 50 AD 1264�1377 AD 1220�1391GU-2164 33 3 a 710 50 AD 1262�1285 AD 1220�1389GU-2162 8 3 a, b, d 1150 70 AD 777�982 AD 680�1019
South GlendaleGU-2159 108 Area 2 b, d 540 50 AD 1327�1427 AD 1297�1441GU-2160 212 Area 2 b, c 550 50 AD 1325�1424 AD 1280�1440Table 50. Radiocarbon dates from marine shel l. * a = periwinkle; b = limpet; c = cockle; d = razor



Should the dated networks prove internally consistent, ieconsistent with the stratigraphy, we could be confident thatthe resolution of the dates was not hopelessly compromisedby the variability in the 14C content in the first millenniumBC, or rather, by its lack of variability over most of that mil-lennium. Analysis of the chronological sequence of datescould also be used to try to distinguish between events andprocesses and to indicate the phasing of the sites.It was decided to use sea shells to construct the datingframeworks for the deep sites, and to date carbonised cerealgrains, which had been reliably identified, to provide an esti-mate of the scale of the reservoir effect on the shell dates. Inan attempt to limit other variables, like the inter-specific dif-ferences noted by Huebbers (1978) in carbon isotope fixa-tion, the shells of periwinkle were used exclusively for dating

wherever sufficient of them survived. Where an adequateweight was not retrieved, limpet shells were added to the to-tal, and, in the few cases where even these did not suffice,cockle shells were also added.
18.11.4 Results
Tables 50 and 51 list the results of the radiocarbon datingprogrammes for seashell and other organics, respectively, forthe sites of Balelone, Baleshare, Hornish Point, Newtonferryand South Glendale.In the case of Balelone, no attempt was made to con-struct a dating framework. Preliminary dates from the ear-liest and latest strata on that site proved to span such asmall period that radiocarbon dates of the intervening de-posits would not be sufficiently precise to resolve between
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Lab No. Block no. Date bp Pair? Group?
GU-2024 19 2170 ± 50 yes yes Phase IIIGU-2015 13 2170 ± 50 yes noGU-2026 22 2185 ± 50 yes yesGU-2016 10 2220 ± 50 yesGU-2028 22 2270 ± 50 yesGU-2025 19 2285 ± 50 yes_______________________________________________
GU-2022 7 2310 ± 50 yes no Phase IIGU-2023 8 2320 ± 50 yes yesGU-2021 5 2325 ± 50 yes yesGU-2018 12 2330 ± 50 yes yesGU-2017 4 2335 ± 50 yes noGU-2019 9 2345 ± 50 yes yesGU-2027 26 2370 ± 50 yes yes_______________________________________________
GU-2161 27 2410 ± 50 yes yes Phase IGU-2020 1 2500 ± 50 yes yes

Table 53. Hornish Point, Period II. Pairwise analysis of theradiocarbon dates

Lab No. Block no. Date bp Pair? Group?
GU-1968 21 2045 ± 50 Period IIIGU-1975 24 2075 ± 50 yes yes bGU-1972 5 2085 ± 50 yes yes _ _ _ _ _ _GU-1964 6 2110 ± 80 yes yes cGU-1962 4 2155 ± 50 yes no _ _ _ _ _ _GU-1974 28 2210 ± 50 yes yes bGU-1960 2 2240 ± 55 yes yesGU-2166 11 2250 ± 50 yes yesGU-1970 19 2265 ± 50 yes yesGU-2165 11 2320 ± 50 yes no _ _ _ _ _ _GU-1963 15 2375± 55 no aGU-1961 1 2390 ± 55 yes_______________________________________________
GU-1965 18 2740 ± 60 no Period IIGU-1971 26 2815 ± 50 yes yesGU-1973 27 2910 ± 50 yes noGU-1967 20 2970 ± 65 yes yesGU-1969 23 3030 ± 50 yes no_______________________________________________
GU-1966 22 3285 ± 60 no Period I
Table 52. Baleshare. Pairwise analysis of the radiocarbondates. NB: Phase IIIc consists of redeposited material

Lab No. Context Block Sample type Date bp SD Calibrated datesNo. 1-sigma 2-sigma
BaleshareGU-2554 146 15 Hordeum sp. 1970 80 92 BC�AD 126 197 BC�AD 226GU-2555 42 2 Bos sp. 2260 80 401�208 BC 511�117 BCGU-2558 1.03 18 Bos sp. 2900 140 1370�903 BC 1489�800 BC& 139 26GU-2556 various 22 Bos sp. 3360 80 1743�3480 BC 1883�3409 BC
Hornish PointGU-2550 various 5 Hordeum sp. 2160 80 363�95 BC 400 BC�AD 2GU-2549 various 19 Hordeum sp. 2090 50 200�48 BC 351BC�AD 21

Table 51. Radiocarbon dates from bone and carbonised seeds



successive events. In any event, the extent of the first trialexcavation at Balelone was so small and the results so ten-tative that the costs of a large dating framework would nothave been justified.In analysing the site chronologies of Baleshare andHornish Point (Tables 52 and 53) the statistical proceduresoutlined by Long and Rippeteau (1974) were followed. Thefirst hypothesis tested for each site was that all the dates rep-resent separate estimates of the same age, ie that the accumu-lation of all the site deposits was a short lived process andthat the dates represent a span of time which is not signifi-cant with respect to the precision of the analyses. The sim-plest test of this hypothesis is a test of the legitimacy ofaveraging all the dates using Chauvenet�s rejection criterionfor the exclusion of �unaverageable� dates. This criterion sug-gests that dates with a probability of less than 1/2n of beingincluded in the averaged distribution (group mean ±weighted standard deviation) may not be averaged.Even a brief examination of the spread of dates fromthese sites shows that this is a trivial hypothesis and the statis-tics readily confirm this. The dates must therefore represent anumber of events, the intervals between some of which mustbe significant in respect of the precision of the analyses. Thenext approach was therefore to list the dates in simple chro-nological order and to test the legitimacy of averaging adja-cent pairs. Where consecutive pairs cannot be averagedlegitimately, the interval between them is significant with re-

spect to the precision of the radiocarbon dating method.Thus, we can say that there is a significant hiatus in thedepositional sequence at this point. This process divided thesequence for Baleshare into four distinct groups of Blockswhich have been treated as the main Periods of the site.Once defined by this means, each event may be tested fornon-coaevalness which allows us �...to evaluate whether a se-ries of seemingly close radiocarbon dates represent an instantof time, or rather a duration of time significant with respectto the precision of analyses� (Long & Rippeteau 1974, 210).Where a group of dates representing a single event, asdefined above, are shown to represent a duration of time,there may well be archaeological grounds for dividing or sub-dividing the group. Similarly, archaeological grounds may ex-ist for combining groups, but, in either event the duration ofthe events, and the gaps between successive events must betaken into account in the overall interpretation of the chro-nology.
18.11.5 Baleshare; chronology (refer to Tables 50 and 51for Lab Numbers)
Period IThe first group consists of a single determination, 3285 ± 60(GU�1966), for Block 22. This later Bronze Age Block is theearliest set of deposits investigated on the site, although there
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SHELL SEED/BONE

Lab no. date SD 13C Lab No. date SD 13C
BaleshareGU-1960 2240 55 1.54 GU-2555 2260 80 -22.5
GU-1963 2375 55 4.35 GU-2554 1970 80 -23.4
** 2780 50 GU-2558 2900 140 -22.5(GU-1965 2740 60 1.36 )(GU-1971 2815 50 1.72 )
GU-1966 3285 60 2.12 GU-2556 3360 80 -26.4
Hornish Pt** 2230 50 GU-2549 2090 50 -24.6(GU-2015 2170 50 1.30)(GU-2025 2285 50 0.95)
** 2320 50 GU-2550 2160 80 -23.9(GU-2021 2325 50 1.17)(GU-2025 2285 50 0.95)
Table 54. Radiocarbon dates � the marine reservoir effect. ** indicates an interpolated date based on the pair of dates immediatelybelow and their stratigraphic inter-relationships
Very rapid Rapid Average Slow Very slow
100 (+) mm/Ry 30 mm/Ry 20 mm/Ry 5-10 mm/Ry <5 mm/Ry
Table 55. Approximate sedimentation rates, in mm per radiocarbon year (Ry), for Baleshar e and Hornish Point, based onradiocarbon determinations and the volumes of the excavated deposits



are even earlier deposits beneath them. It constitutes the Pe-riod I excavated sequence for Baleshare.
Period IIThe next group of determinations ranges from 3030 ± 50(GU�1969) to 2740 ± 60 (GU�1965) and includes Blocks23, 27, 20, 18 and 26, all dated. Block 17, undated, mustalso be included, on stratigraphic grounds. The inversion ofthe dates here (Block 26, dated to 2815 ± 50 [GU�1971],overlies Block 18, 2740 ± 60 [GU�1965]), is statisticallywithout significance, as there are only 75 radiocarbon yearsbetween the determinations.Block 25 is included in this phase, Phase 2, because of itssimilarities to Block 26, both are cultivation layers, and itsdifferences from overlying Blocks, 16 and 15 which are bothmidden-site deposits.Further analysis of the dates shows that Period II neednot be further subdivided, on the grounds that all the dates itencompasses could be legitimately averaged together. This ishardly surprising, given that the four determinations involvedspan less than 200 years.
Period IIIThe determinations of the remainder of the Blocks followeach other in such close succession that it is legitimate to av-erage each pair of dates, implying that the differences be-tween them are not significant with respect to the precisionof the analyses. Thus, Period III includes Blocks 15, 1, 19, 2,28, 11, 24, 5, 21, 4 and 6, all dated, and, on stratigraphicgrounds, the following undated Blocks; 16, 9, 12, 10, 8, 7,14 and 3.Further analysis shows that Period III can be subdividedinto three phases, IIIa, containing Blocks 16, 9, 15, 29 and 1;Phase IIIb, containing Blocks 19, 2, 12, 28, 10, 8, 7, 11, 14,21, 5, 24, and 3; Phase IIIc containing Blocks 4 and 6. Thevalidity of these sub-divisions rests in part on the archaeolog-

ical evidence. Were we to alter the order of analysis, fromtop-down to bottom-up, for example, the analysis would of-fer slightly different results.
18.11.6 Hornish Point; chronology
The Hornish Point determinations were analysed in the samefashion as those from Baleshare but with rather different re-sults. It transpired that all of the successive pairs of determi-nations from this site can, in fact be legitimately averagedtogether. Thus, from the radiocarbon dated deposits there isno evidence for any interval in the depositional sequencewhich is significant with respect to the precision of the analy-ses. The site is thus considered to be all of one period, lastingsome 330 radiocarbon years, measured between the means.There are no clear statistical grounds for grouping the Blocksinto phases and this has been done solely on the basis of theirarchaeological interpretations.
18.11.7 Newtonferry; chronology
There are three dates from Newtonferry, two virtually identi-cal dates calibrating to the thirteenth to fourteenth centuriesand one to the Dark Age period between the late seventh andearly eleventh centuries. The two medieval dates are consis-tent with the general character of the bulk of the deposits.These seem to comprise settlement debris and waste material.The context from which the Dark Age date is drawn lies atthe base of the Block of medieval sediments. There is no apriori reason to dismiss the radiocarbon date as aberrant butneither was any diagnostically Dark Age material retrievedfrom the context. Given the possibility that two local burialswere of Norse origin (see Chapter 8.1), it is not inherentlyimprobable that some Dark Age activity took place at thesite. Whether this constituted settlement may be doubted,given the paucity of the dated remains. More probably, thismay have simply been a temporary anchorage at the head ofa sheltered bay.
18.11.8 South Glendale; chronology
The radiocarbon dates from South Glendale indicate occupa-tion in Area 2 sometime between the thirteenth and fifteenthcenturies AD. The closeness of the two determinations sug-gests that despite the lengthy spans indicated by the cali-brated range the occupation was probably of a single periodand also probably quite short. However, the finds ofpost-medieval reduced wares in the uncontexted spreads onthe deflation surface indicates that further activity, perhapsnot associated with occupation, persisted at the site. Its use asa ferry terminus for traffic to Barra and the small isles to thesouth would account for these later artefacts.Although untested by radiocarbon dating it is importantto recall past surface finds of Beaker shreds. The undated andstratigraphically lower activity in the midden deposits of Area1 has been described above as �of prehistoric character�. Thestratified assemblage of fifty-five potsherds is essentiallyundiagnostic as is the flint assemblage. However, on balancethese confirm the excavator�s interpretation of the frag-
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Figure 104. Calibration of the marine effect



mented and truncated remains as prehistoric, probably EarlyBronze Age in date.
18.12 CALIBRATING THE MARINE RESERVOIR EFFECT
As noted above, the dating of these deep middens was under-taken using marine shell because it was ubiquitous (or rela-tively so) and allowed us to date the depositional sequencefor the sites. A further set of ten samples of carbonised mate-rial or large mammal bone was submitted for dating in an at-tempt to quantify the scale of the marine reservoir effect.This effect should make dates from marine materials �too old�by 405 ± 40 (Harkness 1983).In the event, four of the samples failed to produce suffi-cient datable material and six dates were assayed; three ofbone and one of carbonised seed from Baleshare and two ofcarbonised seed from Hornish Point (Table 51).Ideally, the non-marine materials should have been se-lected from the contexts from which the shell dates weretaken. However, this only proved possible with one of thesamples from Baleshare. For the other four samples, materialwas selected from a stratigraphically close context or it wasamalgamated from a number of such contexts. In the lattercase we tried to ensure that the group of contexts selected laybetween dated contexts which established that they had notbeen formed over a period of time which was significant interms of the precision of radiocarbon dating. In such caseswe estimated the Interpolated Date (Table 54) as the mean ofthe two dates whose source-contexts bracketed these newlysampled contexts.The Blocks referred to in the tabulated data and beloware groups of contexts, ie deposits, which are contiguousand which, it is believed, share a common formation pro-cess. It seems therefore, reasonable on archaeologicalgrounds also, to average the dates that bracket them, or tointerpolate between them on the basis of their mean sedi-mentation rates (Table 55).The differences between the seashell and the bone andseed dates are presented in Table 54 and range from +121 to-405 years, ie the shell dates range from 121 years youngerthan expected to 405 years older than expected. This distri-bution is not what was expected on Harkness�s model andthe data were examined by a statistician to test the hypothesisthat the differences between the determinations from the twoclasses of material (marine and terrestrial organics) are notsignificantly different from zero.
18.12.1 Statistical comparison of the radiocarbon datesfrom marine shell with those from terrestrial organicmaterial
M Scott
The radiocarbon dates from Hornish Point and Balesharewere subjected to a Student�s t-test to examine the signifi-cance of the differences between the radiocarbon dates ob-tained from marine shell and those from other organicmaterials, ie bone and carbonised barley. The results are pre-sented in Figure 104.

The shell dates were matched with corresponding organicdates and the difference in age calculated (the standard devia-tions were not considered). A 95% confidence interval wasconstructed for the average difference between the shell andbone dates. This interval (-286, 123) includes 0, and thus wefind that statistically there is no evidence of a difference be-tween dates on the different materials.There is a large spread in the results, the differences rang-ing between � 400 years to 120 years. The variation betweenthe Baleshare dates is greater, with the bone dates being olderand the seed date being younger by 405 Rys, a difference ofcirca 425 Rys. In both the samples from Hornish Point theseed date is younger by approximately 160 years.Although the sample size involved is small, it would ap-pear that the differences between the samples is not signifi-cantly different from zero and secondly that while the shelldates may be up to 300 years �too old�, some may be up to100 years �too young�.
18.12.2 The archaeological implications of the seashellcalibration
Dr Scott�s conclusion is rightly qualified by the small size ofthe sample on which it is based. Comparative dates fromshell and terrestrial organics have been assayed from the siteat St Boniface, Papa Westray, Orkney (Lowe 1998, 97). Therethe author simply applied the conventional correction for themarine reservoir effect (MRE) indicating perhaps that no rea-son had been encountered to do otherwise. Another compar-ative date is available from Dun Vulan where an auk skeletonwas dated to 2330 ± 60 bp (AA�10498) and carbonised bar-ley in the same layer was dated to 1905 ± 45 bp (AA�22911)(Parker-Pearson & Sharples 1999, Table 9.1).However, on the basis of the dates from the sites reportedupon here, the validity of routinely applying Harkness�s 405± 40 correction factor must be questioned. We can be rea-sonably sure, for example, that the animal bone dates are freefrom MRE because their 13C values are clearly those associ-ated with terrestrial organisms (Table 54). It is generallyagreed that molluscs selectively take up carbon isotopes andthat, coincidentally, the differences in isotopic uptake justabout cancels out the MRE. Australian researchers haveshown that fossil carbonate, leached from geological depositsand concentrated in sheltered bays, affect the 14C dates ofmolluscs from those bays, creating �errors� of over a millen-nium (Gillespie & Polach 1976).Drs G Cook of SURRC and A Dugmore of EdinburghUniversity and this writer have embarked on a researchprogramme to explore this problem and its archaeologicalconsequences. For now, the interpretation of the radiocarbondeterminations from marine or mixed contexts must betreated cautiously. Whatever the uncertainties created by themarine reservoir effect, the relative sequence of the seashellradiocarbon dates from both sites is remarkably consistent.
Baleshare; internal consistency of the chronologyAt Baleshare, two apparent inversions have been noted. Block18 underlies Block 26 but postdates it by 75 radiocarbonyears (Ry). The difference here is not statistically significant.Similarly, Block 24 underlies but is younger than Block 5, bya mere 10 Rys. However, Blocks 4 and 6 are apparently �too
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old� by up to 110 Rys. In these cases the differences partly re-late to the fact that these samples came from the top of con-flation horizons. In practice both of these dates should bediscounted.
Hornish Point; internal consistency of the chronologyThe sequence at Hornish Point is much shorter in overall du-ration than that at Baleshare; 330 Rys as compared to 1240Rys. Thus, given that contiguous separate deposits are morenearly contemporaneous there is a higher incidence of trivialreversals in the site�s radiocarbon chronology. Block 26 isstratigraphically lower than Block 27 but is 40 Rys youngerthan it. The implication to be taken here is that the twoBlocks are very nearly contemporaneous.The 2 m deep series of deposits revealed in the southernhalf of the site were formed, on the radiocarbon evidence,over a period of, at most, 165 Rys. It subsumes two trivialdating inversions: Block 7 underlies but is 10 Rys youngerthan Block 8 while Block 8 underlies but is 15 Rys youngerthan Block 4. It is not impossible that these deposits havebeen disturbed, ie dug out from the area to the north intowhich the wheelhouses have been inserted, but the radiocar-bon evidence cannot be cited in support of this possibility be-cause the differences between the dates are too small to besignificant with respect to the precision of the analyses.Similarly, there are two dates each for Blocks 19 and 22and the means of these pairs of dates are identical. Hereagain it is the near contemporaneity of the dumped depositsof Block 19 with the use of the structure of Block 22 whichseems indicated.
Other chronological indicatorsThe use of artefacts in the dating of archaeological contextsis central to traditional archaeological methodology. How-ever, in Scotland this is a tradition more honoured in thebreach than the observance for studies of the greater part ofthe nation�s prehistory. The gradual breakdown of typologi-cal dating in archaeology in general (partly as a consequenceof the emerging radiocarbon chronologies) is exacerbated inScotland by the paucity of typologically dateable material, inthe first place, and the possible persistence of archaic featuresin that which does occur. At any rate, no suitable chronologi-cally sensitive material can be shown to exist in these sitesand it is probable that in the provision of radiometri-cally-dated, well-stratified assemblages of materials this pro-ject may contribute more to the study of the artefacts thanthe latter are likely to contribute to the site chronologies.Nonetheless, the principal element of the artefact assem-blage, the pottery, was subjected to a series of studies de-

signed to explore its value as a chronological indicator.Firstly, an attribute analysis of the assemblage was under-taken and then various groupings of the assemblage based ona range of attributes were examined. The groups based onfabric and firing technology are those closest to traditionalarchaeological taxonomies and these are discussed furtherelsewhere in this volume (Chapter 10). Sherds of virtually alltypes occurred in contexts of all ages. While this was perhapsnot surprising at Hornish Point, given the short duration ofthe site, it was certainly surprising at Baleshare where some1400 Rys separate the earliest and latest features.Lest the problem here was caused by the use of an analyt-ical device which is too mechanistic, a traditional analysis ofthe assemblage was commissioned from Dr A Lane. This wasbased on a study of the rim, base and decorated sherds andinterpreted in the light of Dr Lane�s (1990) typology for laterprehistoric pottery in the Hebrides. Like the first analysis, DrLane�s was undertaken in ignorance of the stratigraphic re-cord and like the first study it also failed the test for chrono-logical sensitivity, ie pottery of all the types recognised by theanalysts were found spread throughout the stratigraphic se-quence (Chapter 10).Finally, an analysis of the assemblages which was under-taken in full knowledge of the stratigraphic sequence pro-duced groupings of sherd types which appear to bechronologically significant. However, the writer is convincedby this sequence of analyses that the typologies of Hebrideanpottery, of all periods, are subjective constructs that are chro-nologically unreliable.
18.12.3 Depositional rates
The close dating of the deposits facilitates at least a rough de-termination of sedimentation rates over the excavated depos-its. This is calculable in litres per annum for some areas ofthe excavated deposits. However, this would be a spuriousaccuracy, not least because we do not know how far backinto the surviving deposits the individual contexts or Blocksmay extend, ie we do not know how representative of thefull deposits are the portions sampled in this exercise. Radio-carbon determinations for the tops and bottoms of sequencesof deposits do at least provide an indication of the durationof the period over which they accumulated and this can beexpressed in broad classes, five of which are used here, vizvery rapid, rapid, average, slowly and very slowly. The opera-tional definitions of these rates are set out in Table 55.
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CHAPTER 18: INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
PART 4: SITE INTERPRETATIONS
The interpretations offered here are based on the conclusionsreached for each Block of strata and are couched in terms ofthe human activities, and where relevant the natural pro-cesses, which have contributed to the formation of these de-posit groups. These interpretations are expressed solely interms of the evidence from the sites themselves. Inter sitecomparanda and the wider implications of these interpreta-tions are considered in Part 5.The Blocks in each site are discussed in what is believedto be the order of their deposition, from earliest to most re-cent. The following should perhaps be read with the site de-scriptions in Volume 1 alongside.
18.13 BALESHARE
18.13.1 Period I
Block 22The conclusion that this very extensive deposit (300 × 100× 1 m) is a cultivated soil can be accepted with confidence.The presence in it of ard marks, at different levels through-out the deposit, suggest that it was an A-horizon being pro-gressively deepened, mainly by wind blown sand deposition.Capture and retention of the sand was, no doubt, helped bythe inclusion in the soil of manure. Indeed, without theorganics from this manure the soil would not have been culti-vable in any case. The anthropic materials included with themanure are typical of domestic refuse.The distribution of pot-sherd sizes indicates that plough-ing was continued over a relatively lengthy period, duringwhich manuring continued, ie while many sherds were re-duced to small fragments the addition of new material fromthe manure ensured that small numbers of larger sherds alsosurvived. Given that the viability of the soil depended almostcompletely on the materials added by man, it is not unrea-sonable to view this as a plaggen-, or man-made-soil.Coring revealed what has been interpreted as a settlementnucleus in the south-east of the cored deposit. It is notewor-thy that, discounting the unknown volume of the deposit re-moved by the sea, the settlement drew upon at least threehectares of arable land and was capable of sustaining thiswith manures, implying that livestock were relatively abun-dant and probably seasonally confined, facilitating the accu-mulation of their manure.
18.13.2 Period II
Following a period of abandonment whose duration wasroughly 200 radiocarbon years, the deposits of the nextphase were formed. These form Blocks 23, 20, 27, 18, 26and 25. The excavated tapestry did not reveal any structuresassociated with this period. However, Block 23 is separatedfrom the other Blocks of this period by a deep ditch (Figure23). The walls of the structure comprising Block 8 sit withinthis ditch, but at a relatively high level. It is not impossible,

on the available evidence, that the ditch forms part of the ac-tivities of this period and the differences between the deepand highly stratified deposits on its north side and the singleBlock on its south side suggest that some significant demarca-tion of activities occurred at this point. If the ditch representsthat demarcation, then the deposits of Block 9, the primaryinfilling of the ditch (Figure 24) probably belong in this pe-riod also but, on the available evidence it is not possible toconfidently attribute Block 9 to either Period. It is thereforetreated separately below.The Blocks in this period fall into two groups on the basisof stratigraphy and of their constituents. The lower Blocks,20, 23, and 27 were all interpreted in the field as windblownsands but proved to contain modest amounts of anthropicmaterials giving them IHI values of 7,000, 15,000 and13,000 respectively. These contrast with the higher IHI val-ues, ranging from 23,500 to 36,500 returned from the con-texts of the stratigraphically higher group of Blocks.
Reoccupation and cultivation of marginal windblown sandsPost-excavation analyses suggest that Blocks 20, 23, and 27were initially deposits of windblown sand, which were culti-vated, and into which a restricted range of materials, in rela-tively small amounts, was introduced during manuring fromfarmyard middens. The condition of this material, particu-larly the potsherds, is such as to suggest that the material hadalready been reworked and redeposited before it became in-cluded in these Blocks. These then appear to represent an ini-tial phase of cultivation of wind-blown sands which hadaccumulated above the Period I deposits. The low IHI values,and the snail evidence both suggest that this cultivation wasintermittent and probably sited at some distance from the as-sociated settlement. Peak sedimentation rates here are almost2 m of deposits formed in a period of 120 Rys (16.7 mm/Ry).However, half of this figure would be more representative ofthe bulk of the deposits.
Dumping and cultivation in the vicinity of settlemen tThe stratigraphically earliest of these Blocks, 17, comprised aset of dumped deposits rich in burnt material. The high de-gree of heterogeneity in the contexts which comprise thisBlock and the richness, variability and condition of their con-tents suggest that it was a primary dump. It seems reasonableto assume that the structures or activities with which it wasassociated were sited nearby.The overlying Blocks, 18, 26 and 25, seem also to haveoriginated as dumped deposits but, unlike Block 17, thesewere subsequently cultivated. The balance of the evidencesuggests that this cultivation was short lived. The existence ofthree distinct Blocks encourages us to suspect that cultivationwas also intermittent because continuous cultivation wouldhave resulted in a deepened A-horizon without internalhorizonation.Sedimentation rates are harder to assess for this group ofBlocks because of the inversion of the dates of Blocks 26 and18. If, however, we take the maximum duration representedin the radiocarbon dates and the maximum depth of depositsformed in the period, some 1.2 m of deposits formed in 170Rys, ie just under 10 mm per annum (70 mm/Ry).
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SummarySomewhat more than two centuries after the abandonment ofthe earliest excavated deposits, Period II opened with the in-termittent cultivation of what were essentially wind-blownsands with some degree of manuring. The paucity ofanthropogenic materials, indicative of low levels of manuringsuggest that this cultivation was relatively small scale and dis-tant from settlement. The area was accreting windblown sandthroughout the period at relatively high sedimentation rates.We may, therefore, envisage this activity as the cultivation ofareas of relatively open or lightly grass-covered sands on themargins of a settlement area.With no break in deposition within Period II sufficientlylengthy to be resolved with the precision of the radiocarbonmethod, the settlement seems to have moved nearer to theexcavated locus because there is an abrupt transition todumped deposition of settlement detritus. This was also culti-vated, intermittently, as it accumulated.There are conflicts in the snail evidence for the depositsof this phase of activity which can be explained by consider-ation of the difference between the substance of deposits andtheir surfaces. A dumped deposit can contain the snail assem-blage representative of its primary formation locus, ie mate-rial from a byre floor can contain the snails characteristic ofthat environment. Once dumped however, it will develop agrassland cover on its upper surface and acquire the snails ap-propriate to that environment. The admixture of the two as-semblages over a period of time can lead to a misleading oruninterpretable pseudo-assemblage. When the dumped de-posit consists primarily of household or other detritus whichis free of snails, or nearly so, only the grassland assemblageformed on its surface will be recovered from the deposit.This will be equally misleading in its import for the deposit.Period II, then, is represented by marginal cultivation as-sociated with an initial recolonisation of the abandoned sitefollowed by dumping and subsequent cultivation of materialsin the vicinity of a settlement, which in the later phase hasmoved closer to the excavated area. This settlement must beassumed to have been lost to the sea because the coring didnot reveal its presence inland.

18.13.3 Period III
The chronological analysis suggests that Period III can be sub-divided into three phases, IIIa, containing Blocks 16, 15, and1; Phase IIIb, containing Blocks 19, 2, 12, 28, 10, 8, 7, 11, 14,21, 5, 24, and 3; Phase IIIc containing Blocks 4 and 6.
IntroductionThe hiatus between Periods II and III extended over a mini-mum period of 350 radiocarbon years and yet, when it endedthe differences in deposition between the north and southends of the site mirror the differences evidenced in the PeriodII deposits, at least during the earliest phase, IIIa.
Phase IIIaThe deposits of this phase comprise Blocks 1, 16 and 15.Block 1 lies to the south of the ditch feature (Block 9) andwith ard marks in its base it has been interpreted as a culti-vated deposit. It is shallow, 0.10 to 0.30 m deep, and rela-tively extensive but it contains little in the way ofanthropogenic material. Its IHI value of 5,000 is among thelowest from the site. The deposit is a dark brown loamy sandand the colour and texture suggest the possibility that this isa cultivated A-horizon that originally formed the surface ofthe Period II deposits. The paucity of anthropogenic materi-als suggests that, like the earliest deposits of Period II, Block1 was a cultivated plot at some distance from its associatedsettlement.To the north of the Block 9 Ditch the other two sets ofdeposits of this Phase, Blocks 16 and 15, are both mid-den-site deposits, ie deposits which had formed in the imme-diate vicinity of a settlement. Their southern end is truncatedby the wall of the structure in Block 11 but this structure can-not be the source of the materials they contain. It survives asa segment of a simple circular hut created by building a stonelining inside a circular space cut into pre-existing deposits(Figures 25 & 26). The wall cannot have stood on its ownand therefore, the use of this structure postdates the depositsof Blocks 16 and 15, into which it was cut. However, amongthe lowest of the deposits of Block 16, [252] consists of aspread of stones which could represent structural debris fromthe construction or destruction of a hut, which preceded thatin Block 11. This is consistent with the radiocarbon dating
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evidence and could explain the nature of the differences be-tween the northern and southern deposits of this phase. Thedeposits of Block 16 are strongly heterogeneous, lack ardmarks (although, on the snail evidence they may have beenbriefly and infrequently cultivated) and contain large volumesof a wide range of materials (mean IHI value of 29,000).Thus, they have the characteristics of deposits accumulatingin the immediate vicinity of a settlement structure.The deposits of Block 15 are of very much the same char-acter as those of Block 16, which they overly, but with anIHI value of 55,000 for the soil deposits, are if anything evenricher. The excavated strip of deposits was crossed by somefive ditch-like features whose nature and function could notbe explored in the small exposure. None the less, their occur-rence reinforces the interpretation that these represent de-posits formed close to active settlements.That the settlement with which these Blocks should be as-sociated is missing does not weaken the interpretation of-fered here, even though it is freely admitted that the indica-tions contained in [252] are far from conclusive evidence fora precursor to the hut in Block 11. If future excavations dis-count this possibility we should simply have to accept thatthe associated settlement lay to the seaward side of the exca-vated strip and is now lost forever.Sedimentation rates for these deposits are extremely high.The difference between the earliest and latest radiocarbondates is a mere 15 Rys during which a minimum of 0.50 mand a maximum of 1.55 m of deposits were laid down, im-plying sedimentation rates of 30�100 mm per annum.
Phase IIIbPhase IIIb encompasses the Blocks of strata and walling asso-ciated with the group of structures close to the centre of thesite (Figure 105). The close stratigraphic control afforded bytapestry excavation allowed us to unravel a sequence of atleast three structures, of which only one was excavated toany extent. To the north of this complex, the deposits of thisphase comprise a single midden-site deposit and a terminalconflation horizon. To the south, however, a series of Blocksof deeply stratified deposits were noted. The descriptionwhich follows starts with the structures and deals then withthe deposits to the south and north respectively.
Structure 1; The evidence for the existence of the structurereferred to here consists of the ditch (Block 9) and the revet-ted space over it formed by the walls of Block 12 (Figure105). Block 9 was filled with virtually sterile sand and overthis an A-Horizon had formed (Block 29). Over thiswindblown sand (Block 10) accumulated between drystonewalls (Block 12). These seem to mark a higher level extensionto the structure, possibly revetting the deeper sediments tokeep them from eroding down into the passageway, which itis assumed, ran along the ditch. Evidence for the actual struc-ture itself has been removed by the insertion of Structure 2.The upper levels of the revetment walls (Block 12) have beenslighted by and underlie Structure 4.
Structure 2; The evidence for this structure consists of apair of parallel walls erected in a recut of the earlier ditchand revetted with redeposited sand (Block 8). The walls ex-tend into the sand cliff and make between them a passagesome 0.70 m wide and 0.90 m high (Figure 105). The outer

face of the northern is demarcated by an orthostat and veryslight signs of a socket at the foot of the corresponding po-sition on the southern wall suggest that an orthostatbrought the latter to a fair face also. This suggests that theseare the outer ends of an entrance passage leading into thestructure that is still preserved beneath the sand, or waswhen these excavations took place. There was no evidencefor the roofing of this passage. Rather the space betweenthe walls had been used as a primary dump, presumably af-ter the abandonment of the structure.The upper levels of the walls and the, by now infilled,passage were covered in a deposit of windblown sand whichcontains very little anthropic material. It is, in effect sterile.The revetment to the deposits of Block 2 and that foundpartly underlying the south wall of Structure 3 appear to beupper level revetments for this structure.
Structure 3; Only the rear part of this structure survived(Block 11), consisting of a chord of about one third of thearea of the structure, assuming that it was originally circular,or roughly so (Figure 105). Its wall, one stone thick, was nomore than a revetment to the deposits into which it had beencut. It survived to a height of 0.95 m. It contained three dis-tinct floor levels, separated from each other by clean sand.Pits were found in each of the floor levels that containedburnt sand and carbonised peat and spreads of peat ash werealso noted. No clear evidence was recovered for the functionof this structure. It is assumed that it formed part of a domes-tic residence because the pit contents suggest that fires hadbeen lit within it and because the floor had been kept clean.
Phase IIIcThe Blocks of this phase are both problematical. Block 4 is ahuman interment and the radiocarbon dated material associ-ated with it is almost certainly derived. Block 6 is largelywindblown sand in a conflation horizon and the radiocar-bon-dated material is clearly derived from some other source.Whatever the original sources of the dated materials, thesub-block is of interest because, on the radiocarbon evidence,it bears witness to sediments that have been removed fromthis part of the site.
18.14 HORNISH POINT
18.14.1 Period I
The face of the site exposed by coastal erosion at HornishPoint was found to have relatively extensive spreads of ma-sonry and structures lying in and in front of it. The examina-tion of these was continued only to the current beach levelbut it was perfectly clear that structures and associated de-posits underlie the current beach. The title �Period I� has beenapplied to these, unexcavated structures to emphasise the factthat the chronological start point for the excavated sequenceis an arbitrary one.
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18.14.2 Period II, Phase 1
Block 1The earliest deposits excavated at Hornish Point are those ofBlock 1, dating to 2500 ± 50 bp (GU�2020). It consisted ofa series of deposits, dumped during a period of natural sandaccumulation, and intermittently cultivated. The rate of natu-ral sand accumulation was high, as the evidence from thesnail analysis and the dilution of the anthropic inputs indi-cate. Some effort may have been made to contain the south-ward spread of these deposits by a revetment wall (Figure45). However, it is not impossible that this wall (Block 7) waslater associated with the deposits of Blocks 2, 3 and 8. Thescale and character of the Block 1 deposits suggest that it wasan infield area, receiving regular supplies of domestic refuse,albeit somewhat diluted by the accretion of windblown sand.No clear evidence of the structures associated with thiscultivation episode was recovered in the excavation. It is pos-sible that these structures lay before the excavated face, andare lost to coastal erosion or lie behind the face and have yetto suffer that fate. Structural remains were noted beneaththose excavated on the northern side of the site and it is mostprobably among these that we might seek the settlement asso-ciated with this phase of cultivation.
18.14.3 Phases II to IV � summary
IntroductionSome 130 Rys intervened before Block 26, a cultivated de-posit, was formed at the northern end of the site. Dated to2370 ± 50 bp (GU�2027), this is not significantly differentfrom the initial dates from the deeply stratified series of de-posits that comprise the site�s southern end. This series cov-ers the radiocarbon period 2325 ± 50 bp (Block 5) to 2170± 50 (Block 13), a span of some 140 Rys.The structures of the northern end cover a similar span,viz 2370 ± 50 bp (Block 26 forming against and over thestructure of Block 23) and 2230 bp (the average of the fourdates from Blocks 19 and 22), a span of 140 Rys. However,there is an hiatus in the sequence of dates from the struc-tures, which is significant with respect to the precision of theanalyses and which is not mirrored in the soft deposits at thesouth end. This is the interval between 2410 ± 50 (Block 27)and the mean date of 2230, returned from the structures ofBlocks 19 and 22.
18.14.4 Phase II
Blocks 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 6, 4, 9, 23, 24 and 25The first eight Blocks at the south end of the site (Blocks 2, 3,5, 7, 8, 6, 4 and 9) have returned five radiocarbon dates themeans of which cover a span of only 35 Rys. This short se-quence is replete with chronological inversions but, given itsshort duration, these are of no statistical significance. Rather,the general implication must be that this substantial set of de-posits was formed over a period too short for the dates of itscomponent parts to be resolved from each other, given theprecision of the radiocarbon method. It is probably safer toconsider that these deposits formed over a very short period

of time indeed, the best estimate of which is provided by themean of the five determinations, viz 2327 ± 22 bp.The wheelhouse structure of Block 23 (Figures 60 & 61)is contemporary with or slightly earlier than the deposits ofBlock 26. In practice it appears cut into the lower deposits ofthat Block and parts of its walling are overlain by the upper-most deposits. Block 23 is also overlain by the masonry struc-ture and floor levels of Block 27 (Figure 66). Blocks 26 and27 are dated to 2370 ± 50 and 2410 ± 50 respectively; aninversion of the observed stratification but one covering onlya period of 40 Rys. It is not unreasonable to suggest that allthree deposits are approximately contemporaneous, ie thatthey occurred over a time span too short to be resolved bythe radiocarbon method. Making this assumption, we shallrepresent the approximate date of these events by the meanof the two radiocarbon determinations, viz 2390 ± 50 bp.The structural fragments identified in Blocks 24 and 25(Figures 62�64) were in situ when the deposits of Block 4 ac-cumulated against Block 24, or, alternatively, the Block 24structure was cut into the deposits of Block 4. However, thesurviving wall head of Block 24 was overlain by the depositsof Block 9, the uppermost Block of the lower sequence. Thestructures in Blocks 24, 25 and 23 are infilled with Blocks16, 17 and 19, respectively, and all of these are dumped de-posits of one sort or another; Block 16 is structural debris,Block 17, rubble and midden-site deposits and Block 19,dumped deposits. All of these factors suggest that the struc-tures of Blocks 24, 25 and 23 were in contemporaneous useor in use over a period of time too short to be resolved by theradiocarbon method.While the radiocarbon determinations certainly do notprove the case, it is arguable on the basis of the assumptionsmade above that the deposits formed in Blocks 2, 3, 5, 7, 8,6, 4 and 9 were formed while the wheelhouse of Block 23and the associated structures of Blocks 24 and 25 were occu-pied and the deposits were formed, in part, of materialsdumped from those sources.
18.14.5 Phase III
Blocks 15/18, 16, 17, 19, 21 and 22The large wheelhouse of Block 15/18 (Figure 54) overlay andmasked the masonry of Block 24. Its chronological positioncan only be inferred because of its distance from the recordedface and the major rubble dump which separated it there-from. It is assumed here that the rubble infill between thewheelhouse and the recorded face is contemporaneous withthe other major rubble and dump infills of Blocks 16, 17 and19. The infill of boulders behind the Block 15/18 structureare integral to its stability and from this we deduce that thisstructure is contemporaneous with the infilling of the aban-doned structures of Period 2. One of these infills, Block 16,subsumes part of Block 9, the uppermost of the first series ofsoil deposits on the south side of the site. In so far as this canbe treated as a synchronic event, it implies that Structure 5probably dates to the end of the first series of southern de-posits.There is an apparent hiatus of about 100 Rys between thefirst and second series of soil deposits on the south side ofthe site, between say 2327 (the mean of the first series) and2220 ± 50 bp, the earliest of the dates from the second se-
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ries. However, the mean of the two dates from the Block 19infill is 2227 while that of the two dates from Structure 6,cut into Block 19 is also 2227. Clearly then, the sequence ofevents which comprised the infilling of the Period 2 struc-tures and the erection of Structures 5 and 6 all occurred overa period of time too short to be resolved by the radiocarbonmethod. The stratigraphic and radiocarbon evidence thensuggest that Structures 5 and 6 are roughly contemporaneousand that the materials recovered from the infill depositscame, at least in part from activities associated with the erec-tion and subsequent occupation of these structures. Structure6, Block 22 may have been associated with, or even thesource of the undated dumped deposits of Block 21. At anyrate these deposits are prehistoric in their associations andare not associated with the post-medieval blackhouse, Block20 (Figures 56 & 57).
18.14.6 Phase IV
Blocks 10, 11, 12 and 13The upper series of deposits on the south of the site compriseBlocks 10, 11, 12 and 13, and the stone wall of Block 14which seems to have revetted the northern end of the Block10 and lower Block 12 deposits. Two radiocarbon dates sug-gest that these deposits formed over a span of only 50 Rys, ieover a span to short to be resolved by the radiocarbonmethod. The date for these deposits are later, not signifi-cantly later than the dates from Structure 6 in Block 22 fromwhich they may have derived, albeit that they are removedfrom it by the greater part of the length of the site. It is notimprobable that they were formed in association with somefurther structure, possibly that whose presence can be de-duced from the shallow depression in the current ground sur-face some short distance inland from the excavated area.
18.14.7 Summary of the prehistoric sequence at HornishPoint
The radiocarbon dates from Hornish Point form such a co-herent sequence when considered simply as a numerical pro-gression regardless of the events they represent, that theirsubdivision into Phases seems folly. However, the strati-graphic evidence, taken in conjunction with the dates, clearlyindicates a sequence of main events, construction, abandon-

ment, infilling and renewed construction of buildings and thesuccessive deposition of associated soils. Even in the onestructure of which sufficient remained to facilitate its analy-sis, Structure 5 (Blocks 15 and 18), it was clear that this in-corporated elements of earlier structures and had itself beenconsiderably modified during its use, albeit that the period ofits use was quite short. Thus, we have stratigraphic and struc-tural heterogeneity within a broadly homogeneous chrono-logical framework. This suggests that settlement on this sitemay have been truly continuous.In particular, the subdivision of the soils at the south endis relatively arbitrary. All were formed over a very short timeand all comprised varying combinations of domestic refuseand windblown sand which were intermittently cultivated.This succession of surfaces would have been highly fertile be-cause of their constant manuring with organic refuse. Theycould have supported cereal growing or may have been akitchen garden plot supporting other vegetables.At Hornish Point then, we appear to have had an earlygroup of structures (Period I) which were unexplored, fol-lowed by a group of wheelhouse structures and associateddumped and cultivated deposits (Period II, Phase I), fol-lowed, in turn by a further group of wheelhouse structuresand associated cultivation areas (Phase II), and a further setof cultivated deposits with which further but unobservedstructures were probably associated (Phase III). Settlement onthe site was probably continuous for a period of some 300radiocarbon years.
18.14.8 The post-medieval blackhouse
Blocks 20 and 31A blackhouse of characteristic Lewisian form had been cutinto the settlement mound at its northern end (Figure 57).The interior did not contain any structural debris which sug-gests that its roof had been removed and any useful fixturesor fittings stripped out at the time of its abandonment. Theprimary butchering waste from a sheep was found among theinfill deposits. This use of the sheltered space provided by anabandoned building for aesthetically unacceptable activitieslike butchery and waste disposal has many parallels amongthe contexts from both Hornish Point and Baleshare and, in-deed, from prehistoric sites in general.
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CHAPTER 18: INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
PART 5: THE PHYSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE SITES
18.15 STRUCTURES
18.15.1 Prehistoric structures
BaleshareThe stone-built structures of Baleshare comprised:
i) Block 12; two revetment walls (Figure 27), dated to theperiod between 2260 ± 80 BP (GU�2555; an animalbone date from Block 2) and 2250 ± 50 BP (GU�2166;the shell date from Block 11).
ii) Block 8; subsequently, within the same interval, twowalls of an entrance passage were inserted betweenthese revetment walls (Figure 23).
iii) Block 11; finally, a house was dug into the depositsnorth of the northern revetment wall and partly overly-ing the latter (Figures 25 & 26). The abandonment ofthe house is not closely dated, but it underlies Block 6,dated to 2110 ± 80 BP (GU�1964).
Block 12: the revetment walls; It has been argued elsewherethat the revetment walls may have been a constructional de-vice used in the building of the structure for which Block 8provided an entrance.
Block 8: the entrance feature; This feature, it has been ar-gued, is the entrance to a structure, possibly an aisled- orwheel-house. In the absence of further excavation little morecan be said about it but the orthostats used to define the en-trance terminals speak of some measure of architectural pre-tension.
Block 11: the round house; The only structure of which suf-ficient was exposed to characterise it, Block 11, seems tohave been a simple round house, dug into pre-existing mid-den deposits. It did not contain any evidence for radial seg-mentation and is not in the wheelhouse tradition.It contained a series of apparent floor levels in each ofwhich pits had been dug. Carbonised peat formed a largecomponent of the fills of these pits, especially of the pits ofthe first floor. The complete body of a neonatal lamb wasburied in Pit [152], also in the first floor, together with partof a second neonatal lamb. This, together with the unusuallyhigh volumes of carbonised plant remains form the pits, andthe absence of a hearth setting, suggests that this structuremay have had a specialised function and was probably not asimple domestic structure.If roofed, and no evidence for its roofing has been ob-served, it could have served as a smoke-house for smokingmeat and fish. Open to the elements, it could have served asan animal pen, perhaps as a lambing stall. However, the clar-ity of the fragile layers of the floor levels militates against thelatter suggestion because trample by animals would havegreatly disturbed the sandy surfaces. Indeed, the clarity oftheir boundaries suggests that the layers may be dumped de-

posits with sand introduced either naturally or, moreprobably, to cover up stinking refuse.
Duration of useDetermining the duration of use of the structures is ham-pered by the anomalous shell date from the house floor ofBlock 11. If, instead, we take the animal bone date from thisfloor, 2260 ± 80 BP (GU�2555) and the date of 2240 ± 55BP (GU�1960), from the midden-site deposits immediatelyunderlying the revetment walls of Block 12, clearly the con-struction phase at Baleshare is of very short duration. Theseelements were built, used and abandoned in a period of timetoo short to be resolved by the radiocarbon method, even al-lowing for the fact that Block 11 was built after Block 12had, itself, been abandoned.
Hornish PointStructures 1, 2 and 3 (Blocks 23, 27 and 24 respectively)were the earliest structures revealed at Hornish Point, butthey all overlay further structures and deposits.
Structure 1;   Structure 1 (Figures 56 & 57) was erected afterthe deposits of Block 26 had begun to form, but before thedated context, [F339] had been laid down. This context wasdated to 2370 ± 50 bp (GU�2027) and it provides a termi-nus ante quem for Structure 1. However, the structure can-not pre-date [339] by any significant interval given the rapidsedimentation of this site, and the coherence of Block 26.Thus Structure 1 can be said to date from roughly 2370 ± 50BP (GU�2027).Structure 1 is a radially segmented house, roughly half ofwhich was uncovered. It contained four radial piers, three ofthem abutting the encircling wallface, the fourth standing freeof it in its lower courses and keyed into it by a massive lintelabout 1 m above the apparent floor level. The encirclingwallface, which was one stone thick, was built from large slabsand was slightly corbelled, inwards. This corbelling was mostprobably employed for its resistance to the pressure of the sur-rounding deposits; the so-called �horizontal arch� effect (Bar-ber 1992). The internal diameter of the house, at floor level,was 7.5 m. This was a wheelhouse, one of whose piers has anaisle, separating it from the enclosing wall.
Structure 2; A drain running south-west from Structure 1was incorporated into and blocked off by the wall of Struc-ture 2. This implies that Structure 2 (Block 27) was built afterStructure 1 had ceased to require a drain to assist its func-tioning. However, both structures could have overlapped intheir use, or even been largely contemporaneous; Structure 1functioning without its drain.Only a fragment of Structure 2 survives, comprising anarc of walling, the circuit of which indicates a buildingroughly 8 m in diameter (Figure 66). It may have been partof a radially segmented structure but the evidence for its orig-inal form has been removed by coastal erosion. On balance,this was probably a wheelhouse also.
Structure 3; Structure 3 (Block 24) overlay Structure 2 andlike the latter was fragmentary, indeed so ruinous is it that itis not possible to say whether it comprises parts of more thanone building (Figure 62). Structure 3 is overlain by the struc-tural debris of Block 16 and by the deposits of Block 4, the
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latter dating to 2335 ± 50 BP (GU�2017). The difference of35 radiocarbon years between this and the derived date forStructure 1 implies that the first three structures wereerected, used and abandoned within a time interval too shortto be resolved by radiocarbon dating.
Structure 4; Structures 2 and 3 both underlay the small frag-ment of Structure 4 (Block 25) revealed at the foot of the ex-cavated section (Figures 63 & 64). It is not impossible that itsconstruction contributed to their destruction. Given the sizeof the exposure, it is not possible to indicate the nature orfunction of the structure of which it forms part but it is possi-ble that this was rectilinear in plan.
Structure 5; Structure 5 comprises two Blocks, one ofwhich, Block 18, lies seaward of the recorded section whileBlock 15, which makes up its southern end, is recorded insection. It was only in plan that it became clear that togetherthese make up a single radially segmented structure (Figure54). However, it was clear also that this structure was not ofone build and that the 2 m high, corbelled vault of Block 15had had a separate existence in a structure now lost either tothe sea or to later clearance and rebuilding on the site.Structure 5 overlies Structures 2, 3 and 4, whose destruc-tion was a precondition of its erection. Its construction mayhave required little more that extending the pre-existing frag-ments of Block 15 and adding internal radial piers to a gap be-tween other existing structures. Certainly, in plan and generalappearance it has more than a little of the ad hoc about it.While unequivocal evidence is wanting, it is possible thatthe rubble of Block 16 relates either to the new constructionof Structure 5 or to the modification of the earlier elementsthat it subsumes.The rubble and midden deposits of Block 17 overly Struc-ture 5 and are, in turn overlain by Block 13, which has beenradiocarbon dated to 2170 ± 50 bP (GU�2015). This pro-vides a terminus ante quem for Structure 5, a terminus postquem for which is provided by the derived date for Structure1, ie 2370 ± 50 BP (GU�2027).

Structure 6; Structure 6, (Block 22) comprises two sectionsof wall, interpreted as a circular structure, seen in section,and the deposits contained within it (Figure 59). The latteryielded dates of 2270 ± 50 BP (GU�2028) and 2185 ± 50BP (GU�2026). It contained an apparent hearth and is inter-preted as a simple domestic structure with post abandonmentdeposits. The dates provide a terminus ante quem and soStructure 6 predates the older of the two, ie it predates 2270± 50 BP. It post-dates the determination of 2370 ± 50 BP(GU�2027) from Block 26, which it overlies.
Other structural elements; Block 7 was identified as a revet-ment wall with associated deposits (Figure 45) from which aradiocarbon date of 2310 ± 50 BP (GU�2022) was returned.Block 14, identified as masonry could have been either a re-vetment wall or part of a structure (Figure 51). It lies be-tween Blocks 9 (2345 ± 50 BP; GU�2019) and 10 (2220 ±50; BP GU�2016). Both of these walls were constructed dur-ing the period within which the principal structures on thesite were erected.
South GlendalePottery collected from this site in the past had includedBeaker sherds (Shepherd & Maclean 1978) and although thebulk of the surviving midden proved to be medieval, this wasunderlain by deposits of prehistoric character. In these stakeholes were noted which may have formed part of a tent, hutor shelter. However, ard marks and spade marks in the de-posits suggest that more permanent structures may also havebeen used at this site, but are now lost to coastal erosion.
BaleloneThe earliest structural remains at Balelone, in Block 5, arelater than the radiocarbon dated deposits of Block 3, 2330 ±70 BP (GU�1801), which they overlie. The remains consist oftwo un-interpretable pieces of masonry overlain by a thickcurving wall fragment, the latter probably part of a roundhouse, possibly of radially segmented type although no directevidence for this was observed.A group of postholes was noted in the base of Block 6,stratigraphically higher than Block 5, together with, but not
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Site/structure Structure type TAQ (BP) TPQ (BP) Probable Calibrated dates MRE-adjusted1-sigma 2-sigma @ 2-sigmaBaleshareStructure 1 Revetment walls and 2250 ± 55 2260 ± 50 2256 ± 37 393�214 BC 401�207 BC AD 75�315ditched entrance (?)Structure 2 Entrance passage 2250 ± 55 2260 ± 50 2256 ± 37 393�214 BC 401�207 BC AD 75�315Structure 3 Circular structure 2110 ± 80 2110 ± 80 350�4 BC 390 BC�AD 54 AD 241�538
Hornish PointStructure 1 Wheelhouse 2370 ± 50 2370 ± 50 509�396 BC 758�384 BC 86 BC�AD 131Structure 4 2350 ± 50 412�392 BC 753�264 BC 45 BC�AD 208Structure 2 2350 ± 50 412�392 BC 753�264 BC 45 BC�AD 208Structure 3 Wheelhouse? 2335 ± 50 2335 ± 50 409�389 BC 741�235 BC 41 BC�AD 220Structure 5 2170 ± 50 2370 ± 50 2270 ± 35 395�235 BC 403�210 BC AD 69�240Structure 6 Circular structure 2270 ± 50 2370 ± 50 2320 ± 35 404�389 BC 411�264 BC AD 5�210
BaleloneBlock 5 wall fragments 2330 ± 70 2330 ± 70 411�382 BC 757 -210 BC 86 BC�AD 242

Table 56. The absolute ages of the �wheelhouse complex�



demonstrably associated with a 1.1 m high drystone wall.The latter could have revetted the clear space within whichthe post-hole structure was erected. In any event, the stonestructure of Block 5 seems to have been succeeded by thewooden structure of Block 6.
18.15.2 Medieval structures
South GlendaleA fragment of the corner of a rectangular structure was un-covered in Area 2, at South Glendale (Figure 70). Within theangle enclosed by its walls, an organic layer contained shellsdated to 540 ± 50 BP (GU�2159), while a date of 550 ± 50BP (GU�2160) was returned from material in the layer be-neath this. These dates are indicative of use in the medievalperiod. Pottery from the deflation surface surrounding thesite indicates use of the area in the medieval and post-medi-eval periods.The walls, of which 2.3 m and 5 m lengths formed thesurviving corner, were formed of inner and outer stone facesretaining a core of peat or peaty soil.South Glendale�s sheltered bay, within living memory,served as a ferry terminus for a service to the islands in thesound and to the small isles to the south. The structure mayrepresent the home of a ferryman at an earlier date.
18.15.3 Post-medieval structures
Hornish PointBlock 20, at Hornish Point, consists of the greater part of asimple rectangular structure of �blackhouse� type. It was in-ternally divided by a row of low slabs set on edge and thesouthern part contained a central hearth defined by a circularsetting of radially set, rounded pebbles (Figure 57). Thestructure consisted of an inner wallface, revetting the depos-its into which the blackhouse had been dug. It is possible thatthe northern end was free standing. The structure was re-markable free of occupation debris and its attribution to thepost-medieval period is based solely on its form.
NewtonferryA right-angled setting of stone with two cetacean vertebraewas recorded west of the section line (Figure 72). This wasinterpreted, on the basis of its linearity as part of a medieval,or more probably post-medieval/pre-clearance house. A sec-ond such structure was noted in the isolated sand tallard (Fig-ure 72). The midden deposits of Block 3 returned tworadiocarbon dates roughly indicative of the medieval or earlypost-medieval period, viz 700 ± 50 BP (GU�2163) and 710± 50 BP (GU�2164) and it is not inconceivable that thesestructures are of this, or slightly more recent date.
18.15.4 Discussion
Bronze Age structures are rare in the Hebrides and nonewere observed in the excavated levels at Baleshare, albeit thatthe existence of stone structures was revealed by coring (seeabove). It could well be that Hebridean structures of this pe-riod were largely of wood or perhaps built of turves, as

Crone has argued for the Neolithic structures at Carinish(Crone 1993), and so largely transparent to survey ap-proaches. Structures of stone have been excavated at the Udal(Crawford nd) and at Killelan Farm, on Islay (Burgess 1976,181) but these Early and Middle Bronze Age structures arecuriously ephemeral and may represent no more than sea-sonal shelters. The later Bronze Age hut circle at Cul aBhaile, on Jura (Stevenson 1984), like those at An Sithean,Islay (Barber & Brown 1984) and many more throughout theInner Hebrides, represent more permanent settlement. Theexposed and cored deposits of Bronze Age date at Balesharerepresent extensive, manured, cultivated fields. It seems rea-sonable to anticipate that buildings found in association withthem would also be of a permanent character, thus the fieldinterpretation of the stone concentrations identified by cor-ing as houses may well prove to have been correct. The ex-amination of LBA settlements in the Islands should be a highpriority for students of settlement in the Western Isles.The Iron Age structures examined in these excavationsare remarkable for their palimpsest nature and their veryshort chronologies. By their palimpsest nature is meant theextent to which subsequent buildings subsume elements ofearlier structures, incorporating them intact or in greateror lesser degree of modification. Nowhere is this clearerthan in the complex of structures at Hornish Point buteven where the structures are less numerous, as atBaleshare, earlier buildings are founded upon or cut intoby later buildings.Within structures that are apparently single period orwhich functioned as single period occupations, there is muchevidence of remodelling and rebuilding. This is clearest, per-haps, in the radial piers of the Hornish Point structures.Twentieth century expectations of the permanence of struc-tures, lasting at least over periods of many decades and typi-cally over several centuries, seem wholly inappropriate in thecontext of the Hebridean Iron Age. The Iron Age occupantsseemed to have regarded their homes as dynamic envelopesrather than as lasting statements of some architectural ideal.For instance, House 401 at Cladh Hallan, South Uist was inuse over a period of about half a millennium during whichtime it was rebuilt eight times (Parker-Pearson pers comm;Marshall et al 1998). Thus, the average duration of a struc-ture on that site was about 55 years. Recent research suggeststhat this order of duration for a structure lies at the upperend of the range (Barber & Crone forthcoming).Dendrochronological analyses reveal durations as short as asingle generation for individual prehistoric structures (ibid).The rates of change in the dynamics of the architecturemay have been heightened artificially by the accretingdepositional environment in which these structures are set.Accumulating deposits around the buildings may have en-couraged frequent modification for the simple reasons of easeof access or safety or the relative level of the water table.Whatever its genesis, the rapidity of construction, reconstruc-tion and replacement have improved the resolution withwhich structures on these sites may be examined.The chronology of their construction has proved some-what surprising, at least to this writer, and before addressingthe matter it may prove useful to offer a comment on the rel-evance and security of the dating samples. The matter of dat-ing subsumes two topics; the duration and relative ages of theobserved structures, on the one hand, and their absolute cal-
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endar age, on the other. The latter is considered later whiletheir duration and relative ages are considered here. For thepurposes of this discussion the raw radiocarbon determina-tions are cited throughout and all the dates are derived fromseashell, unless otherwise stated.The radiocarbon determinations have been shown to havea very high degree of internal consistency when judgedagainst the stratigraphic record from the sites. This fact is in-terpreted as validation of the relative sequencing of the ra-diocarbon dates as well as supporting the taphonomicinterpretation of the sites� formation processes. Thetaphonomy of the sediments has been rigorously addressedand the relationship between the samples and contexts, fromwhich they are derived, is generally well understood.The sequences of dates indicate astonishingly high sedi-mentation rates, particularly for the Iron Age sediments onthe sites. Thus, even if there were some doubt about the rela-tionship between an individual sample and its context, thehigh rates of sedimentation mean that the errors should beminimal, for all but conflation horizons. If, for example, asample contained material from the overlying or underlyinglayers, the difference in date between contiguous layers is sosmall that the error thus introduced would be negligible. Thisis one of the benefits of dating the sedimentary sequencerather than seeking to date specific archaeological �events�.Table 56 sets out the dating evidence for the structures.Referring only to the mean dates of the determinations, all ofthe Iron Age structures from the three relevant sites werebuilt, used and abandoned within a period of roughly 250Rys and all three probably had structures in contemporane-ous use over parts of this period.In reality, the duration of settlement is probably signifi-cantly less than that indicated by the termini dates. Takinginto account the sedimentation rates and the volumes of sedi-ments separating the structures from the dated deposits, itseems likely that their chronology should be further com-pressed into the earlier part of the span. On balance, it is ar-gued that the chronology of these Iron Age structures iscompressed into one to one-and-a-half radiocarbon centuriesfollowing 2370 BP.While the general applicability of this chronology toother comparable structures remains to be discovered, thefact that it applies to the three excavated sites with relevantdeposits, at least raises this possibility and it is hoped that fu-ture work may help to elucidate this problem. The conven-tional chronology (Armit 1992, 127) envisages theconstruction of wheelhouses during the later centuries BCand into the first century AD, and seems to imply a durationof perhaps three to four calendar centuries, or more.Very short chronologies are not a feature of machair set-tlements alone. A very short chronology has been proposedfor the Early Historic crannog at Buiston, Ayrshire (Crone2000). There, the chronology is securely founded on thedendrochronological analysis of many timbers from thehouses and palisades of the site. Dr Crone has revealed a be-wildering succession of building and re-building all takingplace over a period of roughly 50 calendar years.Barber & Crone (1993) have suggested that the site chro-nologies of crannogs may be fractal in their organisation,with multiple periodicity, on a macroscopic scale, being repli-cated by multiple rebuilding during each period of occupa-tion and multiple replacement during the currency of single

rebuilds. This theory seems equally applicable to the Iron Agefarm mounds of the Hebrides and, in principle, may be a fea-ture of all prehistoric settlement.On crannogs, as on machair sites, preservation in rapidlyforming deposits is a feature of site formation and the deepsediments provide sufficient resolution to reveal the struc-tured chronology of the settlements. However, such sites areexceptional. Almost all other sites survive only as truncatedand conflated assemblages of relict features, deposits andartefacts. In the absence of sequences of diagnostic artefacts,a regrettable feature of the earlier Iron Age periods, the sitescan be misunderstood as single period sites, or where a singleexotic occurs, the entire site can be dated to the currency ofthat artefact (Clarke 1971).Poor chronological resolution, small numbers of radiocar-bon dates and over-reliance on single, or small numbers of,diagnostic (�exotic�) artefacts have bedevilled the study of thesites of the �Castle Complex�. This matter is considered fur-ther below.Given the brief phases of occupation implied by the shortchronology, does the absence of settlements immediately be-fore or after imply that the population left the islands? Thecoring evidence has shown that other settlement nuclei mayexist in the preserved hinterlands of the sites. Furthermore,the presence of earlier and later sediments indicate use of thesites, even if settlements for these periods were not found.However, the chronology for Baleshare does display signifi-cant lacunae between the main periods, indicative of aban-donment, and the possibility that the sites were abandonedbetween successive phases must also be considered. Given thefragility of settlement in the islands the possibility of occa-sional abandonment cannot be discounted.The relative abundance of the bones of young sheep andcattle at Baleshare and Hornish Point indicates that the siteswere occupied during the spring and early summer, and dur-ing the autumn and winter (Halstead infra). The real abun-dance of microscopic marine mollusca, introduced to the siteon seaweed, suggests that the sites were occupied during thesummer, when such mollusca are abundant. It further impliesoccupation during the winter, because seaweed gathered forfodder would be used during that season. The bird speciesrepresented on the site indicate collection, and probably con-sumption during the late spring and early summer(Serjeantson infra). Intensively commensal pig rearing impliescontinuous occupation of the sites throughout the year. In allthen, these sites were permanent settlements occupied allyear long or, at least there is no clear evidence to indicateseasonal use.The structures of the wheelhouse complex at HornishPoint were all built, used and abandoned in a very shortperiod of time: in raw radiocarbon determinations, be-tween 2270 ± 35 BP and 2370 ± 50 BP. Dr Scott�s report(Section 18.12.1) makes clear that the differences betweenmatched pairs of samples from terrestrial and marine envi-ronments are not significantly different from zero. Thenumber of matched pairs is small but even so, the resultsof her analysis counsels� caution in the use of the correc-tion for MRE developed by Dr Harkness. This writer andothers are currently researching this problem by dating amuch larger sample of matched pairs of dates and we maybe able to clarify this position in the next three to fiveyears. Until then, the Scottish verdict of �not proven�
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should apply to the MRE correction factor of 405 years orthereto.Clearly, this creates something of a problem for the abso-lute dating of the sites. Table 56 sets out the radiocarbon de-terminations and their calibrated ranges, for the structures atBaleshare, Hornish Point and Balelone. At the three-sigmalevel, these imply construction at Baleshare between 401 BCand AD 54; at Hornish Point between 750 BC and 264 BCand at Balelone between 757 BC and 210 BC (all in calendaryears). It is vital to note that the excavated evidence and theprimary analysis of the radiocarbon deteminations implystrongly that the construction on each site took place over avery short period within these ranges.If we apply the 405-year MRE correction and recalibratethe determinations, at 2 sigma, we arrive at the ranges set outin the righthand column in Table 56. The dated structures lieapparently in the span 86 BC to 538 AD but mainly in thespan 85 BC to AD 240. Unfortunately, the effect of calibra-tion at the sorts of ages we are here considering is amplifiedby the topography of the calibration curve. Slightly earlier ra-diocarbon determinations calibrate early and are spread over500 calibrated years. Conversely, if the determinations areslightly later, they calibrate late and the ranges within whichthey occur are spread over only two centuries.The other major problem for the absolute dating of thesites arises from the fact that the calibrated date ranges, with-out adjustment for MRE, lie at the younger end of what Baillie& Pilcher (1983) have called the �first millennium BC radio-carbon disaster�. Flattening of the calibration curve in therange roughly 200 to 800 BC (calendar years) spreads the ra-diocarbon determinations across the whole of the range. Forexample, four of the Hornish Point calibrated ranges and oneof those from Balelone (Table 56) span roughly 750 to 200 calBC. Correspondingly, the calibration ranges for dates at or justbelow the younger end of this range are �compressed� into the

interval 400 to 250 cal BC. Thus it is possible that all of theconstruction phases are roughly contemporary (other than asevidenced by stratigraphy) and date to a short period at or justbefore about 200 AD (calendar years).In South Uist the emerging ceramic sequence sees coarseplain wares earlier than 400 BC with finger impressed decora-tion later and then cordon and incised decoration from thesecond century at the latest (M Parker-Pearson pers comm).On this basis, it is unlikely that the structures at Hornish Pointare earlier than the second century cal BC. However, it is salu-tary to reflect that the pottery sequences for the HebrideanIron Age are re-written on a site-by-site basis. There is at pres-ent nothing even approaching a consensus position. Our ownattempts to test the rigor of taxonomies founded on attributeanalysis and on traditional typological seriation indicate thatneither approach generated classifications that werestratigraphically coherent (see 18.16.1 below).Several writers have identified a date of approximately200 cal BC as a key date for the architecture and pottery ofthe Hebrides. Armit, by and large would prefer to see thewheelhouses as earlier than this date while Parker Pearson(pers comm) thinks it unlikely that pottery from Baleshare,and by inference Hornish Point are earlier than 200 cal BC.We have at present no basis for selecting between these op-tions. In reality, the significance of the 200 cal BC date maysimply be that it is a toggle point that spits out dates either tothe earlier period (750�250 or 400�250 all cal BC) or thelater period (100 cal BC to AD 250). Thus, the dichotomymay prove an artefact of the calibration curve with little orno real world significance.
18.16 ARTEFACTS
18.16.1 Pottery
Dr Ann MacSween has reported above on the pottery assem-blages from the sites examined in this project. Her work is inpart a summary of the reports prepared earlier by the namedcontributors to her own report. The history of these studies isnot without interest. When these excavations were under-taken and before the formal analysis of the pottery assem-blages we provided Dr Peter Topping with some sherds fromBalelone for elemental analysis of their clays. Topping�s study(1987) included ceramic material from a wide range of sitesin the Outer Hebrides and concluded in effect that all thepottery was produced locally. His results did not support anysuggestion of local, regional or wide scale trade. A subse-quent analysis of the larger mineral inclusions in the sherds
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Type of deposit Hornish Pt Baleshare Total
Midden site 6 14 20Dumped 9 2 11Dumped and midden 0 1 1Cultivated and midden 4 0 4Cultivated 2 3 5Structural 1 1 2
Totals 22 21 43
Table 57. Block types from which worked bone and antlerhave been recovered

Hornish Point Baleshare
Artefact type Sample No No Sample No NoComplete artefacts H7, H12, H23 2 B14, B17, B18 3Broken artefacts H10, H11, H13, H14, H15 5 B1, B4, B5, B6 4Broken points and awls H1, H2, H3, H4, H6, H8 6 B3, B12 2Offcuts and roughouts H9, H19, H22 3 B7, B8, B9, B10, B13, B19 6Fragments H16, H17, H18, H20 4 B11, B15, B16, B20, B21 9Utilised fragments H5, H21 2 B2 1Totals 23 21Table 58. Baleshare & Hornish Point. Categories of worked bone and antler



from all sites was undertaken by the late Geoff Collins, thenof the BGS. This simply reaffirmed Dr Topping�s conclusionthat all sherds were locally produced.The first analysis of the pottery assemblages, an attributeanalysis, is detailed above (Chapter 9). We had agreed in ad-vance of this analysis that its success would be measured byits goodness of fit with the stratigraphic details. Therefore,the taxonomies based on measured attributes were developedin ignorance of the chronological details of site phasing andradiocarbon dates. In all cases, regardless of the attributes se-lected and the weightings applied to them, the resultant tax-onomies failed this test. Sherds of many classes commonlyoccurred in single contexts and sherds from individual classeswere distributed almost randomly throught the stratified con-texts. In almost all cases also, the resultant classificationswere too fine grained and contained large numbers of groupsand sub-groups.The rim sherds and decorated sherds were then analysedby Drs Alan Lane and Ewan Campbell, also without access todetails of site phasing and chronologies. This produced a tax-onomy that was more manageable and more recognisably �ar-chaeological� in character. However, this also was remarkablyunsympathetic to the site chronologies and failed the test ofchronological coherence almost as convincingly as had thetaxonomies resulting from attribute analysis.Finally, Dr Ann MacSween, with access to the earlier re-ports and to the stratigraphic details and radiocarbon results,prepared the report presented above. It must be noted thatwhere this report refers to Bronze Age or Iron Age pottery itdoes so by virtue of access to independent chronological in-formation, not by virtue of information inherent to the pot-sherds themselves. While it is clear that there are manypotsherds that can be identified unambiguously to say theIron Age or Beaker sherds that are clearly Early Bronze Agein date, there is a great deal of pottery in these assemblagesthat cannot be attributed to any period with confidence. Thisconclusion is not without its significance.
The �Laura Ashley school of archaeology �A goodly proportion of processual archaeology is founded onthe identification of patterns in the past (see the works ofBinford for examples). However, the inherent weakness indeveloping a disciplined body of information from patternidentification is that the mere existence of a pattern does notestablish its significance, much less test the truth of the cau-sality it is usually said to imply. In the case of the Hebrideanpottery, it is possible that pattern can only be detected by ig-noring a very large component of �noise� in the data set. Thatnoise may have resulted from scale effects in the heterogene-

ity/homogeneity of the assemblages. This is a characteristic ofthe midden sites themselves. On a large enough scale, the sitedeposits and their contents can appear remarkably homoge-nous while viewed on smaller scales there is considerable het-erogeneity in evidence. The writer has taken this to indicate,in the case of the sediments, that their formation is eitherlargely random or, if originally deliberate, has been renderedrandom by re-working.In the case of the pottery, we may wonder whether alarge proportion of the sherds represent �traditional� formsand fabrics with only a small part of the assemblage, perhapsthe decorated vessels, used to express cultural value.MacSween has noted that the use of rows of impressed deco-ration, at Baleshare, is a continuation from later Early IronAge ceramic ornamentation. Her conclusion is that the se-quence for the area for the first millennium BC and into thefirst part of the first millennium AD is created by ��the addi-tion of new decorative elements rather than the discontinua-tion of earlier styles as new ones developed.� This implies theformation of assemblages that may not be responsive tounilinear taxonomic analysis. Rather, they may prove moreappropriately analysed by techniques based on the use offuzzy mathematics.
18.16.2 Metalwork
No metal objects were recovered from these excavations andtheir absence would clearly be a significant factor both in de-termining the date of the onset of the local Iron Age and ingauging the status of the sites. However, the absence of evi-dence in this instance is certainly not evidence of absence.The worked bone and antler provide evidence for an exten-sive metal tool kit. This had contained awls, punches, coarseand fine saws, knives, hand-drills and bow-drills and cleaversor possibly axes, ie heavy, chopping tools. Similarly, thebutchery marks on animal, bird and fish bone confirm the useof metal knives and choppers. One piece of antler had servedas a handle or haft for the tang of an iron implement, proba-bly a knife. Two potsherds bear the impressions of projectedring-headed pins (Plate 33). Thus, in the assemblages of thesite there is abundant evidence for the use of metal tools.In pursuit of the missing metal and assuming that in thelater periods at least, this would be iron, the standard bulksamples were tested for the presence of iron hammer scaleand other by-products of iron working. In all of the samplesfrom Iron Age deposits that were examined, hammer scalewas recovered while none was recovered from Bronze Agedeposits and small pieces of ferrous slag were recovered fromdeposits of both periods. This was an unstructured test, notleast because the samples had already been worked on forother purposes and the possibility of some cross contamina-tion could not be ruled out. However, the results were suffi-ciently encouraging to suggest that samples should becollected specifically to test for the first presence of ironhammer scale on site. A suitable programme of samplingshould give a close approximation to the on-site availabilityof iron and, spread over several sites might indicate the localinitiation of the Iron Age.Slag has also been recovered, from eleven of thetwenty-eight Blocks at Baleshare and five of the sixteenBlocks at Hornish Point (Blocks 1�12 being treated as one
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Deposit type Mean score
Structure 146.34Ditch fill 500Backfill 833.33Cultivated windblown sand 1053.57Dumped 1308.77Midden site 1340.77Cultivated midden/dump 2300Conflation 2500

Table 59. Baleshare. Types of deposits with burnt stone



Block). The combined weight of slag from both sites is some-what less than 1 kg (334.9 g from Baleshare, 566 g fromHornish Point). The slag from Baleshare comes from threeBlocks which are essentially Bronze Age in date, Blocks 22,23 and 17 and from eight Blocks which lie in the date range2390 ± 55 BP to 2057 ± 50 BP, Blocks 2, 3, 5, 9, 15, 16, 19and 24. It is assumed that the slag from the three earlierBlocks represents bronze working. Blocks 1�13, 19 and 22 atHornish Point also produced slag and this lies in the daterange 2500 ± 50 BP to 2170 ± 50 BP.Bronze working is indicated by small amounts of slagfrom the earlier deposits at Baleshare. In the absence of oresof copper or tin in the islands it must be assumed that thebronze was introduced to the islands in metallic form andthat the slag results from subsequent working or re-workingand repair of existing artefacts.
TechnologyThe small amounts of slag from a small number of contextsin the Iron Age deposits, taken together with the rather morewidespread distribution of hammer scale suggests that ironworking was undertaken at these sites. There is no unequivo-cal evidence for the smelting of iron. Indeed the evidence foriron working on these sites is so similar to that from theBronze Age deposits that it invites the conclusion that ironwas imported to the sites in its metallic form and was subse-quently re-worked or repaired on site. Thus, iron working onthese sites was at the level of local blacksmithing. The ab-sence of any finished objects of iron suggests that the metalwas scarce enough to warrant heirloom status and it was notlightly discarded or lost.
18.16.3 Bone and antler
In contrast, objects of bone and antler were relatively fre-quently discarded or lost. A total of forty-three pieces ofworked bone and antler has been recovered from Baleshareand Hornish Point. At the former, all but two of thetwenty-one pieces were recovered from Phase III Blocks andthese are broadly contemporaneous with the twenty-twopieces from Hornish Point. The concentration of theseartefacts in the later phases again emphasises the differencesbetween the earlier and later phases at Baleshare.The nature of the contexts from which these artefactshave been recovered is of some interest (Table 57). Twentypieces, just under half of the total, were recovered from mid-den-site deposits where they may have been discarded or lost.Twelve more come from dumped or dumped and mid-den-site deposits, where they were probably discarded delib-erately. Cultivated midden-site deposits account for anotherfour while five more were found in cultivated deposits towhich they were probably introduced by manuring. Only twocame from within structures. In general, and again allowingfor a small measure of circularity in the logic, this distribu-tion tends to confirm the definition of the Block types. It alsomakes the point that the resources, ie bone and antler, weresufficiently freely available not to have acquired heirloomstatus but to remain subject to casual loss and discard. None-theless, two pieces of antler (H9 and B10) were fashionedfrom older artefacts and may indicate that antler, at least,

was somewhat harder to come by and so was somewhat moreintensively used.The bone and antler objects are principally pins, awls,points and spatulas (Table 58) and the majority are polished,some highly polished, from use. It is probable that they wereused in leather working. The perforated antler plate fromHornish Point (H12; Figure 77c) could have functioned as atensioning device for ropes on boats or tents.Bone and antler artefacts were clearly fashioned on site, asthe presence of the offcuts and rough-outs and fragmentarydebris suggests. Their emergence after 2300 BP and their ap-parent association with skin working may be seen to supportthe tentative suggestion discussed above, that the emphasis inthis period was on animal husbandry, at the expense of tillage.Certainly their proliferation after that time is indicative ofsome significant change in the agricultural economy of the site.
18.16.4 Lithics
If the bone and antler artefacts had their floruit in the laterdeposits on these sites, the use of chipped stone shows thereverse trend. Only the Early Bronze Age deposits at SouthGlendale produced a relatively large non-quartz assemblageconsisting of eighteen pieces of flint and one piece of chert,while a further six pieces of flint were recovered from thedeflation surface surrounding the site. The lithic assem-blages from the other sites are small and the material isundiagnostic. Some sixteen pieces of flint and fourteenpieces of quartz were recovered from Baleshare of whichonly four come from the later, essentially Iron Age deposits.Only five pieces were found at Hornish Point and these areessentially uncontexted.There is no known source of flint in the isles and theidentification of a fossil belemnite suggests that it may havebeen imported together with flint, from Skye, the nearestsource of both belemnites and flint. Presumably the availabil-ity of iron in the later periods obviated the need for knappedstone implements and killed off this trade.
18.16.5 Pumice
Some sixteen pieces of unmodified pumice have been recov-ered from the Phase I and II deposits at Baleshare whiletwenty-four pieces have come from the Phase III, Iron Age,levels of that site. Analysis suggests that all of the pumice isderived from a single volcanic system, albeit that it need notall be of the same date. Its concentration on these sites sug-gests that it may have been deliberately mined from beach orraised beach deposits. It was clearly identified, and exploited,as a resource, especially at Baleshare.Fashioned objects are rare and only the perforatedpiece from Baleshare can be ascribed a function, that ofnet- or line-float. The other two modified pieces simplydisplay worn surfaces and facetting from use as abrasives.The use of pumice as an abrasive in the preparation ofskins might account for the relative abundance of this ma-terial in the later levels at Baleshare, at a time when ani-mal husbandry may have become the predominant agricul-tural pursuit.
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18.16.6 Burnt stone; burnt mound material
Writing in 1990 about burnt mound material from settlementsites in Scotland, this writer (Barber 1990, 92�6) noted itsubiquity on settlement sites of the Iron Age. However, depos-its of burnt stones are but rarely mentioned in the literatureand the accounts of its occurrence are under-represented inthe Scottish literature. Owen & Lowe (1990, 84�6) havenoted burnt mound material on the site of Kebister, Shetlandwhile Lowe (1998, 77�8) has also noted burnt stones inBlock 228 at St Boniface on Papa Westray, Orkney, also dat-ing to the Iron Age. Hedges noted burnt material at Bu(1987, 18) while this writer made the same observation atEast Shore broch, Shetland (albeit that this observation is notrepeated in the published account of that site: see Carter et al1995). Its absence, confirmed by the excavators from Neo-lithic midden sites like Links of Noltland, Skara Brae andKnap of Howar (see Barber 1990, 94) suggest that burntmound material is an introduction of Bronze Age or laterdate. Radiocarbon dating of roughly seventy sites in Irelandand Scotland suggests that burnt mounds, per se, were intro-duced in the Early Bronze Age while accumulating evidencesuggests that the appearance of deposits of fire shattered

stones, or �pot boilers� on settlement sites is principally anIron Age phenomenon.Analysis of the burnt stone component from Baleshare(ibid, 94�6) revealed that it occurred in 62% of thedepositional blocks. An index was calculated, based on theproduct of the percentage of contexts in the block containingburnt stone and the average percentage of burnt stone in thecontext. These were averaged over block type and the resultsare presented in Table 59.It seems reasonable to conclude from this and from fieldobservation that the small amounts of burnt stone contained instructures, ditch fills and backfills of other features representresidual material. Conversely, the high proportions in middenand dump deposits have been concentrated by the dilution ofother, mainly organic inclusions and the destruction of morefragile remains like pottery and macro-plant remains. The cul-tivated, dumped and midden site deposits were truly rich inburnt stone and this implies a reliance on the production ofhot water by the immersion of roasted stones. The hot waterwas probably used for a range of functions including cooking,bathing and saunas or steam bathing and medicinal uses.
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CHAPTER 18: INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
PART 6: CULTURAL ARCHAEOLOGY; SOMEINDICATIONS
18.17 SITE ECONOMY
18.17.1 Agricultural economy
These excavations have produced evidence for the agricul-tural economy indicative of the exploitation of three resourcebases; arable agriculture, animal husbandry and hunting andgathering. The evidence for arable agriculture comes princi-pally from the direct observation of cultivation marks in thesoils and indirectly from the carbonised plant remains recov-ered from sieving and floatation.At the site of Baleshare, some eleven of the twenty eightrecorded Blocks from here have been interpreted as culti-vated deposits or as deposits of some other character that hadbeen, secondarily, cultivated. Of these, four (Blocks 1, 18, 20and 22) contained ard marks with one (Block 20) also con-taining spade marks. Three (Blocks 25, 26 and 28) were in-terpreted as cultivated soils on the basis of some combinationof soil colour, texture, extent, homogeneity, and inclusions(including the pot sherd size distribution). One, Block 23,was interpreted in the field as wind-blown sand deposits butthe snail evidence suggests that this was also cultivated. Block16 displayed the wavy lower boundary typical of obliquelycut ard marking while Block 24, principally a set of dumpedand midden site deposits, and Block 27, principally windblown sand, both also contained ard marks.Block 22, in Phase I at Baleshare consists solely of a deep-ened plough soil in which successive levels of ard markingcan be seen. Some seven of the eight Blocks in Phase II dis-play some evidence of cultivation while only three of thenineteen Blocks in Phase III contain evidence of cultivationand two of these three simply present evidence for episodesof cultivation of dumped and midden site deposits. Thus,only one set of deposits (Block 1) can be said to be princi-pally cultivated deposits.It must be accepted that the ratio of 3:19 cultivated tonon-cultivated deposits is misleading, because five of the re-maining Blocks are structural and could not have been culti-vated. Nonetheless, the sampled sediments indicate heavyreliance on cultivation of the site�s deposits in the earlierphases of settlement, from say 3300 to 2300 BP. This wasfollowed by a considerable reduction in the importance ofcultivation in the later phase, say from 2300 to 2100 BP (inradiocarbon years).At Hornish Point, only eight of the twenty seven interpret-able Blocks have produced evidence for cultivation, all but oneof them in the sedimentary sequence of Blocks 1 to 13 at thesouth end of the site. These dumped and midden site depositswere cultivated intermittently over the period 2500 bp to2170 BP. The remaining Block (Block 26) dates to 2370 BPand evidence for its cultivation exists in the soil characteristicslisted above; there were few if any convincing ard marks.While the emphasis on cultivation reduced in the laterphase at Baleshare, the southern part of Hornish Point seemsto have continued in cultivation, intermittently, during thesame period. Unlike Baleshare also, the area to be cultivated

seems to have had a �formal� existence in that it was re-stricted to the southern part of the site and demarcated bywalls from time to time.The sites at Baleshare and Hornish Point are truncated bythe sea and we know that substantial parts of them have beenlost to erosion. Thus, the validity of the pattern we observeat Baleshare may be questioned on the basis that deposits insome other part of the site may have formed part of the �for-mal� fields of that site.
Plaggen soilsThe later Bronze Age soils at Baleshare and those of the suc-ceeding phase (Phase II) are plaggen, or man-made soils. Theyconsist essentially of wind blown shell sand to which humushas been added to create a fertile, cultivable soil. The humusappears to have been manure, included in which are large vol-umes of domestic refuse and peat, many small nodules ofwhich were visible in the exposed profiles and recovered insieving and floatation. Adding humus to the sands is clearly thereverse of the current practice of adding sand to the peat tocreate the famous contemporary plaggen soil known asLewisian black earths (Whittow 1977, 282�6). The cultivatedareas at Hornish Point may have served only secondarily as ar-eas of cultivation, their primary function being that of dumpsor midden site deposits. Nonetheless they did function as culti-vated areas and the soils that comprise them are plaggen soils.In Britain, plaggen soils are well known from sub-Roman(MacPhail 1981), Dark Age (Barber 1981; Davidson &Simpson 1994, 68�71) and medieval (Romans in Barber1981, 359) contexts and many examples of these dates arealso known from European sites (Groenman-van Waateringe& Robinson 1988). However, instances of prehistoricplaggen soils have been noted. Davidson and Simpson (1994,71�73) describe manuring systems giving rise to plaggen soilsat Tofts Ness, Sanday, Orkney, as early as the Late Neo-lithic/Early Bronze Age period. By the later Bronze Age andthe Early Iron Age periods, wind-blown calcareous sands hadcovered the area and these sands were stabilised and culti-vated by the addition of ash and manures with �enhanced�faecal matter (ibid). In one area of Tofts Ness turves and or-ganic material had been imported onto the sands to facilitatecultivation (ibid). Dockrill reports plaggen soils of BronzeAge date from Scatness in Shetland (BA 1997, 5).Groenman-van Waateringe (1988) has argued that thepollen assemblage from the soils of Elp (1300 � 800 bc, ra-diocarbon years) and similar sites in eastern Netherlandsshow evidence of plaggen soil formations. Sites in westFriesland occupied between 1200 and 700 bc) are said byIjzereef (1981) to display signs of deliberate plaggen soilformation. Byre floor material was mixed with mineralsands from large pits, some of them 8 m and more in di-ameter, to be spread on the surrounding land. The pres-ence of small, comminuted potsherds in the ard marks ofthose fields is at least indicative of manuring and multiplecultivation episodes (Barker 1985, 181�3). By 500 bc, the�Celtic fields� at Vlassen were being fertilised by the delib-erate addition of organic matter providing the first irrefut-able evidence for plaggen soil formation (ibid, 186�7). Bythe end of the first millennium bc plaggen soils were beingworked in northern Germany, at Flogeln (Zimmerman1978, 149) and on Sylt, an island west of Jutland (Kroll1975) and, no doubt elsewhere in northern Europe where
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pressure on land was forcing the intake of relatively infer-tile mineral sands.Coined to describe the Netherlands medieval practice ofmixing byre floor material and soil for spreading on fields,plaggen is not a precise term. Heavily manured soils, for ex-ample, seem to be those now argued for as the earliest Euro-pean plaggen soils but these are qualitatively different fromthe made soils which occur in the later periods. In the for-mer, land fertility is merely improved by the addition of miss-ing nutrients but plaggen soils are wholly artificial and theirfertility is an artefact whose very existence is conditional onhuman intervention. In this sense, the extensive, deepenedand heavily manured top-soils of the earlier phase atBaleshare are probably not plaggen soils, sensu stricto, whilethe artificial Iron Age soils of the later phase clearly are.
Cultivation strategiesPrior to these excavations the writer was struck by the factthat the machair sites were formed in large part by humicmaterial or humus-enriched sands. This seemed strange be-cause the local hoarding of humic matter deprived the sur-rounding machair of the specific nutrient in which it isvirtually totally deficient, viz humus. If the settlements weredependent on arable agriculture for their subsistence, thiswaste of humic matter seemed inexplicable.Excavation of the later Bronze Age levels at Baleshare re-vealed what might be described as the anticipated situation.There, relatively large areas, at least 3 ha in extent were un-der continuous cultivation and their fertility was maintainedby consistent manuring with midden material and peat.Subsequently, at Baleshare and at Hornish Point, verymuch smaller areas were cultivated. Their linear exposurescan be measured in tens of metres and their maximum areacoverage amounts to only fractions of a hectare, based on thecoring evidence. However, their humic content is muchhigher than that of the Bronze Age soils and in many in-stances cultivation was carried out directly on dumped de-posits of byre floor material and domestic refuse. What thiscultivation may have lacked in area it may have compensatedfor in intensity. Long term experiments at Rothamstead andWoburn have shown that the continuing use of manure cansustain fertility, even on sandy soils. Yields in the region of1.5 to 2.5 tonnes per hectare have been sustained over a cen-tury (Catt 1994). In the terminal Bronze Age/earliest IronAge deposits on the machair sites examined in this project,intensive cultivation, probably largely or exclusively of bar-ley, was carried out in market garden sized plots whose fertil-ity was maintained by constant manuring on a scale sufficientto produce true plaggen soils.Later still, there is a marked reduction in the amount ofcultivation revealed in the sediments at Baleshare. Accelera-tion in deposition rates may, by dilution of the evidence,have contributed to this apparent decline. However, thesesedimentation rates are exceeded at Hornish Point withoutloss of the evidence for cultivation, albeit intermittent, in thecontemporary deposits. Furthermore, at Baleshare some fiveof the later Blocks are characterised as midden-site depositsor dumped deposits. These deposits were a wasted resourcebecause, cultivated in situ or spread on the machair sands,their humus could have produced useful crops. Their relativeabundance seems to confirm the notion that the absence ofcultivated areas in the later sediments represents a real

change in agricultural economy after, say, 2300 BP, inshell-derived radiocarbon years.
CropsThroughout the whole of the period from the later Bronze Ageto the abandonment of these sites in prehistory, barley was theprincipal crop consumed, from which we conclude that it wasthe main cultivar. As Jones (infra) has shown, this was hulledbarley of the six-row variety. A very little emmer wheat seemsto have been grown, possibly as a contaminant of the barleycrop. Because we cannot distinguish between the carbonisedremains of wild seeds and fruits brought onto the site in orwith fuel (peat), it was not possible to identify unambiguously,the weeds of cultivation or, indeed, other cultivars.The distribution of carbonised macroplant remainsthroughout the excavated profiles shows that barley contin-ued in consumption during the later, Iron Age phases atBaleshare and the coeval phases at Hornish Point. However,the distribution is so strongly correlated with deposit typethat it cannot be usefully employed to explore the perceivedchange in agricultural economy in these later deposits. Atboth Baleshare and Hornish Point, carbonised seeds wererecovered in large numbers from midden-site deposits andin relatively small numbers from windblown sand and from�features�, like structures, pits, etc. The main difference be-tween the sites lies in the small totals from cultivated soilsat Baleshare and the very large totals from the cultivated de-posits at Hornish Point; 308 barley fragments against 3559,respectively. This difference is almost certainly caused bytaphonomic differences. At Baleshare, the cultivated soilsare mainly windblown sands to which midden material hasbeen added, while at Hornish Point, it is mainly dumpedand midden-site deposits that have been subsequently culti-vated in situ. Thus, the richness of the midden-site depositsis reflected in the high totals from these cultivated levels.Furthermore, given the high sedimentation rates at HornishPoint, the episodes of cultivation become spatially separatedas the body of deposits rapidly deepens. Thus, the individ-ual deposits were not disturbed by the plough so frequentlyas were those at Baleshare. In consequence, the relativelyfragile carbonised remains were also better preserved atHornish Point.Jones has shown that the carbonised plant remains dis-criminate powerfully between the deposit types, at the Blocklevel. There is, of course, some small measure of circularity inthis because, where plant remains were visible in the field,the fact of their existence contributed to the classification ofthe Blocks in which they occurred. However, they were, inthis writer�s experience, only rarely visible in the field andcertainly their relative incidence remained unknown until af-ter the floatation, sieving and sorting were completed. Thus,it is argued, they provide independent confirmation of theBlock designations.
YieldMercer (1981, 232�3) argues that the unmanured fields atButzer produce an average of 1.85 tonnes per hectare ofemmer and argues that manuring might well double thisyield. In fact, the Butzer soils are re-fertilised by the nutrientrich parent material brought into the plough soil at everyploughing and so the fields are not really unmanured(Romans pers comm). Nonetheless some improvement in
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yield would probably result from manuring, perhaps some-thing of the order of a 50% increase is indicated by theRothamsted experimental plots (Catt 1994, fig 10.1, 121)and something in the region of 2.5 tonnes per hectare of bar-ley might not be wildly optimistic.The three hectare extent of the later Bronze Age settlementat Baleshare might thus have provided say 7.5 tonnes per annumof which, allowing for wastage and retention of seed grain,might provide about 5 tonnes per annum, for consumption. Ap-plication of the Roman Army allowance of one third of a tonneper man per annum (Mercer 1981) indicates a population of fif-teen persons. This is probably more indicative of twenty, or so,allowing for females, the very old and babies and small childrenwhose requirements are somewhat less than those of a soldieron active service. While the reader will appreciate that these cal-culations are fraught with massive uncertainty, they still providean indication of the scale of settlement likely to have been sup-ported, accepting that errors of up to 50% may be involved.The use of other food resources and the land lost to the sea,both conspire to increase the estimate of the settlement�s popu-lation and these factors will be discussed later.The same rough calculations for the Iron Age deposits, al-lowing for more intensive cultivation, could be argued to in-dicate a population that was one third to half that indicatedfor the Bronze Age, perhaps six to ten persons. Clearly thesame grave uncertainties apply to this estimate, albeit that atall periods the populations are likely to have been higher, notlower than the estimated figures.
18.17.2 Animal husbandry
Moderate numbers of animal bones have been recoveredfrom these excavations. It is clear from these remains thatcattle and sheep were the main domesticates, with sheep ac-counting for almost 60% of the identifiable anatomical unitsat Baleshare and Hornish Point and cattle representing 34%and 28%, pigs accounted for 6% and 12% respectively.Halstead suggests that the severe cull of calves, evidencedon both sites, is a clear indication of a specialised dairy econ-omy. The age-at-death pattern for sheep, on the other hand,reveals that they were principally kept for their meat andmost killed off towards the end of their first year. The pre-dominance of females among the adult sheep supports thisview and suggests further that wool production was not theprimary interest in sheep herding at this time.The relatively high proportion of pig remains is some-what surprising. In Early Christian Ireland, for example, thepig was as important or more important, in the diet of thepopulation but there, at least, pig husbandry was closely re-lated to the availability of mast, a relationship whose survivalelsewhere into the medieval period is evidenced in the lawsof pannage (Rackham 1980, 155). That the relationship wasovertly known to the Early Christians is evidenced in themany annalistic references to good, or exceptional mastcrops. Thirteen such references are to be found between AD576 and AD 1310, in the Annals of Inisfallen, for example(MacAirt 1977). Pig husbandry, therefore in Ireland, andlowland Britain, was largely dependent on the availability ofoak woodlands with their seasonal acorn �crops�.McCormick (pers comm) has suggested that pig hus-bandry in the Isles would have been limited by the absence of

mast from the Hebrides and the damage their foraging wouldcause on the machair. While there is some doubt as to thestatus of Hebridean woodlands in the Bronze and Iron Ages(see Chapter 3.2.2) few would argue that oak woodlands ex-isted in the islands during these periods. Pig husbandry musttherefore have assumed something like the fully commensalrole with which we are familiar from the more recent past, inpost-medieval and early modern urban situations. If they didnot actually keep their pigs in their parlours at least they keptthem firmly penned or carefully herded. Foraging on themargins of machair-lochs, or in machair outfield, togetherwith food supplement from domestic wastes, may haveformed the husbandry strategy.However, with one in eight anatomical units from HornishPoint identified as pig, there can be no doubt that pig hus-bandry was practised on a significant scale. Frequent farrow-ing, large brood size and highly efficient food-to-meatconversion make pigs an ideal �emergency ration� and one thatmay have been needed in the marginal conditions of machairsettlements. This alone may have encouraged the settlers toevolve appropriate husbandry practices. Parker Pearson et al(1996, 65) argue that the high percentages of pig present in�midden� deposits at the broch site of Dun Vulan (first to thirdcenturies AD) indicate the selection of joints of meat for theinhabitants and are proxy-indicators of high status (see, how-ever, Gilmour & Cook 1998 for refutation).The major constraint on the husbandry of sheep, cattleand pigs was, and remains, the problem of providing winterfodder. Here, uniquely, the climate of the machair was a pos-itive help because frost is rare and snow even rarer. Thusthere is some, limited, growth of grass all year round and ani-mals can be left outdoors for the greater part of the winter.The evidence from the abundant byre floor material fromthese sites is that some beasts, possibly gravid animals orthose still in milk,� were overwintered either indoors or shel-tered among the standing buildings, and these animals musthave been supplied with some form of provender.The byre floor material observed on all the sites is almostexclusively peat derived and we may wonder what became ofthe barley straw resulting from the ubiquitous barley cultiva-tion. Even in recent farming, some barley straw was fed tocattle (Lockhart & Wiseman 1983, 105) and it may be that itwas used more extensively in the Bronze and Iron Ages.At all five sites examined in this project there is clear,even abundant evidence for the harvesting of seaweed. At thelargely post-Medieval settlement at Newtonferry this materialwas principally added to the fields. However, in the prehis-toric deposits, peat, probably deposited via byre floors, seemsto have provided the necessary organic material. At the ear-lier sites, the distribution of the microscopic mollusca sug-gests that seaweed was used as fodder. The observation ofdental calculus, characteristic of seaweed eating, on sheepteeth (Halstead infra) supports this view, albeit that only asingle instance of it was observed. There is then some sup-port for the idea that seaweed was used as fodder in theoverwintering of animals. Pain and Thew (infra) have notedthat the use of seaweed seems to have increased markedlythrough time on the sites of Baleshare and Hornish Point.However, as we have noted a reduction in the area of landbeing cultivated through this period, it is unlikely that theprincipal use of the seaweed was for manuring fields and thisfurther supports the idea that it was used as fodder.
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The geomorphology of the machairs may also havehelped to �shorten the winter� by providing natural watermeadows. The lochs at the landward margins of the machairare, even now, subject to great seasonal variation in extent,while the water table of the machair itself lies at or near theground surface throughout the winter. Thus, areas of grassand the rootmass of the sward would have been maintainedat temperatures above freezing, even during the coldest win-ters, and early spring grass production in these areas wouldhave reduced the period over which fodder was necessary.Local access to the fodder source of the sea and the earlygrazing of the machair may have been potent factors in deter-mining the location of the sites in and on machair. This is asiting which on many other grounds would seem most im-probable and one that, long since, has been abandoned forthe ecotonal strip between machair and blackland.Apart from the evidence of the byre floor material, thepresence of deciduous teeth of cattle and sheep, naturally shed,indicates the presence of calves on site, probably during thespring and early summer. These were found in dumped depos-its; cattle in Blocks 5, 23 and 24, and sheep in Block 2, atBaleshare. The retention of the calves on site may provide sup-port for the theory that cattle husbandry was orientated to-ward milk production. McCormick (1992) following Lucas(1989) argues quite convincingly that even in the recent past,the presence of the calf was necessary to enable the mother tolet down her milk. Thus, calves and cattle may have been kept,separately but nearby, during the spring and early summer andfor part of that time were housed at or near the excavated set-tlements. If this hypothesis is accepted, perhaps we can seesome of the revetting and retaining walls as part of the pen-ning necessary to achieve successful dairying. Clearly, furtherexcavation would be required to explore this adequately.McCormick (1992, 208) argues that dairy farming only re-ally becomes a dominant husbandry strategy during the DarkAges or at the earliest in the Irish Late Iron Age, ie the first fewcenturies AD, on the basis of evidence from Dun Ailinne, CoKildare (Crabtree 1986). He, McCormick, suggests that itwould be dangerous to �...project the existence of dairying fur-ther back into prehistory...� (ibid). Direct evidence exists fordairying at this time in Scotland. Radiocarbon dates from bogbutter indicate that dairying was practised in Morvern in themid-second to mid-third century AD and at Kyleakin, on Skye,a century later (Earwood 1991, 233).On balance, the evidence from the machair sites suggeststhat dairying was practised in the Outer Hebrides almost amillennium earlier. Furthermore, given that all but one ofthe deciduous calf-teeth were found in the Blocks of thelater phase at Baleshare we may also wonder whether thedecline in the emphasis on cultivation is related to the risein the importance of dairying. Halstead (infra) rightly ob-serves that the small numbers of bones recovered from eachof the sampled Blocks militate against direct comparisons ofhusbandry practices between Blocks or even between groupsof Blocks. Thus, while acknowledging the slender basis forthis hypothesis, it is offered here in the hope that future re-searchers may specifically address this problem.

18.17.3 The wildscape
Apart from the cultivated crops, dairy products, beef, muttonand pork the inhabitants of these sites also exploited the nat-ural resources of the islands. The surviving evidence for thisis largely the result of hunting and trapping animals, birdsand fish and the collection of shellfish but the seeds andfruits and other parts of uncultivated vegetation were proba-bly also gathered. The difficulty of distinguishing betweensuch deliberately introduced �weed� species and the weeds ofcultivation or vegetable matter introduced to the sites in fod-der or fuel has already been touched upon. Although drawnfrom a much later period, Margaret Bennett�s Plant lore inGaelic Scotland (1991) records some of the traditional usesof wild plants of the Hebrides. The stinging nettle Deanntagis often now observed on old midden sites because of its at-traction to phosphate-, and nitrate-rich soils and it may wellhave flourished in such locations in the past from whichnettletops could have been collected for soups and teas.Silverweed, whose pollen may occur but are included in thetaxon Rosaceae was known to the Gael as Brisgean and, �Be-fore the introduction of the potato...[it]...was commonlyboiled, roasted on a fire or dried and ground into meal forbread-making or porridge.� (ibid, 56). Similarly, white andpink stonecrop were considered a delicacy and, no doubtmany other naturally occurring plant foods were exploited.Medicines for the treatment of scurvy included nettles andscurvy grass, both rich in ascorbic acid while fevers weretreated with feverfew or a tea decocted from violets, whiletansy was used in the treatment of worms. Dye plants in-cluded sundew, bog myrtle, yellow flag and lady�s bedstrawwhile heather (Calluna vulgaris) was used as a dye, for roof-ing, as bedding and for tanning and brewing. The multipleuses of the ling heather may account for its relatively fre-quent appearances in pollen and macro-plant samples. Cer-tainly, in the absence of oaks for �tanbark� other sources ofvegetable tannins must have been pressed into use. While wehave no direct evidence for these uses of the vegetation of theambient wildscape, it seems useful to recall their existencenot least because their exploitation may always have been es-sential for the provision of trace elements and vitamins in adiet that otherwise lacked them.In contrast, direct evidence for the exploitation of wildanimals is provided by the recovery of bone and antler fromthe machair sites. Bones of red deer, roe deer, common sealand otter have been recovered from Baleshare and HornishPoint, albeit in small numbers. Serjeantson (infra) has notedthat wild fowl were exploited as a casual, rather than a majorresource. Fish, however, seem to have been rather more sys-tematically exploited. Jones (infra) has noted the presence ofsharks, large gadoids, wrasse, mackerel and a variety of flatfishes. These were identified from the retent of the 5 mmmesh sieves and examination of the smaller fraction wouldclearly expand the list of species taken and enhance our per-ception of the part played by fish in the prehistoric diet ofthese settlements. Jones suggests that the larger fish weretaken on hand lines and the shoaling fish, probably by handnetting. Clearly boats were used in this process, albeit that noother evidence for their existence has been noted.The paucity of the remains of wild animal species is notvery surprising given the restricted landmass of the Uists andthe restricted range of wild species available. However, the
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low level of exploitation of the bird population, especiallythe migratory fowl, is surprising, given their seasonal abun-dance and the ease with which the young, in particular, canbe taken. The extensive cropping of the gannets of St Kilda,for example, may well have been a reaction in extremis to anextremely poor environment (a view shared by many whohave tried to eat one) but at least it shows the potential inputthese creatures could have made. Perhaps further excavationwill change this picture but, on the present evidence the fail-ure to exploit the seasonal abundance of protein representedby the migratory fowl, suggests that although the domesticeconomy of the sites was a subsistence economy, it was not apoor one. Alternatively, perhaps the fowl were harvested butformed part of the �invisible exports� of the sites.
18.17.4 Landholdings
The bones of the domesticated animals did not display any ofthe dietary deficiency diseases which confinement to themachair would have entailed (Chapter 2.3.1). This impliesthat the settlements each had access to the grazings of thecentral and eastern heath and moorlands. The large volumesof peat evidenced at the sites confirm rights of access and ofexploitation. Each site also had access to the shore for shell-fish, seaweed and fishing and it must be remembered that thecontemporaneous shorelines probably lay up to 500 to 750m west of their present positions (Chapter 2.2). Taken to-gether these imply that the landholding of each site should beenvisaged as a strip of land running from the sea, over themachair, up the eastern hillslopes and down the other side tothe east coast. It is not impossible that the eastern moorlandswere held in common but prudent husbandry, based it is as-sumed on herding, militates against this.It is not surprising that the individual holdings ran acrossthe ecological zones of the islands. It maximises access to therange of available resources and is a common response to ar-eas of high ecological gradients, from the earliest times. TheNeolithic fields at Ceide, Co Mayo (Mitchell & Ryan 1997,185�6), the Bronze Age reaves on Dartmoor (Fleming 1988)and the medieval and post-medieval settlements of west coastIreland (Mitchell & Ryan 1997) and Scotland all provide ex-amples of landholdings of this type.Landholding in the Hebrides in the Dark Ages seems tohave been based on the davach (dabhach), of gaelic Celticorigin, and the ounceland (tirunga), of Norse origin. Theterm davach means a vat or tub and, applied tolandholdings, may have meant the area of arable landwhich yielded sufficient seed to fill such a vessel, or per-haps which required a davach full of seed to plant (Jack-son 1972, 116). Dodgshon (1981, 75), whileacknowledging that the term may have been used originallyas a measure of agricultural productivity, suggests that itcould also represent the output from an area of land whichcontained other non-productive parts or that it might repre-sent the disposable product available for taxation, from agiven area of land. Oram (1987, 49) has noted that thedavach of the west of Scotland and the Hebrides was trans-muted to the Norse ounceland and, as such, containedtwenty pennylands, in contrast with the eighteenpennylands in the ouncelands of the east and north of Scot-land. He equates these twenty sub-units with the groups of

twenty households which formed units for naval assessmentand recruitment in the Senchus Fer nAlban (Bannerman1974), and imputes a Goidelic origin to the Dabhach. Thisimplies that while the davach became either, or both, a spe-cific unit of areal measure or a conceptual, financial, instru-ment, its origins are to be sought in the simple hierarchicalrelationships of twenty households to one overlord.It is to the first millennium BC that Bangor-Jones (1987)looks for the origin of the landholding systems which, toparaphrase him, subsequently acquired Goidelic and Norsenomenclature. In this context, the Bronze Age seems to bethe period when land management systems, like theDartmoor reaves first give evidence for large scale controland organisation of the British landscape. However, wehave so little evidence for Later Bronze Age settlements inthe Outer Hebrides that this phenomenon is simply not ob-servable there. By the later half of the first millennium bc,on the other hand, the Iron Age sites investigated in thisproject indicate that settlements controlling east-west stripsof land were in contemporaneous occupation for at leastpart of the duration of occupation at each site. This is evi-dence for land management on a significant scale. Even rel-atively simple geographical modelling, using Tiessenpolygons, tends to confirm this observation (Armit 1992,Ills 12.8). There is, therefore, evidence for the existence ofa settlement hierarchy, in which the machair sites function,generally at the level of family farms, or perhaps as cla-chans, small groups of up to three or four households, prac-tising mixed arable and dairy husbandry.
18.17.5 Food storage and preparation
No evidence was recovered for the bulk storage of cerealgrain, fish or meat. Experimental evidence from Butser sug-gests that beehive shaped storage silos made from straw ropescould contain just over 1 tonne of seed grain; these couldhave coped with the needs even of the Bronze Age levels ofBaleshare. We need not, therefore, be too surprised at not re-covering evidence for bulk storage.It was noted that the tops of the rim sherds of Iron Agevessels of the larger size range are commonly ground flat. Itis suggested that this results from the use of stone lids forthe vessels. The use of lids on the vessels further impliesthat they were used for the storage of some commodity andtheir size and fragility militate against their routine use forcooking. They could have been used to store food but evenfresh water for these porous sites must have required someform of container and, no doubt, a number of other com-modities that could have been stored in these vessels, rang-ing from shellfish to milk.Sherds of the smaller pottery vessels are predominantlysoot-encrusted and seem often to contain food residues. Itseems reasonable to conclude that these are simple cookingvessels. The abundance of fragments of heat shattered stoneon the sites� deposits has been noted by Collins (infra) as hasits co-occurrence with other domestic refuse. These seem nomore than the pot-boilers characteristic particularly of IronAge sites like Stackpole Warren in Pembrokshire (Williams1990) and which this writer has also identified on broch sitesin Scotland (Barber 1990, 92�6). Collins noted the deliberateselection of rock types other than gneiss for this function.
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Even brief experience of heating gneiss in beach barbecuefires shows how this rock type disintegrates on roasting.While direct evidence for cooking troughs or pits is lacking,the abundance of heat shattered stone spalls demonstratesquite clearly that boiling of large volumes of water was rou-tinely undertaken on the site. Of course, the uses to whichthe heated water could be put are many and varied, rangingfrom boiling large joints of meat through de-hairing skins tosteam bathing or saunas.Only one quern stone, the upper stone of a rotary quernwas recovered from Baleshare. It was made from gneiss andwhere found, was re-used in the walling of the Block 8 en-trance passage. This context dates from between 2260 and2045 bp and the date of the quern is much more likely to liecloser to the earlier than the later boundary of this range. Itprovides evidence for the milling of barley, which, even hadit been absent we might reasonably have anticipated. Berebannocks and similar unleavened breads (Lerche 1975) wereno doubt cooked on heated slabs beside the hearth.Caulfield (1978, 137) suggests that replacement of thesaddle type of quern by rotary types had taken place in theHebrides before the brochs were built. The example fromBaleshare does not contradict this hypothesis.
18.18 THE ATLANTIC SETTLEMENTS OF THE WESTERNISLES
Dennis Harding described the settlers of the Atlantic Iron Age asa �community of economy and culture� that could be clearly dis-tinguished from the cultures of regions to the south and eastwith traditions that lay within the Hallstatt and La Tène main-stream of central and western Europe (1984, 206). In suggestingthis he was giving voice to what can be described as the insularview of the Atlantic Iron Age. It is a feature of many paperswritten before Harding�s 1984 paper and of virtually all paperswritten since, that discussion of the Atlantic Iron Age is confinedto the sites attributed to the Atlantic Iron Age, virtually withoutreference to developments in Europe and in Britain south ofScotland�s central belt. Harding (ibid) clearly includes Ireland inhis Atlantic Iron Age suggesting that �...we should beemphasising the relationships between brochs, duns and Irishcashels or cathairs as regional variants on a similar theme..�.Writing in 1990, Harding had asserted that �...what theAtlantic Iron Age emphatically is not is either �peripheral�or �marginal�...� and founded this assertion on two factors;firstly, that the resource diversity of the Atlantic zonewould render settlement there non-marginal while socialand cultural peripherality was avoided by the existence of a�...maritime continuum, at least from the Northern Isles tosouthern Ireland, if not from Scandinavia to the Iberianpeninsula...� (ibid, 16).In essence then, Harding suggests that the currenttypologies were too inflexible to encompass the heterogeneityof the group of monuments attributed to the Atlantic Iron Ageand too parochial to embrace comparanda in Ireland and else-where on the Atlantic rim. He suggests that the Atlantic rimformed a �maritime continuum� in which Scotland�s WesternIsles would have had a central rather than a peripheral roleand he asserts that the settlements were not marginal.In suggesting that �We are out of the claustrophobic littlenet of Victorian typology...� in our studies of brochs and re-

lated structures, Hedges was more than a little optimistic(1990, 31). Harding had, in 1984, gone some way to agree-ing with Hedge�s proposition, at least in so far as he arguedfor the abandonment of formal typologies based on architec-tural detailing in favour of systems based on �...functionwithin the settlement systems and economic strategies of IronAge communities in Atlantic Scotland...� (Harding 1984,206). However, by 1992, the confusing profusion oftypologies was reduced to simplicity itself by Armit�s declara-tion that sites previously described as brochs, galleried duns,island duns and forts were all in fact of one class, the class ofAtlantic roundhouses (1992, 22).Typologically coherent or not, the structures of the Atlan-tic Iron Age share a repertoire of architectural forms ofwhich the most characteristic include deep narrow entrancepassages with door jambs, bolt holes and guard cells, thickwalled or sunken structures, intra-mural cells and galleries,scarcements and radial segmentation of the enclosed spaces.In varying combinations of all or parts of this list, these archi-tectural symbols provide the syntactical elements of thesemiotics of the structures of the Atlantic Iron Age (sensu Eco1991, 1�13). The freedom with which their builders con-structed �statements� about themselves by selection of whatthey deemed appropriate syntactical elements is at the root ofthe failure of all attempts to provide classical typologies ofthese structures. The creation of the portmanteau class of At-lantic roundhouse is the final step towards the shedding ofclassical taxonomies and the acceptance that while homoge-neous on one very large scale, the sites of this period in thenorth and west display such small scale heterogeneity thattheir further classification rapidly becomes meaningless. Thecontinuing exclusion of the wheelhouses from this portman-teau class is illogical, based as it seems to be on the distinc-tion between freestanding and dug-in structures, and thesealso should be seen as part of the more general scheme.The chronology of Atlantic roundhouses of the WesternIsles is very poorly understood. Largely on the basis ofOrcadian evidence, Armit suggests that they were built overthe period 400 BC to 100 AD, in calendar years (Armit1992). The chronology of the wheelhouses of the WesternIsles is equally poorly understood. Stevenson had attributedwheelhouses to the period between the third and seventhcenturies AD, on the basis of a rather weak argument for alate date for projecting, ring headed pins, and of potterystamped therewith (Stevenson 1955). Foster (1990, 153�4)has included the projected ring-headed pins in her Group Cwhich she seems to date to the Middle Iron Age to LateIron Age II (her terminology) which, in turn, she dates tothe first half of the first millennium AD, though this is byno means clear. Rejecting Stevenson�s dating, Armit (1992,69�70) suggests that wheelhouses date to the period be-tween the fourth or third century BC and the first centuryAD. Note, however, that this is based in part on radiocar-bon dates from the sites of Baleshare and Hornish Point andshould not be interpreted as independent support for thedates they indicate. Our reservations about the chronologi-cal sensitivity of projecting ring-headed pins must persistdespite Euan Campbell�s (1998) suggestion that they can betreated as chronologically sensitive indicators if only we canignore the early, disputed dates from Dun Mor Vaul andthe late dates already rejected by Armit, as deriving fromsecondary uses of brochs and wheelhouses.
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Outside of the Western Isles, wheelhouses are said onlyto have been noted in Shetland, at Jarlshof and at Ward Hill(Armit 1992, 71) and are apparently absent from Orkney.However, this may be somewhat misleading. The secondaryuse of the broch at Howe, for example (Ballin Smith 1994,84) involved the radial segmentation of the enclosed space ina fashion similar to the construction of wheelhouses. Thiswriter has noted similar segmentation in the broch at thePool of Virkie, but is of the opinion that there, the seg-mented interior was a primary feature of the broch. None theless, the absence of wheelhouse structures from Orkney maybe more apparent than real. This writer has suggested else-where that the absence of small chambered tombs from thebetter lands in Orkney is an artefact of survival (Barber 1992,29). Continuous cultivation has resulted in the removal ofthe smaller structures from the cultivated areas of Orkneyleaving only the truly massive sites, like Maes Howe, whilelesser sites survive only in the more marginal areas and is-lands of the archipelago. If, as the evidence from the currentexcavations suggests, the wheelhouses are farmsteads theymay only have been built on the better land available andmay, in Orkney, have been preferentially removed or slightedand concealed by ploughing.
18.18.1 Cognate structures and their relationships
Various authors have addressed the question of the origins ofthe Atlantic roundhouse and currently seek their predecessorswithin north and west Scotland, in the simple roundhouses ofthe early first millennium BC. Cellular structures with a clearcentral area, often containing a hearth, and surrounded by aseries of cells of corbelled construction usually containedwithin an oval structure, occur from the Neolithic Period tothe Dark Ages in the Northern and Western Isles. Houses 7,8 and 9 at Skara Brae, Orkney and the houses at Staneydaleand Gruting School, Shetland are Neolithic examples of thistype (see Ritchie & Ritchie 1981, 36, for summary) while el-ements of radial segmentation can be seen even in the Neo-lithic houses at Knap of Howar, Holm of Papa Westray andRinyo (ibid). The later, Iron Age, structures at a number ofHebridean sites are also described as cellular (Armit 1992,Chapter 7) and some cellular structures of dates ranging fromthe first to the eighth centuries AD also fall into this category(ibid). The so called �Pictish� houses of Buckquoy (Ritchie1977), Pool (Hunter 1990) and elsewhere in the NorthernIsles are also of this general type.The outstanding difference between cellular structuresand the wheelhouse appears to be that the wheelhouse is aradially segmented circular structure while the cellular struc-ture is oval or irregular in overall plan. The existence of along and continuing tradition of cellular constructionprompts the speculation that the wheelhouse is little morethan a mid-first millennium BC rectification of the basicbuilding style of the north and west of Scotland. It invites thefurther conclusion that there is a continuity of architecturaltradition over this very long time span. However, it is impor-tant to be aware of the limitations that constrained the archi-tectural possibilities of both areas. To begin with, wood waseither not available or was in severely short supply and soproviding roofs for structures presented grave difficulties.In practice earth and stone were the only constructional ma-

terials that were readily available and in neither area wasthe quality of the available stone ideal for building (contraryto common perception, the stone of the northern mainlandand the islands is very weak in tension and is a poor build-ing material). Thus corbelling emerged as the basic construc-tional technique.This writer has shown elsewhere (Barber 1992, 18) thatcorbelled structures, when free standing, require an enclosingwall whose thickness amounts to some 60% or more of thewidth of the enclosed floor. Corbelled structures, if they areto provide sufficient head room for normal activities alsoneed to be very high in proportion to the width of the floor.Thus relatively large volumes of stones must be used to ac-quire relatively modest volumes of internal space. Dry stonestructures provide ideal mechanisms for the condensation ofwater vapour from moisture laden winds and, from personalobservations on Ireland�s south-west coast, can be damp oreven wet, on a mild summer�s day. Their permeability towinds is best demonstrated by their use as drying sheds forgannet carcasses on St Kilda, in the more recent past (Emery1996, 182). The addition of a turf covering, held in place byan outer stoneface has been noted at corbelled structures ofthe Early Christian period in Ireland (at Reask, for example;Fanning 1981). This would have provided damp-, anddraft-proofing but its existence, taken together with the com-mon observation of drains in the floors of these structures,attests to their dampness. Armit observed midden packedinto the upper parts of Wheelhouses 1 and 2 at Cnip whichundoubtedly fulfilled the same function (1990, 84�5).High, thick-walled, drafty and damp, freestandingcorbelled structures clearly did not appeal to the Early IronAge settlers of the north and west of Scotland. As notedabove, the Hebrides have the second highest recorded meanwind speeds on earth and high humidity all year round.While occasional corbelled cells occur, the ubiquitousclochain of the Irish mid-, and south-west coasts was clearlyinappropriate to the settlers of the Scottish north and westcoasts and their exploitation of the principles of corbellinghas led them along quite another path.In the absence of adequate building material and espe-cially in the absence of an adequate supply of timber forroofing, one response in the west and north of Scotland hasbeen to create structures by digging them into appropriatesediments for shelter and damp-proofing and by creatingwithin them smaller spaces that were individually roofed bycorbelling, thus avoiding the need to roof a large void. Cor-belling was also used in revetting the enclosing sediments, ex-ploiting its �horizontal arch� effect. Given the severe physicalconditions and the equally severe limitations on construc-tional possibilities, the commonality of response in most peri-ods from the Neolithic to the recent past is neither surprisingnor indicative of continuity of tradition. Bronze Age cellularstructures need not be seen as the evolutionary forebears ofthe �cellular structures� of the Atlantic Iron Age, whether thisdescription is restricted to Armit�s use thereof or to the entireclass of Atlantic round houses.Harding has argued that the brochs and duns with diame-ters of less than fifty feet (roughly 15 m) were roofed (1984,218�9). He suggests that apart from driftwood, supplies oftimber may have been imported from the mainland or the in-ner Hebrides. Certainly, by the sixth century AD this waspossible, with wattles from Mull and timbers from the main-
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land being imported to Iona, if Adomnan�s Life of Columbais to be believed (Anderson & Anderson 1961). However, inthe Iron Age Hebrides, timber would have been a scarce andvaluable resource. The restriction of this resource to thebrochs and duns may provide evidence for the lowly status ofwheelhouses which had to use corbelled radial cells to reducetheir dependence on large timbers.This writer has suggested elsewhere that there aregrounds for viewing the whole of the complex, including thewheelhouses, as providing evidence for social stratification(Barber 1985). Given the scales of difference in bulk, in en-closed areas, in enclosed volumes, in man-hours of work re-quired in construction and in �monumentality� these sitessimply cannot have all served the same class of occupant.This statement is implicit to Fojut�s conclusion that the an-swer to the question �Is Mousa a broch?� must be yes but noother broch is a Mousa (1981, 227), implying that there issome stratification even within the restricted class of brochs.The emergence of nucleated settlements around many of theOrcadian and Shetland brochs like the Howe (Ballin Smith1994) and Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956) suggests that some, atleast, of the larger sites continued to serve as focal centres upto and perhaps after the advent of the Norse. That such de-velopments apparently did not take place in the Western Islesis not without its significance for our understanding of socialdevelopments in this area.
18.19 SETTLEMENTS AND MARGINALITY
18.19.1 Marginality of cultivation
Harding�s assertion (above) that the settlements of the West-ern Isles were not marginal is unsupported by any evidence.It may simply be an emotional rejection of an apparently un-acceptable judgement made on the lives and conditions ofIron Age Hebrideans. However, that is not what is implied bythe term marginality in its use here. Rather areas are deemedmarginal if they incur a high probability of failure of the sub-sistence basis on which settlement depends. The work ofParry on the abandonment of Mediaeval farmsteads in theLammermuirs, in the face of the deteriorating climate duringthe Little Ice Age, provides us with a potentially quantifiabledefinition of this type of marginality (Parry 1978).Parry first established the limiting conditions for thegrowth of the main cereal crop, measured in day-degrees,centigrade above a given base (4°C), millimetres of potentialsoil water deficit and exposure, measured in wind rates inmetres per second. Sites, or areas which lie at or close tothese limiting conditions can be said to be marginal for culti-vation. Parry identified the conditions under which two outof three crops would fail (at the 95% probability level), andhe postulated that abandonment of settlement would neces-sarily occur at this level of marginality. Thus, marginality is ameasure of settlement potential, not a value judgement. Onthis objective measure, the Western Isles is certainly and de-monstrably marginal at the present time, and was perhapsmore so during the Atlantic Iron Age (pace Harding).However, resource diversity goes some way to limitingthe affects of the physical marginality of their cultivation.Fishing, fowling and hunting were all practised, on the evi-dence of the current excavations. The reduction of the scale

of agriculture to market gardening may well have been aresponse to the marginalisation of cultivation in the more se-vere climatic conditions of the Atlantic Period and the shelterprovided by existing structures or by the mound of the sites�deposits could have made the difference between success andfailure in bringing in a crop. However, the small scale of cul-tivation, limited hunting and gathering and the limited ex-ploitation of domesticates for meat may be interpreted assupporting the idea that dairying had emerged as the princi-pal subsistence strategy, ie that the secondary products revo-lution had at last reached the Hebrides.
18.19.2 Marginality of technology
The absence of metalwork, especially of iron, from the sites�deposits has been shown to be an absence of evidence ratherthan evidence of absence. Hammer scale attests to black-smithing on these sites and the butchery marks of animal,bird and fish bone attest to the use of edged metal imple-ments while the worked bone and antler prove the existenceof a relatively extensive tool-kit. Therefore, the material mar-ginality of these sites during the Iron Age period is not reallya marginality of technology, but of resource availability.The restriction on availability seems to have affected thewhole of Scotland and to have persisted into the first millen-nium AD. Writing in the first quarter of the third century AD,the Greek historian Herodian observed that the people ofScotland valued iron as highly as gold (Histories, iii,14,7) and,for once, the archaeological and historical records seem in ac-cord. Manning (1981) cites the report by Callendar and Grant(1934) on the excavations at the broch of Midhowe to showthat some brochs suffer a similar mismatch of evidence for ironworking but no surviving ironwork. In the case of Midhowe,large amounts of iron slag, indicative of iron smelting on site,were recovered. Indeed, Manning goes further (ibid, 57�61)by suggesting that the three hoards discussed by Piggott (1955)as the only undoubtedly �native� hoards from Scotland werenot in fact native but the possessions of auxiliaries or merce-naries gained in service in southern England.In his listing of seventeen wheelhouses in the OuterHebrides Armit (1992 Chapter 6) does not record a single in-stance of finds of iron objects or of slags or mould fragmentsassociated with iron working. In contrast, three of the thir-teen sites in his portmanteau class of Atlantic roundhouse(ibid, Chapter 5) contained some such evidence, viz Rudh aDuin, Vallay, fragments of an iron sword with scabbard; Duna Ghallain, iron rivets, dirk and curved knife; Buaile Risary,rivets; in addition a whetstone was recovered from Eilean aGhallain and triangular crucibles from Dun Barabhat andBuaile Risary. Excavated brochs in the Northern Isles haveproduced abundant evidence for iron smelting and ironworking, as well as for the production of relatively high sta-tus bronze objects. The Howe (Ballin Smith 1994, 228�234)produced over 200 iron objects and almost 200 kg of slag, in-cluding nine plano-convex slag cakes together with fragmentsof furnace linings and tuyeres. Some five furnace bottomswere recovered from Crosskirk, together with further slagsand some iron, the latter poorly preserved because of the ad-verse depositional environment, and two crucible fragments(Fairhurst 1984, 118�9). Similar assemblages were recordedfrom the broch at Bu (Hedges 1987).
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It has been argued above that the chronologies of brochs,or Atlantic roundhouses and wheelhouses probably overlapsignificantly. This writer has argued elsewhere that these var-ious structures may reflect an hierarchy of settlement withthe broch placed higher than the wheelhouse in that hierar-chy (Barber 1985). Given the presence of iron smelting onbrochs and its absence from wheelhouses, we may wonderwhether the control of the supply of iron was part of themechanism by which political and social control was exer-cised by the broch occupiers, or some other �overlords�, overthe farms of the wheelhouse dwellers. Legitimising the rela-tionship between tenant and landlord by the gifting of equip-ment is characteristic of one of the forms of clientshippractised during the later, Dark Age periods of Scotland andIreland (Kelly 1988, 29). Charles-Edwards (1993, 522) com-ments on an early Welsh law on inheritance, that requiredthat �...the youngest son gets the special homestead and eightacres and all the equipment and the cauldron and thewood-axe and the coulter�. This suggests that the gifting ofequipment and its attendant obligations possibly extendedover successive generations. Perhaps we should consider therelationship between the dwellers in brochs and those inwheelhouses as a precursor to base clientship. Extending�known� Dark Age social institutions into the Iron Age is al-ways dangerous but we do have some other indications in itsfavour. Among these the survival of the twenty pennylandouncelands discussed in Chapter 18.17.4 may be noted.The use of iron as a medium of exchange between tenantand landlord emphasises the scarcity of the raw metal and,even among the brochs, the volume of recovered iron objectsis very small. The scarcity of ironwork and of high-status, or-namented bronzes on sites of the Early Iron Age in Scotlandis also reflected in the distribution of artefacts bearing LaTène ornament. Such artefacts are found in a sparse scatteracross the central belt of Scotland and into the Southern Up-lands with none in the north or west of the mainland nor inthe Hebrides (see Cunliffe 1978, fig 14:13, for a typical ex-ample). This contrasts with the Irish distributions of similarmaterials which show concentrations in the northern half totwo-thirds of the country with few or none in the south(Raftery 1994, passim).
18.19.3 Marginality of culture
The Ritchies, among many other authors, have noted the pro-found changes in the archaeological record of Scotland in themiddle of the first millennium BC, to which period they alsoattribute the introduction of P-Celtic (1981, Chapter 5). Inneighbouring Ireland, save only for the linguistic change, thesame scale of change is clearly detectable (Raftery 1994) and inthe southern half of Scotland and northern half of Irelandthese changes are associated with the cultural group character-ised by the title �La Tène� because the diagnostic artefacts ofthe period bear artistic motifs of the La Tène tradition. TheseIron Age, possibly Celtic, peoples had emerged in central Eu-rope as an identifiable archaeological cultural grouping desig-nated the Hallstatt culture. In these islands, Hallstatt formsappear in bronze, in a limited range and without replacing theexisting later Bronze Age implements. There is cause, there-fore, to suggest that these Halstatt additions to an existing cul-ture represent the arrival of influences and the diffusion of

styles and ideas. However, the changes noted by the Ritchies(1981), including the alteration of language, introduction of anew technology, use of the technology to alter social controlover landholding, and the evolution of new settlement forms,all seem to this writer to be explicable only in terms of an ac-tual movement of some people.This writer is aware of just how unfashionable this inter-pretation of events may prove, not least because of Raftery�srecent exegesis on this subject (1994, 224). Despite changesto material objects and settlement forms some orders ofmagnitude greater than those observable in Scotland, de-spite the existence of a strong hagiographical tradition insupport of invasion, despite the presence on Ptolemy�s mapof Ireland (arguably based on first century AD information)of the names of European tribes (Cauci and Menapii fromnorth Europe, Brigantes from the north of England) and de-spite a long sanguinary history, replete with large-scale mi-grations, in the succeeding period, Raftery suggests that allthe observed changes are due to the diffusion of ideas ratherthan the movement of peoples. It is not impossible that thisis the correct interpretation of events and, certainly, inva-sions have been invoked in archaeological interpretations inthe past to account for relatively trivial changes but to denyall possibility of invasion does not seem wise. Similarly, inthe Outer Hebrides, it would not be wise to dismiss the pos-sibility of invasion given the later movement of the Norse tothat area (most of the placenames in the Hebrides are Norsein origin). However, the invocation of invasion to explainchanges in material culture does not deny the observablecontinuity of indigenous people and the artefacts of theirexistences. MacSween (above) suggests that the considerabledifferences between the ceramic assemblages of the Bronzeand Iron Ages arise by accumulation of new traits ratherthan by any single dramatic change. Similarly, we havenoted above the continuity in architectural styles based oncorbelling throughout the prehistoric period in the islandsalbeit that this can be attributed to the paucity of goodbuilding materials. However, the fact that we can explainchange as incremental or continuity as imposed does notrule out the possibility, indeed the likelihood, of what theindigenes would have regarded as invasion even if we inter-pret that as no more than the alternation of one ruling elitewith another.
18.19.4 Marginal but not meagre
The wheelhouses then may be seen as the habitations of farm-ers practising mixed dairy farming in a socially and politicallymanaged landscape and receiving the necessary iron imple-ments of their trade as part of their �tenancy� or clientshipagreement. The physical marginality and resource poverty oftheir environment facilitated their social and political controlbut their settlements clearly cannot have been at subsistencelevel. A subsistence level settlement produces all that it con-sumes, and usually, vice versa also. However, metalwork wasbrought to these sites as finished products, manufactured else-where. Thus some tradeable surplus must have existed and it ismost probable that this comprised organic materials, amongstwhich butter and cheese are likely to have been included.Thus, although marginal, these sites were not individual subsis-tence settlements but formed part of a larger polity.
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primary dump 51, 52, 63, 211, 222, 224
Pteridium aquilinum 202
Ptolemy 243
pumice 9, 47, 48, 59, 61, 63, 67, 69, 70, 104, 134, 135, 136,138, 233
punches 139, 232

Punctum pygmaeum 170, 171, 172
Pupilla muscorum 122, 163, 167, 170, 172
Potential Water Surplus  19
Quercus 201, 202, 204
quern 33, 53, 54, 209, 240
radiocarbon dating 8, 120, 121, 212, 215, 217, 218, 219,220, 223, 228
rainfall 18, 19
Ranunculaceae 201, 204
reeds 72, 168, 190, 203, 204
research questions

methodology 120, 121, 123, 124, 126, 142, 144, 221
Retusa obtusa 174, 175, 176, 177
Rhum 21
ribwort 153
rig-and-furrow cultivation 21
Ringed Plovers 26
rings 19, 31, 132
Rinyo 241
Rissoa parva 174, 175, 176
Roman army 237
rookeries 23
Rosaceae 201, 238
Rosinish 21, 26, 27
Rothamstead 236
Routine Soil Sample 8
Ru Cuinafenagh 72
Ru Hornish 72
Rubh Arnal 203
Rubha na Traghead 109
Rubna Mor 203
Rudh a Duin 242
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Rumex acetosella 190, 192, 194
saithe 23, 55, 89, 93, 148, 149
Salix 190, 192, 194, 195, 200, 201, 204, 205, 215
salmon 26
Sanday 13, 235
sand-cliffs 1
saws 138, 139, 232
Saxifraga oppositifolia 194
Scalloway 213
Scandinavia 26, 135, 209, 210, 240
Scatness 235
Scaup 26
Scirpus spp. 199
Scolpaig 32, 120, 190, 192, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198
Scottish Lowlands 19
Screvan 109
scurvy grass 238
SDD Ancient Monuments 1
seal

common 23, 143, 145, 146, 238grey 23
seaweed 19, 23, 116, 147, 154, 165, 167, 173, 174, 176,177, 209, 212, 230, 237, 239
sedges 153, 190, 201, 204
semi-brochs 28, 30
Sgeir na Galtun 43
SEARCH  114, 115
Shelduck 26
shell 1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 21, 23, 27, 33, 35, 36, 38, 43,44, 47, 48, 49, 60, 61, 65, 67, 68, 72, 75, 76, 79, 84,87, 92, 93, 94, 96, 104, 105, 109, 110, 113, 116, 120,121, 127, 135, 164, 168, 171, 172, 173, 174, 176, 187,188, 204, 206, 209, 210, 212, 215, 216, 217, 220, 227,229, 235, 236, 238, 239
Sherardia arvensis 153

Sheshader 22, 26
Shoveller 26
Sithean 26, 229
Skara Brae 168, 234, 241
Skiport 133
Skye 30, 109, 132, 133, 134, 201, 203, 205, 233, 238
slag 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 31, 33, 43, 55, 109, 232

bronze 30, 31, 109, 233iron 30, 33, 232, 242
Sloc Sabhaidh 43, 44
snails 121, 122, 163, 164, 165, 166, 168, 169, 171, 172,173, 176, 207, 210, 223
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 33
Soil Survey Handbook 8
soils 9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 29, 43, 61, 62, 63,64, 65, 66, 114, 122, 123, 156, 169, 173, 174, 194,201, 202, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212,214, 215, 226, 235, 236, 238
Sollas 29, 31, 131, 132, 133, 211
Sound of Eriskay 104
South Clettraval 27
South Glendale 6, 8, 27, 104, 105, 117, 131, 133, 134, 135,216, 217, 219, 228, 229, 233
South Lewis 26
South Uist 1, 6, 12, 13, 14, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 72, 74, 104,131, 132, 157, 161, 162, 178, 190, 199, 203, 204, 229,231
Sparganium emersum 204
spear-butts 31
Sphagnum 192, 194, 195, 201
St Boniface 139, 206, 220, 234
St Kilda 190, 239, 241
Standard Bulk Sample 8
Staneydale 241
Stellaria media 153, 156
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stone 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 18, 21, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35,36, 38, 43, 44, 47, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58,59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 72, 75, 76, 77,78, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94,96, 98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109,110, 111, 113, 132, 134, 135, 171, 173, 209, 210, 213,223, 224, 226, 227, 229, 232, 233, 234, 238, 239, 240,241, 242
Stoneybridge 25, 199
Stornoway 12, 19
structured deposition 90, 211
Suenish 109
sundew 238
Switzerland 6
Sylt 235
tallard 32, 104, 109, 110, 111, 229
tansy 238
'tapestry' excavation

advantages 8, 19, 148, 169procedure 8, 120, 148, 156, 157, 161, 218
Taraxacum-type 194, 195
Teampull Chriosd 44
Thalictrum 201, 204
tin 31, 233
Tiree 19, 30, 132
Tob Nan Leobag 22
Tofts Ness 235
Traigh Luskentyre 12
Tregaron Bog 19
Triticum diccoccum 153
trout 26
Tufted Duck 26
Tuquoy 206
Udal 21, 27, 28, 29, 30, 148, 161, 162, 229
Ulmus 201, 202

Umbelliferae 204
Unival 21, 27
Unstan ware 27
Urtica 201
Usinish 29
Vallaquie 109
Vallay 26, 30, 242
Vallay Strand 30
Vallonia spp

costata 163, 167, 170, 171, 172, 174excentrica 167, 170
Valtos 12, 133
Varlish Point 33
Vatersay 12
vegetation 15, 18, 21, 23, 25, 26, 113, 114, 121, 122, 123,128, 131, 160, 162, 163, 165, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171,172, 173, 183, 186, 190, 194, 195, 197, 199, 202, 203,204, 208, 209, 238
Vertigo

angustior 163, 168antivertigo 168pygmaea 122, 163, 164, 167, 170, 172substriata 168
Vigdale 26
Viking 23, 26, 43, 74, 109, 132, 206
violets 238
Vitrea

contracta 167, 171, 172crystallina 171
Vitrina pellucida 121, 122, 163, 164, 167, 171, 172
Vlassen 235
waders 26, 150
Ward Hill 241
Water Rail 26
Wessex 212
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West Lewis 25
Western Isles 13, 15, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,31, 117, 138, 151, 154, 165, 178, 209, 229, 240, 241,242
wheat 153, 157, 207, 236
wheelhouses 28, 29, 30, 44, 74, 221, 230, 231, 240, 241,242, 243
Wigeon 26, 151
wildcat 26

winkle 23, 36, 46, 48, 49, 50, 55, 60, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69,70, 71, 74, 77, 80, 81, 82, 84, 92, 96, 100, 102, 111,175, 216, 217
Woburn 236
wood sorrel 26
woodland 25, 26, 121, 165, 170, 195, 237
wrack 23, 176
yellow flag 109, 238
zinc 18, 124
Zonitoides nitidus 163, 168
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TABLES
TABLES FOR CHAPTER 4
BLOCK 1 (see p.34)
Context Pot Macro

8 0 010 0 0205 2 0.13
Total 2 0.13

BLOCK 2 (see p.34)
Context Bone SeaSh Slag

4 4 95 30280 0 100 0
Total 4 195 30
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BLOCK 3 (see p.35)
Context Bone Pot SeaSh Macro Stone

26 1 17 0 0 027 0 10 0 0 028 0 1 0 0 033 0 1 0 0 043 0 0 72 0 044 149 0 14.1 0 045 1 0 2 0 049 3 0 43 591 054 4 0 48.6 0 058 4 0 394 0 060 1 0 24.6 0 062 0 0 26.1 0 063 2 0 31.8 0 071 0 10 0 0 072 7 2 0 0 074 0 4 0 0 086 0 1 34 0 0106 65 2 60 0 0107 250 9 156 0 0113 514 19 349 39.5 9120 0 101 0 0 0121 16 1 32 0 0122 0 1 0 0 0307 0 24 0 0 0329 10 4 385 0 0330 11 4 100 0 0331 5 2 43 0 0333 5 2 43 0 0345 0 0 10 0 0346 0 0 7 0 0504 0 0 2 0 0664 0 14 2 0 0667 0 26 0 0 0
Total 1,043 253 1,840 645 9
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BLOCK 4 (see p.36)
Context Bone Pot SeaSh Macro Stone

148 0 3 0 0 0155 0 1 0 0 0156 4 0 0 0 0162 0 1 0 0 0166 0 14 0 0 0262 0 29 0 0 0264 0 0 92.4 0 0265 0 0 250 0 0266 20 0 400 0 38268 7 0 11.8 0 15.2271 0 3 0 0 0281 12 0 221 0 92282 9 0 33.5 0 33283 16 4 74 0 203284 5 3 24.3 0 61.8285 0 0 0 0 78.4286 0 2 0 0 0288 14 1 53.2 4.2 29.9289 25 0 0 0 32.8291 0 10 0 0 0292 3 0 57.2 0 188.8293 4 0 21.5 0 36.2294 9 8 35 0 12295 11 0 60 0 0560 0 3 0 0 0613 0 3 0 0 0614 15 0 1,391 3.6 0622 0 4 0 0 0784 0 4 0 0 0797 0 1 0 0 0
Total 154 94 2,725 7.75 821.1
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BLOCK 5 (see p.36)
Context Bone Pot SeaSh Macro Stone

20 918 141 2,101 14.7 51921 84 22 308 8 17322 0 118 0 0 039 224 15 2,060 40.5 86589 0 17 0 0 092 0 9 0 0 093 0 9 0 0 0145 48 60 130 9.8 0149 3 0 4 0 0150 6 1 8 0 0301 0 12 0 0 0309 0 6 0 0 0311 0 1 0 0 0316 0 5 0 0 0320 0 3 0 0 0340 224 11 2,060 40.5 865513 0 4 0 0 0515 0 180 0 0 0526 0 9 0 0 0527 0 57 0 0 0528 0 12 0 0 0529 0 28 0 0 0639 0 0 48 0 0651 0 2 0 0 0652 10 18 25 0 0656 0 0 11 0 0657 32 0 45 0 0658 0 0 24 0 0659 0 0 14 0 0662 1 58 221 3.6 15.4663 121 10 63 3.6 0669 2 0 0 0 0671 12 0 9 0 0672 0 1 0 0 0673 4 0 35 0 0763 0 1 0 0 0771 0 0 19 0 0801 0 7 0 0 0802 0 10 0 0 0803 0 0 0 60 0804 0 0 0 6.9 0805 0 0 0 39.8 0885 0 1 0 0 0
Total 1,689 828 7,185 227.44 2,437
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BLOCK 6 (see p.38)
Context Bone Pot SeaSh Macro Stone Snail Slag

239 4 0 0 0 0 0 0240 3 0 1,983 0 0 0 0249 0 0 225 0 0 0 0250 0 0 266 0 0 0 0305 0 5 0 0 0 0 0309 200 0 103 105 787 0 7.6311 0 0 3,086 0 0 0 0315 0 0 0 0 0 0 0316 0 0 0 0 0 0 0317 0 2 188 0 0 0 0325 0 0 291 0 0 0 0704 0 0 1,470 417 20 0 0708 0 1 71 0 0 0 0710 235 33 4,224 70 2,965 0 9716 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Total 442 42 11,907 592 3,772 0 16.6

Pit fills
520 0 0 0 3.58 0 0.01 0531 0 0 0 34.21 0 0.07 0534 0 0 5,884 77 147 0 108712 0 0 3 0 0 0 0714 0 0 54 0 0 0 0716 12 1 15 0 0 0 0720 0 0 5 5.24 0 0.01 0722 0 0 11 0 0 0 0
To-tal 12 1 5,972 120.03 147 0.09 108
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BLOCK 7 (see p.41)
Context Bone Pot SeaSh Macro Stone Slag

15 3 0 159 0 0 017 0 9 0 0 0 018 0 55 0 0 0 019 12 6 18 0 19 091 0 3 0 0 0 094 5 1 0 0 0 0128 11 5 167 0 11 0129 4 4 17 0 0 0130 3 1 82 0 0 0133 7 0 123 0 0 0134 0 7 0 0 0 0135 0 0 0 0 0 0136 0 0 0 0 0 0138 3 0 18 0 0 0140 25 0 463 7.3 2,538 0141 0 0 73 0 0 0143 0 0 12 0 0 0225 5 0 163 0 0 0226 0 0 1,180 0 0 0228 0 0 288 0 0 0229 45 15 5,107 6.7 0 69.4230 3 2 71 0 0 0231 1 0 78 0 0 0232 4 0 167 0 0 0233 15 0 0 0 0 0237 0 3 3 0 0 0238 0 0 703 0 0 0244 4 0 42 0 0 0245 12 0 2,723 0 0 0302 0 0 2 0 0 0303 5 0 152 0 0 0304 59 18 6,849 20 394 71.8306 3 4 440 0 0 0308 0 3 0 0 0 0505 0 70 58 0 0 0506 4 11 1,789 86 0 0517 0 3 0 0 0 0519 0 3 0 0 0 0522 0 52 0 0 0 0523 0 4 0 0 0 0525 0 18 0 0 0 0624 12 0 119 2.6 13 0625 6 0 123 0 0 0627 7 0 327 4.4 23 0628 13 2 37 7.8 0 0629 0 6 0 0 0 0631 14 0 1,166 178 200 30.7640 2 1 55 0 0 0642 0 0 1,317 0 0 0650 3 0 119 0 0 0751 12 0 979 10 21 0787 0 0 19 0 0 0810 0 0 48 0 0 0
Total 302 306 25,256 322.8 3,219 171.9
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BLOCK 8 (see p.41)
Context Bone Pot SeaSh Macro

166 15 0 1,391 3.55181 4 3 0 0
Total 19 3 1,391 3.55
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TABLES FOR CHAPTER 5
BLOCK 1A (see p.46)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos

68 553 37 0.01 382 0.06 528 5000 7.5 3
BLOCK 1B (see p.46)
Context 68SpeciesCochlicopa lubricaCochlicopa lubricella 1Cochlicopa spVertigo antivertigoPupilla muscorumVallonia costata 1Vallonia excentrica 2Vitrea contractaNesovitrea hammonis 1Oxychillus alliarius 1Helicella italaCepaea hortensis
Total-terrestrial 6(including wet species)
No. of species 5(including wet species)
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BLOCK 2A (see table p.46)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI Ph Phos % Burnt Pumice Wt(g)stone frags42 1594 149 29.00 19571 71.32 98 1169 36000 7.21 4 20 0 043 265 26 14.00 568 0.14 0 793 4500 7.31 2 <5 0 044 22 4 0.001 185 0.23 0 51 15000 7.48 5 <5 0 051 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0 7.12 4 0 0 052 137 34 0.00 678 7.37 0 73 13000 7.28 2 <5 0 055 343 22 0.01 2881 0.21 0 223 21000 7.55 1 20 0 056 0 3 0.00 55 0.1 0 0 31000 7.18 3 0 0 057 1173 95 11.01 12282 23.11 0 1222 29500 7.29 3 10 0 058 10 0 0.00 393 0.11 0 36 30000 7.37 4 <5 0 059 831 42 0.01 2000 7.18 0 146 13000 7.21 2 <5 0 060 0 0 0.01 18 0.09 0 0 6000 7.39 4 0 0 061 51 32 6.00 1475 0.00 0 210 80000 7.26 3 10 0 062 74 6 0.01 426 0.08 0 214 22000 7.38 2 <5 2 1.063 513 19 0.06 493 7.15 0 339 20000 7.55 3 <5 0 064 0 0 0.01 30 0.13 0 14 17000 7.25 3 100 0 065 0 1 0.00 7 0.17 0 129 17000 7.23 1 50 1 2.266 19 5 0.01 29 0.08 0 0 4500 7.18 4 0 0 067 47 4 0.01 98 0.26 0 123 8500 7.41 5 0 0 069 74 13 16.01 227 0.19 7 94 12000 7.37 2 10 0 070 57 7 4.02 1002 0.08 0 128 23000 7.46 4 <5 0 071 4 1 71.00 110 1.10 0 188 25000 7.38 5 10 0 072 11 3 0.23 113 0.14 0 201 27500 7.20 5 <5 0 073 114 14 0.09 792 0.20 1 287 18000 7.55 5 <5 1 24.475 32 0 0.1 1464 0.21 0 608 73000 7.24 2 20 0 076 44 2 0.05 33 0.37 0 70 9000 7.30 5 10 0 080 0 6 1.74 13 0.17 0 2 6000 7.15 3 0 0 081 0 0 0.01 6 0.17 0 0 2500 7.65 2 0 0 082 0 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 6 2000 7.05 2 0 0 084 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0 7.63 2 0 0 0200 11 7 0.02 36 0.10 0 327 27000 7.31 4 10 0 0

Total 5426 495 153.421 44985 125.47 106 6653 0
Mean 21000 0
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BLOCK 2B (see table p.46)
Context 67 66 64 63 60 44 43 62 61 82 81 200 80 76 59 75 57 73 72 55 71 70 69 51 42Species
Cochlicopa lubrica 6 14 1Cochlicopa lubricella 2 2 10 1Cochlicopa sp 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 3 6 3 1 3 1 1 2Vertigo antivertigo 1Pupilla muscorum 1 2 2 1 6 6 3 55 1 41 100 1 6 3 1Vallonia costata 1 2 4 3 3 4 9 1 1Vallonia excentrica 2 1 2 2 3 20 13 7 4 4 3 6 4 3 2 1Vitrea contracta 1 1 1Oxychillus alliarius 1 2 1Helicella itala 1 1 2Cepaea hortensis 1 1 5 1 1 3
Total-terrestrial 4 1 1 2 1 2 5 2 1 5 8 8 37 28 13 66 10 54 143 7 8 11 2 1 8(including wet species) 67
No. of species 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 3 5 5 7 4 3 4 3 6 7 4 3 6 1 1 5(including wet species) 5
BLOCK 3A (see table p.47)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % BurntPumice Wtstone frags5 876.8 93 32.1 8855.7 0.47 1.7 1986.6 150000 7.2 - 7.7 2-4 25 2 9.613 8.00 0 0.06 13.0 0.21 0 7.0 4000 7.7 3 0 0 0
Total 884.8 93 32.16 8868.7 0.68 1.7 1993.6
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BLOCK 3B (see table p.47)
Context 13 5(11) 5(314) 5(315) 5(357) 5(464) 5(476) 5(484)SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 4 1 2 34Cochlicopa lubricella 1 1 37Cochlicopa sp 3 1 2 2 168Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 18 6 1 10Lauria cylindracea 1 10Vallonia costata 2 2 3 5 1Vallonia excentrica 4 8 8 49Vittrina pellucida 1Vitrea contracta 2Oxychilus alliarius 1 2Helicella itala 3 2 1^ 2 10 1^Cepaea hortensis 2 6^ 1^
Total-terrestrial 35 13 16 19 327 7(including wet species)
No. of species 7 5 5 1 6 12 2 1(including wet species) 6 13
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1
BLOCK 4A (see table p.48)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos
46 112 0 0.36 181 0.04 0 13 7.58 547 56 1 0 220 0.02 30 0 6.67 5
Total 168 1 0.36 401 0.06 30 0 0 0
BLOCK 4B (see table p.48)
Context 46 47SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 23Cochlicopa lubricella 12Pupilla muscorum 3Vallonia costata 3Oxychilus alliarius 22 1Hellicella itala 2
Total-terrestrial 65 1(including wet species)
No. of species 5 1(including wet species)
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BLOCK 5A (see p.49)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone2 33.1 1 0.001 477 6.18 2 23 76000 7.54 3 03 0 0 1 15 0 0 0 1000 7.33 5 04 23.1 5 0 161 0 0 24 8000 7.46 4 07 10 2 0.01 133 0.13 0 0 6000 7.69 3 08 3 0 3 120 0.03 0 17 1000 7.78 2 09 1 0 0.02 5 0.12 0 2 2700 7.62 3 011 1 0 0.03 10 0.04 0 7 1000 7.46 2 012 61 3 0.03 768 0.14 5 83 13000 7.63 3 <514 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 6500 7.35 2 016 44 0 3.05 4 0.11 0 8 3500 7.68 2 019 1 0 0.09 4 0.14 0 1 1500 7.59 3 020 15 0 0.04 9 0.16 0 2 1500 7.41 4 021 23 0 1.04 15 28.21 0 122 19500 7.44 3 024 285 0 0 20 22.66 0 21 98500 7.74 2 027 30 0 0.03 1 18.15 0 1 13000 7.56 4 028 2 0 0.13 2 2.21 0 10 4500 7.07 5 035 19 0 0.02 56 1.24 0 4 7000 7.43 2 0201 11 2 0.05 505 0 0 2 18000 7.74 3 0

Total 584.2 13 8.541 2305 79.52 7 327
Mean 15500

BLOCK 5B (see p.49)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A A B B B C C D D D E E E E EContext 28 21 27 20 19 35 16 12 11 9 7 4 201 2 3SpeciesCochlicopa Lubrica 5 5 1 2 6 1 1Cochlicopa Lubricella 9 1 3 3 7 1 2Cochlicopa sp 6 2 3 3 12 1 2 1 1 1Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 13 1 5 1 14pupilla muscorum 41 5 7 10 21 7 13 9 4 7 5 13 2 6Leiostyla anglica 1Lauria cylindracea 1 1 2 4 2 1Vallonia costata 5 4 1 3 5 10 10 2 1Vallonia excentrica 4 3 2 1 9 3 4 2 1 1Oxychilus alliarius 1 6 2 1Helicalla itala 5 3+1~ 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2Cochlicella acuta 1Cepaea hortensis 1~
Total-terrestrial 89 31 23 22 70 10 27 20 29 22 5 22 4 10(including wet species) 90
No. of species 7 8 5 5 5 4 8 7 7 5 1 7 3 4(including wet species) 8 1
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1 1Lacuna vincta 1Littorina littorea 1
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BLOCK 6A (see p.50)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone1 342 97 32.18 7134 68.15 819 20.5 7.76 3 06 1 0 0.06 7 0.14 0 1 7.61 2 0
Total 343 97 32.24 7141 68.29 819 0 0 0 0
BLOCK 6B (see p.50)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A BContext 6 1SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 3 9Cochlicopa lubricella 4 13Cochlicopa sp 3 6Vertigo pygmaea 2Pupilla muscorum 3 28Lauria cylindraea 1Vallonia cylindracea 5 1Oxychilus alliarius 3Helicella itala 1Cepaea hortensis 10^
Total-terrestrial 37 70(including wet species)
No. of species 6 6(including wet species)
BLOCK 7A (see p.51)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone83 376 13 8.04 422 0.05 132 56500 7.3 4 097 381 26 0.15 380.1 17 0 15500 6.5 3 098 1008 32 7.11 630 7.05 199 69000 2 <5 <5
Total 1765 71 15.3 1432.1 24.1 331
Mean 47000
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BLOCK 7B (see p.51)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B C CContext 83 98 97 97*SpeciesCochlicopa sp 3 15 2 2Pupilla muscorum 4Lauria cylindracea 2Vallonia costata 1Vallonia excentrica 1Vitrina pellucida 2Oxychilus alliarius 5 1Helicalla itala 3 3 5+1^ 4Cepaea hortensis 4 6^
Total-terrestrial 12 29 10 13(including wet species)
No. of species 5 4 3 5(including wet species)
Sea weed importsRissoa parva 1 3Other marine 1
BLOCK 8A (see p.52)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos
88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35587 289 0 0 0.07 0 0.19 9 200 35587 490 5 1 5.05 44 0.09 0 1000 35468 4103 22 0 0.89 58 0.03 123 8000 35648 2104 16 0 3 64 5.09 0 2000 35587 4105 172 5 0.05 126 0.06 85 18000 35468 1237 5 0 3.25 63 0.08 14 2500 7 2
Total 220 6 12.31 355 5.54 231
Mean 5000
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BLOCK 8B (see p.52)
Context 90 89 105 104 103 237SpeciesCochlicopa sp. 7 9 2 14 15Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 1 1 2 69Lauria cylindracea 2Vallonia costata 8Vallonia excentrica 2 9Vitrina pellucida 1Vitrea contracta 1Oxychilus alliarus 3Helicella itala 5 4 6 2+2* 23Cepaea hortensis 2* 1 1* 1 1*
Total-terrestrial 15 14 9 23 133(including wet species)
No. of species 4 3 3 1 5 11(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1
BLOCK 9A (see p.54)
Context Bone Pot Snail Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone99 200 25 4.01 707 3 341 1000 6.7 3 10
BLOCK 9B (see p.54)
Context 99SpeciesPupilla muscorum 1
Total-terrestrial 1
BLOCK 10A (see p.55)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos

74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.8 477 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.3 291 3 2 0.01 57 0.01 20 4000 6.5 593 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 2106 24 2 0.09 213 0.13 9 3000 6.7 3
Total 27 4 0.1 270 0.14 29Mean 3500
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BLOCK 10B (see p.55)
Context 91 106SpeciesCochlicopa sp 8Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 2Helicella itala 1 3
Total-terrestrial 1 14(including wet species)
No. of species 1 4(including wet species)
BLOCK 11A (see p.55)
Pits Diameter Depth Shape Fills (in descending order)(in mm)225 0.6 0.15 Flat-bottomed with undercut 158 Grey sand159 Brown sand with two large stones264 0.56 0.09 Round-bottomed 265 Brown sand with carbonized peat266 Carbonized peat152 0.55 0.3 U-shaped 124 Grey sand125 Brown & grey sand with carbonized peat157 0.35 0.14 U-shaped 223 Grey sand229 Grey sand156 Brown & grey sand with carbonized peat
BLOCK 11B (see p.55)
Pits Diameter Depth Shape Fills (in descending order)(in mm)151 0.55 0.13 Flat-bottomed 121 Mottled grey & brown sand122 "253 0.32 0.12 U-shaped 257 Light grey sand258 Black sand254 0.6 0.14 Flat-bottomed concave sides 259 Brown sand260 Dark brown sand226 0.35 0.05 Flat-bottomed 153 Grey brown sand
BLOCK 11C (see p.55)
Pit Diameter Depth Shape Fills (in descending order)(in mm)230 0.15 0.04 Round-bottomed 255 White sand256 Dark brown sand
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BLOCK 11D (see p.55)
Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI

FLOOR 1Layers100 103 0 2.84 412 0.02 20 4000101 37 0 0 78 0 0 0261 31 10 0.01 32 0.5 98 0263 56 16 0.01 67 0.53 1486 0136 5 2 0.01 0 0.09 182 16000Total 232 28 2.87 589 1.14 1786 10000
Pits225/160 0 0 0 0 38 0 205000/159 13 4 0.12 6 0.35 151 25000/158 2 0 0.24 17 0.25 12 6500264/265 4 0 1.6 100 5.2 20 51500/266 0 0 0 0 139 0 0152/124 18 13 2.05 9 0.27 69 38500/125 20.2 18 0.02 10 0.42 266 61500/126 0 0 0 0 154 0 0Total 57.2 35 4.03 142 337.49 518 0
FLOOR 2Layers224 8 2 1.1 52 0.06 20 5500135 0 0 0 0 0 0 0115 2 0 0.03 0 0.07 157 11000Total 10 2 1.13 52 0.13 177 8000
Pits253/258 0 0 0 0 90 0 486000/257 0 1 0.11 0 11 0 61000151/121 15 3 0.02 5 0.2 113 21500/122 26 14 0.02 19 0.38 319 30000/123 0 0 0 0 0 0 0254/259 10 1 5.01 1 1.2 73 18000/260 0 0 0 0 80 0 432000226/153 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Total 51 19 5.16 25 182.78 505 0
FLOOR 3137 11 0 5.17 58 0.03 0 9000
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BLOCK 11E (see p.55)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A A A A A A B B B C C C C C C C C D D D EContext 136 160 159 158 266 265 126 135 124 261 263 115 224 260 259 122 121 258 257 137 113SpeciesCochlicopa sp 3 3 16 39 10 13 1 1 2 1 0 3 8 3 26 3 1 2 2 20Vertigo pygmaea 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 1 0 0 1 0Pupilla muscorum 2 2 20 32 8 10 9 12 34 0 1 9 41 5 54 6 12 1 2 25 14Lauria cylindracea 0 1 0 13 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 2Vallonia costata 0 0 2 11 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 0 5 2 6 1 1 0 0 0 2Vallonia excentrica 0 2 4 3 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 4 2 28 2 0 1 0 3 2Vitrina pellucida 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Vitrea contracta 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Nesovitrea hammonis 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2Oxychilus alliarius 0 2 4 8 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 21 0 0 0 0 2 3Clausila bidentata 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Helicella itala 0 4 3 8 11 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 9 1 8 0 2 3 3+1 16+115+5Cepaea hortensis 0 0 0 0 0 1^ 0 0 1+1̂ 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2^ 1+2̂
Total-terrestrial 5 15 51 118 34 40 15 14 44 4 2 14 72 14 152 13 17 8 8 50 69(including wet species)
No. of species 2 7 8 9 6 11 6 3 6 3 2 3 8 6 8 5 5 5 3 6 9(including wet species)
Seaweed importsHydrobia ulvae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2Gibula cneraria 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Rissoa parva 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLOCK 12A (see p.59)
Context Bone Pot Snail seaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos Pumice Wtfrags119 15 3 0.06 36 0.28 57 12500 6.5 4 2 20.3222 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.5 4 0 0
BLOCK 12B (see p.59)
Context 119SpeciesCochlicopa sp 13Pupilla muscorum 17Lauria cylindracea 1Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 10Helicella itala 2
Total-terrestrial 45(including wet species)
No. of species 6(including wet species)
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BLOCK 14A (see p.59)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos

109 230 7 5.43 867 0.23 0 7000 7.3 4110 201 8 8 711 0 3 0 0 0111 80 4 4.19 176 0.63 107 4500 7.4 3112 114 11 0.38 243 0.25 127 10000 7.2 4
Total 625 45 18 1988 1.11 237Mean 7000

BLOCK 14B (see p.59)
Context 112 111 110 109SpeciesCochlicopa sp 51 34 143Vetigo pygmaea 6 1 2Pupilla muscorum 75 15 19Lauria cylindracea 11 5 3Vallonia costata 43 15 6Vallonia excentrica 11 6 57Punctum pygaeum 1Vitrina pellucida 1Vitrea contracta 1Nesovitrea hammonis 2Oxychilus alliarius 11 17 8Helicella itala 22 14 4Cochlicella acuta 1Cepaea hortensis 1 1+1^ 3^ 2^
Total-terrestrial 234 109 3 247(including wet species) 248
No. of species 11 9 1  13(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1Littorina littoralis 1
BLOCK 15A (see p.60)
Context Width Depth Shape Fills Cut from Orientation

174 1.2 0.6 round bottomed 171,172, 173 within Bl 15 NW�SE217 0.35 0.38 square 216 211 (Bl 16) NE�SW243 0.23 0.06 round bottomed 244 247 (Bl 16) �246 0.4 0.05 square 246 247 (Bl 16) �218 0.9 0.25 round bottomed 218 247 (Bl 16) NW�SE
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BLOCK 15B (see p.60)
Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags WtLayers144 554.3 29 12.11 4142 8.46 851 19000 7.2 4 10 0 0145 667 48 9.94 9271 4.18 1608 37500 7.8 1 10 0 0146 99 26 8.02 19239 116 690 243000 7 3 <5 0 0147 107 2 16.04 777 10.31 145 4000 7.5 2 20 0 0170 40 5 0.03 350 3.76 217 16500 7.5 2 0 0 0176 55 2 0.63 178 25 195 15000 7.6 2 0 1 2.4177 409 64 10.04 2482 10 1473 37000 7.8 2 10 2 13.5178 517.6 60 5.19 1292 4.3 1069 14000 7.2 3 10 0 0206 16 5 0.11 10 7.52 111 1500 6.6 2 0 0 0207 124 14 0.08 30 9.24 214 10000 6.4 2 <5 0 0208 2 2 0.01 0 0.18 25 6500 7.4 2 <5 0 0215 269 38 5 575 1.83 2407 13500 7.4 2 15 0 0239 141 33 0.01 246 6.48 903 7000 6.5 3 40 0 0251 459 0 0 56 6.7 334 342500 6.4 3 0 0 0

Total 3459.9 328 67.21 38648 213.96 10242Mean 55000
Ditches171 57 3 0.16 86 0.63 71 31500 7.09 3 0 0 0172 28 4 0.13 102 1.4 11 51500 7.66 2 0 0 0173 4 2 0.06 34 0.62 12 16500 7.45 1 0 0 0216 18 4 22.03 103 0.24 253 10500 7.4 4 10 1 2.9218 27 3 0.07 19 0.16 61 3000 7.3 2 10 0 0244 0 0 0 0 0 0 3000 6.5 3 0 0 0245 0 1 0.02 0 0.22 0 3000 6.7 3 <5 0 0
Total 134 17 22.47 344 3.27 408Mean 19500
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BLOCK 15C (see p.60)
Context 208 207 173 172 171 144 178 145 170 #170 177 146 #146 #251216 245 218 147 176 #176 206 #206 239 215Species
Cochlicopa lubrica 33 3Cochlicopa lubricella 56 4Cochlicopa sp 9 8 24 27 14 21 8 4 30 6 1 58 6 4 14 3 1 59 3 7 12*Vertigo antivertigo 1Vertigo pygmaea 3 2 6 10 1 1 2Pupilla muscorum 2 13 34 42 46 30 5 3 25 6 8 80 2 4 10 17 1 23 7 16 1Lauria cylindracea 6 1 6 9 5 15 3 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 6Vallonia costata 7 6 8 10 3 30 4 1 4 4 2 4 4 4 1 20 7 9Vallonia excentrica 1 47 15 20 14 8 50 12 9 49 8 7 36 1 18 14 11 4 4 208 5 18 7Punctum pygmaeum 1Vitrina pellucida 1 1 1Vitrea contracta 2Nesovitrea hammonis 1 1Oxychilus alliarius 1 1 1 1Hydrobia ulvae 2 2 1 4 15 1 1 2 1 4 1Cochlicella acuta 1Cepaea hortensis 1 1 4 1+2̂ 2^1 5^ 1^ 1^ 4^ 1^*Lymnaea truncatula 1 1
Total-terrestrial 9 64 52 97 100 80 150 37 19 116 31 24 208 1 29 26 40 36 8 408 15 61 1 30(including wet species) 53 98 101
No. of species 3 4 7 7 9 6 7 8 6 7 7 7 10 1 5 4 5 8 5 9 3 8 1 5(including wet species) 8 8 10
Seaweed importsHydrobia ulvae 1 1Rissoa parva 2Littorina littoralis 1
BLOCK 16A (see p.61)
Pot Snail SeaSh. Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wt274 0.25 826 43 2 5011 13000 7.2 3 15 1 5.12 0.22 756 0.12 0 292 93000 7.4 2 10 0 0269 0 789 43.35 30.9 2414 148500 7.2 4 15 2 10.310 0.01 0 0.41 0 677 10000 7 2 10 1 200 0.01 0 0.07 0 0 500 7.3 2 0 0 00 0.01 9 0.31 0 20 7000 6.8 2 10 0 0134 0.04 344 3.19 47 6247 13500 7.3 4 50 0 039 0.02 244 0.35 0 1717 14000 6.9 3 50 0 012 0.02 565 0.05 0 2621 21000 6.9 2 30 4 43.16 0.7 181 4.01 0 54 21000 7.3 2 0 0 06 0.14 79 0.23 0 0 35000 7.2 4 0 0 016 0.01 281 7.32 0 1725 15500 7.4 2 50 2 5.113 0.02 183 0.21 0 580 12500 7.3 2 70 0 00 0.03 5 0.94 0 118 4000 7.2 3 25 0 012 4.04 420 0.11 0 3821 12500 7.3 2 50 4 25.891 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 017 0 32 0 0 189 42000 7.4 1 10 0 0
901 5.52 4714 103.67 79.9 25486 29000
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BLOCK 16B (see p.61)
Context 203 204 219= 247 241 214 240 150 #149 142 143 235 236 211= 242SpeciesCochlicopa sp 0 1 2 4 2 1 1 1 4 52 33 107 11 5 3Vertigo pygmaea 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 8 4 1 0 0Pupilla muscorum 0 0 12 8 3 12 0 0 6 5 47 60 66 1 1Lauria cylindracea 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 35 44 12 1 0 0Vallonia costata 0 1 0 6 0 0 1 0 3 16 43 23 6 1 10Vallonia excentrica 3 2 2 5 0 0 2 0 4 67 21 66 13 18 19Nesovitrea hammonis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0Oxychilus alliarus 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 2Helicella itala 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0*Lymnaea truncatula 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Total-terrestrial 3 4 18 24 7 16 4 1 18 181 199 272 99 25 35(including wet species) 182
No. of species 1 3 4 5 3 5 3 1 5 8 8 6 7 4 5(including wet species) 9
BLOCK 17A (see p.62)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone179 129 25 0.15 209 8.26 0 1122 18500 7.5 4 20180 118 14 0 197 0 0 58 27000 0 0 10190 120 10 0.03 56 0.53 8 463 44500 7.3 2 10191 113 6 0.01 41 1.1 0 112 24500 7.4 2 10192 75 4 0.01 47 3.17 0 344 95000 7.6 1 50193 37 15 0.03 17 0.73 0 152 9000 6.1 2 90194 81 13 0.02 97 0.77 0 330 54500 7.7 2 50195 71 22 0.01 46 0.73 0 623 11000 7.3 1 10

Total 744 109 0.26 710 15.29 8 3204Mean 35500
BLOCK 17B (see p.62)
Context 179 190 194 193 192 191 195SpeciesCochlicopa sp 29 7 2 10 0 1 2*Vertigo antivertigo 0 0 1 2 0 0 0Pupilla muscorum 17 5 6 10 1 2 1Lauria cylindracea 15 2 0 2 0 0 0Vallonia costata 21 5 4 4 0 0 0Vallonia excentrica 39 8 7 5 0 0 0Vitrina pellucida 1 0 0 0 0 0 0Oxychilus alliarius 9 0 0 1 0 0 0Helicella itala 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total-terrestrial 132 27 19 32 1 3 3(including wet species) 20 34
No. of species 8 5 4 6 1 2 2(including wet species) 5 7
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BLOCK 18A (see p.63)
Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wt87 17.03 1738 1.16 3014 28,000 (mean) 6.5 3 <5 2 11.7
BLOCK 18B (see p.63)
Context 127= 233SpeciesCochlicopa sp 1Vallonia excentica 1 1
Total-terrestrial 2 1(including wet species)
No. of species 2 1(including wet species)
BLOCK 19A (see p.64)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone175 170 5 4.08 589 0.12 0 3437 6000 7.5 3 <5198 91 2 0.06 43 4.4 0 348 36000 7 5 10212 228.1 38 2.28 883 14.3 0 1955 9,5000 6.7 1 15213 95 3 2 175 1.55 10 332 11000 6.8 3 15

Total 584.1 48 8.42 1690 20.37 10 6072Mean 15500
BLOCK 19B (see p.64)
Context 198 175 #213 212 #212SpeciesCochlicopa sp 7 24 112 77 147Vertigo pygmaea 0 0 1 3 1Pupilla muscorum 7 1 1 4 6Lauria clylinracea 1 2 5 12 2Vallonia costata 1 3 28 14 58Vallonia excentrica 17 18 70 59 228Helicella itala 0 2 2 2 2Cepaea hortensis 0 1^ 1^ 1^ 1^
Total-terrestrial 33 51 220 172 445(including wet species)
No. of species 5 7 8 8 8(including wet species)
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BLOCK 20A (see p.64)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh. Macro Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone196 445.2 27 0.01 204 4.48 1401 16000 6.5 2 50209 22 3 0.01 27 0.01 28 13000 6.8 2 <5210 322 24 0 277 0.6 1036 10000 6.4 2 10

Total 789.2 65 0.02 508 5.22 2465Mean 13000
BLOCK 20B (see p.64)
Context 196 209SpeciesCochlicopa sp 2*Vertigo antivertigo 1Pupilla muscorum 2 6Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 1 1
Total-terrestrial 7 7(including wet species) 8
No. of species 4 2(including wet species) 3
BLOCK 21A (see p.65)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos

86 134 3 0.03 496 0.21 0 69 6500 7.4 2100 103 0 2.84 412 0.02 0 20 4000 7.5 4
Total 237 3 2.87 908 0.23 0 89Mean 5000

BLOCK 21B (see p.65)
Context 100 86SpeciesCochlicopa sp 22 5Pupilla muscorum 1 17Lauria cylindracea 2Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 2Oxychilus alliarius 2 2Helicella itala 2+1^ 1Cepaea hortensis 1^
Total-terrestrial 35 25(including wet species)
No. of species 8 4(including wet species)
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BLOCK 22A (see p.66)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI LOI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wtTotal 3358 443 0.08 2925 0.59 2 4503 1% 7.5 3 20 2 12.8Mean 16000
BLOCK 22B (see p.66)
Context 276 275 274 280 279+ 278 277SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1Cochlicopa sp 2 1 6 1 3 9Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 5 13 8 1 2 9Vallonia costata 1 3Vallonia excentrica 1 4 6*Lymnaea truncatula 9 2
Total-terrestrial 2 7 14 19 3 5 27(including wet species) 28 7
No. of species 1 3 2 4 3 2 4(including wet species) 5 3
BLOCK 23A (see p.67)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wt267 106 9 0.01 71 0.01 0 234 5500 7.2 4 <5 0268 416 0 0.16 101 0 0 916 16000 6.5 2 5 0269 5 2 0.02 10 0.08 0 8 500 6.8 2 0 0270 209 3 0.01 184 0.02 0 1082 11000 7.1 3 10 3 18.7271 63 8 0.06 72 0.01 0 236 4000 7 2 <5 0272 133 19 0.02 226 0.07 3 326 9000 6.4 2 0 0273 40 0 0.01 72 0 0 42 2000 7.1 3 10 0

Total 972 41 0.29 736 0.19 3 2844Mean 7000
BLOCK 23B (see p.67)
Context 271 273 272 270 269 268 267SpeciesCochlicopa sp 3 1 1 2 1Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 31 2 10 7 6 4Lauria cylindracea 1Vallonia excentrica 3 5Cochlicella acuta 1*Lymnaea truncatula 3
Total-terrestrial 38 2 16 7 8 7 1(including wet species) 4
No. of species 4 1 3 1 3 3 1(including wet species) 2
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BLOCK 24A (see p.67)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wt18 69 9 3.02 798 0.29 3 108 15000 7.4 2 25 029 429 22 10 5061 225 4 357 29500 7 2 0 030 119 5 1.01 343 5.02 0 37 29500 7.3 2 0 031 53 0 0.05 110 0.47 0 72 28700 0 0 0 032 980 115 20.59 8123 0.13 4 1530 17000 7.5 5 10 1 2.734 0 0 0 106 0 0 0 21000 7.4 3 0 036 68 3 0.01 345 0.13 0 233 18000 7.3 0 0 037 82 4 3 302 57.9 0 25 25500 7.2 3 0 038 144.3 7 6.03 1474 9.45 0 128 117500 7.6 2 <5 039 90 1 0.03 5394 0.41 0 223 1149000 7.6 2 10 040 276 43 5.05 1542 22.76 0 211 29000 7.6 3 <5 041 175 0 0.02 640 12.4 7 37 11500 7.6 4 <5 045 224 32 4.05 1909 16.19 0 966 35500 7.7 3 5 049 13 2 0.08 66 1.07 0 3 5000 7.1 2 0 050 16 1 0 66 0 2 0 16500 7.4 2 0 0

Total 2738.3 244 52.94 26729 351.22 20 3930Mean 103000
BLOCK 24B (see p.67)
Context 41 40 39 38 36 45 34 32 18 49 37 31 30 29SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1 1 2 2 1 6 1 96 1 2 2 4 3Cochlicopa lubricella 1 3 1 1 3 38 2 2 1 1Cochlicopa sp 1 6 1 4 2 19 173 2 2 2 4 7Vertigo pygmaea 1 1 1Pupilla muscorum 1 9 6 5 1 2 5 3 21 9 14 2 1Lauria cylindracea 1 1 2Vallonia costata 5 5 1 3 3 2 5 2 1 4 2 1Vallonia excentrica 1 9 3 3 4 8 1 2 3 1 1 1Vitrina pellucida 1 2 3 3 6Oxychilus alliarus 2 2 2 3 2 8 1 2Helicella itala 4 1 2 10+1^ 4 6 1Cepaea hortensis 1~ 1~ 2+7^ 1^ 1 1+1^ 2^
Total-terrestrial 9 39 20 28 13 44 1 351 13 40 30 26 16 4(including wet species)
No. of species 5 10 11 6 8 1 9 8 11 9 6 7 3(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1 1Littorina littorea 2
BLOCK 25A (see p.69)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wt140 1074 135 7.01 575 7.63 1660 23500 7.1 2 30 1 10.3
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BLOCK 25B (see p.69)
Context 140 #140SpeciesCochlicopa sp 4Vertigo pygmaea 1pupilla muscorum 2Vallonia costata 1 4Vallonia excentrica 4Oxychilus alliarus 3*Lymnaea truncatula 1
Total-terrestrial 1 18(including wet species) 19
No. of species 1 6(including wet species) 7
BLOCK 26A (see p.69)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pum-icestone frags wt139 726.9 178 4.01 904 12.59 0 2282 34000 6.4 2 50 3 19.9148 299 49 5.01 363 6.52 0 1049 33000 6.9 2 70 4 17.6181 10 0 0.01 4 0.07 0 67 3500 6.2 2 10 0

Total 1035.9 227 9.03 1371 19.18 0 3398Mean 23500
BLOCK 26B (see p.69)
Context 139 148 #148 181SpeciesCochlicopa sp 1 6 3*Vertigo antivertigo 1Pupilla muscorum 10 2Vallonia costata 6Vallonia excentrica 4 2Helicella itala 1Cepaea hortensis 1^ 1 1^
Total-terrestrial 2 1 27 7(including wet species) 28
No. of species 2 1 5 3(including wet species) 6
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BLOCK 27A (see p.70)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wt54 20.9 � � 23 0.07 � 44 9000 6.7 4 � �128 19 � 0.01 28 0.36 � 26 10000 6.6 3 25 �129 85.0 15 0.01 20 11.13 � 30 35000 6.8 4 <5 �130 31.0 � 0.01 14 8.04 � 58 11000 6.8 5 � �131 76.0 2 0.01 47 7.11 � 138 21000 6.5 1 10 �132 244.0 12 3.01 250 14.04 � 66 29500 7.3 5 � �133 278.8 19 0.01 180 0.04 � 1129 6000 6.6 4 25 �231 19.1 � 0.01 16 0.08 � 51 9000 7.6 5 20 1 10.6232 24.0 2 0.01 59 0.03 � 528 3000 6.6 3 70 1 9.6238 21.0 5 0.0125 0.12 � 227 18000 6.7 2 15 �

Total 818.8 55 3.09 41.29Mean 15000
BLOCK 27B (see p.70)
Context 238 133 232 132 231 131 130 129 128SpeciesCochlicopa sp 2 3 1 1*Vertigo antivertigo 1Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla  muscorum 3 4 1 2 1 1 3 6Vallonia costata 1 1Vallonia excentrica 2 1 1Oxychilus alliarius 1Helicella itala 1Cepaea hortensis 1^*Lymnaea truncatula 1
Total-terrestrial 8 5 6 3 2 2 3 8 1(including wet species) 9 3
No. of species 4 2 4 2 2 2 1 3 1(including wet species) 5 3
BLOCK 28 (see p.71)
Context Bone Pot SeaSh Stone IHI

33 38 16 175 82 6000
BLOCK 29A (see p.71)
Context Bone Snail SeaSh Macro Stone IHI pH Phos

234 39 21.03 53 0.46 556 16000 6.6 2
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BLOCK 29B (see p.71)
Context 234SpeciesCochlicopa sp 3Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 8Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 2Oxychilus alliarius 2Helicella itala 3
Total-terrestrial 21(including wet species)
No. of species 7(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 2
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TABLES FOR CHAPTER 6
BLOCK1A (see p.74)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI PH Phos %Burnt

48 7 2 1.05 65 0.01 0 780 5500 7.5 5 <555 21 0 0.03 15 6.27 0 50 21500 7.2 3 <556 33 3 3.37 209 0.01 0 3323 12000 7.3 4 057 108 2 0.62 82 0.01 0 2342 0 7.1 3 070 13 1 1.14 42 0.12 0 140 350 7.4 4 071 3 0 0.01 0 0.41 0 97 119000 7 3 072 4 3 0.01 5 0.08 0 79 0 7.4 3 574 328.4 23 0.8 1796.4 0.07 0 3045 8000 7.4 4 3096 7 0 0.02 0 0.18 0 17 1500 7.4 3 0132 not sampled210 9.5 2 4.11 272.3 0.12 4 300 2000 7.4 2 <5211 35 2 0.15 52 0.4 0 785 1500 7.4 4 5213 107 7 0.09 310 17.09 0 36 2000 7.4 4 <5
Total 675.9 45 11.4 2848.3 24.77 4 10994Mean 17500

BLOCK1B (see p.74)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B C D E E E E F G H H HContext 57 74 56 48 72 55 71 71* 70 96 211 210 213Species*Oxyloma pfeifferi 1Cochlicopa lubrica 26 45 13 1 1 3 4 1 2 3Cochlicopa lubricella 38 51 23 2 4 5 5 1 9 4 4Cochlicopa sp. 68 71 31 2 2 3 3 2*Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 2 11 1 2 5 6 2Pupilla muscorum 211 213 140 18 1 8 3 70 59 7 66 30 47Lauria cylindracea 2 17 3 3 1 5 3 3Vallonia costata 19 13 5 3 2 5 5 1 1Vallonia excentrica 56 62 17 14 2 1 14 13 4 20 16 4Punctum pygmaeum 2 1 1Vitrina pellucida 2 1Nesovitrea hammonis 1 1Oxychilus alliarius 2 1 2 1 1 2Euconulus fulvus 2Helicella itala 13 31 38 6 2 1 5 4 3 3 2Total-terrestrial 439 518 269 49 1 23 10 109 105 13 112 59 64No. of species 11 12 9 8 1 8 6 10 10 4 10 7 7Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1 1 1 1Rissoa parva 2 3 1 1 3 2 1 3 1 2
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BLOCKS 2�12 (see p.76)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burnt Pumice Pumicestone frags wt4 98 15 0.01 669 0.22 0 2626 10000 7.8 4 10 05 2 0 0.01 33 0.1 0 85 2500 7.7 4 0 06 11 4 0.02 73 0.13 0 786 4000 7.5 4 <5 07 32 4 6.02 234 0.2 0 746 5500 7.7 3 0 08 9 0 0.01 268 0.08 0 722 3000 7.6 1 0 09 71 0 4.01 329 6.4 0 922 5000 7.5 4 0 011 12 0 3 163 0 0 127 3000 0 0 0 012 26 0 10.01 279 0.08 0 902 2500 7.5 4 <5 015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 3 0 016 70 7 0.01 400 48.55 0 1500 16000 7.5 2 <5 017 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 4 0 018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 2 0 019 3 0 0.08 24 0.22 0 44 700 7.5 2 0 020 6 0 0.04 59 0.66 0 425 2000 7.7 3 0 021 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.7 2 0 023 2 0 0.07 24 0.12 0 0 100 7.7 3 0 024 213 18 7.01 1295 0.86 0 2726 3000 7.5 3 5 025 67 3 0.03 167 0.24 0 751 1500 7.3 2 10 026 11 1 0.01 36 0.01 0 30 400 7.3 4 0 1 0.6427 21 1 3.12 83 0.07 0 41 200 7.1 5 0 028 5 0 4.08 178 0.04 0 269 13500 7.1 3 0 029 0 0 0.02 5 0 0 95 2500 7.3 3 0 030 5 0 0.03 24 0.09 0 57 3000 7.3 1 0 031 29 2 2.06 10 0.18 0 402 4000 7.2 1 <5 032 9 0 0.07 43 0.26 0 0 100 7.3 3 0 033 14 2 0.01 234 0.12 0 605 3000 7.3 4 <5 034 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.3 3 0 035 1 0 0.03 45 0.46 0 1233 10500 7.2 5 0 036 0 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0 30 7.3 3 0 037 92 7 3.06 14621 24.23 82 1517 70500 7.2 4 10 038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.3 3 0 039 0 0 0.01 34 0.08 49 88 7500 7.3 4 0 041 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.4 3 0 042 9 0 0.01 0 0.12 0 0 500 7.3 2 0 043 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.2 3 0 044 0 0 0 4 0 0 22 1000 0 0 0 045 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.8 2 0 047 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3 0 051 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 2 0 052 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 2 0 053 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 2 0 054 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 058 15 1 0.01 407 36.25 0 0 500 7.6 2 0 059 4 2 0.01 138 0.94 0 32 0 7.3 3 0 060 70 0 5.03 1094 0.77 0 2644 0 7.1 2 5 061 6 0 0.01 255 0.24 0 52 0 7.5 4 5 062 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 2 0 063 19 0 0.01 3 0.26 0 337 35000 7.1 2 0 064 360 0 6.01 165 1.4 0 1470 8500 7.6 2 20 065 8 0 0.04 372 0.4 0 451 6000 7.4 3 20 066 9 1 0.01 5 0.28 0 14 48500 7.5 2 10 067 15 7 0.01 138 7.12 0 1005 14000 7.3 2 10 068 5 0 0.05 16 0.33 0 91 0 7.1 3 <5 069 174 7 0.03 235 2 18 1398 0 7.5 1 5 073 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.4 4 0 076 45 4 2.07 209 0.42 0 1743 14500 7.5 3 30 077 93 10 0.02 1674 0.7 0 318 600 7.6 3 40 079 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 3 0 0
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80 18 0 0 0 0 0 19 1000 7.3 3 0 081 0 0 0.01 37 0.04 0 15 400 7.4 1 0 082 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.2 3 0 083 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 2 0 086 0 0 0.01 6 0.01 0 0 4 7.4 3 0 087 53 1 5.05 313 5.85 0 364 49500 7.6 2 20 088 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.4 2 0 089 95 19 0 54 0 0 51 600 0 0 0 090 0 0 0 7 0.81 0 13 0 7.6 2 0 091 7 1 0.07 65 0.11 0 16 300 7.6 2 0 092 128 0 0.02 267 0.31 0 55 3500 7.1 1 0 093 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 3 0 094 50 12 3.01 678 0.33 0 384 1500 7.3 4 0 099 29 10 0.01 459 0 0 1746 6000 7.4 2 80 0100 17 15 0.01 1770 9.92 93 799 33500 7.6 2 10 0201 132 0 0.03 981 1.21 0 5446 15500 7.3 3 10 0202 70 9 0.01 160 0.13 0 3132 10500 7.4 2 5 0204 22 13 2.01 281 2.86 0 624 9500 7.3 4 10 0205 45 8 0.01 202 0.72 0 294 3000 7.3 4 10 0206 34 0 0.01 1055 1.65 0 410 350 7.4 3 5 0207 25 0 0.06 17 0.89 0 195 3000 7.4 0 0 0208 0 0 0.01 8 0.07 0 37 500 7.3 2 <5 0212 36 3 3.07 148 0.23 0 1042 3000 7.4 4 5 0214 6 0 0.05 28 0.95 0 36 2000 7.2 5 <5 0215 18 0 0.03 238 2.13 0 330 3000 7.3 3 <5 0216 0 0 0 11 0.08 0 34 1000 7.4 3 <5 0217 24 2 0.01 65 0.27 0 954 16000 7.3 3 0 0218 95 5 0.02 584 0.68 0 2647 10500 7.2 3 5 0219 8 0 0.01 732 13.7 0 341 1500 7.3 3 <5 0220 29 1 0.01 470 1.6 0 198 2000 7.4 3 <5 0221 240 0 0.01 521 18.07 5 838 0 7.3 4 <5 0222 31 2 0.03 504 0.58 0 804 8500 7.1 3 <5 0224 37 1 4.01 199 0.39 0 298 2500 7.2 3 10 0225 62 7 0.03 2750 31.33 0 923 65500 7.4 3 10 0223 5 0 0.01 207 0.03 0 265 6500 7.4 2 <5 0226 8 4 0.01 177 1.05 0 17 0 7.4 2 0 0228 2 0 0.01 243 0.13 0 197 0 7.4 3 <5 0231 4 2 0.07 843 0.55 0 89 0 7.3 3 0 0234 5 9 0.05 26 0.35 0 67 2000 7.4 3 0 0235 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.4 3 0 0237 136 0 0.06 0 0.33 0 24 0 0 0 0 0238 10 0 0.01 48 0.32 0 167 0 7.3 4 <5 0239 13 0 0.3 1141 0.7 0 762 0 7.4 3 20 0244 51 2 0.01 633 0.1 0 905 11500 7.3 3 <5 0305 0 0 0 26 0 0 270 4500 7.6 1 0 0306 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 3 0 0307 0 0 0.01 25 0.21 0 12 4000 7.6 2 0 0308 8 0 0.01 68 0.46 0 693 12000 8.1 2 5 0309 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 2 0 0310 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.9 4 0 0448 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 4 0 0
Total 3162 223 72.23 40127 247.23 247 51868Mean 8500
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BLOCK 2 (see p.77)
Context 212 214SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 3 3Cochlicopa sp 1*Vertigo antivertigo 21 15Pupilla muscorum 2Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 1 2Nesovitrea hammonis 4Oxychilus alliarius 1*Zonitoides nitidus 1Helicella itala 25 12
Total-terrestrial 52 40(including wet species) 53 41
No. of species 6 7(including wet species) 7 8
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 4 2
BLOCK 3 (see p.77)
Context 219SpeciesPupilla muscorum 1Helicella itala 2
Total-terrestrial 2(including wet species)
No. of species 2(including wet species)
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1
BLOCK 4 (see p.77)
Context 25 39 31 24SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1 2Cochlicopa sp 2Vertigo pygmaea 1 2Pupilla muscorum 10 1 16 3Vallonia costata 3 1Vallonia excentrica 2 2 2Helicella itala 1 7
Total-terrestrial 15 3 34 4(including wet species)
No. of species 5 2 7 2(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 2
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BLOCK 5 (see p.78)
Context 90 69 68 87 87~ 223 91 92 86 94 81 67 63 66 64 205 65 208 207 204 99 202 217 216SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 2 1 2 1 1 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 1 1 4 1 1 1 2Cochlicopa sp 2 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1Columella edentula 1*Vertigo antivertigo 1 1*Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 4 1Pupilla muscorum 5 13 18 25 22 2 40 11 3 5 10 4 3 2 11 2 26 29 1 11 5Lauria cylindracea 1 1 3 1 3Vallonia costata 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1Vallonia excentrica 3 1 8 3 4 3 3 2 1 4 1 2 2 1Nesovitrea hammonis 1 1 1 3 1 2Oxychilus alliarius 1 1 2 3 3 1Helicella itala 5 1 4 3 1 7 1 2Cochlicella acuta 1 1 1 1*Lymnaea truncatula 1 1 1
Total-terrestrial 15 22 39 39 35 4 49 17 4 14 13 5 5 3 26 8 35 48 2 17 7 4 1(including wet species) 23 36 14 6 50
No. of species 4 7 9 9 10 3 5 4 2 4 3 2 3 2 6 6 8 10 2 4 2 4 1(including wet species) 8 11 4 3 11
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1 1Rissoa parva 1 1 4 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 2 4 1Littorina littorals 1Littorina littorea 1 1 1
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BLOCK 6 (see p.79)
Context 201 215 234 100 237 76 77 228 206 221 226 220 220*SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1 1 1 2Cochlicopa lubricella 1 1 2 1 3 1 1Cochlicopa sp 1 3 1 1*Vertigo antivertigo 1 1*Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 2Pupilla muscorum 6 6 16 7 12 15 7 1 4 4 4 1 1Lauria cylindradea 1 1 1 1 1Vallonia costata 2 2 4 1 1Vallonia excentrica 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 2Punctum pygmaeum 1Nasovitrea hammonis 1Oxychilus alliarius 1 1 1 2 1*Zonitodes nitidus 1Helicella itala 1 1 1 1 1Cochlicopa acuta 2 1*Lymnaea truncatula 1
Total-terrestrial 13 14 28 11 17 26 14 6 4 4 8 3 3(including wet species) 14 13 18 27
No. of species 7 8 7 5 5 6 7 4 1 1 4 3 3(including wet species) 8 7 6 7
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1Rissoa parva 3 1 2 2 1 2 1 1Lacuna vincta 1Littorina littorea 1
BLOCK 7 (see p.80)
Context 218SpeciesCochlicopa sp 1*Vertigo substriata 1Pupilla muscorum 8Vallonia excentrica 1Nesovitrea hammonis 1Oxychilus alliarius 2
Total-terrestrial 13(including wet species) 14
No. of species 5(including wet species) 6
Seaweed imports 4Rissoa parva
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BLOCK 8 (see p.80)
Context 244 224 238 222 239 239* 225 231SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 1 1 1 1Cochlicopa 3 1 3*Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 1 1Pupilla muscorum 2 5 1 15 13 2 9 20Lauria cylindracea 1 4 1 1Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 4 2 2 2 6Nesovitrea hammonis 1Oxychilus alliarius 1 2 1 1*Zonitoides nitidus 1Helicella itala 1 2 1 1 7Cochlicopa acuta 1
Total-terrestrial 3 7 4 30 19 4 19 40(including wet species) 20 20
No. of species 2 3 4 6 5 2 10 8(including wet species) 6 6
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 3 1 2 2 1 3Littorina littoralis 1 1
BLOCK 9 (see p.81)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B B B B C D E E E E FContext 23 30 28 37 29 44* 43 36 19 27 26 20SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1 1 1 3 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 1 1 2Cochlicopa sp 1 1 4 3 1Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 43 9 38 23 8 80 5 20 83 4 23Lauria cylindracea 1 1Vallonia costata 2 1 1 1 1Vallonia excentrica 1 4 2 6 1 2 5 1 1 3Punctum pygmaeum 1Nesovitrea hammonis 1Helicella itala 5 1 1 1 20 2 2 2*Lymnaea truncatula 1
Total-terrestrial 52 14 43 32 10 2 105 5 35 91 5 35(including wet species) 3
No. of species 6 3 4 5 3 2 6 1 6 6 2 9(including wet species) 3
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1 4 2 1 2 1Rissoa parva 2 6 4 7 1 3 4 7 2 5Lacuna vincta 1 1Other marine 1Littorina littoralis 1Littorina littorea 1 1 2 1
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BLOCK 10 (see p.82)
Context 16Species*Oxyloma pfeifferi 1Cochlicopa sp. 1Pupilla muscorum 5Oxychilus alliarus 1
Total-terrestrial 7(including wet species) 8
No. of species 3(including wet species) 4
BLOCK 11 (see p.82)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B C CContext 61 60 59 58SpeciesCochlicopa lubricella 1Cochlicopa sp. 2Pupilla muscorum 1 4Vallonia costata 2 2Vallonia excentrica 1 1Oxychilus alliarius 1Helicella itala 2 3Cochlicella aucta 1
Total-terrestrial 2 8 6 5(including wet species)
No. of species 2 4 3 3(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1 13 4 1
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BLOCK 12 (see p.82)
Sub-blocks (see 14.3) A A B C D D D E E E F F FContext 35 33 12 32 42 9 8 7 6 308 5 4 307SpeciesOxyloma pfeifferi 1Cochlicope lubrica 3 1 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 3Cochlicopa sp. 3 9 2 1 1*Vertigo antivertigo 2Vertigo pygmaea 1 1 1Pupilla muscorum 11 1 1 12 1 1 4 2 1 1Lauria cylindracea 8 6 3Vallonia costata 4 1 2 1 1 1Vallonia excentrica 4 12 3 1 2Vitrina pellucida 1Vitrea contracta 1 1 1 2Oxychilus alliarius 2 2 2 1 2Hellicella itala 1 26Cepea hortensis 1~
Total-terrestrial 22 2 8 66 1 3 21 13 13 3 4(including wet species) 23 15
No. of species 5 2 5 8 1 3 8 5 8 3 3(including wet species) 6 9
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1 1Rissoa parva 2 2 1 4 4 1 1 1
BLOCK 13A (see p.84)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone IHI pH Phos % Burntstone2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 3 03 702 25 0 43.4 0 0 906 1500 7.3 4 075 71 10 3.01 754 0.07 169 1978 7500 7.5 2 20304 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.7 2 0354 115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0436 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.3 4 0437 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 3 0439 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0442 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.2 3 0448 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 4 0
Total 888 35 3.01 1188 0.07 169 2884Mean 4500
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BLOCK 13B (see p.84)
Context 3SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 4Cochlicopa lubricella 1Cochlicopa sp. 4Pupilla muscorum 44Vallonia costata 2Oxychilus alliarius 1Helicella itala 1
Total-terrestrial 57(including wet species)
No. of species 7(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 2
BLOCK 15A (see p.86)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone pH Phos % Burntstone101 280 � � � � � 15141 2 � 0.09 197 0.04 � 11 7.5 4 �142 4 1 0.18 106 0.62 � 27 7.4 2 �143 44 � 0.21 37 0.59 � 67 7.4 4 �144 251 5 4.02 165 0.35 � 40 7.4 2 �147 8 4 0.01 41 0.97 � 170 7.1 2 �148 126 � 16.41 � 0.18 � � 7.3 5 �149 14 � � � � � � 7.3 2 �155 19 � 0.01 23 0.15 � 616 7.5 2 <5164 5 � 0.02 582 0.07 � 12 7.5 4 �166 � � � � � � � 7.4 2 �168 � � 0.07 � 0.11 � � 7.3 3 �190 � � � � � � � 7.1 3 �191 � � � � � � � 7.1 3 �192 � � � � � � � 7.3 2 �
Total 473 10 21.02 1151 3.08 - 958
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BLOCK 15B (see p.86)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B C C D E E F GContext 148 168 147 155 144 143 142 164 141Species*Oxyloma pfeifferi 2Cochlicopa lubrica 3 4 1 7 5 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 8 3 1 1 8 5Cochlicopa sp. 9 3 1 2 11 1*Vertigo antivertigo 2*Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 2 1 1 2 1Pupilla muscorum 298 32 4 1 1 7 13 2Lauria cylindracea 1 13 14 1Vallonia costata 5 1 1 1Vallonia excentrica 9 2 2 1Punctum pygmaeum 1 1Vitrina pellucida 1Vitrea contracta 5 4Nesovitrea hammonis 3 2Oxychilus alliarius 1 55 48 4 3Helicella itala 5 3 1 3 1 1Cochlicella acuta 4 1 17*Lymnaea trucatula 2 4
Total-terrestrial 330 56 6 1 11 106 113 7 25(including wet species) 109 113
No. of species 7 8 3 1 9 12 15 4 6(including wet species) 14 18
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 3 1 3 4 5 1Littorina littoralis 1 1 1 1
BLOCK 17A (see p.88)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone pH Phos % Burntstone135 117 5 0 53 0 135 0 � �245 30 6 0 314 0 222 7.8 4 �246 410 39 11.01 1633 23.58 3555 7.6 3 10247 0 1 0.01 14 0.01 0 8 3 �248 64 1 0.03 53 0.34 505 7.6 3 5249 9 0 0.01 96 0.42 727 7.7 3 10250 5 0 0.06 18 0.31 121 8.2 2 �251 5 0 0.05 50 0.49 49 7.6 4 �414 26 2 8.01 212 0.81 1541 7.6 2 30
Total 666 99 19.2 2443 25.96 2884 0
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BLOCK 17B (see p.88)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B C C D E EContext 249 248 251 250 246 414 247Species*Oxyloma pfeifferi 1Cochlicopa lubrica 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 2 1Cochlicopa sp. 2 1 1*Vertigo antivertigo 2 1Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 3 11 22 11 9Lauria cylindracea 2 2 3 1Vallonia costata 2 4Vallonia excentrica 1 2 3 1Vitrina pellucida 1 1Vitrea contracta 1Nesovitrea hammonia 1Oxychilus alliarius 5 3 4 1Hellicella itala 1 1Cochliella acuta 1 19 18 2*Lymnaea truncatula 2 1
Total-terrestrial 6 25 56 42 12 2 3(including wet species) 7 29 57 43
No. of species 4 7 10 8 4 2 2(including wet species) 5 9 11 9
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1Rissoa parva 1 2 2 1Littorina littoralis 1Littorina littorea 1
BLOCK 18A (see p.89)Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone Ph Phos % BurntLayers stone123 219 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0124 224 2 0.01 948 1.56 11 7.6 2 0169 0 21 0.02 0 0.12 0 7.8 2 0170 157 0 0 28 0 213 7.6 4 0185 76 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 4 0186 0 0 0.01 21 0.34 9 0 0 0
Total 676 69 0.04 997 2.02 233 0 0 0
PitsPit 1/138 1978 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Pit 2/178 719 0 0.09 8 34.68 118 7.6 4 <5Pit 3/174 1024 0 0 5 0 137 7.3 2 0Pit 4/481 1418 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 5139 0 0.09 13 34.68 255 0 0 0
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BLOCK 18B (see p.89)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B B BContext 178 186 169 124SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 3Cochlicopa lubricella 1Cohclicopa sp. 2 2 2*Vertigo antivertigo 1*Vertigo substiata 1Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 34 8 2 1Vallonia costata 3Vallonia excentrica 6 1Oxychilus alliarius 1 2Helicella itala 1Cochlicella acuta 3 1
Total-terrestrial 47 17 9 1(including wet species) 10 2
No. of species 6 5 6 1(including wet species) 7 2
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 2 1
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BLOCK 19A (see p.92)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone pH Phos % Burntstone252 30 0 0.09 261 1.64 0 268 7.8 3 5253 5 0 0.01 110 0.73 0 82 7.6 3 10254 5 0 0.01 56 0.31 0 35 7.6 3 0255 24 0 0.11 46 1.2 0 57 0 0 0256 5 0 0.12 35 0.39 0 23 7.8 2 0257 105 13 0.02 273 0.23 0 1705 7.6 2 <5258 7 4 0.02 44 0.32 0 229 7.7 2 0259 38 0 5 220 1.14 0 469 7.7 2 0260 3 2 0.01 99 0.1 0 296 7.6 3 0261 33 6 1 250 0 0 1402 7.6 2 <5262 39 10 9.01 619 6.23 0 1161 7.6 2 <5263 31 5 9 1131 9.79 0 710 7.6 2 0264 20 0 0.06 1477 13.91 0 108 7.6 2 0265 116 8 0.01 2032 1.24 26 1738 7.6 2 <5266 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 5 0267 244 7 4.07 819 11.82 0 1207 7.5 2 <5268 242 13 0.11 1118 9.54 0 3932 7.5 2 <5269 18 1 0.22 247 1.01 0 1250 7.8 2 0270 62 0 2.1 561 1.01 8 1693 7.7 4 0271 20 2 2.01 140 0.02 0 530 7.8 3 <5272 94 8 0.1 263 0.99 7 576 7.8 1 5273 62 0 0.19 80 1.24 0 224 7.8 0 0274 14 0 2.13 31 0.34 0 1236 7.9 3 <5275 22 0 0 10 1.41 0 7 7.9 2 0276 3 1 0.33 16 0.38 0 504 7.7 2 0277 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 2 0278 0 1 0.01 0 0.1 0 0 7.9 2 0279 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 3 0280 0 0 0.03 0 0.66 0 11 8.1 2 0294 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.8 2 0295 3 1 0.09 18 0.3 0 24 7.8 3 0296 11 0 0.06 5 0.08 0 395 8.1 4 0297 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.1 2 0298 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.1 3 0299 8 0 0.08 177 1 0 216 7.8 4 0300 2 0 0.01 19 0.22 0 726 0 2 <5301 624 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0355 3 0 0.01 16 0.23 0 52 0 0 0372 13 4 0.03 71 1.26 0 1389 7.7 0 0373 12 4 0.03 93 0.8 0 302 7.6 0 0
Total 1918 90 36.08 10337 69.64 41 22557 0 0 0
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BLOCK 19B (see p.92)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B B C C D D E F G G H I J J J J K K K K K L L M M M N OContext 280 276 274 296 255 254 253 252 278 273 272 271 355 372 373 299 300 270 269 295 268 267 265 264 262 258 257 256 260SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 3 16 5 3 2 1 11 1 1 2 4 2 8 7 4 1 1 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 2 7 8 2 1 1 3 10 19 5 8 4 4 4 2 1Cochlicopa sp 16 5 1 6 1 6 1 26 21 2 1 1 5 8 2 4 8 2 1*Vertigo antivertigo 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 1*Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1Pupilla muscorum 141 50 18 22 7 4 28 4 87 37 1 7 15 15 40 5 18 48 20 42 18 1 11 1 4 16 3Lauria cylindracea 9 4 1 1 5 1 3 4 1 2 4 5 10 9 3 3 7 1Vallonia costata 8 4 1 2 4 7 3 2 2 3 2 2Vallonia excentrica 2 1 2 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 2Vitrina pellucida 1 1 1 1Vitrea contracta 5 1Nesovitrea hammonis 1 1 1Oxychilus alliarius 1 2 3 8 2 2 1 2 6 8 8 6 10 7 1 1 1 2 18*Zonitoides nitidus 1Helicella itala 16 5 5 6 3 8 1 2 5 2 1 3 2 2Cochlicella acuta 2 13 7 1*Lymnaea truncatula 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
Total-terrestrial 6 218 85 33 48 9 4 72 8 151 93 3 17 18 23 56 6 46 102 50 73 50 4 31 2 5 2 45 11(including wet species) 3 9 9 8 11 3 1 10 4 9 8 3 5 3 6 6 2 8 11 7 10 10 3 9 2 2 1 8 8No. of species(including wet species)
Aquatic speciesArmiger crista 1
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1Rissoa parva 1 3 3 3 4 1 1 7 1 6 2 4 4 11 2 8 14 6 8 2 2 1 4Littorina littoralis 1 1 1 1Littorina littorea 1 1 1

BLOCK 20A (see p.93)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone pH Phos % Burntstone189 � 2 � � � � � � � �314 621 � � � � � � � � �323 3 2 0.01 32 0.01 � 24 7.6 3 �324 � � � � � � � 7.7 2 �331 4 � 0.52 39 0.03 � 90 7.6 4 �335 � 1 � 3 � � 32 7.8 3 �336 � 2 2.01 � 0.01 � 6 7.7 4 �343 � 3 0.01 17 0.04 � � 7.8 3 �413 145 4 0.08 74 0.63 24 867 7.4 � �435 2 � 0.05 � 0.1 � 58 7.4 � <5447 53 � 6.05 97 0.08 � 369 7.4 3 �

Total 828 14 8.73 262 0.9 24 1446
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BLOCK 20B (see p.93)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A A B C D DContext 447 336 323 331 435 413Species*Oxyloma pfeifferi 1 1Cochlicopa lubrica 6 1 2 10 4Cochlicopa lubricella 1 1 2 2 2Cochlicopa sp 4 1 1 2 2 2Vertigo pygmaea 1 2 4Pupilla muscorum 3 5 3Lauria cylindracea 2 3 1Vallonia costata 1 6 1 3Vallonia excentrica 1 2 2Nesovitrea hammonis 2 1Oxychilus alliarius 3 4Helicella itala 1 1 1Cochlicella acuta 104 1*Lymnaea truncatula 2
Total-terrestrial 20 4 17 111 22 27(including wet species) 22 23 28
No. of species 8 4 6 5 7 11(including wet species) 9 8 12
Aquatic speciesGyraulus laevis 1
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1 3 1 5 4Littorina littoralis 1Littorina littorea 1
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BLOCK 21A (see p.95)
Context Pot Snail SeaSh Macro pH Phos

357 0 0.14 0 0.53 0 0371 0 0.01 17 0.16 7.2 0375 0 0 0 0 7.8 3377 0 0 0 0 7.7 3378 0 0 0 0 7.6 3379 0 0 0 0 7.6 3380 0 0 0 0 7.6 3381 0 0 0 0 7.7 2382 0 0 0 0 7.7 2383 0 0 0 0 7.7 4384 0 0 0 0 7.6 1385 0 0 0 0 7.7 2386 0 0 0 0 7.6 3387 0 0 0 0 7.7 3389 0 0 0 0 7.5 5390 0 0 0 0 7.6 3391 0 0 0 0 7.6 2392 0 0 0 0 7.6 1393 4 0 0 0 7.5 3394 0 0 0 0 7.6 2395 0 0 0 0 7.6 3396 0 0 0 0 7.6 0400 0 0 0 0 7.6 0402 0 0 0 0 7.7 0404 0 0 0 0 7.5 0405 0 0 0 0 7.5 0406 0 0 0 0 7.2 0407 0 0 0 0 7.4 0411 0 0 0 0 7.7 0421 0 0 0 0 7.4 0422 0 0 0 0 7.2 0423 0 0 0 0 7.8 0425 0 0 0 0 7.7 0
Total 4 0.15 17 0.69 0 0

BLOCK 21B (see p.95)
Context 357 371SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 5 2Cochlicopa Lubricella 2Cochlicopa sp 3Pupilla muscorum 51 7Lauria cylindracea 3 2Oxychilus alliarius 1Helicella itala 6
Total-terrestrial 70 12(including wet species)
No. of species 6 4(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1Littorina littorea 1
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BLOCK 22A (see p.96)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone pH Phos % Burntstone332 51 14 0.03 723 0.2 6 2956 7.6 3 �333 78 2 � 105 0.12 � 1155 7.5 3 �337 33 � 0.01 6 0,41 � 56 7.7 3 �341 63 12 0.12 244 0.74 � 1312 7.7 3 �344 � � 0.01 6 0.55 � 44 8.2 4 �345 � � 0.01 � 0.01 � � 7.8 3 �346 � � � � � � � 7.5 4 �350 � � � � � � � 7.5 3 �351 27 4 0.04 395 0.54 4 1532 7.8 3 5352 5 3 � 65 � � 198 7.5 � �353 � � � � � � � 7.6 3 �412 16 5 0.01 29 0.35 � 275 7.3 2 �

TOTAL 273 40 0.23 1573 2.92 10 7528
BLOCK 22B (see p.96)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A A A B CContext 344 337 412 351 332SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1 5Cochlicopa lubricella 1cochlicopa sp 1 1 1Pupilla muscorum 2 24 3Lauria cylindracea 2Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 2Oxychilus alliarius 1 1Helicella itala 2 4 1*Lymnaea truncatula 1
Total-terrestrial 2 1 6 37 8(including wet species)
No. of species 1 1 4 6 5(including wet species)
Seaweed importsGibula cineraria 1Rissoa parva 3Littorina littorea 1
BLOCK 23 (see p.98)
Context Bone
115 84
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BLOCK 26A (see p.100)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Slag Stone pH Phos % Burntstone326 18 1 0.06 70 0.24 � 666 7.4 4 �327 � � � � � � � 7.6 3 �338 31 3 0.05 969 0.15 � 4322 7.8 4 �339 42 6 2.04 470 0.52 � 4542 7.8 4 �340 34 � 0.04 170 0.92 � 505 7.8 2 �342 4 � 0.37 � 0.01 � 7 8 4 �347 14 � 0.01 49 0.23 � 218 7.4 4 �348 4 � 0.14 102 0.02 � 10 7.4 2 �349 6 � 0.08 68 0.35 � 124 7.5 4 �369 20 � 0.39 � 0.01 � � 7.3 2 �370 � � � � � � � 7.4 3 �376 � � � � � � � 7.6 4 �

TOTAL 173 10 3.18 1898 2.45 � 10394
BLOCK 26B (see p.100)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B C D D D E E FContext 369 342 326 340 347 339 348 338 349SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 54 23 3 3 3 9 6 49 4Cochlicopa lubricella 42 25 3 2 9 35 3Cochlicopa sp. 37 23 7 4 4 12 12 37 11*Vertigo substriata 1Vertigo pygmaea 1Pupilla muscorum 38 119 17 6 3 8 33 156 24Lauria cylindracea 2 6 1Vallonia costata 7 3 6 2 2 5 2 27 7Vallonia excentrica 58 34 6 6 2 8 7 46 8Vitrina pellucida 1Nesovitrea hammonis 1Oxychilus alliarius 2 1 3Helicella itala 1 16 3 1 5 14 6Cochlicopa acuta 1 1*Lymnaea truncatula 1
Total-terrestrial 237 243 50 23 14 44 75 375 67(including wet species) 238 51
No. of species 7 7 10 6 5 7 8 11 9(including wet species) 8 11
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1 1 1 1 1 3
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BLOCK 27A (see p.102)
Context Bone Pot Snail SeaSh Macro Stone pH Phos % Burntstone125 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0126 211 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0130 56 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0172 34 0 0.02 109 0.65 123 0 0 0175 0 0 0 8 0.04 40 7.2 3 0464 53 2 0.05 106 0.01 917 7.3 5 5465 42 0 0.03 94 0.31 1420 7.3 5 0

Total 402 31 1 317 1.01 2500 0 0 0
BLOCK 27B (see p.102)
Sub-block (see 14.3) A B CContext 464 465 172SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1 3 1Cochlicopa lubricella 2Cochliocpa sp 1 3*Vertigo antivertigo 1Pupilla muscorum 13 5 10Vallonia costata 2Vallonia excentrica 1 1 2Vitrina pellucida 1Oxychilus alliarius 2 1Helicella itala 1Cochlicella acuta 8
Total-terrestrial 21 24 13(including wet species) 14
No. of species 7 8 3(including wet species) 4
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 1 4
BLOCKS 28�31 (see p.103)
Context 50SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 1Vertigo pygmaea 2Pupilla muscorum 1Lauria cylindradea 2Vallonia costata 4Oxychilus alliarius 1Cochlicella acuta 2
Total-terrestrial 13(including wet species)
No. of species 7(including wet species)
Seaweed importsRissoa parva 2
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TABLES FOR CHAPTER 7
BLOCK 1A (see p.105)

Bone SeaSh Pot Pot Qtz Flt Stn Slag Pumice PumiceLayers frags wt frags wt4 27.6 604.9 26 466.8 16 6 16 1 1 2.413 1.1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 019 1.7 0 2 7.7 4 0 1 0 1 14.321 0 0 1 4.1 1 0 0 0 0 025 0 0 14 177.7 2 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 1 3.9 0 0 0 0 0 071 0 0 7 33 2 0 0 0 0 0101 65 39 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0104 11 144.1 4 31.7 0 2 0 0 0 0109 10 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0122 77.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0124 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0142 221.3 6.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0157 0 0 2 17.9 0 0 0 0 0 0198 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Total 415.4 847.4 57 742 27 12 12 17 12 16.7

BLOCK 1B (see p.105)
Bone SeaSh Pot Pot Qtz FltPits frags wt2 0 0 2 43 0 03 0 0 9 54.4 0 05 0 0 0 0 0 138 0 0 0 0 1 048 0 0 1 2.5 0 168 0 0 1 1.7 1 093 0 6.7 0 0 0 0119 0 0 1 11.3 0 095 (fill of 119) 0 0 1 32 0 0150 102.2 10.4 0 0 0 0207 0 0 0 0 20 0222 0 0 0 0 0 1224 (fill of 222) 0 0 1 76 0 0

Total 102.2 17.1 16 220.9 22 3
BLOCK 2 (see p.106)
Context Pot Pot Stnfrags wt103 1 3 1
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BLOCK 3 (see p.108)
Context Bone SeaSh Qtz Flt St Pumice Pumicefrags wt83 0 0 0 0 1 0 0108 20.6 1012.7 6 0 8 1 8112 1.3 9.2 0 0 0 0 0180 46.9 12.1 0 2 0 0 0212 0 100 17 0 1 0 0233 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Total 68.8 1134 24 2 10 1 8
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TABLES FOR CHAPTER 8
BLOCK 1 (see p.111)
Context Bone Snail SeaSh Stone pH Phos
1 9.14 6 123.8 334 2 7.4
BLOCK 2 (see p.111)
Context Snail SeaSh

50 6.3 27
BLOCK 3 (see p.111)
Context Bone Snail SeaSh Mcp Pot Stone Iron pH Phos

5 0 0 68 0 0 0 0 7.3 46 9 0 215 0 0 0 0 7.5 47 61 0 818 6 0 437 0 7.5 48 6 0 128 0 4.7 164 0 7.5 311 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 312 2 1.4 96 0 0 298 0 7.5 513 13 0 93 0 0 73 0 7.5 314 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 215 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 217 43 10.2 96 0 0 70 0 7.5 519 72 11 707 18 0 288 0 7.6 520 4 0 191 0 0 108 0 7.6 521 7 0 600 0 0 405 0 7.7 222 20 0 132 0 8.1 99 0 7.1 523 0 4 118 0 0 17 0 7.5 424 12 7 148 0 16.7 30 0 7.5 327 11 0 917 0 0 0 0 7.7 428 4 0 51 0 0 0 0 7.6 329 2 0 31 0 20.6 17 0 7.7 530 0 0 186 0 0 7 0 7.1 531 20 0 160 0 0 20 0 7.6 232 9 2.8 131 0 0 0 0 7.5 433 28 7.6 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 337 3 5.3 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 238 79 2.1 775 0 0 174 0 7.6 541 39 7 563 0 0 554 10 7.7 442 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 7.5 447 0 0 130 0 0 0 0 7.1 548 85 0 253 0 0 95 0 7.7 549 0 0 22 0 3.8 0 0 7.8 4
Total 529 58.4 6,659 18 53.9 2,856 10 0 0
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BLOCK 4 (see p.113)
Context Bone Snail SeaSh Mcp Pot Stone Glass pH Phos

51 5 6 163 0 0 12 0 0 052 86 8 474 7 4.1 286 4 7.5 453 52 6 707 0 0 157 0 7.5 456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 358 2 3 26 0 0 0 0 7.5 3
Total 145 23 1370 7 4.1 455 4 0 0

BLOCK 5 (see p.113)
Context Bone Snail SeaSh Mcp Stone Phos pH

43 19 6 340 18 68 7.7 346 35 0 3,369 0 0 7.9 3
BLOCKS 1�5 (see p.111, 113)
Context 50 1 8 24 13 33 32 60 37 31 23 7 17 20 12 6 5 30 27 28 29 21 22 38 42 49 48 47 41 19SpeciesCochlicopa lubrica 2 1 1 2 1 12 3 1 1 1 4 1 1 1Cochlicopa lubricella 1 1Cochlicopa sp 3 5 5 3 2 6 3 1 2 1 1 1Vertigo pygmaea 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1Pupilla muscorum 1 1 2 2 2 1Lauria cylindracea 3 1 25 2 1 1 2 6 21 41 75 428 18 3 1 1Vallonia costata 1 1Vallonia excentrica 4 1 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1Vitrina pellucida 1 3 2 2 1Vitrea contracta 1 1 2 20 6 6 11 1Nesovitrea Hammonis 1Oxychilus Alliarius 2 6 3 1 1 1 11 22 24 26 10 4 2 1 2Helicella Itala 77 4 6 6 4 16 5 54 26 4 1 3 5 3 3 2 1 3 1 9 2 1 2 7Cochlicella acuta 434 94 96 19 22 72 36 268 84 9 3 37 58 54 35 19 12 89 55 15 7 5 21 10 34 4 9 4 38 75Lymnaea truncatula 1 2 1 1 1 1
Total-terrestrial 520 109 115 54 27 94 52 345 119 16 158 78 152 175 500 65 20 92 58 15 7 5 26 13 46 4 12 6 43 88(Including wet species) 521 111 116 346 501 89
No. of species 7 8 6 5 3 6 9 8 7 4 7 8 8 9 6 7 4 4 2 1 1 1 5 3 5 1 3 3 5 7(Including wet species) 8 9 7 7 8
Aquatic speciesLymnaca peregra 1
Sea weed importsRissoa parva 2 1 4 2 5 5 4 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 20 10 2 1 1 2 4 2 2 3 1 3Lacuna vincta 1 1 1 1 3 1 1
Other marine 1 20 3Littorinal littorals 1 1 1 1 1 1Littorina littorea 1 11
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